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'S(e are not forming coalitions between States,
but union among people.'



INTRODUCTION

On Thanksgiving Day last year, I dined with Jean and Sylvia Monnet
in their thatched-roof house at Houjarray, a few kilorneters from Pads.
In the course of our dinner - which, as a gestue to an old friend and to
America, included a nrtkey complete with cranberries and chestnut
dressing - Monnet told me, with that quiet conviction which gives
exceptional force to whatever he says: 'George, you should stop
diffirsing your energies. You should select a single, gteat objective
and concentrate on it until it is accomplished. You may have to make
short-term tactical detours, but you must nevet lose sight of your
cenral goal, even when the road ahead seems hopelessly blocked.'

That sage counsel had formed the leitmotit of many conversations
during the years that I worked closely with Monnet, yet even more
petsuasive than his words was the testimony of his own career. Men of
genius sometimes validate clichCs that have Iost their credence, and
Monnet's life graphically illustrates the old saylng that a deeply com-
mitted man cnn move mountains. Yet to do so he must, like Monnet,
possess indefatigable energy, an uncomfiIon measure of both resilience
and resourcefulness and the willingness to fotego all personal gain or
glory in the single-minded putsuit of a transcendent purpose.

Jean Monnet's transcendent purPose was to transform Europe and
he has quite literally succeeded. Not only has he been the architect of
the European Economic Community but also its master builder. Yet
what gives him the greatest satisfaction is that Europeans now regard
that Community as an uncomPleted stnrcture, that they take for
granted what has akeady been accomplished - substantial economic
integration and practices of co-operation that twenty years ago would
have seemed visionary. Today most Europeans would find it difficult
to imagine Europe without the Comrnunity. Only very rarely do
transient conficts of will or policy recall even faintly the chaotic,
divided Europe of quarreling nations that marred the period between
the wars and led to ultimate catastroPhe. To Monnet all that is proof of
the soundness of one of his more conroversial hypotheses that, while
men and women cannot change human nature, they can, by establishing
new nrles and institutions to which human beings must adiust, create
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INTRODUCTION

new habits of thought and action that can profoundly affecr economic
and political attitudes and behavior.

But, though Monnet's career for the 6r9t thirty years was in a sense
prelude to the building of a new Europe, even had he disappeared
before either the Treaties of Paris or Rome, he would still have left a
formidable record of achievement. Over more than a half-century he
quietly infuenced major decisions of his country and its allies by the
persuasive power of his logic and insights, invariably in support of
certain principles. The major theme of this book is the evolution and
tealization of those principles.

Monnet's central conviction is that men and women of different
nations can achieve almost any obiective if they combine their resources
and energies and avoid frustrating one another's efforts by pursuing
narrow national ends. Though the idea is too obvious for philosophical
challenge, Monnet has found by his years of experience that its applica-
tion is by no means easy or simple.

Related to that idea - perhaps flowing from it - is the belief that
the nation-state survives in the Twentieth Century as an anachronism
quite inadequate to define the boundaries of modern political and
economic action. Although, within limits, Governments can develop
corunon policies and approaches through co-operation, if they are fully
to meet the expanding requirements of the present day, the smaller
nations must create more comprehensive units. $Tithin a federal
or confederal structure common action need no longer depend on
the caprice of Governments, each subject to its own domestic pressures
and national ambitions; rather people will be able to work and act
together for a common purpose, to speak with a single voice and act
with a single will. European problems are incapable of solution within
the present strurcture of competing sovereignties, so they must change
the conditions that create the problems - or, in other words, change
the structure - and, thus, transform the problems themselves.

However sound these substantive convictions may be, they would
have had little impact on the course of history had Monnet not been
the master of highly individualistic techniques for translating ideas
into institutions. In Monnet's view, there is never a lack of oppot-
tunity for action. But to seize those opportunities, one must be equipped
with a strong conviction derived from careful refection; then, when the
critical moment affives, one can act without hesitation. It was because
of his wellformed convictions that, even though he had neither taste
nor fair fot the conventional procedures of politics and little talent for
oratory or public presentation, Monnet could brilliantly utilize a wide
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INTRODUCTION

repertory of petsuasive devices, all based on the optimistic conviction
that most men will respond to logic if it is Patiently and forcefully
brought to their attention. In his subtle but effective operations he

was well served by an almost infallible instinct for detecting the loci

of real, as contrasted with apparent, power. Thus, in dealing with
Governments, he never confined his operations to official channels,
recognizing that often the most effective way to induce official action
u/as to persuade key individuals outside of government to c{rrry the
burden of persuading the political leaders empowered to take that
action. That this required him to reiterate the same arguments again

and again did not deter him, nor did he even hesitate, as he points out in
this book, to use the same terminology repeatedly to get his points
across, since that terminology had been carefully devised and could
not be bettered by improvisation. One technique of analysis and
persuasion he regulady employed was to prepare t bilan, a balance
sheet of needs and resoutces; only in that way could he compel less

imaginative men to view a problem as a whole.
Monnet understood instinctively the supreme importance of timing,

recognizing that, at moments of crisis, political leaders could be
induced to make far braver decisions than they would ever consider in
conditions of less stress. As a negotiator, he was without equal, in part
because he applied to even the most marginal exchange excruciating
efforts to achieve the right phrase, the precise nuance, so that, as I
came to expect in working with him, even the simplest letter might
have to be redrafted fourteen or fifteen times. Beyond that, he held
to the 6xed principle that, in every efiective negotiation there had to be
a srisis.

Many intellectuals have failed to grasp Monnet's instinctive talent
for penetrating to the heart of problems while leaving technical
elaboration and philosophical shadings to specialists. But, though some

were put off by his apparent simplicity and that single-mindedness
which led him to ignore those philosophical rabbits he so frequently
fushed, the most percePtive felt his elemental strength and were
willing to work interminable hours with an almost kanikary loyalty.

If I were to try to reduce the essence of Jean Monnet to a single
phrase, I would say that he is preeminently a rnodern man who has

perceived tmaior dilemma of our complex times - the discord between
our technology, on the one hand, with its rapid pace of advance and its
requitements of scale and scope, and, on the other, our institutional
arrangements which are so slow to change and so often parochial in
character. Yet to call Monnet a modern man does not mean that he is
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INTRODUCTION

unaware or disdainful of the past. Though admittedly no scholar,
his insight has told him that history is not static, not the constant
replaying of old themes, but a flow of events which, if man is to survive,
must be so channeled as to meet the needs of an evolving age. He has,
therefore, never been tempted into the unhappy error - induced by an
atavistic longing for a wodd that nevet was - of seeking to recapture
the past. Instead he has pursued the more relevant purpose of bending
men's efforts toward a nobler future.

It is because Jean Monnet so cleady perceives the natute of the
great tidal forces now at work that he is sturdily immune to dis-
appointments. I was with him on more than one occasion when the
progress of a new design seemed irrevocably halted by the abrupt
intrusion of obsolete - yet fiercely held - ideas that echoed a distant
and eadier age. Invariably - and sometimes almost alone - Jean
Monnet remained undismayed. 'What has happened, has happened,'
he would say with a Gallic shrug, 'but it does not affect anything
fundamental. The impottant point is for us not to be deflected, not to
lose momentum. W'e must find a way to go forward.'

It is because of this apparent imperturbability that Monnet is known
- to the admiration of his friends and the exasperation of his opponents
- as an incorrigible optimist. Yet his optimism does not stem from any
Panglossian idea that all is for the best in the best of all possible worlds,
but rather from a belief in the logic of events and the essential ration-
ality of man - a dauntless faith in the ineluctable direction of deeply
moving forces. Optimism to Jean Monnet is the only serviceable
hypothesis for a practical man or wornan with a passionate desire to
get things done.

Since the beginning of time many men have tried to alter the struc-
ture of wodd power. When their ambitions have been selfish and
hegemonic, they have usually failed. !7hen they have sought to realize
their dreams by force, whatever success they have achieved has been
transient and illusory. But there have also been those rare men whose
visions were ample and genetous, whose goal was no less than the
good of mankind, and who have relied not on force but persuasion -
the energy latent in an indomitable idea - to accomplish their objectives.
Sometimes those men have wrought miracles.

This book is a chronicle of the miracles of Jean Monnet.

t4
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Part One

THE FAILURE OF FORCE





Chapter r

r94o- UNITY IN PERIL

I
The limits of co-oPeration

The morning of May to, r94o, was fine all over Europe. The heat and

sunshine had taken us by surprise. 'ife had feared this moment for
which the Germans had teen waiting: for several weeks, armies and
peoples had been watching anxiously fot the bright skies_that would
i"rrorrr attacks by the Luftwafe and the Panzet divisions. In London,
where I was then living, I was called at dawn by Alexandre Parodi*:
the Germans had invaded Belgium and the Nethedands. I went to my
offrce in Richmond Tertace, walking as usual across St James's Park.
On the way I met General Sir Hastings Ismayt, some of whose p-eople

worked in the same building. 'Ifhat do you say to that?', I asked him'
'It's exacdy what we were hoping for,' he replied.

It was then that I remembeied a strange conversation with Edouard

Daladier a few weeks before. I had told the French Premier that in my
view, if the Germans took the offensive, they would attack where the

Maginot Line stopped, iust on the Belgian frontier. 'That's what the
genirals tell me,' he said thoughdully: 'It's what they're counting
on.' I found this strategy incomprehensible at the time, and no one

since then has been able to explain to me why our reserves were

sationed hundreds of miles away from the point where the Germans

were likely to break through' As it tutned out, Belgium proved no

trap for the German army: within a few days, the Germans broke the
line at Sedan.

Leaving General Ismay to his illusions, I went uP to my offrce, the

headquarGrs of the 'Anglo-French Co-ordinating Committee'. There

* A former member of the Conteil d'Etat,Pelmanent Undet-Sectetary at the Ftench

Ministty of Labour, and latet Minister of Labout himself.

t Secretary to the Impetial Defence Council.
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we had collected economic data to measure the strength and weakness
of the- Allies against the German Reich. It gave us 

"a 
first glimpse of

what lay ahead: a long and uncertain total 'Jar in which or"ganization
and willpower, helped by time and space, would determinE the final
military outcome.

The Committee had been at work since November ryr9, I had been
made chairmanby a joint decision of the French 

""a 
niliirr, Govern-

ments. The methods olu'9rk and the objectives which I had proposed
to the two Ptemiers, Daladier and Neville Chamberlain, 

^.rd 
*hi.h

they had accepted, were not very different from those of the Allied Ex-
ecutive committees to which I had devoted my efforts in the r9r4-rg
war. seeing the same needs now, I had once again followed the same
coulse - with, incidentally, some of the sami people, who had re_
mained my friends. what was needed was to bring together and unite
all the strength of the free wotld, to resist and crish Ihe onslaught of
totalitarianism. No one disagreed; but this common-sense idei was
simply not being applied.

It is astonishing how little the word .alliance,, which people find so
reassuring, really means in practice if all it implies is ihe iraditional
y.lrl:y of co-operation. I had learned this ty long experience in
Wodd War I, whose military outcome had hung in-the'balance so
long as the Allies had fought side by side insteadlf forming a single
grganized force. It had taken two years of persistent effor{ and i-he
deadly threat of unlimited submarine warfare, before we could com-
bine our resources and pool our shipping. The decision to do so,
which ensured the Allies' economic supeliodty and the security of theii
supplies, in the end proved as decisive as mln,s heroism in iattle. It
was simply less widely known. This time, our Governments .were

easier to convince, because the concept of .total wat, imposed by the
enemy had become familiar. But it was still a national concept, iotal
wur at the level of the Alliance seemed to have no meaning, and cer-
tainly little hope of being achieved. In each of our countrifs the civil
and military war machine was preparing, as best it could, to wage its
own war. The two Governments wele acting separately, and pirUti.
opinion in Britain and France rvas reacting in two difler.rrt waysio the
same threat. Now, that threat was ,ery gieat and very close.

- I had long been convinced that the o.rly way to vin this war, like thc
fust war, was to. pool the two countries, material lesources and pro_
ductive potential. But it was growing more and more obvious'that
unity must be on a different scale from the start. On March zg, r94o,
France and Britain had both undertaken not to negotiate for 

" 
r.p"r.ti
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rg4o - UNrTY rN PERrL

armistice, and to act together in Postwar reconstnrction. But what
underlying basis could there be for such solidarity? !7hat tangible
form could be given to a unity ofpurpose strong enough to resist the
otdeals to comi ? The more limited machinery for co-ordination and

co-operation that we were setting uP was proving too slow. It had

aken no less than four months to get from our national administra-
tions a simple balance-sheet of our potential air-power - which was

the only way of persuading the United States to increase their output
of aero-engines. I was all the more anxious, that morning of May ro,
r94o, as I watched the mists dispersing from the London sky. At that

very moment, I learned later, the air-raid sirens were sounding ovel
Paris.

The patient work of co-ordination that we were doing in out Com-
mitteeJwould bear fruit when the Allies had recovered the initiative.
Today, the enemy was calling the tune and seeking immediate victory.
Against the psychological advantage of su4rrise, coupled with su-

peiior armed might, had we enough strength and willpower to resist?

In those spring days of r94o, history was advancing wilh the speed

of the Panzer divisions: we could stem it only by a bold stroke that
would seize the imagination and sweep aside the matetial and psycho-
logical obstacles that were delaying ioint action by the Allies.

My friends on the Anglo-French Committee were very well placed to
realize the impasse. Chief among them was Sir Arthur Salter, who had

worked with me on the Allied Combined Boards betvzeen 1916 and

r9r8, and who had seen their achievements dissipated at the end of
the war. He was anxious that our Present wotk should lead to institu-
tions that would give it both legitimacy and permanence' In political
circles, some voices *"1s 6alling for closer unity, and editorials in the
London Tines lent theit weight to some ambitious proposals whose

equivalent it would have been difficult to find at that time in France,

no doubt because the danger was less cleady seen and less willingly
acknowledged. I discussed these ideas with the then Prime Minister,
Neville Chambetlain. In general terms he was receptive to them.
There was broad agreement on the principle of a union which might
go as far as uniting orrr tv/o peoples. But how to proceed - when to
act that remained vague; and I have to confess that I myself had no

ready-made answers.
Events spurred our minds and opened the way to action. The first

big battles, in the second half of May, showed how vulnerable the
French army was. At the same time, they forced even the greatest

r9
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optimists to recognize the inadequacy of the British land fotces. No
less dangerous, we then realized, was the weakness of Allied morare.
Evidently, the Alliance lacked roots. The need to make clear our war
aims had been forgotten - whereas a common effort depends on com-
mon aims. Against the Nazi attempt at domination, frle men had to
know,what they were fighting for. They were not yet fully alive to the
mory{ danger with which Flitler's will to hegemony threatened the
wotld. Both nations, and even their individual iitizeni, still believed in
their heart of hearts that they could escape and survive alone, by their
own separate efiorts.

. Al lI. beginning of June, the British withdrawal from Dunkirk put
the Alliance to the test. It looked as if Hitler's plan to divide the Allies,
militarily and psycholo gically, might be in the process of succeeding.
I wtote to lVinston Churchill, who had become prime Minister on the
fateful day of May ro:

If British strategists start thinking of ways in which Britain and the
British Empire could defend themselves if France were knocked out of
tlg fight; or if French statesmen start wondering whether they might be
able to negotiate less onerous peace telms befoie the French'armles are
driven from their new lines ofdefence, and perhaps destroyed - then the
Nazis will have attained their goal.

Nevertheless, the situation as we saw it still left us in hopes of an
organized tesistance. In a further personal letter to Churchill, on june
6, I proposed a merger of the two air forces, whose strength f had
managed, not without difficulty, to have assessed in a continuing
inventory.

'The present balance-sheet,'I wrote to the prime Minister, .shows clearly
that if the forces of our two countries are not treated as one, we shalr see
the Nazis gain mastery of the air in France, overpowering her, and thcn
concentrating all their strength against the united Kingdom. The Allied
aicraft no-w operating in France are outnumbered by sJveral to one. But
if we combine the two countries' air forces, the ratio becomes about one
to one-and-a-half; and with our proven superiority when evenly matched
we should then have a chance of winning. In a word, victory or defeat
may be determined by an immediate decilion to usp our resiective air-
craft and pilots in the present battle as a single force. l[ that in turn
requires a unified command for our two air forces, then this problem
should in my opinion be studied, and studied now.,



II
One parliament, one army

A single force. . . . But when Churchill read my letter it was already too
Iate - too late to save the aircraft o! the entite army colps which, one
by one, we were losing trace of, day after dry, hour after hour.Para-
doxically, as we lost the opportunity to take the most logical decisions
and co-operate in the simplest ways, we were led to raise our sights
and try to recover on the political level the control ofevents that was
escaping us in the 6eld. When thete was no longer- any hope of
achieving a unified command, a merger of sovereignty became con-
ceivable. ![ith the Germans thteatening Paris, we had to think of
saving London, still untouched as a centre of the Alliance. France
might be invaded, but not the French Empite. Yet in whose name

could unity on this basis be maintained? And would men go on fighting
when it looked as if they had lost the war ? Arthur Salter and I decided
to use every means in our powet to put into effect the bold plan that
events had made both reasonable and essential.

On June r, 'q/e put the finishing touches to a papet five pages long
exploring all the possibilities then open to us: each one pointed to the
conclusion that only total union between France and Britain could
safeguard the hope of frnal victory. On the English text of the note,
which was headed 'Anglo-French Unity', I had to make a correction
that night, 'Paris may fall at once' became 'Paris has fallen'. From one
moment to the next, part of the history of France had to be written
in the past tense. It was urgently necessary to build a difierent future.
'Even if the French forces are thrown back further and further,' said
the note, 'even if no front can be held, even if the struggle has to be
continued in pockets of desperate resistance, France can, with Britain,
continue the war. Even if the worst happens and the Germans con-
quer the whole of France, at least her fleet and her air force will be
able to go on fighting alongside Britain, and alarge part of the French
army and its equipment will be able to embark and join forces rvith
the British troops. In this case the two countries will be able to con-
tinue the battle until at last the infinitely superior resources of the
Allied Empire and the United States bring them victory.'

'The two countries will be able to continue the battle . . .'- we knew
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how frail this hope would be if it were limited to the military sphere.
Even the best strategists would be unable to regroup and amalgamate
forces that had lost faith in the future. It was neceJsary to givi them
the prospect of a common destiny. 'The plan', we wrote, 'would be
impossible to apply if in the present battle, as afterwards, the two
countries did not act and fight as a single people and if the two nations
were not completely and profoundly aware of their unity.' It therefore
seemed essential, fust, that France should continue the war; secondly,
that French resources should be husbanded to cary on the struggle
elsewhere; thirdly, that the United States should join in as a belli-
gerent; and fourthly, that the Nazis should be prevented from invading
the British Isles. In conclusion, the note outlined some suggestions.

'There should be a dramatic declaration by the two Governments on
the solidarity of the tu'o countries' interests, and on their mutual
commitment to restore the devastated areas, making clear also that
the two Governments are to merge and form a single Cabinet and to
unite the two Parliaments.'

On June r 3 we did not think that it was necessary to dtaw up too
precise a proposal. The document was not intended to go before the
British Cabinet in that form. It was aimed at persuading statesmen,
and its final wording had been left to circumstances. But events left us
no time for niceties: the worsening military situation convinced us
that we must take the paper to the highest political level at once.
Already, I had had some difHculty in interesting Churchill in our
ideas. 'I am fighting the war,' he had answered during one recent
conversation, 'and you come to talk about the future.' He was pre-
occupied by immediate action and he still hoped to redress the military
situation, if not in France then at least over the Channel. But after the
Allied Conference in Touts, where for the 6rst time there was talk of
the possibility of a separate armistice, and after the fall of Paris, the
British authorities began to think about what guarantees they could
obtain from France, and in the eyes of certain people our plan became
very relevant.

It was then that I had a visit from a friend, Desmond Morton, who was
a close adviser of Churchill's. 'I've come to give you some advice,' he
said. 'I hear that you're trying to persuade Mr Churchill to put this
Anglo-French Unity plan to Cabinet. I don't think you'll succeed
youtself - simply because you're not the Prime Minister of France.
That's the way Churchill is. If you were the French Premier, he'd
listen to you. But he will listen to a man who has a senior position in
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the British Government. For example, he has a high regatd for Mr
Chambedain, and he'd listen to him. If Mr Chambedain said to him:
"Prime Minister, I'd like this question discussed in Cabinet," he would
answer: "Vety well, Lord Chancellor," and it would at least be dis-
cussed.'

I realized how wise Morton's advice was, and I at once v/ent to see

Mr Chamberlain's private secretary, Horace Wilson, whom I already
knew. 'You've heard,' I said, 'that I've been trying to convince
Churchill of the need for union between France and Britain?' He said
he had. 'Well, I believe that the time has come to conclude this union,
because we are entering a new phase. The French areirr great trouble,
and before long the British in theit turn will face disaster. W'e cannot
live through these things separately, and we cannot tell our peoples
that they must go on fighting for fighting's sake. The British and the

French must be convinced that they share the same duty, which is to
defend freedom against totalitarianism. Only then will they undersand
why the struggle must be pursued in Africa or in Britain, and why there
will be no defeat so long as both peoples together are not conquered.
That's the aim of this unity plan.'

'What do you want me to do ?' asked Wilson.
'You could ask Mr Chambedain to try to convince Churchill''
'I will. You really mean unity - complete unity? That would mean

one Padiament, one army?'
'Exactly.'
'Very well, I'll do my best. Let's meet again this evening.'
It was Friday, June 14, r94o.
At midnight, I met Horace Wilson and David Margesson, the Con-

servative Chief Whip, who himself had vainly tried to recruit supPort
for our plan from Lord Halifax, the Foreign Secretary. But Wilson
had persuaded Chambedain to talk to Churchill, who had agreed to
put the subiect on the agenda for next day's Cabinet. I also learned
that Sir Robet Vansittart, Permanent Under-Secretary at the Foreign
Office, had been asked to draw up the final document.

Next morning, I went in search of Vansitart. The weekend had
begun, and we had a lot of difficulty finding.him in the country.
Finally, with him, Morton, Salter, and Ren6 Pleven, who was my
assistant in London, we drew up the draft declaration of indissoluble
union. Every Frenchman and every Englishman would have the full
rights of citizenship in both countties. There would be a customs
union and a common currency. The war damage sufiered by each

country would be jointly repaired. The text was submitted to Churchill.
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Churchill, who had come to power to defend the very edstence of the
British Empire, was staftled when he read our !il/ords. They called upon
Britain to embark on a new course, turning her back on the past ,nd o.,
her island history, He raised objections: he refused to be-convinced.
But his sense of duty v/as more powerful, and because he savr in our
plan a chance to changethe coursi ofevents he put the text to the rJTar

Cabinet that afternoon. There, to his great sulprile, statesmen whom he
tespec_ted, from all parties, welcomed the project warmly, and quickly
turned to studying its practical consequences. Apparently, the ro-
mantic in Churchill was troubled by this enthusiasm - but u/on over
by its generosity. He decided to support the proposal, which was to
be put formally to a further meeting of C"binel next day.

Meanwhile, however, events in France were gathering speed. The
most impressive evidence of this we had that same night from the
mouth of General Chades de Gaulle, Secretary of State fot War in
Paul Reynaud's Government. Arriving on an ofHcial mission in Lon-
don, he telephoned me at once from the apartment that had been put
at his disposal by Jean Laurent, his cltef delabinet*. 'f am here officially
to negotiate for the transportation of French units to North Africa
and to Britain,'he said. 'But that is not the only reason I have come.
For your own information, I have decided to stay here. There is
nothing more to be done in France just now. It is here that we must
operate.' Thereupon we agreed to meet without delay and to have
dinner together at my apartment, together with de Gaulle,s aide-de-
camp Lieutenant Geoffroy de Courcel and my assistant Ren6 pleven.

De Gaulle was welcomed by my wife; but then he plunged into an
embarrassing silence. To break the ice while awaiiing my rerurn,
Silvia asked him how long his mission here would last.

'I am not here on a mission, Madame,' de Gaulle replied: ,I am here
to save the honour of France.'

For him, so recently escaped from the defeatist atmosphere then
rgignilS in Bordeaux, there was no longer any hope of stemming
the tide in France. He was therefore rather sceptical when I announceJ
the plan we had been preparing. But I set out to persuade him that so
extraordinary a gesture, a solemn proposal from the British Govern-
ment to the French, would halt the drift and give Paul Reynaud both
the courage and the oppotunity to take his Government from Bor-
deauxt to North Africa. De Gaulle admitted that although the chances

* Head of ptivate office or chief executive assistant.
t Vhere it had withdtawn ftom Paris in mid-Junc.
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of success were slim, the attempt had to be made, because everything
was ready. He agreed to lend the plan his full support.

De Gaulle's support, we knev/, could have a great efiect on Churchill.
The two men had met for the first time in London the week befote,
and they had made a gre t impression on each other. The date of their
meeting was Monday June 9: it had been arranged through a telephone
call to me from Jean Laurent in Paris. 'De Gaulle wants to go to
London,' he had said: 'he's worried about our lack of contact with the
British. We need to show them that, despite everything, there's still
some strength and action on our side. De Gaulle can do it better than
anyone. Can you arr^nge for him to see Churchill ?' I made the artange-
ments straight away, because I was distressed to see our two countries,
which had not had the time to forge solid links, starting to drift apart
as soon as the storm began. Our plan for Franco-British unity would
give the French courage and a reason to continue the struggle whatever
happened. But the British needed to be sure that their proposal would
be heard, and that somewhere in the State of France the spirit of
resistance was still unquenched. De Gaulle v/as a new man with a

reputation as a fighter, newly brought into the Government by Paul
Reynaud to try to counter its defeatist elements. It was urgent for a
man of this stamp to come and bear uritness to France's willpower,
which in London was now seriously in doubt.

I can see de Gaulle nou/ as he came into my off,ce at the Anglo-
French Committee. Pleven was with me. I felt at once that the nvo
men would understand each other. They could look one another
in the eye, and they got on at once. De Gaulle gave us a very gloomy
account of the French Government's morale, and especially that of its
mittary leaders. What had struck him on his arrival in London had
been the calm of the British people, and their apparent unawateness of
the danger that was so close. But he quickly tealtzed that in official
circles at least, and in general behind the outward show, there were
few illusions left. Churchill saw him after he left us, and gave him
little hope that the British would be prepared to risk much militaty
aid in a continental d6bAcle. But he did confirm that Britain would
never surrender. De Gaulle was stung by such selfishness but im-
pressed by such determination. Would he have come back to Londoo
now, a week later, when all seemed lost in France, if he had not
reahzed that everything could be vron back again by the indomitable
people of whom Churchill was the incarnation? The two men's
mutual iudgement is eloquent. 'He is made for grandiose tasks,' said
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de Gaulle of Churchill. 'He is a man of my stature,' said Churchill of
de Gaulle.

They had seen each other again briefly at Tours on the following
Thursday, at the last meeting of the Inter-Allied Council, when the
French Government vas authorized to sound out possible conditions
for a unilateral armistice. Now, they were due to meet again at lunch
on the following day, Sunday. If it was still necessary to persuade
Churchill to speed up the proclamation of unity, de Gaulle was the
man to do it. We had good reason to believe that both men would
appreciate the grandeur of the gesture as well as its immediate practical
usefulness. But it was also clear that both, by their upbringing and
their mystical belief in national sovereignty, were deeply opposed to
aspects of the plan which they regarded as inconceivable and im-
practicable. Our view was just the opposite. For us, the plan was not
simply an opportunist appeal or a merely formal text: it was an act
which, with luck, could have changed the course of events fot the
good of Europe. That is still my opinion today.

Sunday June 16, r94o, was a day of. lost opportunities. In London, it
began well enough. After de Gaulle had dealt with his official business
at the Foreign Office, he came to see us. As he entered my office, the
telephone rang: it was Vansittart, asking us all to go round and put
together the final version of text, which the British Cabinet had ap-
proved in principle the day before. De Gaulle then asked me to tele-
phone Bordeaux so that he could talk to Paul Reynaud. 'Something
very important is being prepared on the British side to help France,'
he told him. 'I can't be more specific now, but I would urge you not
to take any serious decisions before you know the content of the
Btitish Government's message.' 'Every moment counts now,' said
Reynaud. 'We're holding a decisive Cabinet meeting this afternoon. I
can delay it a little, but certainly not later than five p.m. Act quickly
and act firmly. The gesture you speak of will have to be a very big
one if it's to vithstand the pressure for an immediate negotiation
with the Germans.' 'It is,' said de Gaulle.

W'e spent the rest of the morning, de Gaulle, Pleven, Vansittart and
I, putting our text in the form of a proclamation, rather different from
the earlier versions and more appropriate to the dramatic atmosphere
in which it would be tead in Bordeaux. Then Vansitt^rt g ye 

^ copy
to Lord Halifax, who asked him to add the necessary formal touches
for its presentation to Cabinet that afternoon. This was not the least
of our difficulties that day. For a document to be discussed in Cabinet, it
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had propedyto have'ted binding'; but the Foreign Office was closed on
Sundays and the officials concerned were away. After a long hunt, we
found a 'red binding' that served well enough, although it was white.

De Gaulle went off with the French Ambassador, Chades Corbin,
to lunch with Churchill at the Carlton Club. The rest of us - Vansittatt,
Morton, Pleven and myself - went back to lunch with my wife in our
apattment in Mount Street. We felt optimistic: but I was suddenly
perturbed to hear Morton ask Vansittart: 'Have you any news of the
telegram that went off this morning ?' Although it seemed none of
my business, I asked: 'What telegram ?'

'Oh, it's in answer to a message sent last night by the Ftench
Government. Th.y were asking for immediate written confirmation
of the permission to negotiate that Churchill agreed to orally in Tours
last Thutsday.'

'So what did you do ?'

'The War Cabinet met a short while ago. It reminded the French
Government of their inalienable commitments, but obviously we
couldn't refuse to let Reynaud ask the Germans what their terms might
be, with the pxpress reservation that the French fleet be kept out of
reach of the enemy.'

'What ?' I exclaimed. 'This morning you send a telegram authotizing
the French Government to sound out terms for a separate armistice,
and this afternoon you plan to propose indissoluble union? It's crazy.
I don't undetstand.'

My guests were appalled. Even British empiricism has its limits, and
it cettainly could not explain such inconsistency, symptomatic no
doubt of the confusion then reigning.

'You're right,' said Morton. 'We must stop the telegram, otherwise
out offer of union won't even be listened to.'

Using the direct line between my apartment and the Cabinet Office,
u/e got in touch with the British Ambassadot in Bordeaux, Sir Ronald
Campbell. He had abeady taken the telegram to Paul Reynaud - who
now had in his hand two contradictory British cards: that afternoon,
he could play one or other, as he chose. One was the authorization to
split the Alliance, under rigorous conditions it was true, but certain
to be exploited immediately by the defeatist group in the French
Cabinet. The other was the offer of total solidarity - but would it be
formally made in time ? The risk was too great.

It was decided that Campbell should go back to Reynaud to suspend
the telegram - or rather, the telegrams, since we learned meanwhile
th^t a second message confirming the first, but strengthening its
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reservations, was on its way. S7e had to act quickly, becausc within a
few hours the die would be cast. At that moment, Morton's office told
us that de Gaulle and Corbin were already there and that the Cabinet
meeting was beginning. We went at once to No. ro Downing Street.
Morton's off,ce was next to the Cabinet Room, and various Ministers
came and went, proposing changes in the text. These did not afiect
its content, and although they made it less precise it remained none-
theless imposing. Churchill had behaved vety faiiy. Although he did
not conceal his own objections, he encouraged his colleagues to make
the gesture that could have so profound an effect.

'At a time as grave as this,' he said to me, 'it shall not be said that we
lack imagination.' I can see him now as he came out of the Cabinet
Room to talk to us, in a grey suit with pink stripes, a cigar in his
mouth, treating it all v/ith a careless air. It was his way of rising above
events.

Meanwhile, Pleven translated the text back into Ftench. At 4.3,o p.m.,
de Gaulle spoke to Reynaud by telephone and told him that the
declaration was coming. Reynaud could not wait for the telegram:
he had the text dictated to him, in the presence of Campbell and
Spears*, who afterwards described how his face lit up as he took
down the words:

At this most fateful moment in the history of the modern world the
Governments of the United Kingdom and the French Republic make this
declaration of indissoluble union and unyielding resolution in their
common defence of justice and freedom against subjection to a system
which reduces mankind to a life of robots and slaves.

The two Governments declare that France and Great Britain shall no
longer be two nations, but one Franco-British Union.

The constitution of the Union will provide for ioint organs of defence,
foreign, financial and economic policies.

Every citizen of France will enjoy immediately citizenship of Great
Britain; every British subject will become a citizerr of France.

Both countries will share responsibility for the repair of the devasta-
tion of war, wherever it occurs in their territories, and the resources of
both shall be equally, and as one, applied to that purpose.

During the war there shall be a single r#ar Cabinet, 4nd all the forces of
Britain and France, whether on land, sea, or in the air, will be placed
under its direction, It will govern from wherever best it can, The two
Parliaments will be formally associated. The nations of the British Em-
pire are.already forming new armies. Ftance will keep her available

* Churchill's personal representative to Paul Reynaud in May r94o. From July
r94o to December r94r he headed the British mission to dc Gaullc's Free Frcnch.
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forces in the field, on the sea, and in the air. The Union appeals to the
United States to fortify the economic resources of the Allies, and to bring
her powerful material aid to the common cause.

The Union will concentrate its whole energy against the power of the
enemy, no matter where the battle may be.

And thus we shall conquer.

When de Gaulle had finished dictating, Reynaud was seized by an

understandable doubt. Had the text been approved by Churchill
himself? De Gaulle gave his ',vord of honour that it had. Then
Churchill, who was listening, picked up the telephone and said to
Reynaud: 'Hold on! De Gaulle's leaving now: he'll bring you the
text.. . . And now, we must meet quickly. Tomorrow morning at
Concarneau. I'll come with Attlee*, the First Lord of the Admiralty,
the Chief of Staff, and our best experts. And bring some good generalsl
At reaoir!'

I went with de Gaulle to his plane. The rest of us were to take a
train at nine o'clock that evening to go aboard a destroyer with members
of the British Government. Just as v/e were setting out, the Cabinet
told us that the trip was off. A message had come from Bordeauxl
Reynaud had resigned. 107hen the ne'uvs came, Churchill was already
on the train. He climbed out, he wrote later, 'with a heavy heart'.
That was how we all felt on the evening of so hard a day.

At about ten o'clock that night, I managed to reach de Gaulle by
telephone. On arriving at Bordeaux airport, he had learned that
Albert kbrun, the President of France, had appointed Marshal
Pdtain as Prime Minister. It was all over, said de Gaulle: further
effort was useless: he was coming back.

Myself, I was less pessimistic - or rather, I saw the problem in a

different light. The French Government was still free. lJ(e must
attempt the impossible and persuade it to move to Africa and continue
the war in the spirit of the Declaration of Union. The circumstances in
which that Declaration had been teceived in Botdeaux did not dis-
courage me - far from it. That the defeatists had done everything to
block it in the French Cabinet, that General Maxime Weygand, the
Minister for 'War, who had intetcepted all de Gaulle's telephone calls
that day, had hastened to launch his attack on the plan - this made it
all the more necessary for those who wanted to go on fighting along-
side the British to get out of France and into her overseas tetritories.

* Clement Attlee, Labour Party leader who acted as Churchill's deputy in maoy
aspects of the \(ar Cabinet's work, and succeeded him as Primc Minister in 1941.
(r.N.)
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First among them should be Government Ministers and the Speakers*
of the two Houses of Parliament, who could act legitimately in the
name of France.

ilI
Bordeaux: the last attempt

It may seem today that I was too optimistic; yet I am not an optimist. I
am simply persistent. If action is necessary, how can one say that it is
impossible, so long as one has not tried it ? That is what I said to
Churchill that night, when I went to see him with Lord Beaverbrookf.
'It may be,' I argued, 'that Pdtain is now in power. But nothing is
ever lost until one's dead. You never know. . . . I still believe that
something can be done in Bordeaux, and I propose to go there if you
can let me have transport. If it were possible, I should like to go with
a member of your Government. And could I ask you to approach
Roosevelt personally to see if he could put urgent pressure on the
French Government?' On this point Churchill answered: 'I will.'
But he did not wish to make contact with the French Governmeot
himself before receiving official notification that it had changed.

That announcemeot never came, at least through normal channels,
and it was from P6tain's statement on the radio, at midday on Monday
June r7, that Churchill learned of the course that the Bordeaux
Government had taken. The British reacted with bitterness, but above
all with anxiety. For Churchill, it was an argument against making a
gesture towards the new Government. For us, it was a reason for
offering an alternative to capitulation; and Vansittart, Pleven and I
&afted a telegram to Petain proposing that the French Government
should leave for North Africa, accompanied by a massive evacuation
of troops under the double protection of the French and British feets.
But Churchill stood on his dignity and refused to send tl-re telegram.

Even so, the idea began to appeal to him, and on the morning of
Tuesday June 18 he wrote a very brief message offedng the French
Government all the ships necessary to evacuate men and equipment. I
suggested that a mem6er of the iVar Cabinet should .rtry ih" -.r-
sage to Bordeaux, and that I should go with him to back him up,
* Presidents. (T.N.)
f Minister of Aitcraft Production.
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together with Pleven, Emmanuel Monick (financial attachd at the

French Embassy) and Robert Marjolin, his assistant. Churchill de-

cided to send two separate Parties, one headed by Lord Lloyd, the

Colonial Secretary, the other consisting of myself and my friends.

Eady that afternoon we met de Gaulle, who had returned the day

before in the British akcnft that Churchill had placed at his disposal,

in company with Maior-General Sir Edward Spears and the faithful
Courcel.

De Gaulle believed that our mission would fail' Technically, it had

become very difficult to evacuate French trooPs. Psychologically,
anglophobia reigned in the corridors of power and even in the en-

toorr[. of Paul Reynaud, whose military adviser accused me of
'treason'. Reynaud was a strange character. Previouslyhe had welcomed
out plan for Anglo-French unity with enthusiasm; nou/, released from
his tesponsibilities as Prime Minister, he became facile and shifty.
The evening before, he had remarked to de Gaulle: 'Aftet all, the

Germans are disappointed suitors.' Perhaps he still believed that the

depth of their disappointment would make them impose humiliating
armistice terms, whereupon there would be a reaction and he would
return to power. De Gaulle did not think so. But I wanted to explore
this confused situation, knowing that very often firm determination
and a simple idea have their best chance of success when indecision
is rife.

!7e asked de Gaulle to come with us. He said he would if we

thought it essential, but he himself did not. What he saw was the firm
choici he had already made; what he heard was his own voice, to be
broadcast that night by the BBC, speaking the famous and perceptive
wotds: 'France is not alone! She has a vast EmPire behind het. She can

make common cause with the British Empire, which commands the

sea and is continuing the struggle. She can, like Britain, use to the full
the immense industries of the United States . . . This war is not
confined to the unhappy land of France...'. But very few people
heard the appeal on June r8; and before u/e even knew whether it
would be broadcast we took off for France, to try to bring to the heart
of what was still the Republic that same will to resist.

Churchill had lent us a seaplane, the Claire, with room for thirty
passengers and a long range. It was too big for our small party, but
it was large enough to bring away the men rre hoped to convince,
such champions of freedom as Lebrun, Reynaud, Edouard Herriot*,
* President of thc Chambcr.
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Jules Jeanneney*, LCon Blumt, and Georges Mandel$, men who
represented the greater part of France. !7e reached Bordeaux at noon
on !flednesday June 19. Our first call was on paul Baudouin, the
Foreignllinister, whom Pleven and I had known for a long time, and
who had a receptive mind. Above all, we knew that he enloyed great
infuence over PCtain.

I told Baudouin that we knew what he had said on the radio oo
j_une 17: 'There can be no question of accepting teffis that would
deny our honour o! our national independence-. If ihe enemy sought to
impose such terms, France would prifer to go on fighting., Tiis, in
our view, was likely to be the case; and to piepate for it, fue men in
authority in France must be withdrawn out ;f r;ach of the enemy. I7e
pointed out that the British Goverament had ofered to facilitatl and
protect the French Government's evacuation. Baudouin said that he
had already_taken this into account, and that the cabinet that morning
had decided that the Ptesident of the Republic, the presidents of the
Chamber and the Senate, together with members of the Government
should withdtaw to Notth Africa. Marshal pCtain and he hims.ii
y_9"1d stay,in France. I expressed my astonishment that he, the Foreign
Minister, should conceive of doing his job under foreign dominatioln.
But he-said it was a question of dury and of fellow-feeling.

Fundamentally, he no longer believed that France wa-s capable of
resistance. I asked him if he had read Hitler,s Mein Kanpf.,Of-course,,
he teplied. 'S7ell, then,' I said, 'haven,t you noticea that it treats
France and Britain differently ? Hitler wants to annihilate France. yet
he has_no designs on the British Empire so long as the Empire turns
its back on Europe. German policy is to dividJFrance frorir Britain.
And it's very important for the future of Ftance that her cause should
oot be 

-separate 
from that of Great Britain. That is the puqpose of the

offer of unity you have received.'
'The offer has not been rejected,' replied Baudouin. .It,s simply the

pressure of events that has prevented us from responding.,
'The offer is still valid,' I said, 'and the messagl that iord Lloyd is

bringing you will confirm that.'
'We shall study it with care,' said Baudouin. ,I have asked the

newspapers to publish it.'
For an hour and a half, I used all the powers of persuasion I could

muster. Baudouin seemed divided, hesitating. But something deep-
rooted heldhim back, and we were unable to budge this pawn blocking
* President of the Senate. t Former prime Minister.
I Minister of the Interior.
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the chessboard. !7e decided to go and see Herriot. Emmanuel Monick,
who went with us, has vividly described the scene:

The house where the President of the Chamber was staying was an

astonishing sight. A large stone staircase led to the fust foor. On it, as on
the grand staircase at Versailles in the time of Louis XIV, there was a

crowd of courtiers - in this case, Members of Padiament waiting for news.

Not knowing what to do, they sPent thc whole day there standing or
sitting on the stePs. Asking each other questions, they passed on the

most unlikely rumours, and smoked countless cigarettes. Everywhere
one trod on cigarette ends.

After fighting one's way through this smokc-6"lled throog, one reached
the large frst-floor antechamber. There, more important people were
admitted - senior Members of Parliament, former Ministers. It was like
the Salon de l'(Eil-de-Boeuf, reserved for the King's favourites. They
speculated among themselves, sad and weary. Finally, we were ushered

into the dining-room. It was lunchtime. Alone at a huge table, his napkin
tucked into his waistcoat, Herriot, like the King, was eating in public.
It was a cart6 d'agncat I l'orcille . Seated on chairs around the room, but not
around the table, u/ere the dignitaries of the tealm: the President of the
Senate, former Prime Ministers, former Ministers. They were watchlog
tle old lion at fecding time.*

Herriot greeted us most warmly. I put to him our reasons for urging
him to leave France, with the Government, and the ways in which we
could help. He answered: 'You don't need to convince me: I per-
suaded the Cabinet to take the decision this morning. But we shall
leave under the flag of France. It cannot be otherwise, The Massilia
is ready to sail.'

'And what if it doesn't sail ?' asked Monick.
'Then,' thundered Herriot, 'there will be a Padiament again, and my

voice will be heard there protesting against an uniust peace.'
The theatrical atmosphere was painful. On the way out I met Ilon

Blum, who fell into my arms, and reminded me of the 'delighdul
evening'he had spent with us a few years before. 'What a catastrophe!'
he exclaimed, his eyes filling with tears. 'The only catasffophe,' I said,
'is giving in to oneself.'

I next met Lord Lloyd, who was due to see, first, Irbrun, then
P6tain, Baudouin and Herriot. I told him of the talks we had had.
Then, with Pleven and Monick, I went in search of a restaurant. But in
Bordeaux, the improvised capital of a country in chaos, everywhere
was full. The local people were carrying on their lives as usual, and

r Emmanucl Monick, Pon mlaoirc, p. 64.
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looking bemusedly at the hubbub of politicians, soldiers, and refugees.
On a bench in the Alldes de Tourny, we sat and ate sandwiches.
Then we v/ent back to see Herriot. He was worried because the pre-
vious orders had been countermanded: the embarkation promised by
Admiral Dadan* for that evening had been postponed, with no reasons
given. The Cabinet was to meet next morning. It was obvious that the
defeatists had got the upper hand. Monick, who had talked with a
number of Government officials, conf,.rmed our impression: there was
no more to be done and nobody left to persuade.

All that we could do was to embark on our seaplane those people
who wanted to leave that small wodd bereft of willpower or hope.
Pleven had had the great good fornrne to meet his wife and children
in the street, and took them back with him. Henri Bonnett and his
wife also came with us. Early in the morning we few off from Bis-
czlrosse. As we followed the Charente coasdine, I thought of the big
house in Cognac where my old mother was living, looked after by my
sisters. It was four yeats before I saw them again.

That day, even so, I still believed that so vital a projea could not
be toally abandoned, and I did not think it far-fetched, as has since
been alleged. It was simply the appropriate response to unprecedented
circumstances, What u/as unprecedented was that the enemy v/as at
the gates. At that moment he might be entering Cognac. Thete was
nothing romantic in the idea of a union of two countries, and of joint
citizenship for their inhabitants, in the face of the danger they shared.
Nor was it doctrinaire: for me, the plan had no federalist overtones.
True, it contained the germ of lasting institutions; but I was not
thinking in such abstract terms - there was no time. My only thought
was of the need to tackle a serious practical plight. At the most, I
might just have foreseen that one day similar new situations might call
for similar solutions going beyond mere co-operation. But it was not
my job to be concerned continually with afiairs of state, and the normal
course of my life had not conditioned me to look at international
problems in terms of national sovereignty. But one thing is certain. I
had already encountered these problems on several dramatic occa-
sions; and it was obvious that they were an obstacle to understanding
between men, to coulmon action, and to human progress.

I?hile I was on the way to London to try to persuade Churchill that
* Later Vichy Foreign Minister. Assassinated, possibly at Gaullist instigation, in
Algiers in 1942.

f Latcr a member of thc Committee of National Libcration.
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Anglo-French union was still possible because the French Empire
seemed likely to hold firm, the spirit of defeatism in Bordeaux finally
succeeded in blocking our plan. So our generation shitked a bold
decision that could have changed the course of the war and, what is
more, the course of men's minds. 'One Parliament, one Cabinet, one
fug' - that stiring vision, put into words by Horace Wilson, vras to
remain for many years an impossible hope. That is why, looking back,
I believe that those days ofJune r94o had a profound effect on my idea
of international action. All too often I have come up against the limits
of mere co-ordination: it makes for discussioo, but not decision. In
circumstances where union is oecessary, it fails to change relations
between men and between countries. It is the expression of national
power, not a means of transforming iu that way, unity will never be
achieved. At the same time, I had come to rcalize that the quest for
unity, even if it were limited to material problems such as production,
armaments, aad transport, had effects far beyond administrative
matters and involved the whole political authority of the countries
engaged in a common struggle. IThen peoples ate threatened by the
same danger, it is no good dealing separately with the vatious in-
terests that determine their future.

I had not fully learned this lesson during the First tUfodd'War, nor
at the League of Nations. There had been no time to apply it in re-
sisting the first assault of Nazi power. But I was fitmly determined to
remember it as soon as a fresh opportunity for ioint action arose.

Opportunities for action have never been lacking in my life. The
essential thing is to be prepared. For that, I need a fum belief, based on
long refection. I7hen the moment comes, everything is simple,
because necessity leaves no room for hesitation. That, at least, is the
way I am made - ot rather, was made by that family into which I was
born, at Cognac, on November 9, 1888.
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Chapter z

CHILDHOOD AT COGNAC

I
Small town, wide wodd

At Cognac, that brandy town, Society was divided into two mutually
exclusive categories. One was 'the businessmen', aod the other .the

suppliers' - practically everyone else. There was the case of Boucher,
the local glass manufacturer who had invented a process for moulding
botdes, doing away with the difrcult business of glass-blowing. Ali-
though he had literally revolurionized glass-making, in Cognac
society he never ceased to be one of'the suppliers'.

It 'was il *y family's time that the Monnet family changed cat-
egoties and joined the ranks of 'the businessmen'. But we wire still
close to our roots on tlre land, and my grandparents exemplified for
me its finest virtrres. If in later life I have not been inclined to be
respectful, this is no doubt because I have been seeking, and seldom
found, people with their simple nobility. My paternal grandfather was a
small landowner at Cherves, some miles away from Cognac. rJfidowed
eatly, he died at over a hundred, still in his modest small-holding,
which we could never persuade him to leave. Where could he havc
found better places to shoot or fish ? At the age of ninety-four, he fell
in the stream, went home to change, drank some hot wine punch, and
v/ent out fishing again. All his life he had been popular, and enjoyed
company: he was invited to all the local functions because he could play
the violin. Towards the end of his life, he taught his seventy-ycar-oli
servant to read. He liked Cherves, but he rcalized thaf his two
sons would be better off at Cognac. There, my father was one of the
6rs,t pupils at the local College, and did well. He learned German,
and found good market outlets beyond the Rhine. It was there that he
discovered how uade could be conducted without any written con-
tracts. Very soon, he lost the traditionally suspicious attitude of the
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charente. His view rt"::;:-" ;ffic, but I have not in-
herited it completely. Quite eady in life, events taught me that human
nature is weak and unpredicable without nrles and institutions.

My father was thifty-two whcn he married the daughter of a former
cooper* for the Hennesy family, who had become a vintner. Grand-
father Demelle had a goatee beard. He was a man with a sense of the
done thing: he put on his Sunday best to go and pay his taxes. Like all
of us, he had great respect for his wife, who was intelligent and wise.
They lived in the heart of the old town at Cognac, in a little house
that for us held all the delights of childhood. Until thc end of their
lives, which were happily very long, theirs was the first placc I visited
whenever I went back.

My mother had inherited the moral qualities of these exemplary
beings: a sense of duty, and a sense of proportion. She had to ftanspose
them into the woild created and often shaken by -y father's imagina-
tion and his impatient, somewhat excitable natute. It was in comparison
with him that she seemed strict and rather authoritarian; but who can
say whether her imagination was greater or less than his ? Her role
was not to express her own real nature, but to strike the balance of this
family group which my father launched totally, as a team, into cease-

less activity. When I was born, in 1888, she was nineteen. Then came
my brother Gaston and my sisters Henriette and Marie-Louise. In retro-
spect, I seem to have been surrounded by women; at Cognac, the men
were often away. My father travelled in Germany, Sweden, and Russia.
As soon as he left, aunts and girl cousins would come to keep my
mother company. By the time he came back, everyone had quietly left.

My mother got up eatly to do the housework: all the shutters were
open by seven o'clock. But when night fell and the lamps were lit,
they all had to be shut again: 'Someone might see us,' she would say.

Her fear of being seen, elposed, was very much a Charente charac-
teristic. Unlike my father, who could daydream, or lose his temper, or
if necessary escape on some journey, my mother was tied to reality,
and she always brought the family gently back to it. I may have my
father's imagination. But my mother taught me that nothing can be
achieved unless it is built on reality. She distrusted idcas as such. She
wanted to know what was to be done with them.

She was religious and very tolerant. A Catholic, she had great respect
for a friend of ours, M. Barrault, who every Sunday abandoned his
plough to officiate at the Segonzac synagogue. 'He is a man of the
Bible,' she would say. My father spent his Sundays in chariable work:
* Barrel-maket.
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he went to look after the Mutual Aid Societies which in those days
were a first ansrver to the growing demand for some fotm of social
security. For my father, they were a way of doing something for the
public good, which was always his ambition. To satisfy it through
politics never entered his head.

This was the world in which I gtew up. One did one thing, slowly and
with concentration. But through it one had an immense are to observe
and a very active exchange of ideas. Through it, or ftom it, I learned
more about men, and about international affairs, than I could have
learned from a specialized education. I had only to listen and watch.
That, incidentally, is why there v/as no problem when I asked my
father, after my frrst baccalatriat* , if I could go straight into the family
business.

I had never liked school. I would not, or could not for some reason,
learn bookish knowledge by heat. When it was proposed that I
should become a boarder at Pons, fourteen miles away, I fell ill. And
yet, looking back, I vas a serious and disciplined child. Very eady on,
my instinct told me that thought cannot be divorced from action. It has
been a rule with me ever since. I was surrounded by action. My father
and mother, whom I admired, were always busy, making plans or
carying them out. I saw very well where I could use my energy and
my brains right away: why t}len take the roundabout route of studying
law, Iiving in a room in Poitiers, when I could go to the school of life
and see the wodd ?

'See the wodd' is an expression that Cognac did not use. One
spoke of 'visiting clients'. That it might take us to Singapore or New
York was scatcely seen as a privilege of the trade: it was an elementary
necessity. Pride in belonging to the brandy business, if it was one of
the features of local society, was based more on the quality of the
product than on the demand for it throughout the wodd. The demand
refected the qudity; and that was the result of a happy marriage be-
t'il/een natural advantages and steady care, maintained for two centuries
by growers and distillers alike. From there on, selling u/as no more
than a necessity, even if it took us, prosaically enough, to the ends of
the earth. The 6rst step in our education was to know the language of
out client8le. So I had to learn English - the sooner the better. As well
as leaving school, I had to leave home, and forget the insouciance of
childhood. At the age of sixteen I bought a bowler hat and assumcd
my responsibilities.
* Two-part quali$ing examination for cntrancc to univcrsity.
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CHILDHOOD AT COGNAC

Those responsibilities were real, and my father thought it none too
soon to introduce me to all the problems of the firm. In fact, it was not
my apprenticeship in the distillery or even in the cooper's departrnent
that taught me the most. My experience was acquited at the family
table.

Saturday was the day when we srere visited by the men from the
country, the distillers who supplied us with eas dc aie*. They were rich
men, full of wisdom, still close to the soil, Iike M. Barrault. There
was more than a business relationship between them and my father:
there was friendship and mutual confidence. This dated from the
origins of the firm, and was embodied in it: our title was 'The Society
of Cognac Vine-growers', and the men u/ho stayed to luoch with us on
Saturdays were our biggest shareholders.

My father was not the founder of the 6rm. It dated back to 1818,
when a certain Antoine de Salignac had brought together several
hundred small vine-grovers who wanted to escape the purchasing
monopoly of the big firms. At that time, brandy was still sold to the
British in cask. When the shareholders asked my father to take over
the running of the firm in 1897, his experience at Cogrr c had already
earned him a reputation. They were anxious to have an innovating
spirit to look after their interests at a time when the trade was having
to make big changes, including bottling on the spot. My father con-
tributed his share of experience, and printed the brand name 'J. G.
Monnet' on the botde labels, which already bore a salamander. He had
already proved his worth on his travels in Euope - travels which had
borne fruit. Out of the profit from his commission, he had just built
a house in town.

In my mother's eyes, the house was a sign that the family had ar-
rived, and she was anxious for my father not to get involved in over-
ambitious ventures. But when she realized how much the imaginative
man she loved needed the stimulus of activity that the new citcum-
stances gave him, she agreed to leave our own house and move into
the stately mansion of the Vine-growers' Society. It was there that she
began to practise that form of hospitality which is the most charac-
teristic custom of Cognac society. If on Satutdays we kept open house
for the vine-growers, who were our friends and suppliers, oo every
other day our guests included strangers who had come on business.
They came fsesl !fitain, Gennany, Scandinavia, Amerie. Since
every firm had its own visitors, and since there were virtually no
hotels in Cognac, it was the custom for strangers to be received Iike
* Raw spirit.
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family friends. In any case, most of the great families of the town
were of foreign origin, or had foreign connections, as witness their
names - Hennesy, Martel, Hine. There was a continual to-ing and
fro-ing of people and ideas, and a network of personal acquainance-
ship that made the business a very human affair.

Before f came to know local Cognac society, with which we in fact
had little contact, I was already familiar with our visitors' tales of their
distant lands and voyages, and I got into the habit of thinking about
their problems and ours togethet. My father, whose curiosity seemed
insatiable, asked them endless questions; and at table we habitually
talked about wodd afairs as others talk about local problems. But
there was no aflectation in it, no feeling of transcending the parochial:
we knew that our existence depended on the prosperity and the tastes
of people all over the wodd. Our concerns took us a long way from
Cognac, but never far from the cognac it produced.

If we had time to keep ourselves informed, we had no time to day-
dream. The gentle Charente river, which fowed by the Vine-growers'
Society warehouses where the casks were shipped by the lighter-men,
had nothing in common with the atmosphere of the house. J. G.
Monnet brandy matured slowly, but the brand was new, and effort
was needed to sell it. Life was not easy. The old, big, famous firms
had no trouble disposing of their produce, which was in demand all
over the woild. But the small firms had to stimulate demand and
interest distant customers. What was more, from r9o7 onwards,
competition from whisky began to be felt on the foreign markets, and
even in France itself.

There was no joint sales organization. It is only recently that the
brandy trade has felt the need to act together. When I was young, I
knew of only one kind of agreement, a tacit agreement on prices; and
that was a personal matter between M. Hennesy and M. Martel.
But they took care to leave room for dozens of other smaller firms,
some of them on a tiny scale, all of which were quite independent.
Independence was the rule of the trade. Fot my parents, it was also a
rule of life.

My father, enteqprising as he was, never thought of turning his
Vine-growers' Society into a militant orgarization leading the pro-
fession. Like most of the businessmen, he thought in terms of running
the business, not changing it. Why are the big brands successful?
Because they have taken care not to change once they have got a

reputation. Hennesy has never changed. Others have thought they
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shourd, and have "", ;::H::il;"'::ed to say: 'Every new
idea is a bad idea.' As far as brandy is concerned, he was righe not
otherwise. I did not agree with him, but I am not sure that I would
have done better than he did.

Nor did I want to. I7hen I was a child, I used to play in the 6rm's
vast warehouses. I had a wealth of space. Why should I worry about
what to do when I grew up ? My natural vocation was to continue
my father's business. That in itself was no sinecure. In the big brandy
fums, all that need be done is to husband the inheritance' I very
soon learned that I had more to do. Day after day,I should have to
u,ork at winning the family brand-name its place on the internationd
matket.

I had been brought up to nur and develop the business, and I
should have been astonished to be told that one day I should leave
Cognac. My young brother and myself were to help our father, then
take over from him. I7e had no choice. Sometimes I wonder now
whether I have ever had any choice but to do what I have done,

unquestioningly. To earn my living by selling brandy was for me the
first form that necessity took. So much so that I had to make a long
effort to adapt to public afiairs, which meant getting used to dealing
with other people's problems.

When I did, much later, I discovered a different world, and onc
which lacked the simple, implacable criterion of success - a balance-

sheet at the end of the year. It was circumstances - necessity agatn -
which led me to leave pdvate business quite eatly on, and then to
come back for a considerable time: it was not restlessness or ambition.
I am not even sure that alternating berween Private and public affairs,
of which Amedca affords striking examples, is always a good idea. If
there is any rule of thumb, it is a simpler one: iust ask yourself where
you can best do what you have to do'

Without the r9r4 lVar and the need to serve in it as best I could, I
might never perhaps have left the family business. I certainly never
thought I was destined to deal with the aflairs of my country, or of
people in general. Later, my father often said: 'You think you're doing
great things, but you'll see: you'll be glad to come back to the firm.' I
think I could have made a success of it; and when the chance came,

some years after the First World r07ar, I did. But that was due to
circumstances, and in any c,rse the methods were difierent from those
that I had used in public affairs. In Cognac, probably, I should never
have thought of. organizing the profession or merging firms. That was
not my ptoblem.
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I was propedy prepared for only one thing: to apply myself to doing
what I had to do; and what 6ner example was there than my father ? He
lived only for the firm he had built up; he allowed himself no dis-
tractions; but he needed none, since all his satisfaction was there. If I
had wanted to do something else, he would not have tdcd to stop
me; but we knew very u/eU that the firm was still in its infancy, and
that it needed the continuing strength that only a family could give it.
That is why I do not remember ever having dreamed of vast ambitions.
At the age when people discover their vocations, I realized that it
was vain to say: 'I want to do ttris, or that.' Things happen otherwise:
at least they have for me. Events that strike me and occupy my
thoughts lead me to general conclusions about what has to be done.
Then circumsances, which determine day-to-day events, suggest or
supply the means of action. I can wait a long time for the right mo-
ment. Io Cognac they are good at waiting. It is the only way to make
good bmndy.

Patience is certainly something I leamed from where I grew up.
People were reflective and serious, tinged perhaps with Anglo-Saxon
Puritanism. I learned to listen and to weigh my words. And I also
was given a window on the wodd, such as most young Frenchmen
of my generation totally lacked. I had no time to experience the
youthful need for escape. At sixteen I was already a traveUer. rtr7ith us,
there uras nothing unusual in that. Besides, why be unusual ?

The people of Cognac were not nationalist, at a time when France
was. I cannot say whether that had an influence on the work I have
done to try to build Europe. I thought nothing of it at the time. Nor
did it give me the idea, then, that I ought to concern myself with
international affaits. But no doubt it was that which made it seem
natural to me, later, to do what was necessary to bring together as a
team men who had previously been divided by aniEcial barriers. I
have never regarded these barders as real. I have never had problems
about the surroundings in which I am to work. So my upbringing may
have given me some aptitude for what I have done. But that does not
mean it has been easy: I have always found everything very diIficult.
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II
Distant travels

The rule of the house was that there could be no argument about what

had to be done. So my mother agreed that at sixteen I should go off to
spend two years in England. I was to learn not only the language of
o]ur most important.liettt, but also their habits and theit ways of
doing busineis. I was going to live with a family of wine merchants,

our fuents in London. There, I was able to observe the traditions of
British business circles - or rather, since I was too young to play an

active part - to soak up a certain atmosPhere.

Every day I went with Mr Chaplin, my host, to his office in the City'
At that time, the City was a wodd in itself, dignified and honoured -
as indeed it still is. It is not only an area ofbusiness ofHces and banks:

it is also a circle, socially very exclusive, but Professionally oPen to the

wide wodd. Its daily concerns are the affairs of Shanghai, Tokyo, New

Delhi, New York. This is the subiect of conversation in offices, clubs,

and public-houses. Everyone gets to know everyone, by playing.golf
tog"ih.., or dominoes, or travelling on the ttain, as everyone does,

wf,atever his fob. It is a close-knit community, within which business

dvalry is smoothed by personal telations' Ev9ryo19 docs -his 
own

business, but at the same iime it is the business of the Gty. Incidentdly,

an Englishman will not say: 'I'm sending my son into such-and-such

a firm or bank'. Instead: 'I'm sending him into the Gty'.
My parents had certainly not sent me into the Gty; but thete 

_I 
was,

and i could not help being impressed by its organized strength. It was

there that I learned what collective action was. Nowhere in Cognac

or in France had I seen it so setiously at work. cerainln individual

action went on alongside it; but individual action was not auto-

matically preferred, aJit was in my country. Nor would it have been

tolerated if it took a personal, fashy turn. Individual action could

succeed only if it deserved and secured the support of the,Gty as a

whole. One other ttring I learned there, and that was to make uP my
mind about people. In the Gry one makes up 9ne'1 min! about a

client, and one sticks to one's iudgement whether business is good or

bad. One does not withdraw one's credit. I have never seen that any-

where elsc. On Wall Stteet, where I found niany of the Gty's charac-
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teristics - the same otganizrtion, the same sense of collective action -if business gets bad, people want their money back.
At that.time, the power of Great Britain was universally respected,

and very impressive to_a young Frenchman who was ready to^regard
that country and its Empire as the natural place for him to w"ork.
Between Cognac and London, there were diiect links that by-passed
Paris: they were- personal, often family ties, and they owed nothing
to the vicissitudes of politics. whether the Entente'was cordiale* ir
not, we had to be on good terms with the Anglo-Saxon wodd. The
product we sold was of a quality that encouraged the seller and the
purchaser to establish relations based on mutual respect _ or, mofe
o1.dy, on corlmon resp:ct !or.$e product. There was something
noble about cognac brandy. Incidentally, it owed its success to tt e
enterpdse of a few Scottish or rtish emigtants in the seventeenth
century.

. So, from the days of my childhood, while French society stagnated
in its own parochialism, I was taught to realize that we rived in a-wodd
of vast distances, and it was natural for me to expect to meet people who
spoke other languages and had different *storirr. To observe 

"na 
at.

account of these customs was our daily necessity. But it did not make
us feel different, or dependent. At Cognac, one was on equal terms
with the Bdtish: in Paris, one was somewhat under their lnfuence.
So we avoided the ptoud or ddensive nationalistic reactions that were
beginning to pemeate French politics. In later years, in my relations
with other peoples, I have never had to fight against refixes that I
have never acquired.

lJfhcn I set out on my first long voyage, at the age of eighteen, my father
said to me: 'Don't take any books. No one can do your thinking for
you. Look out of the window, talk with people. pay attention to 

-yoo,

neighbour.' I went to Winnipeg to visii o,:r clienis, tough men in a
tough climate, up against forces of nature that were reirarding but
pitiless to the weak. These men were sensitive to the fine quality of
cggnac: They demanded the best. But if we talked abouf cognac,
they asked me litde about Cognac. IThat was going on in EuropJ haj
no interest for these Eu1_opgys making for the W6st, turning tfr"i,
backs on the old wodd. Their efforts, their vision of a bioader,
richer future, that was what we talked about nearly all the time. i
soaked myself in these new impressions.
* The original Ealcntc cordiale, or'friendlyunderstanding', teached between Britain
and Ftance in r9o4. (T.N.)



when I returned ," ill|"l: nlJ ffi.nt q/pe or man to deal
with - the people who supplicd us with the raw caa dc uic. These vinc-
growers had cultivated the same vineyards for generations. A fcw
acres, catalogued and registered with care, sufficed to make thcm rich,
They had no need to conquer new territory: on the contrary, it was to
their interest to limit the quality area, that of the grande cbampagnc,

that of the Jfus boiq that of. the bordericr. Their problem was to win
the widest market fot the oulput of one of the most concentrated
areas of production in the wodd. It was our task, as distillers and
salesmen, to provide woddwide outlets for this local product.

I remember going to Segonzac, a village close to Cognac, to see M.
Barrault. His vines covered gently undulating territory. I do not
know whether it is thcse faint undulations, planted in perfect lines, or
the sea air, or the slowness of the tiver, that has made travellers speak

for so long of 'the soft Charente'. M. Barrault was in the vineyard,
and I found him driving his own cart, dressed in an old tail-coat.
Canada, its forests, its snows and its tfappers, seemed to bclong to
another wodd. But it was this other wodd that M. Barrault wantcd to
know about. Even before I could ask him about the harvest, he said:

'W'ell, what's the news from I7innipeg ?'
Aftet I had returned from England, my father had sent me to

Amcrica to visit our old clients and dcvelop our retail nctwork. Fot
us, who had to work all the time to make ourselves known, the idca
of dcvelopmcnt was natural. But what I discovered in America was

somcthing more, which had a difierent name: expansion.
In 19o6, much of the North American continent was still virgin

territory, and the conquest of the Canadian '!7est was still the big
thing. At Winnipeg, from the Station Hotel of the Canadian Pacific
Railway where I was staying, I saw trainloads of Scandinavian immi-
grants pulling in. They werc not refugees: they werc not starving.
They had come to hard, rewarding work - the conquest of new lands.

Thc most cornmon q,?e therc was not the speculator, but the entre-
preneur. Fot thc first time I met a people whose iob was not to rnanage
what already existed, but to develop it without stint. No one thought
about limits; no one knew where the frontier was.

In this new wodd always on thc move, I learned to get rid of thc
old atavistic suspicions which are so much a poindess worry and a
waste of time. In Charente, people Lre wlry of their neighbours, and
distrust newcomers evcn more. Here, I encountered a ncw way of
looking at things: individual initiative could be acccpted as a contri-
bution to the gencral good. Smdl examPles of this confdent aftitudc,
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adopted as a principle and now become natural to immigrants from
Europe, struck me immensely. One day, * Calgary in Alberta, I
wanted to visit some Scandinavian farmers to whom I had an intro-
duction. I asked a blacksmith who was working in ftont of his forge
what means of transport there were. ufithout stopping work, he
answered that there u/ere none. 'But,' he added, pointing to his horse,
'you can always take this animal. When you come back, just hitch
him up in the same place.' His confidence was perfectly natural: and
if I had shown him how suqprised I was, he would certainly have
been hurt.

I was already a long way from Cognac, and from countries with
written laws. No doubt there were other forms of sanction against
wrongdoing. But it was the very notion of law and order that was
different here. In conEast to the static balance of the old Europe, this
was the dynamism of a world on the move. Each had its meriis; each
could be explained. But American expansion needed no explanation:
it wds spontaneous, like necessity itself. To my European eyes, this
spontaneity looked like confusion; but I very soon ceased to think in
those terms. I became convinced that there could be no progress
without a certain disorder, or at least without disorder on the surface.

Still only eighteen, I did extensive business with the Hudson Bay
Company, whose Chaitman, Mr Chipman, invited me to stay with him at
Fort Selkirk. IiTe needed furs: the trappers liked cognac. Some years
later, during the First Wodd War, I was able to use myfriendly rclations
with these enterptising men to promote the interests of Allied supplies.
f also went to the United States, from New York to California. Every-
where I had the same impression: that where physical space was un-
limited, confidence was unlimited too. \7here change was accepted,
expansion was assured. The United States had retained the dynamism
of the lITestern pioneers, like those I had seen in action at u7innipeg.
But to that they had added organization. To organize change - that, I
saw, v/as necessary, and it could be done.

I returned to Cognac after long months of visiting all our agents, and
many of our customers, in the most faraway places. I had explained a
thousand times, often successfully, that my father's cognac was as
repuable as the best-known brands, and that it was cheaper. This
took a lot of patience and hard work. I did no sight-seeing, although I
could not help being impressed by the magnificence of Nature. It was
in the Rockies that I acquired a taste for long walks - a need I have felt
ever since. I can hardly call it a form of recreation: on the contrary, it
seems to be the time, or the agent, for the concentration of mind that
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precedes action. But did my work then, selling brandy, really_demand-

io much cfiort? Had I, like so many adolescents, some dteam of
transforming the wodd? No: f was wholly absotbed in my iob. I
thought I could never have too much time, too much energy, too much

experience of men, if I wished to do it well.
As far back as I can remember, I seem to have been busy at some

unquestioned task. I have no imagination for anyhing that does not
see- necessary. At eighteen, I had to help my father build up the rcpu-

ation and the prosperity of the family brandy. That was as far as I could
see. I should probably not have been able to say, either, whether I had

great plans for Monnet cognac, or what results I hoped to gain from
my sotcess. I did not ask such questions. I was simply concer_ned to
maximize my chances, and that was why I tried to keep informed
about anything that could help us to sell our product. This involved
a gre t deal, since v/e were at the mercy of a political crisis in central
Europe, a recession in America, or a rise in freight rates in London. I
besieged travellers with questions. I needed to iudge people and what
they were capable of, iust as if I were in charge of imporant afiaits.

Besides, what is the distinction in one's own life between imporant
alfairs and others ? There are simply the afairs one is engagcd in:
that's all.

I broadened my experience as a businessman - as a man - with
further travels dudng these years. f went to England again, to Swedcn,

to Russia. I went to Egypt, vrhere I learnt new forms of persuasion. I
went from village to village with our firm's agent in Greece. Ifle called

on the wholesalers, who made us sit down and &ink coffee, aod
chatted about their own afhirs. !7e knew we had to wait a reasonable

time. Then Chamah, the Gteek, decided that the time had come to do
a deal. He urrote in a notebook the quantity that he could expect our
client to ake. It was never disputed. He had respected the ritual.
Later, in the Far East, I encountered this same emphasis on time,

which makcs one wonder sometimes whether Cognac is doser to
New York or to Shanghai. In China, you have to know how to wait.
In the United States, you have to know how to come back. Two forms
of patience to which cognac, itself thc fruit of time, is a good pre-
paration.
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III
r9r4: Viviani says 'Try'

It was in the train at Poitiers station that I heatd the news that Ftance
rvxs 6slilizing for war. I was on my way back from England to
Cognac. Among my compatdots, there seemed to be a spirit of ardour
and excitement very different from the determination I had found in
England during the weeks of tension that had led from one mis-
understanding to another and finally to this disastrous confrontation.
I knew what vast resources and what tenacious resistance would be
mustered and deployed by the British Empire if it felt itself irreparably
provoked. It was, after all, the greatest empire in the wotld. In France,
everyone's hopes were placed solely in the ability of their leaders and
the heroism of the army. When I reached Cognac, my brother was
leaving to join his hussar regiment. People were akeady saying that it
would be a short war; their sole concern v/as to hurry to the front, as if
everphing was going to be settled in one decisive batde. I myself had
been found medically unft for miiitary service, so there were no
call-up papers waiting for me at home. But I could not stand idly by.
I had to serve the war effort as best I could, wherever I should be most
useful.

I quickly realized what I had to do. ft was clear that the Allies werc
going to face a formidable problem for which there had been oo pre-
paration: the co-ordination of their war efiorts. If this was obvious
to me, it ws because I was so young, not itt s?itc of the fae.. ft was a
new problem, a twentieth-cerrtury problem, which someone without
preiudices, without memories of the past, could see more easily than
experts brought up on nineteenth-century experience. For them, it
was harder to redize that the basis of pov/er had changed, that the
war machine would now have to mobilize a nation's whole resources,
and that quite new forms of organtzation would have to be invented.
Germany, with a powerful army backed by immense'industrial might,
seemed to me better prepared for this new kind of wartarc than the
Allies, whose combined sttength was weakened because they were
preparing to fight separately instead of as one.

I knew the British, and I had no difficulty in working with them.
Nothing seemed to me more obvious than the need to concert the
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economic u/ar efiort: , -":""J:;-; must do so sooner or
later, probably aftet wasting a lot of time and resources. I wanted to
do something to make people see the need to act quickly; but I did
not know whom to approach. I tried out my ideas among the people I
knew, and I realized how difficult it would be to get anyone to admit
that in so grave a situation the authorities had not taken all the neces-
sary steps to prevent waste. My father, for example, hated waste: but
he thought it quite notmal that France and Great Britain should each
run its own v/ar effort according to its individual ideas. Like all
Frenchmen, he regarded the Alliance as something sacred, essential to
out survival. But he saw it as the juxtaposition of rwo sovereign
powers, tu/o separate armies which both aimed at victory, but which
had divided the task berwecn them and were each engaged in their
separate putsuits.

It was natural for my father to see things that way. The'cntentc
cordiale' was a recent afiah, and mutual understanding had its limits.
What was more, the two countries' economic systems were not the
same: London's free-trading outlook jarred on the protectionism of
Paris. To try to link them too closely might hamper one or the other in
this time of danger. Even to try listing and consolidating all national
resources might constitute a threat to the liberal, free-enterprise
principle, which was still sactosanct even in wartime.

But what seemed natural to my father was far from obvious to me.

On my travels I had learned that economic forces were not blind and
abstract, but could be measured and steered. Above all, I had come to
rcalize that where there was organization there was real strength.
This could akeady bc seen in the growth of industry before Wodd
lVar I. During that war it was to become overwhelmingly clear.
That so few pcople saw the point made me anxious and mote eager

than ever to get it understood.
But time was slipping by. The first German offensive damaged us

economically as much as militarily. !7e suddenly lost rro-thirds of
out iron and steel, as well as half our coal. The interest on our overseas
i.ovestrnents began to dry 

"p. 
Our balance of payments was seriously

threatened, and at home prices began to rise as a result of panic
buying. It was then that we realized how much we had dways de-
pended on foreign shipping. Yet we only requisitioned a small part
of our merchant fleet, as much as v/as necessary for military needs.

llhe Bdtish economy was better of, since the country had not been
invaded, and the Home Fleet commanded the seas. International
trade continued, at the cost of some gaps in the blockade of Germany,
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which took time to orgatize, at least as tegards the neutrals. But in
Britain too only part of the merchant feet was requisitioned, and t
great deal of tonnage was wasted.

So numerous were the signs of this rapid deterioration in ourposition
that I had plenty of practical examples to strengthen my case. I was
determined to put it to those who wete in a position to act, whetever
they might be. My father began to be swayed by my arguments,
although he repeated: 'Even if you v/ere absolutely right, at your age,
and in Cognac, you won't have any effect on what the big chiefs
decide in Paris.' But then I had no intention of staying in Cognac,
waiting to be called up into some ar:xiliary service. The delay gave me
a chance to make myself useful, and I looked around for a way of
reaching the men in Paris who could at last set about organizing joint
action by the Allies.

One of our friends at Cognac was a lawyer, Maitre Fernand Benon,
who happened to know Ren6 Viviani, the Prime Minister, quite well:
he had appeared with him in several court cases, He was open to new
ideas. He asked me questions about my travels, and I in turn asked him
about afaits in France. It was from him that I discovered most of what
I knew about French politics, about the workings of the civil servicc
and about its limitations. I had no difficulty in persuading him to
share my anxiety about how the war effort was being run on ana-
chtonistic lines; and he agreed to introduce me to Viviani. We were
on the point of leaving for Paris when the Government withdrew to
Bordeaux. The centre of power was now only a few miles away. ,

My family still thought that these few miles were an impossible dis-
tance socially. They thought I was big-headed to want to by-pass
everyone and go straight to the top. I had no such scruples: it was not
in my nature to respect established authority for its own sake. What
counted for me was its usefulness. In something as important as
strengthening co-operation between the Allies, the right level to aim
at was the Government. I had an idea which only the Prime Minister
had the power to put into practice: so why not go knocking on his
door? It was not some conceited need to make myself important, but
a simple idea of what would be most effective. I have never acted in
any othet way. First have an idea, then look for the man who can put
it to work. Sometimes there have to be intermediaries, who may well
be little-known, although they are very much aware of the responsi-
bilities they are taking on. Fernand Benon was the first of many.
Without him, I might never have come to deal with what my father
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called 'other people's business'- that is, public afiairs.
'We went to Bordeaux in the second week of September. The Battle

of the Marne had begun, and there was fresh hope in the Allied camp.

But the lessons of the past weeks had been painful; and everyone knew
that traditional military and economic ideas had been proved out-of-
date. The Allies' initial reverses had gravely strained relations between
France and Britain. It was vital to devise a form of organization that
would stand up to the long effort needed to win the war.

Viviani received me in his omce at the Faculty of Letters. He had

built his career on his skill, his charm, and his great alent for public
speaking; but in France's time of trial he had shown himself to be

firm. By withdrawing to Bordeaux, the Government had not given in
to panic: on the contrary, it had made clear that invasion did not
imply defeat. Viviani said to me: 'Sir, I gather that you have some

interesting proposals. Tell me.'
I had no proposals, propedy speaking, but a conviction to express,

which must, if accepted, tesult in action. I explained to Viviani what I
knew of Briain's pov/et and determination.

'Despite our ptesent disappointment,' I said, 'Britain is going to
commii more and more of her trooPs to the continent. She needs

longer to become a nation in arms, but when she does she will have a

formidable arrny, as she akeady has an invincible navy. There is no

question about that. The problem lies in using to the full the decisive

Conuibution of Britain's economic Power. At the moment, we don't
know how to do it. And so long as we fa.il to allocate responsibilities
according to the ability of each side, the Alliance will remain a mere
juxtaposition of rwo seParate Powers. At ptesent, despite all th_e good

intentions of those responsible, there are absurd instances of waste

and unnecessary duplication.'
Viviani intetrupted. 'Can you give me some examples?'
'The merchant fleets have not been fully requisitioned. There are

good teasons for that, I know. But is thete any reason why they

it outd compete with each other, why they shoulddt charge the same

freight rateq and why their clrgoes shouldn't be co-ordinated so that

at liast priority supplies get through quickly? lou're worried at the

momerri b".ause the price of oats has gone up. But it's not the price
that's gone up - it's the cost of shipping them.'

'What do you propose?'
'.We need to set up ioint bodies to estimate the combined resoutces

of the Allies, share them out, and share out the costs''
'But we already have machinery for inter-Allied co-operation, and
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I'm told that it works well.'
_'That's nothing more than a communications system. It doesn,t

take decisions or make choices. We're beginning to iuffer from short-
ages, and we must devote ouf resoruces to the most rational ends -all our resources - all our joint resources. It,s this, I believe, that,s
still not understood. Allied solidariry must be total. In other words,
neither side must be free to use its mln, its r"ppfi.r, oii,;-rhippi;;;
ways that haven't been agreed by both.'

'I see what you mean: but you must realize that we are alking about
two Governments and two sovereign Padiaments. Can you imagine
these joint decisions being taken simultaneously?'

'I know the British well enough to be sure that we can reach a real
agreement with them if we appeal to their loyalty and if we play fair.
They know what a terrible burden the French armies are bearing for
the common cause. They will agree to make the biggest contribition
in the fields where they are supreme - in production and shipping.,

'I think so too, but it's hard to broach the subject at a time ;hen
we're asking them to send more troops. You seem to have some idea
of how to go about it. Try. I'll tell Millerand* to expect vou. Explain
to him what you've iust told me.'

-Leaving 
Viviani's ofEce, I found Fernand Benon waiting in the hall

of the Faculty of I etters. He told me that Viviani had just that morning
heard of the death of his two sons in the Battle of the Marne. We weri
standing by the tomb of Montaigne. He, I thought, would have res-
pected the stoicism of a Prime Minister falsely reputed to be facile.

I Alexandrc Millerand, Minister of rtrflar.
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Chapter 3

r9r4-r9r 8: WORKING TOGETHER

I
The inter-Allied executives

I was sent to London in November r9r4 in the Gvil Supplies Service
headed by Comptroller-General Mauclair. Ironically, this French
liaison mission had its headquarters in Trafalgar House, \0fatedoo

Place. In Britain, chance itself has a sense of humour.
It was then that I realized the full extent of the anarchy prevailing

in the economic organization of the war effort - not only in relations
between the Allies, but on both sides separately. This can only have
been due to the blind confidence that both placed in the machinery of
international trade, which was thought capable of meeting any situa-
tion that might arise. People were reluctant to interfere with free
trade, fot feat ofdisrupting a system that in any case would have to be
resumed once the war was over. Even when it became obvious that
the war was going to be a long one, no overt steps were taken to in-
troduce rational planning. It was necessity which here and there led to
intervention, control, or takeovers by the State. Myself, I was deter-
mined to use such oppornrnities whenever they arose in the areas for
which I was responsible. It was a case of demonstrating empirically, in
a few practical instances, that purely private interests could no longer
act as the driving-force and the tegulator of an economy at'w^r, 

^fid.that purely national interests could no longer meet the needs of a

miliary Alliance.
There existed in London, when I arrived, an 'International Supply

Committee'. Its tide was ambitious, its reality meagre. The Com-
mittee's responsibilities u/ere limited to supplies for the moops, and did
not include wheat, four, meat, or sugar. Each Govetnment was free
to make whatever purchases it thought 6t dl it had to do was inform
the othcr of what it was doing or planning. The aim was to avoid
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competing on foreign markets and thereby forcing up the price.
Imperfect as it was, the Intetnational Supply Committee seemed to

me full of potential - and in any case I had no choice but to work
thete. It comprised representatives of the Allied powers who were to
come to know each other and to learn to work as a team. In ptactice,
we found ourselves in direct contact with a British-run organization
for making purchases paid for with British credit. But what might
have been a sterile affair became by the force of circumstances the
first step towards closer co-operation. The French and British supply
services, which had begun by competing with each other on the
Australian and Argentinian markets, soon decided to act together.
They also chartered neutral refrigerator ships on identical terms. This
was not the result of deliberate overall planning. It would not have
happened without the pressure of very great financial need.

Similar necessity led to the Allied organizaion for wheat purchasing,
which itself was the beginning of co-operation on a much larger scale.
\J7heat was not only essential to feed the services and the civilian
population; it was also the key to the purchase and shipment of other
foodstuffs. If France and Britain were to bid against each other for
vrheat, all prices and freight-rates were bound to go up.

This was precisely what happened, and it became obvious in r9r1;
but the organizaion designed to deal with the situation proved in-
adequate. A 'Joint Committee', composed of the French and Italian
supply services and the British firm of Ross Smith, had the job of
buying wheat for the forces; at the same time, the French Government
continued to buy and ship wheat independently for civilian use. The
latter was one of my tasks, and it was made easier by the friendly
relations I already enjoyed with the heads of the Hudson Bay Company.
But while I spent my first months in London doing the best I could,
I was still very dissatisfied. I shared the anxiety of my counterparts in
the Board of Trade as they watched the various purchasing bodies
vying with each other for supplies - to the greater profit of Canadian
and Atgentinian wheat-growers; and I made urgent representations
about it to the French Minister of Commerce, for whom I was working.
The result was a first inter-Allied agreement, teached in November
ryt1, A second result, minor in itself but important for me, was to
dravr the Ministet's attention to this young dilegate in London who
was always asking for instructions to negotiate tighter agreements.

Etienne Cldmentel, the Minister in question, was one of those men
who, knowing their own abilities, find their vocation in politics, and
are so capable that no one knows if this is the reason for their staying
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in power, or the result of it. Throughout the wat Cldmentel had the
same iob, although its tide changed with Cabinet reshuffles: he was in
charge of foreign trade and supplies. He had no ambition to enlarge

his empire, in a political sense, but he gradually took over indusaial
afiairs, sea transport and, for a while, agriculture. This gave him no
feelings of personal aggrandisement; but his civil servarlts, who en-
couraged it, found their work grcady simplified when a whole sector
of the economy was handled in one piece.

Cldmentel was a pleasant, cultivated man, clear-headed and extremely
articulate. His greatest virtue in my eyes, obviously, was to be able to
listen to advicJ and make up his mind when he iudged that he had

learned enough. He was a mafl who would agree to my suggestions
if they were convincing, and give them official backing. He found me a
loyal, demanding adviser. I asked for, and obtained, a ditect telephone
line berween my ofEce and his. In this way an unintemrpted dialogue
was gradually established between London and Paris.

I passed on British protests against the spectacle of French 6rms

chartering 
^t 

fifty shillings a too Per month, whereas the British were

bound under an agreement with France not to charter at more than
forty. The need fot a better arrangement was becoming obvious. IJTe

'q/ere at the mercy of a thteat by British shippers to with&aw their
services at a time when they were carrying 48o/o of our supplies. And in
April 1916 British expert forecasts were extremely pessimistic they
envisaged a deficit of more than , million tons, which would mEan

cutting British imports by ,So/o.

TrJSltish Government's first teactiorlwas to warn its allies that it
could not insease the tonnage at their disposal. But soon Lord Curzon,
Lord President of the Council and a member of the lVar Cabinet, told
us that he would have to make large cuts in the arnount alretdy
allotted. At a time when we were planning to ask for more, the de-

cision to give us less was unaccq>able, and I was given the iob of
trying to have it rescinded. It was a stern test of the personal contacts

that i had built up in I-ondon. The most reliable of them was Arthur
Salter, a young civil servant in the TransPort Department. Citcum-
stances were to give him a role that matched his outsanding worth.

Salter was the same age as myself, and he had the same attitude to-
wards what we both regarded as common problems. At that time, the
problems were those of organiring the Allied war efiort; later, those of
brganizing the peace at Geneva; and later still those of war again, 1n
,9ao. tt was ttrrough Salter's concePtion of public service, which he
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made the subject of his memoirs after having held high political ofHce,
that I came to understand the quality of the Britisn iivil servicer.
It had not been uained to deal with economic questions by means of
Government intervention, nor trade questions by meani of inter-
national co-operation. In peacetime, that was not its concern. S7hat
rration on earth was more convinced of the superiority of liberalism,
or more jealous of its own independence ? But, on the other hand,
what nation was better able to face adversity and adapt to flew needs ?

It was the British who most quickly recognized the danger that
threatened the Allied v/ar economy if trade was not voluntatily re-
orgrnized, to take account ofthe blockade.

The ban on trade with the enemy had upset the old patterns of
supply and made it necessary to seek new sources. Germany, herself
blockaded, was trying to blockade Britain and, indirectly, France.
Submadne warfare was a deadly threat to the whole Alliance, whose
civil and strategic resources depended to a great extent on supplies
brought in by the British fleet. The disruption of trade patterns and

the fear ofbeing toqpedoed encouraged speculation and higher prices.
Rationing by the putse would quickly have led to social unrest. So
the authorities had to assume responsibility for buying essential com-
modities. Overcoming their natural reluctance, the British led the way
by setting up the 'Royal Sugar Commission', which bought up ail
available sugar from America, Cuba, and Java.

In this case, as soon afterwards in that of Australian and Argentinian
meat, the leading role was played by officials from the Transport
Department. Arthur Salter was at the centre of the machinery for
freight dlocation, and his method of working out priorities was much
more than merely empirical: it had become a.wuy of posing and solving
problems of common interest. I had no difnculty in convincing him
that for Btitain to withdraw ships already on charter to France would
be a blow to Allied solidarity. Quite apart from the immediate damage
it would do to French supplies, it would put at risk the further co-
operation that we both agreed was vital. Salter set about rescinding
the order, and I was able to tell Paris that the panic was over, but that
it was now urgent for the Allies to look at their common problems
together.

ClCmentel agreed that there should be a Conference of Ministers of
Commerce. He wrote to Aristide Briand, the French Prime Minister,
that he thought it 'particularly desirable to establish amoflg the Allies
+ Lord Salter: Mcnoirr oJa Ptblic Scruant, ry6r.
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a cornmon oudook whose aim would be to bring the Entefie, in the
interests of its member countries, all the commercial and industrial
advantages that it can obtain, now and in the future.'

This reference to the future, while the war was still at its height, re-
flected the anxieties of certa.in businessmen, who feared that Briain
might seek to exploit her present near-monopoly of transport, which
was unavoidable, to establish pefinanent economic supremacy over
her allies. Failing overall agreement on burden-sharing among the
Allies, there was indeed a risk of permaoent inequality, with de-
pendence in peacetime replacing solidarity in war. So there was perhaps
a touch of self-intetest in the French desire to set up a ioint organiza-
tion. But we were determined to support anything that served the
co[rmon interest, either immediately or in the longer term. I en-
couraged Cl6mentel to negotiate f.or a f.airer distribution of present
burdens and for continued solidarity in the future.

Not everyone, of course, looked at the problem in this light. In
France, a concern for national independence dominated the Arma-
ments Department where the Under-Sectetary Louis Loucheur, who
was later to be made Minister, represented the views of industry. His
attitude was that 'the British should put at our disposal ao agreed
number of ships, and that we should do what we like with them'. It
would obviously have been impossible for me to get anything from
our most important ally if I had negotiated in this spirit; but I too be-
lieved that we must safeguard the future. Ever since then I have been
convinced that it is never a good thing to let the British have a special
position. On the contrary, they must be persuaded to join in and deal
with matters in a framework that balances everyone's interests. To
form an Allied shipping pool, and participate in running it, would be
better from out point of view than obtaining exclusive but temporary
rights to part of the British fleet. Joint administration of shipping as a
whole would make possible a continuing exchange of information
and explanation about all the problems of transport and supplies.
This method of co-operation in wartime would be no less useful in the
postwar reconstmction period: it would avoid the sudden cuts or
threats of cuts that were feared by those responsible for the French
economy.

Two years after the outbreak of war, however, the question of an
Allied transport pool could still not be tackled head on. It was too big
a problem: it threatened to raise questions of sovereignty that no one
was teady to ans'il/er. Salter and I thought that the first test case for
Allied co-operation should be wheat, where there had already bcen a
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very unsatisfactory attempt at ioint organization, the 'Joint Com-
mittee' already mentioned. For a whole year this divided purchasing
system had been operating in a spirit of competition that encouraged
international speculation. To put an end to this situation had become
vital. To use the opportunity to try out a new method of co-operation
had become possible. I persuaded Cldmentel that with so good an
opportunity he should play for high stakes. The British wanted rapid
results: we wanted a lasting organization.

By this time, the &aft of an agreement was already prepared, and the
name of the new system had been chosen. h -y mind, the 'Wheat
Executive' was to be the ptototy?e of a series of inter-Allied institu-
tions for the ioint handling of essential commodities. \[e had kept it
simple - one rqpresentative from Great Britain, one from France, and
one from Italy, which had entered the war in May r9r1. The draft
agreement laid down that the Executive should operate 'as much as
possible like a commercial 6rm'. Withio the limits of the financial
resources available, it was to have 'fuIl authority to meet Allied needs
regarding the purchase and sharing of those grains subject to in-
ventory, and to arrange for their shipment'. It was sated that the
absence of a unanimous decision should not prevent the F.,recutive's
taking action. In the case of a serious difference of opinion, the point
at issue was to be submitted to the respective Governments.

This was the maximum degree of co-operatioa that could then
realistically be hoped for berween allies who faced a formidable foe
but who had not even set up a unified miliary command. The three
men who sat on the Wheat Executive - Vilgrain for France, Bernardo
Attolico for Italy, and Sir John Bede for Great Britain - were officials
tepresenting their own countries: they were not a coUegiate body with
its own powers of decision. Yet already there was a foreaste of somc-
thing more, because in practice the three men behaved as if they were a
singlc entity acting for the common good. For me, therefore, Novem-
ber 29, 1916, is an imporant date, for it was then that M. Cldmentel
and Lord f,gsciman, President of the Board of Trade, signed the
agreement - the first step on the long road that led me gradually to
discover the immense possibilities of collectivc action.

The Wheat Executive, in fact, showed me the 6rst concrete proof
that when men are put in a cerain situation they see that they have
cornmon interests, and they are led towards agreement. Fot that, it is
essential that they should be talking about the same problem, urith the
desire and even the duty to reach a solution acceptable to all. Vilgrain,
Attolico, and Beale saw each other every dan and exchanged all the
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information they had about their countries' needs and stocks. In this
way, none of the Allies could have arriire-pen$es, or suspect one of its
partners of concealing some part of the problem. A single purchasing
prografirme was drawn up; a central body put it into efiect. For the
first time, equality of access to the world's resources of a basic com-
modity had been organized among several countries. The price was the
same for all, and if there had to be restrictions they were equitably
shared.

The great novelty of the November 1916 agreement was not only
its provisions themselves, important as they were: as much, or perhaps
even more, it was the spirit in which it was conceived and then applied
by those responsible for it. Suddenly, in a diplomatic document, the
notion of national interests took second place to that of the common
interest. 'The \Wheat Executive,' the agreement declared, 'must
always bear in mind the advantage of centralizing all purchases of
wheat on behalf of the Allies and all tonnage earmarked for the uans-
port of wheat on behalf of the Allies.' The Allies v/ere three sovereign
nations: the Executive consisted of three national delegates. New
methods of work had to be found if they were to respect the spirit
of the agreement and act as one at the point of decision. It is easy to
see that the men who thus lived through one of the first experiments in
joint action by diferent countries began to cherish high hopes, and to
grow impatient to apply their experience on a broader front.

II
The submarine blockade

Salter and I believed that the Wheat Executive was a first step towards
solving the Allied transport problem as a whole. But we realized that
this was something on a very di.fferent scale. To persuade a maritime
Empire to foin a transport organization based on the principle of
equality is only possible when faced with a peril that calls for historic
decisions. In 1916, Governments and public opinion still seemed
unprepared for total war. The fate of the Allies was to be decided
on the fields ofbatde; the balance offorces depended on the generals.
But the battle remained inconclusive, and the stalemate at the iront led
the enemy to attack elsewhere and try to strangle the Allies' vital
supply lines. The submarine blockadc announced by thc Germans
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on January ,t, t9t7 at last made the nations that were threatened by it
aware of how deeply their economies were linked.

In r9r7 the Allied position grew seriously worse. General Nivelle's
offensive on the Aisne, launched in April, ended in tragedy: bet'q/een
April 16 and April 3o, the French army lost r4-l,ooo men to win a few
meagre tactical victories. The survivors were exhausted and discour-
aged; in May, some of them mutinied. On the home front, workers'
strikes in Paris and Saint-Etienne showed how weak morale had
become. On this subject, on Pdtain's efiorts to reform the army,
and on Foch's strategy in r9r8, much has been written by eye-witnesses
and historians. For the most part, however, their accounts are limited
to a national viewpoint or to ttre purely mi.litary aspects of the war.
What was also involved was the economic might of the wodd's
greatest powers; and it was here that the enemy was now concentrating
his attack.

The Germans announced that their submarines would fire without
warning on any ship, naval or otherwise, Allied or neutral alike.
They knew that this submarine blockade would bring the United
States into the war, but this did not worry them. They were gaining
no advantage from American neutrality, owing to Britain's command
of the seas; and they counted on desuoying the power of the Entefie
before the Americans could send an expeditionary force from across
the Atlantic. German naval eqperts calculated that if their U-boats
could sink 6oo,ooo tons of shipping a month for six months, then
Britain would have to acknowledge defeat, and the Central Powers
would have won the war.

They almost did. In February and again in March, some , ro,ooo
tons of shipping were torpedoed; in April, Allied and neutral losses
teached goo,ooo tons, Britain losing 3,4,ooo tons in a single day. In
May, total losses &opped to 574,ooo tons, but they rose again in
June to 667,ooo, In July they dropped sharpl6 and in August still
more so. Between August r9r4 and December 1916, Allied and
neutral losses had amounted to about 4 million tons; but in the single
year tgr7 they toalled 6 million. The effect on supplies was dramatic,
and was becoming intolerable.

I7'ith part of her territory in enemy hands, and much of her labour
force lost to the army, Ftance grew more and more dependent on
overseas supplies as the war went on. Her production of wheat had
fallen by 6o0/o. North America, Argentine, and distant Australia could
make up the de6cit, but where v/ere the ships to come from ? The
Government cut back consumption and introduced bread rationing -
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,oo gratnmes per person per day. The manufactute of cakes and biscuits
was banned. The production of. patta was teduced by 9oo/o. Sweet
corn disappeared from the market. All types of grain wete requi-
sitioned.

France's other needs were enormous. She needed pig-iron and steel

for guns, shells, and ships; she needcd minerals, coal, and wood. She

also needed sugar. In Decernbet r9r7, she put in an urgcnt tequest to
the United States for several tens of thousands of tons of gasoline -
fuel for the French army's counter-ofiensive in the following ye r.
From r9r7 onwards, and especially after the German attack that began
on March zr, r9r8, our military leaders were countiog on a massive
influx of American troops to strengthen the morale of our ou/n men,
which had been sapped by the Italian defeat at Caporetto, the Bol-
shevik revolution, and the stalemate on the Western Front. In March
r9r8, Foch insisted on asking: 'How soon can American reinforce-
ments be embatked ? Do your best. It's essential that I should be able
to say now that thcy are coming.'

The key to the war was now shipping. That was the Allied autho-
rities' major preoccupation, as is shown by contemporary accounts
and by their published correspondence. But, even so, they were not
yet prepared to accept our plan for a shipping pool. Resistance is pro-
portional to the scale of the change one seeks to bring about. It is
even the surbst sign that change is on the way. By proposing to catry
Allied solidarity into the matter of maritime transpoft, we were
touching the deep feelings of the British nation, the ruler of thc waves,
and at the same time coming up against the naturally selfish refexes
of peoples anxious about,theh vital supplies. Each country felt the
pressure of its own needs. In March ryry Briain had ooly eight weeks'
supply of grain left for herself. Freight rates were tising as fast as the
shipping losses increased. In the press, France and Briain blamed
each other for the shortages. The British dcscribed how French ports
were blocked by ships waiting to be unloaded. Thc French retorted
that the delays were due to the number of railroad tnrcks that had gone
to the British army.

Our small team was called upon to do mitades of improvisation,
from day to day - whereas I never stopped insisting that only a ioint
overall organization could enable the German challenge to be met.
But, as so often in my Iife, this simple idca had to go through e ma.ze

of complications - long and arduous discussions which seemed out of
all proportion to what was at stake, and which might seem discowaging
if I described them now. And yet to abaadon a project because it
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meets too many obstacles is often a graye mistake: the obstacles
themselves provide the friction to make movement possible. The more
we went into the di.fficulties, the more it became clear that we must
take decisions together; and I myself never doubted that all our
patient pressure and all our daily progress would come to fruition at
the moment of maximum danger, probably in the last stages of the
war, when there was no other choice than to be bold.

My relations with ClCmentel grew closer every day; and I found in
him the man to underake the great negotiations that were now needed.
He had faith in the British, and refused to dramatize the difficulties
that naturally arose from the different situations and different charac-
ters of the two nations. He was not prepared to concede them privi-
leges that would have made dialogue difficult, but he showed under-
standing when in r 9r 7 the British Government decided to save shipping
capacity by reducing imports into France. Since the cuts mai.rly
alfected luxury items, they seemed to him just. In realiry, purchases of
hats, ribbons, and jewels raised moral and financial issueJ rather than
transport problems; but the French Government feared the effects of
unemployment, and explained that 'a strike in the fashion industry
could Iead to a strike of munition workers'. Cldmentel spent long
months d$ating which items were inessential. Meanwhile, the ship-
ping problem grew u/orse. Neutral ship-owners demanded danglr
money, which the French paid. 'I'd rather be robbed than killed,,
said Herriot, the Minister of Supplies, who had to come to London
himself to ansvrer British obiections. But the heart of the problem was
elsewhere: it lay in the difierent ideas of the economic efiort that
Britain and France still held after three years of war.

True, not much temained of traditional British Liberal economics
now that David Lloyd George's Government had appealed to the
nation's sense of discipline and imposed stringent rationing. But while
thc British authorities v/ere strengthening their system ofiontrol over
foreign and domestic trade, in France there was a strong reaction
against taxes and State control, which u/ere thought to be rlsponsible
for the shortages. The French merchant feet was stiU not iu[y re-
quisitioned: private trading interests, and in particular those involved
in trade with Indochina, had successfully opposed it. Not until July
r9r7 was the fleet requisitioned, and then reluctandy, by Anatole de
Monzie, Under-Secretary of State for Merchant Marine.

In other words, both Britain and France wanted to continue in their
own separat€ vavs. As so often, their solidarity weakened as their
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military plight grew worse. The failure of Nivelle's offensive had
buried for a time any hope of forming a unified command. And al-
though the idea of an Allied shipping Pool was making headway

among the experts who were my friends and colleagues, the general

climate in Britain was still unfavourable for a negotiation as far-
reaching as that envisaged by the French Government, which was
anxious not only to talk about immediate ptoblems, but also to Pre-
pare for the peace. So the first fob u/as to try to re-establish an atmos-
phere of confidence.

With the British, confidence needs solid backing; and our plans for
pooling resources and ensuring fair shares seemed to them theoretical,
concerned more with justice than with efficiency. It was my duty to
ask for ships, but I was in no position to specify precisely what im-
ports they would carry.l told my colleagues in Paris that, unless they
could produce detailed prograrnmes and clear, accurate statistics, the
French Ministers would be in no better position when they came back

in October in the hope of completing negotiations. For that to be

possible, a number of ministries would have to work together and

draw up a complete inventory of France's import needs. But relations
with de Monzie and the people from Maritime Transport u/ere not
good, and I was anxious that my Ministet, Cl6mentel, should havc

direct charge of both supplies and shipping. I pressed him on the
point, as witness this letter, which I til/rote to him from London on
September ro, tgt7:.

Thc con-fidence you inspire here, and the position our country has secured

in these recent negotiations, could be used to bring about an Allied
economic directorate, from which France would gain considerable ad-
vantage. But, if you will forgive my repeating it, to achieve this result it
is essential for all France's erternal economic affairs to be in your hands,

including not only trade and raw materials, but also supplies and maritimc
transPort.

This hope 'was to be fulflled a few months later, in Clemenceau's
Cabinet. Meanwhile, I could only act unofficially in the essential matter
of shipping, which was always approached obliquely in negotiations
about urgent needs like wheat or coal, but which I wanted to turn
into the nerve-centre of the Allies' economic organization, and the
main feature of a lasting settlement. Arthut Salter has recalled the
efforts we made:

The way for the new advance was prepared mainly by Jean Monnet, then
Chef de Cabinet of Monsieur Cldmcntel the French Economic Ministcr,
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John Beale the Chairman of the Wheat Executive, and myself, at thc
centre of thc main shipping pool as Director of Ship Requisitioning. The
fust, then a young man in his twenties, had the flair to discern when the
moment of possible action had come; Beale brought his experience on
his Executive; I worked on the dominating shipping aspect of the question
and on the administrative detail of the propoied ncw structure, It was, I
believe, at a small dinner discussion in October r9r7 between Monnet,
John Anderson (then Secretary of the Ministry of Shipping) and myself
that the three of us determined that the thing could be done, and that wc
would do it.*

m
Pooling transport

It seemed to me that 'the moment of possible action' had come. On
October tz, t9r7 alarge French delegation arrived in London. It was
led by Paul PainlevC, the then Prime Minister; but it was Cl6mentel,
assisted by the team we had assembled in London, who for three weeks
conducted the crucial negotiations. For me, it was a deep and telling
experience. I had drawn up a brief memorandum to try to put the
problem in a way that would ensure the agreement of our friends in
the British Department of Shipping:

The Allied supply situation, and that ofFrance in patticular, is at present
so critical that it risks ieopardizing the outcome of the war.

For the past three months, France has been living from hand to mouth,
daily and almost hourly dependent on what the next ship will bring.
Paris and other main centres have only one day's stocks, the army from
one to three days'. Many places have already run out of flour, and public
order is increasingly under threat.

It is impossible for the Allies to continue fighting the war in cooditions
like this, and they must reach an overall solution of the problem without
delay.

T'his solution can only be based on the following principles:
(r) A programme must be &awn up setting out what supplies are

strictly indispensable to thc survival of the Allies. These would bc im-
ported as an absolute priority.

(z) The necessary tonnage must be put at the disposal of the body in

r Lord Salter, Mcmoirt of a Pablh Sertant, London, 196r, p. rr1.
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chatgc of ensuring imports, with France and Britaintoth participating,

accoidirrg to their means, in the establishment of thc fleet.

G) Eq*Uty in austerity'

The rigour of this Prograrnme, and the butden that it would placg 9n
Britain, in view of the shortages in France, madc the British lVar
Cabinet anxious. In Albert Stanley, President of the Board of Trade,

we faced a negotiator as tough as many others we had met. He uied
to evade the problem we were Putting to Britain by raising,- asit were,

an American-precondition. Should the United States be asked, as the

French Goveinment proposed, to make every cfiort to help its two
oldest allies reach this agreement, or should the agreement, in the words
of the British counter-ProPosal, be dependent on 'the scope and nature

of any suppott given by thc United States ?'

To'understand the British position, it has to be realizcd that a com-

parison of import needs with available shipping had revealed that the

irog..*"s planned were unworkable. Before readiusting them in
iormal agree.rrent with France, the British wete anxious to know how
much American aid could be obtained. Such is their logic. But our
aim was total solidarity berween France and Briain; and, for us, the

prospect of American aid was an oPPottuniry to begin by achieving

ih" -oi-o* economic unity among outselvcs, so as to act as a single

partner in negotiating with the United States. This poinl 9f view, in
i".t, *"r sharid by many of out British friends. \tr7e decided to stick to
it.

On October 29, tgt1, at Cldmentel's request, I drafted a new memo-

randum to the British Government:
'We have reached a decisivc turning-point in the war. The Allies must
unite all their forces, and concentrate all their means of action so as to
make the greatest impact. This necd is especially pressing for Britain and

France, who have been fighting side-by-side for three years, as if they

were one nation'
At the present moment maritime transPort has the key role in the

conduct of the war. To use it, the Allies are in duty bound to arrive at

the unity of views and of actions which is indispensable if they are to
meet their most urgent nceds by deploying all their tonnage.

To cootinue along present lincs, with everyonc working fot the samc

ends, but cach in a watertight comPartment, would force the Allies to
run very serious risks.

There, set down for the 6rst time, were the essentials of the action that
circumstances have led me to repeat on a number of occasions in my
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life. To tell the truth, I have never really believed that history repeats
itself, and when I have found myself faang a crisis that calli for
urgent effotts to achieve unity I have had neither the time nor the need
to refer back to what I have done in the past. But, at different times,
similat situations have produced in me similar reactions, which are
naturally expressed in similar ways: 'Unity of views and of actions,
'overall'plan', the 'poolirrg of rlsoor."ri. fn my eyes, Briain anj
France had been facing adversity 'as if they were one nation'. T'his
image came back to me, just as vividly, twenty-five years later, when
the same two countries faced the same enemy, and I drew up with
Salter the Declaration of Union reproduced in Chapter I. In 194o, the
collapse of the Allied front forced us to skip intermediate step; and to
head straight for the highest political goal - that in war and peace
France and Britain become one nation with a common citizenship, /a
jure as well as de /acto. Certainly io r9t7 I did not foresee that our
plight was to repeat itself ot that we should need to confront it with
such bold remedies as this. I did not believe that full political union was
the only way for the Aliies to live together - or for former enernies;
and I had no idea that the latter rather than the former would one day
have to begin the attempt, as France and Germany did in r9;o. I was
not trying to peer into the furure; but f certainly set no a piori limits
to the form that 'indispensable unity of views and of actions, in
Europe might gradually assume.

There was ir *y qrse one form of unity that was well suited to the
problem of the time. This was the one we had put to the test in the
lfheat Executive, that small but significant embryo of things to come.
The memorandum to the British Government referred io it: ,The

same method - collaboration under the pressure of circumstances -
should be applied to all imports that are essential to the Allies, sur-
vival and theit war effort, priorities being established in the light of
events.'

The British War Cabinet would have prefetrcd the negotiations not to
be couched in such general terms. Through the $7heat Executive, it
proposed immediate aid in the form of wheat. The French delegation,
now reinforced by Paul Painlevd, the Prime Minister, and Henry
Franklin-Bouillon, a Minister of State, was inclined to accept thi;
arrengement. But it was then that Cldmentel showed his strength of
purpose: he stood by us in our struggle to achieve an overall organiza-
tion. 'Allied policy,' he declared, 'avoids one catastrophe only to head
for another. Ve need a logical prografirme whose regular execution
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will prevent accidents of this sort.' The word 'accident' was heavy
with meaning in r9r7. We were still living under the shadow of defeat
at Caporetto. If our supplies were cut off, the fate of our armies might
be sealed within a few weeks.

Negotiations opened on November ,, t9r7, at the Foteign Office.
Cl6mentel began by expounding his plan to pool both needs and re-
sources. He showed that agreement on a shipping pool v/as at the heart
of all our problems. A. J. Balfour, the British Foreign Secretary, who
was in the chair, declared himself convinced. Lord Robert Cecil,
Minister of Blockade, also seemed to back the French position: he used
an argument whose force has stmck me in quite diffetent circumstanccs.
'The United States,' he pointed out, 'are insisting that if we can only
agree among ourselves what we need, then they will do all in their
power to help us. So let us work out a joint prograrnme. Otherwise,
the United States will tend to take all the decisions themselves.'

But Sir Albert Stanley, who was still opposed to our plans, pro-
duced the contrary argument. 'If we go to the Americans with a
programme already drawn up,' he said, 'they will be tempted to be-
lieve that all is well.' This view refected a deske to engage in multiple
negotiations with the United States, in the hope of getting more out
of them if each country applied separate and powerfirl pressure. What
was more, it began to be obvious that the British wanted to limit any
programme to the sole category of foodstuffs. Quite suddenlS I
realized that three weeks of negotiations were going to fail if we in-
sisted on the British making too genetal a commitment. On hearing a
sentence of Cldmentel's ttanslated, they believed that he was insisting
on this as a precondition to agreement. Lord Robert Cecil proposed
that the tdks be broken oIf.

It was then that on both sides of the table, statesmen took the place of
negotiators. In a flash, Cldmentel switched from quibbling to ex-
pressing his feelings with characteristic fuency and sincedty.

'I don't understand,' he said. 'I believe we are asking no mote than
is fair. 1i7e have sacrificed everphing; our country is a martyr, yet
doesn't complain. All we are asking is to be treated as equals with our
Allies.'

The French inteqpreter was Paul Mantoux, the historian who was
later to play an important role in the League of Nations. Fie was
getting to his feet when Balfour gestuted to him to stop.

'f cannot conceive,' said Balfour, 'how the French Government can
imagine for one moment that Britain could abandon France and not
give her the aid to which she is entitled. I cannot understand how
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Monsieur ClCmentel can make such allegations when on the contrary I
have assured him that Briain will guarantee the security of France's
food supplies.'

There was nothing for it then but to find an honourable solution. I7e
drew up the following declaration:

'The Governments of Great Britain, France and Italy find that owing to
the failure of the French and Italian harvests, the submarine warfare, and
other causes, there is not sumcieflt tonnagc for all their wants. They con-
sider that, of these wants, food is thc most important, and can be treated
separately; the amount of food that has to be importcd is known; and
they think that thc burden of providing the tonnage for carrving it
should be a cornmon ctrarge on all the Allies including the United States;

but inasmuch as the nced for an immediate agreement is pressing, the
three Governments are prepared to accept the responsibility of providing
the tonnage that may be required proportionally to their respcctive means
of tansport with or without the help of the United States.'

With that, the machine v/as set in motion. Action that had begun on a

specific but decisive point would not stop tlere. Inevitably, a body
would have to be set up to share out the tonnage required for food;
and similar steps would have to be taken for othet freight as tl-re system
was extendcd to the rest of our needs. 'W'e were now within sight of thc
general'pool'we wanted: but there was not a moment to lose. Now,
and only now, we must turn to the Americans and ask them to rein-
force the joint efiort that had abeady begun.

As we left the conference, Cl€mentel seemed to me slightly disap-
pointed. Young as I was, and impatient as I was said to be, I set about
reassuring him. 'Today - November 3, r9r7,'I said, 'marks e tu:rning-
point in the Allies' economic policy. They have started the ball rolling.
Now it's up to us to accelerate and institutionalize this new willing-
ness for permanent co-opetation.' 'You're right,' he said. 'Today's
agreement is a beginning. Go and see Salter, and work out proPosals
for a first Allied body to deal with transport. Then we'll gradually
cnlarge its scope.'

On paper, such a body already existed. '07e had planned it at our
dinnet with Salter and John Anderson a few weeks eadier. I7e had
c"lled it 'the Allied Maritime Transport Committee (AMTC)'with its
own 'Executive', the 'AMTE'. Seven such 'executives'were already
at work, on wheat, oils, grain, fats, sugar, meat, and niftate. But a
transport executive would be something altogether more ambitious:
it would supervise all Allied and neutrd ships, their specifications,
th& movements, and their cargoes. A continuing inventory of this
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sort was only imaginable by means of the extensive information net-
work that was at Salter's command, and which he would bring to
the AMTE if we could succeed in getting him appointed Secretary-
General. More than that, the new Executive should be able gradually
to bring about the centralization of all supply programmes, and th&
adjustment in the light of what shipping was available. For the fust
time, machinery for large-scale economic information and action would
be at the disposal of several countries; and it would oblige them to
exchange data that had hitherto been kept sectet. It might well be -
and for us this was no drawback - that such a system would still be
needed for postwar reconstruction and, having proved its worth,
could afterwards be a force for greater stability in international lifc.

It was March r9r8 before the AMTE was finally set up. Its members
were Salter, Attolico, the American representative George Rublee, and
myself. Salter, in his book Allicd SbipPing Control*, has very fully
poruayed the intense activity of Executive, whose powers were so
limited but whose power was so great. No sooner had it been set up
than a worsening of the general situation deluged us with dramatic
appeals. The German ofiensive that began on March zr, t9r8, deprived
France of coal from the Pas-de-Calais and of the cargoes that were due
to come in thtough the northern ports. How could they be replaced
when there was already an eight-million-ton shortagc of shipping?
'We were forced to propose crrts in civil and even military supplies - a

necessary but ungratdul role. Some people thought we were exceeding
our authority.

From then on, the top priority was the transport of American troops.
The United States had declared tn ar on Germany on April 6, r9r7;
but by the end of Match r9r8 they still had only 1;o,ooo men in
Europe. By the time of the Armistice, they were to have two million
in France alone. To reach this figure, transport had to perform miracles.
Between May and October, r9r8, an average of z6o,ooo American
troops crossed the Atlantic every month, with a record figure of
,rr,ooo in July. Not until the summer did the American shipbuilding
programme add to the available tonnage: instead, it was increased by
requisitioning and repairing German ships immobilized in American
pofts, and by negotiating with neutrals like Denmark, Sweden, Nor-
way, Holland, and Brazil. On occasion, even cargo boats intended to
carry wheat were Eansfomred into troopships. This happencd, for
example, in March and April with Dutch and American boats.
* J. A. Sdter, Allie.d Sbippiag Catrul (Iandon, rgzr).
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All this could not be accomplished without occasional friction.
Human relations are never entirely free from ambivalence or am-
biguity. People agree in principle, but they remain open to confusion
or misunderstanding: they only act decisively when driven by necessity.
In r9r8, the Germans could probably still have v/on the war. But one
thing is certain: from the moment when we had a single military com-
mand and an effective shipping pool, our cause could no longer be
ddeated. I7e could not teU exactly when we should win, because we
still needed American reinforcements; but we no longer doubted that
this was the final cffort, the one that would bring us victory. When you
go up a mountain, you only know at the last minutc when thc top is in
sigh* to reach it, you must makc one last effort, otherwisc you slip
back.

Our actual responsibilities v/ere great; but our administrative
position was still precarious. At the end of r9t7,I had been officially
appointed Head of the London Mission of the Ministry of Commerce
and Maritime Transport, and Delegate of the Ministry of Supply. I
was France's representative on all the Executives. But our small and
very active team disturbed many people's working habits and harassed
French officialdom with detailed and urgent requests. Because there
were so few of us, we needed a lot of help from all the departments of
state, and we ignored hierarchical channels. Naturally, I made a number
of enemies, both known and undeclared.

The most powerful was undoubtedly Louis Loucheur, the Minister
of Armaments, a man who was very sensitive to pressrue ftom French
business citcles, and who took every opportunity of expressing his
opposition to the methods of co-operation that I was trying to achieve
with the British. He manoeuvred to get me transferred from the civil
administration to the military supply staff. The French Ambassador in
London, Paul Cambon, acting without my knowledge, pointed out
to the authorities in Paris that since I had been found unft for military
service I had better be left where I was. That rvas in December r9r7.
Shortly afterwards, Loucheur tried again, this time tackling Clemen-
ccau - who was now Prime Minister - direct. 'It's doubly incon-
ceivable,' he said, 'that this young man should not be in the alrmy ard
that he should have so powerful a position in our civil service.'

The Prime Minister summoned me to Paris, to his office in the rue
Saint-Dominique. His first words were: 'You - tell me what you'te
doing in London.' Expecting no further words of welcome, I quietly
described my job. He listened, asked me a few questions, then got up
and walked with me to the door. Without a word, he helped mc on
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with my overcoat. I advised Cl€mentel to choose someone to take my
place. He ulas very unhappy about it, but unlike Loucheur he boasted
no influence over 'Tiger' Clemenceau. A week later, the Prime
Minister called me back. He handed me a piece of paper. On it I read:

'Lieutenant Monnet is to return at once to his post in London.' It was
a decree that he had iust had approved by the Cabinet. Among the
signatures was that of Loucheur. Once more, Clemenceau helped me
on with my coat. When I tried to save him the ttouble, he said: 'No,
let me. There are no valets in my family.'

There were further alarms later, whether due to the persistence of my
enemies or to the workings of the bureaucratic machine. The last was

the most serious. I was under orders to reioin the colours when
Cldmentel cabled me not to leave my post. It was November r r, r9r8 -
Atmistice Day. Our next battle was to win the peace.

ry
Organized peace

Under the predictable ptessure of events, the transPort pool had be-
come the nerve-centre of the whole war economy. It could be equally
vital in the ask of postwar teconstmction. For this reason, we thought
it very significant when the United States Government formally
joined all the bodies we had set up. The decision was announced on
October r, r9r8, during the fourth session of the Allied Maritime
Transport Council at Lancaster House, by Newton D. Baker, the
US Minister of !Var. That day, Cl€mentel said to me: 'The Americans
have now definitively joined the economic alliance. Barucht has given
his full backing to our plans for pooling Allied resources. It's time we
got in touch again with President Wilson. After all, he gave a positive
answer to my letter of October 6 last year.'

A year eadier, in fact, Cl6mentel had wtitten to I7oodrow rUfilson

with the agteement of Clemenceau. Deeply imprgssed by the success of
the Wheat Executive as a means of exercising wodd control over one

product, he regarded it as a weapon convincing enough to be used in
a bid for peace:

If we publicly and solemnly declare to Germany that we shall release all
* Betnard Baruch, President of the American Vat Industties Office.
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thc raw materials that have fallen into our hands as soon as she liberates
all the territory that she holds by force, it will demonstrate to het that we
possess the most formidable power.

The letter ended as follows:

A peace treaty involving economic sanctions against any State that
violates the pact - that must be the very basis of the League of Nations.

These ideas had made headway, and Allied control of the wodd,s raw
materials had become a reality through the Executives and the pro-
grafirme Committees that we had set up in London. The threat
against the Centtal Powers was not expressed as we had originally
proposed, with a raw materials blockade starting from the time of
the Allied call for peace and lasting for a number of years proportional
to the number of montlls that the Central Powers prolonged the war.
Even so, it had its effect on the enemy leaders' morale.

Despite this, however, we were well aware of the danger that the
United States, and to some extent Britain, might put an end to eco-
nomic controls as soon as peace and security were re-established in the
wodd. The immense resources of America and the financial strength of
the British Empire would enable them rapidly to rerurn to free itade,
and might tempt them to pro6t from the weakness of worse-hit
enemies - or allies. For fout years, necessity had taught us the value of
sticking togethet. Many of us were anxious not to forget the lesson, and
we therefore suggested the idea of an international raw materials
confetence. In April r9r8, Cldmentel asked me to write to the British
Government in the following tems:

To consolidate Allied co-operation with a view to thc future, and to adapt
it to the needs of a period of transition and economic reconstruction,-it
seems to us essential to study our problems jointly. To this end, we
would ask you to make the neccssary approaches to the American Govern-
ment, with a view to securing its acceptance of the plan for an inter-
Allied conference to be held as soon as possible.

This proposal was not given serious study, and on the eve of the
Armistice the victorious Allies still had no immediate plans. France
was already concentrating her attention on the economic terms of the
negotiations for peace; and on September 19, r9r8, Cl€mentel wrote to
Clemenceau and $Tilson proposing, as will be seen latet, some ex-
tremely ambitious principles for future international co-operation.
But my own concern was above all not to jettison the machinery and
the habits of working together that wc had built up during the war.
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With Salter, I had just visited some of the liberated areas in Northern
France; and what I had seen showed me how great the tasks of postwar
reconstnrction would be. On November z, r9r8,I sent a oote to the
French Government:

The Armistice will 6nd France and Belgium greatly weakened eco-
nomically. It would be a negation of our wholc war effort and of the
ideals for which we fought if during the period of postwar reconstruction
we did oot continue to put into practice the principles that have enabled
the Allies to bring the struggle against the common eremy to a successful
conclusion - mutual aid, and the sharing-out of raw materials in pro-
portion to the most urgent needs.

Later my note continued:

Our present system is artificial. It is based on Draconian measures applied
by Governments, substituting State arbitration for the nitural interplay of
supply and dcmaod. This system has led to de facto unity among the
countrics concerned.

Arbitration and unity are t!/o essential elements in the present eco-
nomic order, in which goods and means of transport are deployed, not in
accordance with legal ownership, but under agreements ensuring that
recognized needs are met as of right.

At the same time, I recognized the value and the powerful appeal of
\Toodrow I7ilson's principles: very sensibly, he was already attacking
the maintenance of economic frontiers. But I was convinced that the
lengthy transition from a war economy to a peacetime economy could
not be accomplished without the machinery th^t had enabled the
AIIies to apportion fairly their conrmon burdens and common re-
sources.

I was instructed to e4pound these ideas to Herbert Hoover when he
arrived in London two weeks after the Armistice. He did not dispute
them, but he would make no commitments. I realized that the time
had passed for the Americans to take part in our Allied Committees,
shate our views of the common struggle, and become accustomed to
our methods. In their eyes, the Executives were machinery for
strengthening London's influence on the world's raw materials. They
preferred to negotiate special affangements for difficult situations,
whose existence they in no way denied. Thus on December r, r9r8,
speaking in the name of President lJ7ilson, Colonel House proposed
the establishment of a Directorate-General of Supplies for liberated,
neutral, or enemy peoples, to be headed by an American. The aim was
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to prevent the enemy's feet being included for this purpose in the
Allied AMTC shipping pool.

The debate on this point took on very great importance, because it
was our last opportunity of getting our views accepted, if only in part.
!7e thought we had the chance to tebuild our partnership with the
British. On Decembet 1r, r9r8, Lotd Reading, the Lord Chief Justice,
sent us a note from the British Cabinet which contained the following
remarkable proposal:

Economic equilibrium should be established by mcans of a number of
controls sufficient to guarantee, as far as possible at the same price, the
availability ofraw materials to industrialists in the various Allied countries,
takiog account of the difierences created by their geographical situations
and their particular circumstances.

The international economy and peace itself would undoubtedly have
made many years'progress if these pdnciples had been accepted by all
concerned, and put into practice. I7e thought we were in sight of our
goal when on January t, r9rg, the US presidential adviset Colonel
House announced that President Wilson was coming round to our
point of view and was appointing the relid organizer Herbert Hoover
as the American member of the Council. But no sooner had this
happened than all was lost. Intrigues by American exporters induced
the United States Government to tob all thcse agreements of their
substance: lists of exceptions made the whole organization useless.
Nor did even the Wheat Executive escape. I had left the London end
of the organization in the hands of Raymond Fillioux, a school-friend
from Cognac. He was horrifed to see crumbling away what we had built
with such enthusiasm. On February 18, r9r9, a telegram from him
told me that the American representative had withdrawn, declaring
that the Executive was 'contrary to the views of his Government,
which intended that prewar methods of trade should bc restored as

soon as possible'.
At the last meeting of the Supreme Economic Council, on April 4,

r9r9, Anglo-Saxon and French ideas met head on in a dramatic
debate between Baruch and the British representative Lord Robert
Cecil on the one side and Cl€mentel on the other. Baruch declared that
his country could not envisage genetal controls over raw materials in
peacetime. Cecil asked that the plan to hold Germany in trusteeship
should be dropped. Economic freedom, he said, would be a better
guarantee of Germany's ability to pay reparations. Thereupon Cl6-
mentel made the following statement:
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It is a complete illusion to hope to restore world equilibrium merely by
means of the law of supply and demand. The United States havc made a

grave mistake in immediately throwing off the harness of war as soon as

the Armistice is signed. According to the principles advocated by Presi-
dent lVilson himself, should we not be seeking organized pcace?

Even now, the situation in maritime transport is a forewarning of the
difficultics to come. A free market has bcen suddenly restored: now, we
are short of tonnage, and freight rates are going up. Tension has de-
veloped on rau/ materials markets. The newly emergent statcs need a
financial rcgime.

Experiencc will prove tte necessity for an international organization
which in principle and in practice will take the form of a kaguc of
Nations.

As we left the meeting, Cldmentel said to me: 'That's the end of thc
solidarity we worked so hard for. 'Without it, and without the altruistic,
disinterested co-operation that we tried to achieve among thc Allies
and should have extended to our former enemies, one day we'll havc
to begin all over egain,' They were the wotds of a generous man who
has been under-rated by historians. But what part could he play in
the peace, in a wodd where nations ,fr/ere once more sovereign, each
of them preoccupied with recovering its former influence ? No one
now could argue that collective action was necessary for sheer sur-
vival; no politician could realistically propose, even for the common
good, Iimiting the soveteignty that each of our nations had won back
at such a price. There is no point in trying to apportion blame for this
return to past habits: it was simply that Nature had returned to its
normal course. It was to take many years, and much suffering, before
Europeans began to rea.hze that they must choose either unity or
gradual decline.

One by one, the Executives were dismantled. I myself had returned to
Paris, where the Peace Conference was being held. Sir Joseph Maclay*,
Salter, and I promised ourselves that we would work together again
when the time was ripe: we had no doubt that our experience would
soon be put to fresh use. Salter has described that experience in a

passage from his book Allied SbWioC Cotrtrol that is well worth
quoting. I have often been asked to explain the method that I have
followed in so many international enterprises. I think that my friend
Salter has described it better than anyonc:

The work could never have bccn successfully achievcd if daily associa-

tion had not devcloped mutual confidencc. The position of members of
* British Controller of Shipping,
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an internatioflal committec with a dual petsonal capacity, international in
rclation to tleir own country, nationalin relation to othd countries, is one
of great delicacy. They necessarily receivc information from their depart-
ments (they are useless if they do not) with regard to policy while still in
the process of formation. It is a ptoblem of the utmost dilficulty to know
how much of this can propedy be communicated to their Allied colleagues.
So far as the Allies are regarded as competitors with divergent interests
any such communication weakcns the bargaining position of one's own
coufltry. But so far as they are regarded as partners whose common
interests are rnore important than any conflict of claims, such communica-
tions may often be essential. . . . Ifcach onc ofour separate countries con-
siders a problem with international reactions from its own poiot of view,
develops a national policy, begins to give it expression in administrative
arrangements, fortifies it with Ministerial decisions and Cabinet authority,
adjustment will prove almost impossible. Four rigid and developed
policies will confront each other. . . . But if the national points of view
can be cxplained whilc they are still developing, if policies can be brought
ioto contact while thcy are still plastic and still unformed, agreement will
be easier and probably better. Given the proper personal relations, many
things can be explaincd which would nevet be put on paper or stated in a

formal meeting; the limits of concession can be explored and the several
national policies formcd and 6xed in the fitst instance within them in-
stead of beyond them, But the delicacy of such work, and the difficulty of
the questions ofloyalty and good faith involved, are obvious. It is only
possible at all under conditions ofpersonal confidence and long personal
association. Fortunately the members of the Transport Erecutive all felt
this confidence in each other, and the relations of colleagues in work
developed in time into those of personal friendship.r

Saltet is right personal friendships have played 
^vety 

great role in all
the enteqprises on which I have worked. But they do not explain
everFhing - or rather, they themselves need to be explained. Ifiorking
together and battling for the same objective both presuppose and con-
solidate mutual confidence. I have never lacked friends; but friendship,
to me, is the result of ioint action rather than the reason for it. The
reason is first and foremost mutual confdence. This grows up naturally
between men who take a common view of the problem to be solved.
Vhen the problem becomes the same for everyone, and they all have
the same concern to solye it, tlren differences and suspicions disappear,
and friendship very often takes their place. But how can people be
persuaded to approach the problem in the same way, and to see that
their intete'sts are the same, when men and nations are divided? That
* J. A. Saltcr, ol cir, pp. r758o.
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was what I still had to find out. The tcams that we had built up during
t}re war and were trying to keep togcther in peace - for peace - might
be dispersed from one day to the next. Danger had brought them
together: victory threatened to dissolve them. They had been formed
to 6ght the enemy: would thcy be able to hclp him in defeat? Friend-
ship would oot be enough, and danget was no longer there to force us
together. Vhat kind of institutions, what international laws, could bc
established to take the place ofnecessity?
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Chapter 4

THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS

Hopes take shape

At the time of the Armistice I was just thirty years old. I had a little
knowledge of private business and some e:rperience of public afhirs,
or tather of the working of the French, Btitish, and Amedcan admini-
sftations. But I was still a stranger to the rituals of politics. Admittedly,
ideological dilferences and personal rivalry had not been completely
edipsed by the overriding priority of defence during four years of wat.
But in wartime none of them had seemed insurmountable: a common
struggle for survival makes it much easier for men to agree. Nor had I
been much concerned by powet struggles within Governments: I was
in the habit of thinking in terms of economic organization and inter-
national co-operation. But no soonff was I demobilized than I saw
each of our countries returning to its old political system. Once the
intedude of warwas over, they all went back to the rules and customs
of traditional padiamentary democracies. I felt out of my depth. I
found it hard to believe that the conflicting ideologies and interests
which had led Europe'into war would now fully recover the position
that the common danger had made them abandon in favour of or-
ganized co-operation. Despite the difficulties that we had faced when
we worked for Cldmentel - and because we had finally overcome
them - we imagined that similar methods could be used to meet
similar needs in the years of postwar reconstruction. The war had left
a trail of devastation. Raw materials were so scarce and trade was so

much disrupted that the methods which had made itpossible to run the
war economy could surely not be abandoned so soon. In r9r7, when
victory still hung in the balance, this had already been obvious. It
became even more so as the war drew to a close. In September r9r8,
together with Cl€mentel, wc had written a letter to Clemenceau and
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lffoodtow r07ilson setting out 'the economic conditions for negotiating
the peace'. Let me quote a key patagraph from it:

It is urgently necessary that the Allied democracies establish an economic
union that will form the nucleus of the Economic Union of Free Peoples.
Already, hints of the structure of this future alliance can be seen in the
wartime inter-Allied economic Councils which are drawing up joint pro-
grammes of raw material imports, making ioint purchases from some of
their numbcr, sharing out credit facilities in a number of producing
countries, and finally pooling the Allies' total tonnage and deploying it
on a basis of equality and shared sacrifice according to the most urgent
needs.

For our alli65, f now realized, the end of the war meant the end of
special controls and tle return to the laws of the matket. It was on
these principles, paradoxically, that the most idealistic statesmen at
that time were preparing to found an international system which they
wanted to be orderly and strong. When Cl6mentel had finally asked
Robert Cecil and Bernard Baruch, 'According to the principles ad-
vocated by President'Jfilson himself, should u/e not be seeking or-
gtruzed peace?', he had been alluding to the famous Fourteen Points
in which, in January r9r8, Vilson had summarized thc United States'
war aims. The last of the Fourteen Points had raised one of the great
hopes of our time. ft ran as follows:

A general association of nations must be formed for the puqpose of afford-
ing mutual guarantees of political indepcndence and territotial integrity
to great and small states alikc.

The other points induded the freedom of the seas, the removal of
trade barriers, and the reduction of armaments. The ideals wcre noble,
but rtrTilson's doctrinal liberalism and the pressue of British and
American busincss circles were in flat contradiction to out plans, as

Cldmcatel was well tw^re.'The same Mr Baruch,' he remarked to me,
'whose name io America throughout the war stood for the control
of industry, has now with the Armistice quite naturally becomc once
again the apostle of free trade and competition.' 'Orgmized. pcace', it
'was clear, was not going to mean what we ha! hoped for - the con-
tinuation of our efiorts, through a system of'Executives' enlargcd to
include tJre vanquished and the neuuals alongside the victors, to ensure
fair shares in the resources available, and above all to share the sacri-
6ces imposed by the oveall shortages that threatened the wodd. Ife
had imagined a political 'gtand design', a new international order,
based on what already existed; and my friends and I were determined
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to contribute to it as much as possible of our experience and our ideas.
It was on January z5 that the Supteme Council, which had met in

Paris to Prepare the peace treaty, set up a committee to draft the Cove-
nant of the League of Nations. Wilson, whose life work it was, took
this in hand, seconded by the famous Colonel House. The friendship
between these two men - the austere and idealistic professor who was
President of the United States and his faithful adviser, the enter-
prising and imaginative Texan - seemed to be a case of genuine
osmosis. Not till twenty years later, in the case of Roosevelt and Harry
Hopkins, did I see anything to match it: a different President and a
diferent secret adviser, but the same intimate relationship between two
complemenary minds, one of them conceiving mighty visions, the
other putting them into effect. In each case, constant interaction be-
tween the two men made for an exEaordinary partnership, profoundly
united in planning and carrying out their designs. Wilson, the 6rst
US Ptesident to stay in Eutope, cheeted by the Allied crowds, moved
into the Hotel Crillon in Paris. From there, for many months, he
wielded his immense power, indifierent to the intrigues that werc
mounted in lfashington against his European policy. lhe Committee
drafting the League Covenant had its permanent headquarters in
Apartment 1r5 at thc Crillon. There, with Robert Cecil, L6on Bout-
geois, the Greek Prime Minister Eleftherios Venizclos, and Field-
Marshal Smuts, he produced the draft Covenant of the League in a

matter of eleven days.
During this time I was busy between london and Paris, winding up

the units of which I had been in charge, and I had no hand in the
drafting of the kague Covenant. Those who did &aft it were careful
to avoid setting up a genuine authority independent of the member
States, or even a first nucleus of autonomous international power.
The whole of the League depended on the Council, which alone was
empowered to take decisions, and even then by unanimous vote. The
Assembly could issue only opinions, resolutions, and recommendations.
The role of the Secretariat was to assist the Council in its work. Quite
obviousln such an organization was incapable of expressing and im-
posing a common will. That, at least, is the conclusion I came to later.
But at the time I did not see the pooling of sovereignty as a way of
solving international problems. Nobody did, even if their words
seemed to imply an appeal to some authority that would be above
nations.

In fact, the authority with which it seemed at the time that the kague
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of Nations should be invested was that of reason and co-operative

goodwill. People thought that it was bound toprevail, by sheer moral

Jtrength, by t-he 
"ppe"1 

to public opinion, and by the force of habit'

The 6rder ihat tfre League was to maintain was that which the Peace

Trcaty would recognize ot institute. The basis of the Covenant was

r..p"it for the integrity and independence of existing ot newly estab-

lislied nations. Far from seeking Peace as we do today, by gradually

abolishing frontiers, the League-was concerned to revive old historical

demarcation-Iines, or to draw new ones, and to guarantee them against

any change. On a strict inteqPretation of the League Covenant, these

go"t".rt i lacked any real folce: they had no means of coercion and

Ih"y ,r"t" hampered ty the veto. It was the iob of the League Secre-

tariat to make them real and effective - if it could. The success of this

great venture, in other words, depended on the- organization to be

i.t rp. !7e had no precedents to rely on; all we had was out experience

in the inter-Allied committees.
rt vras undoubtedly on account of this experience that clemenceau

and Balfour asked rrrc to take on the iob of Deputy to the League's

Secretary-General, Sir Eric Drummond. Drummond was a British
diplomai aged forty-three, whose skill, courte-'y, and discreet efficienry

had recommended him to Grey, Asquith, and Balfour. The story goes

that, after several better-known People had refused the iob, Clemenceau

asked Bafour: .Who's that young man who always sits behind you-?'

'He's my secretary.' 'He'd do,' said Clemenceau. 'He certainly would,'
Balfour replied.

Drummtnd and I got on together dght away. With h-is other

Deputy, the American Raymond Fosdick, we set u-P our-headquarters

in an old London mansion, Sundedand House, far from the diplomatic

squabbles in Paris.
Fosdick, who was soon to leave us when the United States with-

&e,r from the League, has left an accorult of that time in his lettefs,

published not long ago. He wtote to his wife on July f , t9r9i

We eat and slcep in terms of thc kague's present status and future de-

velopment. And of coursc we do a lot of spcculating on how soon it will
becorne a really effective instrument. Yesterday Drummond, in something

of a philosophical mood, was inclined to stress the inoairabiliu of the.

Leagoe. Thaiis, he feels that with the fast developing interdependence of
the ivorld as an economic unit, time is running on our side, and the sheer

necessities of the situation will force the growth of some kind of wodd
organization, even if we were to muff this Particular attemPt'

illooo.t aod I wete inclioed to qualify this point of vicw' We do not
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feel that time is running on our side, except in the sense of a future too
temote to be of advantage to this generation or to the next. This genera-
tion is in a race with international anarchy, and Monnet and I stressed
the point that the world has very little time in which to set up the frame-
work of internarional government and e$ablitb tbe habit of teanuork. Vle
have far too little time to do a good job before the strains and strcsses
come. And the danger - the really frightcning danger - is that before the
nations have learned how to play ball together, they will be overwhelmed
by some new emergency - like a football ieam that has to meet its strongest
oPPonent at the beginning ofthe season when it is only half-trained.*

'In the light of the general inrerest'

We had to act fast. I realized the shortcomings of the League Covenant,
which had not been given any means of enforcing thi very serious
decision that would have to be taken for the Peace Treaty to be
gbeyed. The Treaty itself had left a numbet of problems in suspense.

!n particular on territorial questions such as the Saar and Upper
Silesia, or on the future of minorities and refugees, the victoiious
Powers were relying on arbitration by the League. It thus not only had
to prevent fresh con-flicts but also to clear up the chaos left by war.
That chaos was immeasurable. In economic tirms, there was not only
material-damage to be repaired: trade was disrupted, and in artificially
reshaped countries like Austda or Poland the currency had collapsed.
fn human terms, millions of refugees .were adrift in a continent where
frontiets were blurred. And the tasks of reconstruction, which needed
a.genuine supernational porwer, urere no.w to be tackled by an organiza-
tion whose only permanent element was its Secretariat.

The later vicissitudes of the League, when it became the great arena
for Briand and Stresemann and a shadow-theatre for the tragedies of
Manchuria, Ethiopia, and German rearmament, have tended to ob-
scure the historic task which this unprecedented institution undertook
in a world whose international system had crumbled. In charge of
what remained of the system were three victorious Powers whJ had
dillerent conceptions of the peace. The Americans, who had inter-
vened to extinguish a far-off war, were looking for untroubled order.
* Raymond B. Fosdick, I-ettcrr or tbc Ltagae of Natiou (princcton, r966), pp, r7-r8.
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Wilson had no selfish ambitions fot his country, and was sincerely
anxious to create conditions that would make war impossible. The
immediate concern of the French was to safeguard, once and for all,
their own security: above all, Clemenceau wanted to cut Getmany down
to size. The British had electoral worries: Lloyd George was bent upon
reparations. The fate of tens of millions of Europeans hung in the
balance; yet nothing could be settled without the agreement of three
great Powers, who in a few months, when the United States withdrew
from the League, were to be only two.

Such agreement, ure rcalized, would have to be prepared and effected
by the League Sectetariat, case by case, in every detail, and in situations
tanging ftom the delineation of frontiers to the stamPing-out of epi-
demic disease. We had thetefore to set uP machinery that \rould carry
out investigation and research and then intervene in a variety ofways.
Yet it must not be top-heavy; and because it could have no power of
enforcement, it had to have that of persuasion. As I thought about all
this at Sundedand House, I began to wotk out some principles for
action. At the end of May, r9r9,I set them out in a memorandum. In
it can already be traced the ambitions and the limits of the method
that gradually led me to the idea of the European Community.

Co-operation between nations will grow from their getting to know each

other better, and from interpenetration between theit constituent elements
and those of their neighbours.

It is therefore important to make both Governments and peoples know
each other better, so that they come to see the problems that face them,
not from the viewpoint of their own interests, but in the light of the general
interest. Vithout a doubt, the selfishness of men and of nations is most
often caused by inadequate understanding of the problem in hand, each

tending to see only that aspect of it which affects his immediatc interests.
But if each interested party in these circumstances, instead of facing

another party with opposing interests, is presented with the problem as a

whole, there can be no doubt that all parties' points of view will be modi-
fied. Together, they rvill rcach a solution that is fair. They will do so all
the more readily if they know that the debate is taking place under the

eyes of other Governments or peoples who will pass iudgement on what
they do.

For me, this rule was the key to action: 'look at the problem as a whole
and in the light of the genetal interest'. Certainly, the organization
which was set up, and which without maior changes went on working
in Geneva until 1939, did not always have the strength of its in-
tentions. But in r9r9 I was not looking at the system's weaknesses: it
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y:"t -"9 
far as was possiblc at that time. To me it represented con-

siderable progress, because through it we were beginning to change
the relations between peoples. In those days, undoubtedl!, L,* tir"
problem of common authority difierently from the way I iee it today,
because in r9r9 the Allies saw the restoiation of national sovereignty
as the keystone ofpeace.

Even more, in the eyes of the French and the British, the peace was
to set the seal on their superiority. The absence of Germany under-
mined the basic principle of a true League of Nations. But the dangers
of international anarchy were so greaf that any oppornrnity for c6m-
mon discipline and fair arbitration had to be seized. It was an approach
that very well suited the empiricism of Drummond and of the iriends
who had worked with me on the inter-Allied committees and whom we
had now asked to ioin us in the League Secretariat.

We had no need to change our habits of work. What mattered was
to use our cornmon approach to become a guiding light, identifring
the common interest and petsuading the rrr.I. i. p"o.,"J, to accepi the
appropriate solutions. Thete was no lack of such men, in peacd as in
war. Each time that I persondly have been convinced of the need for
ac{9n, f havc proposed it to men in power, leaving them to take the
p-olitical responsibility and reap the riward. Just as I had approached
Viviani and Cldmentel, and through them in-fuencea ttre AUiea
Governmeats and genetal staffs, so I now approached Bourgeois and
Balfour, who commanded influence in paris and London. I wls akeady
convinced that this very simple, very natural oppofimity would
recur when the time came. Men in power are short of new idtas: thcy
lack the time and the infotmation; and they want to do good so long
as they get the credit for it.

Ldon Bourgeois was a leading figurein the Third Republic, nowadays
somewhat scliFsed by such national heroes as Clemenceau and poin-
car€, but one who took part in every stage ofthe fight for peace in the
first quarter of this century. His achieviments andhis immense inter-
nationd reputation won him the Nobel Prize in tgze, at about ttre
time when f knew him. He was President of the Senate, and French
Delegate to the L€ague of Nations, the idea of which he had alwavs
adv-ocated: 

_he had published a book on the sub)ect in r9ro. FIis
R,a_dical affiliations, his untidy beard and his llowery cloquence seem
old-fashioned today; but he was warm-hearted and clear-hcaded. I
remember the deep impression he made when he spoke at the peace
conference in F-ebruary r9r9, calling fot an internati-onal miliary forcc
in the service of the Leaguc of Nations. .Suddea aggression mr.st oot
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be allowed to take place in the danger-spots of the wodd without
being immeciiately quenched.' France proposed that contingents
supplied by all the nations should be under the command of a per-
manent international genetal stalf which would also inspect the weapons
and fighting strength of every State. This proposal, which Boutgeois
tirelessly championed, was rejected by the Americans and the British.
'It would make national miliatism international,' said Robert Cecil.

From that moment on, the League Covenant had to rely on the good-
will of a handful of men.

Robert Cecil himself, the British aposde of the kague, was certainly
flot lacking in goodwill. 'l[ nations are basically selfish, gteedy, and
belligerent,' he said, 'no mere machinery will stop them.' But he
believed in the force of public opinion, as did Balfour, Briain's rep-
resentative at the League, who became a colleague and friend of
Bourgeois's. Apart from their basic disagreement about fhe way to im-
pose the new international order - and alteady its lack of real power
contained the seeds of failure - the t'vvo men set an examPle of con-
fident co-operation. For decisions to be taken, they had to agree; and
their agreement suffrced. It was our job to encourage such agreement.
Looking back, I can see more cleady how the League of Nations
prefigured suptanationality - through undedying agreement among
men who enjoyed widespread infuence in their own countries, so that
awareness of the general interest was communicated to the places
where national decisions were reached. Later, when Germany ioincd
the League, this complicity came to an end. At that point, institutional
affangements should have been made to replace petsonal agreements.
Some delegation of power would have strengthened a systcm that had
worked only because of the authority and partnership of a few in-
dividuals. Without such a change, the machinery proved incapable of
dealing with the most inflammatory issue, that of disarmament. Even
this might have been settled with a little imagination and coruage.
But these were qualities that Drummond's successor lacked.

III
Silesia and the Saar: the common interest

The League Secretariat came into being in London in the summer of
r9r9; but it was not until January 16, r9zo, that the League Council
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held its first meeting, in the Salon de l'Hodoge at the Quai d'Orsay,
the French Foreign Ministry in Patis. The League, in fact, was one of
several aspects ofthe Peace Treaty that had taken eflect on January ro.
Throughout the previous year we had been following the negotiations.
I[e now had to deal with the problems that they had left unsolved.

Whenever the Allies failed to agree, the difficulty was passed on to
the League of Nations, which thus inherited all the most serious con-
ficts. When France wanted to annexe the Saar, against the wishes of'Woodrow W'ilson, the problem was promptly internationalized. When
Poland demanded an outlet on the Baltic, against British opposition,
we were handed the Danzig question. When there was rivalry ovel the
German colonies, Mandate Committees were formed. Considering the
effect of these local problems on world history - Danzig touched off
the war in ry39, and the Saar dispute u/ent on until rgyo - considering
too how the fate of a town or a strip of territory today can still threaten
wodd peace, it is astonishing how frivolously the signatories of the
Versailles Treaty, invested as they were with sovereign power, handed
over their weightiest responsibilities to an institution as yet unborn.

That institution, we knew, would have to depend on its Secretariat.
Neither the Council, made up of nine sovereign States, nor the
Assembly, with its forty-seven nations, could have much hope of
solving problems that Wilson, Clemenceau, and Lloyd George ihem-
selves had failed to setde in the aftermath of victory. It would be our
taslr to apply the Peace Treaty, first on a continent ravaged by war,
and then elsewhere, with a small team of people - in December t9t9
there were only twenty of us - on the move from London to Paris
and finally, in the autumn of r9zo, settling in Geneva. Salter was one
of our number: he was in charge of the economic and financial section.
Attolico, also from the wartime Executives, took over the transit
section. Pierre Comert was head of information, and Paul Mantoux
was director of the political section: both had gained their experience
on the inter-Allied Committee during the war. All were io-opted
individually, irrespective of nationality. What was more - and itkas
unptecedented - in their work they were released from any allegiance
to the countries from which they came.

At that time, however, I was not concerned to stress this idea of a
new international authority, and I was not thinking in terms of a trans-
fer of sovereignty. I was anxious merely for efficiency, for better links
between Governments and between peoples. To this end, I proposed
to An&6 Tardieu, France's Delegate at the Peace Conferenci, that in
each national administration rcpresentatives should be appointed to
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keep in touch with the kague Secreariat and to use it as their channel

of iommunication from one country to another. 'This,' I wrote, 'will
lead to a broadening of national horizons. As the system develops it
will completely transform existing habits in international relations.'
\fell, it was a step forward; but I was mistaken in setting too much
store by this approach. Bringing Governments together, getur]g
nationai officials- io co-oPerate, is well-intentioned enough; but the

method breaks down as soon as national interests conflict, unless there

is an independent political body that can take a common view of the

problem and arrive at a common decision' I became convinced of this
i"".rty years latet. $7'hat success we had in Geneva is mote simply
explained. The important agreements that were reached there became

possible only in so far as the Great Powers, in particular Ftance and
-Britain, 

thought it to be in their interest to avoid a dispute. \i0hen this

was the case, we were free to seek solutions. I myself was active in two
such instances, both of which added greatly to my experience. One

was the partition of Upper Silesia; the other was the rescue of Austria.
The mining region of Silesia was a great block of coal on which had

grown up-a complex of metalworking industries. These wete the

[vethood of mori than two million people, one-third of them Ger-

mans, two-thirds Polish. The latter, most of them manual workers or
peasants, were dependent on the landed proprietors and owners .of
industry, most of them Germans. The overall population was -in-
extricably mixed. The Poles claimed the whole region as theirs, but
the Germans were determined to hold on to their assets, which made

up a quarter of Germany's total output of coal. The two sides agreed

on onty one point: both refused any partition of the ptovince, since

each wanted to have it all.
The signatories of the Versailles Treaty had originally decided to

give the whole tetritory to Poland. After violent Protests from Ger-
irany, however, they agreed, in accordance with the nationality
priniiple, to organize a plebiscite. Voting took place in March r9zr.
hre risults rathir favourid Germany; but the voting Pattern made only

one solution possible partition on the lines of ethnic malorities. The

Germans *.tL i., a maJority in the towns of the industrial area in the
East. Berween them and Germany itself lay a. zone mainly peopled by
Poles. Both Berlin and l7arsaw tried to Pre-emPt any setdement by
seizing territorial hostages. The Polish Army occupied the region,

and the Germans riposted with the Fteikorps. Allied forces had to
intervene.

This confrontation was serious. But there were many local crises in
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war-torn Europe; and this would have been no more than one of
them, had it not threatened to turn into an international crisis owing
to a Franco-British dispute behind the scenes. France sided with her
Polish ally, while Britain supported Germany and German economic
recovery. In August r9zr, Briand and Lloyd George agreed to submit
the question to the Council ofthe League and to accept its arbitration.
So fearful a responsibility put our organization on trial. For the first
time, the Secretariat u/as to be in charge of an investigation whose
result two Govetnments were pledged to accept. The decision
would determine the fate of more than two million people, and would
involve transfers of sovereignty. I resolved to devote myself uttedy
to making it a success.

The directives given us by the Versailles Treaty and by the Supreme
Council's mandate could be inteqpreted in all sorts of ways. !7e had to
take account of the wishes exptessed by the population, but also of the
geography and economic situation of the areas concerned, Our task
was to draw a frontier between two countries: there was no question
of forming a new entity outside the exclusive sovereignty of the rwo
rival powers, although there were geographical and economic argu-
ments for such a solution, which had been recommended by the Inter-
national Labour Orgaruzaion, of which L6on Jouhaux* was a mem-
ber. Upper Silesia was recognized as an ideal 'industrial triangle', as
homogeneous as that formed by the Ruhr, Lorraine, and Limburg,
which thirty years later inspired the European Coal and Steel Com-
munity. But in rgzr the time was not yet ripe for the delegation of
sovereignty to a common High Authority. Even so, what was im-
plicidy expected of us was not so very differene we had to work out a
formula creating a kind of common statute for people and products on
either side of an attificial frontier which, paradoxically, it was out job
to draw. It was agreed from the beginning that this statute would
remain in force for fifteen years.

The problem bristled with technical difficulties; but the principle
undedying it seemed to be simple. Indeed, it could only be solved if a
simple principle was applied. What we had to do was identify and
organize the common interest. Polish steel Oeeded German coal;
Polish workers needed to keep their jobs in German factories. People
and products must therefore be free to cross the frontier. To that
end we had to devise a certain number of practical measures which for
the Germans and Poles would become rules accepted by both States,
jointly administered under the supervision and final authority of an
* Frcnch trade union leader, r879-1954.
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outside arbiter. tn*, r"T";"";:,;"::::'r". a serious rimita-
tion of sovereignty and a form of common authority; but, as I have
akeady pointed out, we were not thinking in such abstract terms. I07e

were acting pragmatically - although it was no accident that the
machinery which proved necessary then already pointed towards the
more elaborate political ideas that were to grow from later exPerience.
In rgzr we had no occasion to speculate along these lines, Our problem
was not so much to mount a ftontal attack on excessive nationalism
as to persuade sovereign nations to support our efforts.

Even so, it would have been impossible to persuade the Poles and the
Germans to sit round the same table and draw theit frontiers on the
map. This task was given to a Commission of four States which had
no part in the dispute: Belgium, Brazll, China, and Spain. Paul Hymans,
Dacunha, lfellington Koo, and Quinones de Leon were delegated by
their Governments and given very extensive powers. In reality, the
work was done by the Secretariat. In this task I was assisted by Pierre
Denis, a friend with whom I had worked during the war years in
London, and who v/as to wotk with me later, and in London again
until mid-r94o. After that he became Treasurer of the Free French. He
was a loyal and able colleague. r$7e pursued our inquiries in the utmost
secrecy, with the expert help of M. Hodac, Secretary-General of the
Czecho-Slovak Federation of Industry. Our method, recommended
to us by L6on Bourgeois, suited me pedectly. 'At no time,' he said,
'must the study take on the character of a negotiation. It must be a
common task, arriving by successive approximations at a solution
which is fair. znd acceptable for all concerned.'

The 'approximations' involved not only the two PeoPles, whose
views as expressed in the plebiscite we had to do our best to respect.
They also had to do with transport, rvith the distribution of water
and electricity, with the currency, with social security, with trade
unions' rights, and so on. I don't know how we did it; but three
weeks after the beginning of the investigation our report was in the
hands of the Council. I don't think we slept much, and I know that
we made hcavy dcmands on the Secretariat's technical services, con-
vinced by us - and like us - that this was the League's first big test.

Our report proposed a frontier line, to be dtawn immediately; a

transitional regime, based on set principles, for the next fiEteen yeats;
and the establishment of two permanent institutions. One was a

Mixed Commission, composed of two Germans, two Poles, and a
President from the Lcague of Nations; the other was an Arbitral
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Tribunal comprising one expert appointed by the German Govern-
ment and one by the Polish Government, together with a President
appointed by the League. I was personally very much attached to the
idea of the Ttibunal, which was the best articulated element in this
first &aft of a community authority: its decisions u/ere to be final and
direcdy applicable in the two countries. Naturally, however, these
were no more than proposals. They would need to be approved by the
Supreme Council, and their details would have to be wotked out in
negotiations between Germany and Poland.

The French Foreign Ministry raised very serious obiections. They
were against the limitation of soveteignty - except fot defeated
countries - and they thought that our project left too much potential
po,trer in the hands of Germany. For a while, it looked as if Paris and
London might go back on the Anglo-French agreement reached by
Balfour and Bourgeois. But Aristide Briand's political sense and
generosity carried the day. At that time he was not only the French
representative on the Supreme Council, but also its President; and on
October tz, ,gzr, he managed to get our project approved. He thereby
confirmed the authority of the League of Nations which his own
eloquence was to illumine in later years when it became essentidly a
great public pladorm. In r9zr, however, few speeches were made.
The League was practical and active, as the Secretariat proved in the
eight months that followed, counselling and teconciling the pleni-
potentiaries whose job it was, under the chaitmanship of F6lix Calonder
from Switzerland, to 6nd solutions for the countless questions in
dispute. The German-Polish Convention signed on May tt, tgzz,
contained no fewer than 6o6 separate items: it was thicker than the
Trcaty of Versailles. The achievement was greatly admired. Although
every step had been difficult, nothing had ptoved impossible, given
the political will to succeed. The technical experts had done wonders
in many difierent fields - co-ordinating rail systems and customs
duties, building monetary union, protectiflg minorities. It was their
job. Solutions which had seemed inconceivable the previous day
became natural in the broad new context worked out for them. To me,
this seems inevitable. I have never over-estimated technical snags.

Of course, the agteement was not accepted willingly. There were
storrny debates in the Rcich$ag decked out in black for the occasion.
But both the Germans and the Poles asked for Calonder to stay on as
President of the Mixed Commission. The President of the Arbitral
Tribunal, the outsanding Belgian lawyer Georges Kaekanbeeck,
upheld its authority well into ryy.It was a model institution: we had
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given it powers that at the time were very novel, as witness such clauses

as these: 'The arbiters Ehall be independent. . . . The Tribunal's inter-
pretation shall be binding upon the tribunals and authorities of the two
countries as regatds their judgement or decision. . . . When the
Tribunal has given its judgement on the substance of a case, the
execution or application of its verdict shall take place in the same con-
ditions and with the same formalities as the execution or application
of a verdict from a national authority.'

This approach was full of possibilities; yet the fact was not recog-
nized until much later on. At the time, the problem was not so much
to start a process ofchange, but rather to stabilize situations inherited
from the war. The constitution of Danzig,with which I was also con-
cerned, could have become a model for international administration'
But no one was thinking in terms of models: they were simply applying
a peace treaty. So they established a Free City under a High Com-
missioner, and that was that.

The settlement of the Saar, in which I also played an active Part, left
me dissatisfied for the same reason: it, too, made no provision for thc
future. !ilhat future was there, indeed, fot an international authority
that was politically responsible for a piece of land annexed from
Germany, but with France given full ownership of the coal that was
its main wealth ? I wrote to Millerand: 'The Saar cannot remain inde-
pendent. If the population insists, it will sooner or later letutn to
Germany. With all its coal.' I proposed a teferendum, as in Upper
Silesia. Poincar6 refused. France had its hostage: he saw no further
than that.

What was more, a Frenchman was appointed head of the inter-
national Commission. French trooPs had to intervene. Already one
could discern the beginnings of a policy - a takeover of the Saar's

economic resources. It was doomed to failure, like all attempts at
domination; but Paris persisted in it, because it seemed to meet the
pressing needs of French industry. This persistence, which led to a

near-crisis thirty years later, was mainly due to lack of imagination.
Where the economic intetests of one nation qlashed with the sover-
eignty of another, people obstinately tried to impose a solution by
force. But even under kaguc of Nations auspices, the annexing of the
Saar was an insult and an injury to the Germans. I remembered that
in r9;o, when I saw the same problem atouse the same refexes in
French diplomacy, threatening to PeqPetuate Franco-German dis-
putcs. I cllme to the conclusion that we must by-pess them, and
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evolve a new political structure in which national interests would no
longer seem to conflict, so that the prize for which they were com-
peting would become a ioint Franco-German asset. The 'bold act',
in Robert Schuman's words, which created the European Coal and
Steel Community in r9yo, owed 

^ 
greut deal to the timidity of the Saar

settlement in rgzz.Lotgexperience had taught us that only by radicdly
tansforming the political context could we solve a problem so long
beset by equivocation. And in fzct, as will be seen later, after May 9,
rgJo this ancient conflict became 

^ 
matter of history.

IV
Austria: collective action

I learned a great deal during this time of intense activity; but I re-
member most vividly only the handful of tasks that seemed to me to
set a lasting example of how to organize peace. One - and it was
especially significant - was Upper Silesia. Another, rather less so, was
the Saar. A further achievement of the League of Nations was the
economic rehabilitation of Austria; and the lessons I learned from that
were also to prove very useful. It was there that I realized the value of
collective action, and the need to associate in a common entelprise, as
equals, both victors and vanquished, both givers and receivers of aid.
Austria had been conquered and was receiving aid; but she had no
hope of recovery. For three years, the victorious Allies had held at
arm's length this tiny republic of six-and-a-half million German-
speaking people, a third of whom lived in Vienna, the overblown
capital of a vanished empire. Nothing had been done to enable the
country to stand on its own feet. Annexation by Germany, itself a
desperate remedy, was forbidden by the Tteaty of Versailles. Infation
and unemployment condemned the Austrians to poverty and distress.
In t9zr, to ward off total collapse, the League of Nations was com-
missioned to restore the country's finances.

What looked like a financial mission was in fact'politically vital,
both for the stability of Europe and for the future of our organiz*
tion. Austria u/as an essential piece of the Central European jigsaw-
p.uzzle created by the Peace Treaty, which had left the League to clear
up all its mistakes. I personally doubted whether the ftagmenation of
Central Europe was a viable solution; but thc national rivalries that
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made it so precariou, Xff: ,: X1}: it. Not one or thesc
small countries accepted the logical idea of fomring a fcderation -
unless it could dominate the rest. A conversation with Edvard
BeneS* - if I remember righdy, during a wdk on Mont Blanc - had
shown me how little this 'Europe of nationalities' would listen to
reason. I pointed out what a nonsense it was to chop up this vast
central area, which formed a nattual economic unit.

'Your countries are too small,' I said. 'Instead of opposing each

-rther, they'll have to agree to unite.'
'Oh, f see great difficulties there,'he answered
'But you know very well that Austria's no longcr up to it. . . . You

ought to propose a federation: Czechoslovakia could makc a start - '
'Nevert' said BeneS. 'I'd rather see Austria disappear.'
Such was the sate of mind of a young man whose advice was res-

pected in Geneva, and who had already embarked on his great and
tragic career as a passionate nationalist.

In March r92r, our task was to prevent an cxhausted Austria be-
coming a prey to other countries. The financid committee of the kague
Secretariat set to work. All its investigations led to the conclusion that
the monetary situation must be put right before seeking credit from
abroad. This meant sevete budgetary economies, a domestic loan, and
the esablishment of an independent instihrte to control notc issues.

Only then would loans be raised on &e international market, against
the security of tax receipts and mortgages. This austerity Programme
was accepted by the Austrian Government, but it remained theoretical
so long as there was still any doubt about the country's politicd
future. Who in the world would subscribe to a loan issued by a State
whosc resources were already mortgaged to foreign powers- which
furthermore had withdtawn their aid? This problem delayed matters
for a yeat. Then, one day in August 1922, we saw that the Austrian
crown had fallen to one fifteen-thousandth of its gold parity. Thc
kague Council was convened, and Bourgeois talked with Balfour.
They agrecd that the problem must now be dealt with at the political
level. That was enough for thc Secrctariat to teftrtn to work with the
certainry of success: Salter, as head of the financial section, went to
the Austrian capial. 'Vienna at this time,' he wrotc, 'was a tragic
scene; its great streets empty of traffic; its shops closed; its people of all
classes, including scholars of wide rq>utation, remnants of the oldcr
aristoctacy and oncc prosperous businessmen, were visibly starving.'f
r Forcign Ministcr and later President of Czcchoslovakia.

f Saltcr, Mcmoirt of a Pfulic Scnat (London, 196r), p. 176.
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Altogether, he concluded, there was great temptation for neighbouring
countries to intervene if and when disorders broke out.

It occurred to me then that this real danger of outside intervention
might be used, as it were, in reverse. Why not turn it into positive
ioint action? Iflhy not make the very forces that might have been
tempted to exploit the crisis contribute instead to keeping Austria
independent? It might be possible to exploit everyona's feat of a
move on the part of someone else. A collective guarantee would be
the most reassuring solution for everyone, and their common interest
would give them the most powerful incentive to succeed. Salter has
recalled, as I do, a Sunday picnic by the Lake of Geneva in September
r9zz, when I orpounded this idea to him and to Basil Blackett, a
brilliant financial expert from the British Treasury.* $7e quickly
agreed that this should be our approach; and, as usual, each of us set
to work to persuade those delegates and national officials on whom
we had some influence.

Some weeks later the Committee on Austria, where Great Britain,
France, Italy, and Czechoslovakia were represented in the presence of
the Austrian Chancellor Monseigneur Seipel, submitted its report.
As adopted, this report proposed a preliminary political clause - the
so-called 'Disinterested Protocol'- whereby the four signatory States
pledged themselves to 'tespect the political independence, territorial
integrity and sovereignty of Austria, and to seek no special or ex-
clusive economic or financial advantage such as might directly or in-
directly compromise that independence'. The Austrian Government,
meanwhile, was to apply very rigorous domestic reforms (closing down
loss-making State corporations, reducing the number of civil ser-
vants, taising the level of tariffs). These steps were the precondition for
financial aid in the form of an international loan guaranteed both by
domestic revenue (customs and tobacco duties) and by the signatory
Governments, which were pledged to pay any interest on the loan not
covered by Austria's own resources. The operation was supervised by
a Commissioner-General appointed by the League.

Today, such a system is familiar because it has been copied or
adopted many times. Then, however, it was a great innovation. It was
the first important step in the reconstruction of Europe, a pemanent
achievement, and no longer a more or less chadtable affat, By accep-
ting outside help, not only did Austria lose nothing of her indepen-
dence: she strengthened it by international guarantees and domistic
r lbid.,p. r77.



reforms. So, gradually, :;".H::::.ceptable and practical
examples, like the spectacular and rapid recovery of Austria's financial
and economic afiairs, made an impression on people in the old citadels
of administration, economics, and finance which the war - in appear-
ance, at least - had not seriously shaken.

One unmistakable sign was that the citadel of ciadels, the Bank of
England itself, took part in the operation. Today it is hard to imagine
the prestige and power that the Bank enjoyed at the beginning of this
century. Credit throughout the wodd more or less refected its views.
![e realized this when the time came to foat the Austrian loan, and -
despite the agreed guarantees - we were met with some hesitation in
the largest establishments in Swizedand, Paris, and New York.
Someone said to me: 'The reason is that Norman hasn't come in.
Once he moves, the others will follow.' Montagu Norman was the
Governor of that citadel. He was a formidable man. Once, it was said,
he had kept his colleague, the Governor of the Bank of Poland,
waiting forty-eight hours before being received. ft was his way of
preserving protocol. I went to see him: I was lucky enough to be able
to persuade him. He invited me to stay with him for several days, and
we became friends. The Austrian loan, of $r3o million, was over-
subscribed several times.

Peace based ori equality

The kague Secretariat and its contacts worked well. We werc able to
deal one by one with other cases where stability had broken down, as in
Hungary, Greece, and Bulgaria. But the precondition for success was
itsclf a limitation: nothing could be done without the agreement of
the Great Powers or the benevolent complicity of their delegates in
Geneva. Such negotiated agreements formed a kind of international
law. But that law was precarious, and it was limited by national self-
interest - as is always the case with mere co-operation. Using such
methods, how could we ever have achieved lasting order ? r$fle had
gone as far as possible towards establishing an international economic
code of good conduct in October 192c., 

^t 
the Brussels Conference con-

vened 'to study the financial crisis and scek ways of avoiding and
attenuating its dangets'. It was the first Conference that the League
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had held, and I had ptepared it very carefully with Salter, Blackett,
\Falter Layton, and Robert Brand. It embodied the still lively hopes
of our London team. We still believed in the possibiliry of an organized
peace, and we set great store by this meeting of thirty-nine States -
including Germany - which together represented 7ro/, of the world's
population. They, we thought, might be able to testart some of the
machinery that we had put to the test in the wartime Executives. But
with peace restored, the driving-force of necessity was no longer there.
The only practical result of this first gteat world economic conference
was to establish, at the League, the Econornic and Financial Organtza'
tion, the machinery whereby Salter secured approval of our solutions,
as in the case of Austria. All the rest dissolved into bold resolutions -
measures against infation, the removal of quantitative restrictions and
ptice discrimination, the free movement of goods and capital, and above
all the organization of financial solidarity. These might have saved

Europe twenty years' stagnation and a second wodd war - if the power
to enforce them had been granted at the same time.

Even so, we did not feel like people who were misunderstood or
whose actions led nowhere. We got results. 'W'e overcame crises that
were no less serious than those of Berlin or Northetn Ireland today;
we administered tertitories by new methods; we Put a stoP to epi-
demics. I7e developed methods of co-operation among nations
which hitherto had known only relationships based on power. We
placed great hopes in the development of the League, and the diffi-
culties we encountered acted as a stimulus. It was only later that I
rcahzed how we had underestimated them, or tathet how we had
failed to dig deep enough. At the root of them all was national
sovereignty. In the League Council, this prevented the general in-
terest's being seen. At every meeting, people talked about the general
interest, but it was always forgotten along the wayt everyone was

obsessed by the effect that any solution would have on him - on his
country. The result was that no one really uied to solve the actual
problems: their main concern was to find answers that would tesPect
the interests of all those around the table. In this way, the whole
orgatization fell into the routine of mere co-operation.

This was inevitable in a body subiect to the unahimity rule. That
rule seemed natural to even the best-intentioned of men. One scene

among others sticks in my memory: it was a meeting of the Council
to discuss the wodd distribution of raw matetials. The Italian rep-
resentative, Marchese Imperiale, was pressing for a certain decision
to be taken. As usual, the British representative, Lord Balfour, looked
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as if he were asleep. IThen his turn came, he got up and said simply:
'His Maiesty's Government is against.' Thcn he returned to his dozc.
The question was setded. This was by no means unconrmon; and yet
there can be no doubt about Balfour's good intentions - or those of
Bourgeois, despite the fact that I havc heard him say in the Chamber:
'There is no question of turning the League of Nations into a super-
State or even a Confederation.' Pcople's ideas had simply not evolved
very fa;.

The veto was at once thc cause and the symbol of this inability to go
beyond national self-interest. But it was no more than the expression
of much deeper deadlocks, often unacknowledged. Britain's policy
was to seek a balance of power on the continent; France wanted to
dominate it; Germany, if not already reaanchiste, was manoeuvring to
loosen the constraints upon her. The fault lay in the Trcaty of.
Versailles: it was based on discrimination. From the moment I 6rst
began to be concerned with public affairs I have always realized that
equality is absolutely essential in relations berween nations, as it is
between people. A peace based on inequality could have no good
results. I hoped, nevertheless, that the fault could be remedied by
goodwill. One might just as well rely on blind chance. One day,
Raymond PoincarC showed me the true face of the will to dominate,
in circumstances I shall never forget.

'!7e were worried by the problem of German reparations, which we
thought was being approached in the wrong way. ri7ith Salter, Blackett,
and Cellier, who was Director of Capital Movements, I was tryiag to
make realistic sense out of the slogan 'Germany shall pay'.

'She'll pay, yes,' I said to Ilon Bourgeois, 'but not an indefinite
amount and for ever. I suggest that we replace the idea of an unlimited
political debt with that of a limited commercial debt, by means of a
loan, floated wodd-wide, on which the Germans would have to pay
the interest. In that way we should no longer be basing Franco-
German relations on sheer power: we'd turn reparations into a system
of just but reasonable obligations, such as could be undertaken by the
citizens of zny country.' Ilon Bougeois agreed - and so did his
faithful secretary, which was not unimportant. Mlle Millard was a
person whom Natute had not favoured, save for her intelligence,
which was exceptional, In the shadow of Ilon Bourgeois she played
an active and useful role: there ril/as something of the osmosis I have
referred to h the case of I7oodrow Wilson and Colonel House,
Bourgeois had wide-ranging, generous ideas; Mlle Millard organir6d
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them and madc them work. She now proposed a meeting in Bour-
geois's apartment near the Place Saint-Sulpice. Millerand, who was
already half-convinced, was to be present, and so was Poincard.

lWhen Poincari arrived, Bourgeois and Teulis, the Belgian rep-
rcsentative on the Reparations Commission, told him that they wanted
to consult him about the plan which they asked me to expound. I did
so. 'If I understand you atight, gentlemen,' said Poincard, 'this boils
down to reducing the amount of the German debt ?' 'Not reducing -
fixing. One cannot speak of a debt if it has no limit. I should say
rather that we propose to free Germany from an unknown burden.'
At this, Poincard stood up, flushed with rage. 'Ncver, sir. The German
debt is a political matter, and I intend to use it as a means of pressure.'
To dramatize his wotds, he drew from his pocket an extract from thc
Ttaty of Versailles and brandished it before our eyes.

It has often been said that, when the United States with&ew from the
League, the breath of generosity went out of it. It is true that Woodrow
Wilson was in favour of limiting the German debt; that he had presscd
for the establishment of new authorities, in Danzig and the Saar among
others; that he fought against economic nationalism wherever it arose;
and that he dreamed of disarmament. But it is also true that he was
ahead of world opinion, and first aod foremost that of his own country.
His own failure did not involve the failure of the young League.
Powerful as the United States was, it still seemed far off from Europc:
the old continent u/as still the centre of the wodd. An organization
dominated by Britain and France could decide the fate of the planet,
above all when both nations, their prestige untarnished, were in
agreement. But agreement u/as hard to reach after centuries of rivalry.
I reo.hzed that disarmament would never come about when it was
clear that Britain wanted to keep her feet intact, and France was bent
on maintaining her army. lfith these significant exceptions, both were
ready to see military systems dismantled. I knew that the lrague could
not go on as it was: but I still hoped to play my paft in changing it.
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Chapter y

FROM COGNAC TO POLAND,
FROM CALIFORNIA TO CHINA

I
Back to Cognac

One day in the autumn of r9zr, my sister Made-Louise came to sec
me in Geneva. 'Fat.her's having trouble with the business,, she said.
'We think you ought to come back to Cognac and take it in hand., I
vlas not dtogether suqprised. I knew that the postwar slump, the fall
in prices, and the slackening of demand had affected the house of
Monnet more than other well-known brands. But what my sister
told me seemed serious, and I did not hesiate. My father needed me,
so I must go back to Cognac and sell btandy. In Geneva, the League
of Nations was working well, and continuity there was ensured not
only by the team I was leaving behind but also by the sheer momentum
of the Secretariat. Like all institutions, it would oudive its founders.
In Cognac, on the other hand, business depended on decisions taken
by a handful of men. The wodd economic situation and the quality of
the grape-harvest were certainly important: but it was oui yob to
foresee such fluctuations and in any case to deal with them. My father
was old, and he found it hard to adapt to changing times.

f am not in the habit of quarrelling with necessity. I resigned from
the League of Nations, although I enjoyed my wotk there and had the
feeling that 

^ 
gte t deal more could usefully be done. I certainly did

not leave out of disenchanunent with the kague's weakness. As I
have said, I had not then fully lcalizsd how weak it was. If I had, I
should have gone to great lengths to stay in a job where I could con-
tribute to the maintenance of peace. As it was, I was confident; and my
confidence led me to hand over my job to one of my assisants, Joseph
Avenol, who had done good wotk in the political section. It was an
crror of iudgement that I now regret. As latet events showed, Avenol
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was not the kind of man to make a good Secretary of the League.
Others, however, stayed on and continued the work we had begun

together. There was the faithful Arthur Salter, who used the financial
section to lay the first foundations of economic union, in line with his
federalist convictions. There were the conscientious and hard-wotking
Henri Bonnet and Pierre Comert, who in the cultural and information
sections respectively set up model systems that have since been copied
by all international organizations. There was Albert Thomas, whose
powerful, generous temperament gave the International Labour
Office an energy that nothing has sapped to this day. His bearded
prophet's face was popular with the labour movements of every
continent. And there was Ludwig Raichman, less ebullient but no less

infuential, at the head of the health section, whose network stretched
into every corner of the wodd.

I should like to enlarge a litde on the life and character of this
extraordinary man, whose friendship I so much valued. Few people, I
think, have had so powerful a sense of the universal. From one conti-
nent to another, irrespective of frontiers or political rcgimes, he main-
tained warm human contacts that made him both the most disinterested
and the most effective of friends. He was born in W'arsaw into a family
of great classical scholars: he himself became a well-known doctor
specializing in bacteriology. When the League of Nations began to
combat the tertible epidemics that followed the First !ilorld !Var, he
was recruited to set up the health section. I admired its work and the
results obtained by his devotion and his organizing genius. He was a

great leader of men, and a good friend: we shall meet him again in
these pages. When on one of his official missions he saw how great
were the sufierings and the potential achievements of China, he de-

voted himself to that country's development until the Second Wodd
War called him back to the United States. Everyone kno'qzs how much
he did for children the wodd over, for whom he established
UNICEF, the United Nations International Children's Emergency
Fund. When Raichman died in t961, in the little village in the Sarthe
where his body is buried, the achievements of his head and his heart
survived him, because he had made them permanent. Raichman be-
lieved in the generosity of human natute, but he had taken cate to
establish institutions.

The nineteen-twenties were a time for great enterprises, ot tather
for enteqprising minds. If France proved unable to lead the collective
efiort which might have brought her firmly into the twentieth
cetrtury, and if she hed no time to modernize bdore the great wodd
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crisis put a stop to her development, at least some individuals at that
time enjoyed enormous scope. I was at an age when imagination
reaches its height, and my need to be up and doing was to involve
rne in action on a scale that went beyond national frontiers. The
btandy business was one example, but I was soon to come up against
its limits and its routines. Before long, large-scale economic and 6nan-
cial ventures were to bring me back to problems of which I already
had some experience - the internal and external equilibrium of nations
that had suffered from the effects ofwar. It was this persistent need to
restore order that brought out my energy, not the incidental profits
that I made along the way. Money came and went. I was good at
making it, perhaps, but certainly not at keeping it.

Coming back to Cognac, I found that the situation was bad both
materially and, still more, psychologically. No sooner _had I arrived
than I met a friend in the Caf6 du Chalet. 'I must have a word with
you,'he said. 'But not here, on the corner of the street.'I had forgotten
this side of provincial life. 'I hear that you're going to file a petition
in bankruptcy,' he whispered. 'Certainly not,' I teplied, 'and you can
spread the word.'

I moved into a charming house on the banks of the Charente river,
the Alsace, some distance outside the town. There, I made prcpar -
tions for a struggle which I found very painful, because it was not
against things, but against someone I loved; not against events, but
against ideas that deserved great respect. There was no doubt about it:
my father was trying to run the business against the current of the
times. He was more concerned to maintain quality than to expand
sales. By quality, he meant sacrosaoct respect for the reserves of
vintage spirit that were maturing in the depths of our cellars, those
dark inner sanctums that were known in Cognac zs'le Paradis'. They
held great wealth; but they also locked up an essential part of our
capial. My father had long been watching them mature - and grow in
value - not as a speculation, since he refused to sell them, but out of
sheer professional pleasure and sentimental pride. The house of
Monnet was rich: but it lacked the capital to do business, which now
more and more depended on less august vintages.

Day after day I fought patiently against the touching obstinacy of a
man who was ruining his business to preserve his heart's desire. A
firm could go bankrupt in Cognac, even if its product was good and
its brand-name respected: all it needed was to go on believing in what
had always been true but was true no longer - the virtue of scatcity
and the danget of change. Many other firms had been ruined because
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their foundcrs had stubbornly clung to practices that had won them
the esteem of a small and select clientlle. I wanted to save my fathcr
from this unhappy fate, and to do so I did not hesitate to go against
his opinions, although it hurt us both. I knew that we could diversifr
our product with a range of good quality brandies for a much broader
public. To tell the truth, we had no other optioo. My father resigned
himself to replacing his vintage eatx-de-aie with younger spirit which
once more made possible widespread sales. At the same time, market
prices rose. I believe that I have always been lucky, but I have not
always known how much I have helped my luck. On that occasion,
in Cognac, I have only circumstances to thank.

I took the opportunity to rcorgznize the firm. After the death of my
brother, my cousins took over its day-to-day adminisration. I kept
some shares in it, but otherwise left myself free, It was at that time that
I was approached by a large American investment firm, Blair and Co.,
which had iust established a French subsidiary in Paris. It was a time
of great 4ctivity on the exchange markets, and the powerful New York
investment bankers were extending their interests in Europe. They
were foating loans for industrial firms or Governments which them-
selves were unable to raise the credit they needed for capital invest-
ment. The private establishments undertook to foat public loans
guaranteed by Government pledges. Such pledges had to be verified;
and this might even involve the reorganizaion of. a Government's
tax or customs revenue. In the case of states that had still not fully
recovered from the efiects of the war, it might even indude rcforming
and stabilizing the national currency. In such instances the investment
bankets had to go right to the heart of the problem, advising Govern-
ments on how to balance their budgets, and penetrating the holy of
holies, the central bank. Blair and Co. werc big enough for such
ventures, which were a matter of politics as much as of finance.

u
The zloty and the leu

The Director-General of Blair was Elisha Walker, 
^ 

yety enterprising
businessman who already had a substantial reputation. In August
19z6 we founded with him the French Blair and Co. Foreign Corpora-
tion, based in Paris, with myself as Vice-President. Rajchman, whose
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influence and inventiveness went far beyond his official role in the

international health otganization, knew the difficulties that were then

facing his Polish compatriots. The weakness of their currency, the
zloty, refected the indusuial backwardness of their country, which
was only just emerging from mediaeval conditions: it ptevented the
'Warsaw Government from seeking international credit. The first
step to be taken was to strengthen the zloty with a dollar loan and to
stimulate productive investment with an injeaion of foreign capital.

At the beginning of t927, Rajchman Put me in touch with the Polish

Governmint, and I went to Warsaw. A young financial expert who had

been recommended to me by Pierre Comert has recalled how we made
our headquarters at the Hotel Europeiski, where our feverish activity
astonished the local population. It was Rend Pleven, later Prime
Minister of France. One of the things he discovered there was the

inconvenience of the time difference between l7arsaw and New York:
we had to spend part of the night sending back the results of the day's

negotiations.
I think that I was not always easy to live with. I asked a great deal

of my colleagues, who found it hard to get used to my methods of
work. But they soon saw that these were not really personal idio-
syncrasies, because they reflected operational necessities to which I
was subject myself. Certainly, Rend Pleven took a little time to realize

that we had to live simultaneously on American time and Polish time
if we wanted to start a real dialogue, rather than a succession of mono-
logues between people on opposite sides of the wodd who were

working at the same task. Equally, like many others, it took him some

time to agree to tewriting ten or twenty times a note 'of secondary

importanie' whose text was 'more or less satisfactory'. In fact, nothing
thal has to be done to attain one's aim is 'secondary'. Nothing should
be an approximation, accepted out of tiredness or the lateness of the
hour. PlCven also had to leatn that to write a lettet is not enough: one

has to be sure that it has been sent, and to check that it has arrived.

Failing observance of these rules, which are not merely details or
minor matters, people who are thought to be conscientious are sur-

prised when the results they achieve fall short of their intentions.
I was very glad to have with me this twenty-six-year-old whose in-

telligence had already mastered all our technical problems and whosc
feelings were aroused by the human side of our work. I realized right
away that Pleven would like to enter public life. He was natutally
disinterested, and he saw our financial mission in its broadest context'
which was that of politics. The stabilization of the zloty, in fact, was a
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problem that gready preoccupied r#estern Governments. I found
myself at the crossroads of rival influences emanating from London,
Paris, Bedin, and Washington, since the big central banks all felt it
their duty to supcrvise the parity at which the Polish orrrency was
fixed. These banks were strong, independent institutions, and their
governors were powerful men. Montagu Norman, Emile Moreau,
Hjalmar Schacht, and Benjamin Strong all faced serious monetary
problems of their own which made thlm form a broadly .o*-ot
front, But when another small European nation was in difficulties,
each of them wanted to exert national infuence by acting as its
financial guardian.

Norman believed that the Bank of England should allow no one else
to_ settle the Polish question. I have akeady described the way in
which he kept his Polish countelpart waiting: he would have done
the same with a central banker from Bucharest or Belgrade. He had no
gteat opinion of the Bank of France. For this reason, Moreau did not
like him at all. 'This figure from a Van Dyck painting,, he said, .with
his pointed beard and his vast hat, looks like a Stuart iavalier. He,s an
imperialist: he'd like the Bank of England to rule the world., I agreed
with Moreau, and thought that it was not a good idea to leave the
field free for Montagu Norman's superiority complex. The man had
charm, and we had become friends; but I was not prepared to see him
take in hand the stabilization of the zloty and then rn:ake poritical dc-
mands regarding the German-Polish frontier. The wil tb dominate
arouses my deepest feelings. That is why, in agreement with Moreau
and Poincard, I used my friendly relations with Strong to interest the
Federal Reserve Bank as a counterweight to British infuencc.

After long negotiations in Paris and Washington, we reached an
agreement putting the Polish economy on a sound footing, with no
political strings attached, but in return for severe measures o1 domestic
reorgarizatton. The central banks jointly guaranteed the pariry of the
zloty, which was stabilized by means of international loans foatcd by
Blair. The agreement, for $7om. guaranteed by customs revenue, was
signed at the end of the year. In my mind's eye I can still see ttre final
negotiations, which took place in the Polish President,s office. Marshal
Pilsudski, in his tight grey military tunic ribbed with red, expostulated
against out demands. He refused an intetest rate of fi%,Ule got up,
ready to break ofrnegotiations. '!7ait a moment,, he said. tUTe sai down
again. 'Look,' said Pilsudski, smiling, 'surely you,ll let me have half
a point for rtrTanda ?' Wanda was his daughter. The loan was agreed

^t 70h.
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Since nothing important is done in the United States without
lawyers, we had taken the advice of one of the most brilliant New
York attorneys, John Foster Dulles. I had met him at the Peace Con-
ference, and we had become friends. I appreciated his great ability,
which proved useful to us in Warsa'ur and elsewhere. But above all I
admited his strength of character and the moral authoriry that he
already commanded outside his professional sphere. In the United
States, a great lawyer is a great citizen. His reputation spreads, and he
may, without actively entering politics, be called upon to play a

national role. Such was patendy the destiny of John Foster Dulles,
who was deeply religious and profoundly convinced that liberty is
essential to civilization. I have always known him as decisive and
inflexibly deterrnined, just as history pa.ints him, and at the same time
'warrn, fond of good living, and an afiectionate friend. One day the
world will come to see him, alongside Eisenhower, aS a man of great
stature, a symbol of willpower that aroused conficting passions. But
this was not Foster Dulles the man.The Dulles I knew and loved was
like many other men, but greater and more upright than most.

Some months later, in January r9z8,I was in Bucharest. There, too,
political and economic troubles had weakened the currency, the leu, to
the point where the Romanian Government could no longer find the
credit it needed in Europe, despite its good relations with Paris and
London. The negotiations which I began with Vintila Bratianu were
concluded in February r9z9 with Prime Minister Juliu Maniu, the
leader of the Peasant Party, who had come to power after two Govern-
ment crises due to the financial disorder that it was so vital to halt.
The loan consolidating the leu was difficult to negotiate, because even
the American market, already afiected by the 6rst signs of the coming
wodd crisis, could not absorb all of the $room. flotation, although it
was guaranteed by the Independent Fund of the Romanian state
monopolies, which we had set up for the purpose. It was in these
circumstances that there appeared in Bucharest a figute who was
already legendary. He can tmly be said to have sought his fortune
throughout the world, after having founded a. fnancial empire on the
match monopoly of his native Sweden. This was Ivar Kreuger. He
now offered to take up $rom. worth of the loan, provided he were
given the monopoly of matches in Romania.

I had already met this disturbing man with his budy figure and his
controlled, impassive, enigmatic face. He used to come and see me at
the Blair office in Paris: he would sit in an armchair s1d talk aimlessly
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about this and that. One day he said to me: 'Come and have lunch.'
It was then, for a brief moment, that I glimpsed his ttue nature. 'You
know,'he said, 'I have a Kreuger-Toll company quoted on the New
York stock market. I can foat loans and get State monopolies practi-
cally anywhere in the world. I'm going to start by getting the Polish
match monop oly. Atd tltere's to nd.' I knew then that he was heading
for trouble. There is no power without limits. There is one limit to
evetything - death.

So I met Kreuger again in this Romanian afrair, where he was
offering, by himself, to bring in what the most powerful banking groups
in the wotld were unable to obtain on the European and American
markets. Talks with him continued in Paris, but they led nowhere.
One day, he saw that we were about to break them off, and he said:
'Give me five minutes, and I'll give you a definite answer.'He withdrew
to a corner of the office, and we saw him pull down his starched shirt-
cuff and start scribbling on it with his pencil. Everyone waited in heavy
silence. After a few moments, Kreuger came back: 'Gentlemen, I
agree.' In the general telief, there was no question of asking him what
his strange behaviour meant; but a little later I said to him: 'I'd be
interested to know what on earth you were writing.' 'It's very simple,'
he said, 'I worked out that if I put one match fewer in each box, I
should make out.'

The whole Kreuger empire was founded on speculations that were
iust as rapid and empirical. No one apart from its creator knew any-
thing of its reality or substance. Such an accumulation of secrets is
difficult to imagine today. Then, one man could deceive the whole
world. But I distrusted his morbid suspiciousness. 'Never use the
telephone,'he would say, and he settled business in taxis. The day came
when he could no longer conceal the formidable swindle of his
fictitious wealth, built on a scafiolding of falsehood. He killed himself
in Paris in March 1912. One after another, his giant entclprises
crumbled, shaking the financial establishment, and ceating stupor
everywhere. The liquidation of the disaster was in itself a long and
involved international business, on which I spent months in Stock-
holm in 1932.
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III
Banking in San Ftancisco

Meanwhile, aftcr the signing of the Romanian loan eady in 1929, I
had gone back to New York. There, expansion was still the watch-
word; in the general euphoria few people noticed, and no one could
then interpret, the growing signs that hatder times were coming.
Elisha lJ7alker, in search of new outlets, had met another large-scalc

financier who was also looking for a suitable Partner. This was Amadeo
Giannini, the son of Genoese immigrants, who on the other side of the
United States, statting from thc small savings of his Californian
compatriots, had built up the biggest banking empire on the I7est
Coast. Elisha Walker was strong and straightforward; Giannini was
powerful and wily. At sixty, his imposing 6gute and his lion's mane of
gtizzledhair impressed the public. His success seemed magical. Italian
children run after him in the street - they called him 'Gold Touch'.
Walker and Giannini thought that if theit two grouPs joined forces
each would takc on wodd dimensions. At that time, there was no
law separating commercial banks from their investment affiliates. So,
in May 1929, the great Bancametica-BlaL Colporation was born.
Walker was its president. I became its vicc-president and went to San

Francisco.
The fitst reactions, intensified by the publiciry surrounding the

merger, seefned to confirm our hopes. In a last flash of prosperity,
share prices soared. They were soon to fall again, no less suddenly, in
the Wall Stteet crash of r9z9: from sixty dollars they dropped to six.

Our fate was cornmon to many; but a more serious misfortune was in
store for Bancamerica-Blair. At the time of the merger, lfalker had
not called the accountants in. Now, as we looked deeper into Gian-
nini's empire, we realized that his great holding company, the Trans-
america, had been seriously overvalued. ft was utgent to Put it in
order, and since Giannini was always talking about retiring from
business, \tr7alker persuaded him at least to take a long vacation on
another continent. He promised to go to Austria fot two years, and hc
kept his word. Walker became president of Transamerica, with myself
as vice-president. Once installed, we found that it needed total re-
organization. In this task wc wcre helped by an exccptiooally able
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lawyer called Donald Suratland. rJTe became and remained friends, and I
latet enlisted his help on other occasions, in patticular when working
on big international loans, where his integtity and deep understanding
guaranteed that all was well. It has been said that I have often in my
life had to clear up difrcult situations, but I must admit that I had not
embatked on this Californian venture in order to mount a rescue
operation. Yet that is what it became.

\tr7e worked very hard to put things in order, and by the time we
had done so, in 1932, we decided to separate Transamerica from the
rest ofthe group and make it independent, as a deposit bank, from the
Giannini empire's other commercial interests. But we had reckoned
without the energy and guile of the old warrior, who now returned to
California, called together his zoo,ooo stockholders - the small in-
vestors who had helped him make a fortune - and went everywhere
proclaiming, with his innate sense of theatre: 'The men of Wall Street
have robbed me and are going to ruin honest Californians.' On
February 13, t9rz, the stockholders' meeting re-elected him chairman,
and he ruled his empire once more. Elisha V/alker and I had lost.
Perhaps we were unlucky, perhaps mala&oit. One thing is certain:
the banking system that we had ttied to control and then to reform
was unhealthy. After the ry29 crash, more than Sooo banks closed
within 

^ 
ye r. Not long afterwards, a federal law was to stipulate that

deposit banking must be separate from merchant banking - but not
before the crisis had done widespread damage and Franklin Roosevelt
had been elected to steer his country out of it with far-sighted deter-
mination.

I lived through that crisis, about which so much has been said and
written. Looking back, I think the reason for it was simple - a tech-
nical fault which triggered off an incalculable series of accidents. At
that time, Americans banked their money in two forms - commercial
deposits, and savings accounts, which carried a high rate of. interest
if the money was left in for a certain time. Vlhen the New York stock
market crashed at the end of 1929, and the depression afected trade,
people hurried to the banks to withdraw their money. But, to earn its
high interest, the money had been on-loaned in the,form of bills, for
which there was then no discount system. Since these gould obviously
not all be called in simultaneously overnight, the whole of America,s
credit machinery was paralysed. And since the banks called in their
commercial loans to reimburse their depositors, the ctisis spiralled,
and then went @ut of control. To put an end to it, the Government
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set up the Reconstruction Finance Coqporation, which was authorized
to discount bills. Then came the New Deal, which insured bank dc-
posits and forbade commercial banks to use them to finance invest-
ments. As always, wisdom and reform came only after great diffi-
culties. Vould simple measures, taken eadier, have prevented the
slump ? To put the question is to forget that people only accept
change when they are faced with necessity, and only recognize necessity
when a crisis is upon them.

In San Ftancisco, I made and then lost a great deal of money. Ex-
petience was all I added to my capital. At forty, I was still learning -
indeed, I have never stopped. In Stockholm, where I went next, as I
have said, to tlear up the wreckage of the Kreuger trust, I saw the
tragic results of excess and deceit in human affairs. In Shanghai, where
I spent a further three years, I discovered a civilization whose toots and
riches I scarcely had time to fathom. On the subject of China, it is as
well to be modest and resist the temptation to generalize. Here, I
shall be brief, and speak only of those Chinese men and women that I
knew. But before I continue to describe the succession of events that
led me again and again to deal with other people's business, I must say
somcthing of a personal matter. This was the birth of a long and pro-
found attachment which has been the light of my life.

IV
Investing in China

It was an August evening in Paris, in ry29. An Italian couple were
among those having dinner urith me. He was a businessman. That
night, I saw his young wife fot the 6rst time. She .was very beautiful.
$7e forgot the other guests.

I thiok I can trace back to that first meeting the beginning of a love
that was mutual and indestructible. I was forty years old; she was little
more than twenty. We soon decided that we must be together for life.
Many obstacles stood in the way. Silvia was married under Italian law,
which forbade divorce. I looked into a number of solutions: I found
that divorce and remarriage were possible under Soviet law. r$7e de-
cided on that as a solution. We met in Moscow on November rr,
ry)4, ^id 

everFthing went as simply as could be. Many years later,
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Monseigneur Henti Donze, Bishop of Tatbes and Lourdes and a great
friend of the family, married us in Loudes itself.

We went to live for a year in Shanghai, wherc I had gone for the fitst
time in ryy. It was Rajchman aga;in, that man of infinite resource,
with influence reaching into the furthest and remotest cotners, who had
introduced me to the unknown wodd of China. He had come to know
it during his official visits on behalf of tl-re kague of Nations. He had
been so successful in the fields ofpublic health and education that the
Minister of Finance, T. V. Soong, had asked him to come back in ry11
as adviser to the Chinese Government. In fact, Raichman already had
very great personal infuence in the counry: it literally fascinated him,
and he was unhappy to see it disorganized, underdeveloped, and at the
mercy of Japanese aggression. Japan's invasion of Manchuda had dis-
stressed him on two counts, as a humiliation of his Chinese friends
and as a threat to wodd peace. The very existence of the League was at
stake, and those who had taken part in its foundation could not allow
it to be destroyed by the rise of fascism, wherever it occured.

Rajchman used every tesource at his command to give China a

sound economic structure. He had managed to have Salter sent to
advise Soong on the establishment of a central body to co-ordinate
reconstruction. This was the National Economic Council, set up in
r93r, which worked out investment Proiects for roads, agriculture,
education, public health, and so on. So effective were these men of
good will that Japan took offence and tried to thwart them by inter-
vening in Geneva; but Soong was on the alert and he protected them.
All his energies wete concentrated on the struggle with Japan. In this
he diJfered somewhat from his brother-in-law Chiang Kai-shek, who
headed the Government. Chiang's overriding aim was to exterminate
the Communists - a struggle which wore out China's army and drained
her finances. Soong resigned h rgrr, but he remained at the head of
the National Economic Council. He uavelled in America and Europe,
which is where I met him. In Geneva, on Raichman's advice, he asked

for me to be sent to China to launch a reconstruction plan that would
atffac. Chinese and internationd capial. But the League dated not
ignore Japanese objections, and when I accq>ted the job I went as a

private individual.
When I reached Shanghai, I quickly lsalizgd that I should never

understand the Chinese - and that in any case this was not the problem.
I found myself face to face with men who seemed far more subde and
intelligent than \Testerners, and who were certainly very diffetent.
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This difierence made them wary; and to tell the truth their pride had

bcen deeply wounded by the intrusion of powerful European 6rms. So

it was much more imporant to win their confidence than to under-
stand them. How to do so was not something that I learned only
from my contacts with the Chinese, but I found it very helpful in
dealing with them. The secret was simple: act as you speak, so that
there is never any conuadiction between what you say and what you
do. I believe that the same is true io dealing with any people, despite
what the artful may say - and China is the last place anyone should
try to be artfirl. Once you have inspired confdence and cstablished
good personal telations, which is essential, then everything becomes
simple and there ate no misunderstandings. The Chinese friends I
made at that time always gave me the best advice and made my work
much easier.

Their 6rst piece of advice was this: 'It is no use trying to invest
foreign capital in China without Chinese participation.' In the past,
undoubtedly, too many European firms had treated China like colonial
territory; and the Nationalist Government dtew its support from the
people's longing for dignity and independence. But it was also true
that the rq)ayment of loans could be guatanteed only if the Chinese
were brought into the furancial operation. This meant starting from
scratch, for although Shanghai was the fnancial and business capital
of the country, its only banks were the deposit banks where the South
Chinese kept their savings: there was no bank capable of floating loans.
For both technical and psychological reasons, therefore, I came to the
conclusion that what was needed was a wholly Chinese bank which
would take part in bond issues on lWestern markets. In that way, the
Chinese would have an equal stake in the success of the operations
that were needed to modernize their country. By June ry34 I had
sccured the agreement of a large number of Chinese banks, including
the powerful Bank of Shanghai and Hong Kong, that they would par-
ticipate in a China Finance Development Coqporation, to inject long-
term capital into public and private commercial and industrial con-
cerns.

Thc China Corporation began remarkably vell, mainly in the area
where the biggest investments werc most urgently needed - railways.
In a country ctippled by its sheet size and economically fragmented by
the inadequacy ot decline of its tail network, I believed that it was
essential to reorganize and develop communications before financing
industry. The Corporation raised money in Europe and in China for a

number of projects to open up the country, including the Shanghai-
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Haagchow-Minhow (-Foochow) Railway and the important Szechwaa
line. The ry39 lFar interrupted a rapidly expanding programme. Ihe
modernization of China was not a task beyond human capacity, nor
one too big for the material and financial wealth available abroad -
provided that the planning of needs and the mobilization of resources
could be given the basic tools they lacked, including the Economic
Council initiated by Salter and the development bank which I set up
myself. But this could only be done with the help of the Chinese, and
it took time.

fn terms of their own time-scale, the Chinese had embarked on a
revolutionary process. Its importance was dear to anyone who had
lived through the era of Sun Yat-sen. The whole nation was devoted
to the cult of Sun, the Founder of the Republic; his resplendent
mausoleum, built alongside the tombs of the Ming emperori, was a
place of pilgrimage. Each week at the same time, hundreds of millions
of Chinese honoured the leader who had delivered them from bondage.
His portrait was everywhere, and his precepts were recited in the
remotest provinces: independence with full national sovereignty,
total democracy, the common good. Economic progress and in-
dustrialization were the watchwords of the People's Parqr, the Kuomin-
tang. IThen I attived in China, it was less than ten years since Sun
Yat-sen had brought the Communist Alexander Borodin back with him
ftom Moscow as political adviser. Revolutionary ferment was uni-
vgrsal. But, alongside Borodin, Sun had appointed a young military
adviser, Chiang Kai-shek, who had completed his training in the
Japanese army. Although also schooled in Moscow, Chiang had re-
mained profoundly Chinese. When Sun died, he dismissed Borodin
and led a national tevolution. ln t927, he captured Peking and began
the struggle against the remaining Communist provinces of Kiangsi.
Ever since, he had been fighting to subdue these hundred thousand
square kilometres, after concluding an unfavourable truce with Japan.

Chiang was unquestioned leader of the army and sovereign ruler of
China - or of tllat half of the country which recognized his Govern-
ment in Nanking. I knew that I could do nothing without his agree-
ment, and f went to see him in his house on the Yangtze river, where
he lived well away from the intrigues of the capital, ih somewhat lofty
simplicity. He spoke only Chinese, and his ever-present interpreter
was his wife, who also watched over his career and his public image. In
fact, as will be seen in a moment, she was far more than an interpreter.
I remember a remark of her husband's which she translated to me one
day: 'The General thinLs yeu would make an excellent general. But he
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has one criticism: you are too soft with your friends.' Of all the Chinese
leaders at that time, Chiang was the most Oriental, the least open to the
outside world. Under his wife's influence he had become a Christian
convert, but his true ethic was neo-Confucian, expressed through a
'New Life Movement'whose precepts were repeated everywhere. On
another occasion, Mme Chiang said to me: 'The General likes you. He
says there is something Chinese in you.' From that I $ras to gather
that he agreed with me.

Mme Chiang was the third daughter of t Baptist minister, Mr
Soong, who had had all his children educated in the United States.
May Ling Soong was a graduate of Wellesley College. Tall and beauti-
ful, she had considetable infuence on the General. She shared in the
dangers of his adventurous life, and she often acted in his name. The
eldest daughter of the Soong family was Mme Kung. Her ambition
and cleverness impressed me even more than her beauty and her wit.
She had married a rich aristocrat, the seventy-third descendant of
Confucius and a former student at Yale, and she had had him ap-
pointed Minister of Finance. The Soong family had immense talent and
immense appetite for power. Mme Kung was exceedingly intelligent;
and it was she who had arranged her sisters' marriages. The second
sister, the most beautiful and the most impassioned, had become the

wife of Sun Yat-sen. A deeply committed militant, she continued the
struggle after the Master's death, and led the left-wing opposition to
Chiang Kai-shek within the Kuomintang. Identified by marriage with
the leadership of revolutionary po\r/er in China, she remained faithful
to it, and later, as Vice-President of the Republic, sat alongside Mao
Tse-tung. Meanwhile, the proud Mme Chiang shared to the end the
old Generalissimo's exile in Formosa. These exceptional women took
destiny in their hands, and it was they who commanded power and
authority in China while I was there.

Their brother, T. V. Soong, was like them - well-bred, tall, strongly-
built and very intelligent. Western in appearance and mentality, he had
learned at Harvard to be open to new ideas. Within a few years, he gave

China its fust orgaoized budget, its first universal currency, and its
first central bank. The extent of his contacts throughout the wodd
made him one of the key men of his time. Nothing happened in China
without his agreement and his father's participation. The Soong
family and their associates were among the main shareholders in the
China Coqporation. The idea of public service was not yet wholly
free from dynastic traditions, and the long march towards democracy
had hardly begun.
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If it was easy tbr me to deal with T. V. Soong, whose background
was European, I never fully lcarned the art of negotiating with Chinese
businessmen of a more traditional type. It took me a long time to
rcalize that in China one must never ask for an answer - one must
guess it. My failure to understand this rule neady wrecked the China
Corporation proiect, in which I had secured the help of the Shanghai
banks, as I have said. When we had reached general agreement, I
decided to complete the deal, and the final documents were drawn up.
It was now a question of settling the date when they would be signed.
I began by going to see Mr Cheng, who headed the great Bank of
China, and whose reputation and influence at that time were supreme,
We had already met many times to discuss the matter. I had never
explicidy asked him to commit himself before; but now that the time
had come for action, this was his opportunity to say yes or no. 'Mr
Cheng,' I said, 'we propose to sign in ten days' time, if that's all right
with you.' 'Oh,' he said. 'I shall be away that day: my daughter's
getting married.' I proposed another date, but unfortunately he was
going into hospital. For how long he was unable to say.

I took leave of him with the impression that he was no longer
prepared to form the China Corporation. I went to see an old Chinese
acquaintance, Mr Li Yu Ying, who spoke French and sometimes gave
me his advice on how to deal with his colleagues. I told him of my
conversation with Mr Cheng, and asked him what he thought. Mr Li
Yu Ying looked at me in astonishment. 'Come,' he said, 'I thought
you understood China - you've been here quite a while. Did Mr
Cheng say no ? Well, then, you don't understand the Chinese. N{r
Cheng won't give you a precise answer unless you go and see him
three times: it would be impolite. So: you must go and see him, and
ask him again. In the end, since he hasn't said no, he'll say yes. But
you must ask him three times.' I did; and the Corporation was set up.
The lesson was not lost on me, because there is something Chinese in
many Englishmen, Frenchmen, and Europeans in general.

In Shanghai, I lived in the French Concession, which was rather
like Cognac plus the Chinese. The French had the knack of forming
sub-prefectures in their most distant outposts. The tramways, the
lotteries, and the restaurants - all had the atmosphere of a French
provincial town. There were very few firms. On the other side of
the street, the Anglo-American Concession was a striking contrast,
with its great import{xport businesses, its warehouses full of cotton
textiles, and its fleets of ships on the Yangtze. Towering over it all was
Mr Cheng's Bank of China. There was French capital everywhere, no
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doubt; but it'rvas anonymous, being deployed by enterprising British
and Chinese. My own business address there was that of Monnet-
Murnane and Co., the firm I had set up in New York with a skilful
business partner, and which at that time was chiefly working with the
China Finance Development Coqporation. By )anuary ry16 it became
clear that I should be more useful in New York; so we left that fas-
cinating wodd without ever having fathomed it. To do so would
have taken several lifetimes or more.

In New York, George Murnane and I worked on a number of
different projects of which I have only dim recollections. In fact, I was
growing bored with international finance, which ten years eadier had
seemed so vast and rewarding. By now, I found the routine mono-
tonous and the horizons narrow. The whole of my attention was
directed to the dangers that were piling up in Europe and threatening
wodd peace. The kague of Nations'inability to deal with the simplest
problems, such as imposing sanctions against odious acts of aggression,
showed how inadequate our efiorts had been. Arbitmtion had tried to
stem violence, and failed. Even the great economic resources that we
had mobilized had not been enough to overcome poverty and in-
justice. Everywhere, people were afraid. I did not know what could
be done by this time to halt the drift and defend fteedom; but I was
ready to make myself usefrrl wherever I could.
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Chapter 5

ARMS FOR THE ALLIANCE (r938-r94o)

I
Mission to Roosevelt

One day in September r9r, ure wete having dinner with Murnane on
Long Island, when Foster Dulles arrived with news of Hitrer's dectees
agaTlt the Jews in Germany. I said to my friends: .A man who is
capable of that will start a war. There are nolimits to such bigotry and
aggression.' If this episode has stayed in my mind among-so many
others now forgotten, it is because that was the momeit when i
realized that Nazism would bring war as surely as a hurricane brings
havoc. Later, another episode seemed to me equally significant a-o'd
sinister. I was in New York with Heinrich Brtining] the former
German Chancellor. It was March ry36. In the Nerz y"irk Tines, we
read that Hider had just occupied the left bank of the Rhine. Briining
reacted immediately. 'The Allies must enter Getmany,' he said-.
'Otherwise, sooner or later, there will be war., He explained: ,If you
don't react, Hitler will think himself invincible, and the German aimy
will believe that he's always right., The advice was sound, but things
worked out differently. The British were unwilling to act _ and t
those days the French did not act without the British.

I was not then involved in public affairs; but owing to my travels
and my varied contacts I was better placed than many ten in'govern-
mert to see what was concealed from them by their civil servanis, their
optimism, or perhaps their. fear of crushing responsibility. One only
had- to open ore's eyes to discover how littli prepared the'Allies weri
both materially and morally. As in r9r4, when-I or". 

" yoorrg -".r,I could see where the democracies were weak, and wheri oncf again
something had to be done. There were many public debates betw'een
partisans of this or that form of national defence. Some were about
strategy, such as the role of tanks in modetn warfare. Events v/ere to
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show tl-lat we had no lack of tanks: it was simply that we did not knorx,
how to use them in the way that Colonel de Gaulle had so cleady
foreseen. But we faced a real and serious shortage of. akcraft, A veil of
silence concealed this fact at the very moment when Hitler and Goering
were proudly announcing the birth of the Lufrwafie. By ry37, the
Germans akeady had a thousand Messerschmitt fighters, which were
faster than any French or British plane. That same year, the Rapporteur
of the French Senate's National Defence Committee declared: 'The
German air force is in a position to fy over France with complete
impunity.'

At the beginning of rg38, at the house of some mutual friends where
I had gone with Pierre Comert, I met Edouard Daladier, who was then
France's Minister of Defence. He was a very worthy man, and very
human; we became friendly. If he proved no match for the events to
come, I cannot bring myself to blame him. !7ho could be sure of
measuring up to a cataclysmic onslaught aimed at everyone by the
brute force of Nazism, ready for any crime that could serve its ends ?

Daladier's only mistake, and one made by the vast majority of Western
Governments, was to have undetstood too late that Hitler would stop
at nothiog. Once he rcalized that, Daladier put all his determination
into preparing the defence of France. From January ryrB onwards, I
witnessed his desperate eflorts to overcome our infedority in the air.
He was helped in this task by his Air Minister, Guy La Chambre, who
was young and discreet but no less obstinate. The American Ambas-
sador in Paris, William Bullitt, was also anxiously watching the growing
threats, not only to France's freedom but to that of the West as a whole.
Remembering what I had done in the r9r4-r8 !flar, and in pafticular
how we had redressed the balance of powet at sea, he asked my advice
about the existing imbalance in the air. To both of us it seemed just as

serious, and it threatened to be just as decisive.
In the light of this and of the difficulties to be overcome, Bullitt

asked me to share my experience with the people who were already
working on the problem. That Spring saw the draft of a 'Note on the
possible establishment of an aeronautical industry abroad out of reach
of enemy attack.' Despite this, no progress was made for several
months. It took the Munich crisis that September to get something
done. Daladier, by now Prime Minister as rrell as Defence Minister,
came back from the Munich conference 6lled with a sense of humilia-
tion, rather than the relief that so maoy of his fellow-citizens felt. On
his return, he invited me to lunch with Guy La Chambre and Bullitt.
'If I had had three or four thousand akcraft,' he said, 'Munich would
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never have happened.' I then learned that General Joseph Vuillemin,
Chief of Staff of the French Air Force, had written to the Air Ministry
on September 26, telling him that France had only 6oo combat ziirctaft,
with a performance inferior to that of the German Messerschmitts,
and that only seventeen were of modern design. Daladier had gone
to Munich in the certain knowledge that 'the Germans can bomb
Paris whenever they choose.' On October 3, r9)8, he decided to send
me for urgent talks with Roosevelt.

Bullitt cabled to the US President describing the graviry of the
situation and suggesting that the man 'best qualified to organize this
efiort on behalf of France [was] Jean Monnet, who, as you know,
has been an intimate friend of mine for many years, whom I trust as a
brother.' By October r1 Bullitt was in Washington, and he telephoned
me. 'The President is expecting you. Come discreetly.' On October r9
I arrived in New York, and at once took the train for Hyde Park, the
Roosevelt family house on the banks of the Hudson River, where the
President was spending a few days' holiday. It was an old patrician
mansion, but very informal. There were numerous children, and the
table always had room for passing guests. If I was impressed by *y
first meeting with Roosevelt, it was not on account of protocol. The
President received me in his study, one of the smallest rooms in the
house, where he had worked as a child. Behind a big table, he held out
his hands to his visitor with a smile of welcome, apologizing for not
getting up. He was in his famous wheel-chair, with a brace on his legs.
His disability in no way affected his mind, which was exceptionally
wide-ranging, open to all the problems of his great country, but always
in a global context. Roosevelt saw the United States in its wodd situa-
tion, and in his view the dangers that were massing in Europe were a
threat to democracy in the New lflodd as well as in the Old. That is
why he welcomed a Frenchman of whom he knew litde save the one
thing that mattered to him: this foreigner had ideas about how wc
could combine to resist the common enemy.

Hider was not yet the declared enemy of the American people -
that came three years later. But already Roosevelt regarded him as
the arch-enemy of freedom, and therefore of the United States. A
few days before my visit he had been terrified, he said, by Hitler's
violent speech at Nuremberg. In Roosevelt's view, Munich had opened
the way to war. He had decided to spare his country from ever having
to give in under threats, as France and Britain had had to do. For
this purpose it was essential to gain overwhelming military superiority.
Already he had set his colleagues to work. At present the key factor was
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air-power. Roosevelt was convinced that if, in that sufirmer of 1918,
the United States had had Sooo akcraft, and the capacity to produce a

further ro,ooo a year, Hitler would not harre dared to behave as he
had. Roosevelt admitted that he had to reckon with American iso-
lationism, and that if war broke out his plan to supply aircraft to
France and Britain would be seriously hampered by the US Neutrality
Act. But our fob, he told me, was precisely to find ways of over-
coming such obstacles.

'We believe,' he added, 'that the Germans can produce 4o,ooo
planes a year, Britain and Canada 2J,ooo, and France rr,ooo. 20-
,o,ooo more will be needed to achieve decisive supedority over Ger-
many and Italy; and they'll have to be found here, in the United States.'
As he quoted these figures, Roosevelt scribbled them down on a piece
of l7hite House writing-paper. At the end of our talk, I asked if he
would let me have it as a souvenir. Iflithout a moment's hesitation,
without even bothering about what I might do with it, he handed
it to me. Unfortunately, I no longer have this token of the exceptional
confidence he placed in a visitor he had just met for the first time. It was
burned by -y family in Cognac, together with the test of my papers
from that period, during the German occupation.

S7e then turned to study how to manufacture the aircraft to be sold
to the Europeans, particularly if, as seemed likely, war would break
out and oblige the United States to place an embargo on arms exports.
The President declared: 'Three factories can be built, each working
three eight-hour shifts, which will make it possible to produce yooo
aircraft a year, As regards the embargo, there's a way around it -
build the assembly wotks in Canada.' Roosevelt drew a map of the
North-East frontier to show me where he would like to locate the
factories, near Montreal. So much attention to detail showed the im-
portance he attached to the problem. It convinced me that we were
talking and would always be talking about the same thing, which is the
first and nethaps the only rule if two people are to understand one
another.

Befote I left, Roosevelt telephoned to Henry Morgenthau, Secretary
of the Treasury, asking him to see Bullitt and myself right away. We
returned to Washington by train, and on Saturday October zz we dined
at Morgenthau's house. He was a solidly-built, hard-working man, not
very easy to get on with. His main virtue, and the one that will ensure
him a place in history, was his total devotion to Roosevelt, whose
orders he carried out loyally in the key post he held for twelve years at a

stretch. What was more, he was fully committed to the stnrgglc
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against Nazism: so concerned was he to eradicate it that he even plo-
posed, when victory was won, to pastoralize Germany. Morgenihau
was all for helping the European democracies; but he was startled
when I explained what I had come for: 'The French Government
would like to otder rToo aircraft, at a cost which I make to be g85m.,

'From what I know of it,' Morgenthau answered, 'there's absolutely
no hope of your Government's finding the necessary foreign currency
in one year.'

But Bullitt had an idea. 'Four billion dollars' worth of gold has Ieft
France in the past four years,' he said. 'Some of it must surely be in the
United States. The American Government can help us locate the
money, under the Tripartite Agreement of 1916, if you impose ex-
change controls and oblige French citizens to disclose theii foreign
assets.'

'An excellent suggestion,' said Motgenthau. Then he turned to
me. 'But you'd better not be afraid. to send a thousand people to
jail. If you have the courage to do something like that, then your
country's saved. If not, what's the use of talking about investing in
akqaft or anything else ?'

During the next few days, the US Treasury did its sums. There
was about a billion dollars' worth of French capital in the United
States, about five hundred million of which was 'foating' and could be
mobilized. So there would be no lack of foreign currency for the
operation on which France might have to depend for her survival.
At the same time, I found out what types of aircraft were available and
what orders might be placed. There, too, Morgenthau opened doors
for me in the most confidential quarters, and put naval officers at my
disposal - since at that time the US Navy had its own ait force.

The results of my inquiries, which I gave to Daladier when I re-
turned to Paris on November 4, were faidy encouraging. By concen-
trating on one or two existing types of aircraft, American industry
could supply us with the numbers of fighters and bombers that v/e
needed in ry19.If the first orders were placed before the end of ry78,
the first deliveries could be made in April. Encouraged by this prospect,
Daladier was prepared to requisition floating French capital in the
United States. But while I had been away, the situition in France had
changed. For three days now, Paul Reynaud had been Minister of
Finance.

I have always found it hard to fathom Paul Reynaud. In various
circumstances I have seen him be bold or irresolute, responsible or
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capricious, imaginative or conservative. The essencc of his lively
temperament was probably expressed in his eloquence, which was
clear and vigorous, and which he thought could change the course of
events. A great patriot, he was prodigal with appeals to the spirit of
resistance and the conscience of mankind, which found an echo in
France and even more, perhaps, among our allies. But when it came to
ptoviding the material resources that resistance required, and in this
case seizing the opportunity that America was offering, then he be-
came hesitant. The state of our reserves, he argued, made it impossible;
we must not squander our gold. His watchword was: 'Defending the
franc is defending France.' As for mobilizing fugitive capital, the idea
offended his liberal principles. The military, meanwhile, claimed that
French abcraft were better than the American models, and the left-
wing parties argued that French industry must be givqn work. Never-
theless, Daladier held firm. On December 9, he summoned me to see

him. In the presence of Guy La Chambre and Reynaud, he asked me to
go back to Washington with an expert, Colonel Paul Jacquin, to order
a thousand ahcraft for delivery by July ry39.The question of payment
he would take care of himself. I u/as to insist on very high technical
specifications, to be drawn up by our military personnel.

The only American airctaft that met these tequirements, unfor-
tunately, vere prototypes still on the secret list; and General Henry H.
Arnold, the Air Force Chief of Staff, flatly refused to let us see them. I
told Morgenthau, whom the President had recendy asked to look
after the question of arms supplies for abroad. He might have declined
this delicate task, but he knew how important it was for Roosevelt's
long-term plans, with the result that the smallest details of my mission
were relayed to the President in the White House. So now Mor-
genthau went to see him and said: 'If it's your theory that Britain and
France are our first line of defence, let Monnet have what he needs; if
not, tell him he might as well go home. Give Arnold formal otders to
show him the planes fot reasons of state.' That was on Decembet zr,
By mid-Januaty, General Arnold had still not given in. He told
Morgenthau: 'If the President of the United States wants these pro-
tot5pes to be seen by Frenchmen, then he'd better stop counting on the
unconditional loyalty of his Air Force Chief of Staff.' But Roosevelt
was determined. He believed in people speaking their minds, but he
knew that the last word was his. This is how the American system of
government works, and Roosevelt was perfectly at ease in it. There is a
time for debate, then comes the moment for a decision, which everyone
accepts. On January 16, t919, Rooscvelt decided that this moment
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lrad come in our affair, and he sent written orders to General Arnold
who obeyed them,

Even so, our difficulties were not yet over. On January 2 r, the press
announced that a 'restricted' army prototype aircraft, the D.B, 7,had
crashed at Los Angeles on a trial flight - and that a Frenchman had
been on board. What had happened was that Colonel Jacquin and his
assistant Captain Chemidlin, who had just been authorized to inspect
the famous bomber, had gone to the Douglas factory, and Chemidlin
had been taken up for a flight. The American pilot, apparently stung by
some remark of Chemidlin's, had pushed the aircraft too hard and sent
it into a spin. By a miracle, Chemidlin had escaped with a broken leg.
In the rush to help him, and under the stress of emotion, Jacquin had
spoken to him in French.

When the isolationists heard the news, they whipped up a storm of
protest in the Senate and elsewhere. Roosevelt had to explain himself
to Congress and to the press. He had chosen his line of defence: 'Yes,
we're selling planes to the French. It's very good business for our air-
craft industry, which is in the doldrums and needs the stimulus that
these orders will give.' This, in fact, was one of his essential motives
in taking such an interest in my mission. Beyond the immediate aid
which the American Government was giving the democracies that were
its fust line of defence, only European orders could revive American
military production, which had stagnated in the false sense of security
cultivated by the isolationists.

This was Roosevelt's strategy: to advocate in public the cause of
solidarity among free peoples, but also that of American self-interest,
so that gradually, in practice, solidarity would become total and the
common interest emerge. This was the goal that he worked towards,
prudently but relendessly, in a country ill-prepated for an historic
task of such proportions. This was why we had understood each other
from the start. The orders that I was finally able to place were for
some 6oo modern aitcrtft, with a firm option on rroo more for the
beginning of ry4o. The American production potential that they set in
motion, without publicity and without a premature Congressional
debate, was to go on growing until at length it became the great
arsenal of the Allies. But this Roosevelt could not yet publiclyproclaim.
He had first to get the Senate to overcome the obstacle of the Neutrality
Act and then, with patient persuasion, to mobilize a whole people.
How difficult the task would be he discovered once again on January
3r, when the Senate Defence Committee came to see him about these
aircraft orders. It was then that he let slip his famous remark: 'The
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frontiers of the United States are on the Rhine.' Some of the Senatots,
alarmed by his words, repeated them in public; and he was obliged to
deny ever having used them, although reliable witnesses were sure
that he had.

I returned to Paris, and to my ov/n afiairs. But I kept in touch with
those who, like me, were preoccupied by their belief that war was
near at hand and that air-power would determine its course and, one
day, its 6nal issue. I had the same deep conviction as in r9r4: that in any
confict there is one point that makes all the difietence between victory
and defeat. It is not necessarily found at the heart of the bloodiest
battle, where massed forces are locked in a struggle they can barely
decide. In r9r7, the issue had been determined by mastery of the seas.

Now, mastery of the air would one day be just as decisive. $7hen, we
knew not; all we knew was that it would be after hard battles, because
unhappily we had been unable to secure it early enough to deter the
aggfessor.

I knew, too, that it would take time to repair the omission, which
was the outcome of attitudes which would be slow to change, even
when men's eyes had been opened to what lay ahead. In 1916, we had
been able to survive the peril of total war at sea. Should we, this time,
be able to save French and British armies and cities from annihilation?
I doubted it. Our military leaders, as if paralysed, saw how weak we
were, but did nothing. '!7ith our air force, shall be we able to defend
French soil?' the French Air Minister asked his Chief of Staf at the
beginning of ry39. 'Feebly,'was his reply. He added that all that could
be done was to build more aircraft, since there was a shortage of
hangars and pilots. I could not help being struck by the contrast be-
tween this state of mind and that of America's leaders. uTith them, the
word'feebly'was taboo. It was clear that the mighty engine I had seen

sarting up during my visits to America would be heavy to move, but
that one day it would carry all before it. It was vital for the European
democracies to hold out until then.

By now, I knew how that engine worked; and the netwotk of con-
tacts that I had established in the United States, even more than the
results obtained so far, encouraged me to coruinue my efforts. That
network, small and more or less invisible to the public eye, did not
correspond to any permanent administrative stflrcture. It was made up
of men in whom the President had confidence, and who were wholly
devoted to him. Their official positions did not dways refect their real
infuence; nor did they necessarily match the jobs fot which Roosevelt
employed them. Like thcir leadcr, they wcre determined to defend
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freedom and democracy in the United States and - because in their
eyes it was the same thing - throughout the wodd. That is why they
wete naturally open to my proposals, even though I was a foteigner: I
wanted us to fight side-by-side in the common cause.

A great statesman is one who can work for long-term goals which
eventually suit situations as yet unforeseen. In t919, Roosevelt had no
idea whether America would have to go to war, any more than he
knew whether he would be able to run for a third term as President.
One thing he knew for certain: 84o/o of his fellow-citizens, according
to the polls, and probably the same proportion of his Administration,
were against joining in the war for which Europeans were pre-
pating. In July, an attempt to repeal the Neutrality Act had been re-
jected by the Senate. So Roosevelt had to keep to himself his personal
conviction that the growing dangers on the other side of the Atlantic
were a direct threat to democracy everywhere, and that his country
would have to be ready for all eventualities. Never, perhaps, has the
tole of the President of the United States been so important, or so
lonely. During the years that I knew him, Roosevelt was always very
human and relaxed; but he was responsible alone fot the future of the
free wotld.

II
The Franco-British Council

In the last days of August 1919, when war had become inevitable, the
French Government asked me to go back to the United States to
negotiate new orders for France's air force - neady 3ooo aircraft and
ro,ooo aero-engines. Although I realized how urgently these supplies
wete needed, I saw serious objections to undertaking a third trip. My
two ptevious visits had shown the limits of what could be obtained in
the short term from the US Administration and US industry. Both
needed time to adapt to developments whose speed the Europeans
themselves could no longer control. Our precipitate tequests 'il/ere too
much for the United States' present productive potential - not to
mention the competing purchases made by the Bdtish, and the am-
bitious defence progranrme that the Americans themselves were pre-
paring. Moreover, I knew that it was vain now to hope for effective
help from Roosevelt so long as he had not solved the problem of the
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Neutrality Act, although he would do so soon enough if he werc left
rn peace.

I pointed this out to Daladier atd La Chambre on September 1,
and stressed a new aspect of the situation which from now on, I
thought, was going to dominate all others. It was no longer a question
of French needs and French orders: what mattered now was the Allies'
common efiort. I enlarged on this in a note which I sent to the Prime
Minister that same day. On the question of. aircraft,I wrote to Guy La
Chambre: 'The programme we must present to the American President
as soon as the Neutrality Act is repealed, but not before, should aim at
increasing American production, which ought promptly to be doubled
or tripled. This will have to be achieved by a joint Franco-British
efiort, as came out very cleady in my talks with Mr Roosevelt.' In
conclusion, I suggested that a 'Franco-British Aviation Council' be
established, whose staff would maintain a continuing balance-sheet of
French and British air strength, and then supervise the necessary
purchases. This balance-sheet was the elementary start.ing-point for
any action: it was to come up time and again,

My note to Daladier was of more general scope. Its very tide - 'The
Orgtnization of Franco-British War Supplies' - revealed my most
urgent concern, and the reason for my remaining in Paris at a time
when the Allies were mobilizing men and rcsources. The note began
by recalling our experience in the First lforld IJTar and the tisk that the
Allies had run, especially at the height of the submarine offensive, by
failing to co-ordinatc their transportation and supplies. 'France,
Britain, and Italy all faced a supply shortage. The problem was to share
it out; then, to devote to the most urgent needs those resources that
could bc procuted - and finally to procure such resources on the best
possible terms.' The note went on to describe the machinery that had
gradually been established - the Inter-Allied Council and the various
Executives. 'It is no exaggeration to say that supplies for the armies and
the civil population in ryry and r9r8 could bc ensured only by a
system with almost dictatorial powers, whose strength lay in France's
and Britain's agreement to pool their resources and act together in
carrying out decisions. . . .' 'This lesson,' I concluded, 'ought to con-
vince the French and British Governments that the same decisions
need to be taken now and the same machinery needs to be set up - and
that this should be done immediately.'

The argument proved convincing. On September 2c., tgrg, Daladier
wrote to Neville Chambedain, the British Prime Minister, along the
lines suggested in my note. 'I have no doubt,' he said, 'that you like
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me are anxious for us to avoid at all costs the mistake that was made in
the last war, when our two countries took three years to set up the
inter-Allied machinery which ensured us our supplies in ryq and r918,
and helped to overcome our military difficulties in r9r8 - in par-
ticulat by enabling American troops to be brought to France.' It was
true, Daladier observed, that there were co-operation agreements
befween the French and British civil services. But he wanted to be sure
that these were working properly, and for this purpose he had asked
me to draw up a general report. 'I should be grateful if M. Jean
Monnet, who has my full confidence, could be introduced to those
responsible for dealing with essential imports, as well as to the
Treasury, the Ministry of Shipping, the Air Ministry, the Ministry of
Supply, etc.' This was ptompdy agreed: ideas seemed gready to have
changed since $7orld War L But habits were another matter.

By September z6 I was in London, where Sir Edward Bridges, the
Secr€tary of the lWar Cabinet, made all the necessary affangements. I
was accompanied by Rend Mayer, representing the French Armaments
Ministry. For the fust time, but not the last, he had to listen to me
repeating tirelessly to everyone we met the same simple ideas - the need
for joint action based on an overall view of the common problem, 'The
first thing to be done is to draw up a continuing balance-sheet of the
two countries' needs and resources. For that purpose there must be
established, by joint agreement, a Franco-British Executive in the
confidence of both Governments, to prepare the joint decisions which
the two countries' Ministers will take at their periodical meetings.'
Once f have reached a conclusion that I want others to share, I am
never afraid to repeat myself - to repeat in the same words the same
few, simple-seeming ideas. Why should I do otherwise if the basic
question is really as clear as I think it is, and if it seems natural and
obvious ? I have never been able to explain the same thing in a variery
of different ways, because to me words can only have one meaning. I
see no way of changing them, and no reason to try. In fact, there are
many advantages in getting ttre same formulae 6xed in people's
minds. My matetnal grandmother used to be known x 'Maric la
Rabichean' - 'Monotonous Mary'. I think she had only a few very
simple ideas, and to those she held fast.

By repeating nou/, as in all my private and public concerns, 'First
draw up an overall balance-sheet' ,I may have been preaching a simple
rule; but I know from experience that applying it sets in motion an
extremely complex and troublesome process. Simple ideas are often
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tr<-rublesome: that is one reason why they are scorned. The balance-
sheet of needs and resources, which ought to be the starting-point of
all administration, is often the last thing that administrators think of.
That is why I knew that it v'ould take the authority of Heads of Govern-
ment and the confidence of some key officials to set up and operate the
inter-Allied machinery that after long negotiations would produce a

balance-sheet capable of being written on one sheet of paper - hence

its expressive English name. Balance-sheets of this sort have been mile-
stones in my work: the strength of our fleets in 1916, of our air forces
in r94o, of Allied and Axis military power in t942, of the French
economy in 1945, and of the six-nation European Community in ry1o.
Each time, the need for appropriate action became obvious once the
balance-sheet was drawn up.

In these periods of crisis, the balance-sheet most often revealed an
overall deficit; and, as I had written to Daladier, the problem u/as to
share it out. Hence the establishment of bodies with the power to
decide, in everyone's intetest, on the allocation of resources that v/ere
no longer national, but common to all. Such bodies cut across civil
service habits; but with a balance-sheet in hand it was generally easy to
demonstrate that there was no other way. Moreover, the months of
work involved in drawing up the balance-sheet made civil servants
themselves aware of the need to co-operate and exchange information
between difierent Ministries and different countries. So much so that
the teams needed for joint action were zkeady formed when the time
came for decision. This is the dynamic of the balance-sheet, a page of
figures which looks very like those great account-books that my father
taught me to read in Cognac when I was sixteen.

The people I talked to in Britain were very receptive to my proposals -
to set up joint purchasing bodies in the United States so as to avoid
competing against each other, and to draw up a continuing balance-
sheet ofthe two countries' aeronautical and other needs. Before going
further, I corresponded privately with Sir Edward Bridges to make
sure that we really understood each other: that what we were talking
about was a joint organization of equals, and that nothing stood in the
way of. formal agreement between the Heads of Government - a

precaution which is advisable before undertaking any joint action with
the British. When I returned to London on October 17, we saw' en-
tirely eye to eye. To avoid the mistakes made in the last war, I had an
explicit commitment from the British to the effect that all the tonnage
at the Allies' disposal - French, British, and neutral alike - would be
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used to implement cornmon import programmes. Ifhat was more, if
our joiat resources proved inadequate, any cuts to be made in the Allied
Prografilmes would be fairly shared between the two countries. In this
way, we began in 1939 where we had left off in r9r8.

On October r8, Daladier and Chamberlain agteed to establish five
permanent Executive Committees, for food, armaments and raw
materials, petroleum, aircta;ft, and shipping. These were to draw up a
programme of what was needed and an inventory of what was avail-
able, 'to ensure the best use, in the common interest, of the two
countries'resources of raw materials, means of production, etc., and to
share fairly between the two countries any cuts that may be imposed by
the need to reduce the programmes'. Finally, they were to work out
joint Allied import programmes to be effected by a single purchasing
agency. The Executives were to be under the authority of an Anglo-
French Co-ordinating Committee with eight members chosen from
among their own senior officials. Above this, at Ministerial level,
there was to be an Anglo-French Council, which would meet periodi-
cally, and an Economic Section was to be formed within the Supreme
$[ar Council. The real power, however, would lie with the Co-
ordinating Committee, since it would be in permanent session and
would have the technical staff. It was to be based in London, and it
seemed natural that its Chairman should be French. Four weeks later, I
was appointed to that office by the two Governments acting iointly,
and a British newspaper went so far as to write: 'Salute to Mr Monnet!
He is the first federal official of the New !florld.'

This was certainly an innovation, at least as regards traditional
civil administration, and I hoped that it would set a precedent. I per-
suaded Daladier and Chamberlain to confirm my role in terms which I
had suggested to them and which I was to remember in other circum-
stances later on, 'You will note,' they wrote to me, 'that the Chairman
of the Co-ordinating Committee is to be an Allied official; and while in
no way an arbiter, you must use your best efforts to smooth out
differences and bring about joint decisions by adopting an Allied
rather than a national point of view.' For 'Allied' read 'Community'
and there is no better definition of the role to be played later by the
President of the European Coal and Steel Community's High Autho-
tity - which is doubtless no coincidence.

The fust task was to make a list of all Allied orders that required an
allocation of shipping, and to draw up a programme of imports up to
March tg4o, as well as an estimate of afucraft and armaments ouqput
for the same period. In other wotds, I had to produce a picture of the
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essential needs and resources of two countries which did not even have

the same rules of public administration or the same weights and

measures, and neither of which was in the habit of confiding to its
neighbour even the fragmentary knowledge that it had of its own
eco.ro-y. But there u/as no point in wondering rvhether the iob would
be difficult or impossible: I only knew that it was essential. To help
me, I had outstanding colleagues. My immediate associates were Ren6

Pleven and Pierre Denis; Ren6 Mayer was in charge of the Armaments
and Raw Materials Executives; and the Food Executive was headed by

Jean Laurent, who some months later became cbef de cabinet to General

de Gaulle, and played an important part in forming the Free French.

Our team was small - too small, it might seem, to do what was

expected of it. In fact, however, it was perfectly suited to its task,

which rras to persuade innumerable departments to bring out from
their files the technical information that was essential to politicd
action. I knew from experience that the information was always some-
where to be found, but that it was shrouded in mystery by its custo-

dians, who used all their ingenuity to make it incomprehensible.
Authority alone is never enough to dig out information. Before it
can start to circulate, the practical psychological conditions must be

established; and the only way to do that is to ensure that those who
know and those who decide - those who have all the figures and those

who need only round totals - speak the same language. Persuading

technical experts to divulge their secrets is so difficult that I can well
understand why some men in Government give it uP as a bad iob and

act in ignorance of the real situation. This is why so many mistakes

are made in perfectly good faith. But in serious situations, where mis-
takes can be fatal, it is inconceivable to me that action should be
thwarted by misunderstandings about a few basic and decisive facts,

such as what resources are needed and what may be available. This is

the point at which I have often intervened, to ProPose to men in
power a simple method which they generally accePt because they are

glad to be offered a way out - and to enioy the benefit.

It was this method that was to be used by the Executives, 6rmly
linked with national civil services, where we had set up ad hoc com-
mittees. Once the machinery was established, I was able to spend more
of my time on the problem of aircraft, which more than anything else

would be decisive in the battles that lay ahead. Since the enemy were

working to build up their own assault forces, they had given us some

respite, and we still had time to catch up on theh head start. But it was
urgent to bring some order into our relations with Government and
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industry in the United States.

_ The problem that was becoming serious was the proliferation ot
French and British overseas purchasing missions, either already estab-
lished in Canada and the United States or on the point of setting out.
The Co-ordinating Committee that we were setting up in London
looked like having a very hard time catching up with all the purchasing
missions which had been sent here, there, and everywhere, and which
werc vying with each other to find public or private suppliers. Their
rivalry even interfered with the orders placed by the American Army
itself. Roosevelt was annoyed by this dispersion of efiort. He himself
wanted to supervise the negotiations, and to deal with a single inter-
locutor. The Neutrality Act was modified on November 4, 1919, and
since we had waited so long the President now expected 

"r 
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time in sending a joint highJevel purchasing team. On November 16 I
'went to London to discuss the problem with Chamberlain's influential
adviser Sir Horace $7ilson, and we agreed that the French and British
Purchasing Commissions in S7ashington should be merged under the
chairmanship of the British delegate, Arthur B. Purvis, with the French
delegate Jean-Frangois Bloch-Lain6 as Vice-Chairman. Purvis was a
Scottish industrialist who had settled in Canada and been very suc-
cessful in a number of important business ventures. He served the
Allied war efort magnificently until his death on an official mission in
r941.

So no time was lost. The establishment of the Anglo-French
Purchasing Board coincided with Roosevelt's appointment of a presi-
dential advisory committee which enabled him to follow Allied supply
arrangements very closely, independently of the Army and the
Treasury. lVlorgenthau, however, far from being kept out of things -
which he himself had proposed - continued to be the faithful exico-
tant of Roosevelt's aid policy. In this way, the most direct and high-
level links were established, and vast ptospects for action were opeied
up. On November 21, Guy La Chambre, I7illiam Bullitt and I met
Daladier in his office. ''\J7e must have absolute superiority in the air,,
thc Prime Minister declared; 'and to obtain it the Allies must buy
lo,ooo aircraft in the United States. The first deliveries must be made
at the beginning of r94o, and the rest continue into the spring of. ry4t.I know that American assembly lines are already working to full
capacity. But there are automobile factories that can be converted.,
Daladier thought big, and he was right - a few years too late, perhaps;
but who in the autumn of. ry19 would have said that it was already too
late to act? Indeed, the future was to show that !7orld War II was
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partly won in the automobile factories of Ametica, and that the initial
impetus came from these first Allied orders.

m
Roosevelt: z;hcra;ft for Europe

Roosevelt was not shocked by such Allied pressure. He saw very
deady that the free wodd was one, and that the United States had
duties to it that went beyond any legal commitments. All he asked was
that the Allies should not upset the intetnal balance of the American
economy by interfering with miliary pdorities or forcing prices up.
This stipulation he made perfectly clear. For the test, once the em-

bargo was lifted, it was a matter of orders and foreign investrnents for
private industry - ot so it appeared in public, for in reality everything
was secretly dealt with via the White House. Had France the resources

to finance her share in this huge progtamme ? 'I'll 6nd the money to
buy these planes,' Daladier said, 'even if I have to sell Versailles.' f
proposed that Pleven should be sent to oPen the great negotiation.

Daladier's firm determination was not fully backed by Chambedain.

He, in reply to a pressing letter from the French Premier, had the

following message sent by telephone: 'Prime Minister agrees on the
need to achieve air superiority. But believes this can be done by using
possibilities for manufacture in Britain and Dominions. Also, Great
Briain would not have the tequired foreign currenry.' This answer
reflected the illusory British belief whose stubborn effects v/e were to
see later - the belief that 'Btitain can look after herself alone, and
therefore must hang on to her gold.' This was the watchword in
London, where people took a monetary view of the war. The Treasury
had laid down a principle: 'sThatevet happens, never export more than

{r 5om. a. year.' I had expected these difficulties, and I did not even try
to persuade the British, who are only moved by the results of action.
If the French mission succeeded, they would ioh in' In fact, it was not
long before it was ioined by one of the foremost British exPerts,

Colonel J. H. M. Greenly. Pleven left on the Clipper on December 14,

for one of these wartime journeys on unpredictable toutes that made

all our official missions extremely tiring, and often dangerous. He
reached New York on December zt, and at once saw Morgenthau'
All his talks were held in the utmost sectecy.
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America, in fact, was entering presidential election yeat, and men

like colonel Charles Lindbergh,lhe nationar air hero, ir.r. i"i.nriry-
i-"F t:to_.lt_paign in the country. On a trip to Euiope j"ri t.for.
flunilh, Lindbergh had been greatly impressed by theiuferiority of
the German Lufrwafe ovcr the Afied Air Forces, and lie had per_
suaded many Americans that they must at all costs t..p oot of Eiro-
pean aflairs. Roosevelt k"pt a close watch on this powerful wave of
isolationism, and he conducted his negotiations with the Allies be-
hind the back of the state Departmerrt 

"id 
the Departme.rt of Def"nse.

Pleven found the President just as well-disposed, however, and it
was agreed that more than 8ooo aircraft couldbe delivered in bctober
r94o, provided that aero-engine capacity was doubled once again.
The cost would be one billion donais, trarf to be paid by Fo.r."'and
lalf by Britain. At the end of January,pleven caml backto France to
face the difficulties we had come to eq)ect. The same old ritual was
repeated every time: obje-ctions from ihe Treasury departments and
scepticism on the part. of. the military - to say nothing of the un_
yieiding counter-ofensive that General Arnold'was morinting in the
United States.

It was Paul Reynaud once more who decrared that such expenditure
yo{d empty the Allied Treasuries. He was supported this time by
the British chancellor of the Exchequer, Sir ;ot n simon. Their idea
was always the same - to enable our economiis to .ome out of a long
war with their reserves intact. At this point, Daladier talked of dis-
missing Reynaud. The 

-objections raised by the military were no Iess
specious: 'If, as is likely, th.e enemy delays his ofiensive until r94r,
these Americao afuctaft wil be otsolete.' 'There,s nothing riJre
obsolete than having no aircraft at all,, replied pleven. B,rt I .u'rs ,ro*
in a position to advance a stil more convincing argumeflt. Ar th.
beginning of January I had asked for the balancl-shit of Alred air
strength' which we had just completed and which was now to in-
co{porate the tesults of Pleven's mission, to be compared with the
estimates of German air strength made by Ailied inteliigence. Appar_
endy, our in-telligence services were not in the habit of eict angira i"-
formation, for the Prime Ministers themselves had to girr.'rp?.i"1
orders for those responsible to meer in London.. fh.ii ,espiairr"
reports, it must be admitted, told the same story. They. revealed'that in
April r94o enemy bombers would outnumbei those of the Allies by
Y" tg one, and. enemy fighters by three to two. At the prescnt ,"t. of
aircr,'ft production, it would take the Alries five monthi to match the
enemy in fghter planes and two-and-a-half years in bombers.
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At last I had the figures before me. They filled a big sheet of paper,

zr| inches by ,lt inches, which I have kept ever since, because its
simplicity and mathematical rigour exPress all the tragedy of an un-
equal stn ggle. In an accompanying memorandum, I drew the follow-
ing conclusions:

This report shows:
r. The formidable mass of striking Power that could be let loose upon

us from one moment to the next.
z, The odds against us: they may be improving, but time will be needed

for us to establish superiority.

3. In the event ofaltack, our people will be encouraged and comforted
in their plight by knowing that the immense resources of America are

firmly and surely available to help them.

4. How can we, their Governments, relax our efrorts until we have

secured for them, however latc in the day, the assurance ihat their vital
defence supplies will continue to be produced even if our own factories

are destroyed ?

y. Present capacity in the United States is limited and probably fully
taken up. We must now build uP new Potential there, which will produce

results ihis year a'nd will afterwards remain at our disposal to be used

when the need arises.

Such were the thoughts prompted by three columns of figures sum-

matizirrg months of hard work. I am not at home with statistics, and

their intrinsic significance has always escaped me. But I have never

lacked experts to interpret them and above all - tfter much insistence

on my part - give me the relative orders of magnitude that reveal

eithet balance or disequilibrium. Finally, a single figure speaks for
itself and makes action imperative: the result in the right-hand column
at the foot of the page. For me, it was enough to know that our air-

craft balance-sheet was in deficit. Ifit stayed that way, u/e ran thecertain
risk of being dominated in the battles to come' not only militarily but
economically and psychologically as well. So the balance had to be

redressed, or rather revetsed. Our deficit had to be turned into an

ample surplus, for the same military, economic, and psychological
reaions. The enemy had to be made aware that we were building,
beyond his reach, a huge additional potential which would give the

Allied people grounds for hope and the United States the proof of our
determination. The memorandum ended with a quotation: 'Where
there is no vision, the people perish.'

It was this vision that I was trying to communicate to Daladier and

Chamberlain, men absorbed by the everyday problems of government
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and faced with misedy Ministers of Finance, unimaginative militaty
men, and public opinion lulled by the illusions of the so-called ,phoney

war'. To resist an enemy possessed by the will to power and organized
for.conquest, material and moral forces had to betuilt up, backid by a
vision as yet fM off In 194c, as winter drew to a cloie, it was still
possible to believe that these forces would stand firm on our soil and
patrol our skies' Even so, we could only be optimistic if we were certain
of American support. That support was needed whatever happened,
and so much was at stake that we had to prepare for the woist. The
measures that I recommended to the two Heads of Government were
conce-rned most urgendy with strengthening our miliary power. But
aheady my thoughts were turning towards more fundamental political
action, which vould strike at the root of the problem and express the
Allies' common will to face the future 

"r 
orrel I have describid at the

beginning_of this book how these ideas developed in the spring of
r94o, and how they came to a head that June. In view ofthe events to
come and the way our efforts u/ere to end, the last few months, work
of the Anglo-French Committee may seem tra.gically futile. Never-
theless, it was this that laid the indestructible foundations of the great
democracies' solidarity against the common foe.

Churchill, whom I was able to influence through Sir Horace Wilson,
was convinced by our arguments and overrode British objections to the
purchase of American akcnft. On February J, t94o, the Supreme r0far
Council took up the recommendations of the Pleven mission, which a
study of the decisive balance-sheet had made more ursent still.
Even then, it took three precious weeks for the Supremetouncil,s
agreement to be translated into joint action - a further illustration of the
almost structural difficulty that the British and the French seem to
encounter in tackling problems together from the same point of view.
I have seen this happen many times in the course of my life. For the
French, the common approach is settled by the terms of the agree-
ment, and it applies at once. For the British, it involves lengthy deLate,
and agreement is reached through a constant adjustment of positions.
Daladier and Chambedain had reached a common viewpoint on a
crucial question: the Allies were to mobilize the formidable American
arsenal. But for one side this meant a commitment to immediate joint
action, while for the other it meant a decision jointly to envisage the
possibility of action. Not without difficulty, we persuaded our paitrrers
to join us in a firm programme fot the purchase of 8ooo ahcrift,

The second Pleven mission did not reach Washington until March 4.It met with the same active support from Morgenthau and the same
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obstruction on the part of General Arnold, who refused to let the Altes
have the latest American models - the very gpe we most wanted,
because they were a match for the new Messerschmitt ro9s. Once
again the same tale was repeated. Morgenthau went to see Roosevelt
and asked him to exert his authority. The President summoned his
Chiefs of Staff and, as Arnold confessed later, 'looking in my direction,
he said that he knew places where officers who did not play the game
might find themselves - Guam, for example.' In fact, Arnold was not
playing the President's game: he was stirring up the Senate and the
press against the priority given to Allied aircraft orders. But Roose-
velt untiringly continued his campaign of public explanation. 'These
orders,' he said, 'xe an important factor in United States economic
activity in general, and in developing the aircraft industry in particular.
They mean prosperiry as well as security.'

What they meant in practice was a further doubling of aero-engine
capacity: we had helped to quadruple it within a year. This had been
the bottleneck in the American aitcraft industry, which now had to
employ twice as many workers and technicians. That gave the neces-
sary boost to production, which now began in earnest and took on
gigantic proportions once the United States had abandoned isolation-
ism and come into the front line. When the German ofiensive began,
in May r94o, the results of so much effort on our part no doubt
seemed tardy and inadequate. Only a few hundred American arcraft
faced the Germans in the Battle of France. A larger number took part
in the Battle of Britain, and helped decide the war on thc Western
Front. Most of them were lost, with their crews, in these heroic
struggles; but others at once arrived to take their place. Vhat counted
was sheer quantity - those 'clouds of aircnft over the Atlantic to
crush the demoniac force that is dominating Europe', for which
Reynaud appealed desperately to Roosevelt on the night of June 3.
\ffhen the time came, they poured from the factories which our needs had
helped to develop and set up at a time when America was still unaware
of the danger. I kne'ur that we were only at the beginning of a long
effort; but the machinery for action was in place, and it would never
stop. Trust had been established between the mep in power, born of a

common will and strengthened by experience. We could wait on
events, and make use of them, They would certainly not overcome us.
That v'as my deep conviction in those spring days of r94o.

The problem of ahcraft was not the only subiect that our Co-ordinating
Committee dealt with, although in my view it had absolute priority.
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W'e were in chatge of supplies; we had access to all sources of informa-
tion; and from February rg4o onvrards I began to hope that it might
be possible to dtaw up a comprehensive balance-sheet of Allied needs
and resources for defence as a whole. An ambitious balance-sheet of
this kind was indispensable for the conduct of the war; it could be
drawn up, and so it must be. I pressed for the intelligence services to
be asked to estimate Germany's present strength and productive
capacity in armaments of all kinds. 'Decisions must proceed almost in-
evitably from a presentation of the facts,' I wrote. I have never under-
estimated the power of such evidence: but it has to be presented so as

to make an impression. I knew that it would take our military authori-
ties, British and French alike, several months to make a coherent
inventory of our own strength. As I had guessed, and incredible as it
may now seem, no such inventory existed - except, of course, for
aircnft, and that was only two months old. In this state of ignorance,
no strategy, no plan of production or purchasing, could be anything
but arbitrary. While waiting fot the 'statement of the facts' that was
indispensable, I spent a great deal of time on coal and shipping prob-
lems. All preparations were made for a war of attrition.

Hider decided otherwise. In April came the Battle of Norway, a
first serious warning. On May ro, the German invasion of Belgium and
Holland suqprised everyone - except, as I have said, General Ismay
and all our grand strategists, who planned to catch the enemy in a trap.
The German breakthrough at Sedan nonplussed them, for they had no
dternative plan. With the enemy now at our gates, were we to go on
hoarding our gold in the vaults as we had withheld our troops ? Were
vre to go on fighting tv/o separate wars, from Paris and London,
with two War Ministers and two administrations handling our eco-
nomic affairs ? Ifere we to remain tu/o separate nations, each following
its own star ? For some time akeady I had begun to think otherwise.
Necessary as it was, our work of co-ordination no longer seemed
adequate to the approaching peril. \trfe were working hard, with care
and determination. What u/e were doing was necessary and would
prove useful whatever happened. But we were oot prepared for the
sudden speed of events. In this fust phase of our war effort, we lacked
nothing except time.
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T'he last attempt

The first striking successes of the German Blitqkrieg in no way altered
my conviction that one day the war would be won by the superior
suength of Allied armaments. France and Britain had their own
resources and those of their Empires; they had territory at their dis-
posal throughout the world; and they had the powerful assistance of
the United States, on which they could count so long as they continued
the struggle. All this strengthened my confidence 4nd encouraged
me to go on as I had begun. Hitler was in a hurry. Space and time were
against him. At all events, our only hope, since we were not prepared
to tesist lightning attacks, was to build up beyond the enemy's reach a
potential strength superior to his. There would be no miracle. No acts
of mercy, no anguished appeals for American intervention could
suddenly produce what had to be worked for, month after month,
by deliberate, methodical organization, backed by formidable energy.

Two new leaders were nou/ in charge of the Alliance. In France,
Paul Reynaud had succeeded Daladier, and in Britain Winston Churchill
had replaced Chamberlain at the head of the lVar Cabinet. The men of
Munich had been pushed aside. At the centre of the stage now were
two men, both eloquent and both fervently patriotic, who symbolized
the spirit of resistance: both had fiercely opposed the Munich settle-
ment. But that was where their similarity ended. There was no one to
compare with Churchill, a true man of war, the legendary incarnation
of John Bull. Power was his inheritance, and supreme power his in-
stinctive goal; yet he was profoundly democratic. Did he see beyond
the interests of Great Britain ? I think not - but for him, as for many of
his compatriots, British interests were those of vast areas of the world.
Wherever the Union Jack flew, Britons ruled the waves. My relations
with Churchill were good; but in the nature of things, as he saw them,
my influence could only reflect my role, which was not political. He
respected political power; and, while he appreciated the form of power
that I had been given, it was not worthy of the same regatd. I often
had to find roundabout v/ays of securing his attention.

As Chairman of the Anglo-French Co-ordinating Committee, f was
direcdy responsiblc both to Churchill and to Reynaud. On May zo, I
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sent them both a letter repeating the essentials of the arguments which
had convinced their predecessors, and which I was now hoping
patiendy to preach to them. Now that they had the supreme responsi-
bility, they would find that events left them little option, and that the
claims of a balanced budget or the superiority of national weaponry
were no longer relevant:

Hitherto, France and Britain have concentrated their main eflbrts in the
United States on the question of ekcraft. But now that we can expect
imminent and intensive bombing-raids on essential factories and pro-
duction centres in France, it has become urgently necessary to extend our
efforts in the United States in order to ensure that the most essential types
of arms and munitions are manufactured without delay, and on as large
a scale as possible. This will be made easier not only by Ametica's in-
creased desire to assist us, but also by the rapid growth of her own arma-
ments programme. lf we can state without delay what supplies we most
urgently need, we can probably persuade the United States to concentrate
on these the effort they are making to increase their productive capacity.
This should enable us to get practical results in a matter of months.

Anxiety to conserve foreign currency has been overtaken by the events
of the past week. Now, it is much more important to convert our dollars
as fast as possible into military strength, rather than to save them for some
future occasion, by which time we risk losing thc war if we cannot in-
crease our military capability. Furthermore, the danger that America
might refuse to supply us ifwe can no longer pay cash on the nail has now
become negligible.

The potential productive capacity of the Uoited States is almost un-
limited. It is greater than Germany's, and much greater than the ioint
capacity of France and Britain, especially since both our countries are
exposed to enemy bombing. American capacity, moreover, is capable of
immense expansion: this was shown in the last war, when shipbuilding
increased from less than zoo,ooo tons a year to more than 3m, In the new
circumstances of the present war, the United States can become the
Allies' main source of zupply, and the expansion of American production
will be decisive. But to obtain that production, we must act at once. I
suggest that a ioint programme be drawn up without delay.

I quickly secured the agreement I vras seeking; and on May 24, r94o,I
cabled Purvis, asking him to study with Morgenthau the possibility
of developing in the United States a vast capacity for producing arms
and munitions, as had already been done for afucraft. Could the output
of heavy tanks and anti-tank and anti-aircraft guns be increased, or
would further factories need to be converted ? How long would it
take? Events were hurrying on. In the days that tbllowed, the British
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Army fell back to Dunkirk, and with great difficulty withdtew ftom the
continent. On land, the Alliance now lacked substance; and its morale
was sapped by mutual reproaches. This, of course, was just what Hider
wanted.

Nazi ptopaganda so successfully misrq>resented the Dunkitk
evacuation that many Frenchmen came to see it as a symbol of selfish-
ness on the part of Briain. Yet I myself can testi& that there was no
lack of solidarity between the Allies in those dramatic days. On June z,
Silvia telephoned me at the office: she had iust read in the paper that a
trainload of French soldiers was arriving in London. '\07e must invite
some of those boys to lunch,' she said. Most of them were officers, and
the three who joined us at lunch seemed like characters out of Iz
Crande llhsiol, the film by Jean Renoir tllat had so much moved us a
few years before. One was Jewish, one was an aristocrat, and one was
from the lower middle class. Salter and Pleven, who were also with us,
could confirm that these French soldiers had no grudge against the
British. 'They're embarking in ordedy fashion,' they said; 'but on our
side there's no organization: our soldiers are clinging to British boats
that are already ovedoaded. It's tragic to see them forced of[. . . .' We
decided that we must do everything we could. Together with Salter
and Pleven, we v/ent to see Churchill.

Humanitarian as he was, in this terrible hour he was a military
leader issuing stern orders: 'The evacuation of our troops will be
completed by midnight tonight.' 'But there ate mote than zy,ooo
French toops left on the beaches,' 'W'e've done all we could. W'e've
sent every ship we have, including sailboats and barges. . . .' Churchill
had supreme porrer: the order of battle on land and at sea depended on
him. t07e succeeded in persuading hirn, and he modified his orders. The
Dunkirk operation went on, despite the exhaustion of British sailors,
and thanks to their corrage. By z.z7 p.m. on J*. 4, when no more
could be done, z6,ooo French soldiers had been evacuated to Britain.

That dan I still believed that a new joint line of defence could be
established. But for this to be possible, each countty must avoid
seeking its own safety alone. I suggested to Churchill that Britain
should recruit a pioneer corps to build fortifications on her own soil,
while the expeditionary force should go back to France, where steps
were already being taken to re-equip it. On June 6, in the further
letter which I quoted at the beginning of this book, I returned to the
need for joint action:

While Germany is concentrating all her forces on her immediate ob-
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jective, thc gravest danger would be if our power of resistance were to
prove inadequate because it was dispersed. . . . The most important de-
cision that circumstances immediately require seems to me to be the joint
use of our two countries' air forces.

Our latest balance-sheet showed that the ratio of the combined Allied
air forces against the strength of the Germans was one to one-and-a-
half. But if they were not treated as a single force, French and British
akcraft would simultaneously be fighting unequal and desperate
battles under separate commands.

It was too late, no doubt, for such radical reotganization - and too
latefor the General Staffto reahze how deep the cracks in our defences
'were. But in my view one thing was certain: the rift in the Alliance was
as much the cause as the consequence of our misfortunes. That rift
was as dangerous psychologically as militarily. It must at all costs be
remedied before it became irreparable; and that could only be done by
a bold stroke that would 6re the imagination of two peoples on the edge
of despair. I had had this in mind already when I was working on the
gradual and to me inadequate co-ordination of our war effort. Now,
it took on nerfr/ significance: for while in recent months my British
friends and I had imagined closer links between our two countries -
perhaps a confederation - today it was total union, an immediate
merger, that seemed necessary if we vrere to face together the choice
between tyranny and freedom that was now being thrust upon us.
France and Britain must ioin forces, in war and for the future.

In exceptional times, anything is possible - so long as one is prepared
and has a clear plan to put forward when all else is confusion. The
union of two peoples is a simple idea which men resist in normal
times, but ruhich reveals its value when they face the worst. It is all a
question of timing. I have already described the plan for Anglo-
French union; and if I put it at the beginning of my story, this is be-
cause it marked the high point of a continual effort to achieve unity
among men. Joint Franco-British citizenship might have become an
unprecedented reality, matching the unprecedented challenge that the
two peoples faced. The men with the power to decide were not difE-
cult to convince, because they were offered a consdructive idea at a.

time when everything around them seemed to be crumbling. Even
then, the idea had to be put before them. That this was done proved
the value of confidence gradually built up in frank and friendly day-
to-day work.

I had many British friends who trusted me because I had accustomed
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them to thc fact that in our joint work there was nevcr any equivoca-
tion. They listened to me at a time when people were generally deaf to
advice. Arthur Salter, Desmond Morton, and Horace IJTilson staked all
their credit with Chambetlain, Vansittart, and Churchill to bring to
fruition a proposal made by a Frenchman who had no political man-
date. Churchill, indeed, did not accept it at once: he realized its signi-
ficance only when he saw the enthusiasm of his Cabinet colleagues, men
like himself. He admitted as much, very faidy, in his memoirs:

My first reaction was unfavourable. I asked a number of questions of a
critical character, and was by no means convinced. However, at the end
of our long Cabinet that afternoon the subject was raised. I was somewhat
surprised to see the staid, solid, experienced politicians of all parties en-
gage themselves so passionately in an immense design whose implications
and consequences were not in any way thought out. I did not resist, but
yielded easily to these generous surges which catried our resolves to a
very high level of unselfish and undaunted action.*

On the French side, the project vras not known until the last minute.
!7e have seen earlier how Reynaud was convinced - by a single
telephone call from de Gaulle, who was not. I can testify that on that
day, June t6, r94o, de Gaulle overcame his scepticism and joined in
all our efforts to bring about a total pooling of sovereignty bet'ween
Britain and France.

v
Continue the struggle

By now, I think, everything has been said about those June days.
Therc is no mystery left. Afairs of state have little need of the secret
machinations, the busy emissaries and ingenious stratagems, with
which they are surrounded in fiction even more than in fact. The most
important things are generally simple - at leest, if one wants them to
be. Certainly, mixed motives and mutky conspiracies sometimes
exist. But I have always ignored them, and they never did me any harm.
In Bordeaux, however, I found the atmosphere stifling, heavy with
intrigue. I only stayed a few hours, as I havc said, and I was relieved
to come back to Britain with my friends, in the big fying-boat that had

'Ifinstoo S. Churchill, Tbc Sccond Vorld Var (Londoo, 1948), Vol. II, pp.
r 8o-r.
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been intended to evacuate the whole Ftench Government to North
Africa. In London, I found once more an atmosphere of calm deter-
mination, unshaken by the defection of Britain's ally. When the curtaio
of illusion was ripped aside, it revealed the unchanging moral strength
of a people who had no need of wishful thinking to make them confi-
dent that they would never be conquered: civic courage was enough.
The many French people who came to Britain to continue the struggle
were welcomed with moving warmth.

Andrd and Amilie }Iorri, the couple who looked after our house,
had remained with us. When they heard of Pdtain's messages to the
French people, they wept and wanted to stay indoors. 'W'e're too
ashamed to go out,' they said. Finally, Amdlie went to the butcher's
shop, and came back even more overwrought. 'Just imaginel' she
exclaimed. 'Do you know what he said? He said "Viae la Frailce!"'
In a London bus, Silvia and Hell€ Bonnet met an eldedy gentleman
weating a black tie: he came up to them when he heard them speaking
French. 'Don't be too disheartened about France, ladies,' he said.
'Everything will come right in the end.' He added: 'I lost my son at
Dunkirk.' Everyrrrhere we met this same dignity - or rather, we sensed
it, because people concealed their ptivate grief. Our great friend Bob
Brand kept to himself the loss of his only son. One day, he simply
said to us: 'You mustn't think it's made me bitter.' That was all he
ever said. Life went on in a nation that was now exposed to all the
forces of destruction. One night when we came home from the shelter
after. an ak ruid, our caretaker met us: he was looking sad. 'You missed
it,' he said. 'We had a very nice cup of tea.'

I was disappointed at our failure to keep the French Government
in the war; but I had no regrets about having gone to Bordeaux. The
experience removed a doubt that would have weighed on my future
actions if I had not seen for myself the disarray and impotence of the
men on whom we had mistakenly relied. I was still convinced of the
aim to be achieved: but I was obliged to re-examine the means. The
aim v-as still to unite the Allies'resources, including those of the French
Empire. The means could no longer include the present Government of
metropolitan France, which had become as it were a voluntary prisoner;
but there was hope still for the French authorities overseas, whose
incumbents had been appointed by the previous regime.

Men like General Chades Noguds in North Africa and General
EugBne Mittelhauser in Syria derived their authority from a legitimate
Government, which at the time of their appointment had still been
free. Noguls had announced that he was continuing the struggle. De
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Gaulle had cabled him on June r9: 'AM rN LoNDoN rN DTRECT uN-
OFFICIAL CONTACT WITH BRITISH GOVERNMENT. AM AT YOUR DISPOSAL

EITHER TO FIGHT UNDER YOUR COMMAND OR FOR ANI ACTION YOU

rHrNK Frr.' So there was no doubt then about the line to be followed.
The French and Bdtish Empires together, 'drawing without stint upon
the immense industry of the United States', as de Gaulle had said
over BBC radio the day before, provided the only chance, but a
sure one, of overcoming Hitler's dictatorship, which they could
shatter with their combined moral and material strength. But the
union of the two Empires had to be ensured, and on t'he broadest
possible basis: their immense but as yet inchoate common will had to be
organized and given legitimate shape.

De Gaulle's first moves were in this direction, and as soon as I
got back to London I had a number of talks with him. But it did not
takc long for me to realize that his ideas did not quite tally with what
might have been assumed from the appeals he had iust made. At the
same time as he was offering to place himself under Noguls's com-
mand, he had been envisaging a French National Committee operating
from London in agreement with the British Government. He made no
secret of his intention to run this committee, which in the eyes of the
Allies and of all free men would tepresent the legitimate authority of
France, as against the P6tain tegime which had lost its freedom of
action.

Dc Gaulle secured from Churchill the British Government's recog-
nition of the National Committee as the sole legitimate French autho-
rity, in the name of which he, de Gaulle, would address the French.
So there was no interval between the breaking-of of relations with the
Bordeaux Government and the establishment of the London Com-
mittee: both decisions were published simultaneously by the British
Foreign Office on June 23. At the same tim€, I saw the text of what de
Gaulle was proposing to say that night over BBC radio:

The French National Committee will takc under its lurisdiction all Frcnch
citizens at prcsent on British soil, and will assumc command of all Frcnch
military and administrative authorities in this country now and in thc
futue.

I could understand this haste, dictated by the desire not to leave French
authority vacant now that in the eyes of the free world the Bordeaux
Government was stripped of power and no longer legitimate. But at
the same time I saw the danger of prematurely freezing a situation
that was still completely fuid, and one in which thc main pole of
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attaction v/as not necessarily in London. What would be the reaction
to this appeal from one man, speaking in the name of a Committee
set up in London under the aegis of the British Government? !7ould
it be listened to overseas by those for whom it was intended ? lCho was
likely to believe that the London Committee was really independent?
Who among France's proconsuls, her colonial civil servants, or her
seamen would obey orders emanating from a body supposedly bound
up with British interests ? Anything might happen. It depended on
powerful leaders, conscious of their power, whether immense terri-
tories and innumerable ships would rally to the legitimate tepublican
cause that they had never abandoned, and which they now in fact held
in trust - for they could perfectly well ignore the orders of a Govern-
ment under constraint. The die was still not cast - in North Africa,
in the Levant, in the Far East, on the seas. That was why, on this day of
June zg, r94o, I believed that one isolated man, howevet convinced
he might be of his historic mission, could not yet claim that he alone
rq>resented fighting France.

De Gaulle had teacted honourably against the humiliation of the armi-
stice; but who could say whether other leaders, with more powerful
resources, might not teact in the same way ? Nogu&s, in fact, was on
the point of sending to Bordeaux a scathing message accusing the
Govetnment of 'not having made an objective appreciation of the
possibilities of resistance in North Africa'. He was asking l7eygand
to reconsider his armistice orders. It was hatd to understand why de
Gaulle had fust offered to place himself under Nogu0s's command
and then, a few days later, had set up a French Committee on his own
authority and asked Noguls to join it. How did he think he could
reconcile the power he had assumed in London with the role he pto-
posed for NoguEs in the Committee? He knew full well how sus-
picious Noguds was of Britain - so suspicious, in fact, that he rejected
all proposals coming out of London.

I explained to de Gaulle the reservations that I had about his ideas
on how to continue the struggle. I should have preferred a less dramatic
attitude and a less personalized form of action, which would not have
hindered various developments that I still thought possible. However,
rcahzing that my words were falling on deaf ears, and ihat the decisions
were going to be announced over the radio on the evening ofJune 23,
I decided to v/rite to de Gaulle that same day, to give the fullest
weight to considerations of which he was o,berdy aware. My colleague
Pierre Denis handed the lctter to him at the BBC:
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My dear General,
After our meeting I talked with Sir Alexander Cadogan*, and I told

him what I had said to you and to Brigadicr Spears.
I believe that it would be a great mistake to try to set up in Britain an

organization which might appear in France as an authority established
abroad under British protection. I fully share your desire to Prevent
France abandoning the struggle; I am convinced that the Bordeaux
Government ought to have sent the Hcad of State, the Presidents of the
two Chambers, and some members of the Government to North Africa,
in order to establish there, in agreemeot with General Nogu0s, a bastion
of French resistance.

I still believe that even now General NoguEs's decision to 6ght on
could rally all those in France who want to continue the struggle and
temain faitMul to France's solemn pledges to her Allies. lf resistance can
be organized in North Africa, that is to say on French soil, under the
authority of leaders properly appointed by a Government which was
not virtually under enemy control when it was formed, I am sure that
there will be a massive response in France and in all French colonies
overseas. But this task of resurrection cannot at present be undertaken
from London. If it were, it would appear to the French as a movement
under British protection, inspired by British interests, and therefore
condemned to a failure which would make further efforts at recovery all
the more difficult.

As I say, I have put this to Sir Alexander Cadogan. I have repeated it
to Sir Robert Vansittart and the French Ambassador. Like you, I have
only one aim: to reawaken the energies of Francc and convince her that
she cannot end like this. I wanted you to know my thoughts to the full.

P.S. - It goes without saying that it would be extremely useful to
establish a Committee to help mobilize all Frenchmen who wish to con-
tinue the struggle alongside Britain. As I said to Spears and yourself, I
am at your disposal at all times to discuss this guestion further.

I still hoped that the London Committee would not immediately assume
too formal a chzracter, prematurely fueezing in their present roles the
forces still available to France - those in Britain, and those oyerseas.
But de Gaulle's broadcast appeal was followed by the British Govern-
ment's message recognizing the Committee as representing all French
units that were determined to continue the war in fulfilment of France's
international obligations. This message, too, v/as the result of haste.
The British Cabinet had not had time to discuss it. This was realized,
and its publication was stopped. I had proposed to de Gaulle that we
should discuss the matter again, in the hope of convincing him that

* Pcrmancnt Under-Sccretary at ttc Forcigo OfEcc.
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the question of France's role in the war remained open. De Gaullc
agreed to see me, in order to persuade me that France's role and his
own were already indissolubly linked. Next day, I received from him
this letter:

My dear friend
At such a time as this, it r*.'ould be absurd for us to cross one another,

because our fundamental aim is the same, and together perhaps we can
do great things.

Come and see rne, wherever vou choose. rilfe shall agree.

ln fact, we met several times more. But our good personal relatit-rns
were not enough to overcome our disagreement about what should be
done in the face of pressing danger. Britain was preparing to resist a
formidable attack whose outcome'*'as far from certain. The men and
'women, British and others, who were called upon to 6ght in this last
bastion of freedom would not be found wanting in honour or courage.
All that they lacked were the armaments and other resources to 6ght
the war. Individual efforts and national cha{acter counted for little
against this overwhelming need. In the weeks to come, when it began
to be possible to hope that the Allied war was being won overhead, in
the Battle of Britain - when it became clear that all was not lost and all
might at length be saved - then, our energies must be bent towards a
single goal: to confront the enemy with a single force equipped with
superior arms. Pending the moment when this force would become that
of the whole free wodd, the wodd's most powerful arsenal must be
opened up. This was now my sole concern.

I said as much to de Gaulle, as frankly as he in turn explained his
orwn conception of the historic role he felt called upon to play. But
there was no meeting of minds. He criticized my dccision, which would
take me away from the nerve-centre where he intended to ensure
that France would share in eventual victory. Victory, I replied, would
not be achieved by heroism alone, or by strength of character: we
must see about securing the essential material resources that we at
present lacked. I intended to help in that task, and was willing to go
wherever I could best contribute to winning the war. There was no
room for subjective considerations in a decision of that kind.

We parted - or rather, the separate paths we chose to reach the
same ultimate goal soon gave us no further occasion to meet, at least
in London. It was three years before I saw de Gaulle again, in Algiers,
where free Frenchmen found themselves once more facing difficult
choices. There, once again, personal problems were important - too
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imporant - but again the need to 6ght dicated a common solution. If
I was able to play a useful role in Algiers, it was because I had main-
tained a position of independence, in which I could give de Gaulle
advice and assistance which he knew were disinterested. Now, in
London, he respected my choice as I admired his determination. I
knew that it had taken great strength of character for him, a taditional
soldier, to cross the great dividing-line ofdisobedience to orders ftom
above. He was the only man of his rank with the coruage to do so;
and in the painful isolation felt by those Frenchmen who had decided
to continue the Allied struggle, de Gaulle's rare example v/as a source
of great moral strength.

Myself, I had no problems of conscience. As soon as I had realized
that all the combined lesources of the free wodd would be barely suffi-
cient to resist Nazi hegemony, I had decided where I must work.
The fall of France in no way changed the direction of our efiorts: it
simply meant that they must be redoubled. The war would be lengthy:
there was no doubt of that. But the key to liberation was the same as

always - the broadest and most complete alliance. For me, howevet,
one formal detail had chaflged: the Anglo-French Co-ordinating Com-
mittee was no longer needed, and I had to wind it up. On Joly ,,
t94o,l sent a purely fomral letter to Marshal Pdain:

Prime Minister,
In letters dated November zo and December z, t9)9, the French and

British Prime Ministers asked me to accept the post of Chairman of the
Anglo-French Co-ordinating Committee, whose task was to co-ordinate
the economic war effort of France and Britain, as well as to supervise the
Anglo-French Purchasing Board in the United States.

As a result of recent cvents, it is clear that the Anglo-French Co-
ordinating C-ommittee, and otter Allied machioery both here and in the
United States, must now cease to cxist. I therdore have no alteroativc
but to offer you my tesignatioo.

I sent the same message to Churchill, adding this:

I havc hitherto acted in ao Allied capacity, serving the two countries
equally. In present conditions I am deeply coavinced that not only the
futurc of this counuy but the liberation of Frlncc depend upon the
successful prosecution of the war by Great Britain. I wish you to know,
therefore, that I should be ertremely happy if the British Government
would givc me the opporftnity of serving it, and in doiog so, of con-
tinuing to serve the true interests of my country.

I thereforc placc my services at the disposal of the British Government
in such capacity as thcy can bc most useful.
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My last act as Chaiman of the Anglo-French Committee was to send
to Bloch-Lain€ in Ncw York a cabled order from the Prime Ministet
in Bordeaux, instructing him to suspend all negotiations and the
signature of all contracts on behalf of France, and then to try to
cancel existing contracts, although some of them might be transferred.
'In thc absence of further details,' I wrote to Bloch-LainC, 'I take it
that this means transferring to the British Government all the valio:us
armaments contracts signed by us and covered by the exchange of
notes between General Weygand and the British Ambassador.'

On July 16 I received the following reply from Churchill:

Dcar Monsieur Monnet,
I accept your resignation as Chairman of the Anglo-French Co-

ordinating Committee, which you placed in my hands in your letter of
July z.

I am glad to note your desire to serve the British Government and thus
the true interests of your own country. I have been in consultation with
the Minister l7ithout Portfolio* about how to give full scope to your
qualities and knowledge. We both of us think that it would be best for
you to proceed to the United States of America and therc continue, in
association with the head of the British Purchasing Commission, trhose
services in connection with supplies from North America which have
been so valuable to us during the time when you wete Chairman of the
Anglo-French Co-ordinating Committee,

Yours faithfully,
Winston S. Churchill.

It was everfthing I had wanted. Even if - or perhaps because - my
mandate was not too precise, I was going to be able to continue my
efforts to persuade America's Ieaders to realtze the gravity of the real
situation in Europe and the danger that would thteaten them in their
turn if the Nazis' totalitarian onslaught was not stopped. I knew that
the task would be made easier by the brutal destruction of so many
illusions, but that it would also be made more difficult by isolationist
reactions to the great disappointment of the fall of France. I was glad
to join Purvis again in Washington, and I knew that I should 6nd it
casy to work with him, as the British Government expected. More than
that, I saw an advantage in his having the admirtistrative responsi-
bilities, so that I could devote myself entirely to the .patient efiort of
persuasion for vhich I had already prepared.

Before taking leave of my colleagues in London, I.summed up thc

' Arthur Grccnwood, wbo ar acting lcadcr of thc Labour Party in t[c Houro of
Commons had hclpcd to prccipitatc Chembcrleia'c dccleretion of va.r.
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lessons of our ioint work in a paper which concluded as follows:
'The enemy cannot esablish a reserve of weapons beyond the range of
the bombers. You can. You cannot win by force of arms without
overwhclming superiority in the air and without machines of at least
equal performance. This cannot be achicved by British production
alone. It is therefore no exaggeration to say that not a day must be lost
in csablishing this reserve, which may make dl the <Iifierence between
ddeat and victory.'
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Chapter 7

THE VICTORY PROGRAM

(ITASHINGTON ry4o-r941)

I
On the side of freedom

At the end of August r94o, Silvia and I left for Washington on the
Clipper. When we landed en rolte in Bermuda, a British customs
officer looked at my French passport suspiciously. I showed him my
instructions from Churchill. His suspicion turned to bewilderment.
'It just doesn't make sense,'he said, 'for a Frenchman to hold a British
job at this point.'From his point of view, he was right. My administra-
tive situation was certainly anomalous, and even more so than he
cou.ld have realized. Until recently, Pun is had been responsible to me;
now, I had to choose what position I should occupy with him. Purvis
was Canadian, I was French: we were now to be loyal servants of
Britain. Given our great mutual trust and the scale of what we had to
do, I was sure that there would be no problems. Purvis's exceptional
character and ability had won him considerable influence at every level
of the Administration in Washington. My role at his side was to be
political. I now knew the machinery of decision-making in the United
States, the engine, the transmission - and the brakes. I had taken the
measure of Britain's needs, and I could testify to her determination.

I realized when I arrived that it would be hard work to ensure that
the Americans and the British took the same view of the war and its
immense demands, although they spoke the same language and wanted
to make common cause. From his air-raid shelter at No ro Downing
Street, Churchill was sending moving appeals to Roosevelt, who re-
ceived them on his ocean cruiser and sent back messages of sympathy.
For the time being, there was nothing more he could do. Even sending
fifty old destroyers in exchange fot British bases in the West Indies
and Newfoundland, as Roosevelt did in September r94o, raised con-
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stitutional and psychological problems. Both time and coutage were
needed to overcome them - which was why he chose such seemingly
insouciant places of refuge in which to concentrate his mind. When he
received me at the White House, he was full of anxiety. 'How soon
will there be fog in Britain?'he asked. Nothing else, he thought,
could prevent a German invasion. I found the same pessimism every-
rvhere. f set out to dispel it by showing how confident I was in Britain's
physical and psychological ability to resist an invading force. I was
certain that the Nazis could no longer win the war: what concerned me
already was how to defeat them. They were going to lose the Batde of
Britain; our next task was to fight the Batde of the Adantic, and win it.
What I gradually discovered was how ill-prepared America still was.

Although the Selective Service Act had been passed, making it
possible to taise 8oo,ooo men from a total of r6m. fit for military
service, there were in fact only ;J,ooo soldiers on a war footing, and
very few a;irrcraft in service. The rest existed only on PaPer - in esti-
mates like that which Roosevelt had scribbled in my presence in r938'
But as the danger took shape, the estimates swelled. A few days after
the German offensive in May, Roosevelt had asked Congress for a

billion dollars for defence expenditure and the manufacture of yo,ooo

akcraft. I7ithin a month, the programme had increased to three
billion dollars. Once past the 6rst shock, public opinion grev ac-

customed to these astronomical figures, and gradually accepted the
idea of defence efforts commensurate with the size of the United
States. Inevitably, people began to wonder how far such eflorts were
compatible with the supply of aid to Britain. This question of priorities
was already being discussed when I arrived; but it seemed to me
absurd. First, because Allied orders had been and still wete the key to
American production; but also, and in my view conclusively, because

far from choosing between two alternatives it was a question of
adding or rather integrating them both. The defence of Britain and

that of America were indissolubly linked.

Despite the lack of preparedness, and although so much was still in
the air, I myself was not pessimistic. The pro[lem had been stated,
and the means of solving it were being discussed. To understand
America, it is important to realize that before any problem is solved
in the United States there has to be a period of public debate. The
opinions of qualified people are Iistened to without formalities. Then
comes the decision - and a decision is always reached, because no one
would dream of leaving a problem unsolved, and no one wants dis-
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cussion for discussion's sake. Once taken, the decision is no longer
questioned: good or bad, it is carried out by all concerned. In ihe
autumn of r94o, I was far from suqprised to find the United States
full of controversy, in Congress, in committees for and against iso-
lationism, in the press, and in the Administration itsef. I teahzed
that this was one of those periods of gestation from which, when the
time comes, great decisions proceed. And the country needed to take
an historic decision. Roosevelt, attentive as always to public opinion,
watched and waited, intervening without ever forcing things. When
the time was tipe he'q/ould be ready to tum the debate into action.

ITith the election a few months off, the President had to reckon
with a powerful isolationist movement, and this might have sufficed
to explain the caution with which he refrained from making spectacular
gestures of the kind for which the Allies hoped. But over and abovc
electoral considerations, I believe that his behaviour was dictated by his
deepest concern as a statesman: never to divide his country. Whatever
his private convictions - and he could certainly have imposed them on
the whole nation - the decisions to be taken were too serious not to
require unanimous support. He studied the opinion polls, and saw
them regulady shifting in the direction he wished.-In September
t94o, 670/o of Americans believed that the country was heading for
war. If they had had to vote for or against fighting, 83o/o would have
voted against. This was readily understandable, since they had not
been ditectly provoked and had no personal experience of Nazi
aggression. 'Our dangers are intetnal,' Lindbergh told his fellow-
countrymen. '!7e need not fear invasion unless Americans bring it
through their own quarrelling and meddling with affairs abroad. If
we desire peace, we need only stop asking for war. Nobody wishes to
attack us, and nobody is in a position to do so.* The majority of
Americans were agreed, however, about aid for Britain - aid short of
'war. In this area, Roosevelt could go ahead. He did so by handing
over the destroyers, as well as large quantities of arms and ammunition
drawn from US Army stocks. But his politicd instinct made him
hasten slowly, his eveiy move watched by opponents who knew as
well as he did thet commitments 'short of war' would one day merge
into war itself. That day was undoubtedly coming:'what mattered was
to approach it imperceptibly undet the piessure Jf necessity.

This reluctance did not worry me: it would fade auray as the shock
rx,aves from the collapse of Europe at length reached the heart of the
United Sates. More worryring, it seemed to me, was the resistance I
* Robcrt E. Shsnrood: Roontclt aad Hopkirc (Ncw York, r9;o), p. ry3.
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encountered in the strucrure of the American economy and the habits of
the Administration. Purvis showed me the very disappointing results
of the survey I had asked him to undertake at the end of May. There
was all too little productive capacity for the guns, tanks, and ships
that Britain needed, unless new factories were built - which meant
delays of twelve to eighteen months. American industrialists were
uneasy about the long-term risks attached to wartime investment.
What was more, the British persistently failed to understand the ob-
vious advantages of procuring their supplies from the United States, out
of reach of the bombers. In London, under the pressure of immediate
necds, priority was given to the purchase of American machine tools,
in order to produce rapidly, on the spot, and without any loss of
foreign currency, the British armaments that were considered best.

Orders placed in the United States, although they vere a first-class
guarantee of being able to fight on until victory v/as won, immobilized
this machine-tool capacity. They also greatly worried the British
Treasury, which was always anxious about its gold and currency
reserves. In other words, there was some confusion about what means
of defence to choose - confusion that was in marked contrast to the
Government's and the British people's clear and vigorous determina-
tion and will to win. There was a similar contrast between the aims and
the actions of the American Administration. Cleady, the Allied war
machine was slow to gather momentum.

There was one good wa.y of tackling these apparent contradictions;
and that was to state them in simple terms and bring them into the
wide-ranging discussion tl-rat I referred to eadier. That was to be my
main contribution to the war effort during the months that followed
my return to l7ashington. This time I had no difficulty in finding men
who were rcady to listen and to turn into practical decisions the plans
that we worked out together. Some were already old friends; others
were those to vrhom they inroduced me. They belonged to Roose-
velt's circle of advisers. This was a quite informal gtoup, united by
mutual trust. Among the people who played an important role at that
time, I would single out for 6rst mention Felix Frankfurter, the
Supreme Court Justice. Austrian by birth, he had learned English at
the age of twelve and been a brilliant pupil at the Harvard Law School,
where he later taught after practising as a lawyer. He left his matk
on generations of American iurists, many of vrhom wotked with him
in Roosevelt's circle at the time of the New Deal. Now he once again
lent his great authority to thc struggle against totalitadanism. V7e

vrere soon unitcd by d..p friendship as wcll as coulmoo ideals,.and I
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was able to count on his t-ull support. It was Frankfurter, incidentally,
who after Roosevelt's Inaugural ceremony in January, r94r, had passed
on to the President a note from our small daughter Anna, enclosing
ten dimes for the Infantile Paralysis Fund. 'It is very little, but it is all
I have,'she wrote.

Justice Fraflkfurter, cleady, had no ofticial post in the presidential
entourage; but the President's door was open to him whenever he
thought fit. Roosevelt, unlike European statesmen, set no store by
formalities. I myself needed no ofHcial title to go and see him. He
knew very well that I would only do so for good reason, and I
never abused the privilege. Problems of prestige had no place in
l7ashington at that time, where the only concern, essentially, was to
make a workmanlike iob of organizing the war in a country still at
peace. Frankfurter, like the others, was completely disinterested. He
was not seeking any political position, and those people who had
taken official jobs, like Stimson, McCloy, Harriman, and Dean Ache-
son, saw themselves as on active service on behalf of the United States.
Their true career was in the service of law. It was as lawyers that I
had first come to know and respect them - members of that charac-
teristically American profession, in which ability and technical skill
ate carried to the highest degree that I have ever seen. The power and
material advantages that flow ftom it do not detract from its disin-
terested nature. No one who was not disinterested, in fact, would have
given up his lucrative practice and answered the President's call as

these men did.
Stimson had already been Secretary of $Var under a previous Presi-

dent, the Republican l7illiam Howard Taft, thirty years earlier. He
too had been trained at the Harvard Law School. As a lawyer he had
a gre t reputation, and he had neither the temperament nor the
ambition for a political career. Stiff and self-willed, he was said to be a

difficult man; but his energy and enthusiasm as Secretary of War
won him great loyalty. My friend Jack McCloy, who was his Assistant
Secretary, was a 'fighting lawyer' like his chief. Thity years younger
than Stimson, he had the same strong personality, the same integrity,
and the same burning patriotism. But the warmth of his feelings was
more obvious - so much so that he commanded affection as well as
respect. He had had a difficult time as a young man, brought up by his
mother in modest circumstances, and had had to work his way through
law school. His brilliant intelligence made his reputation as a lau/yer,
but his deep humanity led him naturally into public life when he saw
freedom threatened. A Republican like Stimson, McCloy served his
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Democrat President loyally and enthusiastically. It was undoubtedly
the love of freedom that prompted these remarkable men to lend their
careefs and their talents to a cause that was still unpopular, but which
should, and one day they thought would, be that of the whole nation.
Surrounded as he was by such powerful people, Roosevelt neverthe-
less exetcised to the full his presidential function, which was to take
decisions. Even his closest associate, Harry Hopkins, whom I gradually
came to know, never abandoned his role of loyal servant and faitl-rful
executant, however great an influence he came to exert on American
political life and on the course of the war. This, however, was so

exceptional and so striking a case that I shall leturn to it at greater
length later on.

Among these people there was a ceaseless exchange of information
and ideas. We dined together - often at out house in Foxhall Road;
we telephoned each other; we exchanged notes at all hours of the
day or night. Military men joined in our talks: General James H.
Burns, and Lt.-Col. H. S. Aurand, who was somewhat suspected by the
Army on account of his links with this anonymous, informal group
'whose infuence on the White House was well-known. It was there
that I grew accustomed to working on a basis of total trust with
outstanding newspapermen such as Walter Lippman and James
Reston, who could be brought in on the most serious discussions,
where their experience was useful, without ever being tempted to give
away secrets. The secret elements in these talks, in any case, were less

important than the public debate, which helped move men's minds
towards our objective - throwing the weight of American pou/et into
the struggle.

Robert Emmet Sherwood, the playwright and wartime assisant to
Harry Hopkins, described this period in his fine book Rooswclt atd
Holkirt:'One adviset who remained in the background, but who
exerted considerable influence, was the Frenchman, Jean Monnet. He
was no New Dealer. He was, in fact, a coldly calculating businessman
who had seen his own country sufier terrible defeat and Bdain come
close to it because of the refusal or the inability of industrialists and
soldiers to face the facts of toal war. Monnet was the great, single-
minded aposde of all-out production, preaching the doctrine that ten
thousand anks too many are far preferable to one tank too few.'*
If such was the impression I gave and the conviction I held, I must say
that in thc matter of anks we were fat from having such a suqplus at
the end of r94o.
* Sbcrwood, o?, cit.,p. 288.
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Purvis and I explained to London that the Americans would launch
a big enough rearmament prograrnme only if they were strongly
ptessed to do so, and that many people in !flashington were waiting
for this pressure to take the form of precise requests. When it did,
something positive might be done, or it might not, and we should
draw the appropriate conclusions. It was for this purpose that Sir
Walter Layton, Director of Programmes at the British Ministry of
SupplS came to lTashington at the beginning of Octobet with an
impressive list of orders - all the equipment needed for ten new
Btitish divisions, and gooo mote aircraft in addition to the r4,ooo
akeady on ordet. Obviously, Britain could no longer afford the three
billion dollars that she would have to pay for these supplies under the
Cash and Carry law, which was still in force. But we had decided to
turn on its head the argument advanced by the financial experts, who
'wanted needs to be adjusted to match resources. When the needs in
question amounted to the survival of the free wodd, the argument was
absurd. When so much is at stake, resources can always somehow be
found. What mattered was to demonstrate our firm resolve and to
fire men's imaginations with the magnitude of our requests.

This was also the attitude of Lord Beaverbrook, the British Minister
of Aircraft Production, whose dynamism was gtadually overcoming
the doubts of British industry. Beaverbrook was a powerful character
who reigned over a press empire and whose friendship with Churchill
had led to his being appointed, very shtewdly, to important posts in
the I[ar Cabinet. He shated our idea of 'all-out production', as did
Edwin Plowden, Under-Secretary at the same Ministry. Plowden was
a first-rate administrator whom I was often to meet again, both
officially and as a friend. Beavetbrook and Plowden fully supported
Lapon's mission; and it seemed to have succeeded when Roosevelt
announced in Boston on October 1o that he was ready to fulfil
British orders for z6,ooo urcraft, and that he wanted to make the United
Sates 'the greatest air power in the wodd'. Six days later, Roosevelt
was re-elected: isolationism had had its day. Even so, nothing could
be solved overnight. In the absence ofappropriate machinery, the best
will in the wotld ran into obstacles. !7e needed to thange the over-
bureaucratic form of relations between Britain and the United States,
and invent more intirnate and open-handed methods of co-operation.
ft was no longer a time for tough negotiations, such as Layton had
just conducted. I said as much in a letter to Salter, who was Padia-
mentary Secretary to the Ministry of Shipping and io charge of Aoglo-
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American supplies. Its purpose was to prepare my British friends for
the new scale which the war efort was now to assume:

[Our] goal has now been reached in the main, namely: a greater air pro-
gram has bcen launched; orders for an additional ryoo plancs a month
from the end of r94t 

^te 
now being placed, these types to be such as to

serve both USA or England. The basis for a large amount of army
supplies has been established. The USA has agreed to supply the
equipment of tcn divisions to Great Britain, thus integrating British
suPPlies in its own program.. . .

This has been done, but done with slowness and oo a scalc that is yet
too small.. . .

Indeed one of our main troubles since the beginning of this war is that
we 'install'ourselves in certain situations either military or industrial and
are content to 'administer' them as if the wa|was a new normal con-
dition for us to live in, instead of being a catastrophic condition that needs
to be ruthlessly brought to an end with all speed. The Maginot line and
the British supply program planned n rylg for ry42 are bloody examples
ofthis....

This I suggest was in turn caused by the lack ofrealization in London
generally, including the top, that the British producrion was insufEcient
to enable Britain not only to resist but to win the war. . . .

Ttre time has now come to change completely our line of approach and
to treat this country as a partner willing to provide England with all that
shc nceds to 6nish the job. . . .

But I am anxious you should feel deeply'in your bones'as we do our-
selvcs that we are entering a new period ofthe war as far as this country
is concerned. The defence of England is for this people the defencc of
America. They therefore will be willing to do whatever England re-
quires them to do. They will not, however, for the moment go to r*'ar -
in time they may - I personally believe that they will some time next
year, but the Government is going to try not to, and indeed if this war
would be won by Great Britain with all the material help from the USA,
but without its active war participation, then it would be the gteatest
iaternal political triumph F.D.R. could win.

In conclusion, now that the time was ripe I proposed to act as follows:

It is for England to speak, to state clearly what she wants from this
country, and statc it in big terms. . . . The moment has come to face the
President and the Administration with the complete requests of what
England requires to 'win the war'. . . . Thc 'gap', and there will bc a
large one, will havc to be managed by F.D.R. in the way that he chooses.
My bclicf is that if properly handled it may rcsult in USA making to
F.glaod a gift of thc matcrial she nccds, aod thc pcople of this couotry
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would be almost unanimously united behind such a policy - and be
proud of it.*

This letter, dated November r5, r94o, shows the lines of thought
which we were exploring at that time and which led on to the crucial
decisions of r94rl the urgency of solving the financial problem, if
only by subterfuge; the necessity for a general balance-sheet of needs
and resources - and for putting needs fust, which meant a change of
attitude in Britain and a gamble on the chance of mobilizing American
production. All these difficulties v/ere met by a swift succession of
measures, each following naturally from the one before - a sign that
everyone's ideas had matured. First came Lend-Lease, which removed
the financial obstacle. With that out of the way, we could look un-
finchingly at the deficit in our war resources, and sobedy calculate our
real needs by drawing up a new balance-sheet. Once America had been
drawn into the war, new forms of dialogue with Britain were needed:
hence Hopkins's mission to London and the fruitful understanding
that grew up betv'een Roosevelt and Churchill. Finally, and inevitably,
the full weight of the American economy was throv/n into war pro-
duction: the state of emergency enabled normal priorities to be re-
vetsed. The way was clear for the Victory Program, which was to
unleash upon the dictatorships in Europe and Asia the greatest military
pov/er the wodd had ever seen. I worked without stint to help plan
and promote this irresistible process. Its mainspring was simple the
unflagging determination of a group of men united to serve a President
with unheard-of power and responsibility, who in turn could count
on the widest popular suppoft.

u
The arsenal of democracy

At the beginning of December, Roosevelt embarked on the UJ.f
Tsscaloosa fot a two-week cruise in the Caribbean. He took with him
only a few colleagues, and he seemed to be leaving behind him all the
most worrying problems. The worst of these was the British dollar
deficit, which called for urgent and energetic action. All Britain's
liquid assets in the United States had been requisitioned, and her
* Letter to Sir Arthur Saltet dated November tt, rg4oi in English in the original.
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credit would soon be exhausted. The constraints of the Cash and Carty
law, whereby the British could take away only what they could carry
in their own ships and pay for with their own cash, had to be by-
passed by some device which only the President could initiate and
impose. ft was his responsibility: we knew that he was aware of it and
was looking at a number of possible solutions. His indecision alarmed
Churchill, who on December 8 decided to send him an impassioned
letter. A fying-boat took it to Roosevelt's yacht. It was a long, noble,
uncomplaining message, not even appealing for armed intervention
by the United Sates. Instead, Churchill appealed to the corlmon
destiny of two countries frcing a, common danger. Britain would bear
the brunt of the human effort, he said, if America could supply the arms
and aircraft and protect the convoys. 'You may be sure that we shall
prove ourselves ready to sufier and sacrifice to the utmost for the
cause, and that we glory in being its champions. The rest we leave
with confidence to you and to your people, being sure that ways and
means will be found which future generations on both sides of the
Atlantic will approve and admire.'*

Roosevelt was deeply impressed. He read and re-read the letter,
casting about in his mind for the 'ways and means'. The question was
not so much technical as one of psychological presentation: how to
make acceptable to Congress and to American public opinion his firm
decision to give Britain all possible aid without asking anything in
return? The solution he came to u/as Lend-Lease. Like the Marshall
Plan eight years later, it was a simple idea, such as can only result from
exceptional strength and exceptional generosity in a man and a people.
In addition, Roosevelt had a genius for expressing his ideas. It enabled
him, as soon as he was back in Washington, to persuade America to
make a gift by presenting it as the hiring-out of goods that were never
in fact to be returned.

Suppose my neighbour's home catches 6te and I have a length ofgarden
hose four or five hundred fect away. If he can take my garden hosc and
connect it up with his hydraot, I may help him to put out the fire.

Now what do I do ? I don't say to him bcfore that oPeration, 'Neigh-
bour, my garden hosc cost me $r1; you have to Pay me $r5 for it.'

What is the transaction that goes on? I don't want Sr, - I want my
garden hose back after the fire is ovcr.

That orplanation was a stroke of genius: it left a lasting impression
on people's minds, and got off to a good start the great national and
* Churchill, op. cit.,Yol.II, p. ;or.
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Congressional debate on Lend-Lease. As Roosevelt said,

There is absolutely no doubt in the mind of a very overwhelming number
of Americans that the best immediate defence of the United States is the
success of Great Britain defending itself.

I was delighted to hear him condemn out of hand taboos that I had
been attacking for years:

In all history, no major war has ever becn lost through lack of money. . . .
What I am trying to do is eliminate the dollar sign.*

The alliance of the two great democracies was no\il cemented, and
there was nothing to prevent the better endowed of them from using
all its resources to strengthen its more exposed partner. 'The United
States,' I said one evening to a group of friends, 'must become 

^ 
great

arsenal, the arsenal of democtacy.' Felix Ftankfurter interrupted.
'Very good,' he said; 'but promise me not to use that phrase again.'
'!7hy not ?' I asked in astonishment. 'Because I think I can soon find
a very good use for it,' he replied. A few days later, we listened to-
gethff to Roosevelt's famous radio 'Fireside Chat' of December z9:

A nation can have peace with the Nazis only at the price of total sur-
render. . . .

Such a dictated peace would be no peace at all. It would be only another
armistice, Ieading to the most gigantic armament race and the most
devastating trade wars in history. . . .

I7e cannot escape danger, or the fear of danger, by crawling into bed
and pulling the covers over our heads. . . . We must produce arms and
ships with every energy and resource we can command. . . .

'\tr7e must be the great arsenal of democracyf

After our conversation, Frankfurter had gone to the White House to
slip that phrase into the speech, which Hopkins was drafting for the
President. '"Democracy?"' someone objected: 'does that mean that
Russia won't benefit from Lend-Lease?' 'Never mind,' came the
answer: the phrase was too good to be stopped by quibbles.

The first great obstacle was gone: the verbal problem had been
solved. It took three months of legal and political battles to get from
words to deeds. But when words v/ere the public expression of a
President's determination, they amounted to an international pledge,
and they brought action in their train. Roosevelt used the magic of
r Rooscvclt, prcss confercnce of December 16, t94o; Sherwood, op. cll,, p. zz5.
f Shcrwood, o2, cir,, pp. zz44; Edwatd, R. Stettinius, Jt., I-od-Leara (Londoo,
rg4/), p. 69.
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words with great skill. In a wodd where decisions made by a few
people might mean life or death for millions of men and women, his
ipeeches were events, awaited with hope or with dread. Sherwood,
who had helped in the careful drafting of the December z9 Firesidc
Chat, has described how that night the Nazis subiected London to one
of the most violent bombing taids of the war - it devastated the City
and only spared St Paul's by a miracle - in order to drown thc messagc

of hope that the British were hearing from l7ashington. Lcnd-Lease

was a psychological and material turning-point in the wat, as was

illusttated in an unusual way by a story I was told some yeaf,s later. An
American soldier parachuted into Normandy tn 1944 was welcomcd
at a nearby farm-house, and there he was surprised to see a calendar
showing the datc as March tt, r94t, 'You're a bit behind the times,'he
told his hosts. 'We stopped the cdendar,' they answered, 'on the day

we heard on the radio that the United Sates had voted for Lend-
Iease. That day, we knew that Germany had lost the war.' No one
could invent a story like that, and I believe the man who told it me.
Ttrose Normaa farmers set their clocks by the BBC, aod they had
undoubtedly heard Chutchill's words: 'Give us the tools and we will
6nish the job.'

\[e were now in a position to tackle the second great obstacle:
calculating the industrial efiort needed to firm into an arscnd what for
the time being was still only scattered production. To do so, wc had
to set targets, based this time not on available tesources but on needs,

conceived in the broadest terrns and on a scale big enough to over-
whelm the enemy. Such a calculation meant changing people's attitudes
in Briain, but not in the United Sates. There, no one is ever afraid
to think out what is needed before asking whether it be possiblc:
what is needed mast be possible, by defnition. That was whn in a
memotandum written at the end of November, I had listed the
following priorities:

r. Decide the scale of armameots needed;

z. Decide what form they must take;

3. Then, and ooly then, work out how to produce them.

This last point was an industrial problem, and it in no way worded
me. I was not naive enough to believe that Amcrican Potendal was
unlimited; but, knowing the United Sates, I was cerain that a very
great deal of productive capacity was under-used' More imporant
still, I suspected that this energetic nation was capable of creating
aew capacity: all it needed was thc stimulus of a major chdlcnge.
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Logic might have suggested that we should begin by asking industrial-
ists what they felt able to produce; but most of them could not have
told us. They would only be able to do so, I felt sure, if they were
put to the test - committed, that is, by fum orders on a growing
scale. This, of course, would imply transfers of resources and the
limitation of civilian production, for which the President would have
to prepare public opinion.

The question of what atmaments to manufacture v/as stfategic, a
matter for the military to decide. But the 6rst of our three points -
how much to produce - required an overall view which ooly Purvis
and I could provide, because it depended on a balance-sheet of needs
and resources; and if we did not yet have the precise figures, we at
least had the method and the experience that were necessary for digging
them out. I knew that a furthet balance-sheet comparing the combined
strength of Germany, Ialy, and Japan with that of Briain and the
United States would show a considerable deficit. This, I was con-
vinced, would strike the imagination of the American Government
and people, and persuade them to accept the inevitable sacrifice of some
civilian production.

The first st€p was to calculate the deficit. Purvis worked on this in
London until the end of the year. The British were alarmed when they
sav/ the enormous gaps between what they needed to win the war in
the next two years and what they had set themselves as supply targets.
They refused, in fact, to present so negative a balance-sheet - not so
much to avoid alarming the Americans, as for fear that the United
Sates would take it upon itself to 6,ll the gap, and would withhold
raw materials and machine tools from Briain. It was the same old
notion of a finite, zero-sum wodd with limited resources, in which
one ally could be strengthened only at the expense of the ottrer.
So we &ew up the balance-sheet ourselves, and presented it in the
starkest temrs, knowing that the American Administration needed a
shock, and that Roosevelt was only waiting to be spurred on by big
demands. He accepted without hesitation our figure of ten billion
dollars as the amount of aid to be oIfered to Britain up to June 1942.
He knew as well as we did that it could not be attained, at least within
that time-limit - but he was reassured, as it were, by that order of
magnitude. The figure that he 6xed for the Lend-Lease appropriations
was seven billion dollars. In October, Congress voted six billion more.

The very large scale of the new supplies covered by these figures
revealed the full inadequary of the programmes on which Britain had
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previously based her hopes of winning the war. Originally, she had
ordered sixty merchant ships from the United States, to be delivcred
by the end of 1942. Under knd-Lease, these now became tzoo,
and the total tonnage on order inueased from 4oo,ooo to 6m. tons.
Deliveries of aircnft - mainly heavy bombers - wete to be doubled,
to total yo,ooo in the next tv/o yeats. Orders for tanks were also
doubled; orders for machine-guns were quadrupled. rJTe were far
from the'ro,ooo tanks too many' that I was credited with seeking, but
we were now seriously apptoaching the scale of the toal war which the
enemy had forced upon us. What the American decision meant, and
what a demoralizing efiect it had on the Nazis, can readily be under-
stood. In the light of these figures, Churcbill's allusion to 'the most
unselfish and unsordid financial act of. any country in all history' no
longer seems exaggerated.

Even so, we had to recognize that the scales would be dangerously
tilted against us throughout r94r, and that a balance-sheet vras a

measuring instrument, not a cure. I knew from experience that it
took four months to draw up an accurate balance-sheet, two months
to prepare a prograrnme, and a further eighteen months for supplies
to come off the production line. That was why I always seemed to be
in a hurry, and to be hurrying other people. All *y notes at that time
were punctuated by the word 'now', usually underlined. Coundess
human Iives depended on how fast we could go. 'If this gap can be
filled up,' I wrote to Roosevelt at the beginning of January 'the war
may be shortened by a yea{ In fact, most of the new orders were not
met until ry42. The bombers built in the United States in r94r were in
fulfilment of the contracts we had signed at the beginning of the war.
Yesterday's efforts, which might have seemed useless when France
fell, were bearing fruit todan enabling Britain to fight on. fn the same

way, efforts made today would ensure victory tomorrow.
During these months it was very difficrrlt to match British needs

against Amedcan capabilities, and above all to reconcile the attitudes of
two separate civil and military administrations. The experience con-
vinced me that out liaison machinery formerly the British Puchasing
Comrnission and now the British Supply Council, no longer met the
needs of what was becoming a total allians6. True, the American
Government had long taken the precaution of pretending to keep at
arm's length from the Bdtish war effort; and the British, under-
sandably proud, asked only for technical assistance, which our
ofrcials were active and able enough to negotiate. I?hat was surprising,
howevet, was that political telations between the leaders of two
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powers united in so many ways were still ruled by protocol and con-
ducted by occasional correspondence through dipiomatic channels.
churchill had never met Roosevelil he wrote r,im riank and courteous

le_tter9 Shicfr-he always signed in the same strange way, as .Former
Naval Person'. Roosevelt had invented this transparent code name as a
joke, and Churchill used it throughout the war. But beyond this touch
of familiarity there was no personal link between the two men.

_ In.Decemb-er l94g the British Ambassador in Washington, Lord
F4-, suddenly-died. He was a mar of great distinctioi and high
intelligence he had been a vgrI efiective intermediary, and had t.Ga
to esablish growing confidcnce between Rooseveit and churchill.
!7ith his death, both lost a mutual friend. It was then that we learned
that Roosevelt was sending Hopkins to London to look at the situa-
tion on the spot and establish direct contact with the British Govern-
ment. r ra'lized that, by sending his closest associate, Roosevelt was
h 

"{:T 
going !9 London by proxn aad that if the right psychological

conditions could be created Atlantic relations coulJbe-put on i f^,
more satisfactory footing.

- Like everyone in the small wodd of Washington, I had met Hopkins;
but we had not made really personal .orrtait. At that time hL was

_Y"g i" the Vhite House, in a suite which Roosevelt had put at his
disposal. He was_unpaid, and had no official position, having resigned
as Secreary of Commerce on account of ill-health. In fai, he-had
never really occupied that post. For many years now he had been
Roosevelt's most influential adviser: the president had recognized
his exceptional intelligence, integrity, and loyalty in the eady dlays of
the New Deal, when he had been working ai " charity and ielief
official. Hopkins came and went at the white House as his health
permitted. His illness affected only his body: his mind was as vigorous
as evef.

I! *"r_ respected not only because of his privileged position with
the President, but also and above all because his influerrce was good,
disinterested, and discreet. Between him and the president therl was
tnre osmosis of two minds and characters, such as I have rarely seen.
Roosevelt was open, genial, and generous, with a very lively imagina-
tion. Hopkins was reserved, and on the surface .eeinid cold: at tiles,
he had a caustic tongue. He looked fragile; but those who knew him
well found him full of concent-rated, passionate, and unselfish energy.
He and Roosevelt were sufficiently alike to be real friends, Eut
difierent enough for their complemenary characters to be a r.-".Lbl"
driving force at the head ofaffairs.
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Roosevelt habitually talked in general, imprecise terms: Hopkins
turned his words into precise action. The alleged intellectual from the
New Deal was in reality a man of practial orgmization and decision.
At least, that was what he had become in otder to serve the President
he so deeply admired and to whom, in this time of great touble, his
presence was indispensable, day and night. There wete always people,
of course, who criticized the relationship as over-exclusive. Wendell
!7illkie, Roosevelt's unlucky rival for the Presidency, reported him as

saying:

I can undcrstand that you wonder why I need that half-man around me.
But - somc&y you may well be sining here wherc I am now as President.
And when you are, you'll be looking at that door over there and knowing
that practically everybody who walks through it wants something out of
you. You'll learn what a looely iob this is, and you'll discover the need for
somebody like Harry Hopkins who asks for nothing except to serve you.*

To serve, as Hopkins understood it, was to bring to grips with reality
ttre imaginative thoughts of Roosevelt, who was always e-Floting
the most far-reaching ideas. The Oval Office in the White House re-
flected the character of its occupant: it was a miniature maritimc
museum, firll of souvenirs from the far corners of the wodd, of which
Roosevelt had astonishing geographical and political knowledge.
Hopkins, a native of Sioux Gty who had never travelled abroad, was
there to pilot the President's wide-ranging ideas into the administative
channels that he knew so well how to navigate. No one doubted the
authenticity of the orders he gave: everyone knew that he would never
use for his own ends the authority so liberally delegated to him. In
fact, he was the unofficial Chief of Staff of the Ametican Government.

It was in this capacity that the Bdtish Government was prepating
to receive him, and contacts had been arranged with various Ministers
and civil servants in order to give him the fullest information. I was
rather sulprised that at such a critical time Roosevelt's alter ego wN
going on what amounted to a ministerid mission - a task that a
Secretary of State could have undertaken - whereas the real gap in the
Alliance was the lack of direct and consant communication between
the two men at the top. Since it was still too eady for Roosevelt and
Churchill to establish a close personal relationship by meeting publicly,
as both would cleady have liked to do, everfthing pointed to the
need for Hopkins to initiate the transatlantic dialogue without delay.
I remarked on this to Felix Frankfurter.
r Shcrvood, op. cir..pp. z-r.
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'Hopkins will be wasting his time,' I said, 'if he only talks to Bevin
and people at that level. He ought to concentrate on Chuchill.'

'Would you be prepared to tell him that?' Frankfurter asked.
'Of course.'
A few days later, 'Mr Justice' invited us both to his housc, and I

told Hopkins what I thought.
'I've seen how things work in Britain. Believe me, don't look for

authority there except in Churchill. Churchill r'r the rVar Cabinet.
Everything will be simpler if you can establish a close link between
Roosevelt and him.'

Hopkins could not hide his surprise at my insistence on this precise
point, and I realized that he had some prejudice against ChurchilL he
was tired of hearing about the Churchill legend.

On January to, tg4r, he arrived in London and went at once to No
ro Downing Street. 'Frbm this hour,' wrote Churchill in his memoirs,
'began a friendship between us which sailed serenely over all earth-
quakes and convulsions. He was the most faithful and perfect channel
of communication between the President and me.'r As eady as Jmuary
14, he cabled to Roosevelt: 'I am most grateful to you for sending so
remarkable an envoy who enjbys so high a measure of your intimacy
and confidence.'f On the same day, Hopkins u/rote to the President:

Cbwcbill is the gov't, in every seosc of the word - hc conttols the grand
stlategy and often the details.... I ca.not emphasize too strongly that
he is the one and only person over hcrc with whom you need to have a
full mceting of minds.{

Hopkins's mission lasted more than a month. During that time, he
and Churchill had many talks, by day and by night. It was a turning-
point in Anglo-American relations. The two countries' destinies werc
now linked at the highest level of rcsponsibility.

Hopkins was greatly impressed by the stoicism with which his
hosts endured incessant bombing. During his reception at Buckingham
Palace, the Royal Family quiedy went down to the shelter with him to
continue their discussion, which was about the possibility of imminent
invasion by the Nazis. He determined to use all his infuence to increase
American aid to Britain: for him, it was no longer a matter of fgures,
but of human lives to be saved. This experience convinced him that I
had been tclling the tnrth when I had spokcn to him of the British
Government's and people's unconquerable detemrination; and he now
listened to me more attentively. One evening, he asked if he could
come round to our house, and he spent thc evening with thc family.
* Churcbill, op, cit.,p, zr, I lbid,,p. 21. I Shctwood, op. cit.,p. 241.
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Before he left, I asked him:

'Did you want to talk to me about something?'
'No, no,' he answered. 'I just wanted to get to know you a bit

better.' The trust and friendship that grew up between us greatly
helped me in my wotk.

No one in Washington found it strange that I worked at all hours and
in any sphere where I could be useful; and no one worried about
whether I was exceeding the very elastic limits of my role as a member
of the British Supply Council. I put forward ideas: if they were ac-
cepted, so much the better. I have never tried to work in fields outside
my experience - although there are many which I might have been
induced to enter, if I had not always followed the rule of doing only
one thing at a time. It seemed natural to try to convince Churchill,
Roosevelt, and Hopkins personally, in that the most direct way to get
things done was to go through them - as in the case of Viviani,
Millerand, and Clemenceau twenty-five years eadier. I had no in-
hibitions about suggesting to the President's special envoy how he
should act, and I thought less about the risk of annoying him than
about the need to give him good advice. Likewise, to give Roosevelt
ideas for his speeches, and to work over coundess &afts of them, was
in my view neithet incongruous nor poindess, whether the attempts
succeeded ot failed. People knew that I wanted nothing for myself,
and that I vras not looking for a job - which enabled me to be both
insistent and demanding. My efforts were not always successful, and
they rarely succeeded at the 6rst attempt. I was satisfied if there was a
chance of succeedingi and there certainly was. I had further proof of
this from Roosevelt a few days after the'arsenal ofdemocracy'episode.

Although I was not especially consulted as a Frenchman, I was more
readily listened to on European matters than my l7ashington com-
patriots. llhose Frenchmen who were on the side of the Resisance
were comparatively rare in the United States, and were divided by in-
trigues; those who represented Vichy had no credibility. I frequented
neither. I could see, however, that the effort to help Britain, which had
absolute priority, was causing the United Sates.to takc no immediate
interest in the futue of France. I had never given up hope of seeing
the French Empire enter ttre war alongside the Allies, but under the
influence of internal propaganda and general discouragement, the pros-
pect v/as growing fainter every day. For those who wanted to remain
free, Britain was a symbol of hope, but under constant threat. They
needed firm reassurance from the United States.
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At the end of December t94o, I wrote a note to Roosevelt, who
was preparing his annual Message to Congress. 'France,' I wrote,

is now subjected to the gteatest possible pressure by the Germans, who
are relentlessly pursuing their settled policy - namely, obtaining from
France her willing adherence to the new 'European Order'; her giving
up of the North African bases, and of the remainder of her Fleet. So far
the Germans have failed to obtain these results essential to them. P&ain
has refused, supported and probably guided by two forces of resistancc
in France - French public opinion which is more and more opposed to
'co-operation' with Germany, afld Weygand and other authorities in
North Africa who have stated that they will resist any foreign intrusion
iato any part of the French African Empire.

These two forces are of course encouraged by thc British resistaoce,
but in the last analysis they luk to tbc USA for final bop ad gaidata.

What is the attitude of the USA and of President Roosevelt, oot only
towards helping England but towards fuopc as a pbole and, therdore,
tov/ards France, that vital part ofEurope? This is the question that Frcoch
men and nr'omen and General Weygand are surely asking themselves.

Roosevelt's silence on these questions might be misinterpreted. He
was on the point of making a speech for which the whole wodd was
waiting. 'One cannot exaggerate,' I wrote,

the importance of his statements and the repercussions that they will
have not only in this country, but in England, in the countries of the
Axis, and especially in France. . . .

[They] should be completed by a statement of the USA's position
towards what Hitler is now trying to force on Europe - 'the acw toteli-
tarianorder'....

t0Tithout French acquiescencc no 'new' European order can be
created. . . .

Therefore, if, on the occasion of his statement, the President linked
together the security of the USA, the providing of weapons to Great
Britain, and the refusal of the USA to recognizc any 'new Order'
forced on Europe, he would very likely gtlvantze thc forces ofresistaocc
which in France and in Europe are now making it impossible for Hitler
to achieve the first part of his goal.'*

The message of January 6, r94r, known as the declaration of the'four
freedoms', mede a considerable stir. Roosevelt promised rnen a wodd
founded upon four essential human freedoms: freedom of speech and
expressioo, the freedom of every person to worship God in his own
. Max Frccdmarr (cd.), Rmwah and Fra*firtt: Tbcir Cortetpott&nct rgzS-t945,
(London), r97o, pp. 56G8 rcprintr this Mcnoraadum, datcd Dcembcr r8, r94o.
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way, freedom from want, and freedom from fear. 'This kind of
wodd,' he conduded, 'is the very antithesis of the so-called new order
of tyranny which the dictators seek to create with the crash of a bomb.

'To that new order we oppose the greater concePtion - the mord
order.'

The promise was oot merely formal. Roosevelt declared:
'I ask this Congress for authority and for funds sufficient to manu-

facarrc additional munitions and war supplies of many kinds, to be
turned over to those natioas which are now in actual war with aggressor
nations.

'Our most useful and immediate role is to act ns an arsenal for them
as well as for ourselves.'f

Overwhelming supetiority

Not until Mry 26, r94r did Roosevelt bring himself to declare a sate
of 'Unlimited National Emergency'. This put an end to the fiction of
'business as usual' and enabled the Government to impose priorities,
cutting back on production for civilian use. I had known fot a long
timc that this would have to happen if Britain was to be helped while
America's own ddences were made secure. But the real question, in
my view, was a diffcrcnt one; how far should America hcrself take up
arms to help ddcat the enemy? As yet, no one could say; and in the
absence of any such target the military authorities were peacefully
equipping an aflny of two and a half millies men, which was ob-
viously not designed to attack Germany in the European theaue of
war. Myself, I had little doubt that it r94z the United States would be
drawn into the war by the sheer force of events. When that happened,
the miliary authorities would demand supplies which would not be
delivered for sk mooths ot 

^ 
yeut. It was therdotc essential to anti-

cipate the incviable. The sate of Unlimited National Emergency
paved thc way for a great victory Programme. On May 28, McCloy and
I draftcd orders for Stimson to give to all the relevant departments,
with a view to compiling a comprehensive Anglo-American balance-
sheet comparing ou! resources with our estimates of German strength.
. Tbe Pablic Pa?ert ad Ailrcsu oJ Franlelh D. Rurttcll, tg4o Volamc, (Loodon,
r94r), pp. 66E,672.
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In one of the many bodies that Roosevelt had esablished to advise
him, I had come across a brilliant economist who had left the Rocke-
feller Foundation to ofier his services to the Governmeot in prepara-
tion for what he thought was an inevitable war. His name was Stacy
May. He was in the prime of life, a born enthusiast, and he seemed to
me the very man to build the immensc 6di6ss of figures from which
we should have to draw our conclusions. How to persuade the military
authorities to answer our voluminous questionnaires, when the smallest
item was top secret - that was our own secret, and one which I have
used on many other occasions. It is so simple that most people over-
look it the trick is to ask the right questions, and to seek out the good-
will that can always be found somewhere. lU7hat is simple is not usu rlly
easy; and in practice this means taking very great pains. I made that my
business. Stacy May put the figures together, and atrived at a fitst
overall estimate. It seemed quite out of line - except to those who al-
ready suspected that America was still a long way from making the
necessary effort.

These were 'hectic days', as the Americans say. The time for re-
flection was over: action had begun. The Administration's thoughts
had to be concentrated on a single objective - how much must we
produce to overhaul and defeat Germany's material strength by the
end of r94z? I7e should only know the answer when our gigantic
inventory was complete. During the summer, Sacy May went to
London. He came back with a full balance-sheet sixty pages long. It
was one of the most confidential documents ever produced during the
war, and one which would have given enemy spies a complete picture
of what the Allies needed and what they could produce. But since no
secret service at that time paid any atteotion to an inofiensive eco-
nomist, either to kidnap him or to protect him, he carne back alone
at the end of August by the normal route, with his document under his
arm. Vhen it was read in \ffashington, there were some unpleasant
shocks.

Rarely has a balance-sheet come at so opportune a moment or been
so effective as a revelation and a spur to action. When it was realized
that America was producing fewer arms than Britain and Canada, that
she would not catch up with them until the end of. 1942, and that her
weak points were in heavy bombers and tanks, the disappointment u/as
very deep. As I wrote to my friends, 'It is clear that we have not yet
earned the right to call ourselves the atsenal fot the democracies. . . .

The facts disdosed by this balance-sheet cleady demonstrate that our
present effort is proportionate neither to the goal we must set our-
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selves not to our actual or potentid resources.'* In fact, no one could
prcscribe a particular level of production at a time when Allied strategy
itself was uncertain. 'lU7ho, in a year's time, would be fighting whom?
Alteady, Hider's attack on the Soviet Union on June zz had trans-
formed the terms of the problem.

The excesses of the Nazis had reached their culminating point.
They were certain to lose; but no one could say how soon. I gave
Silvia a moment's false hope when I woke her and said: 'We've'riron
the watt' For a second or two, she thought a miracle had happened. I
have never experienced a mfuacle, o! even a fortuitous stroke of good
luck - only circumstances that are propitious or less propitious to
action. In every case, efort is needed: only effort can give cfucum-
stances any signif,cance. The war was won, because great sacrifices
and a lot of hard work had given the Allies, with the USSR now
among them, the chance to control events. In Septembet, Roosevelt
sent Hopkins to see Stalin, who received him like a Head of State.
Hopkins, who had taken over all Lend-kase operations, offered
American aid to the embattled USSR. For the time being, this generous
gesture could not but afiect aid to Briain; but she in turn felt German
pressure slacken now that the Soviet Union was in the war.

The US General Staff had only an approxinate idea of the Red
Army's batde suength; but in this connection I came across en example
of how simple commonsense could sometimes deduce information
that the secret services 6nd it so hatd to obtain. An expert on Soviet
afiafus, Mr Cartcr, said to me one day:

'I can tell you how many tanks the Russians are building.'
'Really? We'd certainly like to know. But what are your sources?'
'That's easy. My secretary, Miss Moore, speaks Russian; and she

reads the economic documents published in Moscow. She's noticed
that the statistics on tractor production have suddenly stopped. It's
obvious: the production lines are now making tanks - at full capacity,
and we can work out how many that means.'

On August 8, r94r, Roosevelt and Churchill met for the first time.
Each came in a naval ship to the meeting-place, in Placentia Bay, off
Newfoundland. Despite the presence of I-ord Beaverbrook, more
impatient than ever, this 'Atlantic Conference' made litde impact on
our production problems. However, the strategic discussions on how
best to defeat Gemrany - there was already serious talk of a 'second
ftont' - gave the officials in charge of the armaments programme
. J. M. Height, Jcan Monut and tbc Openiag of tbe Aaerican Arnnal of DcmoctaE,
Pert II, p. 58.
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something more precise to work on. Here once again we did not have
to look far for the best man to solve the technical problems raised by
questions of policy. One of Sacy May's team, my friend Bob Nathan, a
shaggyJooking force of Nature, was the inventor of the way of cal-
culating national income that became general after the war. He
gathered up the bulky mass of statistics in our balance-sheet and began
by summarizing them on one page. It was all that Roosevelt needed to
know. Armed with these simple and sttiking figures,and in agreement
with General George Marshall, the Ptesident took a crucial decision.
On September zt, tg4t, he gave his official approval to the Victory
Program for the Army and the Navy. This meant an immense
increase in American strengttr and, by implication, a decisive American
impact on the future coutse of the war.

Ihe key decision was taken. Ttre next job was to work out how
great an efiort the United States could make, bearing in mind their
national resources, their financial equilibrium, and the availability
of raw materials. This was a task for whidr the British have a useful
and expressive term - 'feasibility study'. It was the task that fdl to
Bob Nathan in October and November - a gigantic labour that was
essentid if the Ameriqm economy was to b" mobit;-"4 to the full. It
is striking, if aot altogether surprising, to see how a small group of
people, and on occasion only one of them, without official mandate
and without publicity, can have so decisive an infuence on historic
events. We all know that great occasions call forth great qualities; but
these are not always where they are thought to be, or where official
credit is given. In trying to recall the events in which I took part, I
should like to put on record my continuing admiration for those
men, and my gtatitude fot what they did. Their blend of abiliry and
enthusiasm enabled them to take the measure of a situation where
everyone else was baIfled, to invent ingenious machinery which no
one else had thought of, or to act as a link between two incompatible
national systems. Bob Nathan, like Stacy May and Colonel Aurand,
was among their number. Nor can Arthur Purvis ever be adequately
praised fot the part he played in uniting the Allies' war effort. At this
cnrcial moment, alas, he u/as no longer with us. The aircraft bringing
him back from Britain with a copy of the balance'-sheet crashed in
$sstland on August zo, r94t.I remember that he had a premonition
of death, and that the last hurried notes that he made before the crash
were a kind of testament. Tommy Brand, our loyal colleague in Lon-
don, rescued them so that our friead's work might live on. Purvis
had just enough time to complete that work. It ensured, through thc
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British Supply Council, that London and Vashington henceforth
spoke the same language in every sense.

It was in December r94r, in fact, that the British and the Americans
really began to talk about the same things on the basis of the same
facts. The facts left no choice but to make an unprecedented, fully
co-ordinated effort. For the civil and military authorities, there were no
more technical obstacles. On paper, the proiects u/ere ready, and the
Victory Program had been declared feasible. Roosevelt, however,
could not take the initiative of declaring war, and he hesitated to put
the economy on a \*/ar footing. On Decembet 7, rg4r, the attack on
Pead Hatbor put an end to this oppressive indecision. But while it
took so starding a shock and so gtezt a danget to bring America frrlly
into the war, it is fair to ask where the United Sates would have been
if the preparations for immediate action had not been worked out in
advance. !7hile the American people and the rest of'the wodd werc
taken by surprise, we in I7ashington \trete already in a position to givc
the orders that would at once bring into action the great American
arsenal.

Bob Nathan's calculations showed that the Victory Program
might amount to rro billion dollars by the Spring of 1944, and that
the greater part of it could be atained by September 1941. This
would mean doubling the effort so far made. Half the national income
would have to be spent on armaments, instead of a 6fth as at preseng
and civilian consumption would havc to be severely pruned. Gcneral
Marshall's staff translated these figures into the types of munitions to
be produced. Once again, however, I saw that the military were
thinking in defensive terms, and that they had a narrow view of thc
war. Their plans for ry42 tn no way provided for the overwhelming
superiority which was the only way to overcome the enemy's material
strength and morale. On December ro, three days after Pcad Harbor,
I told Roosevelt that in my opinion the munitions programme worked
out by the General Staff could be increased by po/o. I had no diffi-
culty in convincing Beavetbrook, who had come to l7ashington with
Churchiil for talks with Roosevelt and Hopkins at the !7hite House
over Christmas r94r - a meeting known by its code name as the
'Arcadia conference'.

On the basis of what I had told him, Beaverbtook produccd figures
which to the American experts seemed fantastic: 4i,o@ anks in r94z
instead of z;,ooo; z4,ooo fighter urcraft instead of Jooo; three times the
number of anti-ank guns, and so on. Only Roosevelt listened to these
lequests without demur. 'All that's out of the question,' he was told.
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'It's not a matter of what we cilt do, but of what we ,rrrlrt do,' he re-
plied. I recognized in his attitudes and decisions that same philosophy
of action that I myself had acquired from very different experience.
Events were to show that this philosophy, which concentrates on what
is necessary, is more realistic than one that takes account only of what
is possible. On January 6, t942, in his Message to Congress, Roosevelt
announced his ambitious Victory Program to the American people.
'The superiority of the United Nations in munitions and ships,' he
said, 'must be overwhelming - so overwhelming that the Axis nations
can never hope to catch up vdth it.' He made no secret of his military
production targets: 6o,ooo aircraft ofall types in 1942, and rz5,ooo in
tg4r; 4t,ooo tanks in t942, and 7r,ooo it 1941; 8m. tons of shipping -
in short, he had taken the boldest of our suggested 6gures. Nor did
he disguise the implications: 'This production of ours in the United
States must be taised fat above its present levels, even though it will
mean the dislocation of the lives and occupations of millions of our
own people.'* That day, morc than at any other time in my life, I
felt the satisfaction of having contributed to a decision that would
change the course ofevents.

If 'satisfaction', however, implies something satisfactorily accom-
plished, then the word is quite inapproptiate, because there is
always a long way to go between a decision and its implementation. I
knew that Roosevelt had set his sights a litde too high, for psycho-
logical reasons on which we fully agreed. It was now time to justify
his gamble by setting up a permanent organtzatton. In those days there
were no computers, and everything was done by means of a vast
network of consultations involving the Army, the Adrninistration, the
industrialists, and the trade unions. At the cente of the network for
this decisive phase, Roosevelt put the effervescent Donald Nelson, the
rrery protogrpe of the 'all-outer', ot advocate of 'all-out' production.
Nelson and his War Production Board were to form the greatest pro-
ductive apparatus the wodd had ever seen - something for which
the eldedy Bernatd Baruch had long been caliing. He too had re-
membered the lessons of 'Wodd War I.

From then on, with the help of men from the New Deal and laisseX-

fairc industrialists, the United States mobilized their whole economy -
a result that the dictatorship never achieved. The paradox was noted
by Albert Speer, architect of the Nazi war effort. 'One of the most
surprising aspects of this war,' he wrote in his memoirs, 'is that Hider
* I*laod M. Goodtich (ed,), Donmcntt on American Forcign Rclationr, Vol. IV,
lVorld Pcacc Foundation, Boston, ry42, pp. 481.
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wished to spare his own people the privations that Churchill and Roose-
velt imposed without hesitation on theirs.' Speer explains that the
Nazi rdgime was aftaid of losing public support. That is perhaps onc
of the reasons why it failed. I?hat seems to me certain is that Churchill
and Roosevelt won because they appealed, at home and abroad, to a
deep love of freedom that iustified any sacrifice.

A second daughter was born to us in November r94r, and we wanted
her to bear a name that would refect the time of hope in which she
was born. Should it be 'France' or 'Victoire'? rtrfe chose 'Marianne',
which summed up everythi"g - the symbol of the French Republic
that was to be reborn when out country again became free.

Of course, difficulties remained. The American military authorities,
once they had been given an arsenal bigger than they had ever dreamed
of or desired, v/ere not very willing to share its ouput. From my place
on tte British Supply Council, I had to 6ght to secrrre for the defencc
of Great Britain a fait share of what I had helped to obtain for the war
effort as a whole. These tensions reflected the strategic indecision that
lasted throughout 1942, up to and including the choice of Operation
'Torch' - the landings in North Africa. Colonel Aurand, whom his
supetiors thought too sympathetic to our needs, was replaced by a mote
difEcult partner, General Btehon B. Somervell; and there was a lack of
co-ordination between the various British and Ametican bodies con-
cerned with war production. All this brought me back to my constant
preoccupation, which had taken me to London in r9r4 and agair in
r94o, and from there to Washington: thc need to take a common view
of comgron problems, to combine the resources of the Allies, and to
otganize a unified defence efort - in short, to see that we dl waged
and won the same war. Roosevelt and Churchill had just set up the
Combined Chiefs of Saff to deal with stategic questions. It seemed
obvious that there should be a similar organization to deal with the
production of arms, arrcra;ft, aod ships.

When what is needed is also obvious, there is no time to hesitate
or relax. The struggle to establish what came to bc called the Com-
bined Production and Resoutces Board went on until thc beginning of
June. I used the same atguments, and in some cases the same notes,
that had convinced Daladier and Chambedain n r9l9 - and when one
remembers that they referred back to the experience of the Supreme
$Var Couocil of 1916, one can see how little my preoccupation had
changed. Why should it change, if men were still sxking up the same
attitudes and making the same mistakes ? Only circumstances change,
so that the fotms of orgaruzation devised to deal with thcm must be
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different every time. What I proposed to Oliver Lyttelton, Beaver-
brook's successor, and to Hopkins, and what they in turn, after many
vicissitudes, persuaded Chutchill and Roosevelt to accept, was a new
structure, but one that for me at least embodied the same principle. I
think I have akeady said enough on that score; and the present story
would gain nothing from a detailed description of how the Com-
bined Board worked. Nor would there be any point in describing thc
vicissitudes that attended its creation, since they were in no way
difierent from those that had had to be faced in Washington to carry
through any of the initiatives tlrat seemed to me to be needed.

From then on, nothing could stop t-he vast munitions production
machine that so many efforts had set in motion. It is the efiorts that I
have described, because they seem to me to illustrate what a few deter-
mined men can do, together, to unite peoples who are separately
thteatened by the same danger. Even where solidarity is obviously
essential, it still does not come natually. It needs organizaioo.. That
orgarizaion is never complete; but therc is a great difierence, to my
mind, between the time when it is coaceived and esablished - out
of nothing, or out of chaos - and the time when it is ready to be
operated and run. Once the Victory Program had emerged from the
phase of its long, uncertain, and disputed conception, it became a
conrmon task, the uacontested duty of all Americans. I was on the
various committees which supervised its execution, and I had occasion
to intervene aguaet a critical moment towards the end of r94z,when it
became clear that the demands of the US Army were threatening to
encroach on vital supplies for Britain. Our Combined Board was not
powerful enough to counter-balance the infuence of General Somer-
vell, and the British sent Lyttelton to Washington. His mission,
which he performed with great authority, was in response to our appeal.
It had a decisive efiect on the pooling of American and Btitish war
efforts. From then on, thete was total solidarity.

The military situation, which in the first half of the year had gone
against the Allies, began to improve as American production rose
and the vast and heroic Soviet armies regrouped to block Nazi ex-
pansion. Between J*uarry and May, we had had to endure Rommel's
victories in Libya, the suttendet of Singapote, the cadture ofRangoon,
the Gerrran offensive in the Crimea, and the fall of Corregidor. German
submarines wete patrolling not far from the American coast. In June,
the Altes lost 6oo,ooo tons of ships. In August, the Wehrmacht &ew
near to Salingrad. But it had reached the furthest point of its advance.
The tide was about to tum. Then came El Alamein, the North African
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landings, and Guadalcanal.
When the total came to be counted at the end of the war, aitcnft

production had increased from a trickle in ry4o to the astonishing
figure of ,oo,ooo. Once run-down automobile factories had produced
roo,ooo tanks. Shipyards hit by the Depression had built r84,ooo ships.
America's arsenals had manufactrred 2.7m. machine-guns; her blast-
furnaces had made 4rom. tons of steel. Tha;t a country's economy
could have expanded so rapidly in so few months seems obvious only
to those who regard the power of the United States as a fact of Natue.
No doubt, Americans have a natural bent fot organization aod ex-
pansion. But this does not exempt them from the need for effort and
discipline. And their natural gifts become active only when they are

led by energetic and responsible men. I had chosen to live among such

men, and I was lucky enough to be able sometimes to suggest what
they might do.

I therefore feel that they should share the tribute paid by John May-
nard Keynes, who himself played an active part in these affairs as the
British Government's economic adviser. Afterwards, he told his
friend Emmanuel Monick:

When the United States of America entered the war, Roosevelt was Pre-
sented with art ahcraft production programme which all the American
experts thought would require a miracle. Jean Monnet was bold enough
to find it inadequate. . , . The President came to agree with this point of
view. He imposed on the American nation an effort which at 6rst seemed
impossible, but which later was completely futfilled. This crucial de-
cision may well have shortened the war by a whole year.r

r Monick, o2. cit,, p, 67,
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Chapter 8

FRENCHMEN UNITE (ALGIERS ,g+I)

I
A political mission

With the Allied landings in North Africa on November 8, :-942, the
period of Liberation began. Once Roosevelt and Churchill were
assured of a powerful and virtually unlimited armoury, they could
choose from among several bold moves suggested by their stra-
tlSical experts. Public opinion was impatient for direct action against
Germann and the Russians never stopped asking fot a ,second front,
to weaken German pressure on themselves. Finalln during the sum-
mer, it was decided to launch an oblique attack and make French
North Africa the springboard for furthet operations. The plan was
reasonably bold, and it gave the American Army under General
Eisenhower, which bore the brunt of the task, a chance to test its
fighting sftength and organizing ability.

Until the very last moment, the secret had been well kept. For
security reasons, the Americans did not inform the French in London,
whom they regarded as too talkative - which naturally annoyed General
de Gaulle. For the same reason, they kept to a minimum their advance
contacts with the French in North Africa, and even swpdsed some of
the friends on the spot whom for months they had been encouraging
to hope for Allied landings. These friends were well organizea, tfrant<i
to thc vety effective work done in Algiers by Roben Murphy, an
American diplomat who was well versed in French and African affairs.
Murphy was not content merely to observe events: he intervened to
changc their course. He had exceptional knowledge of human nature,
and a remarkable taste for dangerous adventues. Although he had
done everything to make himself master of the situation, and although
he had many active agents, helped by patriotic Frenchmen at every level
of this complex local society - colonials, civil servants, and military
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mcn in the Vichy A*y - his plans were upset at the last'moment, and
the Allies met with greater resistance than they had expected.

The vicissitudes of that operation have so often been described by
those who took part in it, and retold hour by hout by so many his-
torians in more than thirty books, that I shdl not dwell on them my-
self. At the timc, I knew litde more than I read in the Amedcan
newspapers. These, I must san devoted a lot of space to the operation,
in which drama and folklore shared the honours. So much so that
they gave only a confrrsed idea of rather disquieting events. Here wc
were, a month after the Allied landings, and the situation still seemed
hideously equivocal. Civil power was in the hands of Admiral Frangois
Dadan, on the fictitious pretext that he represented 'the captive
Marshal', P6tain; and dthough General Henri Gkaud had been
specially brought from France by Muphy with the agreement of
Roosevelt and Eisenhower, all that he had been able to secure was the
title of Commander-in-Chief of the French forces. The proconsuls
appointed by Vichy had formed an 'Imperial Council': it included
Yves Chatel, the Governor of Algeria; Pierre Boisson, who had given
orders to fire on the Free French; and Chatles Noguts, who had
ordered his troops to resist the Americans. Vichy laws were still in
force; and not only had political prisoners not been released, but new
prisoners had been sent to join them. Dadan, finally, had signed an
advantageous agreement with General Mark Clark, Eisenhower's
Chief of Staff, whereby the French Army was to receive equipment for
eight divisions and nineteen squa&ons, r4oo aircraft, and Sooo tanks.

Reading the dispatches that Roosevelt received from Murphy, his
personal representative in Algiers, McCloy and I were able to form a

rather more accurate idea of the situation than then appeared, and still
appears, in many accounts of it. Tnre, the Vichy administration and
its army remained in power, supported by the Americans whom in
several places, on Vichy orders, they had tried to drive back into the
sea. But we knew Eisenhower too well to suppose that he had acted
without good reason. He was soon to rcveal the exceptional orgaruzng
ability that the new types of warfare required; and already he was
displaying the human and moral qualities that.were to make him a
great statesman. At his level, military commend involved diplomatic
duties which may have made him seem weaker than his fiery sub-
ordinates, men like Mark Clark, Omar Bradley, or George Patton.
It was simply that he had greater responsibilities. The public was not
deceived: people were aware of his magnetism, and they knew that he
was sparing with the lives of his men. His ask in North Africa was
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delicate. The whole wodd was watching this advance-guard of the
Libeation army. Alteady, it had encounteted unexpectid obsacles;
and I must dwell on them for a moment if later eventa, in which I was
involved pcrsonally, are to be understood.

Operation Torch - the North Africa landings - did not involve large
numbers. Only rro,ooo men landed on November 8, covering about
zooo kilometres of coasdine. But 5oo,ooo would haye been n"id"d to
neutralize all the bases in North Africa, including those in Tunisia.
From the start, Tunisia had to be left out, and so the Germans dug in.
At scveral othet places, especially in Morocco, sporadic French re-
sistance seriously worried the Allies. Eisenhower had insufficient
resources either to coflquer or to ocqrpy Algeria and Morocco: his
plan had been for them to provide a friendly base and a reservoir of
men and munitions for the invasion of continental Europe. Political
success was therefore essential to his mission, and he had not concealed
from the President that 'the African operation vras too risky to justify
on purely miliary ground5."i

The policy he was to follow, however, was to be entitely subordinate
to military needs, He had not come to 'liberate' French North Africa:
the problem did not present itself in those terms, in so far as the area
was not, or would no longer be, under German or enemy occupation -
a condition fulfilled in Algeria a few hours after the Allied landings.
Eisenhower had to ensure that no disorders upset his lines of com-
munication and, ideally, that he could count on active support from the
authorities and the local inhabitants. The civil and military authorities
had rallied to the Allied cause - moral judgements were left till later -
and the population, most of which regarded them as legitimate, had
followcd tl'rem with relief in this change of sides. There was no doubt
that all French Notth Africa was 6rmly committing itself to the
struggle against the Nazis. IThether it was as firmly committed to
democracy was another question.

Immersed as he was, without a moment's respite, in the difficult
Tunisian campaign, General Eisenhower could afford to ignore this
motal and political issue. I could not, because what would very soon
be at sake was French unity in the war and, later, in the Liberation.
Every tinre that I have been able to bring men together, I have done
so, as a mattet of course. I am not concerned with pottical calculation
or personal ambition, although I do not criticize them in others: it is
simply that for mc they would be a source of great complications.
t Robcrt Murphy, Diploaat Aaong Varrion (London, Collins), p. 156.
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Experience has taught me, on the conftary, that unity can only bc
achieved by a simple and objective approach. ln ry43, those French-
men who were in a position to fight were embroiled in complicated
quarrels which divided the effort that France had to make to come back
into the war. Allied policy threatened to accentuate the quarrels; and
while I could understand thc immediate practical considerations that
dictated it in this hour of need, my task was to preserve the chances of
bringing together all those who wanted to take part in theit country's
liberation.

uTith the Victory Program pursuing its course, I was convinced
that Germany would be defeated within a matter of months. What was
important now was to look ahead to the moral and material recon-
struction of Europe, for the stability of which a strong and united
Ftance would be essential. On this, I had no reason to susPect the in-
tentions of Roosevelt and Churchill. They had committed themselves
very cleady to French independence once the war vras over - and why
should the Americans have ioined battle if this was not their firm in-
tention ? But it vras obvious that in their concern to win the present
batde they would not necessarily be punctilious about their choice of
temporary allies - and the arrival of Dadan was a major asset to the
miliary, because the French North African army obeyed him. The
Ametican Government accepted this temporary compromise with
many misgivings: on November 17, Roosevelt declared that Dadan
was a 'provisional expedient'. The Americans' democratic concetn for
the future inclined them in a quite opposite direction, and they in-
sisted on not pre-empting in any way the choice that the French people
would eventually make by means of ftee elections. Until then, no one
could clainr to embody French sovereignty ot to exert governmental
authority. To do so would have been to preiudge the will of a people
who had not yet recovered control of their own future.

In December t942, in fact, we had no way of knowing how the
French imagined their future - except that they were waiting for the
Liberation and that the great majority of them were ready to fight
again alongside the Allies wherever they could. I had no other re-
liable information on which to base my thinking; but a simple ap-
proach was preferable to the flood of contradictory intelligence that
was reaching us from France, Britain, and Algetia. It was this simplc
approach that we now tried to work out. Just before Christmas, I
summarized my ideas in a note which I have kept, and which has
alr.ea'dy seen the light in Hopkins's papers.* It both suggested and
I Shcrwood, op. cit,,pp.68o-r.
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teflected Roosevelt's own ideas.
flhe note set out thtee principles. First, the recruiting and cquip-

ping of a large French army in North Africa. This army, under the
command of a general it trusted, Henri Giraud, would form a part of
the Allied forces, and would be at the service of the French Govern-
ment to be set up after the Liberation of France. For the moment, the
fact that it was fighting alongside the Americans, who represented rhe
hope of Liberation, would be a powerftrl psychological asset. The re-
birth of French military power would @pture people's imaginations
and recreate moral unity.

A second principle was to preserve the French people's right to
decide for themselves, when the time came, what Government they
should have. 'No French political authority can exist or be allowed to
attempt to create itself outside of France. . . . The French people as
well as the wodd must receive that solemn assurance.'The 'legitimacy'
claimed by Dadan could not in any circumstaoces be uscd as a basis
fot establishing a French authority in Noah Africa. The P6ain regime,
set up under the pressure of disaster and fear, was not legitimate. As for
de Gaulle, he symbolized the French will to continue the fight against
the Nazis.

This line of argument led natually to a third point: there was no
longer a French Government, but only limited authorities, whose role
was conf,ned to local civil administration, and who would have to
account for themselves to the future French Government. Darlan,
therefore, was not the political leader of overseas France, but the pro-
visional administrator of French interests in those of our territories
that had resumed the struggle. A further conclusion was that the autho-
rity of de Gaulle's London Comrrrittec was limited, and for thc
duration would continue to be lirrited, to the territory of Free
France. Any rivalry for Allied recognition that threatened to develop
between London and Algiers must be discouraged from the sart. The
most urgent priority, in our view, was to give the French the fighting
resources that the 'arsenal of dcmocracy' was producing. This would
strengthen the Liberation army, help merge within it the various
elements of Fighting France, and ensure the presence of ow country
among the victorious Powers.

This approach seemed to me reasonable, and I was able to persuade
Frankfurter and Hopkins to agree with it. On these problems, they
were Roosevelt's most influential advisers: Secretary of State Cordcll
Hull and the Sate Dcpartment as a whole were kept quite outside of
White House policy on France. At that time, of course, I imagincd
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that victory would soon be won, and that this line of policy could be

maintained until the liberation of France, which I thought would
come some time in the following yeatLtter events naturally changed

my mind somewhat, but they did not alter the essentid obiective,
which was to unite the French and ensute that they shared in the
victory. Roosevelt's attitude was more rigid. He stuck to the principle
of local authotities long after it had been superseded by the need to
orgarize for a more protracted struggle.

The memorandum went to the President on December 21, 1942. On
Christmas Day, Dadan was assassinated. Giraud took his place, ap-

pointed by the Imperid Council, which as I have said consisted of the

Vichy proconsuls itill in power; and he assumed the cudous title of
'Civil and Military Commander-in-Chief'. Marcel Peyrouton, Pdtain's
fotmer Minister of the Interior, who had been dismissed by Laval,
had already been summoned back from South America by Dadan to
the post of Governor-General in Algeria. No changes had been made

in ttie administration inherited from Vichy, and there was still the same

ambivalence about the authenticity of orders given in the name of
'the captive Marshal', whose portraits still adorned the walls. Everyone
on the spot seemed happy enough with this ambivdence; and Eisen-
howet had no reason to complain about a state of afiairs that maintained
ordet in the rear of his arduous Tunisian campaign. In the United
States, however, I found that the American newsPaPers were giving
a very diflerent impression. The maintenance of Vichy laws, and in
particular of discrimination against the Jews; the failue to liberate
political prisoners; monarchist intrigues; and the reactionary nature
of the regime itself - all gave rise to violent press campaigns. The
appointment of Peyrouton caused a scandal. I was more than ever
convinced that the authorities on the spot could never become in any

way representative, and I also doubted very much whether they could
long help to maintain law and order. It seemed to me unhealthy to
equip an army that was open to anti-democratic influence, however
ardently it wished to fight for the liberation of Ewope. That army
must not be in the hands of a faction: it was at the service of France,

and all Frenchmen capable of fighting had their.rightful place in it.

Now that the Victory Program had passed the point of no teturn,
I judged that my most useful role would be at the heart of French
afiairs, and I asked Hopkins to send me to Algiers. He spoke to
Roosevelt about this when they were both on their way to meet

Churchill in the Anfa Hotel for the famous Casablanca Conferencc on
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stratcgy in January ry4r. I do not know why on this occasion, con-
tary to his custom, Rooscvelt consulted Cordell Hull; but his telegram
reveals what was on his mind at the timc:

General Giraud arrives herc tomotro\r and Mr Churchill and I havc
arranged that General de Gaullc shall be btought here on Monday. I
fcel sure that the British can be brought around to our point ofview and it
appears that we must get a civilian into the administrative picnrre hete.
Apparently,-Giraud lacks administrative ability and the French army
ofEcers will not recognize de Gaulle's authority. Since there are rro
French civilians readily available in this area, what would be your opinion
of having Jean Monnet come here ? It appears he has kept his skirti clear
of political-entanglements in recent years and my impressiron of him is very
favorable. I believe that Morgenthau knows and irusts Monnet. It had
been my hope that we could avoid political discussions at this time, but I
found on my arrival that American and British newspapers have madc
such a mountain out of tather a small hill that I should not return to'Washington without having achieved settlement of this matter. All well
here and I send you affectionate regards. I am particularly anxious that
the mention of Monnet be kept completely secret as everything will bc
spoiled ifthere is any leak.*

Curiously enough, Hull answered that I was not the sun for the job,
on account of my supposed Gaullist connections, which were alleged
to be 'closer than anyone suspected'. Roosevelt must have ignored
these reservations because, according to Gfuaud, it was at Casablanca
that the President desctibed me to him as 'the man in North America
who bes,t reptesented France and the French spirit'. As soon as Hopkins
returned, he took steps to ensrue that I was sent to Algiers on behatf
of the Munitions Assignment Board, of which he waJthe chaLman.
His letter of accrediation ran as follows:

The questioo of equipping the French troops in North Africa has been
considered at the Casablanca meeting betwcen the President and General
Giraud.

This is a question of the greatest importance to all parties - General
Giraud, the United States, and the British Government, and in which
their interest is commoa. . . .

You will acquaint General Giraud with the situation here, review this
matter with General Eisenhower and General Giraud, and gcnerally givc
through appropriate channcls every assistance to the solution of questions
arising in conoection with the rearmametrt of Freqch forces.t

I Sherwood, op. cit.,pp,678-9,
f Hopkins, Lcttcr to Jcao Moonct, Fcbruery 22, tg4r.
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In redity, sarting from this imFortant and ugent task - Roosevelt
had promiscd Giraud considerable military aid - I knew vcry well
that my mission would necessarily involve the whole political context
of the war in which the French were once more 6ghting.

Republican legaliry

I ldt \trashington on Tuesday, February 4, r94j. Owing to the
dangets of the transatlantic crossing, I had to go the long way round,
via Miami, Georgetown in British Guiana, and Natal in the north-
east corner of.Brazrl, where I spent the whole of Thurbday. On Friday
evening I landed at Dakar in Senegal, French West Africa, and on
Saturday afternoon at Marrakesh in Morocco, arriving in Algiers that
evening. McCloy had teserved an apartment for me on the rue Michelet,
and I moved in right away. My 6rst visit was to General Giraud, whom
I had not yet met. 'I confess, to my great shame,' he wrote about me,
'that I had never heard of him.' About Giraud, I must say, I already
knew all there was to be known: it could be summed up in a few
words. He was tdl, with a clear, blank gaze: he was conscious of his
own prestige as an officer and a heto; he was inllexible on military
matters, and hesiant on everything else. I vennre no judgement on
his intelligence, which was that of a general with long experience of
desert warfare, aad inclined to simplify things. He had shown his
metde by escaping from captivity in both Wodd Wars in order to go on
fighting the enemy. His ooly thought was to rebuild his shaken army,
without changing either its spirit or its suucture. For the rest, he has
described himself with touching candour: 'In matters of politics I was
incredibly incompetent, clumsy, and weak. The cobbler should stick
to his last.' This lack of self-confidence about anything outside army
afiairs made him open to influence, despite his obstinate nature. I
realized at once that where he was obstinate he had to be respected,
and where he was hesitant he could be steered.

Hc had moved into the Surrrmer Palace - or rather, he was camping
out in its Oriental grandeur, attended by a small personal staff which had
come with him by submarine, plus a few other loyalists. Among the
latter was Lt.-Col. de LinarEs, an open and upright man who was
to have vcry good infuencc on his chid. Most of the officers in the

il
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Algerian Army, however, had not welcomed Giraud - and this fact,
which was painful to him, should not be forgotten when trying to
recapture the atmosphere then reigning in North Africa. If Giraud
found it hard to assert his authority over civi.lian and military officials
who blamed him for having deserted Pdtain, it is difficult to see how
de Gaulle could have come in and assumed power with the support
of a handful of more or less clandestine Free French militants. It was
true that at Casablanca he had claimed the tight to do so, but on con-
ditions which he knew could not be met overnight - in particular the
elimination of the Vichyites and the Vichyite spirit. The fictitious re-
conciliation that Roosevelt and Chutchill had imposed on the two
generals in front ofthe photographers had in no way altered the situa-
tion. Things \pere no better when I arrived in Algiers, and I at once
set about looking for ways to oase the deadlock.

Giraud's account of our first meeting, which left him with 'an
unhappy impression', is accurate. I shall not go over it again, pattly
becatrse the substance of it is to be found in statements he made shortly
afterwatds - and what counts is not so much what I said or wrote to
Giraud as what he publicly endorsed. He was a thoroughly honest
man; but if I was unable to alter his personal convictions, I was at least
able to persuade him, in France's interests, to keep them to himself and
give his public bleising to others that were more in line with the demo-
cracies' war aims. He was deaf to any argumeflt based on political
morality, and would accept only the practical considerations I put
to him: that the Americans would lefuse to equip an army with re-
actionary ideas which was supporting a racist regime. To justify his
verbal concessions, he said that if Paris had been worth a Mass, Allied
munitions were certainly urofth a 'progressive' speech.

I negotiated that speech with him, word by word, duting my fitst
two weeks in Algiers. Its pu4>ose, in my view, was far more than iust
to win over American opinion. Irritated as Americans were by the
'Dadan deal' and then the 'Giraud deal', they had virtually no other
choice. In fact, Giraud's speech was both the prologue and the first
act in reuniting the French. Nothing could be done until the spirit of
Vichy was exorcized and the continuity of the Republic reaff,rmed.
The day fixed for the speech was Sunday March l,4, t)43t at a general
meeting of French fami.lies from Alsace and Lorraine. At 6.oo p.m., in
front of ;oo people, but above dl in front of the international press
and the radio microphones of the free woild, carefully forewarned,
Giraud read out what he described with bitter irony as 'the fust demo-
cratic speech I ever made'. He was constantly interrupted by applause.
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It mattered litde whether he believed in what he was saying: the speech
had to be made. As he confessed, it was no easy ask, Until the very
last minute, under the pressure of his own convictions and of his
Algiers advisers, hc wcnt on trying to watet down my text. The notes
with which Linarls and I bombarded him bear this out.

One of these notes, which I have kept, is dated Saturday night,
March rr. By pointing out how much was missing from the version
of the speech that Giraud wanted to make, it showed how great a gap
there was between the spirit of a France conquered and divided and
that of a France reunited and ranged among the victorious Powers.
Behind the disputed words lay a deeper dispute, in which our whole
future was at sake. 'We have reviewed yotu text and compared it
with the one we prepared for you during the evening,' I wrote. 'I am
profoundly convinced that, if France is to get the benefits we all want
from it, your speech must take an unequivocal stand on the essential
points.' The note then set them out:

r. The formation of the Provisional Government is left hazy. There is
no mention of the Laws of thc Republic. It is essential to mention them,
for otherwise there is no legal basis, and the Provisional Government
could be sct up by plebiscite, or assume some other arbitrary form.

z. The text on Vichy legislation is reduced to a statement without any
firm conclusion. There is no dcclaration that such legislation is null and
void, which is cssential.

1. There is no reference to rejcction of the armistice.

4. The French Resistance, a crucial point in the speech, is treated far
too summarily.

1. The appeal to French unity is made on a colonial basis, whereas it
is essential that such an appeal be national. In this connexion, given all
the previous disputes, and the latest memorandum from General de
Gaulle, I consider that you must take a 6rm and unassailable stand -
firm about the fact that you are ready to co-oPerate, and precise about the
fundamcntal principles on which you will do so.

Reading this eleventh-hout criticisrn, one may well wonder how much
Giraud's text still contained of his long-awaited message to the
Alsace-Lorrainers, beyond perhaps a homily to theit faithful litde
colony in Algiers. I had little time; but haste helps those who know
wherc they are going. This was one of the many occasions on which I
was able at the last momeot to substihrte a patiently-worked-out text
for one that an indecisive or careless politician has failed to perfect.
When Giraud got up next morning, he found my note and my draft.
He had no time to do anything but accept it and send it for duplica-
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tion before going to Mass. When he weot on the pladorm that cvening,
General Maurice Bergeret, a former Minister under P6ain, was not in
his appointed place, and before nightfa[ several of Giraud's most
reactionary advisers resigned. The rest were to leave soon afterwards.
The ambiguities that had kept them in power were dispelled. Giraud
declared:

The people of France have not accepted the armistice. The heroes of the
Resistance, those who remained loyal in hard times, tlose whose faith
survived the most desperate hours, express and still express the true
France. Those who died in mortal combat, those who are suffering in
torhrre camps and prisons - they are the advance-guard of the nation.
Tomorrow, in out village streets, alongside the war memorials to those
who fell in battle, men will bow their heads before monuments to mem-
bers of the Maquis, to the saboteurs, the hostages, the deportees, the
heroic multitudes who laid down their lives in the cause of freedom. . . .

From now on there will be only one French Army fighting Nazi
Germann whether from Algeria or from Libya. All France will share with
her allies our victory in the cause for which she has suffered so much. In
this way, France will recovet her place among the victorious Powers. . . .

Disunion is the mark of defeat; union is the sign of victory. This union
must be real and open-hearted. It will gather together not only Frenchmen
in France at present under the enemy yoke, but also those who, like our-
selves, are outside of France. For our country, this is a matter of life or
death.

These few phrases were enough to break the chain of events that had
followed the fall of France, the armistice, and the policy of collabota-
tion. But they would have left the problem of legitimate authority
wholly unsolved if we had not persuaded Giraud, against his will, to
envisage institutional developments that would give the same sense of
pupose to all French men and women engaged in the struggle. I had
never had a moment's doubt about what that struggle meant; but so
long as the physical prerequisites for Liberatiofl vrere not attained, I had
always refused to imagine what France's political future might be
after the war. Civil and miliary supplies ril/ete the priority, fot the
French as for their allies; and until now I had made this my main and
even my sole preoccupation. I do not like - or rather, I am unable - to
concentrate on two problems at once. And when one of them was as

simple and as urgent as the need to win the war, the other - organizing
the peace - had to be put off till tomorrow. Now, however, the situation
had changed. Our armies were being regulady equipped by the Victory
Program, channelled through Lend-Lease. By this time, in the eady
months of, 1941, supplies were no longer a problem, 6sg simply a
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matter of good administration and liaison work. On the other hand,
however, every day brought new and more worrFing evidence of
political confusion about the furure of France. The ensuing dissensions
were dividing ally from ally, Frenchmen from Frenchmen, and the
Allies in general from the French themselves. I tealized that we must
go further than simply stating very general principles, further than I
had imagined when I was in STashington, and further perhaps than
the Allies thought necessary and sufficient for the immediate conduct
of the war.

In trying to cladfy my ideas about the future of France, I had sought
the opinion of eminent men like Chades Ettori, a member of the
Council of State, and Louis Joxe, whom I had persuaded Giraud to
recall from Constantine in Eastern Algeda, where he had exiled him
for 'Gaullist intrigues'. Together, we had induced Giraud to undertake
clear commitrnents, putting a stop to all insinuations and discouraging
all political manoeuvres:

Ihe expression of the French people's sovereignty has beeo interrupted
by the German occupation. It will be resumed only when France is
libetatcd. I give the peoplc of France my most solemn pledge that their
sacred right to determine for themselvcs the choice of their Provisional
Government, under the Laws of the Republic, will be upheld. I promise
that conditions will be established to enable them to make this choice,
without disorders and with liberty restored. I promise that this shall be
done as soon as France is liberated. I am the servant of thc French people;
I am not their commander. Tomorrow, we shall be the servants of the
Provisional Government that they will freely set up. To that Government
wc pledgc oursclves to hand over our Powers.

'I am not their commander': this phrase applied to everyone, including
de Gaulle - not in any polemical spirit, but because at that time
problems of persons had no place in the debate. Tangled as they
werc, such problems would be that much easier to deal with if every-
one recognized a few fundamental rules. Could the whole of France bc
liberated under the hybrid r6gime of a'Civil and Military Commander-
in-Chief'? I thought not. Would de Gaulle's London Committee and
the authorities in Algiers join forces ? I hoped so, and I was going
to work for that end. Meanwhile, we had to draw the logical and legal
conclusions from Giraud's speech. He himself announced the te-
establishment of Municipal Assemblies and General Councils rep-
resenting the electorate. This opened up a constitutional possibility
that was much discussed, although eventually abandoned - that of using
the long-sanding 'Tr6veneuc Law' of February rj, t872. Thc T16-
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veneuc Law laid down that, in the event of a power vacuum, the
Gcnerd Councils should appoint a Provisional Government, whosc
duty it would be to pfepare constituent or legislative elections. But
that was for the future. What seemed to me more ugent was to abolish
the laws against the Jews. That went without saying. Yet I was unable
to budge Gfuaud from his obstinacy over a cnrcial point, the so-called
'Cr6mieux Decree'.

This, also issued in fi7z,had given Jews in North Aftica rights of
citizenship that had not been accorded to Moslems. Vichy had tepealed
it; but by rights it should now have been testored. Giraud refused, on
the pretext that to do so would have meant racial discrimination,
although the real reason was his fear of public disorders. 'I thought I
knew more about North Africa than anyone who had just arrived,' he
wrote later. Perhaps he did; but he certainly knew less about Allied
public opinion, which refused to let such an error pass. It took sevetal
months of pressure and a complete change of political climate before
the Crdmieux Decree was restored. lfith this exception, Giraud's
March r4 speech was everywhere hailed as a major event, as were the
implementing decrees announced that same day: 'Constitutional acts,
laws, and decrees passed after June 22, :,94c., are declared null and
void'; and 'Executive acts shall use the following formulae: "French
Republic" and "In the name of the French people".' In London, de
Gaullc declered: 'The Algiers statements in many respects mark great
progress towards the doctrine of Fighting France.'It was the beginning
of a move towards unity which, despite many difficulties, would never
stop. In Algiers, I had the portraits of Marshal Pdtain removed from
public places. Finding Republican busts to replace them was another
matter: they had all disappeared. After long searches one was dis-
covered, thick with dust. It still stands on the mantel-shelf of my study.

Next day, March r;, Giraud v/rote to General Georges Catroux,
whom de Gaulle had recendy sent to Algiers as his personal rep-
resenatiye:

I was anxious to state publicly ycsterday the principles guiding my action.
So no misunderstanding remains between us, The time has come for all
Frcnchmcn of good will to unite. I am ready to welcome General de
Gaulle in order to give unity practical expression.

The teply from London was immediate:

I have received your message and I count on being able to come to
North Aftica soon.
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All seemed to be going well and quickly; but to believe this was to
misunderstand the nature of the wholly political battle that de Gaulle
was preparing to fight. His objective, which was power, implied ad-
vance calculation. Ambition had taught him to be patient and prudent.
He feared L :uap. 'This unexpected conp de thi,itre, followed by an im-
mediate invitation to confer,' Catroux wrote, 'aroused his mistrust. . . .
He therefore resolved to wait and delay his visit.'

Catroux and I both agreed with de Gaulle's decision, although we
thought his motivation more imaginary than real. If there were mis-
givings, righdy or wrongly, then the time was not yet ripe for a con-
frontation. The two generals had already discovered how incompatible
they were when they had met at Casablanca. 'We must therefore post-
pone problems of persons and first clarify the principles that u/ere in
dispute. What these were we already knew. On the one hand there
was a long memorandum which de Gaulle had sent to Giraud at the
beginning of March; on the other, there was Giraud's speech of March
14. These two documents must fust be reconciled: the men themselves
could come later. There were still serious differences on matters of
substance, even after Giraud's great concession to democratic opinion
in the free wodd. These differences concerned not only de Gaulle or
the inviation to Algiers, as de Gaulle affected to believe. In obtaining
the restoration of Republican liberty and legality, my purpose had not
been merely to satisfy Roosevelt, any more than it had been to make
oveftures to de Gaulle. I was neither fulfilling a particular mission nor
answering a particular memorandum. I was simply acting on my
convictions, in the certainty of thereby prepadng the dimate that
was needed if we were to continue the war and build ttre subsequent
peace. But thete was even more to it than that. My convictions also
made me vigilant against any premature bid for power ard. any fait
acconpli that might be presented at the Liberation, from whichever
quarter it might come.

As far as Giraud was concerned, we had put a stop to any attempt
by his supporters to impose a continued Vichyite tegime or a restora-
tion of the monarchy. But on de Gaulle's side we rrere being asked
to ioin the National Committee in London, enlarged for the purpose
and transformed into a central power with all the attributes of a

Government. True, de Gaulle's memorandum gave firm assurances
about the free expression of popular sovereignty once Liberation u/as
achieved. But it also cleatly stated that de Gaulle intended as soon as

possible to assume the leadership of a Provisional Government, whictr
would negotiate with the Allies and establish itself in France, whcn the
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time came, in order to prepare for elections. I found it hard to accept de
Gaulle's attempt to freeze, in his own interests, a situation thaf was
still fuid, and to politicize an effort at wartime teorganizaaon that had
scarcely begun. His attitude, unfortunately, confrmed Churchill's and
especially Roosevelt's misgivings. To me, quite frankly, their fears
seemed exaggerated. De Gaulle was not by nature a dictator. But hc
was openly a candidate for power; and his impatience and intolerance
seemed to incline him towards certain forms of personal authority.
Slight as the risk might be, it had to be averted in the interests of
France.

Gfuaud's answer, which he sent to de Gaulle on April r, dis-
tinguished between the period preceding the Liberation of France
and that which would follow when the Liberation was complete.
First, a Council made up of representative public figures, including the
governors and commissioners responsible for the administration,
would be placed in charge of areas as they were liberated, in partner-
ship with the Geneml Councils. Then, when the time came, the Council
would hand over its powers to a Provisional Government set up under
the ry72 Trdveneuc Law, which had provided for just this iype of
situation. 'Thus,' said Giraud's memorandum, ,it will be possiEle to
avert the temptation either to seize personal power or to istablish a
revolutionary Government, either of which might be encouraged by
circumstances.' The feat of this never left me. In my mind's eye I
could see France torn apart ot thrown into a state of sullen rebellion.
lVhat would happen when the French people were once more able
to express their will? If there were a power yacuum, with no legitimate
authority, who would say what risks they might run? The nami of the
man who could hold power mattered less to me than whether he
would acquire it legally and wield it democratically. In those eatly
months of 1941, commoo sense, law, and patriotism all seemed to me
to argue for the system of republican authority established in Algeria
now that this French territory had resumed the war effort, and for
that system to be somehow combined with de Gaulle's National
Committee, which itself had sprung from a deeply republican act of
rebellion. Once the Allies landed in France, the Trdveneuc Law or
some better legal instmment could be used to ensure continuity.

To trust in this happening, however, was to ignore the character of
the two rival claimants, who did their level best to thwart attempts to
reconcile tbem. On April zo, Catroux returned from London, bringing
with him de Gaulle's reply. This very skilfully attacked the weak
point in Giraud's position:
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1. Monnet, about five years old, in
Cognac (Monnet Private Collection)

2. Monnet in 7922 (Monnet Private
Collection)

]. Monnet with parents, standing (Monnet Private Collection)
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4. Monnet with parents, sitting (Monnet Private Collection)

5. Monnet, Geneva 1922, League of Nations ( Monnet Private Collection )



6. Monnet and Sylvia, in China in 1929. Monnet was rwenty-two, Sylvia
iust twenty ( Monnet Private Collection )

7. Monnet and Sylvia, 1935, Wakelield, Rhode Island (photo by Under-
wood & Underwood)



8. Am6lie and Andr6, Monnet's cook and maitre d'h6tel for many years (Photo
by N. R. Farbman, Lile Magazine O 1950 Time, Inc. )

9. Monnet, Sylvia, Anna, Marianne at Orly in 1945, returning from the United
States (Photo by M. Rosenthal)
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10. Monnet, Charles de Gaulle, \Winston Churchill, Henri Giraud, Anthony Eden,
etc., Algeria, lune 5, 1943

I 1. Signature of Lend-Lease Agreement, February 28, 1945. Monnet with Bonnet



12. JeanMonnet

lJ. Monnet and family in 1950.
Collection)

Marianne's eighteenth birthday (Monnet Private
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lJ. Monnet and lTalter
Lippmann, Houjarray,
1951 (Photo by Catl
Perutz, Magnum)

16. Monnet and Harold
Macmillan receiving
honorary degrees at
Cambridge, June 1951
(Photo by Christopher
Angeloglou)
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The proposed Council again involves too many confusing elements. A
distinction must be &awn between the central authority and the admini-
strative bodies responsible for carrying out its otdcrs. The governors
cannot beloag to the ccnEal authority: they are subordinate to it. Thc
same principlc must aPPly to ttre Commandct-io-Chicf. It is a basic prin-
ciple of democracy.

De Gaulle stated the problem of Giraud's role in terms of alternatives:

either he could continue to exercise civil authority and give up his
military command, or he could keep his command and acknowledge
obedience to the civil power. De Gaulle was indeed calling for a

'governmental body' in the name of the '6ghting and resistance forces

inside and outside of France', and no longer solely on behalf of thosc
in liberated territory. His attack was sudden and well aimed. Everyone
knew that Giraud was a military man in every fibre of his being' He
would never resign his command. However, eveo if'he had litde
taste for politics, would he - a five-star General - agree to take orders
from the two-star Genetal de Gaulle? r07hen the problem was Put in
those terms, which was how Giraud himself saw it, no solution seemed

possible.
Those on either side who basically wanted to unite the warring

French factions had only one course to follow: to try to bring about a

gradual change, if not in the minds of the two rival leaders, at least in
the context within which they were operating. Dudng the difficult
weeks that followed, Catroux was a great help. Fortunateln he had
enough stars to be listened to with respect by both the other generals.

He was a good general himself, but also a good diplomau he had
needed the qualities of both in his career as a soldier in North Africa
and t}le Far East. De Gaulle made use of his subdety and put up with
his independent ways. In Algiers, he dlowed him to move forward a

little, ready to disown him if he compromised more than necessary.

!7hat was essential, in de Gaulle's eyes, was to avoid anything irre-
parable while skitting the danger of a breach. Catroux, on the other
hand, disliked the pressure to which he was subiected from London,
and asked for more time to negotiate - which made de Gaulle suspect
him of disloyalty. I myself was likewise suspected, for not going to
absurd lengths in support of Giraud, who at times really touched on
the absurd in his theatrical refusal to recognize the realities that were
slipping from his grasp.

All this was happeaing in the strange aunosphere of a city riddled
with intrigue and apparendy devoted to plots. Senseless flrmouts went
the rounds. I had to samp on allegations that I was to be arrested in a
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counter-revolutionary Atmy putsch. At the same time, there was a
constant infux of emissaries from the London Committee, all more or
less official, all more or less secret. Sporadic demonstrations by
Gaullist groups kept people on edge. Eisenhower looked onin amazi-
ment. None of this really interfered with his Tunisian campaign; but
he.was by- no means eager to see crowds rioting while his trtopl were
fighting for theit lives. He let this be known. But he left political
afiaits to the two advisers whom Roosevelt and churchill had stconded
to u/ork fot him.

- I h1v9 already mentioned the 6rst of them, Robert Mqphy. He
knew his way about in all the Algiers factions better than an-yone, as
he did in the world of Vichy and in all the other places where he
carried out his difficult and important missions. He slemed the exact
opposite of a secret agent. Brilliant, friendly, and warm-hearted, with
an expansive Irish temperament, he loyally tried to pedorm his con-
flicting tasks: to suppott Giraud and yet reassure Amirican democrats,
to set up a French authority and yet not allow de Gaulle to take over
the government of France. A time was coming, however, when it
would no longer be possible to reconcile such iontradictions. When
that time came, Murphy swallowed his disappointment and took o{f
for fresh fields of action.

General Eisenhower's other adviser was Harold Macrnillan, one of
Churchill's men, who had been a Conservative Member of padiamcnt
fg1 soqe sixteen years. Better known as a publisher than as a poli-
tician, Macmillan plunged with great assurance into thcse orotic
intrigues, which appealed to his cultivated tastes. I had met him in
London in June t94o, 

^t 
the very moment of the French armistice,

when I had been ananging for French arms orders in the United
States to be transfeffed to Britain. Hc and I were friends; he and
Muqphy were accomplices. At times, they found it hard to follow the
sarne line when churchill and Eden backed de Gaulle rnore than Roose-
velt would have liked. But nothing between us was really secret, as is
shown by the detailed accounts that Murphy and Macmillan have
given of this period, which largely con6rm each other. I7e exchanged
what information we had, and we adjusted our positions in the endless
meetings that were a feature of life in Algiers. Macmillan and I used
to take refuge in Tipasa, a seaside village some 4, miles west along
the coast road. Thete, walking among the Roman ruins near the sea-,
we quietly made plans for the future.

It was in Algeria, too, that I was fortunate enough to meet a,gun a
man whose personality had impressed both Silvia and myself and whom
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we had come to know and like in Washington, where he had gone as a
refugee from the Nazis. Antoine de Saint-ExupCry had a taste for
grandeur and independence that kept him on the margin of organized
endeavour. He was determined to fight in his own instinctive way.
Instinct had led him 6rst to the United States, where he was free to
write again. There, he set out to e.Found to the Americans the values
that all the democracies would have to defend, and the reasons for
their common struggle. He would sometimes join our group, and Silvia
remembers the card tricks that he performed for her and her women
friends while the men were talking in the next room. They would
call us in, and Saint-Exupdry would repeat his mystifring legerdemain
in front of McCloy and Frankfurter, who were completely baffled. Wc
asked him to explain his secret. 'I shall carry it with me to the grave,'
he said. One day, he told us: 'I've come to say goodbye. I'm going to
the front to fight.' \7e knew that the Air Force had turned down, on
account of his age, his application to serve as a fighter pilot. 'You
could be just as useful doing other things,' we said. But his mind was
made up. 'There's no other way. I want a plane, and I'll get one.'
When I met him again in Algiers, he had succeeded in this courageous
plan, and was going off to face his destiny with his eyes open. The
solitary hero who had so many friends disappeared on a solo fight on
July 3 r, ry44. I shall never forget one sentence that he wrote: 'Man's
6nest profession is that of uniting men.'

III
De Gaulle and Giraud

As the Tunisian campaign began to take a favourable turn, Eisenhowcr
saw fewer obiections to de Gaulle's coming to Algiers. At the samc
time, on April zo, 1941,Catronx was authorized to put to Gfuaud a
constructive proposal which seemed to me acceptable. The Central
Council, it was suggested, should have seven nembers chosen by dc
Gaulle and Giraud; it should have collective responsibility; and thc
two generals should take it in turn to preside. In official ceremonies,
Giraud would have precedence. Under pressure from us, the Gvil
and Military Commander-in-Chief finally accepted this proposal. In
fact, we had been expecting some measure of disagreement, and had
been prepared to put up with a few misunderstandings, which wc
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thought would sooner or later be ironed out. It was at this moment
that de Gaulle chose to dranatizein his own way a situation which by
itsclf was developing well.

Gfuaud had written: 'I invite you to come and meet us at Biskra [in
Eastern Algeria] or at Maffakesh so as to put the finishing touches to
our agreement in a peaceful place out of reach of any factitious demon-
strations. . . . From there we can go to Algiers togethcr.' De Gaulle
answered: 'It must be Algiers. That is where we must hold our talks.
You no doubt fear that I shall be welcomed by a mass movement.
But I guarantee that my supporters will abstain from any misplaced
demonstration.' This quarrel delayed de Gaulle's arrival by a further
month. Catroux wrote to him: 'Do you or do you not intend to reach
agreemeot with Giraud? If you do, a favourable climate must be
crcated. If not, say so.' In fact, de Gaulle's real answer was neither
yes nor no, but something else: he already saw a prospect of winning
hands down. Having just received from France the support of the new
National Resistance Committec set up by Jean Moulin, he was con-
vinced that time was on his side. By a subtle alternation of public
atacks and secret negotiations, he could begin to unseat his rival. At
the same time, Giraud was row tempted to break negotiations off.
He had the army under his command; he enjoyed red popularity - he
had just been acclaimed by cowds in Algiers and in newly-liberated
Tunis; and he was assured of American support. Never was the unity
of Frenchmen at war so gravely threatened as in those Spdng days.

We could not allow our two generals to go beyond the point of no
rcturn. After a few weeks, when the situation had developed sufficientln
Macrnillan and I withdrew to Tipasa to draft a new version of a text
that could be accepted by what Roosevelt and Churchill called their
'two prima donnas'. This was Giraud's letter of May 17, which
Catroux and Macmillan took to London in a Flying Fortress made
available by Eisenhower. It maintained the idea of the alternating co-
prcsidency and of collective responsibility. The Executive Committee
was to consist of two membcrs proposed by Gfuaud, and two by de
Gaulle: it in turn was to organize a National Consulative Council and a
Resisance Committec; it was then to appoint the Commissioners.
Giraud's lcttcr went on to reaffirm that the proceduie laid down by thc
TrCveneuc Law should bc followed at thc Libetation. 'We cannot
ignorc the fact that ours is a purely dc facto authority,' Giraud wrote.
'We arc not, and wc czuurot be, the Government of France.'This &aft
made few conccssions to de Gaulle's original objections; but hc
acceptcd it, as we had thought he would. 'There are some debatable
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points" he told us, 'but at 6tst sight I do not believe that we disagree on
anything essential.' In-rea_lity, he regarded the draft 

"r 
ro-.tf,irrg to

be torn to pieces; but he felt stronginough now, and was in eno"ugh
of a hurry,-to prefer to attack fromwithin-. And in fact he was telliig
the truth, for what mattered to him was an inviation to Algiers; and
that he had secured. He arrived 9" yT )o,_194),accompanild among
others by Andrd Philip, Ren€ Massigli, and Gaston paliwski. Gieud
and catroux were waiting at thc airfield - at Boufarik, some twenty
miles south of Algiers. A band played the French national anthem.
'As for the cars,' de Gaulle wrote in his memoirs, .they were French.,*
In my- eyes, de Gaulle stood for the spirit of the Frlnch Resisance
united at last, and overwhelmingly supporting him. His pr"." *ir-i*
deed here, where the authority of thi Frerrch Republic was being
restofed.

,A.t 9.oo on the following morning, June r, the Executive Committee
held its first meeting, in the Lyi€e Fromentin. Both co-presidents
were there, each with his own men. De Gaulle arrived with philip and
Massigli; Giraud with myself a-nd the elderly General Joseph Georges.
catroux was welcomed by both parties. why Generaiceorg.t sn&ta
F: t.f was a mystery that only Churchill could explain, for"it was on
his insistence that his old friend had been brought frlm France. He was
a respected soldier, but a survivor from a defeated General staff. As a
relic of the past, he was more of a burden than an asset to Giraud.
Altogether, there were seven of us around the able. some of those
present undoubtedly saw this as the first cabinet meeting of the new
legitimate Government of France. Those same people, 

"no 
less cer-

tainly, fotesaw profound changes in the present team. But for me this
was not what mattered. ve were merely entering a new phase in the
slow and difficult unification of the French. GrJt p.og.or had been
made; now it must be consolidated. what had becn acf,ieved was the
establishment of the Executive committee, whereby for the first time
the men of London and the men of Algiers wouli be able to speak
with one voice. I had therefore prepared a lery simple plan; thai the
Committee be convened and publicly presented righi a;y as a single
unit, instead of as a body within which negotiations wouli take phle.
The Committee, f thought, should issue an official proclamation.
Then would begin a preliminary period of four or six weiks, to merge
the respective administrations that had hitherto worked ror tt e ciiit
r Charles de Gaulle, Miaoircs de gucrrc, Vol. II, L,taiti (peis, 196Z), p.rz6. The
contrast was with the American vehicles that had met him at the-casablanca con-
fcrcncc four months eadier,
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and Military command in Algiers and for the National committec in
London. It would take at leait as long as that to bring together thc

various officials and work out a common policy' Twelve Commis-

sioners should be appointed (for National Defence, Resistance, the

Interior, Foreign Affiirs, etc.), and consulative bodies set uP' 11 wou]d

then be time t; deal with important and delicate questions such as the

High Command, the unity of the Resistance in.France, and questions of
pa."ro.r, such as appointrnents of governors, military leaders, and so on'

over and over again in my life I have seen ioint-organi'etion.and
action blocked by-questions ofpersons. I have never been able entirely

to avoid such obstacles, or to overcome them. But I have always re-

fused to regard them as preconditions, and I have dwelt on them only

when I halvc been forcid to, after exhausting every possibility of
dealing first with questions of principle and method. This rule, ob-

viousf enough, 
"ppli"t 

in the first inJance to-myself-' Seeking no iob
and no favou"rs, I have ne.ller been embarrassed to ask other people to
be a little unselfish or modest - or, more simply, to be reasonable. In
Algiers, in those early days of June !g41,I tealized that reasonablc-

.r.r, *"r not on the agendi. Thal is why I wanted to give it the benc6t

of time.

It is esscntial I wrote] that matters be discussed calmly _and in a way

ttrat enables ali members of the Executive Committcc to becomc awatc

of the realities of the situation, both in Francc and in North Africa, which

some of them, necessarily, do not know in detail. For this PurPose a

certaio amouni of timc is required. If wc procccd in this way, there is no

doubt that solutions will bsfound which will sccure evcryone's agrcc-

ment, and that when they arc made public thcy will guarantcc sound

administration and rcal political unity.

Giraud more than anyone else had an interest in seeing matte-rs fo{ow
this course. I am sure that I had convinced him on that point; but when

he opened the meeting of the Executive Committee he asked in-
ge.rolosly, 'Has anyoni anything to. say?'-De Gaulle certainly had,

Ind in pienty, beginning with questions of pcrsons' I already knor
his speech: tre-trad"trad nie read it on the previous evening in-the villa,

Lcs'Gjcitrcs (wistaria House), where he had set up his-headquartef.s.

His cliaractei h"d rrot changed since I had seen him in London in
rg4o: it was the same mixture of a practical intelligence that could

oiriy .oor*"nd respect, and a disquieting tendency to ovetste.P the

bounds of common sensc. He was by tutns intimate, using his un-

doubted charm, and distant, impervious to argumeot when carricd
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ayay by patriotic honout or personal pride. I agreed urith his analysis

9f..thinq1, but only up to a-point: beyond that point I could no longer
follow him in his bursts of egocentricity. His ionfict with RoosevElt
and in a lesser degree with thuchill, had become an obsession. Ai
the beginning, he had some justification; but towards the end he was
cleady in the wrong, exaggerating the persecution of which he claimed
to be the victim. And yet he was most often right in his criticism ofGy"{ wlom I myself could not support in every respect.

. De Gaulle was right, for example, on the morning of june r when he
demanded that the men of Vichy - NoguEs, Boissir, ,id p"yrootor, _
be dismissed. He was right, too, in insisting that the military Lommand
must be subordinate to the Government. But this fronal atack on
Giraud's views, as I expected, ran into stone-wall opposition. ,f took
these powers,' retorted the Civil and Miliary Comrnander-in_Chief,
'beca,se they were there for the taking in exceptionar circumstances -which, incidentally, still prevail. to trota btth civil and militarv
9ffice is not at present unconstitutional; and besides, it is not for-
lid{er by the terms of-our written agreement.' The dlbate got stuck
in this groove. Massigli and Catroux were perturbed, and tiey tried
to petsuade the two generals to say that theirideas were fundamentally
the same - an attempt at c_ompromise that was not helped by mutually
conuadictory statements from Andr6 philip and Gencral Georges. i
tried several times to bring the debate back to its starting-point. tiris, I
reminded my colleagues, was the establishment of the dxicutive com-
1nitte9, with no preconditions, but with all its implications, including
the changes that we all wished to see. But for the 

-moment 
it was cleai

that Giraud would not give .way on anything, and that de Gaulle
y"l:d li1 !" give w-ay on everphing. Finally, in exasperation, de
Gaulle- picked up his documeots. Without 

"rroth., 
*ord, h" goj up

and left, s]apming the door behind him. Having provoked the"storm
he wanted, he withdrew to I*s Gllcittes,

. The atmosphere in Algiers was now electric. For two days there was
intense agitation: there were even nrmours of a putsch. All this took
place in the presence of Churchill, who had 

"o-e-rrith 
Anthony Eden,

the British Foreign Secretary for strategic talks. r07hat *", -or", "'Peyrouton afair' had just broken out, 1s a result of obscure ma_
noeuvles by Gaullist_agents, who had persuaded peyrouton to resign as
Governor-General of Algeria - and to place his resignation in the liands
of Genetal de Gaulle. De Gaulle had accepted it, iod had announced
it himself, without a word to General Gitaud, from whom peyrouton
held office. The move was both shrewd and clumsy. But whai did de
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Gaulle care if he annoyed Giraud or alienated catroux ? He was at least

disturbing the ranks of the old administration and displacing the mag-

netic pole- of power. At the same time, the temptations and promises

showited on the North African Army by Free French recruiting
officers were making the climate worse. It was high time to prrt the

whole civil and mitiiary system under a single authority. After furttrer

pressure, the rwo generals agreed to meet a;gajn at the Lycde Fro-

mentin on June 1.
There, right from the start, they clashed over the 'Peyrouton

affait', makiig the atrrosphere as bad as it had been rwo days beforc'

But soon, in agreement with An&C Philip, I made a brief statement:
.At 

a time when unity is about to be forgcd, this discussion has no more

than retrospective interest. I submit that the new Committee should be

establisheilat once.' It was what I should have done at the first meet-

ing. In an instant, the decision was taken' De Gaulle confirmed Mas-

sig"li and Philip as his representatives; _Giraud nominated Georges

arid myself; we all agteed in co-opting Catroux' From that moment,

administtative measuies could be decided on. flhe first was to appoint

catroux commissioner for Moslem Afiairs and Governor-General of
Algeria. The second was to appoint as secretary of the committee

Lo"uis Joxe, whose remarkable ability I had- come to recognize' He

continued to fulfil this role for many years afterwards, under the title
of secretary-General of the Government. The Minutes of the meeting

added:

It has bcen decided to recall Gcneral NoguEs to Algiers as a matter of
urgency. He is to be replaccd as Resident-General in Morocco by M'
C"-U.i.i puaux. After a discussion in which various opinions wcre ex-

pressed on thc subiect of General Bergeret, G- encral de Gaulle proposed to

ihe French Committee of National Liberation that a vote be taken' By

five votes to two, it was decided to retire General Bergeret'*

From that moment it was clear that on most such questions, where the

oest and the future were in conflict, Giraud would be in the minority.
'Thi, firr, vote foreshadowed many others. De Gaulle took the point'

At the end of the meeting he rose to his feet. Going up to Giraud, he

embraced him.

* General Maurice Bergeret, a formet Vichy Minister, was a mcmbct of thc Algicrs
.Imperial Council'. The 'French Committee of National Liberation' was thc formd
title adopted by the'Exccutivc Committcc'.



IV
The French Committee of National Liberation

Under the headline 'A DEcrsrvE DAr FoR FRANcE', the Eclto d'Alger
published our first official communiqud:

The Committee of National Liberation is the ccntral authority of Francc.
It dirccts the French war effort everywhere in all its forms. As a result,
it exerciscs French sovereignty in all tertitories not undcr cnemy control.
It is in charge of the adminisEation and defence of French interests
throughout the world. It assumes responsibility for the territory and the
forces on land, at sea, and in the air that were hitherto under the authority
of the French National Committee or of thc Civil and Military Com-
mande r-in-Chie f.

The Cammittce will hand over its powers to ttre Provisional Govern-
ment that will be established in accordance with the Laws of the Re-
public as soon as the liberation of metropolitan territory makes this
possible, and at the latest on the total Liberation of France,

The Committee solcmnly pledges itself to re-establish all French
liberties, the Laws of the Republic, and the republican r€gime, uttedy
destroying the r€gime of arbitrary and personal power at present imposed
oo the country. The Committee is at thc service of the people of France.
Theit struggle, their resistance, their ordeal, and thcir dcliverance demand
thc union ofall our nation's strength.

This proclamation, dated June 4, 1943, contained many echoes of
Giraud's speech on Match 14. Since then, by'altering the appearance
of the Civil and Military Command'- a process which de Gaulle said
that I had 'inspired'- I had no doubt helped to create conditions for a
peaceful meeting and natural confluence between two currents of
French life which France's misfornrnes had divided and made in-
capable of undersanding onc another. Would anyone have dared to
assert, two and a half months eadier, that this could have been done
without violent clashes and haued? To tell the truth, not all equivo-
cations had been dispelled. The trwo generals continued to disputc
possession of a power that they v/ere not wise enough to share. But at
least the armed forces could gradually be merged - the few but
seasoned fighters of the Free French and the large reotganized con-
tingents from Algetia itself. On the one side were rr,ooo men in
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akeady lcgendary fighting trim; on the other, ,oo,ooo, two-thirds of
them Moslems, eager to continue the war and fresh from their triumphs
in Tunisia. Together, they were to play a vital role in the Italian cam-
paign. Here, in the domain where he excelled, it is only fair to recog-
nize the importance of General Giraud's leadership of an army to
which he had devoted his life. He was in his element in army camps,
not in political councils: indeed, he had become involved in politics
almost against his will. He had agteed to come to North Africa in the
hope of becoming Commander-in-Chief of the Allied expeditionary
force there - a hope that Eisenhower had had to disappoint when they
reached Gibraltar. It was by chance that he had been entrusted with the
civil Government after Dadan's assassination. If his ingrained sense
of hierarchy had not made it unbearable for him, a five-star gcneral, to
take orders from a two-star general only recendy promoted, he would
willingly have confined himself to purely military command. But the
honour of his caste was too much for him: in the end he lost every-
thing because he wanted to concede nothing.

All summer long, his inevitable retreat continued; but so too did
the gradual organization of public authority in France at war. The
seven-man Committee met again on June 5 to decree an increase in its
membership. It was time to fill out the framework that we had pre-
pared, by including people who had proved their worth in London or
Algiers. I was convinced that they would bring no spirit of faction to
their work. I knew that Ren6 Pleven, who had become one of de
Gaulle's close associates, would still be the loyal friend that he had
always been and, incidenally, continued to be in the future. I was sute
that Maurice Couve de Muwille, who had arrived some months ago
from France and who uras carrying out important tasks in Giraud's
administration, would be able to co-operate closely with de Gaulle
and the men from London. The future showed that I was right. My
friend Ren6 Mayer, another of Giraud's nominees, surely had enough
intelligence and character to win de Gaulle's respect and make his
mark on the team that was to rebuild France. Mayer brilliantly ptoved
that he had. As for Henri Bonnet, nominated by de Gaulle, I knew
him well enough from League of Nations days to rcalize how loyally
he would devote himself to our work. Of the other new members of
the Committee I could say little, since I hardly knew Adden Tixier
and An&6 Diethelm, whom de Gaulle had co-opted, or Dr Jules
Abadie, a local dignitary chosen by Gitaud.

The new Committee, then, had fourteen members. Massigli, a
conscientious and hard-working career diplomat, was in charge of
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Foreign Afiairs. Thc imaginative and impulsive Andr6 Philip, whose
untidy appearance contrasted with his remarkably clear diction and
didactic skill, was in charge of the Interior, i.e. intetnal politics. I am
not sure that he ever really controlled the police - and certainly not the
secret services. Of these, Giraud's was no less powerful than de
Gaulle's. Each of them, and sometimes each against the other, played
a maior and disturbing role in Algiers atthat time. Couve de Murville
was put in charge of Finance, Rend Mayer of Transport and Public
Works, Pleven of the Colonies, Diethelm of Economic Affairs, Tixier
of Labour, Abadie of Justice, Henri Bonnet of Infotmation, and f
myself of Armaments and Supplies. Catroux and Geotges were given
the title of Commissioners of State. It was a good, well-balanced
administrative team, in which a consensus could be secured for de-
cisions in the general interest. The line-up was less Machiavellian
than some people have supposed. One of those people was Murphn
who hurried to see Giraud and express astonishment at the way the
General had let himself be deptived of power. On Murphy's reckoning,
de C.aulle had secured a mzjotity on the Committee. Matters v/ere not
as simple as that; but there is no way of prevcnting skilled politicians
from seeing power-struggles everywhere. They tend to look at the
character of men rather than the nature of problems. They are not
always wrong, and Murphy was right - tf., thrt is, one believes the
subsequcnt interpreation that de Craulle gave of his own action: 'In
the certainty that this group was prepared to support me, I embarked
on the next round in the game. But before making my throw, I shook
the dice very hard.'r

Even so, I repeat, matters were not as simple as that. Murphy could
not resist colourful speculations, any more than de Gaulle could resist
6ne phrase-making. My own recollection is that at the time there was
less perspicacity and less cynicism among both players and spectators:
instead, therc was great uncertainty about how to consolidate the
unity that we were beginning to forge. It was then, no doubt, that I
answered Mqphy's reproaches, when he came to see me with Mac-
millan, by saying in efiect '\[e have enough trouble on hand setting
up a complex piece of machinery to unite all Frgnch forces. Diplomatic
telations can be arranged thtough the normal channels by Massigli.'
Murphy drew the coffect conclusion that a new epoch had begun,
but also the uniustifed infetence that I had somehow tipped the scales.

'Monnet thus politely declared French independence,' he wrote.f
I De Gaullc, op. cil.,p. r18.
f Robert Murphy, Diploaut Aaoag Varhrr (London, ry64), p. zz7.
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Myself, I never believed that French independence could be 'declared'.
At that time, as always, I was convhced that it could only be brought
about by the united efiorts of the French. This was what I set out to
achieve, together with those men of whom I have spoken, who for
the most part worked without any ulterior motives to perform the
Committee's asks.

In fact, when de Gaulle'shook the dice very hard', he was counting
on the fact that the vast maiority of those who were responsible for
the war effort in North Africa, and who werc also concerned to pre-
pare for peace, u/ere wise and sensible men. The whole afiairtffas too
serious to be treated as a game of poker dice; and if we constandy
intervened in the discussion, it was not in order to save what either
of the two rivals had at stake, but in order to maintain the role of
common sense. Common sense required that Giraud should cease to
exercise both civil and military power: de Gaulle was right to recall
that in principle these should be sqrarate. But he was wrong to turn a

reminder into a brutal demand, and wrong to press that demand to
the limit by trpng to have Giraud dismissed. I gradually realized that
what de Gaulle found intolerable was not iust the constraint of having
to wotk with Gisud: it was that of wotking with the Committee
itself, which exercised collective tesponsibility and had a certain spirit
of independence. A week aftet the birth of this first Government of
the revived French Republic, the stage was set for a major political
crisis. This was precisely what I had sought to avoid by asking every-
one, on June r, to agree to four or six weeks' d.lry during which
posts could be 6lled and the two commands merged. But a crisis, of
course, was just what de Gaulle wanted for his own ends. On June 9
he withdrew from the Comrnittee, halting its work. It vras the 'empty
chair' tactic, whose only outcome must be either a compromise or a
total break.

Some accommodation was necessary; and de Gaulle understood
this sooner and better than Giraud. He returned to his place on the
Committee without obtaining any satisfaction other than that of having
stired up public opirrion aad given us a great deal of trouble. But
the basic problem remained unsolved, and without fail de Gaulle
raised it again. Giraud, he said, should look after dperations in the
field: he should make war, not policy, which was tho Government's
pretogative. As soon as he left for the field, he would have to leave
the Comrnittee. 'The Committee knows nothing about the North
African Army,' retorted Giraud, 'and the Army trusts only me.' ft was
true *rat he knew the army better than anyone; but for this very
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reason he was too much involved to be able to reform it, and abovc all
to rejuvenate it. With the help of General Alphonse Juin, who was in a
position to speak frankly and effectively to both Giraud and de

Gaulle, we made various acceptable suggestions. But was there any
real need for them now, with the Allies preparing to land in Sicily and a
risk of disrupting French forces in the field ? The American General
Staff obviously thought not. Once again, Eisenhower intervened.

On June 19, he invited Giraud and de Gaulle to see him. 'I pur-
posely came in last and spoke first,' de Gaullc wrote afterwards.*
Eisenhower listened patiently, and was impressed by the General's

dignity and spirit. But his mind was firmly made up.

'We are on the point of launching important military operations,' he
declared, 'and I want there to be no change in the Present otgatiza.
tion of the French command. I shall continue to deal only with the
Commander-in-Chief, General Giraud, who is in charle of all French
uoops and all French means of communication. If not, I'm afraid that
arms deliveries will have to be suspended.'

This might be called Allied pressure: but in reality it was the pres-
sure of facts. Eisenhower had no choice, and the orders he had re-
ceived from Roosevelt and Churchill were fully in line with his duty as

a military commander. It was our job to work out a comPtomise be-
tween the two French generals, who were obliged to wotk together fot
some time to come. The solution we hit upon was a 'Permanent
Military Committee', an idea to which, together with General Blanc, I
put the finishing touches on June zz.

Precarious as it was, this agreement safeguarded what was essential:
the unity of the republican systcm set up in liberated territory, and
the American commitment to equip the French At*y. I had never
ccased to bear in mind this latter point, because as soon as I teached
Algiers I had realized that there were snags, despite the assurances that
Roosevelt had given Giraud at Casablanca. After summit agreements,
it oftcn happcns that pmctical measures are left vague and nothing is
done. In this case, the problems of transportation had been gre tly
undercstimated. Thanks to my direct links with Hopkins and McCloy,
however, I was able to speed up deliveries. The first massive shipment
had arrived on April 13. The next few months saw the arrival of sup-
plies for at least four infantry divisioos, two armouted divisions, and
four ank battalions - a total of more than 4;o,ooo tons of military
equipment, plus a large quantity of civilian supplies. These effofts,
which were vial to France's recovery and hence to her independence,
r Dc Gaullc, o1t, cit., p. r4o,
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werc no less urgent and important than the establishment of power
structures; and I was concerned with both. That was why I had no
faith in hasty solutions or personal preferences. Giraud had a great
achievemeot to his credit: he had rcbuilt 

^n ^tmy 
which, befori he

took it over, had been demoralized and unarmed. No one but he
would have received such substantial aid from the United States.
and this was a fact of which I was obliged to take account.

On the other hand, Giraud was incapable of rejuvenating the army -it had r8y generals - or of eradicating the men of Vichy.lt had been
struggle enough persuading him to dismiss Boisson in July. He had
neither the indination nor the ability to run the large-scaie admini-
stration that we had to prepare for post'rvar France. But de Gaulle
could do just that; and here was another fact of which I had to take
eccount. In the end, things worked out as Ihadhoped-thatis, reason-
ably slowly. The few weeks that I thought the teadjustrnent would take.
passed peacefully enough, despite de Gaulle's eforts to hutry matters
alonq. His spectacular gestures achieved less, in this respect,-than the
mistakes made by his mala&oit competitor. In July, 

-Giraud 
com-

lutted hjs last and biggest error: he left on a long trip to the United
States, Canada, and Britain. Perhaps he hoped that iiwould confirm
his au$onty; but all that it gave him was ransitory glory. He was re-
ceived everywhere as a war hero, and his hosts studiously avoided
t4king politics. _His own few inadvertent political temarks were inept.
FIe was aonazed at the youtl-r, strength, and modernity of the US
Army that was being built up. The lessoos this taught him came too
Iate to_ be applied on his returo. However, he did bring back sub-
santial promises of further supplies for the forces of Frarrce.

In Giraud's absence, the Algiers Committee had established
efficient habits of work. Each of its members had so much to or-
ganize in his own sector that protocol problems seemed to be for-
gotten. This breatrhing-space, however, only made more obvious how
impossible it would be to carry out our duties in the atmosphere of
confusion created by two rival leaders. It was no longer a matter of
deciding who was right and who was wrong, but of fi*ing on a cler-
and effective form of power. Since Giraud had no changeJto propose
and would agree to no diminution of his own role, which he thought
his travels had reinforced, the natural result was that the compromises
ptoposed by de Gaulle began to seem reasonable. They tefi Giraud
with enough appargn! civil authority and enough real military power
f9r him to,accept being hemmed in by a system whose very com-
plexity made it easier to erFel him later on. Cerainln he remained
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co-President and co-signatory of the Committee's decrees, but de
Gaulle chaired the meetings of the National Defence Conrmittec.
There was to be a National Defence Commissioner, General Paul
Louis Legentilhomme; and Giraud was Commander-in-Chief of the
reunified French forces. But he was to exercise his command in the
field: he was no longer a member of the Government.

In reality, these legal niceties escaped him - unless he had decidcd
to ignore them. He still had considerable power, owing to his autho-
rity over the whole army and over those secret services which, so to
speak, were his. He used his power to maintain special relations with
the Allies in the conduct of the war in Italy and Corsica, where he
alone decided on and carried out important miliary operations. But
his very teal successes could not excuse his cavalier behaviour. De
Gaulle took umbrage at the former and was indignant at the latter.
He tesolved to have done with his troublcsome rival. Aided by the
general weariness and by an increased majority of his own intransigent
supporters newly arrived ftom France, de Gaulle struck. On October r,
he persuaded the Committee to vote for the election of a singlc
President to whom the Commandet-in-Chief would be subordinate.
Even so, de Gaulle had to make a second effort before he could rid
himself entirely of Gitaud. He achieved this only in April 1944, long
after I had left Algiers, by a final decree stripping Gitaud of all political
power.

There can be no doubt that this unhaipy sequencc of events deeply
disturbed many consciences, especially in the army, to judge by the
long apologies that the main participants have felt obliged to make.
There has been much talk, understandably, of obedience, honour,
discipline, loyalty, and sacrifice. I respect all these; but I cannot help
thinking that the interests of France might have been better served by a
little more self-efiacement and a litde less Messianic fervour on either
side. In egocentricity, Giraud had nothing to learn from de Gaulle.
Each spoke of himself in the third person. Each believed that he had a
sacred mission. Both were obsessed by the need for France to be
independent; and I can testify that Giraud felt no more committed to
the Americans than de Gaulle to the British. Each exploited the main
Power which seemed likely to bring him, and France, to the top. Ia
fact, the fate of both remained undecided for a long time. If history
finally tipped the balance in favour of General de Gaulle, who was
better able to make and carry out a political plan and to imaginc what
the postwar period would be like, he owed his success in part to power-
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ful support from outside, in the form of Churchill's loyal and stubborn
friendship, as well as to the patient intervention of men of good will in
Algiets.

fhese men have been described as the 'Algiers moderates'. I dis-
like this expression, and I know that several of those concerned have
no recollection of having played a moderating role. However, if
matters remained in flux for months without resort to the ever-present
threat of force, and if they finally matured once the armies had been
uoited and men's ideas had converged, all this was possible only be-
cause we actively assumed our responsibilities. I had come to Algiers
to help reunite the Frcnch - to help them work togethet fot victory
and for the recovery of Ftance. That was my only ambition; and, be-
yond my democratic convictions, I had no other preconceived ideas. I
was bent only on this goal; and since I owed no allegiance to any in-
dividual I did not have to change sides to achieve my pulpose. This
'was very clear to the two Allied observers, Harold Macmillan and
Robert Murphy, who had somewhat divergent reasons for being
satisfed with the way things turned out. No detail escaped them; and
in their fespective memoirs, each in his characteristic manner has
treated the motives and results of my action in a way that I can accept.*

I norv faced a new question. Where could I most usefully continue the
varied but continuous effort that I had been making fot more than
four years ? Forging the weapons of victory was no\r/ the business of
the US lVar Production Board's huge arsenals, which under Donald
Nelson were implementing the Victory Program. Allocating sup-
plies among the Allies was the job of Harry Hopkins and Lend-Lease.
Supervising their delive)ry and deployment in North Africa was the
task of my own Commissariat for Armaments, Supplies, and Recon-
struction. Once again, I found myself facing the problems of admini-
strative routine, which naturally follow the creative phase and ate a
proof of its success. Other people were better able than I was to deal
with these problems, day in, day out - so long as the source did not
dry op. I had the feeling that I ought to go back to the nerve-centre of
the war effort, to consolidate the machinery that would surely bdng
us to the end ofthe war, and to prepare now for the ieconstruction of
France after the Liberation.

On September rt, t94r,I put before the Committee a rearmament

* Murphy, op. cil., pp. zz3-4, 221, zz7-8; Harold Macmillan, Mcmoirt, Vol, II,
Tbc Bkx oJ Vm (I-ondon, Macmillan, 1967), pp. 2g;,-8, ,oo, 1tz, ,17-t9, ,zt,
125, 328-gr, 998.
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balance-sheet whidr showed that Giraud's Casablanca agreements were
being scnrpulously carried out. The deliverics alteady mentioned -
over 4ro,ooo tons of supplies, enough to equip six divisions and sevcral
heavy artillery regiments - wete to be supplemented before thc end
of the year by 6oo,ooo tons, intended fot three infantry divisions, two
armoured divisions, four ank battalions, and three mote heavy
artillery regiments. In a few months' time, our ait force would have 6oo
fighters and bombers. The dlocation of this flood of supplics had
caused immense problems, but these were rrow solved. It was now up
to the arrry, I thought, to deal with matters on the sPot. On September
zo, I asked the Committee to relieve me of my duties in respect of
armaments:

In the present circumstances it is important that I should be able to devote
myself fully to thc problems of civilian supply and immediate aid to Ftancc
together with Postwar reconstnrction. Now that the Liberation of Francc
is approaching, it is vital to takc all necessary stePs to restorc the countty's
supplies, to restart essential industries, and to prepate for the return of
prisoners of war.

I therefote proposed to the Committee that I should go back to the
United States to negotiate for the continuation of existing Plogranrmes
and the initiation of new ones.

Already, large-scde madrinery was being set uP in rtrTashington to
give emergency aid to the liberated countries. This was the United
Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration, UNRRA. As far
as was then possible, estimates had been made of what Prostrated
Europe would need. France's share had to be determined: which was
why the Committee sent me as its plenipotentiary delegate to the
inaugural session of the United Nations on November 9, 1943. Vhat
was at stake was the recovery plan for the whole of France, because

over and above any measures of first aid, I had to lay the foundations
fot bilateral Franco-Ameticao agreements to safeguard our economic
and financial future. \[/e had been concerned with these problems
since the surnmer, in a small informal group based, like so many
others, on friendship and on atachment to a common ideal. The group
included Ren6 Mayer, Robert Marjolin, and Herv6 Alphand. Nu-
merous memoranda produced at that time, in which everyone left the
mark of his imagination, bear witness to an eager and sometimes
prophetic concern for France's futurc and that of the new Europe.

I recognized again in Robcrt Marjolin the lively, sparkling intelli-
gcnce that hed struck mc when I had first met him as a young economist
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in London. It was obvious already that he would be one of the most
gifted minds of his generation. His elegant reasoning gave us clear
solutions, felicitously expressed. Ren€ Mayer brought to our work his
great administrative experience and that remarkable ability to master
technical dossiers which was to underpin his political authority later on.
As yet, his only ambition was to deal effectively with those things for
which he was responsible, but it was easy to surmise that his character
would one day make him want to govern men. Herv6 Alphand was
not only an outstandfurgly brilliant diplomat, a many-sided past-
master of the art of negotiation: he also had the courage to involve
himself in very important proiects for which, without hesitation, he
risked his career. Different as they were, these men were my friends,
and we fell into the habit of working together. At about that time we
were joined by Etienne Hirsch, who already, under his London code-
name of 'Commandant Betnard', had won a reputation for mastering
and simplifring the most complex difficulties. Flis engineer's training
was pardy responsible; but in my opinion it is above all his moral
sffength and legendary calm that help him, as it were, to dissolve
problems that are wrongly called technical, when they are really a
mattff of common sense.

Our plans for the future were based on a knowledge of French
afieirs which grew more confident as men and women of the Resistance,
and politicians summoned to form the Consultative Assembly, con-
tinued to arive in Algiers. From what these courageous men told me,
I realized both the sufierings of occupied France and its potential fot
recovery. I understood more clearly that the vast maiority of the
French people rejected the reality of German domination, and shared
more or less passionately, more or less actively, in the spitit of Resist-
ance. If the organized Resistance was a minority 

^fi^tr, 
I was neither

surprised nor disappointed when I discovered, from the accounts
that they gave us, the strength of character of these leaders of thc
underground army, whom we had snatched from the battlefield to pre-
pare the reorganiztion of France. Most of them dreamed only of
retutning to the dangers of the fray.

Since the Occupation began I had known and admired the story of
those extraordir"ry men and women of the Intelligence Service who
had gone alone into batde to set up, with a few coutageous and for-
gotten Frenchmen, the fust networks of resistance to the Germans. I
knew also of the incredible feats performed by the officers of the secret
army, whom Giraud sent on the most perilous missions, to work of
their own free will in the shadows, hidden for ever from thc public
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gaze. But I- had yet to meet the Resistance in the shape of such extra-
ordinary characters as Henri Frenay, who now 6.o-" our col-
league. I7hat he did, with others, more than others, and on 

" 
p., *irh

the greatest, fills me with admiration. His unshakeable strengtfi and his
open-heartedness survived the adventures that had revealeithem, and
were-never really matched in Ftench politics after the war.

Other men of the Resistance, horiever, found their natutal place
without eflort in the consu.ltative Assembly or on the committee,
whi,ch. more of them joined from Novemb er ry4, onwards. I appreci-
atedth-e good sense and parliamentary e4perilnce of Henri eleuille
and Fdlix Gouin, on whom de Gaulle ielied for his new constiirtional
position. I got to know_Comrnunist leaders, through the powerful
personalities of men like Frangois Billoux andFernanl Greni'er. I was
impressed by their patriotism and their realism. provided that they
were dealtwith deady and directry, I knew that they would help uri-
reserv_edly in the reconstnrction of the country. My approach won'their
confidence, and I was able to bring them ur.f"fiyinto ou, *ork in
Algiers and later in France. No doubt they on ttreir sidc remembered
that, as soon as I had arrived in Algiers, I iad helped to fiU"r"rc .Li_
rades of theirs whom the French adirinisuation had kept ir, 

"orr..rrti"-tion camps since Marshal P6tain,s amristice.

. I left for- l7ashington on November tJ, 1943, on a mission which I
knew would last for rhe rest of the war, since it was in \pashington
that decisions would in due course be taken on the massive aid'pro-
grammes which France so badly needed. But I also had another
mission, to seek moral as well as material support. This was somethins
of which de Gaulle stood in need - Rooiivelt,s ,ecogrritio' of *!
Government. True, the committee of National Libiation had a
Commissioner for Foreign,Affairs, Ren6 Massigli. Since August, hc
Jgd^gioygd recognition of a sort on the prrt Jf several Saies. fhe
usSR had accorded it in fairly broad terms; but Britain and the
United states had used a, deliberatery qua[r6ia phrase .rn" C*-
mittee is _recognized as administering those overseas territories that
acknowledge its authority.' De Gaulli was disquieted by these resei-
vations. on the part of the Allies: he suspected.the Uniied Sates, in
particular, of wishing to nrle the liberated territories in its own way
until the end of the war. He thought that I might have some iri-
fuence on Roosevelt's decision. I wai less cerain. dhshes of character
ate impervious to reason. This one o,as to resist my eforts of per-
suasion for a very long time.
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Chapter 9

PEACE (rg+s)

I
The Provisional Government

After the atmosphere of Algiers, Washington was a tonic. I could see,
too, how much the American outlook oi wodd problems had b;d_
ened in the intervening months. Looking back io for.r, y."i, .*Gi,
when at about the same time of year I hal arrived i" trr" LfiiJ*rriL
the United States was still at peace, I realized how readily i;;rion,
adapt.to change. Four yeats ago, the country had been iather intro-
verted, hesiant to use its qowe1, and uncertain of its r"rporrrilitiJ.r.
Now, the President had imbued it with his own ."fr" ,t.irrgtf,, *Jit
was ready to. take lp any challenge. The most serious of"all, domi-
l"llg everythiag else, was the wai of Liberation. It was the first time
rn hrstory that a nation had faced a truly wodd-wide task. The furthest
points of the globe were linked with \iffashington's underground war
rooms, where it was never either day or nig'ht, and wheie the com-
manding- fig'rr6 61, G"l:rr! Georgi Marsf,al- was the ,y.UJ "fAmerica's calm, methodical energ!. Aheady, the Americans were
lg-t$"g ahead to the challenger oipe.c" andiosnvar reconstruction.Vti9 still in charge of the war efirt, even in its details, Roosevelt
and Hopkins were at t\ samg time pianning a new, postvar wodd.
lJrey had begun to confer with Stalin and M"olotov,ro t.r, than with
churchill and Eden. They held their meetings in out-of-the-way
places, undet heavy security. It was very difficultio air"""., -fr"i tt 

"l,thought about Europe, and about Frarrce. It was more difficult still to
intervene. I recognized that my task would not be easy.

. Although that task w.as my sole preoccupation, in'the eyes of the
American Government it wai only orr. p.oLl..r, among many. In my
new role as an official reprcsentative of France, I hardri .*p.liJ tn^'t
my friends in the Administration wourd give me so much of their
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time, in spite of our two years of very close co-operation' In fact, how-

"r.t, 
I found them iust as open-minded, iust as ready.to listen to. me

and help me: rwe q'uite naturally resumed our working habits^in.a

friendly, famity setting. While I irad been away, they had given Silvia

and the-childrln a grJat deal of moral support. I also discoveredthat,

at Silvia's tequest, J-ack McCloy had arranged protection for me when

American newspapefmen in Algiers had been repo_rting exaggerated

rumours of a putich. As well as being Assistant Secretary 9f-ufT,
McCloy *", ,rt* also Chairman of the Combined Chiefs of Staff's

Civil Afiairs Committee, which had been set up to study the immediate

problems that would follow Allied landings in Europe-' Already.in

ilgi.r, we had made an inventory of what France would need in this

firs't phase, based on the mass of valuable intelligence that had been

smujgled out. Very complex technical affangements wer,e required if
*" i""." not only to pr^*"rrt life in France being totally disrupted

while the fighting continued, but also to ptovide fot public services in

the liberatei "r.ri. 
Th.t. crucial plans were studied very sympatheti-

cally by the American departrnents concerned, to which I was given

liberal access by Hopkins, Stimson, Dean Acheson, and McCloy'- 
-At the same timi, with the help of UNRRA, the Relief and Re-

habilitation Administration, we worked out a plan for the fecon-

struction of liberated France. UNRRA v/as a mar\moth under-

taking, which was to cover all countries laid waste by war-gr$ occupa-

tion.ii prevented a breakdown in supp-lies,--which would inevitably

have caused appalling famine, disease, and political disorder in Europe.

To ensure thai the French people's real needs in that still indefinite

future were known and reiognized was a task for men who were

skilled both in economic foricasting and in negotiation' Alphand,

Hirsch, and their experts performed it admitably' I7hen the.timecame,

thc experience enabled th.n to ake in hand without a hitch the re-

vival lf Frcnch industry after the war. Fearing that the battle to

Iiberate France would be very destructive, and hoping that her three

million prisoners and deportees would rapidly be U:"lgh! home, we

built upin the United States, North Africa, and Britain the latge stocks

that a country of France's size would need for six months - from coal

to woollen bLok.tt, from locomotives to footwear, from medical

supplies to baby-linen. As it turned out, our estimates werc pardy

*t^o^tg, physicai devastation was less catastrophic than.we had im-
agineE, i"d t "-." suffering morg cruel. But at least all due steps had

bien taken to limit our country's plight.
So long .s we were dealiog with concrete problems - which are
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vitd in thc lives of nations and the establishment of peace - I was able
to influence matters and could send good news back to Algiers. But
we soon fell foul of questions like who should do what and at whose
bidding - or, more simply, the muddles that are inevitable in any re-
lationship as complex as that between allies. Agreements negotiated
in Washington on behalf of Algiers had to be carried out in London,
where Hirsch was the contact man; and when Eisenhower moved the
nerve-centre of the war efiort to the I7est I asked for Alphand to be
sent there to use his negotiating skill. Instructions and reports crossed
and sometimes conflicted; now and then, communications were even
cut off altogether by the necessities of war. The civil and military
authorities might thus be dealing with a single problem in three
difierent places, which gave rise to many misunderstandings in the
petiod preceding the Liberation of France. The question of paper
money, with which we grappled for more than six months, is a good
illustration of the difficulties we faced.

I was told when I arrived in Washington that the US Treasury was
preparing special military banknotes, with'Allied Military Command'
printed on them, for use by the expeditionary force in France. Nothing
was planned as yet for civilian currency, although the manufacture of
banknotes took a considerable time. Economically and psychologically,
the large-scale issue of money for use by the occupying forces would
have very serious results. I said as much to General Hillding, who
headed the civil section of the 'Nord Department', as u/ell as to Mor-
genthau. They agreed; and since there was still time, we looked into the
idea of issuing French banknotes marked 'Rdprbliqae fraqaise, Trisor
pillic'*, to be used by the expeditionary force and then to be exchanged
for the French notes issued during the war under German control.
Discussions on this subject went on interminably. We were hoping
that the French Committee of Nationd Liberation would be officially
recognized soon enough to enable the notes to be issued under French
rather thao American auspices. Altetnativel6 if this hope failed to
m teri^hze in time, we hoped that the banknotes would cleady appear
to be of French origin, which would be tantamount to official recog-
nition of the Committee somewhat in advance of the fact. At the
beginning of June, Pierre Mend0s-France, our Finance Comrnissioner,
came to negotiate with Morgenthau. Perhaps he imagined that he had
secured what I had failed to obtain. However that may be, he was
gready surprised a few days later, when the Americans landed with
banknotes bearing a tricolour fag and thc words 'Liberti, Egaliti,

' Frcach Rcpublic, Dcpatrncnt of thc Trcasury.
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Fraterniti', but no mention of any French authority. De Gaulle at once
declared that he would not recognize this 'currency imposed by force'.

We were in the thick of the political problem about which I had been
negotiating, apparendy without success, since my return to Sfiashing-
ton. There was no French currency because, in the eyes of the Allies,
there was no Ftench Government. Roosevelt actually said in a press

confcrence: 'When there is a free French Government, naturally it will
issue money.' But the Committee of National Liberation had just
published a decree proclaiming itself the Provisional Government of
the French Republic. uThy did Roosevelt not see it as the legitimate
authority of France? Vhy did he still resist widesptead pressure to
recognize the Government established in Algiers ? Newspapermen had
alteady questioned him on the point. 'No one,' he had answered, 'not
even the French Committee of National Liberation, can possibly
know what the French people really think. For the United States, the
question remains open.' This, I believe, was his profound conviction,
and it tallied with his democratic principles: the American expeditionary
force would not be allowed to present the French people with a

Government ready-made. It was obvious, too, that he suspected de
Gaulle of not being a good democrat. But Roosevelt's attitude to-
ward any other claimant to French leadership would undoubtedly
have been the same. Haste seemed to him suspect. He was fighting a

war, and he could not fathom why people in Algiers spent so much
time on politics and questions of petsons.

Many of us, howcver, thought that the necessities of war itself made
it urgent to establish and proclaim a legitimate French governmental
authotity as soon as the Allies landed. I had realized, when I arrived in
Washington, that the whole civil and military war effott was con-
centrated on plans for invading continental Europe before very long. I
cettainly did not share de Gaulle's constant anxiety about a possible
seizute of power. But it seemed to me natural that the organization
set up in Algiers, strengthened by its tefusal to capitulate, its pioneering
spirit, and its links with the Resistance and the whole free world,
would eventually be in a position, with Allied help, to take over the
affairs of France which the defeated Government had abandoned.
Daily, we were discussing with the Americans all the practical prob-
lems involved in the Allied landings and the administration of liberated
territory, some of vrhich wete directly concerned with sovereignty,
like the crurency and public services. There was a contrast between this
de facto recognition, at all levels of the administration, and the refusal to
establish a legal relationship at the top. Truc, the diplomatic vacuum
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was not toal; but the supreme rites had not been observed, and thesc
were the only ones that counted in the liturgy of internationd alhirs.
Theoretically, the Allies could deal at will with any other French
authority they chose - except the Vichyite collaborationists, whom they
were stricdy pledged not to approach. In reality, it seemed to me, this
danger had ceased to exist on the day when the Algiers Committee
had begun to act like a government. Eisenhower had no hesitation on
this point, and the French Committee never had a more loyal friend.

Ever since my arrival, I had been trying to establish a working
relationship between the US Administration and the staff of the
French Committee, so as to make perrnanent our existing daily con-
tacts on the vital, concrete questions involved in fighting the war and
preparing the peace. Rather than make a fronal attack on the problem
of diplomatic recognition, which for the moment was insoluble, I be-
lieved that by seeking the maximum conrmon interests, both material
and psychological, it would eventually be possible to create a de facto
situation, which of necessity would soon become de jtrc. In the course
of my life I have known and helped to create a number of such situa-
tions, which to my mind are the most natural way for men to improve
the form their mutual relations ake. When I have failed, it has been
through running into obstacles of doctrine or chatacter - which are
very often linked. In Washington in r944I had to acknowledge such
an obstacle, which took the form of majestic silence on the part of the
ri0hite House in the face of haughty demands made in Algiers. Never-
theless, I continued on the same pragmatic course, since my prime
concern was that the operations to be mounted together on the Euro-
pean mainland should be successful. This in turn required that thc
citizens of libetated ateas in France should be supplied, communica-
tions rcstored, and factories put back in production. International
recognition might come as a bonus, or it might not. I should add that
the lack of formal recognition nerrer preyented me from obtaining
whatever it was reasonable to seek.

On the other hand, everything in politics that depends on symbols
or myths, and on the nccessary principles of strict legality, sulfered
from this lack of diFlomatic recognition - so much so that fresh
storms broke between de Gaulle and the Allies at the time of the
Normandy landings. In view of the colossal gamble now being fought
out on the beaches and battlefields ofFrance, these quarrels we(e heart-
breaking. I utged my friends to intervene as forcefrrlly as they could.
Stimson, McCloy, and Eisenhower pointed out to Roosevelt how
much thc work we u/ere cngaged in together, and the Committee's
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ability to maintain order in France, depended on at least de facto
recognition. Their arguments carried weight. At Churchill's request,
de Gaulle came to l7ashington. He came alone, and he asked me to
return to Algiers during his visit, no doubt to demonstrate that he
had not come to negotiate and that he was in no one's debt. Roosevelt
received him hospitably and showed him every courtesy. But he
accorded him only qualified recognition. Not until October 21, 1944,
'was the Provisional Government acknowledged to be what by now it
had undoubtedly become - the legitimate authority in France.

This, when it came, was not the result of negotiation or recrimina-
tion, but the culmination of practical work. If I managed to help
matters along, it was in so fat as I was able to persuade those who had
all the resowces for victor/, and all the responsibility for taking de-
cisions, that France's fighting forces had been effectively united by
democratic means. To understand America's policy in waftime, one
has to remember that the aims for which that great nation was fighting
and making sactifices were the destruction of dictatorship and the
restoration of freedom in the world. Europe, which had seen its
freedom so appallingly crushed, or had not known how to defend it,
was called upon to offer the strongest guarantees of its return to
democracy. France, in particular, whose Government had betrayed its
allies to collaborate with the totahtarian enemy, was e4pected to adopt
an attitude that reflected her tme traditions. All too often, however,
the Free French seemed to be taken up with factious squabbles and
rivalry fot powet. In the eyes of those to whom he addressed his im-
perious claims, de Gaulle appeared less interested in the conduct of
the war than concerned for his own role afterwards.

To me, this judgement seemed unfounded. The French Committee
was a collective body, more and more open to various political groups:
it had recently been joined by the Communists. Unfortunately, mis-
understandings between de Gaulle and Roosevelt continued long after
the recognition of the Provisional Government. This in itself was
merely a minor episode; but like a recurrent fever it has troubled
Franco-American relations for the past thirty years. Many of the atti-
tudes that we shall observe later would be inexplicable, were it not for
illusions born of wounded pride in a memory ihat never forgot.



II
The shape of the Peece

At the beginning of the summer, I was visited in Foxhall Road by a
reporter from Forttne magazine, John Davenport. 'We want to tell
your story,' he said. 'I've all the timc in the wodd, so lct's begin at thc
beginning.' For the first time, I turned to look back on my past lifc,
and was presented to the magazine's readers as 'M' Jean Monnet of
Cognac'.* I was fifty-six years old; and my career looked variegated
and spasmodic. This disconcerted the auttrors of 'profiles' ot ctrriutk
aitae, who were anxious to Put me in some familiar category: Poli-
tician, businessman, economist, diplomat, etc. I cared little for such

definitions; but I must say that I found the tide which Davenport
gave me rather aPt. Cognac has always been a point of reference in my
refections, which develop slowly, like those of all men from the
Charente, who have a healthy respect for the work of time.

It seemed to me, looking back, that I had always followed the same

line of thought, however varied the circumstances, and no matter
where I was. My sole preoccupation was to unite men, to solve the
problcms that divide them, and to persuade them to see their cornmon
interest. I had not set out with this intention, and it was only a long
time later that I came to any such conclusion. Only then, uged by -y
friends or by newspapermen to explain the point of my work, did I
come to teahze that I have always been &awn towards union, towards
collective action. I cannot say why, excePt that Nature made me that
way.

Now that the war in the Sflest seemed to be leading rapidly to the
Liberation of France and perhaps to the final defeat of the Crerman

Army, I began to realize that circumstances were going to bring me

new tasks. There was no point in wondeting what course my life
would take. There would be many things to change: fust, in the
structure of France, then in the organization of Europe, as economic
and political order was restored with the teturn of peace and the
reclamation of the ruins. If, as I believed, the Provisional Government
proved capable of pteventing anarchy or a Commuoist takeover, there
{ John Davenport, 'M. Jean Monnct of Cognac', Forlunt, Vol. XXX, No. z
(Auguat, r944), pp. rzr-216.
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would soon be a tendency to return to the old order. In that case, the
greatest danger would be that of rebuilding a Europe made up of
sovereign States, each exposed to the facile temptationi of protection-
ism. As I have said, there had been much discusiion of thesi questions
in Alqiers, with Rend Mayer, Alphand, Marjolin, and Hirsch; each of
us had made his contribution to examirring what the National Com-
mittee's European policy might be. Herv6 Alphand had studied how
to establish a European economic union going well beyond a mere
customs union. Rend Mayer had been thinking in terms of an in-
dustrial 'Lotharingia' - a single economic entity in the coal-and-steel
producing areas spanning the French, Geman, and Belgian frontiers.
As for myself, I had already reached the conclusions that have in-
spired my work ever since. In a note vritten for the Committee of
National Liberation in Algiers on August J, r943,I had said:

There will be no peace in Europe if states re+stablish themselves on thc
basis of aational sovereigntn with all that this implies by way of prestige
policies and economic ptotectionism. If the countries-of Euope onic
mo-re protect themselves against each other, it will once more be nicessary
to..build-up vast armies. Some countries, under the futute peace treaty,
will be able to do so; to others it will be forbidden. !7e expericnced suih
discrimination ia r9r9; wc know thc results. Allianccs wili be concluded
between European coun&ics: we know how much they are worth. Social
reforms will be prcvcntcd or dclayed by the pressure of military expcndi-
ture. Europc will be rcborn yet again under ihe shadow offcai.

The countries of Europe arc too small to give their peoples ttre pros-
pcrity that is now attainable and therefore nicessary. they necd wider
markets. . . . To enioy the prosperity and social progress that are essential,
thc.States of Europe must form a federation or a ,European entity, which
will make them a single economic unit. The British, the Americans, aod the
Russians have worlds of their owa into which they can temporarily
withdraw. Fraace is bound up in Europe. She cannot escapc.

I concluded:

The solution of the European problem is all-important to thc life of
France.

The Fortlne interview a year later showed that by now the question of
Gemrany was uppermost in my mind. What I was thinking of .w.as a
slst"m whereby the former Reiclt woald. be sttipped of part of its in-
dustrial potential, so that the coal and steel ieiources-of the Ruhr
could be placed under a European authoriry and used for the benefit
of all the nations involved, including a demilitarized Germany. .But
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this in turn,' Davenport quoted me as saying, 'implies a Europe far
more unified than before the war. Here he would like to see not merely
a "switchboard" association,* but a true yielding of sovereignty by
European nations to some kind of central union - a union that could
cut down tariffs, create L grc t internal Eutopean market and prevent
that race of nationalism "which is the curse of the modern wodd".'
But that was where my certainties stopped. 'Where to begio? And
how far to go ? And could England be brought in' so that Germany did
not once again become preponderant in the European system? All I
knew was that this was what we had to do.

The ptoblem was urgent because, however slowly its solution might
emerge, every decision reached now in the teconstruction of Eutope
had to take account of the future. The unification of Eutope might be
delayed, but the revival of nationalism would not. From now on,
this was my deepest concern. It was not yet precise enough to act
upon; but it was so deeply-rooted that the worry never left me. I
knew that it would come to the surface again as soon as there was an
opportunity for something constructive to be done. Meanwhile, I
could devote myself exclusively to more immediate tasks - to the imple-
mentation of France's supply prograrnmes, which were being held
up by the shortage of ships.

I returned to Paris at the end of September 1944, after an absence of
four years. My heart ached to see how impoverished and exhausted
people were, once the excitements of the Liberation had passed. On
the way to Cognac to be reunited with my mother and sisters, I saw
the extent of the destruction and deterioration in a country whosc
weakness had already impressed me before the war. Throughout the
Occupation, the Germans had requisitioned most of our family house as

billets for their officers. One of them, I learned, could not bear noise
and had forbidden anyone to raise his voice - with thc rcsult that my
mother, who was almost stone-deat had to spend months in a gloomy
silence that no one dared break to talk to her. Her tnanservant Fran-
gois, who had fought courageously in the war of. r9r4, had his own
way of resisting the occupyhg power: when he had to polish the com-
mandant's boots, he put on all his medals. The Qermans had left Cognac
only to fall back on Royan, a few kilometres away; and they were not
&iven out until some months later. People in Cognac, as in most
Ftench towns, were mercilessly paying off old scores. I thought of thc
t Davcnport had quoted Monnet as fcaring that thc Unitcd Nations Orgaoization,
likc thc kaguc of Nations, would 'bc only e "switchboard" through which
netions can communicatc with csch othcr.'
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years of efiort that lay ahead for Frenchmen, who had already endured
so much, if they were to recover and surpass their prewar standatd of
living and re-establish themselves in the q,odd. Th"y would be able
to do so, on condition that they faced the future together. But it was
too soon to prcpare for the future. All our resorrces and all our enet-
gies were going to be absorbed by the continuation of the war and the
stmggle for survival. I realized that I had no choice: at all costs we
must keep up the flow of supplies from overseas. ITithout them, the
economy would founder; in which case anarchy, aheady latent, would
become rife. I went back to l7ashington, where I had left Silvia and
our two daughters, Anna and Marianne.

Since September 9, tg44,I had no longu been a member of the
Ptovisional Government. De Gaulle had teshuffed it to give stronger
representation to the French Resistance. I still had the title of 'Com-
missionet on special assignment', which enabled me to use the services
of the Ftench Supply Council, some five hundred strong, whose job
was to make putchases through the US Government under the pro-
visioas of Irnd-kase. My official mandate was to see that the lrnd-
Lease agreement was implemented and, if necessary, modified or re-
newed. It was therefore a negotiating iob; but in fact I also had to look
after the day-to-day running of the supply progra$lmes, which were
nominally the responsibility of the Financial Attach€, Christian
Valenski. This administrative task was not entirely to my taste; but I
saw it as my duty to complete an assignment which events had pto-
longed well beyond my optimistic forecasts. A further winter of war
lay ahead of us, and ofle that threatened to be particulady hard, owing
to the pressure of military needs on limited tesources and disrupted
communications. I7e were no longer dealing with estimates, as in 1943:
we u/ere facing harsh and immediate realities. The great ports of
Dunkirk, Saint-Nazaire, and La Rochelle were still in enemy hands;
Nantes and Bordeaux were out of reach. What remained of our mer-
chant feet was requisitioned for war. We had fewer than three thousand
locomotives. We had litde coal, no steel, and no prospect of iron ore
fot months ahead.

Fortuaately, I had colleagues whose outstanding technical ability
was qllied to an intimate knowledge of the French and American
adminisuative machines. The active presence of Marjolin in Washing-
ton, Hirsch in London, and Alphand in Paris, guaranteed us anything
tbat could-be obained by the exercise of administrative authority ot
political power. I relied also on the tireless organizing activity of L€on
Kaplan, whom I had been glad to meet again in Washington. He had
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a highly developed sense of teamwork - a quality which is tare, and
also underestimated, because by nature those who possess it are

usually modest. Kaplan was later to play an important part in France's
industrial recovery. Finally, while in Paris I had secured the services of
a young Itsprteur des finances,* F6lix Gaillard, who had been warmly
recommended to me by Emmanuel Monick. For several years, Gaillard
was my cbef de cabinet or chief executive assistant. His intelligence and
his exceptional abiliry to master difficult subjects enabled him to find
brilliant and rapid short cuts. He soon afterwards went into politics,
the only possible outlet for his impatient and exalted ambition. This
team of very able adminisuatots knew how to handle the immediate,
transitional problems. But my real hope was to set them to work on
building the future, when everything would have to be refashioned and
rethought.

Until the eady days of December ry44 we spent most of our time
re-examining with the French authorities the supply programme
drawn up before the landings in France and therefore based in large
measure on mere hlpotheses. On the one hand, there had been less
physical destruction trl-ran we had expected, and industrial capacity had
remained at about 8oo/o of its prewar level. The Germans had re-
treated so rapidly that they had been unable to c:lry off all our stocks.
On the other hand, the paralysis of communications led to unforeseen
shorages - with the result that some imported supplies proved less

useful, while others, which were essential, could not be shipped to
where they were needed. It became clear that the Liberation of France
would not put an end to privations of various kinds. German re-
sistance stiJlened in the Vosges and on the Rhine, and French territory
continued to be the Allies' main Western base. The repatriation of
prisoners and deportees was delayed, and our soldiers and work-
people remained subject to conscription. All out careful calculations
were thrown awry. I went back to Washington with a totally revised
six-months' programme, for which I negotiated with Secretary of
State Edward R. Stettinius on the same basis as the British and Soviet
Lend-Lease agreements - unprecedented forms of unrepayable or low-
interest credit, which Stalin acknowledged as having enabled him to
win the war. In return, France was able to make important contribu-
tions in the form of wotk and services: hence the term 'Mutual Aid',
applied to our agreements of March t3, r94j. These were valid until
July rya(' thcy covered such basic materials as oil, metals, textiles,
r Lit. 'Inspector of 6nancc', in fact onc of the 6lite corps of France's senior civil
lcrvsots, with an economic as well as an adminisuative trainiog.
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phosphates, fats, and railway equipment.
Never had France concluded a foreign agreement on such a scale. The

total value of these consumer and investment goods u/as more than
two-and-a-half billion dollars - virtually a gift for the duration of thc
war. Now, the problem was no longer to secure the supplies, but to
ship them: once again, freight problems had become the main bottle-
neck. In addition to the European theatre of war there was also the
Paci6c, which became the top priority after the German ceasefire. The
paradoxical outcome u/as that the end of the war in Europe created
new difficulties for France.

The capitulation of Japan three months later brought the abrupt
cessation of Lend-kase, which legally lapsed as soon as hostilities
were over. All the aid not already delivered was to be turned into
minimum-interest loans. !7ith peace restored, a new relationship
was to be established between the United States and its allies, and new
negotiations were needed. Even to transfet and liquidate existing
contracts vras a considerable task. Ure v/ete now dealing with the
F'r[rort-Import Bank, with which I later concluded new types of loan
agreement. Our purchasing missions also had to change their methods,

since in future they would be negotiating with private firms instead of
with the US Administration. The necessary reotganization of our staff
led to my taking over the chairmanship of the French Supply Council
at a time when I had counted on completing my American assignment.
This unfortunately delayed my going back to France and starting on
my proiects for the future.

Meanwhile, our job was threefold. First, we had to tackle the im-
mediate problem of preventing the French having a worse winter in
t94t tlrrarn under the Occupation. Secondly, we had to ensure the fow
of supplies up to the end of 1946. Thirdly, we had to lay the founda-
tions of France's longer-term recovery. Altogether, it was a challenging
task; and it was complicated by the fact that we had returned to a

market economy. This gave our purchasing missions more fexibility,
but also greater responsibilities, to which they were no longer ac-
customed. We had both to alter our working methods and to replace
some of our people, reintroducing notions of competition and cost-
efiectiveness that had seemed less important during the war. 1J0e could
no longer meet our needs by drawing on a free and almost inexhaustible
source: instead, everything had to be balanced by exports or paid for in
hard cash. It was true that the United States had not simply cut off all
aid to its allies when the war came to an end: Lend-Lease had im-
mediately been replaced by very generous substitutes. But the new
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contractual relations were based on the supposition that debtors
could meet their obligations by their own efiorts. France had therefore
to set about re-establishing her economic autonomy. So, beyond the
immediate question of supplies for the French, I was concerned to
give them the means with which they could recover their strength
and independence for themselves.

To achieve this, it was essential to rebuild the country's stocks of
raw materials and to replace capital investnrents that had been run
down or destroyed. But I realized that a mere return to prewar pro-
duction levels would be inadequate if the French wete to regain their
position in the modern wodd. Already before the war they had lagged
behind their main competitors; and dudng the Occupation they had
been overtaken by many more. While Fr"rr". had sagnated, th"
belligerents had made imsrense technical progress - not only materially
but psychologically: men's minds had been stimulated by the quest
for novelty and power. In every area there was a lot of leeway to make
up; but the technological gap and the lack of productive ddve seemed
to me thc most serious problems. These were matters on which our
purchasing missions could do nothing to help. Even ways of measuring
and analysing our relative decline were beyond orrr grasp. I met no
one in Paris, with the notable exceptions of Alfred Sauvy and Jean
Fourasti€, who were capable of forming an overall view of the French
economic situation; and even they did not possess the modern
measuring instruments that the Sacy Mays and Bob Nathans of this
wodd used with such skill. One of the latter, Silbermann, was seconded
from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology to iotroduce our
pioneer French planners to the new techniques.

At the same time, I asked a young lawyer friend of mine, George
Ball, to give our team the benefit of his experienced legal and political
advice. I had met George Ball in the Iend-Lease administration; later
he had played an important role in planning the strategic bombing
campaign. Powerfully built, he exuded strength and level-headedness,
like many Americans of his type, whose massive appe,uance matches
their striking command of both physical and intellectual resources.
His wisdom, his boldness in aking decisions, and his loyalty to his
friends gave him great moral authority, even then. But the time had
not yet come for him to aspire to a political role, and his only am-
bition was to do his plesent work well. Better than that, he gave
excellent advice, and I profited gready from his talents as a lawyer,
blending the most concrete practicality with the very broadest
concern for the general interest. For him, the general interest was that
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of the whole Alliance, within which, he thought, a rebuilt and united
Europe would have an essential role to play.

In August t941, de Gaulle came to lfashington on the inviation of
Presidcnt Harry S. Truman. I had not seen him for the past six months,
and I took the opportunify to expound to him my ideas about the
future of France.

'You speak of greatness,' I said; 'but today the French are small.
There will only be greatness when the French ue of z stature to war-
rant it. That is how they are. For this purpose, they must modernizc
themselves - because at the moment they are not modern. They necd
more production and grcater productivity. Materially, thc country
needs to be transformed.'

During the past year, de Gaulle had realized the limits of French
power, and had perforce become aware of economic realities. On thc
previous day he had begun talks about the loan I was to negotiatc
with the Export-Import Bank, which was essential to the continucd
flow of our supplies. I7ould such credits be renewed, and if so for
how long? The United States had lust &opped the atom bomb on
Japan. America's dazzhng prosperity, de Gaulle confessed, had
astonished him since his arrival: his knowledge of this enormous
country had previously been limited and imperfect. He listened to mc
very attentively.

'You are certainly right,'he said. 'But do you really want to try?'
'I don't know what I shall be able to achieve,'I answered; 'but I'll

cerainly do my best.'
The months that followed were taken up with reorganizing thc

French Supply Council, which I was soon able to leave in the rcliable
hands of Ldon Kaplan. Then, when the agreement with the F.xport-
Import Bank was well on the way, I came to the conclusion that I no
longer needed to stay in lfashington. The loan agreement was for
$r rom., ^t ^ 

very low ratc of interest - a little over 1o/o. That would
see the French economy through the winter. But it was urgcndy
necessary to crploit this breathing-space; and that was why, in Novcm-
bcr r94;, I came back to Paris and gathered together our faithful
team. We madc out hcadquarters in a suite of rooms at the Hotel
Bristol. There, Marjolin, Hirsch, Gaillard, and a few others took
counsel about how to modernize France. The old-fashioned d6cor
of this requisitioned mansion, where we worked in bathrooms and
thc beds were covcred with documcnts, astonished the visitors whom
wc asked to come and discuss the future. Everyone was preoccupied
with immediatc a{fairs. It was over a year since thc Liberation, but thc
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French were still subsisting on fewer than zooo calories a day. Pre-
patations were being made to reintroduce bread coupons and to tation
meat, which made for a prosperous black market. The Govetnment
and the civil service wete struggling with thesc day-to-day difficulties.
Intense political activity - there was a succession of elections and re-
ferenda - discouraged longer-term considerations.

I was glad not to be immersed in that atmosphere, and not to be
responsible for the problems of the day. If I had, it would havc been
impossible for me, as for othets, to look ahead to lasting reforms.
But I by no means underestimated all this political activity. It showcd
that democtacy had returned to Ftance, and it gave expression to a
number of ideas that would bear fmit in the future. The new men who
were trying out their strength and their talent before the public, and in
the recently-elected Constituent Assembly, would for a long time hold
the future of France in their hands. On them would depend what
had to be done, or rather what had to be engineered, to modernize
France. In these circumstances, might it not have been safer to be-
come one of them, or at least to join their ranks ? The idea came to me
quite naturally when I returned to France, and I thought about it for
some time. I had no need to consult many people, because it was not
the choice of aparty ot a constituency that concerned me then, but the
problem of knowing whether in this way I should have a better
chance to act in accordance with my character and in pursuit of my
chosen goal. In reality, it was a question that I had to settle with Silvia
and with myself. The answer soon followed: once and for all, it was
no. I have never tegretted it.

Now, at the age of. 57,1was in a position to take stock of my past
experience and of the tasks that lay ahead. My life so far had involved
a series of actions at the level where contemporary issues are decided,
whether by men's willpower or by default. I had constantly been con-
cerned with public afairs; but my work, unlike that of the quintessen-
tial politician, had not required an endless succession offresh choices to
be made in the infinitely complex situations that face the Government
of a State. What I had undertaken, at every important turning-point in
my life, had been the result of one choice and one choice only; and this
concentration on a single aim had shielded me from the temptation to
disperse my efforts, as from any aste for the many forms of power.

That is how my mind works, and I am incapable of acting other'ildse.
But I also believe that some things have to be ackled in this way in
order to achieve results. The rule does not apply to those who are
tesponsible for all the afieits of state, because they have to look at
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the whole range of problems. The ability to do so, which is essential
to a statesman, itself limits his power to control events. If hc were
obsessed by only one idea, he would have no time for others, which are

also his responsibility; by concerning himself with everphing, on the
other hand, he risks missing the opportunity for action, which comes

only once. In the face of this dilemma, I realized that I had better
things to do than to seek power for myself. My role for a long time
past had been to influence those who held power, and try to ensr.rre

that they used it when the opportunity arose. What could I possibly
gain by ioining their ranks or trying to take their place?

At the same time, I knew that to attain such a position I should
have to do violence to my own nature, For a statesman, the Permanent
long-term aim at any time is to be in government - and to be at its
head. This endeavout is bound up with a certain way of presenting
things, which often counts as much as, or even more than, the things
themselves. In the end, everything revolves around the struggle for
power; and the problem to be solved, which is the puqpgse of power, is

forgotten. I have never met L great satesman who was not self-
centred, and for very good reason: if he were otherwise, he would
not have made his mark. I could not have done it - not that I am
modest: simply, that one cannot concentrate on an obiective and on
oneself at the same time. For me, that objective has always been the

same: to persuade men to work together; to show them that beyond
their diIlerences of opinion, and despite whatever frontiers divide
them, they have t common interest.

Furthetmore, I knew that I lacked the gifts for a political career' I
should have liked to be an orator; I was not. As a young mao, I longed
to be a boxer - let anyone draw the conclusions he prefers. I soon re-
signed myself to being content with, and using, what abilities I had. My
tempation to engage in politics at this late stage resembled my
youthful ambitions. I did not even have to take the test of ioining an
orgzaized p^rty - a test that I should certainly have failed. Never
having done so, I cannot imagine how I could affiliate myself to a

system over which I had no conttol and, on some subjects, no chance

to exelt any influence. The very expression 'belong to a party'Puts me

off. To belong, to follow the party line, to act without toal conviction,
or before one is totally convinced - of that I should have been in-
capable. At the same time, however, as if by contrast, I was beginning
to see quite cleady what I could usefully do via the political organiza-
tion that was being set up by referenda and repeated general elections.

If there v,as stiff competition around the centres of power, there was
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practically none in the area whete I wanted to work - preparing the
future, which by definition is outside the glare of present publicity.
Since I did not get in statesmen's way, I could count on their support.
Moreover, although it takes a long time to rcach the men at the top, it
takes very litde to explain to them how to esqrpe from the difEculties
of the present. This is something they are glad to heat when the critical
moment comes. Ihen, when ideas are lacking, they accept yours with
gratitude - provided they can plesent them as their own. These men,
after all, take the risks; they need the kudos. In my line of work, kudos
has to be forgotten. I have no particular taste for seffecy, despite what
some people say; but if I can best expedite matters by self-efiacement,
thcn I prefer to work behind the scenes.

Having settled that problem in my own mind, my next task was to
think out the forms of action which would enable France's new political
institutions, and the man who ran them, to help in the work of modcr-
nization, and enable the French once more to be masters of their fate.
How to lead an immense collective efort without being in conuol of
decision-making in the Sate or in industry, and how to pursue this
long-term efiort with some guarantee of sability - these were questions
that we were going to have to study in our tempotary billets at the
Bristol. We were starting from scratch: what we were attempting was
virtually without precedent in any democratic country. But at least I
was assured of the suppon of General de Gaulle, whose ambition for
France would break do'wn any obstacles that the past might ered. fn
fact, as will be seen, the past put up no tesistance. There was nothing
to break down, although there were many people to convince. France
had in fact become a new country, full of fresh energies which lacked
only a setting to work in, a method of action, and objectives on which
to converge.
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Chapter ro

THE MODERNIZATION OF FRANCE (r9a6)

I
A method

It was obvious to everyone that France had emerged from the war
severely weakened. Less well known, ot less willingly acknowledged,
w'as the weakness from which she was already sufiering when war
broke out. This, no less than military or moral shortcomings, ex-
plained her sudden collapse in r94o. A few weeks after. my reflrrn to
France, Matjolin, Hirsch, and I looked at the figures. No one had
previously put them together and faced the grim picture they revealed:
the slow and regular decline of our economy. Fierce controversies
about the neglect of spiritual values in recent years, and the ardent
professions of faith in the future made by the country's new leaders -
none of these touched the fundamentals of France's problem. Its
origins lay far back in time, and its solution would not be found over-
night. The Liberation had given us back our freedom, but with all its
liabilities and with heavy debts. When I had promised Generd de
Gaulle in \iTashington that I would tackle the modernization of
France, I had had no idea how huge a task it would be. Now, I reali-ed
that it was vital: it would occupy all my energies and those of the
men who had worked with me on the war effort. To sustain a com-
parable effort in peacetime, we should once again need to take an
overall view and to mobilize all available human and material re-
sources. The arsenal of victory and the powerhouse of reconstruction
had this in common: each in its turn was engaged in the same fight
against fatalism.

Since the beginning of the century, indeed, the French seemed to
have become unconsciously fatalistic about the technological race. It
was as if they were content to rest on the laurels won by past genera-
tions, whose immense hard work and creativity had fuelled the in-
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dustrial revolution. It had long been thought that the shock of thc
fust Great War had made France fall behind other industrialized
countries; but her comparative backwardness was in fact already dis-
cernible between rgoo and 1914. The loss of r,4oo,ooo men in World
rD7ar I had certainly retatded French production even further, so that
it only slowly regained the level it had reached in r9r3. ln 1929,
output rose to a new peak - but the world recession quickly Put a stoP

to growth, and by 1938 the country wes exhausted: it had lost a third
of its invesunent caPacity in a decade of crisis and social change.

Then, once again, the scoutge of war attacked at alaeady weakened
constitution; and by r94; France's national income, in teal terms, was
litde more than half what it had been in ry29.

Such was the sombre Picture painted for us by the fcw exceptional
men who had thought about the problem, and who were capable of
using the cconomic measuring-instruments that were siill litde-known
in France: men like Alfred Sauvy, Jean Fourastid, and Jacques Du-
montier. Their diagnosis was crisp: by modern standards, France was
appallingly backward.

But the low level of production and national wealth was itself only
a symptom of our enfeeblement, which the rwo wodd wars had merely
made worse. The deeper reason was undoubtedly the lack of enter-
prise, which had led to a serious neglect of productive investment and
modernization. This in turn had afiected the level of economic activity,
which was now barely enough to mect ttre needs of domestic con-
sumption. The French were buying abroad more than they sold.

Already before the war they had been paying for a third of their
imports with revenue from long-sanding overseas holdings. In an

equilibrium as precarious as this, there was no hope of new capital
investment: what capial was ploughed back scarcely covered the re-
placement of antiquated machine tools, whose average age in France
was rwenty-five years, compared with five or six in the United States

and eight or nine in Britain, wherc there were already twice as many as

in France. Etienne Hirsch, who had long experience in industry, told
me that France's most modern steelmaking plant dated from 19o6 -
and even that had been installed by the Germans during their annexa-
tion of Lorraina Similar examples wete brought to our notice every
day as soon as it was known that we wete determined to look at the
problem seriously and to try to Put it right.

In a static wodd, the result of such backwardness might iust have

been tolcrable. But wartime destruction had made them worse; and the
challengc of war had actually stimulated those countries that had gone
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on fighting after thc fall of France. Even in normal circumsances, we
seemed to have become resigned to using only a half or a third as
much energy per head as our immediate tivals: now., we were going to
find it impossible to compete. And how could we bcar the aaaitiJnat
burden ofposrwat reconstruction? From their inventory ofour back-
wardness,, the experts worked out the size of our 'productivity gap,.
In r938, they said, an American workman had produced three timisls
much as the average Frenchman, and a British workman one-and-a-
half times as much. A French farmworker uras novr producing enough
to feed five consumers; an American, 6fteen. This was haidly sur-
prising, rrhen in France there was one uactor for evcry eoo people on
the land, while in the United States there was one for every 43. There
was no mystery about our plight, and no miracle could cure it. That
was the great discovery we made in the dosing months of r94J, when
for the first timc the French were faced with the consequences of their
Past neglect.

I realizcd that we should have to disappoint tirose who believed that
the Liberation would bring prosperity. For four years, they had lived
on idealized memoties or impatient hopes; but the basis of the pros-
perity they drcamed of had been forgotten for too long to be resiored
so quickly. A long campaign of explanation would be needed before
the country could be petsuaded to invest in essential capital goods
rather than squander its resources on immediate satisfactions. But we
had to do more than just return to prev/ar standards, which had been
modest; and there was a danger that the country would slacken before
it fully caught up. This psychological problem seemed to me all-
important, and I spoke about it to General de Gaulle. He too, I found,
was anxious to ensure that we should not relax our efforts.

'It wiU take time,'I said, 'to rebuild our cities and ports and to re-
pair the railways. But all this will be done, because there is no alter-
native. On the other hand, it will ake very great willpower and an
immense efiort of explanation before people ralize what is really
u/rong - which is that our capial equipment and production methods
are out of date.'

'That is a task for the authorities,' he answered. 'Make a proposal
to them.'

'I don't know exactly what has to be done,' I said; 'but I,m sure of
one thing. The French economy can't be transformed unless the French
people take part in its transformation. And when I say ,,the French
people", I don't mean an abstract entity: I mean trade unionists, in-
dustrialists, and civil servants. Everyone must be associated in an
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investment and modernization Plan.'
'That is what has to be done, and that is the name for it,' de Gaullc

concluded. 'Send me your Proposals before the end of the yeat.'

Ve set to work in what was essentially vitgin territory. True, some

plans existed aleady every department of the administ'ation brought
us its own. In their separate areas, the civil servants had worked very
well, each doing his best to develop that sector of industry for which he
was responsible. But while they had incidentally consulted a few in-
dustrialists, they had not collated their respective inquides, with the
result that their plans were neither well co-ordinated nor ranged in
any order of priority. On the contrary, all were competing for the same

Iimited resources of energy, manPower, and foreign cutrency, which at
this rate would soon be exhausted. Yet in fact the vatious sectors were
interdependent: the plans for industry determined those for trans-
port, while hydto-electric dam Proiects would cleady be affected by
ihe tatgets set for cement production. No such correlations had been

made; everyone was working contentedly in his own seParate com-
parunent. People in difierent administrative departments or dif[erent
Lranches of industry spoke to one another, but their respective in-
tentions remained secret and unco-ordinated. Everyone was entrenched

in his own position. And even if priorities had had to be established,

would anyone have come forward to argue that cement should be used

for dams rather than houses, and that farm machinery was more ur-
gently needed than automobiles ? Neither was evident at first sight,

6e.a,rse on the contrary the most obvious shortages seemed to be in
housing and consumer goods.

The question was: wherc to begin? Once again, I realized that this
was the-only question that mattered. Once you have made a start' all
you need do ii continue. But in order to begin, one needs to hav.e

clear ideas and dccide on the simplest way forward. Common sense is

not enough, even if in retrospect the decisions aken look obvious. In
fact, without Hirsch's and Marjolin's great economic and technical
expertise I should have found it difficult to identify so accurately tlre
key sectors - those which, once set in motion, affect the whole econ-

omy. Today, economists are very familiat with this kind of inter-
action. ln 1947, we had to take a leap in the dark. Admittedly, we

could hardly go wroog by concentrating on enelgy and steel, where

shorages were visibly paralysing France's recovery. But even therg we
had to keep within bounds: we had to bear in mind thc nation's
available tesoruces of raw materials, capial, foreign cuttency and,

above all, manPower. Yet there was no overall balance-sheet to help
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us. It was a situation which I had already encountered on several
crucial occasions in France, Britain, and the United States. But while
it neither sulpdsed me nor worried me, it nevertheless had to be
tackled in a toally nev/ way.

Now that the war was over, that is, cfucumstances had changed. We
were no longer fighting an extetnal enemy, whose menace aroused the
instinctive reflex of self-defence. The intemal danger that now faced
us was no less serious a threat to our independence and our way of
life; tut it was not perceived vividly enough to mobilize the country
by decree. What was more, a peacetime economy would no longer
tolerate the wide safety margins which had been accepted for wat
production, and which had made possible the 'overwhelming superi-
ority' achieved by the Victory Program. If in ry4o I had Leen
credited with saying 'Better ten thousand tanks too many than one
tank too few', such an attitude no longer made sense in 1945. pro-
duction must be adjusted to requirements, or else there would be
economic and social chaos. Such precise adiustment, allied to such
massive efforts, at a time when thete v/ere no computers, could neither
be decreed and supervised by a few civil servants nor be left to the
judgement of thousands of entrepreneurs. Our action had to be at once
less dictatorial and more speci6c: we had to persuade, not compel,
private enterprise to act in accordance with public needs. The best
way, surely, was to bring together all the parties concerned, so that
they could jointly seek the common ioterest, which no one of them
could determine alone, but in which all of them had a share. We
agreed that what mattered above all v/as to work out a democratic
method of action along these lines.

From that moment onv/ard, the undedying philosophy of the French
Plan was clear in my mind. !(/hat remained was to give it practical
form: a method of concerted action whereby everyone could see where
his own efiorts fitted in with everyone else's. 'S7e had to ensure that
everything - the most pressing needs and the most distant ambitions -
obeyed the rule we had set ourselves: always start with an overall
view. The experts who brought us their statistics, the industrialists
with their dossiers, the trade unionists with their frogrammes - all
went away with extracts from our 'Tteatise on Method'.* We wanted
them to digest it first and come back later, when we had esablished
the framevotk within which we could all confer. Nor did it merely
have to be established: it had to be invented. As I have said, civil
I A tacit allusion to Rcn6 Descartes's eponymous Ditcotrt dc h nttboda (t6r).
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servants, producers, and workpeople had never sat down togcther
around the same table. If they had sometimes negotiated, they had
done so bilaterally, on opposite sides of the table and in an atmospherc
of confrontation. There had been a winning side and a losing side, so
that the underlying problem had merely been postponcd. The idea of a
plan belonged to the realm of ideological controversy over the Soviet
Fivc-year Plan; and I knew that only action could dissipate mis-
understandings about the entirely neu/ qpe of planning that we had in
mind.

This was as far removed from the Soviet Gosplan or Sate Planning
Commission as it was from the unique system that Sir Staford Crrppr,
the British Chancellor of the Exchequer, had established to organize
a concerted national effort on the part of the United Kingdom. We had
studied the operation of Cripps's 'working parties', which brought
togcther industrialists, trade unionists, and technical experts; but this
democratic attempt to steer the economy seemed to us seriously
handicapped by the absence of civil servants representing thc public
interest, as well as by its lack of general oblectives. Improving on this
precedent, we quickly hit upon what seemed the right formula, that
of our 'Modernization Commissions'. These we saw as the king-pins
of the whole planning system; and we rapidly committed it to paper.
At the beginning of December r94; I was already in a position to meet
Genetal de Gaulle's deadline, and I sent him a five-page Note entitled
'Proposals for a Modernization and Investment Plan'.

Thrce of its pages were devoted to a diagnosis of the French situa-
tion and an oudine of the remedies required. First, it was essential
for France to catch up with the technological revolution that had begun
to leave her behind even before the war. 'Modernization and rccon-
stnrction,' the Note said, 'must go hand in hand.' Secondly, France
must produce mote, and at lower prices, in order to pay for the taw
materials that were vital for her export industties. Thirdly, thcre was
no timc to be lost:

All France's manpower and available industrial resources will very soon
be fully cmployed. Our domestic nceds are such that there will bc no
dificulty in selling at home all that we can producc. At that point, intcr-
ested parties of all kinds will insist, not oo transforming the ptoductivc
capacity they are using, but oo Protecting it. If we bovcd to these de-
mands, it would prevent any Progress and any improvcment in thc
standard of living. It would reduce France to the level of a second-class

Power.
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There was a very real danger, indeed, that France might content her-
sclf with frugal medioctity behind a protectionist shield. This, after
all, had been a national tradition. But I knew that the mere allusion to
such a possibility would be enough to win support from the new,
Resisance generation and to carry the day with General de Gaulle.
Hc was following our work very closely. He could not falter on any
course that meant greatness and independence for France, and I should
have no difficulty in convincing him that this was the only way. But
I made no secret of the fact that it would require foreign loans if we
werc to move quickly - and that to move slowly would be extremely
dangcrous. 'Without these loans,' I wrotc, 'modernization would still
be needed, but the conditions for achieving it would be different. It
would necessarily take longer, and the French people would have to be
askcd to accept greater cuts in domestic consumption.' To tell the
truth, we never seriously imagined adopting this second course, which
not only would have delayed France's recovery, but would have dis-
tortid it, and would perhaps have led the country in a difierent
direction altogether.

A fourth section of my Note described the proposed method:

The whole nation must join in these efiorts. People will accept the measures
to be taken, but only in so far as they know and understand the real
situation. The proposed Plan is not only a tool for the administration and
the public authorities: it concerns all Frenchmen. It will give them the
facts about whete we stand, and directives to guide them in their own
individual decisions.

Accustomed as we ate to the talk of 'participation' which now accom-
panies all steps of any importance, we may well underestimate the
significance of that passage. But it has to be given its full weight, be-
cause it led directly to the method which made possible the moderniza-
tion of France:

Since the implementation of the Plan will require everyone's collabora-
tion, all the vital elements in the nation must help to draw it up. That is
why the method of work proposed is to bring together in each sector
the administrative department concerned, the best qualified experts, and
the representatives of industry and the tradc unions (workpeople, white-
collar workers, and employers).

The idea of having people share in setting the economic targets they
would then be asked to attain seemed in those days a figment of the
imagination. But it was also the precondition for action; and I knew
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that thc idea of co-operation, which was then the subject of so much
political controversy, would bc accepted by everyone if it wcre pre-
sented in this way. The time was propitious for experiments in col-
lective efiort: ttre patriotic impulses released by the Liberation were
still powerfirl, and they had not yet found an adequate outlet. The
nationalization of various industries, long awaited and recently
achieved, was no longer a goal, but a vehide for making collcctive
progress in ways that now only had to be defined. Everyone felt that
progress was possible, but no one knew precisely what to do. In this
situation, the Plan could be a genuinely'national enterptise'- an cx-
pression that could at last take on ptactical meaning. I was deter-
mined to make the Modernization Commissions a living reality, and the
description of them that I prepared for General de Gaulle was in my
view crucially important:

The Planning Couocil will decide which French industries are to bc the
subject of modernization studies.

For cach group, a Modernization C,ommission will be sct up, com-
ptising representatives of thc civil servants, experts, employers, trade
unionists, and white-collar workcrs conceroed. The Modernization
Commissions will be empowcred to form sub-commissions for the study
of particular questions.

A representative of the Planoing Commissioncr will sit on each Moderni-
zation Commission as Chairman, Rapporteur, or Secrctary, in order to
facilitate co-ordination.

The Planning Commissionet and his staffwill draw up gcneral dircaives
for the Modernization Commissions, monitor thc progress of their
studies, and ensure that each of them takes account of needs or limita-
tions brought to light by the others. Thc Commissioner and his staff
will be tesponsible for the ovcrall results.

The ultimatc aim of this system was to draw up 'an overall balance-
sheet' which would cnable the Planning Council to set 'priorities' and
to submit to the Government 'practical proposals concerning France's
essential industries and the targets to be attained within a stated time.'
No dates were set for the completion of these tasks or for the duration
of the Plan. The first instructions were vague: 'To determine French
productivity and the affears to be made up; to propose production
levels to be attained' - it might be, to regain those of 1929. In fact,
the most imporant feature of this description was its fexibility,
enabling plans in any sector to be constandy rcadjusted in thc light of
thc others. Comparing notes and continual adaptation were the car-
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dinal rules. We were putting into adminisuative practicc the notion of
interdependence which is fundamental in the wodd of busioess.

I sent my proposals to General de Gaulle on December y, r94y. Two
weeks later, the French Cabinet approved them; and on January 7,
ry46, it issued a decree establishing the Commissariat-General of the
French Modernization and Investment Plan. The first artide of the
decree stated:

Within six months a fust overall Plan for the modernization and eco-
nomic equipment of metropolitan and overseas France shall be drawn up.

The aims of the Plan were then defned under four headings:

(r) To develop national production and foreign trade, particulady in
those fields where France is most favourably placed;

(z) To increase productivity;
(1) To ensure the full employment of manpower;
(4) To raise the standard of living and to improve the envirooment and

the conditions of national life.

The decree went on to lay down the membership of the Planning
Council. Its Chairman u/as to be the Head of Government; twelve of
his colleagues were Ministers, and twelve were to be public figues
chosen for their expertise. Finally, the Planning Commissioner's role
was described. He was to be the Head of Government's permanent
delegate to all Ministerial departments; he was given extensive powers
of inquiry, and the Commissariat which he headed was empowered to
enlist help from tl-re staff of all Ministries and in particular from the
statistical institutes. The Commissioner was also authorized to set up
working committees and, of course, the Modernization Commissions.
The decree was signed by nine Ministers, of whom two belonged to
the Christian-Democrat Moauemert Riptblicaitt Popilaire (MRP), t'wo
were Radicals, onc a Socialist, and four Communists.

I was grateful to General de Gaulle for having followed my recom-
mendations so completely. The success of the Planning Commissariat
would depend on its structute and the position it occupied in the
country's political and administrative life. To command the widest
authority, it had to be attached to the Prime Minister's office; but this
was by no means a matter of course, as I was to discover novr and on
many subsequent occasions. Traditionalists would have placed tte
Commissariat under one of the economic Ministries, and the wholc
weight of civil service tradition tded to &ag it back into this state of
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subordination every time there was a Cabinet change. Although I had
never cared about questions ofrank, I was convinced that the effective-
ness or otherwise of my work as Planning Commissioner would de-
pend on the level at which it was carried out. It was not that I wanted
any particular position for myself; but my colleagues and I had to be
able to infuence the whole range of Departments that would be in-
volved in implementing the Plan. No Ministerial post would have
offered as much scope as the indefinable position of Planning Com-
missioner, attached to the Prime Minister's office. I was taking no
one's place and becoming no one's superior. I was moving into terri-
tory that had hitherto had neither occupant nor narne.

In administrative terms, that territory would have to be modest. I
asked Gaston Palewski, General de Gaulle's directeur de cabimt or
chief executive assistant, for a small staff and some conference rooms.

'This will be the Government's smallest administrative budget,' he
remarked.

'It has to be,' I said. 'That way, no one will be iealous, and we shall
be left in peace. I7e shan't be tempted to do everything ourselves; we'll
get others to do the work. And I shan't be bothered by administrative
problems.'

In fact, there were never more than thirty senior ofEcials on the
Planning Commissariat, and the whole staff, including secretaries and
doormen, was no more than a hundred or so. My own working team
was smaller still - just four or 6ve people who were with me all the time,
including Hirsch, who took charge of the technical side. But I had
asked for large rooms, because I intended to bring together there the
many people whose expertise we needed, but whom we did not want
to add to our small permanent staff. On one particular point I was in-
sistent: I had to have a small dining-room so that work could continue
uninterrupted - or rather, so that every day it could include a period
of relaxation, making it more human and informal. I had already
learned in Britain and the United States how much depends on personal
relationships, even in the face of the sternest tasks. In Paris, the inno-
vation raised some eyebrows - as did the frugality of our meals,
which disconcerted more than one Minister and more than one trade
unionist. But our dining-room certainly encouraged progress and
mutual understanding and I believe that it started a trend.

Gaston Palewski's friendly efficiency and subtle intelligence were
of immense help to us when we began. He made it his business to find
us somewhere congenial to work: a small ptivate house on the Left
Bank at No 18 rue de Martignac, just by the chuch of Sainte-Clotilde,
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an island of peace in the midst of Ministry buildings. The state, rooms

at the top of the main staircase werc large enough for the Moderniza-

tion Commissions, while my colleagues and I moved into the smaller

rooms on the floor above, in a baroque setting riddled with unexpected

corridors and stairs. It made a strange contrast with the intellectual
order and rationality that we were suPPosed to represent. In rcaliry,
in the words of J. F. Gravier, the caustic wit who was lodged under the-

tiles in a small office next to Jean Vergeot and Paul Delouvrier, of
whom I shall say more in a moment,

This absurd setting has at least one advantage: it's so cramped and

labyrinthine that it ireates a seflse of intimacy and familiatity, like an old
Itaiian family mansion. It's as unbureaucratic as could be, rvhich is iust
as well, since we insist that we'te not a bureaucracy.

The absutdity must have some inner logic, because for the thirty
years that the Planning Commissatiat has been in existence, stimulating

new ideas everywhere and launching so many carefully thought-out
proiects, it has never felt the need to leave its inconvenient quarters in
ihe shadow of Sainte-Clotilde. The inconvenience has at least saved it,
as I had hoped, from the dangers of bureaucratic proliferation.

F6lix Gaillard, who stayed on as my chef de cabinet, strongly recom-

mended to me one of his friends, Maurice Aicardi, whom he knew to be

very adept in all 6elds of practical organization I saw him, and found
thai he was indeed very able. He made an excellent f 

ob of setting uP

the small and efficient administration that I 'wanted, and helped me

for yeats with the routine problems of No r8 rue de Martign-ac. He is
still there, still plying his-temarkable skill, comPounded of politiccl
finesse and satisiaction in work well done. Gaillard had a sute touch,

because among the people he brought into our team was a fellow-
irspecten des fnatces,Paul Delouvrier, at that ttme dirccteur de cabinet to
Ren6 Pleven, who was now de Gaulle's Finance Minister. Like Pleven

himself, Delouvrier was all strength and appetite for life. He too had

been tested by the Resistance and was impatient to throw himself body
and soul into action fot the public good. His intelligence and mag-

nanimity were just what ouf ventufe needed from this new generatiotl

of Frenihmen. Delouvrier went to work with a will on the Plan's

financial problems, and began a very distinguished career.

Sauvy and Fourastid, who lent us their help at the beginning, w.erg

unable to stay on; and their place in the economic and statistical
section was taken by Jean Vergiot, a senior official from the Ministry
of Economic Aflairs who had worked with the well-known economist
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Frangois Perroux. 'Monsieur vergeot', as we always called him, out of
a mixture of respec-t and&iendship, was meticulous about eveiphing,
with a precision of mind and expiession that made him a remarkabie
exp_ositor of our ideas. His capacity for steady work, and his un-
pm.{ good humour throughout our inevitable ieething troubles and
later difrculties, never .eas.d to astonish me. I have al#ays had g;
regard for this modest man who hid behind his dossiers - o,it of
yhi.l,-*y- lfter {ay, he made clear and simple reports, all vritten with
his.old-fashioned 'setgeant-Major' p..,, ..rdl.rriy dipped in the ink_
well. The Plan owes a gre,,t deal to Monsieur vergiot it certainry
owes to him the fact that it was read and understood iy so many of his
compatriots.

_,In his.orbit, thr"e young economists - Jacques_Rend Rabier, JacquesVan Helmont, and Jean_Ripert - practiiea if,e style which iJ, yi"r,
was to be that of the Planning Commissariat,s publicatiorrr, ,hort
sentences, numbered paragraphs marking trhe transition from one idea
to the next without clumsy bridging pass"ges, a limited number of
concrete words, and few adjectives. Ii was an austere at, of which all
three became-pastmasters. Some people thought it the opposite of art,
because it lacked virtuosities of form or wit."At tt 

"t 
timi there was a

fashion for brilliant dialectical displays. Myself, I fancy that the re-
ports of Monsieur Vergeot,s team may ,ori[ h"rr" woin better than
some of the period's far more subtle writings. At all events, they can
be re-read- today. They expressed the necessift of the time - 

".rd 
r...r-

sity can al-ways dispense with arti6ce. Newcomers, anxious to shine,
got their &afts back with the cornment: 'Too inteirigent; rewrite., In
the end, all out documents went to and fro through-a common 6.lter
which reduced their style and content to essentials,-

At the beginning, to help me train the new team, I also had with me
such tried and true colleagues as pierre Denis, Roger Auboin, and
Ldon Kaplan- Thgf all.knew my merlods - Denis sin-ce the League of
Nations and Silesia, Auboin since Romania, and Kaplan since tU7aihing_

!91. Th.y soon went theirseparate *"ys, ho*erei, and Marjolin an"d
Hirsch stayed with me to handle the ientral featuie of the planning
system, setting up the Modernization Commissions. $7e hadio selei
both the sectors and the people, and we could not afiord to make
misrakes. Together, we took the responsibility of making our Ieap in the
dark. - of giving priority to orri line of developr.r"lrt rathir than
another, 

-and of saying in efece .These people *U ao better than
those.'The month of January r946 was flia iittr consultations, and a
number of very notable figures came to No rg me de Martignac.
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Having been out of France for six ycars, we met for the first timc the

rr.* ri.t - industrialists, trade union leaders, and civil servants - who

had emerged from the war with an exemplary tecord of resisance to
the invadir. They were often unknown to each other. It took many

discreet approaches, and many talks, to form an idea of their weight
and their worth.

Hirsch was very good at discovering fifst-rate experts with abilities

outside their own fields. As a former mining engineer, he knew his way

about in the wodd of industry, and was able to sPot the coming men'

At forty-five, he was reassuringly calm and comPetent; but I knew that

his cooi exterior concealed deep sensibilities. He was as sure in his esti-

mate of men as he was level-headed in his iudgement of things. I relied

oo him to balance our overall production argets, and I put him in
charge of our technical staff.

Miriolin was influential among economists, and the brilliant im-

pression he had made during his spell at the Ministry of Economic

Ag^itt had giveo him great authority in civil service circles, where he

pointed outlo us the most eflective people. He was also trusted Uy 4'-socialist 
trade unions, with which he had worked as a young man' He

was still barely thirty-five, and looked like a all student in the grip of
theoretical ideas. Self+aught, he had become the favourite pupil of the

economist charles Nst, and as a young socialist militant had caught the

eye of Ilon Blum. Under these two influences he had learned to think
for himself; and the war had confirmed his conviction that thought
without action was not enough. With the tide of Deputy Planning

Commissionet, he worked out the general economics of the Plan'

'$fith hnn and Hirsch at my side, I could not have asked for a bettcr

combination of complementary skills.
!7e had given ourselvcs a month to make a first survcy of the

problem, *i *" had sk months to work out oru proposals. E1en9s

iorced us to take a little longer. No sooaer had General de Gaullc
signed the dectee setting up the Planning Commissariat, and turned

thi note I had sent him into an instruction - the full text is in his

Menoirs - than he suddenly resigned from the Government on

Janrary zo, t946. Thanks to him, the venture was safcly launched, and

ire dcsi*es tirc political credit. He was succeeded by FClir Gor1n,

a shrewd satesman whom I had knovzn since Algiers, when hc had

come as a representative of the Resistance and had bcen President of the

Consultativi Assembly' I had access to him, and could appeal to his

coflrmon sense. I was obliged to do so at once, when a fresh attempt

was made from on high 
-to 

have the Planning Commissariat madc
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subordinate to the Ministry of Economic Afiairs. I have ilrca;dy
pointed out how much importance I attached to this apparendy formal
question: the very nature of the French Plan would have been called in
question had it been made the subject of permanent negotiations
between the major Ministerial departments. Determined to resign if
necessary, I went to see F6lix Gouin.

'I have a high regard for the French civil servicg' I said, 'but it is
not equipped to produce a plan for changing the face of France. On
the contrary, its job is to maintain the state of affairs entrusted to it.
The senior civil servants who run it have every quality - except the
spirit of enteqprise. To transform France, we must first transfotm the
French Establishment, and perhaps also the training that produces it.
I do not propose to entrust the Modetnization Commissions to civil
servants, and still less to accept civil-service tutelage over the Plan.
The Commissariat will be attached to your office ot it will be nothing.'

'I'll speak to Andrd Philip,' said Gouin.
I heard no more of the matter, for a year at least. And I must say

that we were left completely free to appoint the non-Ministerial mem-
bers of the Planning Council. As representatives of the trade unions we
quite naturally chose their General Secretaries - Benoit Frachon and
Iion Jouhaux for the General Confederation of Labour (CGT) and
Gaston Tessier fot the French Confederation of Christian Workers
(CFTC). But otherwise we chose for ourselves, independently of all
outside infuence, those men whose ability and authority we had recog-
nized: leaders of industry like the Chairmen of Citro€n and of tlle
Saulnes Blast-Furnace Company, or the President of the !7ool Com-
mittee; in agriculture, a landownet from the Aisne and another from
the Gard. The latter's name was Philippe Lamour. His dynamism and
eloquence were a tonic. Near him sat a quiet Member of Parliament, a
specialist in agricultural questions: it was the Communist leader Pierre
Waldeck-Rochet.

We also brought together other public figures representing various
economic groupings: LCon Gingembre, already heading the con-
federation of Small and Medium-sized Businesses (PME), and Pietre
Ricard, a steelmaker who was influential in the National Council of
French Employers (CNPF). Men of system, they were later to adopt
attitudes hostile to change; but at the time they were carried along by
the general trend, quite as much as their counterparts in the CGT.
One of these was Pierre Le Brun, who later played an important part
in our work. He was one of the brains of the trade union movement. A
former engineer, essentially an intellectual, he was influential as the
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CGT's economic adviser, and he had very extensive contacts, some-
what belied by his cool, self-effacing appearance. A convinced Mamist,
he was always on the left wing of the CGT, although it was im-
possible to say what links he had with the Communist Party. So long
as the Party was represented in Govetnment, it formed a very useful
link, and was a loyal and even friendly partner in our work: our ioint
discussions were always open and frank.

The Modernizatton Commissions, we realized, could be formed in
the same u/ay as the Planning Council; but first we had to decide on the
priority sectors. Our prime task, undoubtedly, was to draw up an
overall bdance-sheet of France's needs and resources; but unlike some
people I did not believe that we should treat all sectors aliks. Ahhqugtr
we set up a total of eighteen Modernization Commissions, all of the
same type, this was to enable us to form a complete and consistent
picture. When the time came to act, I knew that we should have to
concentrate on 6ve or six decisive points: the othets would act as

landmarks to help guide, encourage, or restrain activity in other less

important or less urgent fields. Once again, and not for the last time, I
had to explain and defend the choice of priorities - not only to pro-
ducers and consumers, but also to the public authorities concerned.
Everyone's natural tendenry was to continue doing everything at once:
people seem to 6nd nothing more difficrrlt than to decide on priorities
for what they have to do. But it was surely obvious that we ought
first to concentrate on the powerful driving-forces that would set in
motion the rest of the machine. Theoretically, this was undeniable:
yet it was hard to apply in ptactice because it meant changing set
habits and patterns of work, as well as making temporary sacrifices.

Everyone agreed, for example, that one absolute priority u/as to
develop sources of energy: but they disagreed when the logical con-
clusion was &awn that cement and steel must be used to build dams
rather than housing. To improve our balance of trade, should wc
export automobiles or expand our own agriculture and import less food?
The latter was the obvious choice: but then we had to decide whether
it would be better to produce fertilizers or agricultural machinery. Our
job was to make choices - which in the end meant displacing man-
power, natural resources, capital, and imported supplies. It was not
simply a matter of ensuring that sacrifices were faidy shared: at this
the French had become very adept. lUTe had at the same time to find ways
out of France's present poverty, to use her inadequate tesources for the
new investments that would eventually make her rich, and to do this
without imposing fresh privations. For everyone involved in thc
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Modernization Plan, that had to be the long-term obiective. My
essential task was to persuade them and ceaselessly remind them of
that fact. Objectives are all too easily forgotten in the process of action
itself.

In my view the Modernization Commissions were not only a means of
communicating our ideas to those responsible fot the economy, and
through them to the general public they wete also, and equally,
sources of information for ourselves. It was with this in mind that we
sought out those men who were most enteqprising and infuential
in theit various fields. Gradually, we learned their names and came to
know their faces; eventudly, they devoted themselves completely to
the Plan, which for months became their overriding concern. In all,
more than a thousand people wotked on this great collective task
during the year 1946, either in the Commissions or sub-commissions,
or as experts to be consulted at all hours. They became one huge team,
led by the Planning Commissariat. Iflithout our leadership, the team
would have produced a plethora of ideas but no conclusions; yet
without the team, our conclusions could never have reached every
level of the population. In this sense, the Ftench Plan was a genuine
collective achievement.

By the beginning of February, ry46, the Commissions on Coal-
mines and Electricity had been established and set to work; a few weeks
later came those on Steel and Building Materials. This otder of events
reflected the list of priorities which I had drawn up, but which was not
officially endorsed until later, in May and June, when the Commissions
on Transport and Farm Machinery were formed. These completed the
famous 'six basic industries', which for years v/ere the cornerstone of
our modernization plans.

The Chairman of the Coalmines Commission was a powerful figure,
Victorin Duguet, Secreary-General of the Underground Workers'
Federation, and at that time also Chairman of the French Coal Board,
since the mines had been nationalized in December 1944. As in the
other Modernization Commissions, the Vice-Chairman was a special-
ized senior official, the Director in charge of mines at the Ministry of
National Production; while the Rapporteur was an expert, an in-
structor at the School of Mines. As Chairman of the Electricity Com-
mission we appointed a leading technician from the industry, Roger
Boutteville. His Deputy was the Director of electricity at the Ministry,
Roger Gaspard; and the Rapporteur was Pietre te Brun. There was a
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similar arrangemcnt on the Steel Commission, which was hcaded by
the Chairman of the Longwy Steelworks, Etienne Roy.

\$7e quickly tealized how cffective such arrangements werc. Cer-
tainly, nationalizaaot made matters easier when it came to setting
targets for energy. But in that field, as in others, the men in question
came from very diflerent backgrounds, and before the war they had
been at loggerheads in their firms - if they had met at all. Yet when
the Coalmines Commission had to meet with the Steel Commission
to agtee on coal quotas for the blast furnaces, labour leaders like Duguet
and Le Brun had no objection to sitting on the same side of the table
as industrialists like Roy and Ren6 Damien, Chairman of the Denain
and Anzin Steelworks.

'Of course,' said Hirsch, 'they can look back to the Resistance. They
were also on the same side then. But you can't put it all down to
camaraderie.'

'It simply beats out what I learned a long time ago,' I said. 'When
you take people from diferent backgrounds, put them in front of thc
same problem, and ask them to solve it, they're no longer the same
people. They're no longer there to defend their separate interests, and
so they automatically take a common view. You'll see: the Plan will
work without imposing anything on anyone.'

The machinery was a,h.eady in place. The Electricity Commission
had twenty-two members, including six heads of firms, thtee trade
unionists, two white-collar workers, five experts, and four civil ser-
vants. The Steel Commission had five heads of firms, two trade
unionists, two white-collar workers, three experts, and three civil
servants. The same proportions applied elsewhere.

By March 16, 1946, we werc ready for a meeting of the Planning
Council. It was held in the biggest room at No r8 rue de Martignac,
under an imposing copy of Frangois RudC's relief sculpturc La
Marscillain on the Arc de Ttiomphe, which Palewski and Aicardi had
had made to symbolize the Republic calling on Frenchmen to practise
the arts of peace. Opening tlle 6rst session, Fdlix Gouin declared:

A real technological revolution is urgently needed. Reconstruction and
modernization are inseparably linked. We can only qucceed if the whole
nation is fully alive to the importance of its part io this task.

I then proposed that the Council include in the Plan the targets which
we believed could be attained if conditions wete right: to get back to
our r918 production level by 1948, and to the ry29 level, z5L higher,
by ,9+9; then, in r9ro, to improve on the r9z9 level by a further
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2to/o. To this end, the Council approved the arget which the Coal-
mines Commission had set itself: 6;m. metric tons by r9;o, plus
guaranteed deliveries of German coal. Hydro-electricity outPut vras

to be doubled. Steel production was to reach Izm. metric tons.

,o,ooo tractors wete to be produced annually in the next five years.

Finally, I had to recognize how limited our exports were by com-
parison with our vital import needs:

Not until rgto can we hope to re-establish lasting equilibrium in our
balance ofpayments on current account. Until then, we shall need outside
help in order to meet the de6cit. Even if we were to use all our offrcial
gold and currency reserves, and to mobilize private holdings abroad, we
should still need several billion dollars more in the period ry46-5o.

Aod I added this sentence, which at the time had political significance,
but which I knew to be utterly hollow:

Part of this sum should be supplied by Gcrmany in thc form of tepa'tt-
tions.

Everyone knew where we should have to look for the remainder -
that is, for the bulk of what we needed; and everyone knew where we
had the prospect of obaining it. If we were discreet in what we said
that dry, it was because delicate negotiations were already in progress

Sooo miles to the West.

II
Continued eflorts

On March t9, t946, a few hours after the Planning Council meeting
ended, I flew to $Tashington to join LCon Blum, who had arrived two
days earlier as the French Government's Ambassador Extraordinary.
The purpose of his trip was to setde the financial problems still pending
with the United States since the termination of Lend-Lease, and to
negotiate for fresh credits to take over from the $6yom. loan that I had
obtained in November. This time, we had done our sums well, and we
made no secret of the fact that, whatevet efforts we might make, our
foreign currency deficit would continue for a number of years, and
that even then it would not be phased out except bytheiudicioususeof
considerable overseas aid. Blum's trip had been decided on at the begin-
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ning of February, but it had been put back on account of his ill-
health. The delay was very unfortunate, because Congress had mean-
while approved a large loan to Great Britain, and the US Administra-
tion had had to promise never again to offer foreign borrowers such
advantageous terms. So we had come at the worst possible time. On
the other hand, two months earlier we should cleatly have been unable
to present so well-documented a case. Then, there had been no
balance-sheet of France's needs and resources; no firm projects had
been approved by the Planning Council; and the United States might
rvell have refused to renew its aid without making most pressing
recommendations about how we should conduct our affairs. ft was not
that the Americans vrished to curb our independence: on the contrary,
they wanted us to be able as soon as possible to do without their help.
In this respect, the Plan anticipated their concern, and perhaps also
any conditions which they might have imposed on less responsible
borowers. That was why I felt more confident in going to lilTashington
with the Planning Council's decisions under my atm.

How closely the Plan and overseas aid were linked was something I
reahzed more cleady every day - so much so that our assignment took
an unexpected turn. Originally intended to last two weeks, it in fact
went on for eleven, all of them spent in practical and constructive
dialogue. Naturally, the long delay led people to imagine that there were
serious difficulties; and public impatience in France turned into
suspicion with the approach of the May J referendum on the draft
Constitution. After the vote - by which the Constitution was rejected -
the election of a new Constituent Assembly was scheduled for June z;
and the same suspicions arose again. The press alleged that Ilon
Blum wanted to return with a success in his pocket; and some
people wondered whether he might not be buying it by means of
political concessions.

The truth was both simplet and more complex. The diffculties were
not political, but technical. Indeed, I have no recollection of diffi-
culties, but rather of very detailed joint work, which is not the same
thing. Nothing serious is easy; and when one has to liquidate several
years of wartime accounting and embark on enormous credit opera-
tions for a still uncertain future, weeks pass quickly. From Paris, my
colleagues urged me to have done. I ignored their tactical arguments,
which were irrelevant to the task in hand. Things have their own
rhythm, and one can never spend too long on a job if by taking a little
more time one can do it better. What matters is to know how to
stop at a certain moment; but I meant to be free to decide when that
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moment had come. If I had listened to arguments about French or
American domestic politics, the agreement would have satisfied no
one. Instead, it finally satisfied everyone: the new French Assembly
ratified it on August r, 1946. In the election of that Assembly, I might
add, the Socialists lost ground, despite L6on Blum's success. For me
this was further proof that one must deal with each main difficulty as

one comes to ifi nothing is gained by looking for over-ingenious
solutions in an efiort to tackle several problems at the same time.

The success of our negotiations was a triumph for that great humanist
Ilon Blum, who had staked on them his considerable reputation. He
deserved the credit: it had needed courage to undertake this journey
into the unknown so soon after recoveting from the ordeal of vrartime
captivity. At seventy-six, Blum had never before been to the United
States, and he was boyishly excited by the spectacle of New York.
Everyone received him with great respectl he was indeed no ordinary
ambassador. I relieved him of the burden of negotiating, and he seldom
had to intervene in the talks; but he gready helped them by his noble
speeches to members of Congress. He was able to touch a chord of trust
and generosity in these men, even in the sober setting of the National
and Consultative Committee on Foreign Loans. To the texts of the
speeches we prepared for him he added a human dimension that ap-
pealed to his most hardened listeners. Over and above the language
common to all politicians, which is certainly effective, L6on Blum had
the same high ideals of liberty and democracy as the very diIlerent
men to whom he spoke. It was easy to believe this vetetan Socialist
leader when he declared that France would take on the cornmitments
required by the charter for international free trade which was then
being prepared at Hot Springs:

It is pcrfectly right and propcr for nations to apply planning or Statc
control at home, as is the case or the tendency in most of Europe, while
their cxternal transactions, on thc contrary, form part of an intcrnational
system based on unqualified freedom and equality.

This was an official commitment, against whith the French Govern-
ment was requesting the aid that would enable it eventually to abolish
all resttictions on foreign trade. But Blum added a further and more
political argument:

If we wete unablc to pay for the imports that are vital to our economy,
you must realize that Francc would be placcd, through material poverty
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and a sense of having been abandoned, in a situation from which one
could not expect any reasonable way out.

The men who then goverfled the United States understood what he
meant.

Roosevelt had been dead for 
^year, 

and the spirit which had moved
him, and which he had communicated to his great team, and through
them to the whole nation, was no longer to be felt. Hopkins was no
longer with us: after devoting his last remaining strength to the service
of his country, he had followed his friend to the grave. !?e had seen
each other in Washington when he had come back from his last visit to
Stalin - for which, at Truman's request, he had left hospital for a few
days. The ceremonial with rvhich he had been received had not blinded
him to the facts: the era of diplomacy between brothers in arms was
over; so was the charm of intimate conversation. Hopkins had lived
just long enough to see the atomic bomb. Other men would have to
administer the armed peace; and at their head was the quiet former Vice-
President, whom I had met in Roosevelt's entourage. Harry Truman
was certainly no ordinary man, and his years in Congress had given
him great experience of America's internal affairs. But, against almost
everyone's expectations, he showed himself capable of dominating the
wotld scene. The essential reason was a quality with which he was
exceptionally well endowed: the ability to decide. Whether by nature
or because the role of President had transformed him, he never hesi-
tated in the face of great decisions. Once he had the supreme responsi-
bility, questions about the depth of his intelligence or his knowledgc
became irrelevant. Only one thing mattered: that he did his duty,
which was to give orders after listening to advice. In the nature of
tleings he could not always be well-informed, and he was capable of
making mistakes; but he knew how to make his mind up, which is the
sign of a genuine statesman.

In Truman's entourage, a new team had taken over for the tran-
sition from rrar to peace. Fred Vinson at the Treasury and James
Byrnes at the State Department were conscientious negotiating part-
ners. After I had renewed contact with the many departments on which
our success depended, and after the various Irndjlease accounts had
been sorted out, we concentrated on the future. !flhat I said about the
French Plan was received with such great inte(est that we were soon
engaged in active co-operation: the modernization of France became an
objective cornmon to both borrower and lender. Both became com-
mitted to the success of the operation - an attitude which is certainly
in everyone's interest, but which is too often forgotten in negotiations,
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where each side tends to measure its own advilntage in terms of thc
loss inflicted on the other.

Day arfter day, we worked on estimates of the oPportunities for
rapid recovery that the Plan would give to French production and
expotts. Beyond the financial guarantees that they ofiered our crcditots,
these opportr:nities also afiected the way in which Europe's economic
and political recovery was conceived. The more we could convincc
our paftners, the better would be the conditions attaching to the 6nal
agreement. In this way, by a continual exchange of informationacross
the Atlantic, we improved the fust indications I had brought with me,

so that the Plan had made considerable progress by the time I re-
turned to Paris, where the Modernization Commissions had been kcpt
very alert by out incessant questionnaires.

How much did we hope to obtain by way of fresh credits once we
had liquidated our past debts ? Ilon Blum v/as not afr'aid to reveal to
Congress the very substantial figures that emerged from our cal-

culations:

\UCe are entering a transitional period, after which we hope to achieve
satisfactory equilibrium in our balance of payments, but during which we
shall have to import those goods that arc needed for the modernization
of France, Our total import needs would appear to be in the region of r r

billion dollars, including I billion from the United States' To pay for
them, we shall use every available tesource. We shall mobilize our last
remaining gold and currency reserves; we shall increase our exPorts as

much as we possibly can. But, even so, we shall face a total dcficit of about

; billion dollars for the next five years. It would scarcely be reduced even
if, against all reason, we were to give up our modernization Programmc -
because in that case our exports would obviously fall, as well as our im-
ports. This is the problem that I am asking you to examine with us in all
its aspects and as a single whole.

This frank, direct appeal made an impression; but if that impression
was favourable, even among representatives of the American tax-
payer, who had returned to 'business as usual', it was because we had
at the same time put forward a bold programme of action for the fivc
deficit years. A further advantage of that programme was that it
enabled overseas aid to be spread over a period. I knew, in fact, that
there was no hope of obtaining massive credits in one lump. U7e should
have to come back year after year and prove what eforts we were
making. As the terms of the agreement became clearer, Ilon Blum
made no secret of his disappointment.

'I can't have appealed powerfully enough to their feelings,' hc said.
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I assured him that he had done all he could. The agreement could
not go beyond the realities of the time. Feelings were no longer so
important; and in any case, if all the clauses of the agteemeni were
taken together, they added up to a very generous political gesture. In
effect, it wiped out what remained from Lend-Lease, and with it the
very principle of ('il/ar 

debts', which has so often poisoned the return to
peace. Of the 3| billion dollars of debts still on the books, the Ameri-
cans agreed to cancel three-quarters in return for'services rendered,.
All that remained were $4zom., to be repaid in ,, years at virtually nil
intetest. $3oom. were lent to us to purchase American su{plus goods at
low prices. !7e had finally liquidated our share in the cost of our own
Liberation.

There remained the burden of the future, which could not be re-
lieved so swiftly and decisively. On May 28, 1946, the Chairman of the
Export-Import Bank told us that he was opening a new line of credit
of g65om., intended for French purchases of capital goods and taw
materials. At the same time, we were promised a loan of $y-6oom.
from the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development.
In addition, we v/ere to receive 75 Liberty Ships on deferred-payment
terms - a po/o increase in our merchant feet. The total value of all this
was about lI billion dollars. It would cover only part of our estimated
needs between now' and r95o; but that, in my view, had not been the
aim of our mission. !7hat I had come for, and what was now assured
us, was the guarantee that we could embark on the Plan without fear
of having to stop halfway. Once it was set in motion, its own impetus
would create the internal and external conditions that were essintial
to its success.

Those weeks in the company of Ldon Blum added mutual warmth to
the friendliness he showed me and the respect I felt for him. His moral
authority, which extended well beyond the militants of his own political
party, had been increased by the war and by his time in captivlty; but
it was essentially inborn, a product of his deep human fielings. He
liked people, and he knew how to forge direct links with them. They
in tun felt his afiection, and thete is no need to look further than this
to explain the power he had over his contemporaries. Perhaps he
had too many qualities.

'I envy you your ability to concentrate,' he said to me once. ,per-

sonally, f can't help being interested in everything that goes on.,
I cannot judge whether his policies were better or.worse than those

of anyone else. But I know that he had the ability and the strength to
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basc his policies on the dictates of his conscience, and to win pcoplc
over with his noble and generous fcelings. No one can ask much more
of any statesman.

Back in Paris, Blunr warmly defended the Plan, which we had
patiently erFlained to hirn; and now he described it better than we did -
as statesmen often can. After thc French Assembly had approved the
IIfashington agreements, he wrote an editorial in the Socialist ncws-
paper I-e Popilairc whose conclusion admirably summed uP the

problem of the time:

Do we or do we not want libcrated France to be abreast of modcrn
science and technology ? Or do we see her future as a niggardly tfuit of
mediocrity and routine? That is thc choice that faces our country. And
rcmcmber that the French economy, even if it were kept at a mean and

mediocre level, still could not do without imports: it would bc stifed to
death. To import, we must exPort. To export, we must produce on terms
more or less comparable with those of our rivals. In othcr words, we
must rebuild and moderoizc our industties. So one thing leads to another:
there is no thitd alternative, whichever way one looks. But according to
which choice we make, and which state of mind prevails, we shall either
do what we have to do, courageously, decisively, and boldlS or find
ourselves condemncd to timid, close-fisted, penny-pinching prudence. If
we choose aright, we shall be ablc to call on the nation's confident and
eagcr cfforts. If not, our efforts will be slow and insignificant' and they
will be met by scepticism and indifference.

Today, that may sound like a Piece of rather high-flown literature. At
the time, it was a simple, clinical description of the pitiless reality con-
fronting us in this first year of peace. Even the choice of words re-
flected the choice that faced the country: boldness ot mediocrity. We
ourselves used a similar exptession: 'Modernization or decadence'.
For years, that was the motto of the Plan. But behind the slogans,

everyone was aware of the practical reality: it was a part of our daily
life.

The French Communist Party alleged that the loan agreement con-
tained secret political clauses; but most people belicved Ilon Blum
when he denied any such thing. In fact, we had had to make a con-
cession on one point; but there was nothing secret about it, since

Byrnes madc much of it with his California voters: France was to
increase its imports of Holly'lvood films. The Communists, who grew
ever more aggressive as the electoral timetable became more pressing,
made 6etce attacks on this addition to the loan agrcement. At thc samc
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time, they wete campaigning for higher vrages - which they were
granted shordy afterwards at the great conference ofbusiness, peasant,
and trade-union representatives called together by Georges Bidault, the
new Prime Minister, at the Palais-Royal in July. The endless race
between wages and prices had begun.

The Communists and the CGT remained unwavering, however, in
theit attitude to the Plan. Their desite to take part in the rebuilding of
Ftance was categorical and sustained. The appeal for more production
which the Communist leader Maurice Thorez had made in a speech
at Albi had been widely followed. But no progress could be achieved
without increasing real working hours beyoid Ih. rt^totory forty-hour
week. The President of the Planning Commissariat's Manpower Com-
mission was a Confederal Secretary of the CGT, Andr6 Tollet, who
had played an important role in the Liberation of Paris. IJThen he saw
the figures that revealed France's real situation, he had no hesitation in
calling for a forty-frve-hour wotking week; and although we did not
then go back to a forty-eight-hour week, this was not on account of
trade-union opposition, but because French industry had not enough
resources to make it possible.

Benoit Frachon was a member of the Planning Council, and it was in
this capacity that we met, both at No 18 rue de Martignac and at the
headquarters of the CGT. Our personal relations were friendly, and
I remember spending working evenings with him at my house out-
side Paris, where we enjoyed discussing all manner of things. He was a
man of wide expedencel and so long as we had the same fundamental
concern - to improve tl-re French economy - he was a co-operative
Partner with an open mind. But these relaxed contacts, I soon realized,
depended on political circumstances, in which he was not free to follow
his personal bent. When the Communists decided to stiffen their
opposition, and even before the non-Communist minority broke away
from the CGT in December ry47 to form the CGT-Force Owriire
(FO), the CGT's representatives on the Planning Commissariat
gradually drew back. Then, one day, without any open clash, they
ceased to appear at all. In this way I gradually lost contact with Benoit
Frachon, and with another useful man with whom I had had very
good relations since Algiers, Frangois Billoux. Bill6ux was Minister
of Reconstruction at the time when the important choices had to be
made; and under the pressure of public opinion and of his own staff
he might well have demanded that housing have absolute priority.

'That would be an irrational policy,' I said. 'If we used up our
available lesources at once on housing, we should soon have to stop,
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perhaps fot several decades. !7e must ftst rebuild our steel and cement

industries. Reconstruction and modernization are not alternative

options: on the contrary, they go hand in hand.'

Not without courage, Billoux endorsed this fundamenal choice.

My experience with the Communists was therefore limited to that
relatively short but decisive period when everphing had to be sub-
ordinated to the undeniable needs of production. By 1948, the PIan
had become national policy, and everyone tallied to its call, which was

widely echoed because it was so tirelessly repeated. But before this

unanimous effort could fully bear fruit, electoral preoccupations and

ideological battles once more became predominant; and the imple-
menation of the Plan was soon threatened by socid conflicts and in-
flation. From ttre Spring of ry47 onwards, we could no longer count
on the Communists to help mainain discipline, and my usual contacts

in the Party avoided me. Politics had introduced a point of view in-
compatible with the principles underlying the Plan, which were to
seebthe common intetest and to accept collective decisions. True, I
have always encountered political resistance, from many difierent
quafrers; but so long as the discussion remains open, I resPect disagtee-
ments and do my best to overcome them. Thanks to Pierre Le Brun,
the CGT continued to be represented on the Modernization Com-
missions for some time, and we neYer had any open dash. Then one

day Le Brun too ceased to attend; but by that time the Plan was fumly
rooted in the customs of the country.

The year 1946 was when we worked out the main modernization
prograrnmes; and since everything had to be synchtonized there was,

intense activity at No r8 rue de Martignac, where the 11o members of
the Modernization Commissions and a further 5oo in their suh'
commissions were all working toward the same goal. Hirsch and

Mariolin brought together the Rapporteurs and collated their pro-
posals. They knew better than I did how to Prepare the progtammes,,

and I made no attemPt to intetfere with their work or with that of
their experts and statisticians. My concern was with genetal objectives
and orders of magnitude: I had to maintain an overall view. Industrial-
ists, engineers, and trade unionists always thought they knew better

what was feasible. They were usually.right about their own subjects

but wrong, more often than not, about the problem as a whole. The
most dimcdt job was not to verify trhis fact, but to convince them that
it was so. \Fe took no vacation that sutnmer. As the conclusions reached

by the difierent Comr jssions were gradually co-ordinated, with much
toing and froing of infomntion in oo fcwcr than 16o meetings, my
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colleagues set to work on the overa[ Report. After countless modifica-
tions, it reached its final form in November, 1946.

For five years, this 2oo-page Report was the reference-book for the
Ftench economy - not so much in its technical recommendations, which
had constandy to be adapted to changing circumstances, but rather by
virtue of its approach, which combined this necessary flexibility with
a few basic and permanent requkements. In fact, as far as I was con-
cerned, it could all be summed up in the few pages describing its method
- or even in just one, page 31.lf anyone came into my office ignorant
of that page, he had usually been shown it by the time he left. u7hat
had to be understood was this: that while the Plan set production and
other Argets for r 9;o according to the resources that wcre then expected
to be available, the six crucial prograrnmes - those in the basic sectots

- must at all events be implemented between norn/ and then. They
alone were paramount. Cleatly, resources of energy, metals, currency,
and manpower had to be procured and utilized in the pursuit of general
objectives. No additional State control u/as proposed; but existing
regulations, which provided for the allocation of raw materials and
credit, gave the Government powerful enough means of encouraging
and monitoring what had to be done. Even so, it was not on these that
I counted the most. One reason was that they were not directly under
my control, but in the hands of the Ministerial departments; and they,
although bouod by the Plan, were reluctant to accept the predominance
of the Planning Commissariat. But the other reason, and pethaps the
more important, was my continued belief that nothing works so well as
persuasion.

I was certain, now, that the Plan could be implemented only by
methods like those that had been used to prepare it. 'Our methods,' I
u/rote, 'should be based on those that u/ere used in drawing up the
proposals made in the present Report. A collective effort requires
collective organization and constant joint consultation.' I proposed
that the Planning Commissariat should be made permanent in its
present shape and size, and that this new but already indispensable
body, modest but all-embracing, a, rival to no one but a mentor to all,
should become a national institution. 'The Plan,' I continued, 'is
essentially a method of convergent action and a means whereby every-
one can relate his own eforts to those ofeveryone else. It is concerned
as much with odentation as with control.' On page ror of the Report
there appears the phrase 'concerted economy', which has since beclme
fashionable in France. I was not very keen on it, but I could see that
Hirsch was anxious to keep it in. I understood why when he told me
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that his family played cframber music together. It was as a viorinist,
not an economist, that he had chosen the term. I finalry agreed to it
yh:" :gT.!ody pointed out that the poet and essayist Cn"?"" ,e",
had called the French 'an unconcerted people'. ve naa t u"ry it 

"tlegend.

_ 'Frenchmen today,' I said, .are no different from those who were
born when France u/as a great power. But in those days *" *"". ,noa
of out time. It depends on us whether we pull ahead aiain. fn any case
we have no choice. The only alternative ,o.,,,"a"."ir"A'o" ir;;i;;::

As always,- I yas repqting myself. I left my visitors 
"o 

,"rpi 
". 

i
wa.s 

?s 
much by hammering lome a few simpleideas as by virtut of its

weigrrty reportgthat the Plan became a household word. The keyto the
whole undertaking was perhaps a sentence in the introdu.tiori to th"
Report, and one which at firit seemed surprising: .Modernization 

is
not a_state of afafus, but a sate of mind.'-rn Fiance, neither as yet
eisted; but it was clear.that the French people could only r".*i 

"'rrdmaintain their past wealth and influenceir tir"y acquired in trreir woik
the attitude of a modern peop-le. Where shoid wl begin? W;.r;id
l-dly go w-rong, as I have said, if we started by dea[nfwi*, th.;;
shorages of energy, steel, and building matedals. For"agriculturi we
began with farm machinery because, as-Hirsch put it. 'a firme. &ivino
a tractor will no longer think like z fatmer foirowing 

" 
t orr..' rn"rE

priorities were undeniable: the very idea of them"had , p"*.rrJ
psychological effect. And it was moie urgent to make 

" 
,ari than to

spend ages discussing what the 6rst steps it oua be. Mistakes could be
put right later, because flexibility was an essential feature of the plan.
Some people wanted it to involve mote State control:

'![hat is your philosophy?, they asked.

. 'The answer is simple,' I said. 'Life itself is a matter of uncertainties,
hopes, constant changes, and disappointments; but it arso involveJ
:.g"qryity and achievement, provided one doesn,t give up. The pl;,
like life, is a continuous creation.,

. 
This empitical attitude, however, did not obviate the need for great

vigilance: quite the reverse. There was nothing automatic aboul the
i*nlg1."t11ron of the programmes. Our Noveibet ry46 n.pori*i,
studded with setious warnings:

!7e have ooly a short respite..,. once our overseas ctedits are used uo-
out economic independence will hinge on our ability to 

"rpo.t - i..., ioproduce at competitivc prices.
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But thc immediate danger was infation' Between July and December

1946, French domestic prices had increased by So%.

Of all the preconditions essential to the success of the Plan, none is motc
fundamental than the stabilization of prices and of the currency.

From that moment on, it became clear that I could not limit my action
to the administration of a Plan which, although it would determine the

futute, was at the same time so dependent on the economic policy of
the day. Vtrether we liked it or not, we should have to intervene in the

businiss of Govetnment. I took no pleasure in bombarding Ministers

and senior officials with notes and telephone calls; but they at least

grew acclrstomed to being badgered at all hours. They claimed that

It was the result of my ccientric temPerament; but what would really

have been eccentric, in my view, would have been to watch the country's

economy rapidly deteriorate and still do nothing about it. True, most

of thess people and those who succeeded them soon overcame their
initial irritation and took notice of my own and my colleagues' advice.

Even so, none of them ever accepted as natural a method of work
which on occasion ignored oGcial hierarchies and upset normal
toutines - although in a crisis, when action is needed, this is often the

only way.
The crisis facing France when we launched the Plan was not merely

a matter of vzartime devastation and long-sanding under-investmcnt.

It also took the form of growing monetary and politicd instability'
Our Report was submitted to the Planning Council, thcn chaired by
Premier Georges Bidault, on November 27, 1946.It was unanimously

approved by the Ministers and by the industrial and uade-union

ripresentatives. On the very next day, however, Bidault's Government
f.[. It was succeeded by a Socialist Government under L6on Blum.

This approved our Report on January t4, r947i but it was finally a
coalition Government under Paul Ramadier which, from January 17

onward, had tlle task of putting the Plan into practice. AII this turmoil
was oot without its compensations. It gave us the oppornrniry, with
each successive investiture debate, to have the nation's commitment

to the PIan restated, and thereby to associate Padiament with it.
Many were the Ministerial speeches we drafted' at No r 8 rue de

Mariignac, in the hope that at least a few sentences would survive in
the final version. Many, too, v/ere the parliamentary leadets whom wc
tded to convince beforc each debate' Governments changed, but our
ideas took root. The essential thing for us was not to be constantly

called in question. LCon Blum had promised me to keep the Planning
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Commissariat atached to the Prime Ministet's office. He forgot. I
submitted my resignation: once again, matters were put right. I worked
under ten Prime Ministers, and had battles with all of them. Govern-
ment instability was harmful to France, but litde more than a nuisance
to the Plan. In the twenty years that followed, three Planning Commis-
sioners outlived twenty.eight Governments.

By the very fact of having been approved, the Plan had tdy become
everyone's concern. The Communist and Christian trade unions
(CGT and CFTC), the farm unions in the General Confederation of
Agriculture (CGA), and the industrialists of the National Council of
French Employers (CNPF), all accepted the Plan's objectives and urged
their members to fulfil them. In particular, the Manpower Commission's
proposals '"vere adopted, and the fotty-eight-hour week eventually
became the norm. This could never have been done if it had not been
accepted by the u/orkforce. It was a crucial factor in French recovery.
Similady, the six basic programmes were launched because they had
been acknowledged as essential by the industries concerned. For the
yer t947, work was put in hand at once: the Donzdre-Mondragon dam,
the Usinor strip mill, and the Rh6ne Valley project were spectacular
first steps in modernization for industry and agriculture alike. 'Directly
or indirecdy, more than po/o of the French economy has now started
toward the r95o targets,'we announced. But at the same time the basic
economic balance still had to be maintained.

In reality, it was under threat. On January r, 1947, L€on Blum
decreed a compulsory 1o/o price cut - a vain attempt to stem the flood
of inflation that was swelled by the budget deficit and the increase in
money supply resulting from higher u/ages. Throughout the year,
successive counter-inflation measures failed. Not only was the Plan in
danger; the country's morale was undermined. The black market, the
spread of speculation, the flight of capital, and the standstill in pro-
ductive investment wete together putting France back by several years.
Action was needed: but what? Economists trained in the traditional
schools were silent, and the Govetnment seemed to be waiting for a
miracle. After the hard winter a disastrous wheat harvest, the worst for
r ro years, only added to our troubles. Even if no remedy was in sight,
v/e at least had to try to evaluate the extent of the thteat and to isolate
its worst features.

A young graduate of the Ecole Normale Sapirieare had recendy joined
the staff of the Planning Commissariat. His name was Pierre Uri. After
taking his fellowship examination, his agrigation, in philosophy he had
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been taught by the celebrated Princeton economists. Later, he had
worked with Frangois Perroux and been an adviser to the CGT. At
thirty-five, he had a reputation as an unrivalled dialectician: young
people admired his brilliant articles in Jean-Paul Sartte's magazine I*s
Temps Modeme.c. But he also had another quality that was more solid, and
in my eyes more valuable because more rare: an exceptional ability to
think out new and rigorous solutions to the most complex problems. Uri
often approaches technical difficulties from an unexpected direction, and
gets to the heart of them, where everything is simple; but this can only
be done after going through the maze of details in which very intelligent
people seem almost to enjoy losing their way. Uri is supremely intel-
ligent. He is capable of brilliant insights, which I often have to damp
down somewhat to make them less dazzhng and more convincing. In
the eady days, his fine intellect found it hard to accept the constraints
of common sense. But no matter: it was he who loosed the Gordian
knot of the French economic crisis, with the aid of the latest analytical
instruments, which he had learned how to use, and the synthesizing
spirit which was all his own.

I saw that if I gave Pierre Uri the chance to examine the public and
private accounts, he would be able by himself to master the whole
problem of the country's overall needs and resources. He would pro-
duce a balance-sheet rvhich would show the gaps where infation was
getting in. From it we should even be able to deduce what remedies to
apply. But if work of this kind were done in solitude, what spin-off
would it have? How could it become a national plan of action? Ii on
the other hand, it was conducted according to the methods of the
Plan, and if all the parties concerned were involved in it from the start,
then its conclusions would automatically be understood and accepted.
I set about forming a'Balance-Sheet Commission'. It included Le Brun,
Martial Brousse the agriculturist, and Ricard, as well as Jean-Frangois
Bloch-Lain€, now Director of the Treasury at the Finance Ministry,
together with more than sixty of their colleagues from the CGT, the
CGA, the employers' federation, and the civil service. Uri was its
omnipresent Rapporteur. A decree dated October t, t947, 

"vas 
the

starting-point for the inquiry, the first of its kind in France. By the
beginning of December, I was able to submit to the Government a
roo-page Report which was both intellectually rigorous and perfectly
clear - qualities that go hand in hand, as Uri quickly learned after a few
months at the Planning Commissariat.

This fust national balance-sheet revealed that there would be a large
inflationary gap in 1948. But more important than the figures them-
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selves was the method whereby they had been teached, and the e*Feri-
ence this had given to those responsible for the French economy. Once
again, the balance-sheet necessarily led to action; and because the duty
to act was incumbent on those who had taken part in the inquiry and
subscribed to its conclusions, the resultant decision was both implicit
and unavoidable. The inflationary gap must be closed. To increase the
country's resources was difEcult; to cut back demand was possible. All
it required was courage. On January t6, 1948, Robert Schuman, now
Prime Minister, and his Finance Minister Rend Mayer persuaded
Padiament to vote into law an exceptional levy, which could be avoided
by taking out Government bonds, and the withdrawal of Sooo-franc
banknotes. At the same time, the franc was devalued by 8oo/o against
the dollar. I must add that the preparation of these measures was in
no way cornmensurate with the achievement of persuading Patliament
to vote for them, which was a very great ordeal for Rend Mayer.

The same series of laws, at my request, set up a National Moderniza-
tion and Investment Fund, designed to finance, without intermption
and without conuibuting to infation, the investrnents required under
the Plan. I managed to have the Fund receive one-third of the ex-
ceptional levy; but I was never able to overcome the Finance Ministry's
resistance to its acquiring real budgetary autonomy. At the same time,
however, we were in the process of winning a far mote imporant batde

- securing for the Fund the franc counterpart of Marshall Plan
donations. The domestic financing of the 'Monnet Plan' was thereby
assured until r952, as were its overseas supplies - thanks in both cases

to the same source of credit. This, as will be seen, was doubly
providential for France.
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Chapter r r

EUROPE IN THE DARK (rg+l-rg+g)

I
The Marshall Plan

So we had at last concerted our efforts to halt France's economic
decline; but now, once more, everything seemed to be at risk. Two
years eadier, we thought that we had plumbed the depths of material
poverty. Now we were threatened with the loss of even basic essentials.

The year 1947 should have seen the end of major shortages; and al-
though the Plan called for short-term austerity measures, it had certainly
promised a rapid rise in consumption, and was preparing for futute
prosperiry. We had perfected our method, and set up machinerywhereby
the whole nation felt involved in the Plan, just as we had wished. Thc
main corporate entities v/ere on our side. Any obstruction could only
be the result of accidents. Some of them were predictable; but others
now took us by suqprise. We knew, for example, that we should have
to overcome short-term difficulties in out balance of payments, since
the credits we had been granted under the Blum-Byrnes agreements
would not last until we were self-sufEcient. But now our dollar re-
sources were melting away at an alarming rate, because we were having
to buy American wheat to replace the crops we had lost during the
winter. This alone cost us $zoom. instead of the $3om. we had expected
to pay. In addition, u'e had to increase our coal imports at a time v/hen
prices had risen in the United States. In June, we met the cost with gold
bullion from the Bank of France; in August, we cut off inessential
imports, A further American loan was soon exhausied.

Nor was this grim situation confined to France. Britain too had come
to the end of her resources. In February 1947 she had abruptly can-
celled her aid to Greece and Turkey, whose burdens she had seemed

able to assume in ry45, Ovetnight, this abrupt abdication gave the
United States direct tesponsibility for part of Europe. Truman did not
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hesitate for a moment: with the decisiveness that was to mark his
actions as President, he at once asked for credits and arms for both
Turkey and Greece. Congress was now once more opposed to financial
and military commitments overseas; but the President declared:

I believe that we must assist free peoples to work out their destinies in
their own way.

I believe that our help should be primarily thtough economic and
financial aid which is essential to economic stability and orderly political

Processes. . . .
!ile must take immediate and resolute action.*

\[/ith these words, he announced the Truman Doctrine of March rz,
r947. Its significance was general: it meant that the United States would
prevent Europe from becoming a depressed area at the mercy of
Communist advance. On the very same day, the Four-Power Conference
began in Moscow. There, for a whole month, George Marshall,
Ernest Bevin, and Georges Bidault argued with Vyacheslav Molotov
about all the problems of the peace, and above all about Germany.

When Marshall tetutned to l7ashington, he knew that for a long
time there would be no further genuine dialogue with Stalin's Russia.

The 'cold war', as it was soon to be known, had begun. At about the

same time Will Clayton, the Under-Secfetary of State for Economic
Affairs, came back from Europe with a very alarming secret rePort.
'It is now obvious,' he said, 'that we have grossly underestimated the
destruction to the European economy by the war.'He proposed that the
United States should supply aid'based on a European plan which the
principal European nations . . . should work out.'t Information from
a number of sources convinced Marshall and his Under-Secretary Dean
Acheson that once again, as in t94r, the United States had a gre t
historic duty. And once again there took place what I had witnessed in
\07ashington a few years earlier: a small group of men brought to rapid
maturity an idea which, when the Executive gave the word, turned
into vigorous action. This time, it was done by five or six people, in
total secrecy and at lightning speed. Marshall, Acheson, Clayton,
Averell Harriman, and George Kennan worked out a proposal of
unprecedented scope and generosity. It took us all by suqprise when
we read the speech that George Marshall made at Hawatd on June ;,
t947, C.hence had led him to choose the University's Commencement

* Pilblic Paperr of thc Prei&ntr of tbe Utitcd Stalet: Har4r S. Truaan, 1947 $fash-
ingon, DC, US Government Printing Ofre, ry6), pp' 178-9.

f Ellen Clayton Garwood, lVill Chltoa: A Sbort Biograplry (Austin, University of
Texas Press), pp. rrf2r.
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Day to launch something new in international relationsl helping others
to help themselves.

I had first met General Marshall when, as US Chief of Staff, he
had put his full weight behind the Victory Programme. Few men have
earned such great respect, doubdess because authority came as natually
to him as modesty and humanity. !flhen these qualities are combined in
one person they leave a mark on men's minds. The history of the United
States provides several fine examples of such leadership, which
commands allegiance without oppressing anyone. Marshdl proved
during the war that he had a genius for orgarization, which he also
displayed in his work for peace. Roosevelt could not do without him
- which is the only reason why Marshall is not remembered as the hero
of Europe's Liberation. llhe President told him: 'I feel I could not
sleep at night with you out of the country', and after long hesitation
appointed Eisenhower Supreme Commander. Truman turned Marshall
into a diplomatist, sent him to China, and then put him in chatge of the
State Departrnent, whete postwar policy was still in the melting-pot.
Although unfamiliar with Europe, Marshall sized up at once the
dangers that were gathering:

In considering the requirements for the rehabilitation of Europe, the
physical loss oflife, the visible destruction of cities, factories, mines, and
railroads rras correctly estimated, but it has become obvious during recent
months that this visible destruction was probably less serious than the
dislocation of the entire fabric of European economy. . . .

The rehabilitation of the economic structure of Europe will require a

much longer time and greater effort than had been foreseen.*

This lucid statement was not in itself enough to convince American
public opinion. There was 

^ 
gte t temptation to return to isolationism;

and the Democratic Administration had to face a Republican majority
in Congress, including the powerful Senator Arthur H. Vandenberg.
Marshall could hardly ask his compatiots to make yet another sacrifice
for a Europe yet again on the road to ruin. Or at least, since that was the
situation, he had to produce a new and creative idea:

Assistance, I am convinced, must not be on a piecemeal basis as various
crisesdevelop....

Thc initiative, I think, must come from Europe. The tole of this
couotry should consist of friendly aid in the drafting of a European

* George C. Marshall, Specch at Harvard University, June y, ry47, itt In Qte c of
Pcacc and Sccutill, Schctcd Docsmcnlt on Amtican Foreign Policl rg4r-rg$ (Depart-
ment of State Publication 4245, tg5t), pp. 9r-j,
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program and of latet suPPort of such a Program so far as it may be

practical for us to do so,

Thus, for the 6rst time, responsibilitywas to be shared, and Europe was
asked to come together to draw up a balance-sheet of its needs and
resources:

The program should be a ioint one, agreed to by a number of, if not
all, European flations.

That was the basis of what at once came to be called the Marshall Plan

- an American ofier to contribute to an essentially European effort. We
promptly answered:

France has never lost sight of the need to see her own recovery as Part
of the tecovery of Europe.

Bevin and Bidault at once dispatched an invitation to Molotov, who
arrived in Paris with a retinue of eighty advisets.

I myself played no direct part in the diplomatic negotiations which
culminated in the Soviets' refusal to join in an overall programme, on
the grounds that it would infringe national sovereignty. As is well
known, the USSR's satellites followed suit, cutting a deep divide
down the middle of Europe. The results were profound and lasting;
but the sixteen countries that finally met in Paris in Jriy t947, at the
invitation of Great Britain and France, had at least all reacted in the
same way, determined to tesist economic dedine and thereby preserve

political freedom. How far they would be able to pursue, and pursue
together, the bold efforts that were needed, remained a question. So

far as France was concerned the ans'wer was already cleat: the French
Plan was the most elabotate of the conributions made to the progtamme
launched by the Committee of Economic Co-operation. Mariolin left
the Planning Commissadat to ioin it, eager to test his mettle in a vast
and complex enterprise where his gifts could have full scope. I was

sorry to see him go, because as I have said the Plan was a continuous
creation, and it still needed brains of his calibre; but I realized that, at
his age and with his temperament, he was eager to spread his wings.
He was going to apply his knowledge and our r.nethods of work, which
had grown out of so much shared experience, to a similar venture in the
international field, the success of which was essential to that of the
French Plan.

It has often been said that I used my ingenuity to place colleagues in
jobs which amounted to forward outPosts for my future battles, and
that by this mcans I gtadually infltrated all the positions of power. This
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is untnre. I never like losing anyone whom I have recruited for my small
team, often after long_ hesitation, and who has entered into its spirit.
I like to see familiar faces around me; but if new tasks bring in new
men or take others from me, I bow to the inevitable. That is why, while
never casting'anyone off, I have had to ask a succession ofpeople to help
me. Cfucumstances, rathef,than my own wishes, have usually brought
about the changes I have had to accept. Very often, the same circrin-
stances have put colleagues of mine into useful administrative or
political positions; but that has been in the natue of things rather
than a matter of calculation. At the end of 1946, F6lix Gaillard was
elected Deputy for the Charente, and he later joined the Government
as Under-Secretary of. State to Ren6 Mayer at the Ministry of Finance
and Economic Affafus, where he was responsible for overseeing the
Plan. At about the same time, Paul Delouvrier became Mayer,s
dirutear de cabinet. U7hen in 1948 Robert Marjolin was appointed by
the sixteen Matshall Aid countdes as Secretary-Geniial of the
Orgaruzaiot for European Economic Co-operation (OEEC), which

!9 had helped to set up, Etienne Hfusch succeeded him as Deputy
Planning Commissiorrer. In the end, f wonder which is more striking -
the succession of difierent people who appear in these pages, or the fact
that the same names so often recur again and again.

_The scope of the inquiry undertaken by the Sixteen, and the difficulty
of obtaining genuine and comparable data, made itimpossible toproduce
a full picture of Euope's situation before the end of Septembir ry47.
No other Eutopean country had the equivalent of the French plan,
which from the beginning had not only formed the basis of France,s
answers to the Americans' questions, but also helped serve as a model
for the questionnaire itself. Despite intensive work, the cure had to
wait while the malady grew worse. Something had to be done while
the Marshall Plan was still facing adminisuative and Congressional
obstacles. At the end of December 1947, therefote, Truman signed the
legislation for Interim Aid, which enabled Italy and France to import
the wheat, coal, oil, and cotton which they so desperately hcked.
Shortly afterwards, the President submitted to Congress .A programme
for United States Support to Eulopean Recovery' providing for
seventeen billion dollars to be made available to the'sixteen countries

letween then and June r952. Not without many difficulties and e greuit
deal of valiant effort, the Economic Co-operation Act was vot"d by
Congtess on April ,, 1948.In Paris a few days later, the Sixteen signed
the Convention establishing OEEC. For hun&eds of millioni of
people, this was a guarantee that they would have the resources and
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rau/ materials that u/ere vital if theit standard of living was to bc
raised. But there was no certainty that this relief would last. Theit
independence and prosperity would prove dangerously deceptive, unless

we used this breathing-space to learn to dispense with outside aid.

The very facilities that now enabled the French Plan steadily to develop
made the constraints on it all the more evident. Time was limited,
although the deadline was now PostPoned till r9yz. Resources wete
also limited - just under three billion dollars to last fot fifty months'
There was no margin for waste.

Once again, infation might engulf everything. !7e needed both
dollars, to be spent oo raw materials, and francs, to be sPent on
investment; but there was no automatic link between the two. How
could vre ensure that foreign aid stimulated internal effot? Ttrere was
one very simple enswer: to finance the Plan with the francs we earned
by selling thi supplies which we had obtained free. This was the
solution to the problem of 'counterpart funds', which occupied us for
months: in the end, it made possible the modernization of France. But,
as always, the most obvious solution aroused the greatest opposition.
Not unreasonably, the Americans wanted these 'counterPart' francs to
be frozen, lest they contribute to infation. The French Government -
like all European Governments - was strongly tempted to usc them as

a source of revenue. But there was one form of productive expenditure
which would not be inflationary; and that was investment to develop
the basic industries which were the driving-force of the Plan. The Plan,

after all, was the Americans'guarantee that Marshall Aid would be uscd
for the recovery of France.

The logic of this argument seemed to me inescapable. Clear as it
was, however, it might not have prevailed without a sttoke of good luck.
Chance had brought to Paris two men of exceptional vision and good-
will - Ambassador David Bruce and his financial adviser tUflilliam

Tomlinson. David Bruce was already a friend of mine, and the mutual
trust between us has helped solve many political problems. I should
describe him as essentially a civilized man, because for me this general
term has a very precise meaning. Bruce always takes account of others,
and listens to them without trying to impose his point of view or insist
that he is always right. He is always anxious to be fully convinced
before attempting to convince others. He has fulfilled many important
and difficult missions, and is free of political dogmatism - although him-
self a Democrat, he has served Republican Administrations - and he
never sees his country as a dominating force. Instead, he looks for ways
in which the United States can help other countriesl and he is always
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trying to help others himself. That, to my mind, is what being civilized
means.

David Bruce is an ambassador in the best American tradition; like
some others I have known, he helps to formulate the policies he is called
upon to represent. Very influential in his own Government, he has
sometimes helped draft his own instructions. At that time, we worked
to-qe$e1 to perfect those that concerned the Marshall plan. In charge

:f fo p Paris_was a young representative of the US Treasury,'Jfili;
Joplilso_1,_Tommy, as we called him, was twenty-eight years old, and
he looked like a conscientious student. His shynesi 

"rf, 
frait 

"pp""i".r."masked a warm heart and unflagging energy. Since his t"*i t " h"d
known that he was sufiering from serious caidiac trouble, but he save
himself no rest. No one but Tommy himself would have imposed orihim
the efiort he made during those creative years, when he prayed so vital a
part in helping-David Bruce and myself. He was one tf ihose people
who give heir loyalty to an idea; and he naturally thought in teims'of
teamwork. Familiarizing himself with our economic afiairs, which were
his official concern, he realized both their technicar effectiveness and
their political importance. He trusted me completely, and I concealed
none of our problems from him, because he rnade ii his business with
the US Administration to help us solve them. He loved France, and
made many admiring friends there, as he did later when he became the
fust US Ambassador to the European Community, ,mong the
pioaeers. He died at the age of 36, worn out by his ef,orti. We owi him
a very great debt.

In 1948, without the help of Bruce and Tomlinson, I should never
have succeeded in persuading the uS Administrationto anowhundreds
of billions of francs' wo_rth of counte+art funds to be used by the
French Govetnment; and I should have found it hard to persuadt the
latter to allocatgthem to the Plan. As it was, in ry49 some 9olo of the
Modemization Fund's resources came from this unhoped-ioi ioor"",
and-S_oo/o g rgJo: Even more, the certainty that so prolbnged an efiort
could be financed without fail gave a sense of confidence 6 the whole
French eco-nomy- And the economy, at that time, was not just a matter
of material well-being: it was the necessary basis for nationar in-
dependence and the preservation of democracy.
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In April ry48 I was once more in the United States. The official
putpose of my trip was to obtain additional allocations of wheat to
tide us over until harvest-time. But to understand America, its people,
and its leaders, one has to go back regulady and form somc idea of the
changes that ceaselessly cany it forward. I have some general notions
about America and the Americans, acquired over decades of friendly
contact; but when it comes to action I tely on my judgement at the
time. That was the real reason for my regular visits, which always
began with calls on well-informed friends. In places like London, New
York, and l7ashington, where the big decisions are made, my fust
talks have always been with men who cannot afiord to makc mistakes -
bankers, industrialists, lawyers, and newspapermen. What others say
may be coloured by imagination, ambition, or doctrine. I certainly
respect their infuence; but I base my judgement on the wisdom of
practical men.

One of them, Andr6 Meyer, I have known for forty years. I have
been to see him every time I go to the United Sates. The same is truc
of Pierre-David !7eill, George Murnane, Floyd Blair, and Dean Jay.
The scale of the subjects they deal with in their banking houses
necessarily gives them very broad horizons. Nor did I fail to scek the
opinion of Felix Frankfurter, until his death in ry61,lalso went to see

laywers like Dean Acheson and George Ball, or university teachers like
Robert Bowie, Walt and Gene Rostow, or McGeorge Bundy. None of
them was ever far from public affairs and goveflrment: at any moment
they might be called to some political post. Finally, I learned a :r,ery
great deal from talks with friends in the press wodd - Phil and Kay
Graham, Walter Lippmann, Joe Alsop, James Reston, David Schoen-
brun, and Robert Kleinman. I gave them news of Europe, it is true;
but in return they shared with me the wodd panorama they enjoyed
from such vantage-points as the Ncat York Tines, the Vdsltiryton
Post, or C.B.S.

It was while I was in lJTashington on that occasion that the Con-
vention establishing OEEC was &afted and signed in Paris. rtr7hen I
studied it, I could not heh seeing the intrinsic weakness of a sytem
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that went no further than mere co-operation between Goverflments.
One single line in Article 14 of the Convention ptevented any kind of
joint action: 'Unless the Organization otherwise agrees for special
cases, decisions shall be taken by mutual agreement of all the
Members.' In a lettet to Georges Bidault, I wrote:

Efforts by the various countries, in the present national frameworks, will
not in my view be enough. Furthetmore, the idea that sixteen sovereign
nations will co-operate effectively is an illusion. I believe that only thc
establishment of a federation of the West, including Britain, will enable us
to solve our problems quickly enough, ar:d finally prevent war. I realize
how djfficult it is - it may evefl be impossible - but I see no other solu-
tion, ifwe have the necessary respite.

If this idea had struck me so forcibly agan, it was not because of the
inadequacy of what was being done in Paris. I had not in any case

expected much from that. What really concetned me was what I had
seen during the past few weeks in the United States, after two years'
absence. In another letter, this time to Robert Schuman, I said:

This country is always animated by a dynamic force that derives from
the very nature of every individual. America is on the move, but it is
neither reactionary nor imperialist. It does not v/ant wat, but it will go to
war if need be. Its determination ofl this point is very firm. But that deter-
mination is not blind. A great change occurred here recently: prep,ua-
tion to make szar has given place to preparation to prevent it. The idea
that d€tente may be possible is beginning to emerge,

Accustomed as I was to the American temperament, I was disturbed
at so strong a will to act and so great an impatience to see con-
valescent Europe stand on its own feet. These seemed likely to lead to
instability and future misunderstanding. And in the same letter to
Schuman I btoached an idea which was to go on developing at the
back of my mind fot the next two years:

I caonot but be struck by the relationship that threatens to develop be-
tween this great and dynamic nation and the countries of Europe, if
they remain as they are, in their Present state of mind, In my opinion,
Europe caflnot long affotd to remain almost exclusively dependent on
American credit for her production' and American strength for hct
security, without harmful results both here and in Europe.

Everything I have seen and reflected on here leads me to a conclusion
which is <row my profound conviction: that to tackle the present situa-
tiofl, to face the dangers that threaten us, and to match the Amedcan
effort, thc couotries of Western Europc must turn their national efiorts
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into a truly European efiort. This will be possible only tkoughafe&ratiotr
of the I7est.

There could beno truly European effortwithout afederation of thewest.
but there could be no federation unless it *;b;;k.J-;;;h;;
efiort. The two seemed indissolubly linked: so where shouldwe start?
It was a- question that was to be asked by more and more people,
ceaselessly 

-try-mg 
to revive the old federalist traditions in n"rope,

which war had so often intemrpted. Most of these people belongedto
political movements, and sinierely believed thai union 

"oJd b"
achieved by concerted goodwill. At the time of my letters to Bidault and

_S_chumal, 
preparations were being made for a great Congress at The

I1g". T M"y 1948, under the Jhairmanship 6f Winsto"n Churchill.
]{any of our friends attended it: Anthony Edin, Lord Layton, Harold
Macmillan, Paul Van Zeeland, paul Riynaud, Frangois Mitterrand,
fierre-fe-nn Teitgen, Andr6 Frangois-pon."t. ih"r" were also othersi
less well known - a German party reader named Konrad Adenauer,
and a Professor from Frankfurt, $Talter Hallstein. In the profusion oi
ideas that typifies such meetings, I am sure that despite many vain
aspirations there rvere also some fruitful lines of action. But I confess
that I paid little attention to the Hague Congress; and the fate of its
enthusiastic tesolutions,-which a yeai later leJ to the founding of the
Council of Euope, confirmed my belief that this approach wJuld lead
nowhere.

Nor would the more p-ragmatic methods of OEEC bring unity,
because there it was laid down that anyone could be .*.*ptfd frr*
decisions that he found difficult. It was tle opposite of the clmmunity
spirit. 

-Still, provided that the limits of io-operation *"r" ,".og_
nized for what they were, OEEC could certainly help the Erropeir
cconomy, which in the past had been too compartrnentalized. The
removal of quota restrictions, and the later agreement on intra-
European payments, would encourage and faciliti'te trade; and better
knowledge of each other's plans andlesources would .rr"bl" everyone
to improve the thnrst of his own efforts. It would be a mistake to ask
more than that of a system which entailed no delegation of sovereignty.
Very soon, OEEC had become simply techniJal machinery; b"ot it
outlived the Marshall Plan because it piovided a mass of information
which everyone found useful. I realized that neither this organization,
with its headquarters at the chiteau de la Muette in parii, nor thi
padiamenary meetings in Suasbourg that resulted from the Hague
Congress, would ever give con"retJerpression to European unIty.
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Amid these vast groupings of countries, the common interest was too
indistinct, and coirmon dlsciplines were too lax. A start would have

to be made by doing something both more practical and- more

ambitious. National sovlreignty *o.rld have to be tackled more boldly

and on a narrower front.
I had to wait many months before I found the opporrunity to act

along these lines, which seemed to me the only ones that might work.
It wis too soon to do anything with Germany, an emergent political
entity whose economic backbone was becoming more and more solirl

and powerful, but which was still subiect to careful supervision'-This

.rrp.'*irioo, exercised iointly by the French, the British, and- the

Americans, gave rise to'occasional friction between ourselves and our

Allies. They-were natufally anxious to develop the'Bizone' formed from

the British and American occupation zones - which included the main

Ruhr coalfields - so that the costs of occupation could be met by the

Germans themselves. w"hat v'as more, the Marshall Plan's production

targets aimed at testofing the German economy, like that of Europe as

, 'ihol", by ry52 - bui without allowing it once again to-become

autarkic. In August tg47, in some Allied documents which Marjolin
had passed to rie, I found some disturbing facts. The German steel

induitry would soon be absorbing all the coke produced in the Ruhr,

with the result that steel production in France and the test of Europe

would have to be limited. In these circumstances, it was hard to see

how Europe's global targets could be attained' Economically and

politically, ihis would be unacceptable; and I saw no solution excePt to

propor" iinking the growth of German steel production to an increase

in Rrh. coke i*poris, by means of some sophisticated sliding scale'

Only in this wa;rcould we maintain France's steel Production targets,

which were the key to the whole French Plan.

I had few illusions about the efiectiveness of such expedients; and it
was with growing anxiety that I saw our policy towards Germany

beginningio slip back into its old ways.-True, in 1948 we were no

loiger dJmanding that the fotmer Reicb be p-olitically dismembered;

Uui in varying 
-degrees, all shades of public opinion, all public

authorities, anJ a[ private interests in France were supPorltg.-got
diplomatic ..rrgr"rd action against Germany's inevitable rehabilita-

tion. There wai something pathetic about the growing isolation of
Georges Bidault, who at one-conference after another obtained only_a

furthJr delay or a little more coal. I liked and admired Bidault's good-

will, inteili[ence, and courage: he performed great services in thesc

postwar yeirs. It was not his fault if France was weaker than her inter-
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national partners. For France to have influence, the wotld had to be
certain that she would complete her own modernization - and, becausc
Bidault rcalized this, he used all his authority to ensure the success of
the Plan. He made very energetic efiorts during those difficult years
when we had to raise our voice to make our claims heard. Perhaps it was
this that gave him the crabbed attitude which gradually made him seem
a man of the past.

If Georges Bidault firmly backed the Plan, I must say that he in tutn
had my full support in the incessant negotiations we had to conduct to
obain the outside resources we so vially needed: American, German,
and Polish coal, raw materials for our industries, capital equipment, and
above all credit with which to pay for them. I devoted a. great deal of
my own efiotts to this in 1947 and 1948, while at the same time vorking
day after day to ensure the uninterrupted financing of the Plan - in
particular, as I have said, by means of Marshall Aid countelpart funds.
Even more demanding was the battle against continuing infation,
which as I well knew would threaten our whole venture until French
production had outgrown the decay that was undermining it. The
Planning Commissariat's successive reports were pturctuated with
warnings which are still just as valid today. And all the time we had to
fcnd offcriticism from Malthusian economists who regarded investment
as the source of infation, while winning ove! Members of Padiament
who would have preferred to give the public short-term satisfactions.
!7e had to fight simultaneously on all fronts. When Paul Delouvrier
went to work with Ren6 Mayer in the ciadel of the Treasury, which
was not always on our side, the young economist Paul Delcourt took
his place at No 18 rue de Martignac. In continual arguments with the
French civil service, Delcourt ardently and effectively championed the
cause of investment. His moral and intellectual integrity made him
universally liked and admired. SadlS he died before his time.

Although we were continually batding with the economic problems
of the day, the Planning Commissariat's machinery wotked with
scatcely a hitch - so much so that it began to attract attention abroad.
Its flexibility enabled it to adapt to changing external circumstances,
without in any way altering its basic principles or its method. We werc
thus able to prolong for a further two years the arrangements we had
planned to run until r95o, so that they coincided with the duration of
the Marshall Plan, due to end ln ry52. !7e decided to add agricultue
to the priority industries, with the aim of becoming exporters from
19;z onwards. At the time, this was a revolutionary idea, since it meant
that France would have to give up a tradition of protectionism dating
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back to the r88os and to thc policies of the then Minister of Agriculture,

Jules M6line. To hclp bring about this maior technical and psychological
mutation, I relied on a young agtonomist colleague, Libert Bou. A man
of Herculean strength and practical energy, he seemed naturally suited
to undertaking great things. But he workcd stealthily, with thc paticnce
of a peasant; and this was undoubtedly the secret of his continual
success. I sent him to sce David Lilienthal, whose work on the
Tenncssee Valley Authority had gready intcrested me as a possible
object-lesson for Ftancc and Eutope. Libert Bou came back with the
idea of the Bas-Rh6ne-Languedoc projcct, which he cartied out with thc
help of his fricnd Philippc Lamour: it became a model of Fteoch and
Eutopean agricultural progrcss. He still recalls his astonishment when
he realized that we had no power to put his project into practice.

(But 
we have the power,' I told him. 'The power is the power to

persuade, to make clear out desire to carry out the Plan. If the Plan
weren't practicable, it wouldn't be put into ptactice. We don't carryr
out the Plan, nor does the Administration. It's not irnPosed by orders
from above: it's the work of manufactuters, traders, and farmcrs. But
if it fails, thcn that's our responsibility.'

By ,9+9, that fear could be set aside. For the first time, I reported to
the Government: 'Fraoce has rejected the decadence that threatened
her.' That sentencc alone is a mensure of the uncerainty which pcr-
vaded this long post'war period. Today, the gravity of what was at stakc
can hardly be irrngined: the question was whether out sandard of
living would improve or totalll collapse. We could not a.fiord to
stagnate, bccause wc were still dependent on overseas aid with a fum
time-limit attachcd. Jean FourastiC told me:

'Our industrial production may be zoo/ohigher than in r938, but you
must realize that wc have achieved this by wotking longer hours. In
reality, wc havc scarcely recovered our prewat levd of productivity -
which as you know was lower than that of the major indusuializcd
countrics of the wodd.'

So we had only hdf fulfilled the watchword of the Plan: 'Produce
morc and producc it bcttcr.' It was easier to replace machincs than to
alter attitudcs.

'What do you propose?'I asked.
'Sct up machinery capable of dealing with the problem, and sast a

campaign of information and education which will gradually changc
people's minds,' hc rcplied.

FourastiC was dcar-headed and far-sighted: I tnrstcd him. His evcr-
growing infgsqs6 on his rcadcrs and his PuPils accounts for only part
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of the efiect he has had on the generations that have helped to modernize
France. Through the Planning Commissariat and the Productivity
Commissions which it established, Fourasti€ was able to apply in
practice his idea of more efiective, more rational, and more useful
production, liberating modern man from the most laborious tasks.

Liberated as we nou/ are, 'we may be tempted to forget the fact. But
that liberation was the gteat achievement of the r9los; and it was

Jean Fourastid at No 18 rue de Martignac who worked out the plan
of campaign.

By the end of 1949 I could look back for the first time on a year of
stable prices and firm cutrency after thirteen years of unintemrpted
inflation. At the same time, the maior shortages had come to an end -
which was very largely the reason. But this was still no time to relax.

French ptoduction could look forward to a more settled future: but
other problems would soon arise out of the very achievements that
we had helped to make possible. It was at that time, I well remember,

that I camC to realize the limits of what any ooe nation could do. The
French could not become modern or great by themselves, alongside
European neighbours and competitots who themselves would soon

discover the limits of their home market and the cramping efiect of
national barriets. Tomorrow, our steel production might be at the

mercy of German coke deliveries; later, our agriculture might depend

on the whims of Eutopean importers. Disquieting signs began to
appear on all sides. There was anxiety about market outlets for our
brand-new rolling mills. French manufacturers were PreParing to
demand the imposition of import controls. But what at that time
worried me most was an experience I had just had, which had shown
hovz hard it was to establish a community of interests between

economies and peoples, however much they seemed to belong to-
gether. Ftom this unsuccessful experiment, which I shall now describe,

I had mpidly to draw positive and practical conclusions.

ilI
No teply from London

At the beginning of March, 1949, Maurice Petsche, the French Financg

Minister, invited me to dinner with his British cormtetPart, Sir Safford
Cripps. They wcre trytng to harmonize the plans that theit respective
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countries had submitted to OEEC. All too obviously, these plans
bore no relation to each other - which hardly helped to inctease intra-
European trade and reduce the need for dollars.

'You won't reach agreement,' I said, 'unless you make it your
ultimate aim to merge the British and,French economies.'

They were certainly not ready to accept this solution; but they were
interested in the method I proposed for reaching it. I suggested holding
informal talks to exchange ideas about the position and the real inten-
tions of either side. Petsche and Cripps thought of such talks as some-
thing that could always be brought to an end: I, on the contrary, hoped
that they would lead a very long way. What mattered was to bieak
with the tradition of bilateral negotiations, which for the past two years
had been conducted under amicable agreements, but which had not
prevented either side's pursuing its own separate economic policy,
punctuated by sulprise devaluations of the pound or the franc. This
time, we must get to the heart of the matter, and above all we must
talk about the same things. Even though we had all the available data
and statistics, we did not really know how the British ran their afiairs,
or how they viewed the future. Experience had taught me that no one
can claim to understand other people's problems unless he can be sure
that they are using words in the same sense as himself. For that reason,
I always came back to the same method - getting people to sit round
the table together.

This was what had happened just one year eadier, vhen Sir Stafiord
Cripps had asked me to explain the French PIan to him. He was
curious to know how we had managed to bring together so many
peoole who had never previously met, and how we had persuaded thl
ttade unions to accq)t the forty-eight-hour week. I replied:

'I shall be glad to come to London; but I must bring with me
Matjolin, Roy the steelrnaker, and Le Brun of the CGT. On your side,
you should be accompanied by civil servants, manufacturers, and trade
unionists.'

These meetings had proved so interesting that Attlee and several of
his Ministers had attended them, and Cripps had expressed the wish to
come to Paris and see how a Modernization Commission wotked. But
that was where matters had stopped. Flowever, it was as a result of our
visit that the British Government had set up a solt of central planning
organization, with Sir Edwin Plowden at its head.

I had known Plowden in London at the beginning of the war, when
he had been recruited to the Ministry of Economic Warfare on account
of his long industrial experience. He was a man of great insight, encrgfr
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and organizing ability. When anphing in Britain had to be planned or
changed, people turned quite naturally to him. He did his iob quiedy
and efficiendy, and then made himself available for fresh tasks. Iflhen it
became apparent that the shorage of aitcraft would be the major
problem in r94o, Plowden u/as made Under-secretary attheMinistry of
Aircraft Production; and from Washington I kept in close touch with
him. His was never a spectacular role, but he had great authority in
Government circles, whether Conservative or Labour, as well as with
Members of Parliament. We met frequently, and it seemed to me that
he would be an essential link in any closer association between Britain
and France. Because we u/ere friends, and because I wanted to talk
with him candidly and in confidence, I invited him to come to my
house at Houjarray outside Paris, with two colleagues of his own choice.
He brought Alan Hitchman and Robert Hall. I had Hirsch and Uri with
me; and we dl spent four days together at the end of April 1949.

France's airns were clear and required litde discussion: all that was
needed was to read the Planning Commissariat's Rq:ort and the national
Balance-Sheet, where everything was set out with Cartesian clarity -
out progress, our setbacks, our Argets, our resources, and above all
our methods of work. British planning was neither so ambitious nor so
rigorous: it set a number of short- or medium-tenn objectives which,
on examination, difered little from those in our own basic sectors -
although in Britain's case the stress was on coal, while we emphasized
agticulture. This was no great revelation; but at least it showed that the
fog hanging over the British economy concealed nothing untov/ard,
and that we could try to make fast some lifelines between our two
countries. What was more, our visitors seemed more open to trade
and competition than their official attirudes had suggested. This first
survey of the problem was encouraging; yet I found it difficult to steer
the talks round to those broader issues for which, in my view, they
were mercly the point of departure. I raised the German problem; but
this only revealed that for the British it was not a matter of current
concern. They did, however, admit that the growth of their foreign
trade was due in large measure to Germany's temporary eclipse as a
supplier of capial equipment.

'W'e must think seriously about that,' Plowden admitted; 'and we
must think about it together.'

Uri, I noticed, kept coming back to the British farm pricing system,
which he atacked with verve. He had put his finger on one of Eutope's
major political ptoblems.

'Your ptoducer subsidies are a heavy burden on your cconomy,' he
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said. 'We could contribute to your food supplies; but to do that wc
should have to increase our own production, mainly of meat. And for
that we should need guaranteed long-term oudets.'

Characteristically, he at once went on to invent strict and compli-
cated devices for solving several problems at a time. In the end, it
'was on such ptactical subjects as this that we made the gteatest Pro-
gress; and I came to the conclusion that we should have to exchange a

lot more information, and tack-le many more concrete problems, in
order to get our visitors used to the idea of a new Franco-British union
based on common interests, which I hoped would be the first steP

towards a European federation.
I had the impression that Plowden was very interested and full of

goodwill; and if the rather technical nature of our talks prevented me
from enlarging on these political ideas, I thought that I had said
enough to make clear their long-term significance. And yet I later
learned from Plowden himself that he had by no means rcahzed all that
was in my mind at the time. He was certainly open to ioint action, and
he saw the advantages of reciprocal trade. He was prepared to enlarge
the framework of our bilateral agreements and to move av/ay from
protectionism. But at the same time there was no place in his philo-
sophy for delegating any of Britain's national sovereignty.

'We'd won the war,' he told me later, 'and we weren't ready to form
special links with the continent. That ptevented my understanding
what you were really getting at.'

Had I been insufficiently explicit? Had he been too litde prepared to
grasp the point? Looking back, I find it impossible to say. Whatever
the reason, our talks went no further. At the end of the year, Plou'den
wrote to me:

My dear Monnct,
Robert Hall has mentioned to me his recent conversation with you in

the course of which you reverted to the idea of exchanging UK coal
for French foodstuffs in a manner which would make plain to the world
the reality of Anglo-Frcnch co-operation,

Without challenging your underlying idea, I think vlc must teke ac-
count of the facts as they exjst at Present which suggest that thcre is at
present little basis for an arrangemcnt of the kind you suggest outside
the ordinary commercial erchanges.

It could not have been more cleady or authoritatively stated that the
British Government had no desire to commit itself, howcver loosely,
to an economic telationship which might have led to closer union with
France - or, indeed, any other country. I cannot help thiokiog that the
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British had understood more thoroughly than they admitted the risk of
starting on the far-reaching process that I had in mind. At all events,
their instincts made them wary.

Time was slipping by, and my attempt to create a nucleus around
which a European Community might be formed had met no response
from the one great power in Eutope which was then in a position to
take on such tesponsibility. Not counting Germany, which would have
no Constitution before May and no Chancellot before September, only
Italy and the three Benelux countries - Belgium, the Nethedands, and
Luxembourg, aheady economically linked - could elfectively enter
into a form of union with France. But the efforts to bring this about
were fitful, and I followed them only at a distance. The Franco-Italian
customs union project, a Traty for which was signed on March 26,
t949, ceftainlv provided for real economic unity thtough the eventual
unification of financial, social, and commercial legislation; but its
implementation was already encountering national tesistance which
proved insurmountable, largely because there was no independent
centre of decision. Moreover, the two economies, both exporters of
agricultural produce, were competitive rather than complefient^ry;
and the addition of Benelux to the scheme, which was then given the
absurd name'Fritalux', did nothing to help.

These experiments were not without value, however - provided they
taught us a lesson. They made it easier for me to persuade the cham-
pions of mere co-operation that inter-governmental systems, already
weakened by the compromises built into them, were quickly paralysed
by the rule that all decisions must be unanimous. I had already learned
this from my experience at the League of Nations; but apparently no one
rcmembered the vetos that had blocked all our efforts to find peaceful
solutions to the conflicts set off by Japan, Italy, and Germany. The
United Nations Organization had the same inbuilt faw, and so had the
Council of Europe. More and more people were cleady irritated by
the impossibility, in thesc circumstainces, of carrying through any bold
initiatives; but everyone seemed resigned to the veto as if it were a law
of Nature. The international assemblies gavc themselves the appearance
of democratic bodies, publicly expressing theit peoples' will: what was
less obvious was that even their unanimous resolutions were nullified,
behind their backs, by a Committee or Council of Govetnment
representatives, any one of whom could prevent all the others from
acting as they wished. At the Council of Europe in Strasbourg that
summet, spectacular resolutions had been passed amid great acclaim.
'Thc aim and goal of the Council of Europe,' said one of them, 'is the
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creation of a European political authority with limited functions but
real powers.' This text was proposed by a British Labour Party
delegate, R. r$f. G. Mackay. It was sent to the Committee of Ministers,
and there disappeared without trace.

In Decembet, Paul Reynaud proposed to the Council of Europe's
Consultative Assembly the idea of a Public Authority fot European
steel. I congratuated him, but he answered:

'To tell you the truth, it's a,hea;dy no longer an "authority". To get
the text voted, that word had to be removed. Norp it's to be an
"organizaion" answerable to Governments: its task will be to suggest
general guidelines.'

'!7ill it have the power of decision?'
'No. But it won't even see the light of day. The Committee of

Ministers will bury it.'
'S?ell,'I said, 'it was a good idea. But that was certainly not the right

way or the right place.'
Paul Reynaud was not the only one to explore this so-called

'functionalist' approach, which was more pragmatic and more concrete
than the draft constitutions championed by ardent federalists. Andrd
Philip, Edouard Bonnefous, and Robert Boothby used all their
eloquence to call for the internationalizatton of. Europe's heavy
indusffies, and in particular coal and steel. But nothing they said could
make the idea become fact. I paid little attention to such proposals - not
because I thought that their authors were not talking sense, but because
I was less concerned to make a technical choice than to invent new
political methods and to hit on the right moment for changing the way
people thought. The union of Europe would never lack content: but
where was the will and the opportunity to initiate it? For the moment,
I still saw no clear way ahead.

IV
Germany moves

Looking back on this mid-century period, one can hardly fail to be
struck by the exttaordinary ferment in men's minds about the idea of
European unity. The political paties and militant movements dealt
with it in their manifestoesl statesmen discussed it in their speeches;
articles were devoted to it in the press. The London Tincs errd The
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fuonomist publishcd admirable editorials worthy of Jay's, Madison's,
and Hamilton's Federalist Papert, Re-reading all this, one has the feeling
that so rich a current of thought could hardly fail to bring about
European unity on the broadest front. And, indeed, the vocabulary and
arguments still used on the subject today were alrrea.dy cutrent then.
But they had nothing to do with action. In Zurich it 1946, Winston
Churchill had called for the tapid establishment of a United States of
Europe - but the Council of Europe was what he had had in mind. In
Geneva it 1929, Aristide Briand had proposed 'a f.ederzl link' between
the peoples of Europe - but he had added that it should not aIfect the
sovereign rights of nations. No matter: public opinion was convinced
that magic spells had been pronounced, and it could not understand
rvhy reality resisted them so stubbornly. ln 1949, people were still
refining on the spells themselves, and I found it hatd to take much
interest. At No 18 rue de Martignac we were all far removed from these

debates, and neither Hirsch nor Uri remembers our having taken
account of pious 'functionalist' hopes.

'We were vcry much concerned, nevertheless, about the real situation.
This, far from bringing us nearer to European union, was every day
making the prospect more remote. France disagreed with her allies
about the German question, and French foreign policy was returning
to the habits of the past. After having had to give up her plans for
dismembering Germany, France had concenftated on the Saar and the
Ruhr. As in r9r9, the Saar v/as now once mote incoqpotated in thc
French economy, and was governed by Gilbert Grandval, the French
High Commissioner, in proconsular style; while the coal and steel
resources of the Ruhr had been administered since April by the
International Ruhr Authority, on which France's representative was
the intelligent and fair-minded Alain Poher. Germany, however,
refused to be represented on the Authority alongside the Allies: akeady
she was fighting to secure equality.

'I should agree to an authority that supervised the mining and
industrial areas of Gcrmany, France, Belgium, and Luxembourg,'
Adenauer declared a few weeks after his election as Chancellor. Whcn
in December he finally agreed to the International Ruhr Authority, it
was because the so-called 'Petersberg' agreement of November 24,

ry49,had begun to give Germany some international iecognition as a
power in her own right.

Much as France still needed German coal, fout years after the end of
thc war this was no longer enough to justify a system of indefinitc
domination. No one imagined that the system could go on for evcr,
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but no one was willing to endorse a decision to end it - a decision
tov.ratds vhich we were gradually being impelled by pressure from our
British and American allies and by the changing situation in Germany
herself. In the circumstances, all that France could do was to stifien her
resistance, since the temoval of controls over the German economy
would have meant tenewed uncertainty about our vital supplies of coal,
and especially of coke, and would thereby have made our steel industry
very much weaker than its powerful German tival. So long as we
remained locked into the postwar situation, in fact, a kind of crazy
logic would make us repeat all the ertors of the past. All I knew was that
the situation had to be changed: but French politics made that impos-
sible. Adenauer was so much aware of this that he modified his demands
in order to avoid causing trouble in Paris for Robert Schuman, the
French Foreign Minister, whose attitude he knew very well. But the
friendship between the two men was soon put to the test by the pressure
to u'hich both were subjected by the opposition at home. Every step
towards reconciliation caused an outcry in the German Bundestag as in
the French National Assembly.

Misunderstanding took on overtones of tragedy in January r9yo,
when France intensified her efforts to have the Saar politically annexed
from Germany. When Schuman paid his first visit to Bonn, he found
the atmosphere glacial. On his return, he learned that Adenauer had
declared: 'In Germany, the idea of European unification is now
setiously compromised.' For Schuman, a sensitive man who had made
it his highest ambition to reconcile the two nations, this was the
beginning of a period of deep peqplexity.

'What can we do?'he asked his friends.
He knew my feelings.
'Peace can be founded only on eouality,'I told him. 'We failed in r9r9

because we introduced discdmination and a sense of superioriry. Now
we are beginning to make the same mistakes Lgair,.'

Schuman very much agreed with me, and we easily understood each
othcr. I liked his simplicity and common sense, and I respected his
Eansparent honesty and strength of spirit. Thc French people cleady
sensed it too, and they trusted him. It was important for him to reafize
this and to overcome his modesry in order to make his mark with the
public as he did with his colleagues, gently but 6rmly. He was to play a
crucial role in the great changes that our foreign policy was going to
have to undergo, and I took czrre to keep in touch with him, both in
person and through his direchsr de eabinet, Bernard Clappier, for whom
like Schuman I had both adrxriration and friendship.
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'If I find myself occ-upying this position,' Schuman had told the
National Assembly in November 1949,'it is not because I have sought
it, but doubtless because someone from France's Eastern frontier was
needed to try to achieve pcaceful co-existence berween two countries
which have so often been at each othet's throats.'

There was no trace of pride in this high ambition, and no intolerance
in Schuman's tenacious faith. He was very difiercnt in character from
Adenauer, who was pursuing the same aim on the far sidc of the Rhinc.
Adenauet had no hesitation about what had to bc done. 'A Federal
Chancellor,' he declared, 'must be at once a good Gcrman and a good
Eutopean.' I knew him only from his powerful public statements,
intended alternately to warn and to win over the occupying powcrs. His
inransigence was that of a grcat patriot, but he was also a very skilled
politician: he stood up to his Socialist opponents, but also used them
to press the Allies for greater understanding. At that time, however, he
had not yet acquired the international fame that the sincerity of his
statements and the scope of his proposals already deserved.

In March r9;o, in an interview with the American newsPapetman
Kingsbury Smith of the International News Service, Adenauer sug-
gcsted a complete union berween France and Germany, with a merger
of their economies, theit Parliaments, and their citizenship. This
proposal, whrch openly drew on the British ofier to France in t94o,
'was not well received in France. The situation was not the same, and
thc historical allusion was felt to be out of place. Indeed, there was
little reaction at all, and I do not recall having paid much attention to it
myself, sincc I did not believe that at that time Europe could be buiit at
a stroke. In London in r94o, we had had only a few days, then only a
few hours, to take action and reverse the drift towatds ddeatism that had
already begun in Bordeaux. A sudden shock might have been able to
weld togcther the threatened alliance and fuse the two countries'
dcstinies, for bettcr or fot worse. In I9;o, where was the Alliancc,
and where was the immediate danger ? For the Frcnch, thc danger was
still Gcrmany and her uncertain futurc. A total alliance with Germany,
therdore, on Germany's own initiative, seemcd 'unthinkable'.
'Adenaucr wants to build Eutope atound Germany and for Germany,'
wrotc thc MRP ncwspapet L'Aubc. I disagrced: but I saw very clcarly
that Adcnauer's proposals were not what was needcd at the timc.

Basically, howcver, I shared Adenauer's views. 'Undoubtcdln' he
declarcd, 'if the Frcnch and the Gctmans sat down around the samc
table, ia thc sarnc building, to work together and assume joint responsi-
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filitieg, a gre t step forward would have been taken. The psycho-
logical repercussions would be immense. France's desire for ieiurity
would be satisfied, and the revival of German nationalism would be
prevented.' That put the problem very cleatly: but the method of
solving it was missing; and without a method no one could contribute
to a solution. Expetience had taught me that one cannot act in general
tetms, starting from a vague concept, but that anything becomes
possible as soon as one can concentrate on one precise point which leads
on to everything else. Sitting down around the same table was the right
imlge; but it was only an image. Assuming joint responsibilities was
indeed the aim; but to discuss it without providing tlie means was no
more than speech-making. Yet in Adenauer's mind thete was one
practical preoccupation - the fate of the Ruhr and the Saar. He wanted
to sublimate national dvalry over these coal and steel resources by
Pdti"g Germany and France. This idea of a prior global union,
intended to envelop and remove a particular diffrculty, was not in my
view realistic. On the contrary, it seemed to me, we should sart witl
the difficulty itself, using it as a lever to initiate a more genetal solution.
Unity would gradually be created by the momentum of a first achieve-
ment. Our efiorts must therefore be concentrated on the very point
about which disagreements had come to a head.

It was natual that in r95o Adenauer should seek to avoid the precise
difficulty with France that \ras caused by the status of the Saar.-It was
eSually natural that Schuman should cling to the policy of controlling
Getmany, since this was the only policy which the French Parliament
would support. Both were following the logic of their official positions.
The Governments of our couotriesr now aJ in the past, are called upon
to defend a certain conception of the national interist. This conception
is the result of a number of infuences, among which the most con-
servative carry t}e greatest weight. Flowever far-sighted they may be,
Governments always find it difficult, and very often impossibll, to
change the existing state of afiairs which it is their duty to administer.
In their hearts they may wish to do so; but they have to account for
their actions to Parliament, and they are held back by their oficials,
who want to keep everghing iust so. All this is very natural. If
Governments and civil services wcre always ready to change the
existing order of things from ofle moment to the next, the result would
be continual revolution and incessant disorder. I knew from experience
that change can only come from outside, under the preJsure of
necessity, although not necessarily by violent means. Statesmen are
concemed to do good, and above dl to extricate themselves from
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awkward corners; but they do not always have either the taste or the
time for using their imagination. llhey are open to creative ideas, and
anyone who knows how to present such ideas has a good chance of
having them accepted.

I was not sulprised to hear Robert Schuman say at that time: 'We
must doubtless envisage some transfer of sovereignty, but not yet.' It
was his answer to Adenauer, who was of,ering to Europe the sovereignty
that his own country had not yet recovered. To me, it mattered little
whether these attitudes were sincere or not: they would bring no
concrete results. Like the Chorus of some Greek tragedy, General de
Gaulle added his eloquent commentary:

If one were not constrained to look at matters coolly, one would be daz-
zled by the prospect of what could be achieved by a combination of
German and French strength, the latter embracing also Africa. . . . Al-
together, it would mean giving modern economic, social, strategic, and
cultural shape to the work of the Emperor Charlemagne.

But if in fact we had to look at matters coolly, and to reject the dream
of a 'Carolingian' Europe totally and immediately integrated, was this
any reason for making no effort at all? I thought not. The state of
Europe was an additional danger in a world once more gravcly
threatened: the cold war was becoming an intolerable fact of life for
hundreds of millions of people. Relations between France and Germany
could no longet be treated in gcneral terms or with a sense of fatalism.
I was convinced that the time had come to act.
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A BOLD, CONSTRUCTIVE ACT (t949-r95o)

I
Deadlock

I cannot explain the source of that conviction which, at important
moments in my li[e, suddenly calls a halt to my refections and turns
them into a decision. Other people see it as a sense of timing. But I
never ask myself whether it is necessary to do this or that: necessity
itself forces me to do something which, once I see it clearly, is no
longer a matter of choice. To see it clearly I have to concentrate - which
I can do only in isolation, on long solitary walks. Since I left Cognac,
I have always arranged my affairs so as to wake up each morning in the
countr[ at a good distance from the town where I work. I get up early
and walk fot miles by myself. I7hen I leave the house, I take with me
all the previous day's thoughts and worries. But when I have walked
for half an hour or an hour, they begin to fade away, and I gradually
statt to notice things around me, the flowers or the leaves on the trees.
At that moment, I know that nothing can disturb me. I let my thoughts
find their own level. I never force myself to think about a given subject
- subjects come to me naturally because I always follow the same line
of thought, or rather, I follow only one at a time. AndrC Horr6, who
with his wife Amilie looked after our house - I should say, our succes-
sive houses, in Britain, the United States, France, and Luxembourg -
for more than thirty years, undetstood me very well.

'It's simple,'he said: 'Monsieut puts his idea in front of him, talks to
it, and then decides.'

An&6 used to see me come back at about ro.oo a.m., change, and go
to the ofHce, where I faced complex problems further complicated by
people's attitudes towards them, and was able to attack them with
energy renewed by contact with Nature. For me, walking has always
been a form of intellectual as well as physical exercise: it helps me to
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reach conclusions. Afterwards, things are difierent: I come back to the
wodd of action, implementation - and routine. In the spring of r9;o,
toutine had become wearisome. Even the woods of Mondort-l'Amaury,
near my home, seemed stifling. I left for the mountains.

Fvery year,I like if I can to take long ttips in the Alps. This time it
was in Switzedand, at Roseland, that I arranged to meet my guide to
the Huez range. How maoy miles we coveted in two weeks, going from
one overnight lodge to anothet, I have forgotten; but the course of my
thoughts is still there before me, traced in the notes that I made every
evening. I can read in them the anxiety that weighed on Europe five
years after the war: the fear that if we did nothing we should soon face
war again. Germany would not be its instigator this time, but its prize.
So Germany must cease to be a potential prize, end instead become a

link. At that moment, only France could take the initiative. !7hat could
be done to link France and Germann and implant a common intetest
between them, before it was too late? That was the question I turned
over and over in my mind in the silent concentration of the day's
march. When I returned to Paris at the beginning of April, I still had no
perfect answer: but I did have so full an account of the teasons for
acting, and so cleat an idea of the direction in which to move, that
from my point of view the timc of uncertainty was oyer. It only re-
mained to choose the machinery and seek the opportunity.

My account of the reasons for acting covered several pages. Not
manypeople rcad them at the time, because action followed very rapidly
and overtook the analysis. But the analysis that guided me then is still
of interest todan because it hclps to explain why matters took the course
they did. It shows how precarious wodd peace then was, and how
limited was the scope for any attempt to avoid catasuophe. The very
first words sound a note of alarm which has since been forgotten, now
that Europe has so long been at peace. Five years after the end of Wodd
War II, however, it echoed the very real anxiety that meo and women
had once again come to feel;

Whichevcr way we turn, in the present wodd situation ve see nothing
but deadlock - whether it be the inceasing acceptance of a war tlrat is
thought to be inevitable, the problem of Germany, the cootinuatioa of
Fraoce's recov€rlr the organizatioa of Europe, or the place of France in
Europe and the world.

'A war that is thought to be inevitable'. Today, it is hard to recall thc
atmosphere of r91o, whose fears were not confrmed by events. But
co-existeoce between the blocs was still precarious, and the East-West
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dialoguc had no rules except those of force. In Bedin, the West had

iust won a trial of strength after neady a year's blockade by the East:
the American aidift of supplies to the city, using fantastic military
resourccs, had led the Soviet Union to lift the blockade in May ry49.
But there were certainly going to be two Germanies, each incorporated
in a separate strategic zone. Adenauer's Germany was covered by the
newly-formed Adantic Alliance; and there was active concern to securc
a German contribution to the defence of the West. Russia had just
acquited the atomic bomb. How far would she now go? The advice
which more and more people of influence were giving seemed supet-
ficially sound: 'Leave Europe out of these confrontations'. But this
neutralist doctrine never became more than an intellecttral argument.
I pursued it at home with Hubert Beuve-Miry, editor-in-chief of I-e
Motde. I respected his deep sincerity, and we have always remained
friends: but I disagreed with him then.

Tt is ptecisely because the countries of Western Europe play no part
in tlle great decisions of the wotld,' I said, 'that we face the instability
from which you're trying to shield us. And, far from backing out, it's
vial that we once more play an active part in settling these problems,
because they concern the !7est as a whole.'

No matter; men's minds wete confused, and I was disquieted to sec
developing in Europe, to say nothing of othq danget-spots in the
world, the climate of the 'cold war'.

The greatest danger, in my eyes, u/as not so much men's ambitions
or the accumulation of arms, but a very specifc disorientation among
governments and peoples, which itself required specific psychological
remedies:

Men's minds are becoming focused on an object at once simple and
dangerous - the cold war.

All proposals and all actions are interpreted by public opinion as a

contribution to the cold war,
The cold war, whose essential objective is to make the opponent give

way, is the 6rst phase of real war,
This prospect creates among leaders that rigidity of mind which is

characteristic ofthe pursuit ofa single object. The search for solutions to
problems ceases. Such rigidity of aims and attitudes on both sides will
lead inevitably to a confrontation: thc logic of this way of looking at
things is inescapable. And this confrontation will end in war.

In cffect, we are at war already.

War was in men's minds, and it had to be opposed by imagination. I
remembered that sentence in Roosevclt's first Inaugural Addtess, on
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March 4, r91j, which had so much struck the American nation: 'The
only thing we have to fear is fear itself.' In r95o, fear would engender
patalysis, and paralysis would lead to disaster. It was vital to break the
deadlock.

The course of events must be altered. To do this, men's attitudes must be
changed. !7ords are not enough. Only immediate action on an esscntial
point can change the present static situation. This action must be radical,
real, immediate, and dramatic; it must change things and make a teality
of the hopes which people are on the point of giving up.

In Europe, the danger was still Germany - not, this time, because she
might initiate something, but because other counffies were treating her
as the stake in their power games. The Americans, I thought, would
try to integrate the new Federal Republic in the Western political and
military system. The Russians would oppose that by every means at
their command; and at the same time French nerroses would be made
worse. It was on the subject of Germany that we needed a salutary
shock:

The German situation is rapidly turning into a cancer that will be daoger-
ous to peace in the near future, and immediately to France, unless its
development is directed towards hope for the Germans and collabora-
tion with free peoples. . . .

We must flot try to solve the German problem in its present context.
We must change the context by transforming the basic facts,

It was at that time, undoubtedly, and on that precise problem, that I
realized the full possibilities of an approach which had long been
familiar to me, and which I had applied empirically in trying to over-
come difficulties of all kinds. I had come to see that it vzas often useless
to make a frontal attack on problems, since they have not arisen by
themselves, but are the product of circumstances. Only by modi$ring
the circumstances - 'lateral thinking' - can one disperse the difficultiei
that they create. So, instead of wearing myself out on the hard core of
resistance, I had become accustomed to seeking out and trying to
change whatever element in its environment was causing the block.
Sometimes it was quite a minor point, and very often a matter of
psychology. The problem of Germany, vast and cpmplex though it
was, could surely be approached in this same way. It would certainly
not be solved until we had changed the conditions that made the futue
of the Germans so uncertain and disquieting, for their neighbours as
for themselves. From the German point of view, those conditions
induded the humiliation of being subiect to indefinite Allied conuol;
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from the French point of vicw, there was the fear of a Germany
ultimatdy freed from any control at all. These two elements were by
no means the only ones on the wodd scene at that time; but they werc
enough to block any constructive evolution in Europe.

The situation was tangled. What we had to do was find a thread to
pull so as to unravel some of the knots and gradually sort everything
out. But where was that thread to be found ? In the confused state of
Franco-German relations, the neurosis of the vanquished seemed to be
shifting to the victor: France was beginning to feel inferior again as she
realized that attempts to limit Germany's dynamism were bound to fail.

France's continued rccovery will come to a halt unlcss we rapidly solvc
the problem of German industrial production and its competitive capacity.

The basis of thc superiority which French industrialists traditionally
recognize in Germany is her ability to produce steel at a price that Ftance
cannot match. From this they conclude that the whole of French pro-
duction is similarly handicapped.

Already, Germany is seeking to increase her production from eleven to
fourteen million metric tons, IJTe shall refuse, but the Americans will in-
sist. Finally, wc shall state our reservations, but we shall give in. At the
same time, French production is levelling off or even falling.

Merely to state these facts makes it unnecessary to describe what the
results will be: Germany expanding; German dumping on cxport nrar-
kets; a call for the protection of French industry; an end to tradc libeiz'lizt-
tion; the re-establishment of prewar cartels; perhaps, Eastward outlets
for German expansion, a prelude to political agreements; and France back
in the old rut of limited, protected production.

From my vanage-point at the Planning Commissadat, I could cleady
detect thc first signs of such a reteat on the part of France. Ihe
international timetable was increasingly crowded. On May ro, r9ro,
Robert Schuman was due in London, to meet his colleagues Ernest
Bevin and Dean Acheson in order to discuss the future of Germany and
the raising of her production quotas. Schuman had no constructive
proposals to take with him, although he had pondercd deeply and
consulted many people. Myrelf, I was beginning to see more clearly.
Action would have to be aken, I rcalized, where misunderstandings
were most angible, and where past errors were most likely to be
repeated. If only the French could lose their fear of German industrial
domination, then thc greatest obstacle to a united Europe would bc
removed. A solution which would put French industry on the same
footing as German industry while freeing the latter from the dis-
crimination born of defeat - that would restore the economic and
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political preconditions fot the mutual understanding so vial to Europe
as a whole. It could, in fact, become the germ of European unity.

Quite naturally, the plans I had discussed in ry4 with Etienne
Hirsch and Ren€ Mayer now catne back to my mind. At the time, they
had been intellectual blueprints, traced over wartime maFs whose
frontiers were due to be redrawn. Now, I rediscovered them - or
rather, reinvented them in resPonse to the needs ofthe hour. To apply
them to the new peacetime map of political Europe was another matter.
German sovereignty had just been re-established. Could it now be
called in question again, even partially? Quite eatly on, t}le Allies had
renounced the idea of dismembering occupied Germany into a number
of small States: then, they had decided to annex no terdtory, including
the Saar; now, finally, they were even pteparing to give up inter-
nationalizing the resources of the Ruhr. All successive attemPts to
keep Germany in check, mainly at French instigation, had come to
nothing, because they had been based on the rights of conquest and
temporary superiority - notions from the past which happily were
no longer taken for granted. But if the problem of soveteignty qrere

approached with no desire to dominate or take revenge - if on the
contrary the victors and the vanquished agreed to cxercise joint
sovereignty over part of their ioint resources - then, a solid link would
be forged between them, the way would be wide open for futther
collective action, and a great example would be given to the other
nations of Europe.

The ioint resources of France and Germany lay essentially in their
coal and steel, distributed unevenly but in complemenary fashion over
a triangular arca a*ifrcially divided by historical frontiers. Itr7ith the
industrial revolution, which had coincided with thc rise of doccind
nationalism, these ftontiets had become barriers to tade and then
lines of confrontation. Neither country now felt secure unless it
commanded all the resources - i.e., all the area. Theit rival claims were
decided by war, which solved the problem only for a time - the time
to prepare for revenge. Coal and steel were at once the key to economic
power and tlle taw materials for forging weapons of war. This double
role gave them immense symbolic significance, now latgely forgotten,
but comparable at the time to that of nuclear energy today. To pool
them across frontiers would reduce their malign prestige and turn them
instead into a guarantee ofPeace.

By now I was sufficiendy convinced to be sure of convincing others.
But whom, and when? On the question of tirning, the May ro meeting
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in London seemed to me the opportunity to scize. But a mecting of that
sort urould not be the right place to make the proposal I had in mind,
which itself would obviate the need for such talks among the threc
occupying powers. To achieve that result, a totally new situation must
be created; the Franco-German problem must become a European
problem. I wrote:

At the present moment, Europe can be brought to birth only by Francc.
Only France is in a position to speak and act.

To my mind, this was a simple statement of fact, not the proclamation
of an historic privilege .

But if France fails to speak and act now, what will happen?
A group will form around the United States, but in order to wage the

cold war with greater zeal. The obvious reason is that the countries of
Europe are afraid and are seeking help. Britain will draw ever closer to
the United States; Germany will develop rapidly, and we shall not be able
to prevent her being armed. France will be trapped once more in hcr old
Malthusianism, and this will inevitably lead to her eclipse.

I was not yet trying to decide who should speak in the name of France,
or on what occasion. What mattered was to know beforehand exactly
what should be said. Proposing to place several couhtries' coal and
steel under a joint sovereign authority was no more than an idea. It
had to be given concrete form; and there I had no experience to fall
back on - except the negative experience ofinternational co-operation,
whose institutions were incapable of decision-making. Their in-
efiectiveness told me what to avoid. But what form should be given to a
decision-making authority common to Germany and France? History
offered no precedent; as yet, I was groping, and I needed advice. Yet at
the same time I wanted to keep the idea as secret as possible. At that
point, as luck would have it, there came to my office at No r8 rue de
Martignac a young professor of law, Paul Reuter, whom I had not
previously met. I think we were seeking his opinion on French anti-trust
legislation, which to my mind needed tightening up. Reuter was a man
from Eastern France, solid and unexcitable; he used his brilliant powers
of reasoning to master concrete problems in politics and law. He taught
law at the University of AixJa-Chapelle, but came regulady to Paris to
ded with practical problems at the Quai d'Orsay in his capacity as legal
adviser to the French Foreign Office. I saw at once that he was both
professionally and personally concerned about Franco-German re-
lations. Could international law abolish the conf.icts whose most
constant victims had been frontier-dwcllers like Reuter himsclf?
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I expounded some of my ideas to him; and he reacted with such
intelligence and enthusiasm that I asked him to come back again on the
following Saturday, April r y. That day, I e*plained the essentials of my
plan for a coal-steel pool, and I asked him to refect overnight about the
form of institution required to administer these joint resources. Next
day, Reuter, Hirsch, and I met at my country home. It was there, on
that Sunday, that we drafted the first version of what was to become the
French Dedaration of May 9, r9!o. At a disance of more than tventy-
five years, I can no longer distinguish which of us contributed what to
the text we dictated to my faithful secretary Mme Miguez. I can only
say that, without Hirsch and Reuter, it would not so quickly have as-

sumed the 6nal form that made it the European Community's true
founding document. I had a clear view of our goal they supplied the
means of attaining it through the inteqplay of economics and institutions,
for which in a very short time they invented new structutes on a Euro-
pean scale.

r0florld peace can be safeguarded only by creative efforts which match thc
dangers that thrcaten it.

The contribution that an orgtr.ized and living Europe can make to
civilization is indispensable to the maintenance of peace.

This introduction survived through all the successive versions of the
tcxt. For the rest, the days that followed produced many variations,
between the lines of which it would be possible to follow the way our
thoughts progressed. But it was all there in embryo already:

Europe must be orgatized, on a federal basis. A Franco-German union is
an essential element in it, and the French Government has decided to act
to this end. . . . Obstacles accumulated from the past make it impossible to
achieve immediately the close association which the French Government
has taken as its aim. But already the establishment of common bases for
economic development must bc the 6rst stage in building Fraoco-
German union. Tla Frencb Goucrnmlrrt Propotcs to plan tbe vboh of Frana-
Gcraan coal and stccl pro&tctiott srrdt an intentational Attbori! open to tbe

Pdrtici?ation of tbc otht cortttics of Enopc.

The aims and methods of the European Community were now set. Later
improvements concerned only the style and the machinery. What strikes
me, re-reading this text, is the clarity of its design, which became some-
what less sharp in the 6nal version. In this one, Franco-German union
was the central concern. If it could not be achieved at once, this was
because of 'accumulated obstacles'. A start must be made by 'the
establishment of common bases for economic development', first in
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coal and steel, then in other 6elds. For a time, undoubtedly, I thought
that the first step towards a European federation would be union
between these two countries only, and that the others would ioin later.
Finally, that evening, I wrote in on this first version that the Authority
would be 'open to the patticipation of the other countties of Europe'.
That morning, this had not been the decisive point; and one always
has to go back to the beginning of things to understand their meaning.

On the powers of the new Authority, the main guidelines had been
drawn up, and they were to prove durable. Thanks to Hitsch, the
foundations were solid. To place the production and distribution of coal
and steel on a cornmon basis, to ensure that they were sold on identical
terms, to level up social conditions, and continually to improve
production -

- these aims call for complex institutions and measures of broad scope.
Competitive conditions of production in the two countries must bc
equalized - taxation, transport, social security and other labour costs. , . .
Production quotas will have to be fixed, and financial machinery set up
to compensate for price differences, together with a retraining and re-
employment fund.

The main headings of the European Treaties were already there in
oudine. Paul Reuter sketched the institutional machinery:

The above principles and essential commitments will be the subject of a

Treaty to be signed by thc two countries. The Authority which is to
administer the whole entcrprise will bc based on equal Franco-German
representation, and its President will be choscn by agreement betwcen
the two parties.

Although not yet fully explicit, this was the first juridical satement of
the principle of equality between France and Germany, which was to be
the decisive step tov/atds a more hopeful future. And the text ended
with a few lines which summadzed its overall aim:

This proposal has an essential political objective: to make a breach in the
ramparts of national soveteignty which will bc narrow enough to secure

consent, but deep enough to open the way towards the unity that is
essential to peace.

\X1hy this sentence is missing from subsequent versions, and why others
later appeared, only to be replaced by those that today are found in the
history-books - this is a matter of balance between form and content
in a series of texts worked out over several days. Between Sunday
April r 6 and Saturday May 6 there were nine difierent vetsions. Whether
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this is few or many I cannot iudge: in these matters I have only onc rule,

which is to work as long as is necessary starting egain a hundred

times, if a hun&ed attemPts are needed for a satisfactory result, or
only nine times, as in the present case. Those who have worked with
me over the years will say *rat the 

^vet 
ge is more like fifteen; and

they themselves would often have been content with fewer. The prood
they argue, is that we often come back to the first version, which thea
turns out to be the best. But what is the point of this arithmetic of
effort? How can one be sure that the first version is the best, excePt by
comparing it with what one believes to be better still ? How easy

everything would be if intuition or luck led suaight to the exact
formulation of a thought that presented itself frrlly formed. At the very
least, intuition and luck need to be tcsted - and the test is to re-read

them aftet a good night's slcep, or subiect them to fresh scrutiny by
someone else.

It was Pierre Uri who looked at the text with fresh eyes on the
following morning, Monday April r7. I had decided to ask him, and
him alone, to work over our initial draft. His imagination and his crisp
style proved invaluable. He read the text with that astonishing czpacity

for concenuation that wrinkles his whole face; then he said simply:

'This puts many problems ia perspective.'

That was the point. It was less a question of solving problems, which
are mostly in thc nature of things, than of putting them in a more
rational and human perspective, and making use of thcm to scrve thc
cause of international peace. In this, Uri played an outstaoding Part.
With his help, the draft became more ordedy, and the institutional
system stronger: the 'internationd Authority' became the High
Authority. In the fourth version, the High Authority was described as

'supranational'; but I disliked the word, and always have. W"hat

mattered was the task it implied, which was much better described by
the following senteoce in the next version of the text:

The High Authority's decisions shall be immediatdy binding in France,

Germany and the other membet countties.

Such power requfued safeguards, and the idea of a means of appeal was
introduced, without furtler dstails. Having made his contribution,
Paul Reuter returned to Aix and his professorial chair. We kept in
touch by telephone, and I hoped that he might come back to work out
thc Treaty with us. He never did, and I do not know why. But in any
case Paul Reuter was onc of the inveotors of thc High Authority, and
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of the name as well as the institution itself.
Uri, for his part, lent coherence to the economic aspects of the plan,

and gradually btought into focus the notion of a 'common market', an
area without customs barriers and without national discrimination, but
with rules to preserve the common interest. He also introduced the
idea of transitional measutes. The whole project gave an impression of
s&ong organizatron combined with liberal principles. In this there was
no conftadiction:

Gradually, conditions will emerge vhich will of themselves easure the
most rational distribution of production at the highest level of pro-
ductivity.

We could go no further in our technical proposals, because no experts
were to be let into the secret; and in any czrse we were short of time.
The essential elements were all in the ro4 lines of text we now had, to
which further days' work brought only minor modiEcations. In fact,
it was all summed up in the following sentence:

81 the pooling o/ badc prodution and tbe establisbacnt of a new Higb Adboritl
ttbose decilions uill be bidiry ot Frauc, GermanJ, anil tlte cosnfiies tbat join
tben, tltis proposal uill la1 tbe fril cottcrete foudationt of tbe European Fcdcra-
tion ntbicb is inditpensabh to tbe maintcnance oJpeaa.

I asked for this passage in our text to be undedined, because it described
at one and the same time the method, the means, and the objective,
which henceforth were indissolubly linked. The last word was the most
important: peace.

II
Solution

'The French Government proposes. . . .' But the Government still had
to see the proposal and adopt it as its own. I had to find someone who
had the pou/er, and the courage to use it to trigger offso great a change.
Robet Schuman seemed to me the ideal man to do so; but ov/ing to a
misunderstanding I did not approach him first. What happened was
this. I had had a long conversation with Bernard Clappier on the day
before Reuter had first come to see me. I had spoken in general terms
about my ideas, which had intetested him greatly.
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'M. Schuman,' he said, 'is looking for an initiative that he can Pro-
pose in London on May ro. I have the feeling that this has beeo his one
great preoccupation sincc the Big Three met in New York last
September. I was thcre when Acheson said, wittr Bevin's agreement:
"l0fle fully concut in entrusting our French colleague with formulating
our cotrrmon policy on Gcrmany." The deadline's approaching, and
no one seems able to advise him on what to do.'

'Well,'I said: 'I have some ideas.'
I thought that Clappier was going to call me back after having spoken

to his Minister. But a combination of circumstances gave him no time
to do so; and on Friday, April 28, thinking that Schuman v/as not
interested, I decided to send the plan to Georges Bidault, the Prime
Minister, under whose aegis the Planning Commissariat worked.

That very same dan only a few moments after I had had the dossicr
taken round to Pierre-Louis Falaize, Bidault's dirutesr de cabitet,

Clappier got in touch with me again, apologizng fot his long silence.

'Flere's the proposal,' I said..'I've iust sent it to Bidault.'
Clappiet read the text, and quickly made up for lost time.
'It's excellent,' he said. 'May I show it to M. Schuman?'

I gave him a copy, and he took it suaight to the Gare de l'Est,
where Schuman was about to take the train for Metz, to spend the
weekend as usual in the solitude ofhis country house at Scy-Chazelles.

Clappier found him already sitting in his compartment.
'Could you read this papet of Monnet's ?' he asked. 'It's important.'
On Monday morning, Clappiet was back at the Gare de l'Est to

meet the incoming train. No sooner had Schuman got offthan he said:

'I've read the proposal. I'll use it.'
Those few words were enough. The idea had entered the political

arena: it had become the business ofthe authorities, and their dangerous
rcsponsibility. It is the privilege of statesmen to decide what is in the
gcneral interest. Since I could not exercise that privilege in my own
right, I naturally had to help those who could.

Schuman and Clappier, then, joined the conspiracy. Bidault and

Fabize did not, and for good reason: they had not taken the time to
read the letter in which I had suggested that we meet next day to discuss

'the enclosed proposal, designed to transform the general situation,
which is growing wotse every &y.' The meeting did not ake place -
although I read in Lc Modc of Tuesday May z that I had been received

by the Prime Minister. The comedy of errors \*ras not over: on lTedncs-
dty,after the Cabinet meeting at which Schuman made a veiled allusion
to a forthcoming Frcnch initiative, I was summoned to the Prime
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Minister's office at the Matignon palace, where Bidault received me in
a furious rage. He had a copy of the proposal in his hand.

'Schuman's just shown me this paper,'he said. 'It appears that you,re
the author. I should have appreciated your telling me first.'

'I did,' I said, 'I u/rote to you on Friday.'
He looked for the letter: it was on his desk. Had he tead it? In his

memoirs he affirms that he had, and I believe him. Probably the plan
clashed with his own concern at th^t time, which vras to set up an
Atlantic High Council. What might have happened to the project if
Bidault had taken it over, and what might have happened to Europe,
are questions that others have tried to answer. Myself, I have never
wondered what consequences might have followed something which
has not occurred: that ieems to ml an uttedy barren speculati"on. The
fact is that there was no Bidault Plan, but a Schuman Plan.

Clappier helped us put the finishing touches to the text, which on
Saturday May 6 assumed its final shape with the addition of some
furthq sentences:

By making hetself for more than twenty years the champion of a united
Europe, France has had as her essential objective the maintenance of
peace. Europe was not built, and we had war.

This was a homage to Aristide Briand, but also a farewell to rhctoric.

Europe will not be built all at once, or as a single whole: it will be built
by concrete achievements which first ueate & facto solidarity.

This was the fundamental choice of a method for continual material and
psychological integtation. It seems slow and unspecacular; yet it has
worked without a break for more than z1 years, and no one has been
able to suggest any other way of making the Community progress.

'Now we must stop,' I said; and I wrote 'Definitive text, Saturday
,.oo p.m.' From that moment on, it was zlL a. mattet of tactics. Soon
afterwards, I went into Schuman's office with Ren€ Mayer, now the
Ministff of Justice. He at once became an enthusiastic champion of the
ptoposal, in which he saw the traces of out wartime talks in Algiers
about the need to build a peaceful Euope. It was at Mayer's reqoesfthat
we added a sentence which at thc time was thought to be purely formal,
but which later revealed its full implications:

Europe will be able, with increased resources, to pursue the tealization
of one of her essential tasks, the development of the African continent.

Meanwhile, I had the documents taken to Ren6 Pleven, Minister of
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Overseas Afiairs. He was their only other recipient. In all, only ninc
people wcre in the know.

How and when to disclose the secret we discussed on Sunday.
Pleven, now fully informed and committed, advised us on how to
proceed. At the end of the morning I met Schuman and Clappier
again. They had thought it advisable to bring in Alexan&e Parodi, who
v/as now Secretary-General at the Ministry of Foteign Afairs. Thereby,
the Ministry was officially informed, but also pledged to silence. We were
determined, in fact, to mount the whole operation outside diplomatic
channels, and not to use ambassadors. In particular, the persond
contad with Adenauer that Schuman wanted to esablish was to be
made by a member of his personal cabinct, who was to go to Bonn at
the very moment when the decision was due to be taken. It remained
to be decided when that should be. Thete u/as no longer much choice,
since a decision of this importance required the consent of the whole
Government. Yet we could not wait until \[ednesday, the normal day
for Frcnch Cabinet meetings, for this was when the Conferencc was due
to start in London, and Schuman had to go there with a plan for
Germany in his hands. Pleven and Mayer aranged for the Cabinet to
meet on Tuesday morning instead of Wednesday. Until then, there had
to be total secrecy. There was - but with one excqption.

This was the result of a curious coincidence. Dean Achcson, the
US Secretary of Sate, had decided oot to go to London direct, but to
come via Paris in order to confer quietly with Schuman, whom he
gteady respected. It would have been inconccivable to let the tvro men
tdk intimately about everything except ttre one subject which in two
days' timc was to be all-important. Courtesy and honcsty obligcd us to
ake Acheson into our confidence, and wc nevcr regretted having done
so. The description in his memoLs of that Sunday, M^y 7, in Paris is
characteristically lively, witty, and amiablc, He admits that he failed to
retlize the significance of the Schuman Plan when it was first described
to him through an inteqpreter. He suspected it of being a sort of huge
coal and steel cartel, the nosalgic dream of European industrialists
and a capial sin for Americans, who respected the laws of competition
and free uade. The lawyer and the politician in Acheson instinctively
recoiled, and I had to come and calm his fears.*

I knew Acheson well. He had often come to our house in l7asfiington
and gready appreciated Am6lie's Ftench cooking. Every morning, he
could be seen walking to the office with Felix Frankfurter. \[ith their
. Dean Achcrot, Prcntt at tbc Crcalioa (Londoo, Hemish Hamiltoo, 1969), pp.
,82-4.
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two bowler hats, the two friends were the incarnation of Law and the
Constitution. They were both good company, qutzzical and full of
warmth. Acheson could be urbane and even flippant; but his powerful
illelligence was anchored in fum principles. I have described- the part
he played in the birth of the Marshall Plan; and I had no doubt that
he would rcahze the political importance of the Schuman Plan. rtr7ith

David Bruce in attendance, he very quickly did; and from then on we
had two chance accomplices who were also very powerful allies.
flowever, the fleeting contretemps set me thinking: I saw that the
nature of the plan for a cotl and steel pool might be misunderstood.
So I at once asked Uri to prepare an answer to the objection; and he
drafted a note to be disuibuted at the same time as the proposal itself.
He wrote:

The proposed organization is in every respect the very opposite of a
cartcl - in its aims, its methods, and its leadership.

The full proof was convincing; but there would have to be great
vigilance, and strict legal rules - a rea) European anti-trust law - not
only to disarm suspicion but also to prevent the fomration of cartel.

Monday May 8 was the eve of battle, but to all appearances it was
a norrnal day at the French Foreign Office and at No 18 rue de
Martignac, whete we deliberately carried on as if nothing were in the
air. Ihat evening, Clappier told me that, as planned, a friend of Robert
Schuman's, a magistrate from Lorraine by the name of Michlich, had
left for Bonn, where he was to be met by Herbert Blankenhorn, head
of the Federal Chancello/s pdvate staff. How he reached the Chancel-
lery on Tuesday morning, unbeknown to any French ofrcial and even
to the French High Commissioner in Germany, Andt6 Frangois-
Poncet, only that discreet diplomat could describe. All I know is what
I have read in Adenauer's memoirs:

That morning I was still unaware that the day would bring about a
dccisive change in t}te developmeot of Europe.

While the Federal Cabinet was in session, rews came that an envoy
from French Foreign Minister Schuman had an important message for
me. Ministerialdirektor Blankenhorn received the gentleman, who gave
him two letters from Schuman to myself. Their content, he said, was
exceptionally urgent: they must be put bcfore me dght away. The French
gentleman, whose name I do not know, told Blankenhorn that the Ftench
Cabinet wes at that very moment meeting to discuss the content of the
letters. . . . Blankenhorn brought the letters to me in the Cabinet meeting,
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:ff.:: 
them was a personal, handwrittcn messagc from Robcrt Schu-

In his personal letter to me, Schuman wrote that thc aim of his ptoposal
was not economic but highly political. There was still a fcar in Francc that
when Germany had recovered she would attack France. It could also be
imagioed that in Germaoy, on the other hand, thcre was a corresponding
desire for greater security. Rearmament would have to begin by in-
creasing coal, iron, and stecl production. lf zn organization such as

Schuman envisagcd were set up, cnabling both countries to disccrn the
first signs of any such rearmament, this ncw possibility would bring grcat
relief to France. . . .

I immediately informed Robert Schuman that I agreed to his proposal
with all my heart.*

The French Cabinet was indeed meeting, in the Elys6e Palace, and
Clappier still remembers his long wait in a nearby office. He was in
touch with us at No r8 rue de Martignac via the interministerial
tclephone. Midday came and went, and the Cabinet had reached the end
of its agenda; but still Schuman had not spoken. He could not make a

move until he had Adenauer's full agteement, which he had no reason
to doubt but still had to teceive. The long silence was agony to us:
was everything going to hinge oo a rnatter of minutes ? At last, iust as

the Cabinet meeting ended, Michlich's call came through to Clappier,
and everyone sat down again. Exactly what Schuman said to his
colleagues is a Cabinet secret, but I have reason to believe that it was
even more elliptical and less audible than usual. No one cast doubt on
the desirabiliry of the proposal he was taking to London, which was
strongly supported by Pleven and Mayer, even if most membets of the
Cabinet learned its precise terms only from the next day's prcss. Whcn
the Cabinet meeting was over, Clappier called me.

'That's it,'he said. 'We can go ahead.'

To 'go ahead', as v/e saw it, meant to make public that evening, in
spectacular fashion, the proiect so discreetly unveilcd that morning.
At once, French and foteign newspapermen were asked to come to the
Foreign Office at the Quai d'Orsay at 6.00 p.m.; and the Salon de
l'Hodoge there was turned into a press room. In our hastc, we forgot
to invite the photographers and radio reporters - with the result that
Schuman had to go through a reconstruction of the scene some months
later to record it for posterity. The afternoon beforc the press con-

t Konrad Adenaucr, Erinunngcn, Vol. I (t945-51), pp. ,r4-rr.
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ference rxras taken up with receiving the ambassadors of European
countries and briefing them on the proposal which their Governments
were going to read on the agency wLes even before the ambassadorial
telegrams were ready to send. When Schuman came into the Salon de
l'Hodoge, more than two hundred neu/spapermen were waiting. I was
there too, with Silvia, Flirsch, Uri, and my young assistant Frangois
Fontaine. I am not at all sure that Schuman's dull, hesitant voice
immediately convinced them that they were witnessing a profound
transformation of international politics, even though the tone of the
preamble left no room for doubt:

It is no longer a time for vain words, but for a bold, constructive act.
France has acted, and thc consequences of her action may be immense.

!7e hope they will.
She has acted essentially in the cause ofpeace. For peace to have a real

chancc, there fust must be a Europc.

In fact, this was a conclusion tather than a preamble; and f at once
set about petsuading the men from the leading newspapers that it was
right. They were still uncertain about the significance of the proposal,
whose technical aspects at first sight masked its political meaning. I
knew that they would write about it as an industrial arrangement, a coal
and steel pool - which was true enough. But it was also about Europe
and peace. Roger Massip of I-.e Figaro, Charles Ronsac of Fratc-Tiretr,
Jacques Gascuel of. Frunce-Soir, and Harold Callender of the Natt York
Times, amortg othets, had no doubts: their articles hailed the cvent for
what it was. In Germany, meanwhile, Adenauer in his turn was waiting
for the announcement of the French proposal in order to tell the news-
papefinen gathered in Bonn that Germany accepted it:

The proposal that France has iust made to us is a generous move. It is a
decisive step forward in Franco-Gcrman relations. It is not a matter of
vague generalizations, but of concrete suggestions based on equal rights.

With his habitual realism, the Federal Chancellor saw the immediate
adYantage:

Sioce the production of the Saar will be pooled, one cause of tension
between France and Germany will be removed.

It had all been setded in a mattet of hours, in public, by two men who
by themselves had dared to commit theit countries' future. But at that
moment, pleased as I was, I knew that the essential task remained to be
completed; and I was impatient for only one thing - institutions to give
shape to an agreement based on goodvlill. Nothing is possible without
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men: flothing is lastiog without institutions.
Robet Schuman, who was in a hurry to catch his train for London,

so skilfully evaded the newspapermen's detailed questions about the
future of the plan that one of them exclaimed:

'In other words, it's a leap in the dark?'
'That's right,'said Schuman sobedy:'a.tezp in the dark.'
Few people realized how true the metaphot was. They tended to think

that the technical aspects of the plan had been meticulously prepated -
why otlerwise should it have originated at No 18 rue de Martignac,
as people were beginning to realize that it had? That seemed sheer

corrmon sense, but it led to many misunderstandings - beginning in
London, where ori their arrival Schuman and Clappier were bombarded
with questions about the powers of the High Authority, the fate of a

particular coalfield, or how prices were to be fixed. Unable to answer,
they asked me to help them, and I decided to join them on May 14.
Meanwhile, they were busy with the Three-power Conference, whose
opening was overshadowed by Bevin's resentrnent against Acheson
and Schuman, whom he suspected of having hatched an anti-British
plot. Acheson has good-humouredly described the difficult moment
when, while he was lunching with Bevin at the Foreign Office on May
9, the French Ambassadot Rend Massigli asked to be received. Bevin
'wondered what was up'. Acheson, pledged to secrecy, said nothing;
but he very soon paid for his silence.*

Massigli had come to communicate the French Government's
decision, which at that time had still not been officially announced. He
had hardly had time to assess it himself, and I think he never assessed

its true importance. Bevin made no immediate official response, but he
told Massigli in private: 'I think that something has changed berween
our two countties.' Bevin was a politician of instinct and impulse,
aggravated by the disease from which he was soon to die. It so happened
that he was alone in London when the shock came: the Prime Minister,
Clement Attlee, and his Chancellor of the Exchequer, Sir Stafford
Cripps, were both on holiday at different places in France. In the
confusion, the young Minister of State at the Foreign OfHce, Kenneth
Younger, was inclined to recofirmend that Britain accept the French
ofier. Anthony Eden, then in opposition as Conservative spokesman on
foreign affairs, made a speech strongly urging the Government to join,
and so did Lord Layton on behalf of the Liberal Party. But already
Tbc Tinr recoiled at the word 'federation', and the Daill Exprcss
wrote: 'It would be the end of Briain's independence.' Atdee, now
* Dean Achcson, Shxbu from Lry' (Ncw York, 1959), pp. ,8-4r.
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back in London, spoke in the House of Commons on May rr. He
welcomed Franco-German reconciliation, but wished to make a full
study of the economic implications. Any further decision was to await
my ov/n visit to London.

Acheson, for his part, had lost no time before making a positive
declaration, in agreement with President Truman: 'We tecognize with
sympathy and approval the significant and far-reaching intent of the
Frcnch initiative.'* Count. Cado Sforza, the Italian Foreign Minister,
welcomed it warmly on behalf of his own Government. The three
Bcnelux Govertunents wanted more technical deta.ils, but public opinion
impelled them towards rapid acceptance. And in London the three
Powers were at last able to agree about Germany. Charles Ronsac
cabled:

Everything is changed. Instead of a negative, cold-war conference, we are
going to have a positive conference, an attempt to forge European unity.

The echoes of 'the Schuman bombshell' continued in the wotld press
and caused a sensation in diplomatic circles. But everything now seemed
to hinge on the attitude in London, where decisions about Europe had
so long been determined. I knew that it would be a hard fight, and I
hoped to win it; but in my heart I knew that the essential prize had
akeady been won, irrevocably. Europe was on the move. Whatever the
British decided would be their own afiair.

As soon as I arrived in London, togethcr with Hirsch and Uri, I as
usual got in touch with my old friends. Not all of them were people in
thc public eye; but like those in New York whom I have already
mentioned, many of them were businessmen, lawyers, and newspaper-
men - PeoPle whose work required and enabled them to get to the
bottom of things, and whose success depended on their good sense.
They included Lord Brand, Lord Kindersley, Arthur Salter, and the
editor of The Economitt, Geofrrey Crowther. Between them, they knew
what I needed to know, and a talk with them was enough - afterwards,
I could face my political contacts. Crowther was in favour of Britain's
joining in the Schuman Plan, and was going to argue the case in his
newspaper: but he made no secret of what a battle it would be. Briain
had not been conquered ot invaded: she felt no need to exorcize history.
Her imperial role was not yet at an end, and her experience of general
well-being had only iust begun. Churchill declared: 'u(/'c must be with
Ftance.' But he added: 'We must be careful that it does not carry with
* Nct, York Tiact,May rr, r9ro.
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it a lowering of British wages and standards of life and labout.'*
Atdee could say no less. Plowden, who was my official intetlocutor,
asked me moter how would the High Authority be composed, how
would it intervene, what safeguards would thete be to Prevent its
acting arbitrarily, would it have the right to close down 6rms, how
would it ensure full employment?

It was clear that the British did not want to commit themselves to
principles, or to a negotiating method, without knowing in advance all
the practical consequences - which in our view were what we should
be negotiating about. Certainly, Hirsch, Uri, and I could give some
answers and collect some suggestions. But the British Government
would not feel at ease unless it received 'a piece of paper'. I promised
Plowden that we would write to him as soon as we retutned to Paris,
which we did. To have to do so was usdul: it made us clarify some of
our ideas, in particular about padiamentary supervision of the High
Authority. But it soon became clear that this approach was not enough:
we should not be able to avoid thc basic issues that Atdce raised in thc
House of Commons on June r3:

It bccame perfectly clear in the course of informal discussious bctwccn M.
Monnct, Chief Planning Officer of the Frcnch Governmcnt, and British
officials, that while the French Government had not workcd out how thcir
proposal would be applied in practicc, thcir views on ttc proceduc for
ncgotiations were definitc.t

In this respect, indeed, we wete more pragmatic than the British, since
we were proposing a basis and a method for fuarre discussion. Plowden
had the idea of inviting the Permanent Under-Secretaries of the rclevant
Ministries to dine with us. At the end of the evening, one of them
sighed:

'Blessed were our fathers, for they kncw what to do in all cfucum-
stances.'

It was typically British nostalgia. When I met Schuman and Massigli
after the dinner, I said:

'The British will not 6nd their future role by themselves. Only out-
side pressure will induce them to accept change.'

It was better to speak plainly. Sir Safford Cripps asked me to come to
his ofRce before leaving London.

'Would you go ahead with Gemrany and wi*rout us?'he inquired.
* Specch at Edinbutgh, May r8, r95o, in rVinston S. Churchill, Ia tbc fuhacc,
Spcccbts tg4g and t95o, ed. R. S. Churchill (London, Casscll, r95r), pp, z7r-8o.
J Parliaaentaty Dcbatct (Hansard), Fifth Serics, Vol. 476, Housc of Comrnone,
Session r95o, cols. 3y-6.
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'My deat friend,' I answered, 'you know how I have felt about
Britain for more than thirty years: there is no question about that. I
hope with all my heart that you will join in this from the start. But if
you don't, we shall go ahead without you. And I'm sure that, because
you are realists, you will adjust to the facts when you see that we have
succeeded.'

At the same time, Schuman was talking at a luncheon given by the
Anglo-French press.

'How many countries are needed to make the plan work?' someone
asked.

'ff necessary,' he said, 'we shall go ahead with only two.'
The British would have been left in no doubt about his determination

if he had not added:
'As regards Great Britain, if there is not rooo/o participation, there

can be association compatible with her structure and her economic
ideas.'

This overtute was unwise, for experience has taught me that it is
not a good thing for the British to obtain special condirions and an
exceptional position in their relationships with others, or even for
them to cherish such hopes. On the other hand, they are at their best
if you fumly ofier to work with them on an equal footing. If you stick
to your principles, there is every likelihood that the British *ill ,oorr.,
or later adapt to the situation and become partners in the full sense of
the word.

I realized, then, that haggling would lead nowhere, and that we
must simply press ahead. So as soon as I had returned from London
I went to see Chancellor Adenauer in Bonn. With me, to act as a link
with Schuman, was Bernard Clappier, who was equally devoted to our
plan and to his Minister. 'Clappier is solid gold,' Schuman used to say.
He had long watched the young man's progress as a civil servant; and
when Clappier had been his directetc de cabinet at the Finance Ministry
for about six months, Schuman invited him to lunch at a small restaurant
and took him fully into his confidence. From then on, Clappier v/as one
of the rare people to whom Schuman divulged his innermost thoughts.
I, too, found him not only discreet and efEcient, but also a man ofgreat
intellecnral honesty, and totally disinterested. We soon became friends.
Arriving in Bonn, I went to see another friend, Jack McCloy, who this
time was to be my opposite number in a delicate negotiation where his
steady politicd vision and diplomatic skill were to prove very valuable.
At that time he was US High Commissioner in Germany, and
Chairman of the Council of the Allied High Commission, where his
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colleagues were An&6 Frangois-Poncet and the Bdtish General Sir
Brian Robertson. This Council still had extensive supervisory Powers,
especially ovet the foreign relations of the new Federal Republic. It
was an unusual situation: I had to ask McCloy's Pemission to start
talks with Adenauer, and those talks presupposed that France and
Germany would henceforth act as equals. The Council's decision,
therefore, was more than a formality: it was its last act of diplomatic
tutelage.

Nor was there anything automatic about that decision. I had to make

a long expos6 to persuade my hearers. True, McCloy was already in
favour of our aims; but he had to take account of the reservations

exptessed by his British colleague. Robertson declared:
'Germany is under Allied tutelage. Her coal and steel are requisi-

tioned. So the High Commission must be tepresented at the negotia-
tions.'

That would have run counter to the spirit of the French proposal;

and Armand Bdrard, assistant to Ftangois-Poncet - who was away that
day - answered in accordance with the instructions that Clappier had
brought to Bonn:

'From the moment we authorize the Federal German Government
to negotiate, it must do so as a sovereign power.'

Orthis, the discussion began to get bogged down; so I said:

'Given the scope of the commitrnents Germany will be underaking
in the Schuman Plan Treaty, it is vitd that no one in future should be

able to claim that they were not freely accepted.'
The members of the Council saw that we were making a political

point, and they soon relented. I was autrhorized to begin talks with
Adenauer.

That afternoon, we wete shown into the Chancellor's office at the

Schaumburg palace. I was accompanied by Clappier and B6rard, who
this time came in his personal capacity. Adenauer had Blankenhorn with
him. I akeedy had some idea of how Adenauet looked, with his rigid
6gute and impassive face: but now I realized at once that I did not
know him. The man before me was not self-assured, but auxious to
know what I was going to say, and unable completely to conceal a

degree of mistrust. Cleady, he could not believe that we were really
proposing full equality; and his attitude was still marked by long years

of 6ard negotiation and wounded pride. Our conversation lasted for
an hour and a half. As it progressed, I sarv the old man gradually
relax and reveal the emotion that he had been holding back.

'We want to Put Franco-German relations on an entirely new foot-
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ing,' I said. 'We want to turn what divided France from Germany -
that is, the industries of war - into a cortmon asset, which will also be
European. In this way, Europe will rediscover the leading role which
she used to play in the wodd and which she lost because she was divided.
Eyrope's unity will not put an end to her diversity - quite the reverse.
That,rich diversity will benefit civilization and iniluerrce the evolution
of powers like America itself.

'The aim of the French proposal, therefore, is essentially political.
It even has an aspect which might be called moral. Fundamenally, it
has, one simple objective, which our Government will try to attain
without worrying, in this first phase, about any technical difficrrlties
that may arise.'

I stressed this point because it now seemed to me essential to turn
from the problems to the method, and to agtee on a certain conccption
of our cornmon task. My visit to London had convinced me that the
French ptoposal, so clear and simple in its form and spirit, might be

1ot{lf distorted by an approach that was too scrupulously or too
insidiously technical. r saw a similar risk, though for difiereni reasons,
in dealing with the Germans, and especially wltn their indusuialists
and diplomats.

'The Schuman proposal,' I added, 'has had a profound effcct on
public opinion. People are no longer prepared to iee theit hopes dis-
appointed. W'e must turn as soon as possible from words to deeds.
The negotiations musr produce a general Trcaty setting up the High
Authority: then the technicians can get to work. I know from expeii-
ence that practical problems are never insoluble once they,re approaihed
from the starting-point of a great idea.'

Adenauer listened attentively and answered with warmth:
'I too am not a technician, nor entirely a politician either. For me,

like you, this project is of the highest importance: it is a matter of
morality. !7e have a moral and not iust a technical responsibility to oru
p!opl9, and that makes it incumbent upon us to fulfil this great hope.
The- German people have enthusiastically welcomed the plan, and we
shall not let ourselves be caught up in details. I have waited twenty-five
years for a move like this. In accepting it, my Government and my
country have no secret hankerings after hegemony. History since r911
has taught us the folly of such ideas. Germany knows that its fatc is
bound up with that of u7estern Europe as a whole.,

We then discussed what should be done next. When Clappier
announced that the French Government had decided to put mi in
charge of negotiating the Treaty, the Chancellor said that he would have
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to look for what he called'a German M. Monnet'. He meotioned the

names of several businessmen. None of them meant very much to me.

'It would be a mistake,' I said, 'to worry too much about expertise.
What counts is a sense of the general interest. In this respect, M.
Schuman fully intends to keep a close eye on matters himself; and, if
you will allow me to say so, I should advise you to choose a delegate

who is directly responsible to you. The last word is always political.'
When we had finished, Adenauer rose to his feet.
'Monsieur Monnet,' he said, 'I regard the implementation of thc

French proposal as my most important task. If I succeed, I believe that
my life will not have been wasted.'

We took our leave. I can say of Adenauer what he said in his memoirs
about mer 'After that, we were friends for li[e.'*

My visit to Bonn ended with an official communiqu6 announcing thc
agreement. Referring to it in the House of Commons shortly after-
wards, the Prime Minister, Clement Attlee, declared:

This fact naturally dctermined the course of the subsequcnt erchanges of
views between the two Governments and madc difrcult the achievcment of
His Maiesty's Government's desire to play an active Part in the discussion
of the Frcnch proposal, but without commitment to the acceptance of
its principles in advance.f

There could be no clearer summaty of what undeday the confused
diplomatic exchanges which began when I returned to Paris and con-
tinued until June ), rgjo.It took ten days, eleven notes, and four
thousand words to exhaust all the diplomats' debating points. The
British and French ttrThite Papers on the subiect make it perfectly clear
that this was trench warfare over one Particulat issue: whether the
method for negotiating the Schuman Plan was itself negotiable or not.$
To put it another way, could anyone sit down at the negotiating able
in order to question the very principle of esablishing a High Authority ?

This was more than the purely formal question that it seemed. To
treat it as a merely procedural point, and to compromise over it, would
have completely undermined the methods and principles from which

* Adenauer, op, eit.,p. 721.
J Parliaacntary Debatct, loc. cit,, col, 16,
!, Anglo-French Di$utsio$ rcganliag Frcwb propotalt for lhc Ve ileru E*opeat Coal,

Iron aad Sxel Inda$ricr, Ma1-Jme, r95o (HMSO, Cmd. 797o), hcnceforth citcd as

'Cmd. 797o'; Doctacnlt rclalifl at projct frangit dc miu cn coamn &s prodtctiou de

cbarbon ct il'acicr ct I Pin$itution d'mc Hailc Aatoritl nowclle (I-t Documentaliott

Jrangaiu, No. r.339, r3 iuin r95o, Textes diplomatiqucs XCIV).
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thc unification of Europe was to derive, and still derives, its dynamic
force. On this point I remained 6rm from beginning to end.

On May zj, r9jo, the Frcnch Government sent a Memorandum to
London- proposing a dnft communiquC which had already been
accepted by Germany, and which u/as sent simulaneously to the
Belgians, the Dutch, the Italians, and the Luxembourgers. It read:

The Governments of . . . are resolved to carry out a common action
aiming-at peace, European solidarity, and economic and social progress
by pooling their coal and steel production and by the institution of 

" ".*High Authority whose decisions will bind . . . and the countries which
may adhere to it in the future.

Negotiations on the basis of the principles and essential undertakings
contained in the French proposals of 9th May last will open on a daie
which will be proposed almost at once by the French Government, with a
view to working out the terms of 

^ 
trc ty which will be submitted for

ratification to the respective Parliaments.*

This message- crossed with a first British Note which reiected in
advance the idea of an international conference, and suggested instead
that France and Germany should open direct bilateral ia1ks, in which
the British wished to take part from the beginning, in the hope of
obtaining a clearer picture of how the system would work in djtail.t
Next day carne a further and more precise British Note:

His Maiesty's Government have received the French Government,s
Memorandum....

It should . . . be realized that if the French Government intend to io-
sist on a commitment to pool resources and set up an auttrority with
ce_rtain sovereign powers as a prior condition to joining in the talks, His
Majesty's Government would reluctantly be unable to accept such a con-
dition. His Majesty's Government would greatly regret sucL an outcome.

The British Note rejected the 'commitment, and suggested that those
who wished should perhaps pafiicipate in the diicussions .on 

a
diferent basis'. That, in fact, summed up the whole debate - and the
whole British attirude too.t

This fundamental divergence abated only after many years, as thc
European Community proved its success. But why then did we ex-
change so many notes before we accepted it? The reason, I think, is
that f nevet despaired of convincing the British, while the diplomats
on either side each hoped to win. There was something exttaordinary
about this negotiation by telegram. At one end, in Paris, were Clappiei,
Uri, Hitsch, and myself; at the other, Kenneth Younger, alone wiih the
* Cmd. 797o, pp. 7-8. t lbid., pp, G7. ! Ibii,, p, B.
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staff of thc Foreign Office while Bevin was away ill. No messengcr
crossed the Channel; no ambassador or semi-ofrcid envoy played any
part in the prolonged bout. On Whit Sundan May 28, we &afted a
long despatch to deal with Britain's anxieties: in efiect, it was the
'piece of paper' they had been asking for. But I took c,rre to stipulate
that the aim was indeed a'panial fusion of sovereignty'. As for thc
word 'commitment', I made it clear that this referred only to a certain
method and a certain line of inquiry, not to once-and-for-all agreement
to become subject to the High Authoriry.*

It was on this grammatical point, nevertheless, that the British fought
the last round. On May 3r, they answered:

After the most careful study of the French Memorandum, it remains thc
view of His Maiesty's Government that to subscribe to the terms of the
draft communique . . . would involve entering into an advance commit-
ment to pool coal and steel resources and to set up an authority, with
certain supreme powers, before there had been full opportunity of con-
sidcring how these important and far-reaching principles would work in
Practice.t

There followed a proposed addition to the communiqu6 which would
have givcn the British a special role in the negotiations. This was the
result of an attempt at compromise suggested by Schuman and
immediately followed up by Massigli and Younger. I was resolved not
to consider it.

'Those countries that have a.keady accepted, and Germany in parti-
cular,' I said, 'will obviously respond by asking for a special position
themselves. That is the opposite of what we want, which is to eliminate
all discrimination and put everyone on an equd footing.'

In some haste, Hitsch and I wrote a note to the French Government
to make sure that there was no mistake:

To accept British participation on thcsc terms - i.e., in a special capacity -
would be to resign oneself in advance to the replacement of the French
proposal by something that would merely travcsty it. Soon, if that hap-
pcned, there would bc no common rules and no independeot High
Auttrority, but only some kind of OEEC. In the end, a timc would
come when France would have to take the responsibility of breaking off
thc negotiations and incurring the blame.

ufe had to make an end of it. Next day, we proposed to all the Govcrn-
ments concerned a new &aft communiqu€. In the hope of being
conciliatory this no longer spoke of 'the principles and essential
commitments' of the Proposal of May 9; but the establishment of the
+ Cmd. 797o, pp. 9nrr. I lbid., p, rr.
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High Authority had become an 'immediate objective'. We asked for
an answer by 8.oo p.m. on June z.* There was no more to be said. All
that followed were attempts at self-justification aimed at public opinion.
'There is still a diIlerence of approach between the two Governments,'
wtote the British, once more analysing the texts.f Finally, it was agreed
that each side would keep the other informed, 'to enable the French
Goveroment,' we wrote, 'to take into account to the greatest possible
extent the point of view of the British Government, so that the latter
may find it possible to join or to associate themselves with the common
effott at the time when they judge it to be possible.'[ On June 3, r95o,
six Governments published the joint communiqud which opened the
way to European *ity.S The British Embassy in Paris hailed the event
in its own manner:

There are precedents of international organizaioos set up with fanfares
of trumpets which encountcr only difficulties and disappointments when
the time comes to put them into practice.

In his teference to 'trumpets', the British Ambassador Sir Oliver Harvey
spoke more truly than hi knew. Like the trumpets at Jericho, ours had
shaken the majestic ramparts of British self-confidence. In the press, in
the House of Commons, and inside the political parties, a passionate
debate was about to begin.

That debate contained in embryo all the many successive attitudes
that Britain was to take uis-d-ais the Eutopean problem during the
twenty-five years leading up to the referendum of. 1975, when the ques-
tion was setded once and for all. It revealed in the pure state, free from
later controversies about the economic costs of the Common Market,
the way in which the British saw themselves and their national destiny.
The greatest revelation was a document from the National Executive
Committee of the British Labour Party, published by some mischance
on June t3, tgto -theveryday when Attlee was reporting to the
House of Commons on the failure of the preliminaty talks. Its title
was Emopean Uni!. It was the work of a group led by Hugh Dalton,
Minister of Town and Country Planning, but since it was subtitled 'A
statement by the National Executive Committee of the British Labour
Party', it implicated Attlee and 6ve of his Ministers, members of the
National Executive themselves. It declared:

The European peoples do not want a supra-national authority to impose
agreements. They need an international machinery to carry out agree-

I Cmd. 797o, p. r5. g lbid.,p. 14.
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mcnts which are reached without compulsion.*

The rejection of common rules, and in particular maiority rule in
relations between peoples, was deatly affirmed; and so were two funda-
mental principles of British policy at that time. Fitst, no change in the
relations between Britain and continental \Testern Europe must
diminish Britain's role as nerve-centre of the Commonwealth and
banker to the Steding Area. Secondly, there could be no delegation of
power to a supranational authotity which might interfere with Britain's
Socialist experiment. The pamphlet also contained the following tell-
tale words:

In eveiy rcspect cxccpt distance we in Britain are closer to our kinsmcn
in Australia and New Zealand on the far side of the world, than we arc to
Europe. Wc are closer in language and in origins, in social habits and in-
stitutions, in political outlook and in economic interest,t

Attlee tried to dissociate himself somewhat from his party's manifesto,
but it had a profound psychological effect in Europe and the United
States. Continental Socialists \vere openly dismayed, because British
membership was a guarantee which they would willingly have made a
precondition to accepting the Schuman Plan, had the Labout Party
not adopted this wholly intransigent attitude. The French and Belgian
Socialists declared themselves 'deeply shocked'. Finally, the British
Conservatives led by Churchill and Eden gave uP the notion of
exploiting the subject against their political opponents, and the debate
was cut shot. Neither Party wanted any High Authority. I had con-
firmation of this when I saw the counter-ProPosals that Harold
Macmillan madc to the Council of Europe in Strasbourg on August 8.

In these, the High Authority was to be no more than a committee of
representatives from the coal and steel indusuies, with powers pro-
portional to the production of their respective countries; there was
also to be a Council of Europe Ministerial Committee with the right of
veto. Macrnillan sent me his proposal with a friendly covering-note.
This gave me the opportuniry to react against so profound a mis-
understanding, which I knew would delay British membership, neces-

sary as that was. In a long lettcr in English, which 'went thc rounds
in Strasbourg, I wrote:

* Ewopcan unitt: A rlalcmcil, blt tbc Nalional Exccttlivc Commiltec oJ tbc Britifi
Laborr Parll (Transport House, London, May r95o), p. 6.

f Enopcan Uniry, op, cit. p. 4.
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The Schuman proposals are revolutionary or thcy arc nothing. . . . Co-
operation between flations, while essential, cannot alone meet ouiproblem.
What must be-sought is a fusion of the interests of the European peoples
and not merely another effort to maintain an equilibrium-of those in-
terests through additional machinery for negotiation. . . .

_ The Schuman proposals provide a basis for the building of a new
Europe tlrough the concrete achievement of a supranati&al regime
within a limited but controlling area of economictffort.... Thi in-
dispensable 6rst principle ofthese proposals is the abnegation ofsovereign-
ty in a limited but decisive field and . . ., in my view, any plan which does
not involvc this indispensable fust principle can make no useful contri-
bution to the solution of the grave problems that face us.

Later, Macmillan came round to this point of view. In the meantime, I
wanted him not to create too much confusion. I added:

I know the British people well enough to be confident that they will
never-oppose a ptogtessive measure for the benefit of all Europe even

thguqh theirspecial problems may for the moment prevent their joining
fully in its achievement.

In redity- these tpecial problems', real or imaginary, present ot past -
thep_roblems of the Commonwealth, steding, oithe Soiialist e=Feriment
- did not wholly e:rplain the attitude of thi Bdtish

I had in fact sensed a deeper and less articulate worr), on their part,
of which I had confirmation in a letter that F6lix Gaillard wrot; me
from Strasbourg while the Council of Europe was in session:

Members of the Labour Party arc opposed to the Schuman plan becausc
they are defeatist about continental Europe, which they have deliberately
written off in case of war - something they regard as inevitable and very
ncar at hand. . . .

Ihe Conservativcs are more or less of the same opinion.

It is important to realize what the atmosphere vas like in that sununer
of r95o. As we shall see, it was pervaded by fear - the cold war in the
heart of Europe, the Korean War in Asia. And the same fear led to
contrasting reactions: unity on the continent, isolationism in Britain.
In some notes f made at the time, I wrote:

Britain has no con-fidence that France and the other countries of Europe
have the ability or evcn the will efrectively to resist a possible Russian
lnvaslon. . . .

Britain believes that in this conflict continental Europc will be occupied
but that she herself, with America, will be able to tesist and finally conquer.

She therefore does not wish to let her domestic life or the dcvelopment
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of hcr rcsourccs bc infucnccd by any vicws othcr tlao hcr owo, aod
ccrtainly not by continental vicws.

If this, as I suspected, was really what the British felt in thcir heart of
hcarts, wc had no hope of convincing them fot a long time to come.

Bcsides, we ourselves had already pluoged into action.
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THE SCHUMAN PLAN CONFERENCE (rgto)

I
Invention

The six countries that had accepted the Schuman Plan were to open
their conference in Paris on June 2c., tgto. The public expected great
things of it, but some people apptoached it with disquiet. Not un-
nah[ally, interest groups in the vatious countries felt particulady
thrcatened: in their eyes, the plan was bound to work to the advantage
of their neighbours, not themselves. It was our task to point out that
these mutually contradictory fears cancelled each other out. Most
alarmed of all were the steelmakers, whose corporate bodies, accustomed
as they were to secret agreements, campaigned against this new High
Authority, which would deal with problems in the light of day.
PrivatelS however, they were less unequivocal. Hirsch, who knew
them well, had not gone ahead without taking some soundings; and
even before May 9 he had on his own initiative been in touch with one
of the wise leading lights of the French steel industry, with whom he
was on terms of trust.

'There's no choicer' he had been told: 'for us, it's either t}tat or
extinction.'

Obviously, we could not quote this remark, or the assurances which
we had had in pdvate from members of the French National Coal
Board; we had to let the industrialists claim that we had taken decisions
over their heads. The truth was that we were not prepared to negotiate
with pdvate interest groups about a venture of such great public
imporance. As it was, the Governments v/ere bombarded with com-
plaints, but public opinion gave them the will and the strength to
resist.

The attitude of the trade unions, in particular, was impeccable.
Although the CGT at once denounced the plan as 'infringing national
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sovereignty', Fotce OuvriEre, led by L€on Jouhaux, and the CFTC,
under Gaston Teissier, approved it in principle. At its confetence in
Diisseldorf on May 23,, the International Confederation of Free Trade
Unions gave the plan its support and expressed its desire to take Part.
These positive reactions contrasted with the prudence of the Socialist
political parties. In France, under the leadership of Guy Mollet, the
gap between them and the unions was gradually narrowed; but in
Germany it widened, owing to the Socialist leader Kurt Schumacher,
whose hostility to Adenauer pushed him to extremes.

'The Germans,' he said, 'are in the process of accepting Occupation
for another fifty years.'

He made much of the alarmist slogan of 'the four Ks' - Kapitali srus'
Klerikalisntts, Konseraatismus, Kartelle. The Chancellor riposted iust as

vigorously:
'Anyone who sabotages or vilifies the Schuman Plan is a bad

German.'
But a young Socialist deputy from Berlin was alrcady looking to the

future:
'IJ7c have long been calling for a true Europeanization of heavy

industty,' he declared, 'and we warmly welcome something that btings
us closer to that goal. r0/e must do justice to the French proposal.'

The author of these words was beginning to make his name. It was

Willy Brandt.
I followed closely the anxieties expressed by the old Belgian coal

industry, the young Italian steel industry, and the ambitious Dutch
planners. None of their particular problems seemed to me insoluble.
On the contrary, I was certain that they would all be carried forward by
the new European impetus; but I kncw how hard it would be to con-
vince them of that fact. The Nethedands Government, in particular,
had wdttcn to stipulate that it could dways withdraw from the nego-
tiation. This went without saying, but thc nced to say it suggestcd that
the Dutch would be diffrcult partners. All the agitation, however, madc
mc optirnistic. If so many misgivings had not Prcvented Governmcnts
from aking the first step, it was because that stcP was political, and

because a latge majority everywherc was in favour. To ensure that
there was no misunderstanding and that the conferencc took the right
course from the start, Adenauer told the Gcrmai Bundcsag on

June r3:

Let mc make a point of dcclaring in so many words and in full agrcc-
mcnt, not only with thc French Govcrnmcnt but also with M. Jcan
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Monnet, that the impottance of this project is above all political and not
econoruc.

tJfith this in mind, tte Chancellor was still concerned about the choice
of his own negotiatot. lle wrote several letters asking my advice, and
he actually sent a first candidate to see me - a capable businessman, but
no more. I said as much to Adenauer, who agreed. Then he told me:

'I've heard about a professor from the University of Frankfurt who
has the qualities we need.'

It was lfilter Hallstein. \D7hen I met him shortly afterwards, I took
to him at once, and we trusted each other from the 6.rst. His cultivated
mind and breadth of vision equipped him admirably to understand
other people's problems. He was a man of action as well as a scholar,
and a great European - as the future was to show. But less obvious
in this very private m^n are his inner qualities, the loyalty and sincerity
that struck me at our 6rst meeting. He invests t}rem in what he does
rather than in his personal friendships, which 

^re 
rare. Everyone

respects his authority, and the care with which he maintains it. The
proof of his ability lies in the success of what he has achieved. His
modesty and kindness ate less well known; but I have had continual
proof of them from that day to this.

Hallstein was not a politician, but he had political vision. Adenauer
was a leader and man of afiairs, a strong man for whom the analysis of
facts was secondary, because what mattered to him was the obiective,
and then the decision that v/as needed to attain it. He went straight to
conclusions; and in r9;o his conclusion was the same as mine: the need
to organize the West. How, by what means - that was not his main
concern, but ours; and it was great good fortune that he placed his trust
in Hallstein, who was as eager as we were to push ahead and transform
the situation by means of the Schuman Plan. Agreement between
France and Germany was a political necessity; but in this case necessity
was gready aided by the choice of men. From now on, we could move
fast. On June 16, Adenauer wrote to me:

I entirely share your opinion that we should expedite the negotiations
as tapidly as possible and, if wc can, draw up the Tteaty bcfore the sum-
mer parliamentary recess. Only in that way cao we be certain of making
this great idea a reality.

The date of June 20 was the earliest that we could arrange for the
opening of a conference that we hoped to conclude by August, in order
to pro6t from the general psychological momenrum. Public opinion was
counting on the rapid success of a project whose political importancc
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it had perceived ftom tte start. The Eutopean Press was on.our.side,

and altirough nationalists and conservatives everywhere_were hostile to

the plan, it-was easy for us to turn this to out advantage by arguing that

we imbodied the desire for change that our peoples shared. Yet at the

same time we had to outPace the opposition, which was mustering

powerful resources againsithe plan. That was why, like Adenauer and
^Schoman, I believed ihat the agreement setting up the High Authority
must be very rapidly signed and ratified. once that institution was in
place, the bieakihrougtr, would have been made, and it would be time

ior the experts and the inevitable di.fficulties: the political step would
have been taken.

Many people argued that this was a gam-ble, and one that we should

lose. BuiI have niver thought in terms of gambles. When anyone has

settled on the obiective to be attained, he must act without forming
hypotheses about the risks of failure. Until you have tried, you can

nlrer t"ll whether a task is impossible or not. The method ve had in
mind then was right; and while I cannot claim that it would be the

best in any circumstances, I cnn say that at the time I was convinced

that progiess towards a united Europe *"-"ld be easier if we could

excluie lrom the new Treaty the legal and technical formalities that
normally burden such agreements. For the Schuman Plan, things did
not rnro;k out that way; but in the end we made a virtue of our dis-

appointment. \7e used the long, painstaking negotiati.ons to draw up

an entirely novel Treaty, in which future generations will no doubt look
for modeis of how to pool resources and bring nations together' We

should waste no time in regretting what never happened, but Pro6t
instead from the unexpected circumstances that fate put in our u/ay.

The two weeks preceding the conference saw a remarkable develop-

ment in people's ideas' To me, that was the proof that, in a creative

political ,.t tot. like the Schuman Plan, what really matters can be

achieved at a stroke, even if many months are needed to turn it into a

joint achievement. By June:2,-we were-able.to submit to the French

lnterministerial council e draft paper describing the role of the in-
dependent High Authotity and the means of appeal against its decis_ions.

Already theri had emerged the notion of an arbitet, and of the

Executive's being politically answerable to a padiamenary body. The

idea of a motion of censure was quite explicit.

'Thus,' I told the Interministerial Council, 'we shdl lay the concrete

foundations of a Federation of Europe.'
The Council asked me to go ahead. A week later, this 6rst draft had

devcloped considerably; and by the time the Schuman Plan conference
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opened, I had on my d99k ? dr^ft Treaty forty articles long containing
m-r_?"gh but recognizable form the basic structure for the organization
of Europe. llhis text, which enlarged on the Schuman Decl*atation of
M^y g and made it operational, was also the work of the same few
people,. Their con&ibution did not stop there: but, important as it was
to be later, there is no doubt that this was an exceptionally creative
phase. Such a phase in the history ofideas is always brief, and is often
h-ard to distinguish from the later, practical phase which involves great
changes for people and things. As we saw it - and as wc had said ii the
Schuman Declaration itself - once the Trcaty was signed, this second
phase should be handled by the High Authority and the Governments,
with the help of the arbiter. But this did not happen, fot reasons that
will soon emerge.

Monsieur Schuman opened the conference of the Six at 4.oo p.m. on
June zo, r91o, in the Salon de l'Hodoge at the French Foreign Office.
The national delegations were large -larger than I could have wished,
ovedoaded with experts: I had scarcely had time to meet the men who
Ied them. Schuman declared:

'!Dre bclieve that we cannot afford to fail, to give up without reaching a
conclusion. But never before have states undertakin or even envisag-ed
thc ioint delegation of part of their national sovereignty to an independent
supranational body.

He recalled the ptocedure and method of work we had in mind:
we shall have to think about thc technical details that will be the subject
of conventions to be concluded later, but without writing them into the
Treaty now. We shall work as a team, and not as a nigotiating con-
ference with rigid, pedantic rules.

Announcing the names of the French delegation, which included
Clappier, Alphand, Hirsch, Uti, and Desrousseaux, the Director of
Mines and Steel, the French Foreign Office spokesman added that a
certain number of people who would not taktpart in the talks would
nevertheless be consulted. These would include the chairmen of the
major Padiamentary Committees; the President of the Economic
Council, L6on Jouhaux of Force Ouvridre; Georges Villiers, president
of the French Employers' Otgatization; the leaders of the coal and
steel indusries; and the trade unionists Robert Bothereau, also of Force
Ouvridre, and Gaston Teissier of the Catholic Workers' Confederation,
the CFTC. Herv6 Alphand was to maintain liaison between the
conference and the British Government. The other national delegations
were made up on similar lines. I quickly split them up into working
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groups, and kept with me only the leading figutes. But, 6tst of all,
everyone had to be made to rcalize that this was not just another of
those economic conferences in which they were professional and in
some cases virtuoso performers. That, I knew, would be the hardest
part of my task.

I set about it next day, tirelessly repeating the lesson, irespective of
how impatient my audience became. Experience has taught me that
people who think they have understood it right away ate no more
Iikely to act accordingly than anyone else, because negotiation is second
nature to them: it seems to be an end in itself.

''We are here,'I said, 'to undertake a common task - not to negotiate
for our own national advantage, but to seek it in the advanage of all.'

The sixty delegates present were not to know that for more than teo
months they would go on hearing me repeat this same lesson, which
men trained to defend and advance purely nationd interests find one of
the hardest to learn.

'Only if we eliminate ftom our debates any particularist feelings shall
we teach a solution. In so far as we, gathered hete, can change our
methods, the attitude of all Europeans will likewise gradually change.'

f therefore asked that the word 'negotiations' should not be used to
describe our meetings. Instead, for ourselves as for the public, they
should be known as 'the Schuman Plan Conference'. It was on that same
day, I think, that I fust used the term 'European Community' to
describe our objective.

For mote ttan two hours I expounded the French draft, but without
distributing the text, so as not to cramp the discussion. I intended to
incorporate any important points made by the other delegations:

'All difficulties and all suggestions will be pooled, so that the draft,
although originally French, will become a joint work.'

In fact, our working document, &awn up by Hirsch and Uri, was the
only text of any subsance. The other delegations had come more to ask
questions than to make proposals. At this stage, it was normal that the
initiative should come from us; but that, in my view, was not a mere
matter of chance. I have never sat down to discuss anything without
having a draft before me - and I care very little whether it be the first
or the only text. It is at least our contribution. If the others accept it
because it seems the best, or for any other reason, so much the better.
To tell the truth, our suggestions have often been accepted in the
absence of any competition. Gcneralll, people come to the table empty-
handed, out of either circumspection or sloth. In their hearts, they are
pleased to find that a paper has been produccd overnight. To producc
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it means staying up late.
In the course of what I said on June zr, I also went into a new aspect

of the High Authority's independence. It should, I argued, havc its
ovrn revenue, drawn from a levy on coal and steel production, and not
depend oo government subsidies to finance its administration and its
opetational work. Its moral and financial credit would make it the best-
placed borrower in Europe. By making loans, it could encourage
investments that served the general interest, but without wielding
coercive power. Other ideas that emerged that day were the Consulta-
tive Committee and the name of the parliamentary body, the Common
Assembly. Little by little, the whole structure was taking shape. To
complete it, two important elements were still to come: the Council of
Ministers, on which the small countries were to insist, and the Court of
Justice, which we had so far only touched upon. At the same time, our
idea of an arbiter and of a two-stage procedure were soon to disappear
underpressure from the same small countries, which from the following
day onward began to hedge the political plan with a thousand technical
precautions.

That next day's meeting, on June zz,beget the series of restricted
sessions in which the heads of delegation, with one or two advisers,
were to steer the conference and deal by themselves with the institutional
problems. Here, everyone could speak freely, unchecked by his tech-
nical elperts and unconstrained by official minutes. My colleagues from
the other 6ve countries were men of goodwill, picked from among their
countries' most experienced negotiators. Of all of them, Hallstein was
certainly the least well known - he had been seen only at a few
UNESCO conferences. The others vere habituds of international
meetings where national tepresentatives bargained with each other.
The Belgian, Maximilien Suetens, was an affable and conciliatory senior
official. Dirk Spierenburg was the living incarnation of Dutch stub-
bornness, and a very tough debater. Albert Wehrer, a skilful Luxem-
bourg diplomat, knew very well the interests he had to defend. All
three had had experience of. a limited customs union, Benelux. The
only political figue was Emilio Taviani, a young deputy from the
Italian Christian Democrat Party. Except for Hallstein, I had not been
consulted on the appointment of my colleagues. Over the months, I
came to know them; but what mattered now was to bring them rapidly
to look at the problem from the same point of view and tackle it as a

cornmon task - an approach that came less than naturally to officials
trained to obey their Governments' instructions. I relied on the pressure
of hard work, in the enclosed atmosphere of No 18 rue de Martignac,
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to create a team spirit, not only among the six of us, but also among the
experts on the various committees, who were subject to the same
rdgime.

I encouraged them to express their fears in the form of questions.
Concerted or not, these all pointed in the same direction, showing the
natural bias of men accustomed to negotiating agreements between
States or between producers - mofe or less secret agteements restricting
free competition. They found it hard to adjust to the idea that this
regulatory role could be entrusted to the High Authority, acting openly
and with sovereign po'trer. One by one, the Benelux and Italian dele-
gates asked whether all these important technical questions could not
be settled by intergovernmental agreement before the High Authority
was set up. This was the very opposite of the spirit and procedue of
the Schuman Plan. But it was clear that most of the paticipants were
not yet prepared to give up the guarantees they now enjoyed, even if
the High Authority were hedged about with the most elaborate demo-
cratic safeguards. For my part, I would certainly not agree to its
being tied down or limited in advance; but it was obvious that we
should have to write into the Treaty some of the points that would
otherwise have figured in the subsequent implementing conventions
we had originally planned. My colleagues wanted these technical
clauses settled beforehand: I should have liked to deal with them after-
wards. In the event, they were to be dtawn up simultaneously with the
Treaty itself.

In the course of the discussion it became evident that Spierenburg
would be the toughest negotiator, and that his Benelux colleagues wete
telying on him and on his stubborn temperament to limit the power of
the new institutions. Two of the objections that he raised that day
u/ere to be among the most serious obstacles the conference faced; and
while we were able in the end to eliminate one of them, reason and
necessity persuaded me to incoqporate the other in the Community's
basic structure. The first question was: 'W'hat telationship will there be
between the Common Assembly of the Schuman Plan and the Con-
sultative Assembly of the Council of Europe ? Will it not involve need-
less reduplication ?' I saw the trap, I guessed what was behind it, and I
saw where it might lead; but I wasted no time on it then. More urgent
and substantial was the second obf ection: 'The French plan as at Present
described will revolutio nize many things. How will governments react?
If we are to carry them with us, they must be given a role in the system
and wider powers, even if they ate to give up some of their sovereignty.'
I took note of this argument, although at the time I was not quite clear
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as to what it might imply. Originally, I had decided against including
any intergovernmental body in the Community's institutions, and I
pointed this out. Hallstein, who had so far said litde, strongly agreed.

The days that followed were taken up with useful debates about
economic problems. Then came the time to bring out our wotking
document, which was to act as a basis for consideration by Govern-
ments. A summary of the text was given to the press, and the delegates
departed for their respective capitals, to report back and receive further
instructions. I was actually hoping that they would do rather more,
and tell their Governments all they had seen and heard during these
few dramatic days in Paris when Europe had begun to take shape. There
was no doubt that the delegates had already been coaxed beyond their
official mandates and beyond their own personal positions: they had
quickly begun to work together enthusiastically, as a team.

As the meeting broke up, I said:

It's true that the venture we are engaged on raises very many questions.
But most of them would arise in any case, and would 6nd their own solu-
tions, io disorder and to everyone's disadvantage. If we do nothing, fate
will deal with our prescnt difficulties, in spite of ourselves. The Sch:uman
Plan has not created these problems: it has merely exposed them to thc
Iight of day.

I could say no more: I could only hope that my five colleagues were
convinced, and that they in their turn would be convincing. We
decided to meet again on July l. fn the text that was given to thepress,
I was careful to include the following stipulation:

The withdrawal of a State which has committed itself to the Community
should be possible only if all the others agree to such with&awal and to the
conditions in which it takes place. This rule in itself sums up the funda-
mental transformation which the French proposal seeks to achieve.
Over and above coal and steel, it is laying the foundations of a European
federation, In a federation, no State can secede by its own unilateral
decision. Similarly, there can be no Community exccpt among nations
which commit themselves to it with no limit in time and no looking back.

After that, no one could any longer doubt our ambition and our
detetmination.
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\\Ihen the cont-erence resumed a week later, national positions had
hardened, and I realized that the task u'ould be difficult, because the
men around me !il/ere now equipped with new instructions. Yet for the
most part these instructions were defensive: they accepted the principle
of having the High Authority. How independent if would be - tirat
was the question, and that was where conflict might arise. Suetens
fired the first shot.

'My Government,' he said, 'is not prepared to give the High
Authority excessive powers. That would make it an object of fear; and
besides, no such powers are needed to achieve our aims. These can be
attained more simply, by prior agreement among the States concerned.
Furthermore, we do not agree that the supervisory body should be a
Parliament recruited from among the national Padiaments, since only
they have the political responsibility. On the contrary, the supervisory
body should be the Ministers, who effectively exercise power.'

'Wehrer, the Luxembourger, seemed more concerned to establish a
means of appeal based on the notion of a country's 'vital intetests' - a
notion open to all sorts of interpretations, as the future was to show.
Spierenburg took up the same argument.

'Why,' he asked, 'should these means of appeal not consist of a
majority decision - perhaps a two-thirds majority - taken by a
committee of Ministers from the countries concerned ? This would give
the Governments back their proper role. They, after all, are responsible
for their countries' general policies.'

Spierenburg always spoke with passion, in excellent French, and his
u,'ords came in a rush at moments of tension, which he himself created.

'Besides,' he said, 'let me make myself quite clear: this is a point on
which I see no possibility of compromise.'

Hirsch then asked him a question.
'In the system you propose,'he inquired, 'would the two-thirds vote

of the committee of Ministers be to validate or to invalidate decisions
by the High Authority?'

'To validate them,' Spierenburg answered. The Benelux countries
were clearly thinking in terms of a blocking minority.
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It was now Hallstein's turn to speak,
'The German Government,'he declared, 'reafHrms that the import-

ance of the Schuman Plan is above all political. In this context,
economic problems, substantial as they may be, are secondary: solutions
to them will always be found. That is why the German delegation
appeals urgently to all members of this conference to subordinate their
economic interests to this great political goal. The wat that has just
broken out in Korea gives Europe yet another reason for uniting, for
the peace of the world is under threat. This said, we do not under-
estimate the economic problems, and I shall return to them in greater
detail later on. But the safeguards you seek will depend on the quality
of the men who are chosen to run the Community, and on respect for
the principles to be laid down in the preamble and articles of the
Treaty - including in particular the principle of equality. The Assembly
and the Court will see to that.'

This firm and dignified statement confirmed that France and Germany
still saw eye to eye. That was the crux of the matter, and I was able to
continue my work of persuasion. My first target, I remember, was
Taviani. When he asked for the Italian steel industry to be put on a par
with those of other countries before the High Authority started work,
I answered:

'I agree that competitive conditions should be made equal. But let
us get out of the habit of talking about the Italian steel industry, the
French steel industry, and so on, because soon there will be only a
European steel industry. That is the whole pu{pose of the Schuman
Plan.'

There was a constant risk that this would be forgotten. Turning to
Spierenburg, I reminded him that intergovernmental co-operation had
never led anywhere:

'l reahze,' I said, 'that there may be serious concern about the radical
change which the French proposal represents. But remember that we
are here to build a European Community. The supranational Authority
is not merely the best means for solving economic problems: it is also
the fust move towards a federation.'

Our starting-points were different: tfrere was no disguising the fact.
But it seemed to me undesirable to make them public before we had
worked to bring them together. Spierenburg disagreed. I realized that I
had to play for time, and get my colleagues used to discussing problems
of national sovereignty rpithout flinching from the thought. It seemed
better to fall back on a practical apptoach: so we set up five technical
working groups. The group dealing with the economic problems of
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establishing a 'common market' for coal and steel set to work at once.
Its task was the most extensive, and it made good Progress. I have to
say that Hirsch, who was its Chairman, found himself in his element.
The methods of the Ftench Planning Commissariat were readily
adaptable both to European problems and to the Europeans involved'
Overnight, the six countries' experts, industtialists, trade union leaders,

and civil servants became integrated into a team. For reasons both
practical and symbolic, it had its headquarters at No r 8 rue de Martignac,
which in its day had been chosen and arranged for the purpose of
continual consultation. Now, the same Process began again - a small
group, using the experience of those best qualified and most direcdy
concerned with the field it was exploring. That was how we had drawn
up the Modernization Plan for France. But the exchange of experience
had not been Iimited to the first, creative phase: it had continued into
day-to-day action and become in a sense institutionalized. Now we had
to wotk out a new method, transposing into the organizaaon of
Europe the principle underlying the Modernization Commissions, and

running a complex entity with a small team very Precisely aware of what
existed and what was needed in every field' I knew from experience the
working habits of many peoples here and there in the wodd: I had
worked with men of several different nationalities. But I had seldom
had contact with the Germans and the Dutch; and I had a lot to learn
about their style of thinking and their legal approach. The problem,
however, was not to adapt to their psychology or to ask them to think
like me: it was to induce them to put the common interest above purely
national concerns. For that, I had to rely on the intelligence and good-
will that exist in every mari worth his salt, and which reveal themselves
as soon as one has established trust.

To establish trust is mote straightforward than is often thought:
straightforwardness, indeed, is the secret of how it is done. If some

delegates had arrived full of suspicion, they gradually found that we
had nothing to hide. We demonstrated to them, day after day, that all
our intentions were set out in the Declaration of M^y g, and that all
one needed was to read that. Our working document, in fact, was a
faithful reflection of the Schuman Declaration, and no atbittary or
dictatorial intent could be read into the notion of the High Authority.
If Hallstein sometimes warned us against dirigiwe, this was mainly to
appease Ludwig Erhard, the German Minister of Economic Afiairs, a

dogmatic 'liberal' economist, who kept a close watch on our work.
Hallstein had understood, as had several others, that we were not
planning to substitute the High Authority for private entelprise, but
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lceking to make possible real competition throughout a vast market,
from which producers, workers, and consumers would all gain. It was
not unrealistic to hope that a pfoper balance of interests would often
be reached automatically; but it vrould not have been wise to imagine
that it would last without intervention by an independent Iiigh
Authority. The problem was to limit such intervention to what uias
strictly necessary, to codify it, and to make it publicly accountable.

We tried to reassure everyone by showing that this open approach
was itself the most efective safeguard. one of the essential features of
the High Authority's work would be the information which it would
have the right to collect and the duty to publish. In this way, in contrast
to the traditional practice of industries jealous of theii secrets, all
concerned would be able to take their decisions in full arvareness ofthe
facts, and purchasers in particular would know how prices were
arrived at. Publicity of this kind, together with the public dibates of the
Consultative Committee and the Common Assembly, as well as the
verdicts of the Court, would make the new instiruiions as open to
scrutiny as a house of glass. But too much light undoubtedly btirrded
men who had been brought up in the shadowy corridors of power.
Their innermost security lay in their po\ver to say No, which is the
privilege of national sovereignty: No to change, No to the uncertainry
of unprecedented innovations. I saw that it vould take time to achieve
among us the atmosphere that the Community ought to have, and I
completely abandoned the idea of settling matters all at once. \,Mhat
counted was to prevent the constitutional debate getting bogged down,
and to get to the heatt of things before the summer recess.

I spent a whole week convincing Suetens and Spierenburg that, rvhile
Franco-German reconciliation was the means to the Schuman plan,s
goal, which was peace, this would not be achieved at the expense of the
smaller nations. Schuman, through other channels, periuaded the
Governments that their negotiators in Paris were not in the desperate
position ofbeing the sole defenders of national independenc.. No o.e
was threatened. Despite all my arguments, I think I failed to alter the
basic convictions of my two colleagues; but it was enough if they
cam€ to_see that my orvn views were both sincere and unequivocally
sttaightforward. This gteatly affected the way they behaved. io .*p..t
more of people is unwise: the art of persuasion has its limits. In ihis
fespect, I have often been credited with more power than I possess.
Montagu Norman apparently said of me: 'He's not a banker - he,s 

"conjuror', which suggests someone almost magically adroit. About
banking, he certainly knew more than I did, a.rd -ote than anyone;
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but what he failed to understand was the power of simple ideas expressed
plainly and unvaryingly, over and over again. That at least disarms
suspicion, which is the main source of misunderstandings.

Mutual understanding is always difficult; but once suspicion has
been eliminated, a maior obstacle is temoved. Between men of diffcrent
nations and difierent upbringing this is the first step to take: but onc
must commit oneself wholeheartedly, or else it would be only a recipe
or trick. I am not proposing recipes: I have none to ofier. People act
or fail to act, naturally, according to whether they are all of a piecc
or a medley of conflicting elements. I am sure to disappoint any-
one who is looking for mote elaborate lessons in the at of per-
suasion. I will only add that, when I have failed, it was less often
because people were natually narrow-minded than because their minds
were deliberately closed. This was the case with many senior civil
servants, handicapped by loyalty to their national system. I first en-
countered the phenomenon in London in 1916. I had wanted to see

GrimprC, the Director of Merchant Marine in Paris, who was opposcd
to our plan for an Allied shipping pool.

'Come and see us,' I said; 'then I can expliain.'
'I do not intend to come,' was the reply: 'I do not wish to be

influenced.'
Thirty-five years later, I heard the Director of European Afhirs at the

French Foreign Office, Frangois Seydoux, say very sadly:
'Don't try to persuadc me: you know that my job is to defend

national sovereignty.'
His frankness was that of a sensitive and intelligent man, but it

nevertheless revealed the insurmountable barrier dividing my own wish
to persuade from the conservative refex of so many people set in their
old patterns of thought.

There was more than one such person at the Schuman PIan con-
ference; but they were all assembled to put into practice the Declaration
of May 9 - that is, to provide for the delegation of sovereignty. This was
no longer the subjcct of dispute it was now the point of departure. In
this situation, which the British had refused to share, the Benelux
representatives felt ill at ease; but since we were all shut in together,
there was nothing for it but to agrec. It was obvious. that those who
were hesiant had the furthest distance to make up; so, as far as possible,
I forcstalled their aoxietics, at the risk of sometimes disquieting
Hallstein, who vigorously championed the supranational cause. On
July rz, the Heads of Delegation met together once more.

'I have to admit,' I said, 'that there was a gap in our original draft,
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which Spierenburg and Suetens have suggested ways of filling. We
can now distinguish two types of problem: those which the Treaty,
by a collective decision of our national Parliaments, will expressly
entmst to the High Authority; and those which spill over into the
responsibility of Governments, and in which Governments should be
empowered to intervene, provided that they act collectively. In such
citcumstances, well defined in advance, the High Authority and the
Governments could hold joint meetings. !7e have just made a gre^t
step forward.'

We had: the Council of Ministers of the European Community had

iust been born.
But Spierenburg wanted to press home his advantage.
'The Ministers ought to be able to give the High Authority political

directives,' he said.
As always, his tone was quick and sl.rarp, very like his appearance.

Hallstein's calm firmness was in marked contrast. In his quiet, pleasant
voice, he broke in to stem Spierenburg's offensive:

'In the eyes of my Government,' he declared, 'the High Authority is
the keystone of the European Community.'

The atmosphere \rv'as tense: one could not help feeling that a single
word might halt the building of Europe. Everything had still to be
decided, and the solid structure that exists today was then still depen-
dent on the shifting lines of force that linked or divided six very
different men. The fear of failure and the need for union were pulling
in opposite directions. I had no doubt that anxiety to agree would
prove the more powerful; but I know that nothing in this wodd can
be taken for granted, even by the most strong-willed - and there is no
doubt that at that time the smallest distraction, the slightest weakness,
would permanently have changed the nature of the European Com-
munity. We had to halt the debate about principles and set before every-
one a structure in which he would find his own ideas given practical
shape. To inaugurate this new phase, which would be that of the
lawyers, I had asked Schuman to come and sum up the conclusions of
our work.

He slipped almost unnoticed into the room, to join the conference
whose chairman he had been since the very 6rst day, after which he
had not reappeared. Sitting down at the head ofthe table, he apologized
for being 'an intruder'. Then he quietly expressed his firm conviction
that the High Authority must be independent.

'But independence has never meant irresponsibility,' he said; 'and
in your wotk you have achieved a balance between national and
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Community pov/ff which to my mind is a rematkable systcm of
democratic safeguards. Ihat system now exists: it no longer has to be
invented.'

From that moment on, indecd, the system had acquired its definitivc
form: a supranational authority, a council of national Ministers, pa,dia-
mentary and judicial control. But it took further meetings to Prevent
the deGnition of powers from limiting the High Authority's scope.

I was neither surprised nor displeased to see these obstacles accumu-
lating: they proved that we were approaching the heart of the problem.
Thc progress of change can be measured by the vehemence with which
it is resisted; and what many people still did not realize was the
ineluctablc nature of the process in which they were now cngaged.
We were coming to a time when the complexity of the problems, the
multiplicity of the suggestions made, and even the strength of the
criticisms we faced, could only advance matters further - so long as

we kept our obiective in view. That obiective remained so dear in my
eyes that I was in no danger of being upset by arguments between the
experts we set to wodr. I had asked Paul Reuter to come back to Paris,
and he kept a committee of legal experts in session to sort out the points
of agreement and tutn them into a memorandum of undersanding.
This enabled us to consolidate what we had agreed on, without making
it depend on other questions that were still undecided, as uaditional
negotiators might well have done. What we had alteady setded, as it
appeared in a memorandum dated August L r9Jo, was the institutional
structule of the future European Coal and Steel Community: the High
Authority, the Common Assembly, the Special Council of Ministers,
and the Court of Justice. The terminology itself was now fixed. In this
way, by writing down in black and white what was beginning to be
lost in verbal confusion, we astonished everyone with a coherent
structure vhich discowaged quibbles. Not only had the High Authority
emerged unscathed from the ordeal, but the very consttaints which had
sought to limit its independence only emphasized the federal nature of
the institutiond system which it headed. One last ofiensive soon
petered out.

'We do not accept the expression "merger of sovereignty",' said thc
Belgian rq)resentative. ' "A certain delegation of sovereignty" would
be enough.'

'That argurnent's over,' I said. ' "Merger" is the word.'
The method that had proved its wotth on institutional questions gave

frcsh impetus to the economic debate which had so laboriously bcgun.
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Hirsch and Uri drew up a balance-sheet of the progress so far made:
it was considerable, and in their hands it emerged as an integrated
whole. The 'common market' had become a well-defined concept, and
the only questions remaining were the means and timetable whereby
it was to be set up.

It was still less than two months since the opening of the conference,
and akeady the essentials of the new structure had been worked out.
But what struck me most forcibly was the rapid change in the attitude
of my colleagues. Day aftet day I could see the cohesive efiect of the
Community idea, which was working on meo's minds long before it
assumed practical form. Although all the delegates retained their well-
marked national characteristics, they were now working together on the
same quest. So much had their viewpoints converged during the past
few weeks that they now and then asked one of their number to speak
on behalf of the whole group. These weeks, it was true, had been
intensivc, cooped up at No 18 rue de Martignac, which vras ill-adapted
for intetnational conferences - it had no inteqpretation facilities - but
which was very well suited to informal meetings and talks. I have
abeady described the advantages of our tiny dioing-room, reached by
an awkward flight of stairs. There, we were sure of not being disturbed,
and it was there that friendship grev/ up among the heads of delegation,
who soon formed a united group, resolved to inte{pret their national
instructions in ways that would assist the collmon effort. Material
surroundings have an effect on people's attitudes. When people from
other countries came to see me to find out horv to produce a national
plan, I often said to them: 'Above all, have a dining-room.' In the
dining-room at No r8 rue de Martignac, many problems were very
simply solved.

The delegates dispersed for the summer vacation carrying with them
the memorandum which the French delegation had prepared. This,
like a searchlight in the mist, revealed a structural whole where most
people had hitherto seen only vague shapes. Yet vze had avoided
special pleading, and we had distorted nothing that had been said.
Confusion might persist in men's minds, but there was order now in
reality. It only had to be cleady described; and in this respect both
Reuter and Uri knew their business. I vras about to leave Paris when I
heard about Macmillan's Srasbourg proposal, which I described in the
previous chapter. On August tt, rgto,I wrote to Robert Schuman:

Somc telephone calls from Strasbourg have confirmed my belief that the
utmost confusion reigns there, and that we risk seeing the Consultative
Assembly pass a Resolution which will interfere with, and perhaps
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endanger, the success of all our efforts. The British are waging a skilful
campaign to sabotage our plan.

What disturbed me most was the uncertainty I observed in many
European statesmen who were pefplexed by thlse British moves. 'Can
we afford to let slip this last chance of enlisting Great Britain ?' they
asked each other. One of them was the French Socialist leader, Guy
Mollet, whom I found greatly unnerved. 'We are heading for a
European schism,'he kept saying. In reality, he was thinking mainly
of the split between the British Labour Party and his own SFIO,
as well as of those within the SFIO itself. He had been on the alert
since the end of July, when a foreign policy debate in the French
National Assembly had revealed a hostile movement within his own
party, led by Daniel Mayer and Paul Ramadier. I realized that the
British phantom must be exorcized once and for all, and I set about it
by giving the maximum publicity to my letter to Harold Macmillan.
In Strasbourg, that debate came to an end. But our efiorts werc alrcady
now haunted by a grim apparition elsewhere.
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Chapter 14

T!7O TREATIES (r95 r)

I
Defence: a single army

Since May 9, r9jo, we had been grappling with history, halting the
drift of events by an act of will. By joining forces with Germany, by
pledging ourselves to face the future together, and by pooling the
industries that fed the military arsenals, we thought we had removed
all possibility of armed conflict in Europe and defused the detonator of
world vrar. But history was to have its revenge, and in its own fashion,
unexpectedly. The first shock reached us only a few days after the
opening of the Schuman Plan conference. George Ball has described it
in his excellent book The Disciplire of Power:

On Sunday, June z;, r95o, I had gore to Monnet's thatched-roofcountry
house sixty kilometers from Paris for a day of work in connection with the
Schuman negotiations. Three or four Europeans from other delegations
had assembled during the course of the afternoon, when someone brought
the word that the North Korean Army had invaded South Korea. Monnet
was, I recall, quick to see the implications, The Americans, he was sure,
would not permit the Communists to get array with a naked aggression
of this kind, since it could mean the beginning of the erosion of the lines
drawn with such difficulty during the postv/ar years. Yet an American
intervention would not only ieopardize the Schuman Plan, it would
create serious problems for European unity. It might well stir up an
atmosphere of panic in Europe while increasing American insistence on a
larger role for Germany in the defense of the West,

This last point was of special importancc.*

It was indeed the most delicate point, and one which it had been
agreed never to broach in the course of our talks. French diplomats had
obstinately denied that it was real. Robert Schuman himself had even
* George !0fl. Ball, Tbe Diniplinc of Ponur (Boston, 1968), p. 49.
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solemnly told the French National Assembly, during the ratification
debate on the North Atlantic Treaty just one year eatlier:

Germany is unarmed and will remain unarmed. . . . It is unthinkable that
she should be allowed to ioin the Atlantic Pact as a nation empowered
to defend or help defend other nations.

With ufodd War II only five years behind us, the mere mention of a
Getman arrny was enough to horrify Europeans, including the vast
malority of the German people themselves. The Soviets, cleady, would
not tolerate the re-establishment of a German army, despite the fact
that they had begun to build up in Eastern Germany a paru-mihtary
force of so-called Bercitschaftett, a potential threat which Adenauer had
o,keady denounced. Which side was more afraid of the other it was
impossible to say, so thoroughly were people's minds conditioned by
the cold war. It was ptecisely in order to eradicate this obsession and the
climate of rivalry and mistrust in which it grew that I had proposed, in
my April memorandum, to change the coutse of events by means of
'radical, real, immediate, and dramatic' action. That action had begun;
it was succeeding; and all Germany's energies were bent towards
peaceful and constructive ends. But if the lfest were to mobilize
against a Communist challenge, those enetgies would certainly be
enlisted into a urar efiort which America could not sustain alone.

Good fotune had given Germany a Chancellor profoundly com-
mitted to peace, a man who had sufiered from his compatriots' military
violence and who now declared:

'My country has lost blood enough: it does not want to rearm.'
This historic opportunity might now be missed, before the European

Community had taken shape. True, the question of a Getman contri-
bution to the defence ofthe !7est had been raised now and then by the
leaders of the Alliance. Theit argument ran as follows: because Germany
is the main potential prize in the cold war, it is reasonable to ask her to
dcfend herself. We argued the opposite: that Germany should cease to
be a potential prize, and so no longer be discussed in miliary terms.
Adenauer had long been looking fot another way out - taking the bull
by the horns and proposing a European army. In December 1949 he had
declared:

Even if the Allies askcd for a German contribution to thc defence of
Europe, I should refuse to reconstitute the lYchrnacht.

But he had immediately addedr

The very most that I could imagiae would be a Getaan contingent in the
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ermy of a Euopean Federation, under European command.

At the time, given French opposition, his words were academic; then
came the Schuman Plan, which made them irrelevant. The Korean
War suddenly put them back in the centre of the debate.

It was not long, in fact, before my fears wete confrmed. On July zz,
John J. McCloy, US High Commissioner in Germany, declared that
it was 'very difficult to deny the Germans the right and the means to
defend their soil.'* It was a way of telling the United States Congress
that America would not have to defend the European front alone, and
of telling European statesmen that she would soon be unable to defend
two fronts at a time. Adenauer did not see it that way.

'The fate of the world,' he told McCloy, 'will not be decided in
Korea, but in the heart of Europe. I am convinced that Stalin has the
same plan for Europe as for Korea. What is happening there is a dress-
rehearsal for what is in store for us here.'

His anxiety was profound and genuine. In August, he resigned him-
self to asking permission to levy a police force of r ro,ooo men. Simul-
taneously, in Sttasbourg, Winston Churchill proposed a European
army under the control of a European Minister of Defence. The French
and British Governments, for their part, did nothing. Once again, we
were in an impasse.

Sheer necessity has several times involved me in military mattets,
for which I have neithcr aptitude nor inclination. In r9r4, and 

^gainbetween 1938 and ry4t,I sau/ our freedom and our conception of
humanity threatened by pdmeval lust for power, and in both cases I
saw the finest men and the bravest efiorts thwarted by disunity.
Aggression not only divides peoplc into two camps: it also divides the
eforts made in either camp, because fear encourages selfishness. In
r9;o, despite the bitter lessons of the past, self-protective reactions to
the return of violence encouraged puely nationalist attitudes which set
us back several years and threatened the constructive efiorts that had
barely begun. I could not allow this new crisis to develop unchecked;
but fot the time being I was uncertain what to do. I had never believed
that we should tackle the problem of Europe via defence. Although this
would no doubt be one task for the future federation, it sccmed to me
by no means the most powerful or compelling motive for unity. But if
circumstances were to acceleratc or reverse thc course of events - well,
then, that would be another matter.

r Royal Institutc of Intcrnational Lfiuts, Sntcl oJ Inttnational Afairt t949-5o
( London, rytr), p. r5g; Neu Yorh Tinaq luly 21, r95o,
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In August r 9 y o the rapid Communist advance in Korea was becoming
an emergency, and it was to be feared that any day the Americans
might make hasty moves in the directioa of Germafl rerEmarnent or
a widening of the war in the East. I had at last gone on vacation, to
our small house on the Ile de RC where I spend part of every summer. I
have no real taste for the seaside - I much prefer the mountains, where
I feel fully alive; but I have never been able to persuade my whole
family to share my enjoyment of long upland walks. Silvia had grown
very attached to the island, with its white houses bathed in a light that
has always attracted painters. She brings back images of a changing
sky that live on in the pictures she paints at Houjarray through the rest
of the year. The chil&en go to the beach. I take walks in the country-
side, through chatming villages miraculously unspoiled; and I talk with
the people of the island. That summer, I remember, two young soldiers
on leave were discussing the wodd situation on the terrace of. a caf€.

'With the Schuman Plan,' said one of them, 'one thing is certain:
we shall no longer have to go to war.'

It was vital not to disappoint such hopes. Yet even on the Ile de Ri,
peace seemed precarious. Fighting had continued there until the very
end of lfodd lVat II, and the concrete pill-boxes on the island seemed
indestructible. Soon, perhaps, we should hear news that the German
Army was to be tevived. That summer, I found no relief in my favoudte
walks.

Ren€ Pleven was now Prime Minister of France: he had replaced
Georges Bidault on July rr, r9ro. He was a friend of mine; he was now
in power; and the French Government still held the key to Europe.
It was to Pleven in person that I had to express my anxiety: I knew that
he would take it seriously. At the end of August, I wrote him a long
letter:

My dear RenC,
I am writing to you from the peace and quiet of the Charente, wherc

everything moves slowly. I am very much aftaid that this is not the case
with our political affairs. Events are moving rapidly, too rapidly - things
are crystallizing, and without having taken deliberate decisions we are
being drawn into a fatal situation. No new political strategy has been
worked out, in fact, since the notions of 'cold war'andrcontainment'came
into being three years ago: !/c have becn living with them ever since.
When these ideas originally took shape, their aim was the mairtenaoce of
peace. But their practical application has led to a series of reactioas to
particular events, each occurring in isolation, each adding to ttose that
went before, without any overall view of wherc we are heading. Now, wc
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6nd ourselves conftonted with the aeed to achieve a'cold victory'over
thc eacmy and to prepare for war.

I went on to express my doubts about the West's costly efforts to
'contain' by force the rise of Communism in South-East Asia. Then,
returning to my constant preoccupation, I wrote:

The critical position of the French Army in Indochina, and the cost of
this war, which prevents France playing any part in the defence of Europe,
make us increasingly dependent on our American allies, and may lead us
into a war which we have not sought but which might well destroy us.
Drift is no solution; nor is the tempting but absurd illusion of neutrality;
nor is capitulation. Nev/, powerful, and constructivc ideas are needed to
ensure the defence of Europe, the development of our society, and the
te-cstablishment of peace in the East. The United States would be pre-
pared to listen to France ifshe expressed such ideas in the form ofa positive
and practical plan.

Fuodamentally, we were in the same psychological state as in the
spring, facing the same vacuum that the Schuman Plan had filled. I
v/ent on:

The drift towards the inevitable continues. The Schuman Plan, even before
it took practical shape, proved that it was in line with the forces of change.
Everything that tends to create a broader community of peoples . . . and to
transform old-fashioned capitalism into a means of sharing among citizcns
the fruits of their collective effort . . . will be enthusiastically rcceived.

Rarely in the course of my life have f so cleatly seeo t'he signs of change
as during that mid-century year. As always, change had already affccted
cvcnts before it had afiected our thinking. It had taken several yea$ for
the V/est to learn the lessons of the greatest civil war in history. In
r91o, Europeans u/ere beginning to look at their past with sufficient
detachment and at their future with sufficient confideoce to hanker after
new forms of mutual relations. With the Schuman Plan, these hanker-
ings had tuned into reality: peace had seemed possible, and the cold
war had receded. And yet now, here we were, facing it agah from a

difierent angle. Once again there was talk of an arms race, and abovc all
of returning to the former aggressot the weapons he had seemed glad
to lay down. I heard ordinary people asking: 'Are we going to have to
go through it all over agun?' It was very tempting to turn in on
ourselves and look after our own selfish interest. That was why, in
this time of danger, I spared no effort to convincc our country's rulers
that our only hope of salvation lay in continuing and accelerating the
process of drange we had begrur.
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At the beginning of September r9to, the Schuman Plan confcrence

resumed woik in Paris, and the various working grouPs made good

progress along the lines laid down in our memorandum of Augus_t ro.

b"ri"g September, a further memorandum was drawn up - a fresh
landmark, 

-summarizing what we had already agreed. Experieace
showed that these papers were like successively doser photographs of
the same landscape, with the details growing clearer each time. But each

one was an overall view, a coherent whole, no part of which could be

challenged without dislocating all the rest. llhere was a steady liire 9f
progression from the Schuman Declaration of May 9, tg1o,through the
fusi working document of June zo and its successive new versions,
right up to the draft Tteaty, which the lawyets were now beginning
ttdraw up, article by article. I knew, howevet, that serious problems
remained - we wer" pushing them along in front of us, so to speak -
and I now turned my attention to the critical provisions for dealing with
mergers and cartels. Even so, my main concern at that time was not so

much with Patis as with New Yotk, where the Foreign Ministers wete
gathering on September rr, on the occasion of a United Nations
meeting.

I went to see Schuman bdore he left for the United States.

'You won't prevent Gemran tearmament coming up eady in your
talks,' I said. 'So the question of changing Germany's Plesent stahrs

is bound to arise. ![e cannot alford to be caught unprepared. Nothing
should be decided in New York outside the context of the Schuman

Plan, which has inaugurated a new French policy towards Germany.
For if the Germans get what the Schuman Plan ofiers them, but without
the Plan itself, we shall run the dsk of their turning their backs on us.

If they were rearmed on a national basis, and thereby recovered their
freedom of action, they would be able - and tempted - to stdke a

balance between East and West. They would either regatd the Com-
munity as a thing of the past, or reduce it to a purely technicd artange-
ment.'

'I'rn certain of that,' Schuman answered. 'But the French Govera-
ment's official line is simple: it maintains that there can be no question

of rearming Germany at all. I Prefcr to believe that the question will
not arise. Besides, Jules Moch is going with me, and you can be sure
he'll see to that.'

Moch, a Socialist, was France's Ministet of Defence. tike some

othets, he had never forgiven Germany for the crines committed by
the Nazis. He had the systematic mind of an expcrt, and he tendcd to be

thc prisoncr of a priori theories which in thc end had to bow to political
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reality. I knew that this time his negativc attitudc would prove
untenable. So we had every interest in ftansforming the situatioir as a
whole.

'France,' I said, 'now has a moral standing which enables her to
speak and be listened to as never before, at least for many years past.
We must keep the initiative; and to do so, we shall havc to removi the
controls and testraints on Germany faster than we had planned. But
it's up to us to make the proposals.'

Fotewarned though he was, Schuman had a shock when he reached
New York on September rz. No sooner had he arrived than Dean
Acheson told him and Bevin that America would send reinforcements
t9 Europe only when the Europeans themselves had armed sixty
divisions - 'ten of which might be German,. It was the first time thai
the spectre of German soldiers had been revived. Until then, we had
thought that Germany's conttibution to defence would be purely
econotruc.

-'fh"T is no question of taising a lYebrmacbt,' the Secreary of State
added, 'but simply of assigning these units to NATO under tire unified
command of an American general, probably Eisenhower.,

Even in this form, even with time to adjust, this proposal was un-
acceptable to the French Foreign Minister, because lt lifted a funda-
mental ban.

- 'Yh-y on earth are you in such a hurry?, asked Schuman. ,!fhy not
b-eSin- bf fomqng your unified command and integrating into it what
arreadycxists ? There would then be time to bdng i'Oc Grmans later.
Meanwhile, their contribution can remain economic.,

From this side of the Atlantic, indeed, one could not help wondering
why the Americans were publicly raising a problem which could have
continued to evolve for months without publiciry. But the American
military saw no point in concealing any longer what had become
inevitable: Europe could not really be defended without thc full
palticipation of those most directly threatened. Schuman, who had
been counting on support from his British colleague, saw Bevin fall in
with Acheson's argument. At the Atlantic eouncil meeting on
September 16, he found himself isolated. That same day, I wrote f,im a
letter_which I gave to Maurice Couve de Murvilh, whowas leaving for
New York:

There seem to be three possiblc courses to take. To do nothing - but is
that possible? To reat Germany on a national basis - but thlat would
stop the Schuman Plan and the building of Europe. Or to intcgratc
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Gcrmany into Europe by means of a broader Schuman Plan, taking the
necessary dccisions within a European framework.

I myself was determined to work for this third line of action, and if
necessary to alter the balance of what was being so laboriously built in
Paris. In any case, a Coal and Steel Community could no longer be
set up in isolation, ignoring these new circumstances: we v/ere forced
to take short cuts. Now, the federation of Europe would have to
become an immediate objective. The army, its weapons, and basic
production would all have to be placed simultaneously under joint
sovereignty. We could no longer wait, as we had once planned, for
political Europe to be the culminating point of a gradual process, since
its joint defence was inconceivable without a joint political authority
from the start.

rWe had no choice: so I wasted no time thinking about which course
I preferred - a poindess question when events are in command. Those
events'q/ere on a wodd scale, and it was already impossible to say where
the responsibility lay: some historians now think that the Korean War
was the result of a misunderstanding. I was looking for a way out; but
the French Government was hcading into the cul-de-sac of a cute-
gorical refusal. One cannot blame statesmen for sticking to their
principles; and if necessity had not been so pressing and time so short,
I could have understood France's trying to discourage the Allies'plans.
But the military machine was on the move, as overwhelming as the
responsibilities which it had to bear - and which we had to under-
stand. At a time when General Douglas MacArthur was recovering the
initiative in Korea with the aid of fresh Eoops, the Penagon was not
prepared to s&engthen its forces in Europe without a proportionate
contribution from European units. The French Army was fighting a
difficult war in Indochina; Briain's forces were scattered throughout
the wodd. It was naturd to ask Gcrmany to make up the balance: it was
equally natural for Europeans to bc appalled at thc prospect. Caught on
the horns of this dilemma, the French Government was playing for
time. It sent firm instructions to Schuman, and dismissed his suggestion
of exploring a European solution to the problcm of German reauna-
ment. A further meeting was arranged for October 28. This gave us one
month's respite.

It was little enough time to work out and secure accepance for so
fundamental a change, which touchedon the core of national sovereignty
and involved the oldest and most efiective means yet found for con-
quering and defending it. Coal and steel had been supreme for only a
century: the army, on the othcr hand, had immemorial traditions. Its
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symbols were the fag and the uniform: both wete regarded as sacred.
I knew that it would be asking a gte^t deal of Europeans to try to
persuade them to merge these relics of past glory, the souvenirs of
victories won and defeats sufered in mutual confrontations. But I liked
to think that men and women would be wise enough to realize that the
time had come for change in this field too. At all events, the attempt
had to be made. I set about it in private, while in public continuing
my work as Planning Commissioner and Chairman of the Schuman
Plan conference. From this vantage-point, I watched for signs of
change on the part of the German delegation. Although Hallstein's
attitude, like Adenauer's, remained loyal and constructive, a few
symptoms of stifiening resistance caused me concern. The reluctance
of the Ruhr industrialists, moreover, was obvious. Dr Robert Lehr,
who was generally regarded as their spokesman, quite openly attacked
the Schuman Plan. This became serious when we learned a few days
later that he had been made Minister of the Interior in the Federal
Government, in succession to Gustav Heinemann, who had resigned in
protest against the prospect of German rearmament. There was no
longer doubt: fresh winds were starting to blow Germany off course.

As time went by the French position weakened, and the Govetnment
began to come round to the idea of a compromise. My belief was that
we should remain firm in opposing a German national army, however
small and well-supenrised. Adenauer himself had just repeated to
McCloy:

''W'e are prepared to supply a contingent for a European army. But
in saying this, I am giving you fotmal notice that I will not agree to
remilitarize Germany by establishing a national military force.'

Adenauer's attitude was clear and categorical, and it did not change.
He would not tolerate the spirit of Prussianism and its incarnation in a
German High Command, always ready to dominate his country and
lead it into fresh adventures. For France and fot Europe this was cxtra-
ordinarily fortunate. The Chancellor was 

^ 
gte t pattiot, and he had no

hesitation in warning foreign statcsmen against tc-establishing an in-
dependent lYchrnacht, To help him in return, we could do no less
than propose, in accordance with his own wishes, a Euopean amry
which would include German military capacity, but without any
ambition for conquest and deprived of any purely national initiative.
Thcre was no precedent or model for such a European army; and wc
had only a few days in vhich to invent it.

In thc intervals of the Schuman Plan coofercncc, thc sarnc tcam sct to
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wotk. Hirsch, Uri, Clappier, and Reuter, joined later by Alphand,
tackled the problems of defence with the same intellectual rigout and
imaginative power that had helped ttrem master the economy. Once
again we kept out the technicians, who always make things more
complicated, and always resist change. \tr7e had no more need of military
experts than we had had of specialists to Europeanize steel. I was not
concerned, in fact, with the technical forms that the European Army
would take. When the time came, there would be no lack of suggestions
and criticism, and ways would always be found to reconcile what was
necessary with what would be efiective. Essentially it was a political
question, and it was at the political level that I had to make my eforts
at persuasion. When people find themselves in a new situation, they
adapt to it and they change. But so long as they hope that things may
stay as they arc or be the subject of compromise, they are unwilling to
listcn to ncw ideas. The best plans for joint defence would have no
chance of being taken seriously by Governments unless I could prove
that this was the only way of preventing France being totally isolated
at the meeting on October 28. Pleven would be easy to convince; but f
knew that in the position he occupied he would be subiect to pressures
from the other side, and would have to take them into account. If a

powerful case were made out, howevet, he would be strong enough to
face a fight and win. I kept in touch with him every day, and sent
him notes on out talks in a series of confdential memoranda, in which
can be traced the genesis of what came to be called 'the Pleven Plan'.

On October 14, tgto,I wrote:

If wc let events take thcir course, we shall sooner or later be forced to
agree to a compromise solution (priority for France, but a German army
made up of small units) which will simply be an illusion. By this indirect
means, the German Army will bc teborn. Our resistance will have proved
futile. We shall lose facc, and lose the political initiativc. Perhaps the
Schuman Plan will be carried out, but in Bonn rather than in Paris.

Our attitude must be extremcly 6rm, and we must tesolutely oPPose

Amcrica's prcsent policy. But we havc oo hopc of succeeding unless we
givc our opposition a positivc conteot inspired by an overall policy fot
Europc.

I am anrious to bring the Schuman Plan confcrence to a successful
conclusion, and I thcrefore think I must suggest to you what seems to
me the only way out of thc impasse, which is to make a positive contri-
bution to solving the Gcrman problcm.

Before thc Dcfcncc Committee mcets in Ncw York oo October 28,

thc Frcach Governmcnt should:
(i) rcitcratc its implacablc opposition, in the intctcsts of Eutopc and
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of peece, to the re-establishment of a German army;
(ii) propose that the solution of the German problem in its military

asPect be sought in the same spirit and by the same methods as for coal
and steel: the establishment of a European Army with a single High Com-
mand, a single organization, unified equipment and financing, and under
the control of a single supranational authority (German units would
gradually be integrated into this initial nucleus);

(iii) seck guarantees that this solution will not be adopted until after
the Schuman Treaty is signed.

This last point was essential. At that time, it has to be remembered,
the Schuman PIan conference was in its final phase. If public opinion
was no longer following the day-to-day technical work, it was never-
theless awaiting with total confidence a spectacular final result. The
hope and enthusiasm that had been aroused little more than four
months eadier were still general, and the thteats now overshadowing
the world were reviving Europeans' instinctive urge towards unity. It
would be unthinkable to disappoint these confident oipectations; yet the
risk of failure could not be ignored. Depcnding on how it was ap-
proached, German rearmament could either halt the European Com-
munity or give it fresh life. For the moment, I was concerned to
prevent it slowing things down. Two days later, on October 16, I
went to see Pleven and Schuman.

'The negative attitude France has taken to German rearmament,' I
said, 'has had a double effect. It has made Germany doubt our willing-
ness to co-operate, and it has led her to expect, to our disadvantage,
greater favours from the United States. In our conference, I am nov/
running into new difficulties, which under technical pretexts threaten
to delay or even prevent a successful conclusion. Yesterday, Hallstein
handed me this note, on the changes in the Occupation Statute which
ought to follow on fiom the Schuman Plan.'

Schuman was astonished.
'I've not received any noter' he said.
'It was given to me on a personal basis,' I explained, 'and Hallstein

didn't insist on it. But it looks to me like a portent.'
For Pleven and Schuman, this was a further problem to add to the

serious worries they already faced. A few days earlier, France had
leamed of the fall of Cao-Bang, the first major defeat in the Indochina
war. General Alphonse Juin had been sent out in a hurry. Cleady, the
Government needed to restore its prestige in Europe.

'We must move fast,' said Pleven. 'Parliament resumes tomorow.
There will be a difficult debate on Indochina for thc rest of this week.
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I(e shall be attacked by the Right, by the Communists, and even by
Mendds-France. On Tuesdan i=h" GLr*"n problem will be on thc
agenda; and Julcs Moch will have to leave for the New York Con-
ferencc on the evening of the z5th. We have scarcely a week to draw up
our plan for Europe's ioint defence.'

'Here it is,' I said: 'I've &afted a Government statement.'
That draft, I need hardly add, was followed by ten further versions.

But like the first version of the Schuman Declaration it already con-
tained the germ of what was to come:

The French Government thought that the achievement of the Schurnan
Plan for coal and steel would accustom people to the idca ofa European
Community beforc the delicatc question of joint defence had to bc
broached. But world events havc given us no respite. Therefore, con6-
dent in the peaceful destiny of Europe and convinced of the need to give
all Europcan peoples a sense of collcctive securitp tbe Frcach Goytnmnt
?roPoscr to nlac thit probhn b1 thc uae mctboik and in thc sane spirit. . . . It
propotct tbc crealion,for common defenu, of a Etroleaa Arnl udcr tbc ailboritl
ol rho ?olitical institltiorrs of a uihd E*ope.

As the days went by, the undedying ideas became more precise:

A Europcan army cannot bc establishcd simply by iurtaposiog national
military units: this would mcrely mask a coalition of the old typc. Tasks
which are unavoidably common tasks requite common instinrtions: thc
Atmy of a Unitcd Europe, made up of men from Eutope's various na-
tions, must as far as possible achieve a complete mcrgff of thc human
and marcrial elcmcnts it brings togethcr under a single miliary aad
political authority.

The declaration that Pleven madc to the French National Assembly on
October 24, tgto, spoke for the 6rst timc in public of a Euopean
Defence Minister responsible to a Council of Ministers and a Common
Assembly, with a corlmon Euopean budget. It also containcd the
following sentcnce, which was to give rise to one of the lcngthicst and
most dramatic pieces of exegcsis in our time:

Thc contingcnts supplied by the participatiog States would bc incor-
porated in thc Europcan Army at lha hacl of thc nalhtt possibh util.

This vagueness concealed growing dissensions within the French
Cabinet. Furthermorc, Pleven had left out tlre phrase 'in thc same
uniform', whose symbolic significance had seemed to us crucial. And
it was stipulated that those sections of out army that werc stationed
ovcrseas would not bc integratcd. Already, that is, thc Frcnch proposal
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contained the contradictions and equivocations which in time were to
eat it avny. Still, at this price the Government secured its majority.
There was tacit approval for a conference to which the Six would be
invited together with Great Britain. Nothing was to be done before the
Schuman Trcaty was signed in a few weeks' time.

So far so good. The Schuman Plan was no longer in danger of being
wrecked by the hasty esablishment of a national German Army. But
the Pleven Plan, as it was now called, could not be merely an expedient
or a delaying tactic, as some people hoped, even in France, and as

others feared, especially in the United States. I knew that the Plan
would have to be fully implemented, and rapidly too. Unfortunately,
I was unable to monitot its progress, because of the huge and crrmber-
some diplomatic machine that was at once supetimposed. Before the
New York conference resumed work, it v'aited for the French delega-
tion to present its plan. The response was very cool. General Marshall
ignored the French proiect, and pressed stubbornly ahead with his
own plan to recruit German divisions undet very strict controls and
Iimitations - no tanks, no navy, no ofHcers above the rank of Colonel,
ctc. To Adenauer, this Ametican plan seemed even less acceptable than
the French proposal, which he akeady thought implied a desire to
discdminate, because it denied to Germany, alone of the participating
nations, the right to have arl ?tmy of her own.

'Do people s/ant us to lose face ?' he asked. 'The only information I
have comes from the newspapers. It's humiliating to be left in the datk.'

It was urgendy necessary, I realized, to temove these misunder-
standings; and I invited McCloy, Pleven, and Schuman to spend a full
day with me out at Houjarray. McCloy brought with him the contrast-
ing views of Acheson and Adenauer, both of whom trusted him
implicidy, as we did ourselves. I knew that he would believe what we
had to tell him, and that he in turn would be believed, in both Bonn
and Washington, so great was the respect he inspited by his independ-
coce and goodwill. 'W'e wcre able to convince him that our intentions
were sincere, and he became the champion of the Frcnch plan wherever
he went, more successfully in the State Department than in the Penta-
gon, and very efectively with Adenauer. But it was many months
before everyone came to recognize that the Pleven Plan was simple and
practical, that it had no ulterior motives, and that in fact it was the only
possible choice. I was determined not to be dragged into the academic
arguments in which the diplomats and miliary men were soon to be
cmbtoiled, so I concentrated on a few esscntial points. Fitst, that no
araogemcnt, howcver provisional, should be allowcd to creatc even
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an cmbryonic German Army or High Comrnand; secondly, that thc
first soldierplaced under arms in Germany shouldbe a European soldier;
and thirdly that no decision should be taken before the Schuman Trcaty
was signed. I kept a close daily watch on thcse points, while at thc same

time speeding up the work of the Schuman Plan conferencc, which I
hoped would soon be completc.

Everything always akes longer than one exPects - which is why one

must ncver sct time-limits for succeeding. Admittedly, I have often
talkcd in terms of deadlines, and on more than one ocqrsion I have

drawn up a timeable for actionl because, to work toward the same end
with the dght pdorities, everyone must koow his obiective and work
at the right pace. But on many occasions, too, I have adapted my plans
to changing cfucumstances. A distinction has to be drawn between what
depends on one's own will - the obiective, the method, and the succes-

sive stages - and what depends on circumstances - the oppornrnity to
be seized and the time it takes to carry out one's plans. Any agreement
on German rearmament would depend on the implementation of the
Pleven Plan, and this in turn would depend on the signing of the
Schuman Treaty. On that I was not prepared to compromise. As for
dates, I was no longer master of events, however much I hurried things
along. Serious dif,erences divided France from her allies in New York,
and even within the Schuman Plan conference she was facing resistance
from Germany.

I shdl not dwell on the long, ovedong history of the plan for a

European Defence Community (EDC), in which I was not a constant
pafticipant. Pleven, then several of his successors as Prime Minister,
with Schuman and then Bidault as Foreign Minister, Moch and his
successors at the Defence Ministry, and Alphand at every stage - they
were tesponsible for EDC in France, where the grcatest dilficulties
lay. If I played a part in the initid phase, it was to Prevent French
policy vacillating between rigid opposition and the temptation to com-
promise under pressure from the United Sates, backed by almost all hcr
allies. Unrcalistic opposition would have led to unaccqltable com-
promises: this was the patadox confronting the French Govcrnrncnt,
and I hctped Pleven to overcome it. At the same time, I had to convincc
thc Amedcans that they were on the wrong track. Here, I had thc
support of McCloy and David Bruce, both of whom kncw how to
infuence Acheson. But the grcatest dilficulty was with General
Marshall. In the facc of French resistancc, he suspendcd thc New York
conference, aad dclayed sending Eisenhower to Europe as Qemmandcr-
in-Chid. Fornrnatclyfor us all, his proposds for thc conuollcd !c,urna-
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mentof Gemany were reiected by Getman public opinion, which was
totn between pacffism and resurgent nationalism on both Left and
Right.

So matters stood during the autumn and winter of r95o. Committees
of opetts went on working simultaneously but sepatately on two
alternative h;,potheses - an 'Atlantic, German A*f o, ,'Err.op"^r,
A*y - while waiting for the political choice to-be made. Vitbal
quibbles ttied to conceal brute faci. who would recruit the fust German
soldiers if there v/as not to be a national rJ7ar Ministry? At what level
would they be integrated into an Allied command? fhere was a long
controversy over the meaning of the phrase 'the smallest possible unitt:
was it a regiment, a battalion in the Frinch sense, or what ihe Americans
called a 'combat team'? Once again, I saw how difficult it ,fr/as to get
qe.ople to talk about the same thing - but also how much simpler eveiy-
thing was if one tackled the difficulty itself, following the time-honoorid
maxim of Descartes and reducing it to its basic elements. After 

^ Bteat
deal of time had been wasted, it was agreed that the European diviiions
could.be made up of basic units, eacti comprising five td ten thousand
men, irrespective of what they were called.-I have to add that the same
pointless controversy broke out later over the definition of the word
'division', and the Pleven Plan became bogged down in legal quibbles.

II
The economy: common rules

Adenauer's determination not to allow his country to be rearmed except
on a footing ofequality virtually ruled out any solution other than tfre
Eutopean A*y. He was prepared to see Germany,s sovereignty not
fully 'cstored, but only if other European countriis agreed tf,at'their
own should be limited by belonging to the Community. fnis attitude
was logical and worthy of respect; but it did not alwayi make for easy
solutions. It had to be realized that Adenauer had hii difficulties too.
On the German Left, Kurt Schumacher dismissed the pleven plan as
rneaning-'a French Foreign Legion', while on the Right Robert Lehr
ptotested against Germany's becoming 'a nation of meicenaries,. In the
last analy-sis, the Chancellor could explain to both sides that Germany,s

feqand-f9r equality would best be met by European integration; but
in the Schuman Plan conference we had to expect that-demand to
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become more insistent. Could we really concludc a Ttaty based on
equality while maintaining controls over Germany likc thosc of the
International Ruhr Authority, which became all thc morc irksome as

they grew less relevant? Adenauer made an issue of thc question,
and he sent Ludwig Erhard, his Minister of Economic Afiairs, to deal
with it in Paris.

Like everyone else, I was familiar with Erhard's heavy bulk, and I
knew his reputation fot stubbornness. But when I met him, I found
that he was subde and highly intelligent - although we did not always
agree. The prestige he enjoyed was well deserved:, he had shown
clear-sighted coruage in successfully imposing and carrying out his
ideas. He had no reason to doubt the superiority of the so-cdled'liberal'
economic policies that had worked so well in his own country. Hc was
no nationalist, but the Schuman Plan had no place in his vision of an
international economy based on pure free trade. Where we urere Pro-
posing a code of good conduct, he scented the danger of. dirigisne;
where we were organizing Euopean solidarity, he suspected pro-
tectionism.

'We don't understand,' hc told me, 'why the Allies insist on de-
cartelizing the industries of thc Ruhr; and yet we knour that you arc
making this a precondition of the plan. It's as if you were delibcratcly
trying to put German industry in an infcrior compctitive position
ais-d-tis its partners. And abovc all it's against the spirit of thc Schuman
Plan itsclf to go on legislating in our country as if therc were no Gcrman
Government,'

Thc problem was to bteak up excessive concentrations in thc coal and
steel industries of the Ruhr, wherc the Konqcrtrc or trusts, which had
underlain the military power of the formet F.cicb, were quite natutally
being rebuilt. The Americens had been the first to tackle the problem,
many months cadier. Thcir economic and political philosophy would
not tolerate either the practice or thc apparatus of domination, at homc
or abroad. They insisted that the Gcrman coal-sclling organization, the
Dcsttche Kohl-Verkaafsgcnllvbaft (DKU should lose its monopoly,
and that the steel industries should no longer own the coalmincs. This
apparendy technical measure, which intcrested thc labour unions very
litdc and the general public not at all, in fact touchcd on the very
foundations of Germany's strength in Europe. Thire could be no
return to equilibtium on the contincnt if the Ruhr magnatcs wcre in a
position to manage, to their own advantage, the main sourcc of the
cod that was necded both by their own industry and by that of thcir
neighbours. Uncertainty would once mote prcvail in France if thc Ruhr
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mine-owners once more began to control our steel production by
regulating the supply of coke; and this could lead only to subordination
or conflict. The cartels, acting in concert, had already made the most of
this situation: but the public would find the results unacceptable.
McCloy, more than anyone else, had become the advocate of de-
cartelization. He had with him a young Harvard professor, Robert
Bowie, who was said to be the leading expert on US anti-trust legisla-
tion, which the Americans applied as rigorously as morality itself.

Talks in Bonn on the subject dragged out, because the German
industrialists believed that time was on their side. Meanwhile, in Paris,
the conclusion Jf th" Ttaty depended on a general agreement on anti-
trust rules, which we had to draw up in accordance with the Schuman
Declaration of May 9.

I sent Hirsch to see Adenauer. The Chancellor listened to the message
I had sent him.

'Tell Monsieur Monnet,' he answered simply, 'that this problem is
now solved.'

In his mind, I am sure that it was. In reality, we still had to wait.
For three months now the Trcaty had been lying on my desk - one

hundted Articles, but two of them subject to reservations that were
holding everything up. The text was essentially the work of Uri and an
eminent French jurist, Maurice Lagrange. Good fortune had been with
us once again, when at the beginning of the autumn I had asked
Alexandre Parodi to suggest a member of. the Conseil d'Etat who could
draft an agreement rigorous enough to last fifty yearc and serve as a
model for futute Euopean ffeaties. His choice had fallen on this modest
and austere litigation counsellor, who found himself abrupdy trans-
ferred from his legal labyrinth to the hubbub of No r8 rue de Martignac.
He was a all, upright man with a pale, bony face, one of those eminent
but anonymous men of law who for centuries have quiedy held France
togcther. He came into my office, and I said to him:

'Monsieur Lagrange, you are going to dtaw up the Treaty.'
'Monsieur le Prdsident,' he replied calmly, 'I don't know what it's

about, but I shall do my very best.'
With that, he set to work. His contribution was invaluable. After-

wards, as Advocate-General at the Community's Court of Justicc, he
began building up that corpus of European law which today is applied
by thc courts of all thc member States.

On March t4, r9jr, the Allied decartelization plan finally secured
Adenauer's agreement, and Hallstein at once accepted the t's/o Trcaty
Articlcs that wcre still in dispute. They had been &afted by Robert
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Bowie, with meticulous care. For Europe, they were a fundameotal
innovation: the extensive anti-trust legislation now applied by the
European Community essentially derives from those few lines in the
Schuman Treaty. I have no regrets about having fought for them for
four months at a stretch. Bowie, having completed his task in Europe,
returned to the United States, where his reputation steadily grew; later,
he became an influential Vhite House adviser on European affairs.
Finally, on March tg, t9tr, the Treaty establishing the European Coal
and Steel Commuoity (ECSC) was initialled in Paris. It only remained
for Ministers from the six countries to reach agreement on a few
delicate words still left blank, and sign the master copy of the Treaty.

The words left blank concerned a political problem - the relative
weight of the membet countries in the futute Community's institutions.
For more than a year, the representatives of Luxembourg in the Schu-
man Plan conference had been debating on an equal footing with those
of Italy, whose population was a hundred times as great, while the
Dutch delegates had argued against those of France and Germany,
whose combined steel production was twenty times that of the Nether-
lands. This was the natural result of the unanimity rule which governs
international relations when there is no Community structure. The
great difficulg, we knew, would be to induce six countries of very
different size to abandon the unanimity rule in favour of a new system
in which, to everyone's advantage, the idea of the common interest
would replace that of the nationd interest - or rather, the national
interests of six separate countries,

It was too much to ask most people to imagine something that had
never yet existed, and to ake it on trust. The right to say No was the
large counties' guarantee in their dealings with each other, and the
smaller countries' safeguard against the large. The signature of the
Schuman Trcety would be theit last chance fully to exercise that
negative right. Afterwards, they would enter an unknown wodd
where the veto would be the exception and the rule of the majority
would be law. But what majority? Four of the six countries - Ialy and
the three Benelux countries - accounted for only a quarter of the
Community's coal and steel production. It would not have been
reasonable for them to be able to hold back France and Germany -
vzhich was what would happen if every conntry enjoyed one vote. Ihat
is why we proposed a system of weighted voting, to ensure that no
decision could be imposed either by the combined power of France and
Germany or by that of the other four. For the Common Assembln we
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suggcsted that each of thc thrce large countries should havc eightcen
seats, u/ith a similar number for Benelux as a whole.

The Ministetial conference was due to meet on April rz, r9;r. A
week eadier, I went to Bonn to makc sure that the positions of France
and Germany would be essentially the same, and that they would
resist the offensive that the Benelux countries seemed likely to mount.
I knew that the Germans planned to propose that each country,s weight
in the institutions be proportional to its coal and steel production.
This ctiterion, which grvelhe Germans too great an advaniage, would
involve discrimination in reverse, which was certainly not thelotention
of the Schuman Declaration of May 9, rgJo.It was sure to be rejected
by all Germany's partners, and I believed that Adenauer would not
want to 6ght on those grounds. Iflhen he received me in Bonn on
April 4, r9; r, I began by saying:

'I have been authorized to propose to you that relations between
France and Germany in the European Community be based on the
principle of equality in the Council, the Assembly, and all existing or
future Eutopean institutions, whethet France be a member on her own
or with the French Union of overseas dependencies, and whether
Germany be the Federal Republic or a future reunified State. Let me
add that this is how I have always envisaged the offer of union which
was the starting-point of the present Trc ty; and I think I am right in
saying that this is how you envisaged it from the moment we firsi met.
The spirit of disctimination has been the cause of the wodd's greatest
ills, and the Community is an attempt to overcome it.'

Adenauer answered:
'You know how much I am attached to equality of rights for my

country in the futute, and how much I deplore the attempts at domina-
tion in which it has been involved in the past. I am happy to pledge my
full support for your proposal. I cannot conceive of a Communitybased
on anything but complete equality. This being so, I hereby withdraw
any suggestion of an economic weighting system that may have been
made by our representatives.'

- 
This highly-important political agreement had the virtue of being

clear and simple. It had needed courage for the French Government to
propose it, at a time when German rearmament threatened to transform
the balance of power in the West, and when many people in the Federal
Republic had not given up hope of reunification with the East. I did not
speculate about who would benefit most from it: all I knew was that
equality was the psychological prerequisite for peace in Europe. The
rule of equality had the advantage of being automatic: it could not lend
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itself to calculation, bargaining, or conflicting inteqpreations. It
obviated all temptation to play with the balance of poq/er within the
Community institutions, since it had an ethical basis that ruled out
such manoeuvres. And its immediate advantage was that it gave the
Ministerial conference every chance of success.

The signing of the Schuman Treaty gave Adenauer his 6rst oppor-
tunity for an official ttip abroad. It was also the first visit to Pads made
by a German Government since lforld lVar II. For fear of hostile
demonstrations, exceptional security measures were laid on. No
Minister came to meet the Chancellor at the ailport: I went to welcome
him instead, with some of my colleagues. Our small procession of cars
drove back to Pads at headlong speed: that day, there was more dangcr
of an accident than of an attack. The most violent opposition came from
the Communists, who had been against any form of West European
organization ever since the USSR had reiected the Marshall Plan.
Their campaign against the Schuman and Pleven Plans coincided with
those of conservative groups, who were opposed to the slightest change
in the country's economic structure or its arrangements for defence.
From now on, it was easy to see, Right-wing and Left-wing nationalism
vzould tacidy join forces to sabotage the European Treaties - if they
were given the time. For many people, Getmany still seemed the im-
mediate danger, and it was easy for them to cast doubt on her con-
version to democratic ways. Even those who were immune from this
fear could not ignore the severe warnings issued by the Soviets every
time the Federal Republic recoveted a litde more sovcreignty. The
prospect of war seemed to loom at the end of this escdation of words
and, quite naturally, neutralism began to gain ground in France. The
result was that all those who, for vatious reasons, wanted Germany to
remain subordinate regarded Adenauer as a powerful adversary. That
was why the Government was by no means anxious to give him a State
recePtion.

The Chancellor was not a man to stand on ceremony. At the same
time, however, he greatly valued the quiet tokens of appreciation he
received from friends and strangers in Patis. He took the long view,
and while he wanted to hasten his country's r€coverlr he kneu, that it
must be done gradually, step by rt p. For him, the signing of the
Schuman Treaty was the point of depafiue on a political course which
he had deliberately chosen and which he never sought to abandon -
however great the temptation to take short cuts to toal independence
and purely national power, and however powerful the external threats
and internal pressures. He too had to confront the conservatives of Irft
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and Right, the military traditionalists, and the growing attractions of
neutrality, which he knew to be false.

In the course of our conversations, I found that he shared my anxiety
about the psychological effects of the new cold war, which was dividing
public opinion as Europe seemed to be turning into a pawn in the
Soviet-American power struggle. He was more alarmed than I was
by the violence of Moscow's repeated diplomatic notes. They
threatened, he thought, to disconcert many French and German
politicians, and above all many diplomats from either country who might
be nostalgic fot an alliance with the East. Adenauer therefore reacted
very shalply to the Sovjet notes, and demanded firmer support from
the United Sates. For my part, I advised him not to dwell on these
polemics, but to break out of the vicious circle by affirming our deter-
mination to go our own way.

'I know what responsibilities you bear,' I told both Adenauer and
Pleven. 'But we shall be submerged if we stay on the defensive. Our
position ought not to be a reaction to American demands or an attitude
of fear uis-d-lis Moscow, but a constructive policy, one which might
have been adopted in any case, v/ithout reference to the Americans or the
Russians: that is, the constmction of Europe.'

On many occasions in my life, I have had to say much the same thing.
It can be summed up in a sentence: 'W'e must succeed in what u/e are
doing, not base our actions on what other people think of us or what
they would like us to do.' To my mind, there is nothing selfish in this:
quite the revetse. The best contribution one cao make to civilization is
to allow men to develop their potential within communities freely
chosen and built. But, to achieve this, one must concentrate on the
objective and not expect anything of others, except that they may
rally round when they see that one's determination is firm as a rock.
With the Coal and Steel Community, this was to be put to the test.

The Treaty was signed on April 18, r9;r, in the Salon de l'Hodoge
at the Quai d'Orsay, where the Schuman Declaration had been made
almost a year before. One of my trusted colleagues on the French
Planning Commissariat, Andr6 Lamy, a man of great tenacity and
enterptise, had prepared a surprise for us. He handed to the signatories
a copy of the Treaty which he had had printed by the French Stationery
Office on Dutch vellum in German ink; it was bound in Belgian parch-
ment with Italian silk ribbons and Luxembourg glue.

The text of the Treaty deserved so fine a setting: it was beautifully
written, in a strict and limpid style which has inspired the constituent
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documents of the developing Community for more than twenty_five
years. These sentences from the preamLle, which in the name of
three Sovereigns and three presidents took up where the Schuman
Declaration left off, will long retain their signifiLnce ror tt 

" 
p.ofto or

Europe:

coNsrDERrNG ttrat world peace can be safeguarded only by creative efforts
commensurate with the dangers that threaten it,

coNvrNcED that the contribution which an organized and vital Europe
can make to civilizatioo is indispensable to the-maintenance or p...i.rt
relations,

REcoGNrzrNG that Europg can be built only through practical achieve-
ments which 6rst create dc facn solidarity, 

"rrd 
thtoo[h ihe establishment

of common bases for economic development,

^Yrgrs-19 .h.lp, !y expanding their basic ptoduction, to raisc t}re
standard of living and further the works of peace,

RESoLvED to substitute for age-old rivalrieJthe merging oftheir essential
interests; to,cr€ate, by establishing an economic.o*rrr=o.rIty, the basis for a
broacler and deeper community-among peoples long divided by bloody
conflicts; and to lay the foundationJfor institutions *ti.r, i"ili g1"l
direction to a destiny hcnceforward shared,

HAvE DEcTDED to create a European Coal and Steel Community.

They had decided, but the six parriaments had yet to ratify the Treaty.
S7e were to need more patience still.

The conference on the European Army had been at work in paris
since 

-February rytr. Briain had not joined it, and the N"tfr".t .rj,
were hesitant. Curiously enough, the military men reached 

"gr".*.r,fairly easily on the comple,x organization of an integrat.a .8.-.ni.
Their profession. equippc{ ttrem to solve the sup"ply 

""j bgiJ.
problems raised by the Pleven plan. But tt e p"titicia"r .o"ti"'"itty
confused matters_ by disputes about the level of integration - .rot thl
level which would be most effective, but that whicf, public opinion
would yept' If it was proposed to integrate smal natlonal diriisions
il.lrrg. Eugpean divisons,ihe French obJected on account of tn. *oiJ
'division'. I could understand why people thought it d*g.ro,rr-io
make the basic national units large enorrgh to be irmost aut8nomous:
in this case, if circumstances changed, 

" 
d".-".ry Army could quicklv

be revived. But the small units that were acceptabll to France trrr.l"t."j
to lack the necessary _cohesion. rn reality, 

^when 
the will was therg

agreement was reached on an efiective unit - a small division or largi
combat.team, depending on which terminology was used. I had loig
urged Alphand to accept this compromise. AI tt e end of July he diE
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so, and put an end to the stalemate that had bedevilled the conference

for fout months.--nf 
it"", to tell the truth, many things had changed' If-the French

dele'eation had been able to become more fexible, it was because-the

Jr"J.t,i."s had shifted the political centre of gtavitf th: Socialists

lo to.rg., had a place in the dovernment, and Jules Moch's stubborn

resistance was removed. The new Assembly would no doubt throw

,rf ".* and serious difficulties, since both the Gaullists and the

C'ommunists had increased their strength; but Pleven, once more Prime

Mirri.,", after the four-month prcmierihip of Henri Queuille, now had a

ilii.i *o*."t of respite in which to further his Plan. Another obstacle,

too, was now removed: United States policy ais-d-ais the European

O.i..r.. Community had undergone a t;tal transformation. How this

frrpp".r.a, at a tirne when it ias least expected,,is 
-explained 

by a
l.ri.heo., I had in Paris with Eisenhower at the end of June'-

ih" Co-*"nder-in-Chief of NATO forces obviously had a prime

intetest in seeing Germany contribute as nPidly as. possible to the

defence of Eutope; and with the Pleven Plan negotiations going so

rf.*fy, he reacted-like everyone else in-the P,entagon:-for him' the

quicklst solution was the beit. But now he had settled in Europe' in

irrirt 
^"a 

he realized very well that things were not so simple as they

seemed in \Tashington. Fie had a numbei of contacts, and con6ded in

.".t, *"ll-i"f"rmel people as Bruce and McCloy, who were ardent

,rppot,.tt of Europian integratioa' Their reasoning was the same as

-iri., *. were all concerned-for the maintenance of Peace. And there

*i, ,ro,, as knowing People often claimed, an American way. of

oreservinq pece, a C.it"r" way' or a French way' Any speculation

;;;;;,n;iippos.d ulterior -oii.',". of those who were working for
the same ooii i' Europe seemed to me beside the point. On the o_ther

i^ia, I could see why those rcsponsible for the defence of the \7est

sho,rid continue to study all hypotheses so long as the 
-fate 

of the

e*op."" Army hung in ihe balance. By the-beginning of the summer'

the Americans were ready to make substantial concessions to Germany's

demands, which were llgitimate as a bid for equal .rights' but un-

""t"pt"b[" 
to European p"utic opinrgl' Tf was at that time' by arrange-

,rre.,i *ittt McCloy and b*.., that I had a lon-g talk with Eisenhowet

"ii ,o-. of his colleagues at the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria where they

were staying in Paris.

Er;;il.;r's Chief of Saff, General Alfred Gruenther, was also

*i,hor;andso,iflrememberrightly,wasAverellHarriman'Over
t.-.t 

"orr, 
I argued that Europe would become responsible and strong
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only if it were united.
'Without unity,' I said, 'everyone will go on seeking power for

himself - and Germany will be tempted to seek it in an agreement with
the East. Even at best, that would mean neutrality, which would be a
blow to all Europe's morale. The strength of the West does not depend
on how many divisions it has, but on its unity and common will.
To rush into raising a few German divisions on a national basis, at the
cost of reviving enmity betwecn our peoples, would be catastrophic for
the very security of Europe that such a step would be intended to
ensure. If, on the other hand, you give France, Germany, and their
neighbours cofirmon resources to exploit and defend, then Europe will
recover the will to resist.'

This explanation of the Community gready interested Eisenhower,
and his outgoing temperament made him see its constmctive side.

'To sum it up,' he said, 'what you're proposing is that the French
and the Germans should wear the same uniform. That's more a human
problem than a military one.'

'You're right,' I said: 'it's in that order that problems come up in
Europe. What we have to do first of all is make people aware that
they're facing the future together.'

I felt that Gruenther was growing impatient with the turn the
conversation had taken.

'We can go on alking in generd terms,' he said; 'but for us the real
question is whether we're going to have divisions of ten thousand men
or frfteen thousand. . . .'

Eisenhower broke in:
'You're a typical technician: you only see the part you're interested

in - you don't look at the problem as a whole. The sttength of the
divisions is one aspect of things, but the real problem's a human one.
What Monnet's proposing is to organize relations between people, and
I'm all for it.'

Eisenhower's political sense overrode his military instincts when it
came to defending the peace; and no doubt because people sensed that
in him, his prestige at home went on growing.

If 'Ike' said something, that was it. And a few days after our talk
he made an important speech in London, in the presence of lTinston
Churchill, then still Leader of the Opposition. In it, he committed
himself unequivocally to supporting European unity. I was glad to
find in his words some echoes of what we had said:

Europe cannot attain ttre towering material stature possible to its peoples'
skills and spirit so long as it is divided by patchwork territorial fcnces.
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They foster localized instead of common interest. They pyramid every
cost with middlemen, tariffs, taxes, and ovetheads. Barred, absolutely, are
the efficient division of labor and resources and thc easy fow of trade.
In the political 6elds, these barriers promote mistrust and suspicion. They
serve vestcd interests at the exPense of peoples and prevent truly con-
certed action for Europe's own and obvious good. . . .

True security never rests upon the shoulders of men denied a decent
present and the hope of a better future.

But with unity achieved, Europe could build adequate security and, at
the same time, continue the march of human betterment that has charac-
terized \Western civilization. . . . The establishment of a workable Euro-
pean federation would go far to create confidence among people every-
where that Europe was doing its full and vital shate. . . .*

This speech made a stir, and Eisenhower at once went into action,
using all his influence on the Pentagon and the Department of State.
As soon as Adenauer no longer had to choose between two negotiations,
one with the Americans and the other with the Europeaos, things
moved fast. AII he asked was that his country be given security and
equality as soon as possible. If the European Community gave him
guarantees as great as those offered by the Pentagon, and above all if
Acheson, Schuman, and McCloy were all now in agreement, he
obviously preferred the European solution. IJ7ithout further ado, he
appointed one of his close associates, Theodor Blank, to head the
German delegation at the Paris EDC conference. Blank v/as a man
of energy and conviction. He had to make sure that there was no
discrimination against German trooPs in the European Army, and at
the same time that it put an end to the constraints of the occupation
r6gime. Alphand, for his part, v/as under instructions to ensure that
the first German rectuited should be a European soldier under Euro-
pean command. Everyone had an interest in settling matters quickly;
but, as always, even when the way has been cleared, the machine moves
forward only with difficulty if it has been ovedoaded with technical
problems. It took almost a whole year more, and at least five majot
international conferences, in Washington, Ottawa, Rome, Lisbon, and
Paris, to agree on a text which simply Put into Practice the principles
of the Pleven Plan which had been accepted in the summer of r9; r.

And yet those who drafted the Treaty had not had to invent very

* Dwight D. Eisenhowet, Speech at the English-Speaking Union, London, J,rly L
19;r, io Department of State Balletin, rVashington, July 3o, r95r; reptintcd in
Roberto Ducci and Bino Olivi (eds.) L'Europa incompiata (Padua, Cedam, r97o),
pp. zor-6.
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much, because they contented themselves with transposing to the
European Army the machinery of the Schuman Plan. Excep for the
executive, the institutions were to be the same. There were cerainly
good reasons why the cofirmon organization for defence had to bc
compatible with that for the economy, and strengthen its embryonic
federal structure. In both fields, the men who would have to take the
decisions would have to be subject to democratic control and to a
supreme court; they would also have to work in tandem with the
Governments of the member States. It was therefore reasonable that
they should work within the same institutional system. But if it was
important to listen to reason, it was also important to resist the tempta-
tions of mere symmetry. Where the tasks difiered - and defence cannot
be conductcd in the same way as a cornmon market for coal and steel -
new methods were needed; and I was sorry that there was no one there
to invent them as we had done, day by day, at the Schuman plan
conference. As an outside observer, I saw that the negotiations were
overloadhg the Pleven Plan with a mass of details that made it cumber-
some and forbidding. But we could not keep an eye on everfthing; and
besides, from September r 9y r onwards, I had a futther absorbing mission
to ful6"l in addition to my work as French Planning Commissioner.

For many months, efiorts to share out defence costs among the
members of the Adantic Alliance had mainly been considered fiom a
military point of vievr - and the political world had been wholly
absorbed by the question of German rearmament. But those responsibL
for public finance had their eyes on more immediate concerns, and in
every country they saw the military budget as a heavy burden on the
economy and a threat to domestic peace. The British, who were deter-

3iry{ to lighten the burden, and the French, who had an army in
Indochina, were particularly unwilling to respond to American requests
for a bigger contribution from Europe. The problem became acute at
the Ottawa meeting of the Adantic Council in mid-September l9;r.
How vrere u/e to reconcile the requirements of defence with our
countries' need for economic and social equilibrium ? It was neither the
first nor the last time that the question arose; but in 19; r it was a real
and understandable worry for hard-headed adminisrators like Ren6
Mayer, the French Minister of Finance, and Hugh Gaitskell, the
British Chancellor of the Exchequer. So 'Three Iflise Men, were ap
pointed to size up the situation - Averell Harriman, plowden, and
myself.

I had known Harriman for many years, but we had never beforc
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worked together. During the war, he had been Roosevelt's special

envoy and later Ambassador to Stalin, and fifteen yeats before that he

had negotiated with Trotsky. As a man of affaits, he enioyed both
respect and influence in the Kremlin. His fine mind matched his

distinguished appearance: he was a remarkably able negotiator. Like
many American diplomats at his level, he approached problems as a

statesman - he had in fact had a career in politics - and as one of the

'Three Wise Men' he ioined in our search for an equitable solution
without following the demands of the American military, which turned
out to be too ambitious. It was a good idea to seek recommendatioos
from three civilians: in this way, political and social necessities dictated

our conclusion - which was that the targets should be revised and the

structure of the Alliance reorganized. Its main features, we thought,
should be Supreme Headquartets, Allied Powers, Europe (SHAPE)
and the integrated NATO command. It took no less than six months'
work to bdng together all the data that led to this conclusion. In March
r95z it was approved by the NATO Ministers at theit meeting in
Lisbon. Hirsch undertook the greater part of the work involved in
compiling oru monumental inventory. My task was to ensure that
Europe's conuibutiofl to the defence of the West was seen as a common
effot. Once that was completed, I could once mote concentrate on help-
ing to secure the ratification of the Coal and Steel Community Treaty.

Personally, I do not believe that democratic control really requires

the ritual and pace of parliamentary procedure to be as slow as they

are; but the fact that mote that a, year elapsed between the signing of
the ECSC Trcaty and the final vote at least shows that the debate was
thorough, and that it was not, as was alleged, a technocratic conspiracy.

Dozens of committees, in eleven upper and lower houses of Padiament,

closely scrutinized the text of the Treaty. It was discussed publicly for
days and nights on end, amid passionate controversy in the press. All
in all, the debates vindicated the Community countries'padiamentary
systems: they bore witness to the scruples of men who were called upon
to delegate part of that very national sovereignty which was their own
raison d'6tre. A few of them defended Private interests; some others

championed bygone principles: but their ardour served to illustrate
aspecis of the Treaty hitherto obscure. And even if most of the fears

expressed proved to be vain, the debate enabled everyone to _commit
himself wiih his eyes open. Today, of course, it is easy to be detached

about a battle which was not fought on the ground I should havc
preferred - the common future of Europeans - and in which I myself
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did not csczpe attack. Nationalistic argumcnts and corporatist specid
pleading played too big a paf,t in thc discussion: but how could it be
otl,erwise in assemblics elected primarily to protect their citizens
against risks ? Few Members of Padiament were capable of declaring
that the greatest risk of all would be to do nothiog and change nothing.

The Nethedands, so hesitant at the start, were the 6rst to ratify, in
October r9y r. The country had reconciled itsclf to the absence of the
British, and was fully aware of how much they would lose by isolating
themselves from the Community. In the Netheilands, as in Belgium
and Luxembourg, only the Communists voted against. In Belgium, the
debate was close-foughe the Socialists, who were anxious about miners'

iobs, absained in the Senate, although Paul-Henti Spaak was able to
rally some of them in the Chamber. The Italian Padiament took its
time. The advanteges of creating a Coal and Steel Community were not
cleady perceived in Ialy, although special clauses in her favour had
been written into the Treaty, and her interests as a consumer were
obvious enough. Ideology carried the day, and in June r91z the Right
wing found itself voting No in alliance with the Communists and
Socialists. In Germany, ratification was achieved after t long and
difficult parliamentary process which began in July r9;r with a first
reading inthe Btndcstag. The Socialist Opposition, always very violent,
proved unable to block the project; but it forced the Government to be
attentive to its own Right wing. While the second and third readings
werc in progress, Adenauer was still negotiating with the Altes on de-
cartelization, the Saar, and an equd satus within the European A*y.
On both fronts, internal and external, he fought with cxuzordinary
vitality and brutal candour.

It was piquant to look at some of the arguments advanced by German
industrialists and Socialists, which vrere a mirrot image of the fears
expressed by theit counteqParts in France. The Schuman Plan, they
thought, would handicap the industries of the Ruhr. The High
Authority would restlict investment in the steel industry, and costs

would be higher at home than in France. Finally, no guarantce had
bcen secuted for the Saar. These equal and opposite worties, however,
by no means cancelled each other out: on the contrary, European
employers made'common qluse against the plan, and ttre Communists
too sang the same tune everywherc. But the Socialists of the French
SFIO and thosc of the German SPD did not see eye to eye. The
violent intransigence of Schumacher, who demanded independence for
Germany more loudly than anyone, had nothing in common with the
misgivings of those French Socidists like Paul Ramadier, Robert
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Lacoste, and their followers, who on this subiect differed from Guy
Mollet. However, what seemed to me then and later the most en-
coutaging sign was the positive attitude adopted by the leaders of the
great German trade union federation, the Deatsclter Gewerkschaftsbmd
or DGB. Some of its members had affinities with the Social-Democrat
Party, but these were not so close as to make them share its doctrinal
excesses; and this seemed to me one of the great opportunities for the
Schuman Plan and for the future of European unity. Finally Adenauer
was able to persuade Schumacher to let the debate continue calmly, and
on January rt, t9t2, the Treaty v/as ratified by a maiority of ninety,
compared with a normal Government maiority of thirty votes. Al-
though the ratification process was still not completed, in Germany and
elsewhere, for me this date marked the victory of the Schuman Plan
and the hopes it represented. I sent Adenauer a telegram: 'The
Community is born: long live Europe.'

The debate in the Ftench National Assembly did not begin until
December 6, r95t. $7ork in committee had been long and thorough;
and in the meantime the opponents of the project had been preparing
their ammunition. The steelmakers, who had been taken aback by the
signing of the Tteaty, sent their lobbyists to haunt the corridors of
Padiament, and tried in every way to influence the press. I myself made
immense eflorts to persuade people, and I found e rady hearing among
those same men who had never ceased to support the Modernization
Plan - Socialists, Radicals, Popular Republicans, and Moderates.
Together, they made up a parliamentary maiority: only in appearance
was it precarious. If one looks at these men's achievements, the
continuity is stdking, in major matters at least - the modernization of
France, the foundations of a united Europe, and the beginnings of
decolonization. It was in matters of daily administration, which also
requires continuity, that the Government's chronic instability became
hard to bear. This worried me, and at that time I was studying possible
temedies. A young professor from Bordeaux, Maurice Duverger, who
had written some rematkable articles in Le Monde about the Moderniza-
tion Plan and the Schuman Plan, worked with me on a plan for consti-
tutional refotm which we thought would remove the temptation for
Padiament to overthrow Governments with such unconcern. When I
left No 18 rue de Martignac shordy afterwards, this project stayed in
my 6.les. Whether it would have been enough to give the men of talent
and goodwill who led the Fourth Republic the strength to overcome
their ordeals, or even to avoid them, I am now inclined to doubt. At
that time I had not experienced the working of institutions, or thought
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about them, as much as I have today.
I followed the debates in the National Assembly at the palais

Bourbon, and was astonished at the skill with which pieven, Schuman,
and.RenC Mayer, each in his own way, avoided the adjournment
mo-tions, prcvious questions, and othet procedural traps set fot them day
and night by their opponents at bot[ extremes. I-heard Florimonj
Bonte declare on behalf of the Communist party:

'This is a vast plan to deport workers, who are looked on as c,rttle
or mere merchandise to be sold abroad.'

Then Gaston Palewski, a Gaullist, prophesied that:
'All customs barriers will fall, and the whole Ftench market, from

Strasbourg ,o Brazzaville in the Congo, will be inundated by the
dynamism of German industry.'

And 6nally, Jacques Soustelle, another e2rrlli5f spokesman, declared:
'Sovereignty cannot be delegated: nor can responsibility.,
But the most shrewdly-aimed blows were delivered by two remark-

able debaters, Pierre cot on the extreme Left and pierreAndrd on the
extreme Right. Both of them spoke with mellifluous eloquence, feign_
ing immense politeness towards the Government.

'I should like,' said Pierre Cot, 'to pay tdbute to the generosity of
your dream. I tespect it, even if I do not support it. But 

", 
*.il 

",dreams, there are reatties to be considered. 
-'ihose 

realities are the
nations. One cannot force the hand of history.,

This was a man who proclaimed himself progressive. His audience
was attentive, but unconvinced. More to be feared was piere Andr€,
in whose constituency the steelmakers' word was law. His role was to
sow doubt amo-ng the majority by claiming that France was ill-prepared
for the risks of 

-competition; 
then, on the pretext of obtaining further

safeguards, to adiourn the debate until times improved. An&dtturned
to this theme until he was ready to drop. Finally, pleven foored him
with a vote of confidence, in which Paul Reynaud rallied some of the
Moderates. The Chamber of Deputies ratified the Treaty on Dccember
r j, rgJr,by ,77 votes to z11.The Communists, the Gaullists, and a few
Independents voted against.

But tl-re battle was not yet won, The opponents of the Treaty were
preparing to repeat the same tactics in the Senate. To secure the vote in
the Chamber, the Government had had to undertake other commit-
ments, in particular the cana.bzttion of the Moselle. r$fould it now be
forced into 

-making further concessions, perhaps even compromising
the essentials of the_ plan? Prepared by violeni press campaigns, thE
attack was launched on March zt, t9t2, by Miihel Debid, a yorrrrg
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Senator from Indre-et-Loire. That day, the political wofld discovered

that it would have to reckon with this passionate and skilful defender

of the French nation. He invoked a thousand imaginary dangets, the

better to tescue France: he begged that she be not left defenceless

before a neighbouring PeoPle capable of the worst:

'You musi rcalize thit nation's lust for Power, its lack of respect for
freedom, its political instability and, I would add, its total failwe to
learn the lesJons of the past. ' . . In the interests of Germany itself,
Europe must not become a German Europel' 

_

Detr6's gloomy prophecies scarcely troubled the Senate, which had

little taste iot o."tt. Speaking of the Schuman Plan's institutions, he

went on:
'You think you have set uP an authority. You have not. It is a mere

show, a marionette theatre. Behind it are the puPPet-masters, the

strongest and most detetmined of men. They will have their way. And
let mf say what I believe, at the risk of being called nationalistic: here,

France is neither determined nor stroog.'
From the Government front bench, F6Iix Gaillard shouted:

'But you're preaching defeatism!'

It was tro. - bec"rse in Debr6's eyes France could not be herself

again until she was ruled by General de Gaulle.
From the beginning, de Gaulle had condemned the Schuman Plan'

'S?'e'te offered a mish-mash of coal and steel, without knowing where
we're heading, under some sort of cabal,' he declated in Metz on

May r9, 19;o. After that, however, he scarcely spoke of the proiecc thc

Euiopean-Atmy became the main target for his attacks. He left it to his

followers to criticize what for him was no more than a bad technical

agreement with no ProsPects, a vision &eamed uP by- technocrats in
q-uest of irresponsible power. When the Process spread to defence, he

was outraged, and his reaction was much sharper:

'Here iJ a crafty scheme for a so-called "European" Army which

threatens to Put a legal end to France's sovereignty. It would make-our

Army disapp ear in i hybrid creation under the deliberately misleading

label of "Europe". But since Europe does not exist as a responsible

soveteign entity - because no one has done what is needed to cfeate it
- this force will be entrusted to the American "chief".'

De Gaulle's whole argument was based on the premise that nothing
European could be undirtaken so long as Europe was not a political
reality. But at the same time he affirmed that the only political reality

*"t th. nation-state. \fhat then was this 'Europe'that he was calling

for with so much obvious sincerity? 'A vast confederation of States',
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about whose geographicd limits and internal links he was wholly
vaguc, and which bclonged to the hazy wodd of 'co-operation' and
'association'. All that was clear was his wish to include Gcrmany,
harnessed by an agreement giving France the dominant role, especially
as regards defence. The whole system, finally, was to be validated by
referendum.

De Gaulle's idea was tempting, and it looked ambitious; but on
closer inspection it fell short of the plans for a Community which it
proposed to replace. It made no provision for the pooling of sove-
reignty, for independent institutions, or for equal rights. Above all, it
had no intention or prospect of assuming concrete form within a
reasonable time. Everything about it was conditional, because nothing
could be done before 'France was herself agun'. She had ceased to be
hetself, in de Gaulle's eyes, undet the present rdgime. This pre-
requisite of 'national recovery' was to be invoked in the debate in
order to postpone any European project; and since nothing could be
done for the present, why not constnrct grandiose plans for the distant
future ? Our approach was very different. We believed in starting with
limited achievements, establishing de facto solidarity, from which a
federation would gradually emerge. I have never believed that one
fine day Europe would be created by some great political mutation,
and I thought it wrong to consult the peoples of Europe about the
structure of a Community of which they had no practical experience.

It was another matter, however, to ensure that in their limited field
the new institutions were thoroughly democratic; and in this direction
there was still progress to be made. In the Schuman Plan, the Common
Assembly v/as to supewise the High Authority, and if necessary to
censure it. This same Assembly would serve EDC, which gave it the
same power over the Defence Commissariat. Now, a new provision
had been added, Article 18. This stipulated that the Assembly should be
elected by univetsal suffrage within a federal system which it v/as to
start planning as soon as it took ofHce. In this way, the pragmatic
method we had adopted would also lead to a federation validated by
the people's vote; but that federation would be the culmination of an
existing economic and political reality, already put to the test - whereas
that proposed by de Gaulle would have to invent and test everything
itself. In the abstract, one could debate the meritg of thetwo altetnatives.
Ours was already real: it was bringing together men and practical
rnatters; for neady a year it had embodied the hopes of millions of
Europeans. There was no longer any choice. Given the urgency of
making progress, I found it hard to see why a Europe still to be thought
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out was being proposed in place of the Europe already being built.
Military integration, it u/as true, fotced us to go further and faster
politically than we had originally proposed in the Schuman PIan. But
Article 38 was the response to this need: it was the germ of the federal
institutions that would soon be needed to discharge the responsibilities
of a shared economy and joint defence - the unification, that is, of the
six countries' most vital concerns.

The final vote on the ECSC Trcaty came on April r, r9;2. It was
carried by a large maioriry; but there could be no doubt now that the
concerted nationalism of Left and Right would form a constant barrier
to Europe's progress. In the great battles to come, this opposition
would be swelled by conservative elements from among the Radicals
and Moderates, and by those whom weakness of character or political
calculation inclined towards neutrality. Already in February the Govern-
ment had faced a difficult debate about the future of the European
Army project, and the new Prime Minister, Edgar Faure, had caried
the day only by deploying all the resources ofhis eloquence. !7hen his
opponents tied to lay down pteconditions, he answered with a
quotation from the philosopher William James: 'First continue, then
begin.' Little as I like paradoxes, I must confess that this one suited the
occasion. We had to continue along our chosen path and take the new
steps that everyone wanted, iust as soon as our progress allowed. In
default of full British membership, however, the Government had to
promise to undettake no commitrnent before securing American and
British guarantees for EDC. Those guarantees were already implicit in
the Atlantic Alliance; but to have them reaffirmed, in each case, was no
easy task. It was in the nature of things that the United States and
Britain would come to Europe's aid if she were once mote under
thteat. It was America's intention to leave her troops in Germany, and
formal agreements added nothing to that fact. But the French authorities
needed written promises, and we obtained them at the same time as

the EDC was signed in Paris on May 27, tgtz, in the presence of
Eden and Acheson, by the same men who one year eadier had signed
the Treaty establishing the ECSC.

By then, Antoine Pinay had been Prime Minister for nearly three
months. I had not met him when he took over the Government; but
Hirsch, who had worked with him on the Modernization Plan, des-
cribed him to me as all France was to come to know him: a small,
ordinary-looking man, of determined common sense and very great
goodwill. 'He'll astonish people,'I was told. I personally was far from
astonished to find such very human qualities in a Head of Government,
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particularly the ability to listen and then decide. My relationship with
P_inay was always straightforward and constructive; it was based, I
think, on mutual esteem. But someone else had certainly tecognized
Pinay's unostentatious qualities, and had sulprised everyone by riating
an obscure Minister the Premier of France. this was the French presi-
dent, Vincent Auriol, a warm-hearted man of whom I was fond. In
my work on the Modernization Plan, I knew I could count on his
advice and his full support; but already in rgyo I reati-.4 that the
Schuman Plan left him pelplexed. Although rre aid nothing to prevent
it, he never gave it his active backing; and when EDC-took shape,
he fought that with the powerful *eapo.rs of his influence behind ihe
scenes. For him, as for many of his compatriots, mistrust of Germany
seemed the surest form of patriotism. He knew how determined I was,

"{ l" never-reproached me: we simply avoided discussing the subiect,
which was already a bone of contention among politiciils, and ihen
among more and more Frenchmen generally, as the politicians pre-
pared and recruited them for the deciiive bartles.

. Thor: battles still lay ahead. Schuma!.was in no hurry to lay the Bill
!,efore Padiament, and none of his colleagues encouragid him to do so
dudng the ten further months he spent at the Frencli Foreign Office.
True, we all had e mor-e urgent d"ty - to get the ECSC offIo a good
start. There wete still a few crucial decisionJthat tequited the 

"g.."t"rrtof Governments. On luly ,1, r9lz,the Six at last met in paris.-On their
agenda were political Europe, and the choice of the men, the official
lan_guages, atd a site for the institutions. Once agaln, Konrad
Adenauer, Alcide de Gasperi, Paul Van Zeeland, Dirli Stikker, and
l-oseph Bech were welcomed by Robert Schuman. Once again, and for
the- Iast time as regards coal and steel, they met as nation"al Mi.rirt"rr,
each still enjoying the power to block any decision he disliked. The
discussion about the site for the institutions was a last, derisory parade
of th,e right of veto. It began on Tuesday morning and ended ai dawn
on Thursday, with an equivocal arrangement whiih only time and the
force of cfucumstances were to confrm. How the High Authodty
ended after eighteen hours haggling is an unedifying ale. -

I- had no preference for one place in Europe rather than another: all
that mattered to me was that it should be ttre site of all the institutions
and that it should become a European territory, the embryo of an
eventual Federal District. There was nothing Utopian about this
proposal the Comrnunity would probably have gtowriup in a difierent
atmosphete if the Governments had been sensi6le *orgh to found a
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capital ciry for it, isolating it from national rivalry and national influence.

But in July ry52 everyone had his own choice lo Pr-opos-e:.France,
backed 

"by' ltiiy, pleaded for Strasbourg; Belgium for Li6ge, the

Nethedanis f"i ttte Hague. When at the last moment Schuman

proposed the idea of Saarb--riicken, I imagine tl}at he thought it would

.o$" ,"r"t"l problems at once. All it did was add yet another'

Adenauer was^su4rrised at this attemPt to overcome the difficulties

of the Saar by .Europeanizing' them, and he showed his displeasure.

Although thi ptopoial satisfied two of my wishes - for a European

district"and , riogf" site - I thought it unwise, because I had been long

enough familiarivith the Saar dispute to know that it could not be

,e.olied by political t*ifrce. De Gasperi came to Schuman's aid, and

proposed it "t tt e question be adi-ourned. until Septembel f-enfi.ng
Fran.o-Germ"n agr"errrent on the Saar. The ProsPect of a fresh delay

seemed to me intolerable, and I told the Ministets:

'The ECSC has vaited long enough: believe the experts"

The competition for the capial began again, and only fatigue brought

it to an .rrd. At three in the mornin[, we were in both Strasbourg and

Turin. I then declared that in this casc the Ministers must no longer

count on my accepting the offer of the Presidency which the six

Governmenti ttad maae. In the ensuing confusion, I remember a

revealing remark of Van Zeeland's:

'It's late, we'tc all tired, and so I'll speak frankly' ' ' ''
Brussels had been proposed: he was against it - for electoral feasons,

since his mandate was limited to Li6ge. Paris or the Paris area, which

tempted some people, was reiccted-by Schuman: Pierre Pfimlin, thc

Mayor of Strasbourg, would'have le1n up in arms' Then we heard

the voice of Joseph 
-Bech, who until then had seemed half-asleep

,I proposeihat work begin right away in Luxembourg: that will givc

us time to reflect.'
Everyone was relieved; and that is how the ECSC acquired its

,provisional, headquarters in a small town which became a EuroPean

c'rossroads. The mteting ended after a decision on the four offrcial

languages - Dutch, French, German, and Italian' The main point on

the'agelnda - political Europe - had been forgotten. Debate on it'tras to

be resumed in September.
That night g^rr" .rt the final proof - if-we still needed it - that a

Europe of"sovJreign States was incapable, despite its leaders' goodwill,
of reaching the sensible decisions that were needed for the cofilmon

good. It w"ould be quite another tnatter' however, once the power of
Eecision was entrustid to institutions serving the general interest and
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fpplying the will of the majority in a system of common nrles. As we
lcft the French Foreign Office on the Quai d,Orsan thc sun was coming
up. I said to Frangois Fonaine:

'Now we have a few hours to rest and a fcw months to succeed.
After trhat -'

'After that,' said Fontaine, smiling, .we shall face great difficulties,
and we shall use them to make furthei progtess. That,Jiq isn,t it?,

'It is indeed,' I said. 'You've undersiood what Eutopc,s all about.,
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THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY AT ITORK

$952-t955)

I
Pioneers in coal and steel

On the morning of August to, t9iz, Europe came to Luxembourg. The
Grand Duchy's leisurely and picturesque capital city was unprepared for
so motley an infux of foreigners, impatient to start work. Within a few
days, old administrative ofEces were vacated to accommodate our new
institutions, whose multinational staff came from Bonn, Paris, Rome,
Brussels, and The Hague, like waves of invaders from another wodd.
In their wake, a crowd of statesmen, diplomats, and newspapermen
arrived for the inaugural ceremonies. The Luxembourgers were flattered
by this sudden interest, which gave their country prestige and promised
well for the tourist season. They hardly suspected that these day trippers
would shordy return, to set up embassies, press agencies, and pro-
fessional liaison bureaux, or that the small team which had been invited
to camp for a while in Luxembourg would soon multiply until it 6lled
their houses and crowded their streets. The more traditionalist among
them came to regtet Joseph Bech's diplomatic victory, whose tesults
gradually altered the balance of their small national community. From
ourpoint of view, the inconveniences of being in Luxembourg were soon
overcome, and I found some advantages in the isolation I had once
feared. The Grand Duchy was peaceful and beautiful, and in our work
we were subject to no local pre ssures. If communications were not easy,
we should simply have to try harder to make our voice heard in the great
capitals and secure the attention ofall Europeans.

To tell the truth, I had not made any plans for a large-scale and lasting
establishment, because I still hoped then - as I do even today - that the
European institutions would eventually be located in an independent
'District'; and in any casc I was determined to keep the High Authority's
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staf as small as possible. I know from experience that on matters like
these one always has to make concessions; Lut at least it was worthwhile
telling_everyone what my-position was, and warning them that only
p-owerful arguments wouldmake me change my mindl Only in practice
should we discover what the ideal compliment would be, ani it was

L:r., ,9 begin with thefew people who had helped to drad the Treaty.
This fust nucleus could be -nlarged by co-optation when we saw what
jobs had to be done. But the High Authority ought to remain a nucleus
and confine itse-If to organizingand stimulati.rg t]-r" work of othets. For
the rest, it-could rely on the national civil servicis and on its own powers
over the firms, whether for obtaining information before r"rihir,g 

"decision or for seeing that its decisions were carried out. The Freich
Modernization Plan had ptoved that authodty courd best be exercised
by small teams. People,collaborate willingly when they see that you are
not jrying to supplant them or take their plate. A few hun&ed European
civil servants would be enough to set thousands ofnational e*peris to
work, and to make the powerful machinery of firms and Goverlnments
serve the aims of the Treaty. It was on this model, at least, that I was
going to try to frame the first Community institutions.

That August morning in Lr:xembourg thete were barely thirty of us to
represent the High Authority before hundreds of witnesses, most of them
special corresp_ondents whom the world's major newspapers had sent to
attend the official inauguration. Many of my neui iolleagues were
strangers, and they met each other at the same time as they melthe press.
Several of them were neu/ to me too; and, except for Spierenburi and
Wehrer, I knew little about them. On the mairipoi.rt, iro*"rr.r, i *",
aheady reassured. In the course of a weekend among friends in the
westerwald, Hallstein - who was now German Under-S-ecretary of state
forroreign Affairs - had introduced me to Franz Etzel, whom Adenauer
had proposed as the High Authority,s Vice-president. True, I had never
had anyanxiety about Adenauer,s choice, because I knew ihat he gave
Franco-German friendship pdority over everything else. Even so,iuck
was needed to turn this political idea into practical reality. And i was
quick to recognize, behind the-massive appi"rance of my new partner,
tall and.stiff likg 

the- gopul ar idea of a typical prussian, 
" -"r, Lf groi

goodwill. Etzel had been brought up in the Rhineland, and he"was
already convinced that agreemeni between rs was essential to the success
of our work. Subsequently, he came to see me sevetal times in patis, with
the result that we ahuady had a number of ideas in common when we
came to sit down at the same table with our new colleagues.

Among the latter I already kncw Ilon Daum, wh-om the French
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Government had proposed as the second Ftenchman on the team'

Pinay's high opinion oihim was already a good augury' and I-was in no

*^y *orriid by the fact that he was a leading light of the steel industry,
which was stilisuspicious of the High Authority. It was not to make the

Community serv" his former interests that 'Monsieur Daum', as we

always caUld him, had given up his position at the head of some of
France's biggest firms. He was 

" 
man of honour, and he had carefully

read the Treaty before committing himself. The oath of total indepen-

dence which hL took with us that August ro was to be his watchword'
I-est there be any mistake about it, he always had the Trcaty to hand on
his desk.

'Read this little book,'he told steelmakers who came to visit him: 'it's
very interesting.'

His moral s6tore enhanced the High Authority's internal cohesion

and external Prestige. I was present when he fust met Paul Finet, the

Belgian trade unionist whom we had co-opted, in accordance with the

TrJaty,to complete our nine-man team. A former metalworker who had

become President of the International confederation of Free Trade

Unions (ICFTU), Finet had the same youthful enthusiasm as Daum,

the former mining engineer who had become President of. the Forgcs et

Aci\ries de la Marite. Both showed the same team sPirit, and I knew that

they would be completely loyal. Finet had undoubted infuence over

workpeople: he had won it by his abiliry, and mainained i-t by his gifts

"r " 
.p""k"t. With him, the new practice of co-optation had beguty:ll'

ln addition to Etzel, the BonrGovernment had also proposed Heinz

Potthoff, 
^ 

tr de unionist from the DGB, who had been Germany's

representative on the International Ruhr Authoriry This choice of a
social-Democrat balanced that of Etzel, who was an infuential member

of the Christian Democrat Party and Chairman of the Economic A{fairs

Committee in the Burrdestag. Discteedy but effectively, Ponhofr kept
useful channels open, leaviig Etzel the forefront of the stage' Equally
discreet, but this time by inilination and as if disdainful of practical

action, was Enzo Giacchero, who was a brilliant analyst and orator.

He had been badly wounded in the war; but this had not Prevented his

fighting in the Risistance. All his enthusiasm went to federalist ideals:

the rest left him smilingly indifferent.
Of all my colleagues, only Albert Copp6 seemed to Pr,esent a Problem'

A former ilelgian tvtinistet, he had bein a ptofessor of economics; and

his economiclde"t *et. so laisnTfaite that, to listen to him, one might
well have wondered whether he was not opposed to all the principles

of the community that it was his duty to apply. In reality he learned fast,
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and he was quick to recognize, very candidly, that his 6rst suspicions
had been unfounded. Although he had come to defend the interests of
his country, which thought itself threatened by the weight of its larger
neighbours, he became one of the most ardent champions of the Treaty
and of maiority voting.

'Even my family,' he said one day, 'wouldn't work if we applied thc
veto.'

Nfith seven children, Copp6 spoke from experience.
At the inaugural ceremony in the Luxembourg Town Hall I made a

first speech, and in the name of all my colleagues gave the following
solemn pledge:

'We shdl c,rffy out our asks in full independence, in the general
interest of the Community. In fulfilling oru duties, we shdl neither
solicit nor accept instructions from any Government or any other body,
and we shall refrain from any action incompatible with the supranational
character of our tasks. lfe have noted the member States' pledge to
tespect this supranational character and not try to infuence us in our
work.'

The ceremonies over, the visitors caught their trains. We were left
alone to sa:rt on an unprecedented task. As usual, the lights of the litde
town went out eady. Only the windows of the High Authority building
in the Place de Metz remained lighted, long into the night. It was another
new habit, that of Europe's pioneers, for whom there was to be no
further rest.

Ihad takenwith me to Luxembourg Pierre Uri, Jacques Van Helmont,
Frangois Fontaine, and Andr6 Lamy. Ihadldtthe French Modernization
Plan in good hands: Hirsch succeeded mc as Planning Commissioner,
keeping with him Vergeot, Ripert and, for some time, Rabier. We were
glad to join fotces again with somc of those who had negotiated the
Treary and who had agreed to start work with us: Richard Hamburger,
the Dutch legal expert, afund ofplain good sense and a source ofvaluable
advice; Cesare Balladore-Pallieri, a capable and conscientious Italian civil
servant with a great organizing gift; Rolf Vagenfuhr, economic adviser
to the German tade unions, with an ever-growing reputation; Frangois
Vinck, a Belgian coal expert, full of dynamism and earthy common sense;
Tony Rollmann, a Luxembourg steel expert of international renou/n.
As a team, they were glad to work with Uri, whose iirventive mind and
warm heart everyone had come to know. On the very fust day, the
High Authority set these men the ask of forming its organization and
preparing the most urgent steps: its own job was to debate and decide
togethe!. To do so, it needed a secretatiat to co-ordinate and execute its
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decisions; and for this task we recruited a young diplomat who had
distinguished himself on the Dutch delegation at the Schuman Plan
conference. His name was Max Kohnstamm.

Really exceptional qualities were required to inteqpret and give shape
to the thoughts and wishes of a collegiate body made up of nine men from
six diflerent countries, speaking four difierent languages - not to mention
their differences ofcharacter and upbringing. I had never dared to hope
that we should find a single person capable of fulfilling this role, which
was teally a task for the European of the future - or rather, which recalled
the Eutopean of the Renaissance. Kohnstamm was able to understand the
Ftench, the Germans, and the British in their own languages, as well as
his compatriots in theirs; he was also familiar with their literature and
their press. The misunderstandings to which we u/ere liable owing to
ignorance of each other's customs held no pitfalls for him: he was an
invaluable intermediary. Everyone was impressed by his great open-
mindedness and his deep moral qualities. I found in him a colleague and
a friend, unshakeably and permanently loyal.

It was with this small team that we were to tackle the most urgent
tasks: drawing up a balance-sheet of the Community's coal and steel
ouqput, making our first outside contacts, and helping to establish the
other institutions within the time-limits set by the Tteaty. On every one
of these points, the approach we adopted would commit us for the
future; so from the first we had to consider very carefully our decisions'
long-term effect. To draw up our comprehensive balance-sheet, we had
to call in as many national experts as we could. Three hundred of them
came within a feur weeks - while we had no more than ten peoplc of
our own to extract ftom them the information uzhich Uri put in his
masterly report. We were strongly tempted to keep with us the best of
the national experts; but we wete wise enough to let them go. They
would come back as soon as they were needed. Within a matter of
months, in fact, these countless comings and goings had made Luxem-
bourg a busy intetnational cen&e, so that we were simultaneously able
to enjoy the peace and quiet of a small principaliry, surrounded by mag-
nificentpine-forests, and to benefit from continual contact with the far
corners of Europe. Our day trippers went away with the feeling that
they had seen pioneers at work, and when they returned home they
helped to spread the word.

Their repeated and consistent travellers' tales fed the legend that a
new race of men was emerging in the Luxembourg institutions, as if in
a labotatoryi and this not unnaturally wotried those who suspected us
of being a technocracy cut off from national life and exerting broad,
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unconuolled powers. There was no doubt that something new and
powerful was taking shape within oru team: it was a European attitude,
the fruit of working together and above all of having to reacha cornmon
conclusion after long discussion and widesptead consultations. This
European attitude challenged old habits of thought; but if it prevailed,
it was certainly not by virtue of technocratic authority. That we did not
possess; and the European Commission of today is protected from
technocracy by the very nature of its power - the power to propose and
consult rather than to decide. The influence of which Luxembourg was
the centre derived from the force of example which enthusiastic men
from six countries, all talking in the same terms, exerted on their com-
patriots. Among these men, everything was simple: the only difficulty
lay in the problems they tackled and solved. There were no language
barriers or psychological obstacles that the Community did not im-
mediately overcome. The experiment had never been tried before; so
how could Europeans divided by frontiers have been expected to feel
their solidarity and look ahead to unity? But now the proof existed;
and among our visitors, many reporters and academics calne from afar
to examine it.

Interest was not confned to the Community countries themselves:
the British were not slow to share it. The day after our arrival in Luxem-
bourg, I received a message from London:

Her Majesty's Government welcome the establishment yesterday of the
High Authority of the European Coal and Steel Community. ... Her
Majesty's Government have on sevetal occasions made clear their support
of the purposes of this Community and their intention to establish thc
closest possiblc association with it as soon as the High Authority is
created.... Her Majesty's Government arc ready at any time to begin
conversations with the President of the High Authority concerning theit
relationship with it.

I replied immediately:

It is a matter of particular satisfaction to me that the 6rst message of
welcome the Community has received should come from the British
Government. I am certain that a close association can quickly be estab-
lished. . . .

Ten days later I was in London, whete in the absence of Anthony Edcn
I had talks with Plowden and Sir Roger Makins, Deputy Under-Secreary
at the Foreign Office*. Makins welcomed me with the words:

'Now that you are a fact, we shall deal with you.'
* Latcr Lord Shcrfield.
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It had taken less than two years for the prediction I had made to
Sir Staf,otd Cripps to come true. The British were looking at a Europe
which existed, and they were moving tou/ards it. A UK Delegation was
ready to leave for Luxembourg, led by Sir Cecil Weir, a Scot with white
hairand amischievous smile, verydown-to-earth but also very dignified.
Britain could not have made a better choice, or one more agreeable to
me. Sir Cecil had 

^ 
gre t reputation, and his appointment showed that

the Government took us seriously. Moreover, by sending so experi-
enced a man, and one who had undertaken important international
assignments tfter a successful career in industry, Bdtain was opening
the way to further developments which it was up to us to eocourage.

I had not yet made up my mind about what those developments should
be. In a letter to me on August 29, Eden wrote:

The task of the Delegation will be to lay the foundations for an intimate
and enduring association between the Community and the United
ICngdom.

The British do not use words lighdy, and 'an intimate and enduring
association' meaot a serious commitment, whose content would be
arrived at empirically, as is the British v/ay. I was ready for the most
liberal amount of empiricism in this new situation, where we ourselves
had yet to fathom what the real problems were.

'You will be thete to observe how we operate from day to day,' I
told the British. 'Nothing will be hidden from you. In so far as you face
the same problems, we shall together seek the forms of relationship
and agreement that will best enable them to be solved in our common
interest. If we find those forms, if we work according to the same rules,
then our Community will develop in harmony with Briain; and one day
this experiment, itself born of action, will reveal possibilities for deeper
union.'

The day when the British were to ioin us was still fat off; but my
immediate concern was that the doors of our institutions should be
open from the start, so that misunderstandings and suspicions could be
dissipated rather than deepened. To tell the truth, I already wanted more
than just a close relationship. A minimum of rules was needed so that,
even if out work were limited to the exchange of information, it would
involve mutual obligations. The British, that is, were welcome to go into
our problems in so far as they were willing to expound their own.
Sir Cecil l7eir and I hit on the formula of a Joint Committee, in which
for two years his very able assisants - James Marjoribanks, Elizabeth
Ackroyd, and Derek Ezr.a - met experts from the ECSC. Eventually,
we concluded a formal Association Agreement with the United King-
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dom. True, it was limited; but it went as far as the British u/ere then
willing to go in committing themselves to Europe.

Our link with America was of a difiercnt kind: we had always had

common interests, and on a plane which enabled our new relationship
to assume a more gcneral and more political form. On the very day we
began work, I rcceived the following message from Acheson:

It is the intention of thc United States to give the Coal and Stcel Com-
munity the strong support that its importance to thc political and econ-
omic uni.fication of Europe warrants. As appropriate under the Trcaty,
the United Statcs will now deal with the Community on coal and stcel

matters.

This official move, which was followed by many othets, recognized the
High Authority as an entity in international law. And when we received
William Draper, the United States' Special Representative in Europe, a

few hours after Sir Cecil Weir's arrival in Luxembourg, there was no
further doubt that the Community was a sovereign body. Draper was

accompanied by Tomlinson, whom he accredited as US Chief Repre-

sentative. In my speech of welcome I told them:
'I cannot help tccalling that historic occasion when the nations of

Eutope welcomed the 6tst Ambassadors from America, and thereby
gavc stlong supPort to thc nascent United States. In those years, when
the thirtcen States of your continent were forming the United Sates of
Amcrica, they needed fricnds to help thcm overcome the immensc
difrcultics thcy faced. To succecd in what we have undertakcn, u/c too
necdfriends....'

Some months later, our friendship was still furthcr strengthened.
Whcn Eisenhower was elected President, he appointed Foster Dulles
as his Secreary of State, and both of them asked David Bruce to serve

once more in Europc. On February t9, r9J), Dulles cabled me:

I havc tried unsucccssfully to telephone you to inform you that David
Brucc is today being appointed as US Representative to the Coal and
Stccl C-ommuaity and US obscrvcr to the EuroPean Defencc Com-
munity Interim Committec. This aPPointment is of coursc indicative of
thc great importancc which the President and thc US Govcrnmcnt
attach to thcsc movements in Europe to dcvelop a uni.6ed six-nation
Commuaity. I know that you will be as pleased as we ore that Brucc has

egrccd to servc in the above capacity.

Previously, Dullcs had wanted to see our progress for himself, and on his
first trip to Europe his Flying Fortress had landed in Luxembourg. He
had come to see with his own eyes these new beginnings in the Old
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World. Before he left, on afreezingnight in February 195 3, he talked to
us with inspiring faith about the enteqprise we had launched. He grew
so eloquent that he broke offwith a smile and said:

'You must think I'm preaching a sermon! But if I,m preaching, it,s
from your own Bible. All I'm doing is paraphrasing the Preamble ofyour
Treaty.'

It was true: he knew every word of it; and above all he recognized in
it the tradition which the Founding Fathers had enshrined in the US
Constitution, and which v/as so vividly alive in his heart.

We no longer had to win our new-found sovereignty: it had been
acknowledged; but to maintain it we had to exercise it. First, we had to
complete the Community by setting up the other Institutions - the
Council of Ministers, the Assembly, and the Court of Justice: this was
part of the High Authoriry's task. According to the 'keaty,I had to
convoke the Assembly one month after our o.wn assumption of office.
Seemingly, this was simple: the six countties'Parliaments had appointed
their delegates, the date was fxed, and the place - Strasbourg - had beert
settled by the Ministers in July. But this last decision was heavy with
ambiguity. I7e had scarcely been in office a few weeks before we u/ere
drawn into a confict with the Council of Europe; and the dispute was
more than merely formal: what was at stake was the independence of the
Community itself. The Council of Europe saw the convocation of our
Assembly as an oppornrnity to put into practice the so-called 'Eden Plan,
launched a few months earlier, about which there had been much
indecisive talk. Like the ill-fated Macmillan Plan of r9ro, this was an
attempt to water the Community down by including it in the Council of
Eutope. The latter had a Secretary-General, Camille Paris, who was not
without authority: he had tailored his appointment to fit his own ambi-
tions. He thought he was in a position to do battle and - with or without
Government backing, I cannot tell - he pushed ahead very boldly,
claiming that he and his staff should act as the Sesetariat fot the meet-
ings of the new Community Assembly. I had little difficulty in convincing
my colleagues on the High Authority that this offer of technical assist-
ance was merely a pretext for the Council of Europe to take over our
padiamentary and ministerial institutions. We therefote decided to ask
the Secretaries-General of the six national Padiaments to organize this
first session, at which the Assembly itself would decide on its o*.,
administrative structure. It so happened that the Secretary-General of the
French National AssemblS Emile Blamont, enjoyed great influence in
these professional circles. !7e asked him to orgaruze a meeting of his
colleagues, which he did with remarkable efficiency and speed. He *as
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a brilliant administrator - and no less obstinate than Camille Paris. In
case the dispute was not setded in time, he sought out another meeting-
place in Strasbourg - since the session had to take place there; and by
prodigious feats of improvisation, he arranged alternative quarters at
the Chamber of Commerce.

As was to be expected, once we had made plain oul determination to
meet elsewhete if necessary, the Council of Europe 's assembly-chamber
was offered to us unconditionally. That u/as on September 1, r952, and
the Community's Assembly was due to meet on September ro. It was in
everyone's interest that it should do so in the vast semi-circular
Robertsau - where it continued to hold its sessions for more than twenty
yeats. Blamont reassembled the arrangements as efficiendy as he had dis-
mantled them; and on the prescribed day the Assemblywas able to begin
its sovereign debates. Iflith that, the 'Eden Plan' ceased to cxist. The
political nature of the six-nation Community had just been cleatly
established, moreover, by the Council of Ministers, which had held its
first meeting on the previous day in Luxembourg.

Alphabetical order of the countries' names in French gave Germany
the chait at this inaugural meeting of the Council. Adenauerwas there,
with Hallstein; around the table were Van Zeeland, Schuman, de
Gasperi, Bech, and Stikker. Adenauer explained how he saw the role
of the Council it has nevcr been better explained, indeed, than at that
first meeting:

'The Council stands at the crossroads of two kinds of sovereignty,
national and supranational. . . . I7hile it must safeguard the national
interests of the member States, it must not regard this as its paramount
task. Its paramount task is to promote the interests of the Community;
and, unless it does so, the Community will not develop. That is why the
Council will leave the Cornmunity's supranational institution - the
High Authority-agtettdeqree offreedom to develop. In cerain circum-
stances, the Council will have to create that freedom. . . .'

That was indeed the nature - and the reality - of the Council of thc
fust European Community. In my reply, I was still more precise:

'The Council's task is to arrive at a common view, not to seek a com-
promise between national interests. In the area covcred by the Treaty,
you will find yourselves associated in the exercise ofthe new sovereignty
that will characterize the Community.'

We were to prove that this genuinely federd balance of institutions
was healthy and productive. But was it necessary to go further, at once,
towards political union? Since thc appearance of the EDC project,
many people thought so; and they werc looking for an opportunity to
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make Europe take the next decisive step. One of them vzas Alcide
de Gasperi. He was a distinguished and discriminating man, whose
selfless decisions and profound unity of pulpose with Adenauer and
Schuman were respected in his ov/n country and throughout Europe.
He looked austere, but on closer acquaintance revealed both sensitivity
and warmth. He had teahzed that if Italy was to play a role in Europe
equal to that of the more indusuialized states, the political process
implicit in the first European Treaties must be speeded up. The
Eutopean Defence Community, moreover, involved such great responsi-
bilities that it called for a Government capable of taking the supreme
decisions in the name of all Europeans. This was the argument de
Gasperi never tired of repeating:

'The European Army is not an end in itself: it is the instrument of a
patriotic foreign policy. But European patriotism can develop only in
a federal Europe.'

It was to reach this goal as rapidly as possible that he had had Article
38 included in the EDC Treaty, providing for its Assembly to be elected
by universal sufirage and called upon to work out a federal constitution,
based on the separation of powers and endowed with a two-chamber
Parliament. But the Treaty seemed unlikely to be ratified for some tirne;
so de Gaspeti secured Schuman's backing for the idea that this ask be
entrusted to the ECSC Assembly as soon as it was set up.

The Six Ministers accepted this plan at the meeting in Luxembourg on
Septemben o, 19j2. The new Assembly was given six months to per-
form its new task. Next day, in Sttasbourg, it asked its best-qualified
members to form the so-called ad hoc Consirutional Committee. There
was indeed no lack of eminent men in this first Padiament of Europe.
Heinrich von Brentano and Paul-Henri Spaak vied with each other for
the Presidency. Some months eadier, Spaak had caused a stir in this very
chamber by resigning from the chairmanship of the Council of Europe's
Consultative Assembly, which he had denounced as inefiective. He
knew that the ECSC Assembly, on the other hand, would be a forum
v/orthy of his European convictions and his great oratorical gifts. He
was elected; and although the ballot was secret it was akeady obvious
that the Assembly's members had voted according to their political
affinities, not by nationality. IJThen I rose to begin the ftst political
speech I had ever made, I found myself facing men long expedenced in
the padiamentary traditions of their own countries, but all kin&ed
spitits and alike, too, in their deep atachment to democracy: rU7illi

Birkelbach, Gerhard Kreyssig, Erich Ollenhauer, Herbert Wehner,
Alain Poher, Pierre-Henri Teitgen, Maurice Faure, Pierre ITigny,
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Fernand Dehousse, Thio kftvre, Marinus Van der Goes Van Naters,
Lodovico Benvenuti, and many more. They had a gre t deal to teach me

about the undedying realities of Eutopean politics - which did not yet
include a full au/areness of Europe. From me they were to learn patience,
and the method wheteby a common awareness could gradually be
formed.

One thing surprised me. These men had iust met for the 6rst time in
a completely novel institution which had still to draw up its own rules

and take the measure ofits tasks and its resources; yet already they v/ere
looking ahead to a new, vaster, and more distant enterprise. They were
ardent spirits, and they would work well. I was no less ardent: I too
believed that we must build a federal Europe. But at this very moment'
when they had just assumed colporate existence and thereby, as it were,
made the High Authority politicatly responsible, I was concerned ex-
clusively with laying solid foundations for this first enteqprise, which
would later make possible all the rest. I knew that the road to European
unity would be long, and that we should have to Pass many milestones,
each marking concrcte but nccessarily partial progress. I wished every
success to the ad boc Committee, where I knew that leading iurists like
Dehousse and Teitgen, who were also considerable orators, would do
remarkable work; but I followed it onlyfrom a distance. Nothing lasting
would be achicved unless the High Authority cxercised its power of
decision and the Common Assembly its right of dcmocratic control; and
this would akc longcr than the six months the constitutionalists had for
thcir work. To tell the truth, I thought that it was more important to be

an 'institutionalist' - in the sense of being vigilant about the institutions
alrcady set up by the ECSC Treaty.

'Our common supranational institutions,' I told the Assembly, 'are
still weak and fragile. Our duty is to respect and dcvelop them, and to
give them the strength to resist the temptation to temporize. Since these

institutions were set up, the Europe we vant to bequeath to our chil&en
has begun to be a living reality.'

In the end, what I had to make clear to these men, still fresh from their
national Padiaments, was simple: but it would be a long time before
they felt it in thcir bones. Europe, that is, would be built by thc same
process as each of our national States - by esablishing among nations
a new telationship comparable to that which exists arhong the citizens
of any democratic country: equality, organized by cosrmon institutions.
In Europe, this process had barely begun. It would be slow and difficult.
I had no doubts about my audience's goodwill. But in conclusion I
reminded the Assembly:
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'The union of Eutope cannot be based on goodwill alone. Rules are
needed. The tragic events we have lived through and are still witnessing
may have made us wiser. But men pass avay; others will take our place.
We cannot bequeath them our personal experience. That will die with
us. But we can leave them institutions. The life of institutions is longer
than that of men: if they are u,ell built, they can accumulate and handon
the wisdom of succeeding generations.'

Some of our common rules were laid down in the Treaty; but others
we should have to agree on in the course of our daily work. The Treaty's
rules had the sanction of law, under the authority of the Court which
was soon set up. Its President was a very eminent Italian jurist, Massimo
Pilotti, a wise old man who gave the Court great prestige. Advocate-
General Maurice Lagrange, who had as it were conceived the Court of
Justice, gave it solidityand strength. And Jacques Rueff, with his fellow-
Judges, helped to establish a new form of jurisprudence, in which law
and economic reality balanced each other in full conformity with the
letter and spirit of the Treaty. Throughout the Community, I have never
known a ruling of the Court to be challenged or ignored. This exemplary
institution still performs its duties, in the calm of Luxembourg, discreedy
but fumly, like the men who have served it over the years. Later, Robert
Lecoutt was appointed President. Rarely have Governments made a
better unanimous choice.

As for the rules that guided our daily wotk in the High Authority,
they had no sanction other than success or failure. They had to be
invented out of nothing: we had to build up an organization where
nationalities would mingle, and one language would be as good as
another. Ttre lessons I had learned from international organizations
taught me above all what errors to avoid. I had found that there was
usually an irresistible tendency to set up an administration with all the
features of a national civil service - which already existed elsewhere. This,
combined with the desire to achieve balance between the nationals of all
the member States, often led to a proliferation of staff and to internal
divisions which hindered the flow of ideas. The only experience I cared
to copy, in fact, 'was that of the League of Nations Secretariat in the days
before I left it. But would it be possible to borrow from so mighty a
machine only its small, powerful motor ? I wanted at least to try. In the
fust few months, therefore, we recruited very sparingly. I personally
interviewed all the candidates; I consulted my colleagues about them;
and I took decisions, I must confess, only after much hesitation. Every
organism has its own natural rate of growth, To preserve its character,
ours had to absorb new elements slowly. And there was good reason to
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be exacting in our demands. People came to the High Authority because
it was an inspiring veohrrer but it would remain so only if those we
recruited were up to the mark. Uttle by little, our first nudeus expanded.
On the recomrnendation of Lagrange, I took on a young Master of
Requests in the French Council of State, Michel Gaudet, to give proper
legal form to our legislative acts. But could their form be separated from
their content? Almost without realizing it, I was adding to our machine
a constant regulating element, whose paramount imporance I had
underestimated before. Thanks to Gaudet and his German counte{part,
Robett Kravelicki, the Treaty became a pefirranent element in our
institutions and decisions; and if its presence was sometimes a burden,
it also contributed clarity and strength. Working devotedly together,
Gaudet and Kravelicki greatly assisted the organic development of
European law.

If the High Authority was to become a source of new wealth for firms
and workets in coal and steel, it had to have an overall financial policy.
Under the Treaty it enjoyed a large revenue, drawn from a levy on
production; but this, I thought, could be increased if it were regarded as

security against which the Community could raise public and private
international loans. Who would have the imagination and skill to
develop such a policy? At the French Planning Commissatiat, I had
abeady had occasion to appreciate the lively practical intelligence of
Jean Guyot, a young Inspecterr des fnannr who seemed to me to have the
makings of. a grat financier. I gave him his opportunity: he gave us
ours. I have no regrets about having obeycd my instincts and given him
so great a responsibility at thc agc of only thirty-one. He fulfilled it with
that superb ability which he himself never completely trusted: no doubt
it was because he cubed his naturd facility and ambition that I had so
high an opinion of him. He remained onc of my most faithful and reliable
colleagues.

Then came those indomiable young men who were to be the pioneers
in our European administration, an 6lite corps that was a match for any
diffictlties: Edmund Wellenstein, Fernand Spaak, \Tinrich Behr,
Jacques-Ren€ Rabiet, Antoine Chastenet. Each bore the matks of his
national upbringing, but all were equally dedicated to the common task.
Its urgency encoutaged tea[lwork: busy people have no taste for in-
fighting. To be on the safe side, we did not divide our wotk between thc
coal and stcel sectors, but dealt with both in a single Market Directorate,
headed by Frangois Vinck, Hennann Dehnen, and Tony Rollmann, all
acting as one. In the transport department, two equally e-Fedenced rail
specialists, Werner Klaer and Roger Flutter, one German and the other
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Ftench, sat opposite each other in the same office. They recognized and
confessed the ways in which, in their national rail systems, thcy had both
manipulatcd frcight-rates to distort free competition. Together, in the
closcst collaboration, they now spent months undoing a skein of national
discrimination. Gradually, all levels of our administration were Per-
meated by this new spirit. Since we wotked in four languages, our staff
was swelled by translators and interpreters. While the normal working
language was French, I could talk with the German Vice-Presidcnt,
Fraaz E;:a;el, only in English or tl-rrough out constant interpretcr, thc
admirable Ursula W'enmackets.

Frlulein lTenmackers, who met a ::tagically eady death in a road
accident, was as talented as she was devoted. She was a witness to evcry
momcnt of the e#orts that Etzel and I made to examine together and
joindy solve the problems which might, if we were not careful, once
more divide Germany from Ftance. From the very fitst day, I decided
that my door would always be open to my colleagues, and I saw to it
that Ezel was almost always with me. I never received any important
visitors without inviting him in, and I took no decision without con-
sulting him. I ldt him no time to nurture suspicions, and in all circum-
sances treated him as an equal. He was a man who understood and
appreciated an attitude of tmst, provided that it was sincere. Today, itis
hard to remember or imagine how much Germany then needed rc-
essurance. Through Etzel's rapidly growing influence, the German
Government discovcred a new kind of telationship between pcoples -
the simplest and most fruitful: that of open doors and ftank discussion.

I by no means underestimated the importance of the decisions we
were taking together for the market in coal; but above all I knew that
our example, which was followed by our colleagues, would have a
significance far wider and longer-lived than the BCSC itself. If we
succeeded in proving that men ftom di.fferent countries could follow thc
same text, wotk on thc same problem with the same daa, and climinatc
dl ulterior motives and mutual suspicions, then we should have helped
to change the course ofinternational relations. So wc had to succeedl

and each of us felt this so profoundly that the teamtrqined in Luxem-
bourg acquitcd a great force of example, which affected people's way of
thinking in the broader areas ofpolitics, the civil service, the universitics,
the trade unions, and business &cles, wherever the Community's
infuence reached. Starting from there, many other changcs would
become possible. But should we be able to overcome the first obstaclcs,
and open the common market for coal and steel?

For coal, thc necessary conditions were met; and six months after wc
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had begun work, as the Treaty required, I was able to announce over
the radio:

'Since this morning, February ro, rgtr, there has no longer been
Belgian, Dutch, French, German, Italian, or Luxembourg coal, but only
European coal, fowing freely among our six countries as if they were
one.'

The fact that everyone could now obtain coal from the supplier of
his choice and at the best price, throughout the Community, marked the
end of an epoch in which everything had been organized otherwise, to
restrict consumers'free choice and discriminate among them according
to their nationality or their membership of this or that group. In retro-
spect, it is hard to realize the effect of such a change, because the new
situation now seems so normal that one can hardly imagine the absurd
system it replaced. The Europe ofsovereign States abounded in absurd
regulations which were legitimate in a context of national rivdry. No
higher law or authority could have abolished them, except that of force.
The only efiective remedy was to change the context, to create a broader
form of sovereigntyin which the object of rivalrywas sharedin common.
That done, the absurd rules collapsed, virtually of their own accord. This
is what happened in the ECSC. And if in the Europe of rhc Common
Market today many absurd national rules still remain, they are all fated
to disappear by the same process of attrition, as the delegation of
sovereignty to conrmon institutions proceeds.

The common market for steel was due to open a month later than that
fot coal. The deadline was approaching when, one day, Uri askcd to see
me urgendy.

'We're going to face a mtjor ctisis,' he said. 'The Germans are
starting up a great campaign about turnover taxes. They want to
challenge the whole present system, whichis based on taxing a productin
the counuy where it's consumed.'

'Give me an example,'I said.
'Well, German steel in Germany pays to/o. lVhen it's exported to

France, it's exempted from the 5o/o,butit pays our tar( - which is z7o/o.
In the opposite direction, it's the other way round. In reality, if one goes
into it deeply, there's not all that much difference; and what difference
there is refects the disparity in exchange rates. But the Germans look as
if they'te being discriminated against, and they're beginning to shout
about it.'

I tealized that we were heading for serious difficulties. The Germans
would be exasperatcd if they felt, rightly or wrongly, that they were tlre
victims of injustice.
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'Did they raise the question during the negotiations ?' I asked.
'Never,' said Uri. 'No one saw any problem - probably becausc there

isn't one.'
'That may be so, but it looks as if there is. Since there's to be a common

market, there will no longer be any imports or exports between the
countries inside it; so only the tax of the country of origin ought to be
paid. At any tate, t'hat's what the Germans will say.'

That, in fact, was the argument that Etzel put to his colleagues on the
High Authority shordy afterwards. No one was able to persuade him
that, until taxes were harmonized or the common market was extended
to all goods, difierences would continue and would justify corrective
measures. Ezel had convinced himself by a completely diIferent set of
erguments, based on the principle of non-discrimination; but the upshot
would have been to give German steel an immense tax advantage in
Eutope. He was patendy sincere, and his views were shared by part of
German public opinion, which became greatly incensed. Late one
evening, we thought we had convinced him; but the next morning he
had changed his mind again, and what he said was massively supported
by Germany's industry, trade unions, and press. The High Authority
and the Council of Ministers saw dtamatic scenes. In the cLcumstances,
we could not think of opening the common market in steel, except by
outvoting Ezel and Potthoff. We were empowered to do so, since the
High Authority's decisions could be taken by majority vote. But I had
made it a rule that no important decision should be reached in conditions
of confict. To force through a decision without having convinced those
of my colleagues who were most direcdy concerned would not in my
view have been a victory, but a defeat. u7'e had to continue our efiorts at
persuasion, and try one form of argument after another. Meanwhile, I
decided to impose a two months'delay on the common market for steel.

Perhaps economic theory was not sufHciently developed at that time
to formulate cleatly what everyone felt as a matter of common sense,

and what under the name of 'harmonization' has become cuffent
practice in the Common Market today. W'e were still moving forward in
the labyrinth which several generations had built between conttasting
and rival national systems. Our task was to blzzethe trail by removing
physical and mental barriers. The tax question was forcing the High
Authority to develop its ideas more rapidly, and I knew that the
Cornmunity would be changed by it - for better or.for worse. I proposed
consulting the best authorities on the subject. Jan Tinbergen's was the
name that everyone thought of; we also recruited an Italian, a Belgian,
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and an Englishman.* All four were quite outside the present dispute.
After an inquiry in depth, in which all parties *ere able to stateiheir
case, and which had further fruidul consequences, our independent
advisers reached the same conclusion as the majority of meribers of
the High Authority. Although still not wholly convinced, Ezel and
Potthoffwithdrew their objections, and the crisis subsided as quickly as
it had arisen. The question was never raised again.

I have recalled this forgotten technical affair in some detail because it
was the Community's first big test, and because the experience was not
Iost on us' I realized at that time that the rule of maiority voting was the
best way of reaching unanimous agreement, becausi it led towards
decisions, and the prospect could bring those in the minodty to see
reason. But reason also required that the majority should noi use its
power to impose its views, or at least should not do so without ex_
haustive discussion. The role of the community institutions is to reach
decisions; but it is also, and above all, to organize the discussion and
carry itfar errough for everyone to understand and respect the other side's
point of view, even if it be tejected at the end of the day. Some years
afterward, when Etzel had become German Finance Miniiter, he tarked
to me about our first dispute, which for a time had made him wonder
whether my colleagues and I were acting in good faith.

'I was wrong,' he said. 'Everphing proves that, because in the
Common Market today it's Germany that's teforming her tax system.
But at that time we were not prepated to go to the root of the probl"*,
and we couldn't resist the chance of gaining 

"r, orr.r,oih.l-irrg
advantage.'

An overwhelming advantage v/as the temptation that nature, circum-
stances, good fortune, or war had always previously ofiered one State
or another in its relations with the test. The community that v/e.were
building removed such chance temptations by corecting natural in-
equalities and re-establishing competitive conditions that-were fair to
everyone. This was the aim of the rules which the Treaty,s signatories
had accepted and which the institutions were called upon i=o apply.
But to change attitudes I was relying as much on the spiriiof the ruies as
on their legal force; or mther, I knew that men who are placed in new
practical circumstances, or subjected to a new set of obligations, adapt
their behaviour and become different. Ifthe new contextis better, thiy
themselves become better: that is the whole rationale of the European
* F. di Fenizio from Padua, L6on Dupriez from Louvain, and V. B. Reddaway
from Cambridge; they were assisted by six experts, one from each Community
countty.
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Community, and the Process of civilization itself. The difficulties that
Europeans still encounter evety day in their relations with each other

should not mislead us: those difficulties are nou/ internal problems,

similar to those which we normally solve, within our countries, by dis-

cussion and freely agreed decisions. Like all political systems, the

Community cannot prevent problems arising; but it offets a framework
and a means fot solving them peacefully. This is a fundamental change

by comparison with the past - the very recent Past.' 
In FJbruaty ryt, the Getmans may for a time have dreamed of flood-

ing Europe with their steel. They changed their minds as soon as it
beiame clear that this rvould not be playrng the game. At any time of
serious crisis, the same thing happens: when a member of the Community
sees that it is likely to be isolated, it knows that wotk together will have

to go on; and its own self-interest requires that agreement be teached.

The fact is that everyone's self-interest is involved in the common
interest. In the present instance, the High Authority had fulfilled its
role: it had made a proposal, held long consultations, and then reached a

decision. The common market for steel was opened on April r, and there

was no disruption: instead, there was a balanced increase in trade, and

cyclical downturns no longer spelt disaster for the less favoured
industries. The common market tempered the effect of crises which it
could not altogether avoid; and above all the Community Protected
workpeople by means of reconvcrsion and retraining funds, financed

fromlts o*t resoorces. Those resources, which also assisted investment

for modernizing industry - both directly and by guaranteeing loans -
came from the European tax that we were empowered to levy on coal

and steel ptoduction. This was the institutions' guarantee of indepen-
dence. If the High Authority made a bold beginning, this was pardy on
account of its financial autonomy.

The High Authority's wealth was also Europe's, in that the levy could

act as security for large-scale loans. I knew that we could ofler American

capital first-class guarantees, better than those of the sq>arate member

States. But it took time.

Jean Guyot brilliantly conducted the negotiation which led in April
,9\4t the signing of a loan agreement between the High Authority and

the US Goveinmint, for $room. at the lo'd/ interest-rate of. y7o/o. At
that time, no Government could have obtained such favourable terms.

Our credit was now well-established, and we could alteady think of
borrowing on the Private capital market. However, the most difficult
part of our task still remained. This was to persuade industry,to inwcst,

and to use for the purpose the High Authority's excePtionally advan-
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tageous loans. The same power which reassured our American creditors
still disquieted European steelmakets.

The trade unions, however, took a much more positive attitude to-
ward the High Authority's power and resources. Except for the
Communists, all thc maior labour unions saw the advantages they could
derive from the proper implementation of the ECSC Trcaty -
advantages for workers in coal and steel, who now cnjoyed guaranteed
employment and were no longer at the mercy of much-needed tech-
nological change. In the past, modernization had too often been
achieved at the cost of unemployment, and too often delayed by fear of
social disruption. It meant closing 6rms that were cleady not competitive
and moving some cenEes of production. But what would happcn to
workers in those firms? How would those who moved to expanding
areas be resettled? The ECSC had not created these problems: it had
tevealed them; but at the same time it provided means of solving them,
by financing reraining and rcsettlement for those hit by technological
unemployment, by rehousing them where necessary, md by helping to
modernize uncompetitive indusuies. All this, which today seems

commonplace, was then a bold experiment, which everyone watched
with passionate interest, because it was cleatly the key to future economic
and social ptogress.

In fact, we ventured further in this direction than ever before or since,
and the ECSC's retraining, resettlement, and housing plogrammes
remain modds of their kind. But the trade unions were also looking
ahead. They saw in the Community's development the promise of lcss
costly and more abundant production, with the assurance that lower
prices would not be achieved at the expense of wages. This Treaty pledge,
they felt sure, could not be limited to coal and steel, but must become a

general rule. The clearest-sighted among them realized that the High
Authority ofiered them apowerful means of action, in that it madepublic
daa which had previously been disguised or only patchily perceived.
Our statistical inquirics at European level produced suqpdsing revela-
tions in the most obvious fields. \tr7alter Freitag, the Ptesident of the
DGB, told me:

'Our members didn't even know the state of wages in Germany.
Now, they can compare them with wages in France, Belgium, and so
on.'

The trade union victories and the genetal levelling-up that have taken
place since thenin Common Market Europewouldhave beenimpossible
without such comparative data.

The to-ing and fro-ing of people and information around the High
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Authority also enabled the labout unions to get to know each other and
recognize their common interests. Very soon, the Free and Christian
trade unions each established in Luxembourg their own very active
liaison bureaux, and they took great advantage of our invitation to look
over our shoulders at what we were doing. In the Consultative Com-
mittee, they were self-assured enough to deal as equals with the pro-
ducers; and if the Committee never became an arefia of confrontation,
it was because men who previously had always been on opposite sides
were now sitting round the table together, facing problems which they
all found novel and which now for the first time u/ere common to them
all. This proved once again that major psychological changes, which
some seek through violent revolution, can be achieved very peacefully
if men's minds can be directed towards the point where their interests
converge. That point always exists: but it takes trouble to find it.

We took a great deal of trouble, in fact, to keep to the deadlines u/e
had imposed on ourselves. One by one, the barriers were removed and
the prophecies of doom were confounded. Production and trade in-
creased; and steel prices, resisting cyclical pressure, rose far less rapidly
than elsewhere in the world. The Italian steel industry flourished beyond
all expectations, while the Belgian coalmines overcame their previous
backwardness with help from their more advanced competitors.
Producers, with a general picture of the Community's needs before them,
were able to invest wisely; and consumers, novr' at last publicly informed
of the real price situation, could choose where to purchase their supplies.
But the success of the ECSC went far beyond these material achieve-
ments. It meant that frontier barriers were definitively on the v/ay out,
that sovereignty could be delegated, and that conunon institutions
worked well. This proof temained valid even when the inevitable
difficulties arose. It was more valid still in later economic crises, which
the Common Market overcame better than its separate member States
could have done. Above all, it was now clear that the ECSC method
was indeed the way to establish the greatest solidarity among peoples.
I spelled out the lesson before the Common Assembly:

'We can never sufficiendy emphasize that the six Community countries
are the fore-runners ofa broader united Europe, whose bounds are set
only by those who have not yet ioined. Our Community is not a coal
and steel producers' association: it is the beginning ofEurope.'

The beginning of Europe was a political conception; but, even more,
it was a moral idea. Europeans had gradually lost the ability to live to-
gether and combine their creative strength. There seemed to be decline
in their contribution to progress and to the civilization which they
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themselves had created - doubdess because in a changing wodd they no
longer had institutions capable of leading them ahead. National
institutions had proved that they were ill-adapted to this task. The new
Community institutions, it seemed to me, were the only vehicle through
which Europeans could once more deploy the exceptional qualities
they had displayed in times past; and I did my best to make my listenets
in the Assembly share this view:

'A long time ago, I was struck by an observation made by the Swiss

philosopher HenriFrdddric AmieL "Each man's experience starts again
from the beginning. Only institutions grow wiser: they accumulate
collective experience; and, owing to this experience and this wisdom,
men subiect to the same rules will not see their own nature changing,
but their behaviour gradually transformed." If justification were needed
for our common institutions, that is it. I7hen I think that Frenchmen,
Germans, Belgians, Dutchmen, Italians, and Luxembourgers are obey-
ing the same rules and, by doing so, are now seeing their common prob-
lems in the same light; when I refect that this will fundamentally change
their behaviour one to another - then I tell myself that definitive pro-
gress is being made in relations among the countries and peoples of
Europe.'

II
A great test and a new beginning

'Only institutions grow wiser: they accumulate collective experience.'
This process needs time for contact with reality to take effect. But in a
limited 6eld, among a group of men united for a common purpose and
working hard together, I saw how quickly things could move. I was
sure that the lessons we were learning day aftet day from our difficulties
and our successes would spread far beyond the circle of the ECSC,
which itself was growing ever wider. Gradually, other tasks and other
people would become subject to the same common tules and institutions
- or perhaps to new institutions: it was too eady to say. What seemed
most important to me was that ow experience should gtadually spread
by osmosis; and for this process I should have preferted not to set time-
limits. But we had been taken by surprise: external events had suddenly
speeded up the unification of Europe. Scarcely had the Schuman Plan
seen the light of day than a new situation had suddenly arisen which,
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ldt to itself, might have wrecked the whole project. To this situation, the
only constructive response had seemed to be to pool our armed forces
and our nations' basic strength. We had managed to work out how to
do so on the same model as our existing Plan, within thc same institu-
tional frarnework, thereby remaining faithful to the method described
in the original Schuman Declaration of May g, tgtoi'Europe will not
be built all at once, or as a single whole: it will be built by concrete
achievemcnts which first create de facto solidarity.'

Yet, as we have seen, the European Defence Community proiect,
'concrete' urd'de facto' as it undoubtedly was, forced the pace towards 'a
single whole'. By its very nature it implied common political responsi-
bilities, and its own founding document - its constitution, as it were -
ptovided for simulaneous steps towards a full federal structure. The
Constitutional Committee which had begun wotk in the autumn of
r95 z had managed, by dint of extraordinary efforts, to complete its task
within the time-limit laid down. The men who had devoted six months
of theirlives to this carefully balanced project were on a par with history's
great constitution-makers; and if fate was against them, the imporance
of what they achieved is nevertheless worthy of respect. Nothing that
has been conscientiously made in this way is ever useless: for, by
working together, everyone acquires better knowledge of his partners
and their problems, and he passes it on to others in his turn. Many of the
elements in this first plan for a European Political Community vere to
teappeu in later efforts. One such plan, one day, will exactly fit the bill.
The text submitted to the six Governments on March ro, r9;1, will
then be seen to have been a first model for all the rest.

Re-reading that text, I am struck by how ambitious it is - but also by
its wisdom. Some people remember it as a supranational monstrosity.
Yet it called for no further delegation of soveteignty by the member
States in any field beyond EDC and the ECSC. A common foreign
policy was to be achieved by co-ordinating those of the member States,
and the general Common Market was to be established by successive
agreements. If the constitution-makers were perhaps too cautious on
these points, they were insufficiendy so when they imagined that Euro-
pean unity worald, beginwith the establishment of a federal political system.
Yet this, although premature, was good of its kind. It included a
Peoples' Chamber to be elected by direct universal suftage, and a
Senate, to be elected by the national Padiaments; a five-member
European Executive Council responsible before the two Chambers,
with its President elected by the Senate; a Council of national Ministers,
to act as a link between the European Executive and the member Govcrn-
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mcnts, as in the ECSC; and, 6nally, a Court of Justicc.
Thc proposed system thus rccognized thc redity of the member

Statcs, and provided a link bctwcen them and the devcloping Com-
munity. It was a step in the right direction; but it proposed to go too fast,
without waiting for the force of neccssity to make it seem natural in the
eyes of Europcans. That was why I was in no way suqpriscd at the
reaction it provoked in Georges Bidault. Speaking for thc Council of
Ministers, he told the Sttasbourg Assembly in his most cutting tone:

'Lct us beware, if I may say so, of believing that everything is possible
to the pure in heart. Honesty obliges us to recognizeth^t the ente{Prise
is a vast one, and not without diffic'ulty. Men who are destined, by their
irreproachable attachment to ancient traditions, to make heard the voice
ofthe earth and ofthe dead are troubled by an enterprise which they feat
may finally efiace our fathcrlands. . . .'

All that was hardly cncouraging; and when I heard Bidault invoking
Histor/, I knew that the proiect was doomed:

'It is my pleasure, Gentlemen, to render you the homage that Queen
Elizabeth ttre First addtessed to the founders of an Empire; "Hail to the
seekets after adventutc".'

Coming from Bidault, that was a message of farewell.
Three months previously, in fact, the French Government had under-

gone a change. Rend Mayer had replaced Pinay as Prime Minister; and
to form his Cabinet he had had to ake account o5drq Gaullist deputies'
demands. Although the apparent reasons for successive French Govern-
ment crises were intcrnal political disputes, thc rcal differences emerged
in thc great debate about European integration. For four years, Robert
Schuman had given Europe a certain continuity through his un-
interrupted tenurc of the Foreign Office. Everyone knew that his
convictions were unshakeable; and his political position was still very
strong. Butif theprcmietship of a noted'European'had to bepaid forby
a simplc o<change of pordolios, bringing Bidault back to the Foreign
Office, was this a case of political slippage and a gcnuinc cause for alarm ?

No closc observer could be under any illusion. The nationalists had
made the first breach in a front that had held against thcm since May
r9;o. Ftcnch foreign policy was once more going to vaci.llate. Schuman
had an intimate knowledge of Germany, which had made him approach
things frankly. Bidault, on the other hand, looked on Germany through
the cycs of an historian. Both had fought against Nazi domination; but
each had reacted dif,ercndy to it. Bidault temained insecure. The Euope
hc wanted was a French Eutope : on this point he differed little from thc
Gaullists. I oncc heard him say:
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'Make Europe without destroying France.'
The formula was impeccable, and I might have agreed with it - except

that in his mind it meant refusing any further delegation of sovereignty.
For more than a year, the dispute about EDC had undedain all

political attitudes in France, in the parties, in Parliament, and in the
Government itself. The EDC Treaty, signed in May r9r2, was not
put before the French National Assembly until January r953. Pleven,
Pinay, and Schuman played for time, and I have never really understood
what they were hoping would happen. One thing is certain: they gained
nothing by waiting, because in ry53 the opponents of the Defence
Community joined the majority and entered the Government. From
then on, with safeguard protocols and special preambles to the Treaty,
one concession led to another. The result was to nullify part of the Treaty
and above all to cast doubt on France's determination. Disquiet became
more acute when the crucial National Assembly committees appointed
as their raPPotears Jules Moch and General Marie-Pierre Koenig, both
confumed opponents of EDC. De Gaulle, for his part, announced:

'With or without protocols, the Treaty is totally unacceptable.'
Yet the French Government had to go to a great deal of trouble to

persuade its partners to eccept the protocols. It was in this atmosphere
that the German Bndcstag ratified the Treaty on March t9, r9Jj.
Thereupon, once more, it stopped dead. No sooner had Ren€ Mayer
shown that he intended to push ahead with EDC than its opponents
joined forces against him, and he had to resign. His successor, Joseph
Laniel, was careful to do nothing: he lasted until the fall of Di6n Bi€n
Phri. I myself have sometimes been teproached for not doing more to
prevent things becoming bogged down. But I was far from Paris and
fully occupied in bringing to fruition an enteqprise which everyone saw'
as the advance-guard of Eutopean unffication. If I had spread my efforts,
at the risk of compromising the growth of the ECSC, should I have
been able at least to put some new life into EDC, which was already a
prey to pressures and preconditions? I do not know the answer. But
I do know that to work for the success of the ECSC was my fust duty,
and my only duty if a choice had to be made.

Many writers have wondered whether the EDC Treaty would have
had any chance of securing a majority in the French Patliament in ry11.
I am sulprised that some of them, including some of those best qualified,
think that it would. I have no wish to quarrel with their opinion, but I
cannot share it - for the simple reason that I find it impossible to put a
question in those terms. To wonder what might have happened if
matters had gone otherwise is an exercise of which I am incapable. To
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rewrite history on the basis of hypotheses which were not fulfilled is not
only a vain effore in my view, it makes no sense. I have scarcely ever
been known to seek out who or what was responsible for things that
have happened, and still less for things that have not happened. If succes-
sive French Goveroments neverthoughtthe timewas ripe for submitting
the EDC Trc*y to Padiament, who can say that they were well or
badly informed? What is certain is that the time findly chosen was
wrong. Thrown into consternation by the drama of the war in Indo-
china, the French were temporarily unable to look clearly at their future.
Pierre Mendds-France, who seemed to very many people a man of
destiny, was not prepared to face and solve several problems at a time.
Among the priorities which he chose, or which events imposed upon
him, Europe had no place.

He and I exchanged sevetal personal letters during the last days of
August, 1954, just before the EDC debate in the Chamber. On both
sides, they reveal gteat anguish, the feeling tllat we were heading
rapidly towards an accident; and my reproaches, like Mend0s-France's
debates with his conscience, were all in vain.

For France, the EDC dispute was a painful parting of thc ways. The
forces of the past and those of the future tore the country apart; and in
the confirsed debate it was the fotmer that pfevailed. But the decision
was reached democratically, so it has to be accepted. Is there any point,
therefore, in criticizing those who had not fully enlightened the public
about the true choice that faced France's representatives - a European
Army or a German army? I am not accusing anyone in particular: no
one was master of events when the moment of truth came. In fact, the
cutrents of opinion that clashed so tumultuously in August r9r4 were
long-established; they were also to be long-lived. The clash was merely a
litde sharper than many others in the Community's history. Many people
saw it as a cataclysm; but although I was very disappointed, I did not
believe that the French National Assembly's reiection of EDC marked
the end of Europe. Once again, I had to explain to my friends that the
only true defeats are those that onc accepts. !7e had underestimated
the strength of the nationalist curtent; and perhaps it v/as salutary to
have aken its measure at the flood. 'We now needcd time to build
more solidly.

Whatever the opponents of EDC may have said, or some people
may have believed, by reiecting integration they werc not preventing
German rearmament. The negative vote of August )o, r9J4, put thc
clock back fout years, to that samc season in r9;o when the re-esablish-
ment of a German army had secmcd ineviable. Thc collapse of the
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patiently-built structure in which we had hoped to merge Germany's
military contribution with those of other countries meant that a German
army was now free to develop autonomously. Now, Adenauer's great
political wisdom was the only protection against the danger we had
sought to avoid. Until the last moment, he had beseeched his partners not
to allow the restoration of a German national High Command. The
French Padiament's decision afiected him deeply; but he at once reacted
as a statesman: the crisis had to be overcome, and an interim solution had
to be found which would safeguard the building of Europe. It was
British diplomary that found the solution: by blocking her own policy,
France had lost the initiative to Anthony Eden. As British Foreign Sec-
tetary, and soon to be Prime Minister, Eden saw the opportunity to act
as arbiter on the continent, and substitute for the European Army a
policy of co-operation. The resultant Paris Agreements setting up
'Western European Union made it possible for Germany to join a tradi-
tional military alliance between national armies financed by national
budgets and run by national High Commands. That was the reality: the
rest was no more than a feeble co-ordinating stfuctufe doomed to a
vegetative existence.

The failue of EDC created a vacuum, but it in no way changed the
nature of things. A coalition had been formed in France between
opponents of the very principle of integration and advocates of a
neutrality who found it hard to evolve a positive policy; and both had
joined in temporary alliance with war veterans who refused to forgive
and forget. Now, this negative coalition dissolved. But the need to build
Eutopc remained; and repeated overtures from Moscow, to which some
people now wished to subordinate the further integration of the !(est,
were no good reason for changing course. I had long been convinced
that, ais-d-uis the Russians, the only reasonable attitude was to organize
ourselves without speculating about their secret intentions or their
possible response. To remain divided, waiting for them to make a
global arrangement with our ancient nations, would be to pursue an
illusion. On the contrary, the Russians would surely adapt to a new
situation which they had no means of preventing; they might even
recognize that it gave them greater security. A Germany integratcd into
a peaceful organization of the West might, after all, appeat to them the
lesser of two evils. Adenauer was the first to agree with this andysis, and
it was very fortunate that at a time of such deep confusion he did not
seek gteater freedom of action fot his country. The Paris Agreements
gave him back all the soveteignty he sought, and opened the door into
NATO. He was wise enough to renounce atomic wcapons, and he was
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still ready to pay whatever price was needed to bind Germany and

France together in a !7est European federation.
Once more, there was something to be done; but someone had to

take the initiative, and most of the men in a position to ake decisions

were paralysed by mistrust. I recognized the same impasse that had

faced us four years eadier. But difficulties have this advantagc: they can

be used as a lever. I have never forgotten the words which Jacques
Benoist-M€chin quotes in his 6ne biography of Ibn Saud. A Western

visitor had asked him for the secrct ofhis success. Ibn Saud replied:
'God appeared to mc when I was a young man, and said somcthing

which has guided my actions throughout my life. He told me: "For me,

everything is a means - even obsacles".'
The obstacle in Europe's path, in I9r4, was political resistancc - in

thc last resoft, the difficulty of taking decisions' It had to be tackled
head on, to petsuade those who held sovereign Powet to delegate a

part ofit. I pondered on how to ensure that political forces everywhere
ceased to act as a brake and became instead the motor of European unity.
The ftst prerequisite was that I should be free to act as I saw 6t. I
therdore decided to resign from the Presidency of the High Authority.

Accotding to the Treaty, my term of office as President was due to
expire on Feb fi ry 2c., I 9,,, two years aftcr the opening of the common
market for coal; but it would be fitting, I thought, to announce my
decision three months before that date' Nothing prevented my mandate's

being prolonged; but in order to facilitate thc search for a successor, I
wantcd it to bc known in advance that I was not secking tc-appointment
as Presideot, and that I was also giving up my ordinary mcmbetship of
thc High Authority, which still had two yeats to run after thc expiry of
my presidential term of office. On November )t r)54t I called a meeting
of my collcagues and made thc following statement:

'In ordcr to be able to takc part with complete freedom of action and

speech in thc achicvement of European unity, which must be Practical
and rcal, I shall resign on February ro next ycar, at the end ofmy term of
ofice as Presidcnt of the ECSC High Authority. !7hat is being
achievcd in our six countries for coal and steel must be continued until it
culrninatcs in the United Sates of Europe. The institutions of the
Europcan Coal and Steel Community are so far the only European
institutions to which the Padiarnents of our countdis have agreed to
transfer sovereignty and delegate powcrs ofdecision.

'Our countties havc become too small for the Present-day wodd, fot
thc scale of modern techoology and of America and Russia today, or
China and India tomorrow. The union of European peoples in the
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United States of Europe is the way to raise their standard of living and
preserve peace. It is the great hope and opportunity of our time.

'If we work without delay and without rest, we shall make it the
reality of tomorrow.'

I informed the Governments of my decision at the same time; and I
told the Common Assembly at Strasbourg:

'It is for Patliaments and Governments to decide on the transfet of
new powers to the European institutions. The impulse must therefore
come from without. I shall be able to join in the efforts of all those who
are working to continue and enlarge what has been begun.'

To enlarge what had been begun - or in other words to delegate more
power without teviving still smouldeting disputes - that was the diffi-
culty; and I discussed it on more than one occasion with Paul-Henri
Spaak against the background of the Ardennes, white with winter snow.
The High Authotity existed: it was well-established: it still had its job to
do. At that time, it seemed to us wiser to remain within the ECSC frame-
work, pethaps enlarging it, but in any case not departing from a model
which had proved its worth and become afl accepted feature of the
scene. So the path of further progress seemed obvious: it was directly
to extend the activities of the High Authority in those areas where we
were beginning to feel hemmed in. Those we had in mind were transport
and energy. But, on examination, the problem of atomic eoergy seemed
big enough to requite a stnrchrre of its own.

The atom, in fact, was a new and major problem which for Europeans
'was an object of both fear and hopc. Theit fear was the fear of nuclear
'weapons, which were ceasing to be the monopoly of three techno-
logically advanced powers - the United States, the USSR, and Great
Britain - and would soon be within the reach of the Community
countries. I7hile those responsible for French defence were strongly
tempted to enter the race, nuclear weapons would remain fotbidden to
the Germans. This made it impossible to embark on any common venture
in nuclear defence. At the same time, however, the dissemination of
nuclear technology was closely linked to hopes of its peaceful develop-
ment. In August r9t r, the US Senate had modified the MacMahon Act,
passed shortly after ri7odd IJTar II, which had imposed the death penalty
for communicating American nuclear know-how to any foreign power,
even in peacetime . This gave out countries the possibility of obtaining
information which had hitherto been secret, and thereby catching up
with the development of atomic energy for industrial use. European
scientists and technologists were urging their Governments to press
ahead. Thc prospect offresh national rivalry in this nevr and apparendy
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limidess field alarmed me; but equally, that of a vast cornmon enterprise
attracted me, provided that a careful distinction $/ere maintained be-
tween civil and miliary ends. The reports from our elperts left no room
for doubt: nuclear energy could replace all other forms of energy by
the end ofthe century - and for centuries to come.

To approach our atomic future separately, when with great effort we
wete pooling ancient resources that past generations had fragmented,
would have been insane. If there was one field in which the method of
the Schuman Plan ought to be applied fully and successfully, it was
surely this prodigious new technology, which so far was virgin territory.
It watranted the establishment of a specialized institution, which I saw
as a new High Authority for the peaceful development of atomic energn
and whose tasks I nou/ set out to define. It was Louis Armand who was
to baptize it, some three months later, vrhen he lent it his enthusiastic
support and the pov/er of his inventive genius. The name he chose was
'Euratom'.

The pooling of so many basic resources and activities would involve
far broader harmonization and unification, afiecting the fundamental
elements of the economy, of 6nance, and of social policy in the countries
concerned. To use technical terminology, integration could no longer be
purely'vertical': it must now begin to be 'horizontal'. I therefore foresaw
the gradual formation of a customs union, leading eventually to full
economic integration. This seemcd to me reasonable and altogether
within our reach. It did not imply an institutional revolution: the member
States would not have had the coruage to underake one only a few
months after a failure that had made them ultra-cautious. They would
simply be asked to persuade their Padiaments to extend the range of the
High Authority's mandate and to set up a new Authority for atomic
powet. For ttc rest, the Council and the Assembly would remain the
same - the latter being elected, aftcr an cxpcrimental period, by universal
sufirage, which would give it greater authority to invent and propose to
Governments the further steps that were in prospect - unless Govern-
ments could take the initiative themselves. Finally, I saw in all this ao
oppornrnity to associate Great Britain more closely with the new
venture.

I had Spaak's agreement on the proposal, which was already drafted in
the form of a declaration. He made every effort to convince his Benelux
colleagues, in particular Johan Willem Beyen, the Dutch Foreign
Minister, who on his side was pressing for full economic union. But the
Belgians were not prepared to put ftesh pressure on France, and they
proceeded with caution. We were concerned only to decide who
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should make the declaration and when. Thc date of February ro, r9r r,
when my term of office expired, was approaching, and a conference of
Foreign Ministers was convened to appoint my successor. Would
Benelux seize this opportunity ? Or should I have the declaration made,
once I had recoveted my independence, by a group of men representing
the political parties and trade unions ? Already, I was taking stq)s to
assemble such a group. This latter solution, it seemed to me, would best
meet the need to give a new impetus to European affairs; and I was
firmly resolved to establish a new framework for dcmocratic action
which would help or oblige Governments to face their responsibilities.
Events forced me to delay the announcement and launching of this
plan, to which I was later to devote twenty yeats of my life. Thc fdl of
Mendls-France's Government in eady February made it impossible to
hold the meeting of Ministers and appoint my successor.

Already, in fact, I had said goodbye to my colleagues and staff on
the High Authotity. In everyone's mind, one period had ended. For
them, in their Luxembourg citadel, another was beginning - as it was
for me, in the batde outside. The Pads apartment which was to become
the headquarters of the Action Committee for the United States of
Europe was teady to receive the furniture from our house at Bricherhof
on the outskirts of Luxembourg, alreadypacked up. I remembcr coming
home from a walk with Silvia one winter evening to find the housc
brightly lit and surrounded by cars. My colleagues on the High Authority
were waiting for me with their retinuc of advisers. At first, I thought it
was an improvised farewell party; but they had an cmbarrasscd air
which puzzled me. Finally, Etzel pushed forward Michel Gaudet, who
made the following statcment:

'Mouiesr h Prisideil, your legal service has the duty to inform you
that you cannot leavc your post. We have gone through the Treaty
over and over again, and it is clcar that you rcmain President in officc
for as long as your successor has not been appointed.'

lUfc halted our removal, and I stayed in Luxembourg for five morc
long months. Everyone had a rcason for not hurrying to convene thc
Ministers of Forcign Afiairs, the most valid being that a further political
change in France oow made possible a fresh European initiative which
needed careful preparation.

The idea that Governments might makc a proposal now seemed more
realistic, and Spaak suggested to his 6ve colleagues that they take as a
working basis the draft declaration on which hc and I had agreed.
At fitst, he had litde success. Pinay, Minister of Foreign Albirs in thc
new French Government headed by Edgar Faure, was afraid to reopen
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the European debate which had so recently been closed. The Germans,
contrary to my first expectations, were not enthusiastic about the idea
of an atomic Community on the model of the ECSC. Uri, I must say,
had long predicted this attitude.

'Men like Erhard,' he explained, 'will not see any advantage in
setting up a new supranational otganization of the Six for an industry
in which they can negotiate for technology from Britain, America, and
Norway, instead of from their Community partners, who at Present
have little or none. On the other hand, if you propose to them making
general the integration already begun, by forming a six-nation Comrnon
Matket for all goods, then they will see the point of cstablishing an
atomic Community in the same general framework.'

I soon had proof that this was so; and Uri's explanations played a

large part in converting me to the idea of the general Comrnon Markct,
which had at 6rst scemed rather vague. Findln Spank rcachcd an agree-
ment with Bcyen, ril/ho was delighted to see new scopc for his own idcas.
Under the name of the 'Memorandum from the Bcnelux Countrics to
the six ECSC Counuics', Spaak draftcd a four-page proposal, which his
dircchar dc cabhctRoben Rothschild scnt me on May 6, rgJJ,wi*r thc
simplc mcssage'Hctcwithyourchild'. It containcd, in fact, thc csscntials
of our draft dcclaration. If the words 'Unitcd Statcs of Europc' wcrc no
longer indudcd, the notion of an 'Economic Community' was ncvcr-
thdess morc sharply dcfincd; and a procedurc was proposed. fhc
Treaties \Fere to be prepared simultancously, by a confcrcnce com-
prising the Six, the ECSC, and the British Goverruncnt.

I was in agreement with these proposals, which in somc tespccts went
further and faster than my own. In fact, the situation was now more
favourable. In the interval, France had ratified the Paris Agrcements -
and if the vote did not involve major commitments, it at least had thc
virtuc of being a decision. The long period of uncerainty was ovcr.
Everyone was haunted by the thought that it would be disastrous for a
new attempt to fail. Some therdore counselled pnrdence, but others on
the contfary were encouraged to ask more from France: she would
hesitate, they thought, to say No a second timc. Thesc speculations
continued throughout the 'relaunching of Europc', which began when
a confetence of the six Foreign Ministers was convened to meet at
Messina on Junc tt r9jJ. The result could only'bc a compromisc
between boldncss and timidity; but the essential, in my view, was that
the conferencc should give a mandate to someone to do something
along the lincs that we had already embarked oa with the Schuman
Plan five years eadier. Afterwards, it would be up to us to see that his
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mandate was as broadly as possible fulfilled.
At Messina, thc Ministers took the Benelux Memorandum as the

basis for their agreement: they had no time to do more than slighdy
weaken its form. On the other hand, they inaugurated a working pro-
cedure which was to ptove very practical and fruitful: a committee of
delegates and Government experts was to prepare a report to Ministers
under the chairmanship of a ranking statesman. The Ministers would
then give instructions with a view to drafting the Tteaties. One detail
was important: the High Authotity, now under the Presidency of Ren6
Mayer, was to assist the committee. Finally, Great Britain was to be
invited to take part. This was a satisfactory result: once again, the
method was inseparable from the objective, and no less important.
When the Ministers came to discuss who should preside over the
committee, Spaak's personaliry made him the obvious choice; and
when the High Authority was asked for its advice, it gave of its whole
experience. Uri, Paul Delouvrier (who had succeeded Guyot), Spieren-
burg, and others did their utrnost to infuse the spirit of Luxembourg
into the meetings, which took place in Brussels. The experts' report on
which the Treaties were based was essentially the work of Uri - as

Spaak himself always acknowledged. It is nonetheless a fact that the
political credit for this vital document is due to that outstanding
Belgian statesman, who labouted so well in the cause of Europe.
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Chapter 16

THE ACTION COMMITTEE FOR THE
UNITED STATES OF EUROPE (r9y J-tg7t)

I
A new political force

So, in the eatly summer of r95;, I found myself a private citizen once
more after sixteen years of uninterrupted public service. In my succes-
sive posts, I had never in fact had the fccling that I was pursuing a
career or that I belonged to a hierarchy, whether French, British,
American, or European. At the same time, if I had held official man-
dates, I had always taken great care about how they were drawn up.
And if I had had administrative stafr, I had cither limited its size or
dealt only with that part of it which was directly relevant to what I
had to do. What I sought from my colleagues was fidelity rather than
obedience. Whether I myself have ever obeyed anyone, I could not say:
I know no other rule than that of being convinced and convincing
others. No one has ever succeeded in making me do anything which I
did not think desirable and useful, and in this sense I have never served
a master - but I in turn have rarely obliged anyone to act against his will.
No good ever comes of that: it is better to hand the task over to some-
body else, or to perform it oneself. Iflhen I left the High Authority,
L6on Daum reminded me that I had lost a bet. Early on, I had said to
him:

'If one day there are more than two hundred of us, we shall have
failed.'

'Now we're six times as many,' said Daum, 'and we're succeeding.'
I was less certain, at that point; which was why I thought it reason-

able, and not presumptuous, to tell my colleagues:
'I think I can be of more use to you outside.'
They doubted whether I could, without the help of alarge admini-

stration. Only Giacchero drew the tight conclusion.
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'W'e're a citadel under siege,' he said. 'The most feadess among us
is making a sortie.'

It was imporant for there to be no mistake: my resignation was not
a sign of discouragement, but the beginning of a new batde; and
although I had taken the decision by myself, I had no intention of
fighting alone. To face one's responsibilitics when the objective is to
unite Europe means recruiting others - politicians or labour leaders

- who are prepared to join in the task. Through them one can infuence
the men and women whose future they afiect by their political or ttadc
union activities and their administrative or economic decisions. So
there had to be a great deal ofthinking and consultation before setting
up a new force aimed at changing both attitudes and things.

For me, the phase of thinking was already ovet. Now, I was deter-
mined to bting together the organized forces I had seen at work when
I was French Planning Commissioner, and later at the High Authority
- the political parties and trade unions. tD7ith their help, I had been
able to effect some very radical changcs; without them - or rrorse,
against them - I could have done nothing. Both had helped me
enormously in the conception and execution of the French Moderniza-
tion Plan; they had backed the Governments in their efiorts to set up
the Schuman Plan; and they had played an essential role in making the
Community work. But they had also provcd that their opposition could
be insuperable. The British Labour Party had led the campaign against
Briain's membership of the Commufity; 

^ 
coalition of parties in the

French Padiament had blocked the dcvelopment of Euopc through
EDC. Recent cvents had proved that it was. unsafe to bank on the
decline ot division of nationalist forccs. In any case, f refrained from
any speculation about tactical alliances. European intcgration was a new
idea which often disconcerted party strategists, because reactions to it
cut across traditional party lines. Both the majority and the opposition
were dividcd on many of our proposds, and I had to make the same
suggestions to both of them.

I wondered for a time whether I should go further and recruit
producers' organizations and miliant 'Europcan' groups. But experi-
ence had taught me that they were not always efiective, and that they
sometimes lacked a sense of the general interest. The 'European'
militants were sincere, but they had no powcr; while the employcrs'
organizations had large resources, but used them in the interests ofthe
private enterprises on whose behalf thcy operated. Only thc political
parties and the ttade unions had both the strength and thc element of
disinterest that wcrc needed for the building of Europc. Political parties,
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by theit very nature, have to take an overall view. Trade unions are
interested in practical matters and alive to change. So it was to these
two t)?es of body that I confined my approach, using as intermediaries
men whose ability and goodwill I had come to know in the Common
Assembly, in the Consultative Committee, and in the course of other
contacts in the various Community countries. But it was cleady under-
stood that these men would not merely agree to join forces in their
personal capacity: they would represent and commit their organizations.
The body they were to join I now gave a name: The Action Committee
for the United States of Europe.

Everyone I approached in the six countries encouraged me to go
ahead; but nothing struck me more forcibly than my encounter with the
leaders of the German trade unions at the end of December ryt4,
We met at their request, in Luxembourg, where they had invited me to
come discrectly to the Hotel Kons. Walter Freitag, President of the
DGB, was there; so were Heinrich Imig, ftom the miners'fedcration,
and Heinrich Straeter of the metalworkers.

'W'e ate convinced,' said Freitag, 'that Europe is the workers'
oPportulity, and essential to peace. But we are worried, and wc don't
know what to do. You have announced that you wish to continue your
action from thc outside. We havc seen you at work at the High Authority
for the last two years, and we trust you, bccause you do what you say
and you say what you do. Go on building Europe, and we'll follow
you.'

I was moved and encouraged by these words, coming from a man
who in his own country represented an organized labour movement
six million strong, and who was speaking in the presence of, and in
agreement with, the leaders of the two great Ruhr trade unions. I
explained to them how I saw the Committee I had in mind, and I asked
Freitag:

'Itr7ould you agree to join the Committee on behalf of the German
trade-union federation ?'

'Yes,' he answered: 'I can tell you that the DGB will join.'
'But what if your Social-Democrat friends go on following a

diffetent policy?'I said. 'Won't that cause you problems?'
'No problem,' said Freitag. 'We'll go ahead with you in any case.'
Ttris willingness to commit themselves, and to act independently of

political parties, 'd/as characteristic of the great German trade union
leaders, who played a leading role in their country's democratic develop-
ment. From that day onward, I had no firmer or morc faithful
supporters. Their massivc backing, I felt sure, would make the SPD
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leaders think very hatd about their own position.
'A federal authority of the mind' is what the French journalist and

politician Jean-Jacques Servan-Schreiber once called the Action
Committee. The phrase is striking; but I think that it would have been
mote accurate to speak of the moral influence the Committee exerted on
the established authotities in each country. I was not trying to acquire
or exercise political power in competition with the normal powers of
Governments. But the problem was precisely to persuade Governments
to transfer more and more of their powers to cofirmon institutions.
For that pu{pose, constant outside pressure had to be brought to bear
on them. In a democratic country, this was surely the role of the political
parties and trade unions. But they in turn had to be welded into a single
European force. I thought I had some title to try to do that; but I knew
how precarious anyone's authority is if he wields it only in his own
name. People do not willingly follow an individual: even if they are
unaware of it, the prestige they respect in him is that of the organized
pov/er or legitimate authority for which he stands. Forgetting this,
many people have found themselves isolated and powerless. I re-
membered a dinner prty 

^t 
Churchill's house at the end of the war.

He was now only Leader of the Opposition, but he more than filled
that role. Someone at the table referred to the immense personal
authority he had exerted on men and events during the darkest hours.
To everyone's suqprise, Churchill intemrpted, fushed with indignation.

'Just remember this,' he said: 'everything I did I was able to do
because I was Leader of the Conservative Parry.'

His experience had given him good reason to believe that; and while
some people saw the incident as a striking lesson in modesty, it seemed
to me a lesson in democratic legitimacy. Authority in our countries has a

collective basis, and its source is always free elections. I knew that my
personal infuence would not long survive my resignation from the
High Authority, where I had been the nominee of six Govetnments
and answerable to a parliamentary Assembly. I should not be able to
recover influence by myself, but only through elected statesmen and
trade unionists who trusted me. This was the new form of authority I
wanted to esablish in Europe the collective authority of the whole
Action Committee. It would be maintained only by constant initiative
and action, to stimulate which would be my particular task. It would be
for the members, and the organizations they represented, to take political
decisions and reach political conclusions. Their objective was what the
Committee's title proclaimed: the United States of Europe; and the
first steps, dictated by immediate events, were the rapid ratification
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of the Treaties and the establishment of the new Communities. After
that, we should see.

I appeared to be alone and without resources to organize the
numetous forces on which I was counting. But that was merely how it
seemed. In reality, I felt myself supported by men of goodwill who were
merely waiting to be given the prospect of common action towards
which they would direct their parties and their unions. And to respond
to their expectations I had no need of vast resources. An office, a

telephone, and a secretary would be enough. I had them, and more.
When one is bent on action, and that alone, one is not long left in
need; and I had no lack of loyal supporters. Jacques Van Helmont,
seconded from the High Authority, came to help me set up and run
the Action Committee: then two young Englishmen, Frangois Duch€ne
and Richard Mayne, to whom I shall return later.

Small as it was, this headquarters staff was a source of titeless
stimulus, and we organized it as a multiplier of ideas. In establishing
and maintaining the innumerable contacts I needed throughout
Europe, I was fortunate enough to be helped by Max Kohnstamm, who
had the pticeless ability to communicate across the barriers of political
frontiers, linguistic difierences, and national habits. But what I appre-
ciated even more was the proof of friendship he gave me by coming to
shate the risks of my venture. He left a promising career to help run
the Action Committee, whosc Vice-President he u/as from beginning
to end.

I knew that I should be able to count on a great deal of volunary
help. The Committee could call on the ablest advisers of theL genera-
tion, men like Marjolin, Uri, Robcrt Triffin the American economist, and
Guido Carli the Italian banker. They were ready to give us the full
benefit of their experience because they saw the Committee as a means
of more rapidly applyrng the ideas that each of them was urging in his
own particular sphere. All those ideas involved change, and for that
very reason they ran into opposition from the civil service. At a given
moment, thcy needed to be taken up by decision-makers, at politicd
level; and that was the Action Committee's whole aim. Its authority
depended both on the qudity of its proposals and on their likelihood
of being accepted; and these were doscly linked. I had to show, as

rapidly as possible, that the Action Committee's machinery was well in
control of the two dynamic processes that I wanted to bring togethcr in
Europe - proposals and decisions. But the Committee had no pre-
cedents to guide it. I had to convince its founders and members one
by one.
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During the second half of ry5 5,I travelled throughout the Community
to recruit the six countries' political and trade union leaders. For me,
this was a very rewarding experience, and I should like many others to
do the same. But unless they were forced, as I was, by the need for
action, would anyone take the trouble to pay individual attention to all
the various strands that make up the political life of Europe ? Many of
the people I visited already knew each other because they belonged to
an international party or trade union organization:' but none of them
knew all the others. The Socialists of the north and the Christian
Democtats of the south had never had occasion or inclination to meet.
The Strasbourg assemblies brought some of them together - always
the same ones - in polite confrontations. But immense distances

separated the headquarters of many political parties, within countries
as much as from one country to another. Foreign policy sometimes
forged temporary coalitions - we had seen them in the case of EDC;
but the true demarcation lines were those of internal politics. In France
and Belgium, the Socialists and Chtistian Democrats might well share

the same European aims; but their mutual relations were dominated
by the dispute over Church schools. This was the kind of thing that had
to be changed. The trade unions had established European headquarters
organizations when the ECSC began, and in the coal and steel
industries they had become aware of the interests they had in common:
but the main patt of their work was within national frontiers, and it
was there that I had to go and meet, one after another, the powerful,
modest men to whom millions of working people had entrusted their
interests. That those interests \rere colnmon interests, itrespective of
frontiets, was for most of them no more than an abstract idea. They
were waiting to be shown that Europe was a living reality, not iust a
diplomatic affair that had nothing to do with their concerns.

To know and respect those concerns took much time and patience,

as it did to discern the different currents within the political parties.

I had to be careful of people's susceptibilities, and make no mistake
about who really held the power. Then I had to persuade these men,
who were normally on opposite sides, to come and sit down together
around the same table somewhere in Europe. I am not saying that
everything was easy; but I met no insuperable obstacles. I should add
that I approached neither the Communist parties nor the Communist-
led trade unions, who were opposed to any form of European unity,
nor - for the same leason - the Gaullist Members of Padiament, who
had long declared their hostility to the very idea of integration. But I
did see the leaders of twenty major parties, representing 7oo/o of the
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six countries' voters, and trade union leadets who rcprescnted r4m.
workcrs. I spoke to all of them in the same w^y,^ndthey all showcd thc
same trust in me. They had taken the time to think and consult, and I
put no pressure on thcm personally: thcy had to represent their
organizations as a whole. This led to scrious internal debates which
were an important contribution in thcmselves.

On July zJ, r9J5,I was in Bonn, where in the Bmdcstag ofEces I met
Ollenhauer and Wehner, who were then respectively Presidcnt and
Vice-President of the German Social-Democratic Party (SPD). I had
known them well in the Srasbourg Assembly. I had not forgotten that
their party had voted against EDC; but since Ollenhauer had taken
over from Schumacher it was at least possible to talk. The fact that
they had agreed to sit in the Community's Padiament showed that
they wanted to have some infuence on the building of Europe. I
watched their hesitation. Visibly, they found it diffrcult to quell thc
suspicion that bchind our altruistic words there might still be un-
avowed national interests which would one day come to the fore. In
thcir questioning of our action I sensed concern rather than hostility,
and I did my best to rcassure thcm, rclying to a large extent on the Proof
that lay before their eyes. Ollcnhauer I found sensitive and receptive;
but behind him stood W'ehner, whose character I found hard to
fathom. Although he delibetately held himsclf back, the pov/er of this
second-in-command, formcdy a Communist, could not be ignored.
He was a real force of nature: his essentially German appcarance and
his sudden furies or enthusiasms left me perplexed; yet at the same time
I sensed in him something deeply human, ever scarchiog for ways to
prevent a return to brute force. He had fed from Nazi Gcrmany, and
he would always fight against tyranny. That was why thc Community
attracted him, and why hc was cxacting in his demands on it. That, too,
was why we soon understood onc anothcr. Thc solid fricndship that
grew up between us enabled us together to facc maoy years that
were dificult for Europe.

That day, I still dctected in Ollcnhauer and Vehner a Iingering mis-
trust which I could well understand. True, we no longer faced thc
problem of the Gcrmany Army: that had been wrapped up in thc
ambiguity of the Paris Agreements, under which Bonh had renouoccd
nuclear arms. But thc Social Dcmocrats might well suspect that this
renunciation, which thcy believed to be cssential to the esablishment of
peacc, might be chdlcngcd through the new atomic Community which I
was proposing as onc of thc Action Committee's objcctivcs. I cx-
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plained to them at length that, on the contrary, only by integrating
Europe's nuclear industries should we be able to guarantee that they
were confined to strictly civilian use. Once reassured on this point,
how could they refuse what an inexhaustible source of energy promised
to give mankind ? They listened attentively. They knew that their
trade-union friends in the DGB had already expressed their confdence
in me. The conversation ended inconclusively. Later that day, Wehner
telephoned me:'Could you come back and see me? I haveamessage
for you.'

We met again in his office.
'$7e'll go along with you,'he said. 'Ollenhauer thanks you for having

made the offer at this precise moment.'
Apparently, I had given him the oppornrnity to abandon a policy

inherited from the past, and to start again on new and more constructivc
lines.

From that July day onward, the German Social Democrats were
firm supporters of the Community which at the start they had so
violently opposed. Germany's European commitment, which Socialist
hostility had made more and more uncertain as Adenauer's party grew
weary in office, was now assured. In France, Guy Mollet was delighted
at the change, which he had long hoped for, and which removed an
obstacle to co-operation between the Socialist parties on the European
continent. During the summer, I saw other Socialist leaders: J. A. ,Uf.

Burger in The Hague, Max Buset in Brussels, Jean Fohrmann in
Luxembourg, Matteo Matteotti in Romc. All promised their help. The
Christian Democrats - Amintore Fanfani, Kurt Kiesinger, Th6o
Lefdvre, C. P. M. Romme, Robert Lecourt - and all the Liberal
leaders, also agreed with the Committee's aims. None of them, of
course, committed himself without the agreement of his colleagues in
the party leadership. But I wanted more: I wanted them to be man-
dated, so that the discussion and decisions would involve the party
itself. I proceeded in the same way with the trade unions; and after many
contacts, many comings and goings, and many explanations, I managed
to secure the agreement of Auguste Cool and Andrd Renard in Belgium,
Robert Bothereau and Maurice Bouladoux in France, Giulio Pastore
in Italy, H. Ooosterhuis in the Netherlands, and so on. None of them
could be unaware of vhat the Committee sought to achieve, and so
none of them was surprised when at the beginning of October they
received the following letter:

I have the honour to ask you to panicipate in the establishment of thc
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Action Committee for the United Statcs of Europe.
The personalities who participate in thc establishment of this Com-

mittee will each ask his organization to ioin. It is understood that the
political and labour organizations joining the Committee will be rep-
resented by the delegate whom they themsclves choose for this purpose.

The Committee will cnsure unity of action by the mcmbcr orgtniza-
tions in order to attain by conct€te achicvements the Unitcd States of
Europc.

At 6rst, by the Committee's intervention and that of the organizations
grouped within it, its action will consist in demonstrating to Govern-
ments, Parliaments, and public opinion their detcrmination to see that the
Messina resolution of June e bccomes a veritablc step toward thc United
States ofEurope... .

To achieve these obiectives, it is necessary to put aside all specious
solutions. Mere co-operation between Governments will not suffrce. It is
indispensable for States to delegate certaio of their powers to Europcan
federal institutions mandated by all the participating countries as a whole.
At the same time the close association of Grcat Britain with these new
achievements must be assured. . . .

On October t1, r9Jy, I was able publicly to announce that all the
recipients of the letter had accepted, and that the Action Committee for
the United States of Europe had been formed. That day, Guy Mollet
declared:

'The French Socialist Party has unanimously authorized me to ioin
the Committee. . . . This puts an end, once and for all, to the dissensions
that arose at the time of EDC. Realization of this fact transccnds the
boundaties of the Socialist parties themselves. Today, European
integration is once more common ground.'

He added, very signiGcantly:
'This is the first time that thc trade unions of all our countries havc

agreed to take part, alongside the parties, in joint political action.'
He might havc added something else: that it was also the first time

that so many people had joined together to pursue corlmon goals in
foreign policy, irtespective of their dificrcnces over domcstic policy.
Announced simulaneously in the capitals of the six Communiry
countries, the establishmcnt of the Committee was hailed by the press

as an imporant political event, in partianlar bccause the German Social
Dcmocrats had joincd. A disquieting split, which had weakened the
Socialist front in Eutope and cast doubt on the future of Germann
was now healed. The piychological efects of the EDC dispute *ouid
now gradually disappear. Finally, people were impressed by this ioint
show of detcrmination on the part of men who normally had little in
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common. Those in favour of European unity, who as the opinion polls
showed u/ere a maiority in the six countries, had new cause for en-
couragement. But one thing was clear: what we had established was not
another European Movement or a federalist political party; it was a new
means of action, determined and optimistic, but still as yet untried. That
same day, speaking to the British on BBC radio, I said:

'Don't forget the Action Committee for the United States of Europe.
You'll be hearing from us again.'

I was not promising sensations, but initiatives publicly explained and
followed by action on the part of democratic organizatons throughout
Europe. Except through those organizations, the Committee vrould
have no means of action or infuence. Free from any subordination to
Governments, it would have to operate with the minimum of resources
needed to maintain the tiny secretariat that I set up in Avenue Foch in
Patis, in the apartment where Silvia's brother let me have two rooms.
Essentially, the Committec's resources came from its membet otganiza-
tions' subscriptions. ft was vital for the headquarters team to remain
small, and I kept its budget to a minimum.

The budget was clear: anyone could read it. I wanted my action to
be clear too. Everyone, whatever his relative importance in his own
country or in Europe, would have to be kept informed of what I was
doing, and consulted before dccisions werc reached. Given the distanccs
involved, and the multifarious commitments of these busy men, it was
a major operation to secrrre agreement on a proposal, and still more to
6x the date for a full meeting of the Committee. I spent a great dcal of
timc on this; but time spent on adjusting ideas and expressions, and
even on settling dates, was far from wasted. It maintained an un-
interrupted fow of information among men who themselves were
always on thc move in Europe to hear and mould the opinions of their
federations, tIeL trade-union members, or their constitucnts. It was
essential that our meetings be carefully prepared and that there should
be a very well-developed consensus by the time the thirty-odd membcrs
of the Committee gathered for one or t'il/o days in one of the capitals.
In so bricf a meeting, all we could hope to do was put the finishing
touches to a text whose essentials were already agreed. The first text,
like those that followed it, was prepared at No 83 Avenue Foch with
the help of Kohnsamm and, because the subject requited it, the leading
experts on nuclear questions. I no longer remember how many versions
we wrote between October and December rytt, All I can say is that
there were as many as were needed - that is, a large number, to take
account of the many acute observations I collected on my travels to
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the capials, and in the manifold correspondence and telephone calls
by which we vr'ere inundated in Paris.

The same process took place once or twice every year. In all, there
were eighteen meetings, in which a total of more than r zo people took
part, keeping our small team constantly at a stretch. The adoption and
publication of out texts in the form of tesolutions, at our plenary
sessions, were widely commented on in the press. They were vital, in
that they steered and accelerated the Govcrnments' European policies;
but they were only the visible part of the Committee's work. Unseen by
outside observeri, it had a daily infuence on its huge netr'ork of
members. Our group included more than thirty leaders from six
countries - and then, when the British parties joined in 1968, from
seven. They represented twenty major democtatic political parties, and
the ten most powerful non-Communist ttade-union federations. When
they all shared the same conviction and worked towards the same goal,
th'ey wielded considerable moral power. Perhaps only the idea of a

peaceful community of peoples could have inspired such a gatheting,
the genuine harbinger of that European political'leadership which in
the future will guide our diflerent democracies as one. For this leader-
ship to emerge, the great rival political groupings will one day have to
undertake just such a patient joint apprenticeship in the realities of
Europe, and oncc more forget, as the members of our Committcc
forgot, their partisan domestic disputes. The history of the Action
Committee, indced, is onc of open-mindcdness and friendship.

Obscrvcrs were always astonished to see men who fought bittcdy
for powcr in thcir own countries mceting several times a ycar in
Europe around thc samc able, signing the same tcxts, and championing
them with the same constancy before their Padiaments and their trade-
union congresses. At home, they might pass from Opposition to
Govcrnment or vice-vcrsa: in the Action Committcc, their attitudc
remaincd unaltered by the change. They might bc made Ministcr,
Presidcnt, or Chancellor: their place on the Committee was still
reservcd for thcm, and they occupied it whcnever they wished. Several
of them, and among them the most cminent - Guy Mollct, !flilly
Brandt, Kurt Kiesinger, Pietro Nenni, Helmut Schmidt - took advan-
tage of that opporilnity. When they did so, they set aside their official
tides and refused to cxploit for political ends the temporary advantage
of their national rank. The leaders of the Opposition, likewise, avoided
cmbarassing their political opponents. And this consensus was
achieved, not at a low level of compromise, but on commitments to
aa publicly and change thc course of events. What lookcd exccptional
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from outside was normal within the Committee, because we met with
the specific aim of agreeing and reaching joint decisions.

True, by virtue of joining the Committee, everyone had agreed in
advance on the genetal objective. But the understanding that prevailed
there was not due only to the convergence of our ideas. Our working
habits were iust as important in encouraging unity. lWhen a statesman
of goodwill is no longer under public scrutiny - when he can be sure
that his words will not be published and that the opponent with whom
he is now co-operating wiil not quote them againsi irim l"ter - then, he
asks nothing better than to contribute to the common cause. His
positive nature encourages agreement. I have no recollection of any
personal conficts or party tensions inside the Committee. By the
time it met, on each occasion, Kohnstamm and I had akeady done our
best to reconcile divergent opinions, by a series of explanations that
sometimes took many months. To help us, we had our power of
persuasion; but above all we had an asset whose power is litde reahzed:
sincetity. We put out cards on the table, and everyone could be sure
that we were talking to him in the same terms as to everyone else. It
may not always be wise to tell everything to everyone: but it is essential
to tell everyone the same thing. That is the only way to win trust; and
without trust I have never obtained anything - indeed, I have never
tried.

And there was more uniting us than that: there was also friendship.
It was not there at the start, and it could not be a prerequisite for the
Committee's success. But gradually it grew, and it became a great
source of supplementary strength. Twenty years of meeting together
and fighting side-by-side creates a firm personal bond among the most
diverse of men. l0ilhat that bond has contributed to the maintenance and
plogress ofEutopean union can be appreciated only by those who havc
felt its strength at times when decision was difficult. Many people have
borne witness to it, publicly and in private. Thc testimony of ifilly
Brandt, Edward Heath, Herbert $7ehner, l7alter Schcel, and Mariano
Rumor, among others, should be enough to remove any doubts, if I
had ever had them, about the usefulness of what the Action Committee
achieved.

Its practical work began in January r 9 5 6, and it continued for twenry
years. Some of its results can be appreciated today; others will be
easier to judge in the future. But as I look back on that long pedod, I
see it as a single whole - the most continuous and tenacious effott in
my life; and that, heaven knows, has not been lacking in continuity.
It was chcumstances that led mc into a fofin of stubborn ection whose
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length I had not foreseen but whose difncdty I had nevet under-
estimated. I have always believed that Europe would be built through
crises, and that it would be the sum of their solutions. But the solutions
had to be proposed and applied. With the benefit of hindsight, I
personally doubt whether such results would have been secuted without
the European political authority of the Action Committee for the United
States of Europe.

u
Euratom and the Common Market

The Action Committee held its first meeting on January 18, t956, at
the Institut Branting in Paris, a few yards from the rue de Martignac
house where ten years earlier, almost to the day, I had launched the
French Modetnization Plan. Since then, many things had changed in the
world and in Europe; but in France government instabiliry was still
rife. After Edgat Faure had dissolved the National Assembly in
December, fresh elections had thrown up a Centre-Left maiority which
gave Guy Mollet the Premiership. For some months, Pierre Mendds-
France was in his Government. But what mattered most was that the
Foreign Minister was Christian Pineau, with Maurice Faure as his
Sectetary of State. Both, like Mollet himself, were convinced of the
need to build Europe tapidly. Pineau, an idealistic Socialist and war-
time deportee, was anxious to tie Germany into a peaceful community;
Maurice Faure, an exceptionally talented young Radical, was soon to
reveal remarkable gifts as a negotiator. The Mollet Government had the
good fortune to survive longer than any othet in the Fourth Republic,
which enabled it to succeed in one great venture - the conclusion of
the Rome Treaties - and to start on another - decolonization, which
owed a great ded to the couragc of Gaston Defferre. The Government's
senior civil-service team was exceptionaily well-chosen: Robert
Marjolin was working with Pineau; Georges Vedel and Jean Frangois-
Poncet were with Maurice Faure; whiie Mollet himself had with him an
outstanding young graduate of the Ecole Normale SupCrieute who had
proved his worth on the Constitutional Committee of the Community
Assembly. His name was Emile No€I. At the Matignon Palace, he was
a very valuable link. Sincc thcn, with a tenacity as great as his modesty,
he has worked untiringly as Secretary-General of the European
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Commission to make the Community's institutions both supple and
strong.

In Brussels, F€lix Gaillard headed the French delegation at the
conference set up by the Messina meeting and chaired by Paul-Henri
Spaak. This conjunction of outstanding men, all equally convinced,
was a great new opportunity for Europe. It had to be seized, and
rapidly: once again, pressure had to be applied on a limited but decisive
point. The text on which I now knew our Committee would unani-
mously agree called on the Governments to set up Euratom without
delay:

Action is urgently needed if Europe is not to let her opportunity pass by.
An atomic industry producing atomic energy will inevitably be able

to produce bombs. For that reason the political aspects and the economic
aspects of atomic energy are inseparable. The European Community
must develop atomic energy exclusively for peaceful purposes. This
choice requires a watertight system of control. It opens the way to general
control on a woild-wide scale. . . ,

In order that the necessary measures may be taken rapidly, we have
agreed to submit the attached declaration for Patliamentary apptoval in
Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Luxembourg, and the Netherlands,
and to invite our Governments to conclude without delay a Treaty
conforming to the rules set forth therein.

The declaration that followed called for the establishment of a
Community on the model of the ECSC. The Commission which was
to be its executive body was to be the sole owner of nuclear fuels,
whether imported or home-produced, and to monitor their use from
beginning to end. The Commission was to have the sole right to
negotiate and conclude agreements with non-member countries; it was
also to be responsible for the security rules. This plan was in accordance
with the wotk being done by the experts in Brussels. But while there
was no doubt about the combined imaginative powers of Armand and
Uri - the genius of the engineer combined with that of the economist
- it was still essential to repeat the rwo requirements that have guaran-
teed progress in Europe: institutions and deadlines. The best of plans
remain nugatory unless they ate given the means to teach decisions, and
a time-table for what has to be done. The intergovernmental confercnce
nceded to be pushed along by political will if it was to take the step
about which Europe had hesiated since r95o - the delegation of
sovereignty. Would Governments have given the conferencc its
mandate if Padiaoents had not strongly urged them on? And would
Patliamcnts have ta^ken the initiative if the members of the Action
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Committee had not pledged themselves to Put a ioint resolution before
them without delay?

That day, in the baroque setting of the Institut Branting, the first
practical embodiment of the relaunching of Europe publicly stated its

position on the only projea which could then secure the agreement of
E rtop"r.rr. Around the table were some thirty men, all trusted by their
partiCs or trade unions, and some of them holding office 1n tfreir
Lountries' Governments. They included Guy Mollet, Amintore Fanfini,
Giovanni Malagodi, Ugo La Malfa, Th6o Lefdvre, MaxBuset, C. P. M.
Romme, J. A. W. Butger, Erich Ollenhauer, Herbert Wehner, Hans

Fuder, Maurice Faure, Ren6 Pleven, Robert Bothereau, Auguste Cool,

and Walter Freitag. All agreed with the Action Committee's aim:

The development of atomic energy for peaceful uses oPens the prospect

of a new industrial revolution and the possibility of a profound change
in living and working conditions.

Together, our countlies are capable ofthemselves developing a nuclear

indusiry. They form the only region in thc world that can attain the same

level as the great world Powers' Yet seParately they will not be able to
overcome their time-lag which is a consequence of European disunity.

If the Euratom project uras unanimously agreed on by the Committee,
this was because it benefited from the convergence of t'wo comple-
mentary lines of thought. The French saw it as guaranteeing greater

independence in energy, through a ioint effort; for the Germans, it was

a 'or"y to enter the atomic age, but for peacefrrl pqPoses only. For
Ollenhauer's friends, this proviso was the express condition of any

agreement and very largely the iustification of their Presence on the
Committee. I agreed with them that it was essential fot the ownership
and control of fissile materials to be vested in Euratom. Fot the majority
of French people, an atomic energy Community was a clear and distinct
idea - while that of an economic Community remained nebulous.

For some Germans, on the other hand, the Common Market v/as the

only dynamic element in the relaunching of Europe, but one for which
they would have to pay the price of Euratom and its dirigiste apptoach.
So we had no choice: the spearhead fot the unification of Europe would
have to be the peaceful atom. The Common Market would follo'u
naturally, which is why we postponed discussing it until a later session.

In Brussels, the Spaak Committee was working on both proiects at
the same time and the same pace; but I myself thought that the creation
of Euratom should be speeded up. We took every steP to eosure that
our Resolution was debated and voted on by the six Padiaments. By

July, it was done. On this occasion, the French National Assembly was
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the scene of an extraordinary event: at the Government's request,
Louis Armand and the atomic expert Francis Perrin gave evidence;
and there is no likelihood of the Padiament's forgetting its two guests'
brilliant speeches, which initiated a new and fruitful, if txe, parlia-
mentary tradition.

It was during this debate that I heard Guy Mollet make a statement
which was to hang heavily on the future of Europe.

'Euratom,' he said, 'will not stand in the way of a possible French
decision to build nuclear weapons.'

On this point the French Socialists disagreed with their German
colleagues. This made the lattcr even more exacting; and in October,
Ollenhauer wrote to Heinrich von Brenano, the German Foreign
Minister:

My party, for security reasons, regards it as absolutely essential that there
should be watertight control of the uses to which fissile materials are put,
through their being owned by Euratom. The establishment of EuratLm,
which my party and I consider to be urgently necessary, would cease to
erjoy our support if it were not to be based on the watertight control
demanded by thc Monnet Committee's Resolution.

But the Bonn Govetnment vas divided. Strauss and Erhard delayed the
Brussels talks on Euratom in the hope of negotiating bilateral agree-
ments with the United States - a hope that proved vain when Strauss
visited Iflashington. Only then was Adenauer able to impose on his
Ministers and on German industry his own views about the ownership
and control of fissile materials. At the beginning of November, he cami
to Paris to reach an agreement with Guy Mollet. Agreement was all
the more urgent in that, some months eadier, President Eisenhower
had decided to offer Europe twenty tons of uranium 211 for peaceful
industrial use. Only the rapid esablishment of Euratom would enable
us to preserve the nev/ Community's independence by substituting
purely Eutopean controls for the international control which would
otherwise be required as the counteqpart of the American offer. The
whole batde would be difficult; but it was my belief that we must under-
take it so that Europe could become aware of its identiry and affirm its
sovereignty.

During the summer, 
^ 

very significant event occurred. On July 26,
1956, Gamal Abdel Nasser, the Egyptian President, announced:

'From today, the Suez Canal Company no longer exists. The Canal is
ours from now onward - all ours.'

From that moment on, the whole wodd trading system was at the
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mercy of one of its vital arteries being art o{f, and our oil imports were
under constant threat. On September 19, the Action Committee met in
Paris and passed the following Resolution:

Ttre energy supplies of W'estern Europe determine the progress or
decadence of our countries. . . .

Todan Western Europe imports a fifth of the cnergy it uses. In ten
years' time, imports will have to supply one-third of its needs. The gteater
part of these imports consists of Middle Eastern oil.

Such dependence results in insecurity and permanent risks of con€ict.
Between industrial and undcr-developed countries it hindslr the colla-
boration which is indispensable for freeing the disinherited masses of the
world from their misery. The possibility of bringing pressure to bear on
'Western Europe by means of Middle Eastern oil hinders the develop-
meflt of peaceful relations between East and West. . . .

But together, by developing and uniting their resources, our countries
can produce atomic energy in time aod in sufficient quantities to keep their
oil and coal imports within reasonable limits.

At the time, this warning was noted; but then it was forgotten for
fifteen years. Men take great decisions only when crisis stares them in
the face. The Suez crisis first revealed a situation which was dangerous
for wodd stability. More than any argument, the paralysis which struck
transport in Europe made public opinion aware of how vulnerable all
our industrialized countdes were, and how much they needed to act
together. The Committee therefote called on Governments rapidly to
conclude the Euratom Treaty and to secure its ratification before the
end of the year. But because circumstances were on our side, we had to
go further: we had to anticipate events and bring together all those
concerned by setting them practical objectives. Experience had taught
me that this was one v/ay of mobilizing immense latent capacities,
which go into action only when they are offered a point of convergence
which is both ambitious and realistic. This had been the case with
maritime tansportin the r9r4 war, with the Victory Program in 1942,
and with the French Modernization Plan in ry46. Scattered, hesiant
efforts take on new meaning and vigour when they are integrated into
an overall plan. The conquest of a new form of energy could be a
great collective enterprise on the part of Europeans who were deter-
mined to live better and live independendy. But they had to be given a
precise goal, and be shown the steps whereby it could be attained. So
the Committee proposed that the Foreign Ministers should ask three
eminent experts to report to them on these points.

The following month, the Ministers appointed what we had called
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the'Three Wise Men'- Armand, Etzel, and an Italian nuclear specialist,
Francesco Giordani. They spent six months on their inquiry, which
took them to the United States, Canada, and Great Britain. Theit
eventual report was remarkably clear and tight-packed: it can still be
read with profit more than twenty years later. Indeed, events rapidly
confumed the purpose of theit mission. The Franco-British Suez
expedition of Novembet ;, Bulganin's ensuing threats, and Eisenhower's
disavowal of Franco-British action, left a divided Europe all too well
aware of how humiliatingly precarious its economic and political
situation was. The eta of far-flung adventutes, when problems were
solved by force, would soon be over for good. Soon, Europeans would
know no prestige, independence, or Progress unless they were united
in a collective effort. Armand suggested that we erect a statue to
Nasser, the federator of Europe. It was a joke. The federator was not
any named individual, but always that same multifarious abstract force
that operates on everyone: necessity.

Necessity also drove on the Brussels negotiators, working 
^wly 

Lt

the Chiteau de Val Duchesse on the outskirts of the city to draw up the

Treaties, step by step. The Spaak Repott had gready simplified matters.
Uri's pen had tidied up the catalogue of desiderata compiled at Messina
and turneditinto two maiorprojects, the Common MarketandEuratom,
They were linked, as it were, by the contrasting interests which each of
them involved. The French allowed themselves to be coaxed towards the
Common Market, which they feared was full of traPs. But they were
tempted by Euratom - which many Germans, oo the other hand,
regarded as a threat to place their industry under tutelage. For these

reasons - which in the end proved illusory - the two negotiations were
being conducted in parallel; and I realized that the two Treaties would
also have to be simultaneously signed. Euratom would have to await
agreement on the Common Market, which the French wanted to be

hedged about with excePtions in their favour. There could be no doubt
about either the ability or the goodwill of Maurice Faure and Mariolin;
but all France lacked self-confidence. As in the ECSC, she had an
exaggerated idea of the disparity in competitive conditions, and in
particular of the social-secutity burden of which she thought hetself
the victim. The state of the franc was certainly worrying; but the
protective measutes France was demanding seemed exorbitant. Only
her requests to include agriculture and overseas dependencies proved
in the end well-founded. Every problem bristled with technicd
di.fficulties; but by the beginning of ry57 all that was lacking was the
political will to succeed.
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I7ould the oppornrnity be lost? That was my worry; and I shared it

with members of the Committee, whose role was to prove decisive.
'Several times,' I told them, 'we have all seen that a two-week delay

in a Ministerial conference can mean a two-month delay in negotiations.
The same is true of ratification.'

What was more, u/e faced a looming deadline: on July 6 the German
Budcstag was due to go into recess until the September election.
Every day lost would strengthen the SPD members' temptation to
harden their opposition and, at the vcry least, abstain. It was my
constant concern, therefore, to give Mollet and Adenauer not a

moment's respite; to keep up the pressure on their Ministers Maurice
Faure and Hallstein; and to call on the influence of No€I, Etzel, and
many others. Faced with a clear duty and a deadline set by the calendar,
they would not shirk their responsibilities. They would need courage;
but lack of courage is not the commonest failing of statesmeo: obsacles
arouse their fighting spitit. Even so, the obstacles have to be made
dear and unavoidable; those who face them have to be shown that by
temporizing they risk losing everything, including power. The example
of EDC was still fresh in men's minds; and the lesson would not be
lost on them.

In Brussels, the experts were still busy drafting meticulous texts, a

blend of caution and audacity. Both, as their authors wished, were to
prove very effective, according to where the emphasis was placed.
Myself, I never bothered to speculate on whether the new Community
Treaties might have been improved. I think that they embodied as

much as was possible at that time and that stage in men's thinking - at

^rry 
r^te, I could only place my trust in the most able and convinced

Europeans of their generation. The work they did may have dis-
appointed the hopes of the federalists; but its balanced stmcture has

withstood all subsequent trials. Its keystone is the constant dialogue it
establishes between national institutions and common institutions,
whose objectives are linked. Neither has any option but to advance
towards the immense horizons that now lie open to Europe.

The dialogue between national and Community institutions, which is
inseparable from the decision-making process, is the very essence of
the Community's life. It is this that makes it unique among modern
political systems. If experience has shown that too litde power of
decision was initially transferred to European level, it is up to the men
of today to do what those of yesterday dared not propose to their
hesitant Members of Parliament. In t917, SpaoL could not have been
more adroit, Urimore imaginative, or HallsteinandMaurice Faure more
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courageous. Above all, moreover, Adenauer and Mollet had to exert
their authority. They did so manfully, and by February 1917 all was
ready. France was to enter the Common Market together with her
overseas dependencies; the ownership of fissile materials was to be
vested in Euratom. The problem of the Saar was setded once and for
all. The Treaties were signed in Rome on March zJ, r9J7.

Even so, we still had to win a race against time. Meeting at the
beginning of May, the Actioo Comnr.ittee called on Governments to
secure the Treaties' tati-6.cation before the summer break. The padia-
mentary committees set to work, and once again I appealed to Emile
Blamont's ingenuity to speed up the process in his discreet and mastetly
way. On June ze, I was in Bonn with Kohnstamm. Ollenhauer was
still hesitating about what was in the best interests of the SPD,

'Perhaps it would be better to postpone the debate until after the
election,' he said. 'We should prefer the French to commit themselves
first.'

'That would be a terrible mistake,' I said. 'The institutions must be
set up by the beginning of r958. Soon, it will be too late.'

I foresaw a danger that the German Social Democrats might absain.
'The French Socialists,' I added, 'are about to vote unanimously in

favour of a Ewopean Treaty for the frrst time. France and Germany
must ratify the Treaties more or less simultaneously.'

'Very well,' said Ollenhauer. '\[/e'll commit ourselves too.'
It took great courage for him to do that. On JuIy ;, he petsuaded

his parry to vote with the Christian-Democrat CDU, the 'German
Party', and some of the Liberals. That date marked an epoch in the
history of Europe. The brooding menace of a split in lfest Germany
receded: the whole nation had abandoned its ovedong indecision and
opted for its links with the l7est. Franco-German reconciliation was
now firmly sealed.

A few days later, the French National Assembly began its debate, on
the basis of two excellent reports. That by Alain Savary, on the
Common Markct, reached a firm conclusion:

The choice is not between thc Community and the rtdtss qill, but between
the Community and solitude.

The rapporteur on Eutatom was Pierre July. He had in his hand the
prophetic report of the Three !7ise Men, which confumed with the
aid of statistics the prospects already outlined by the Action Committee .

The Iflise Men declared:

Eutope's dependence on the Middle East is bound to increase. . . . As the
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quantity of oil imported from the Middle East inceases, thele will bc a

cbrresponding increasc in the political temptation to interfere with the
flow o1 oil ftom tlut region. A future stoPPagc could be an economic

calamity for Europe. Excessive depeadence of our highly industrialized

countriis on an unitable region might even lead to serious political troublc
throughout the wodd. It is essential that oil should be a commodity and
not a political weaPon.

Ttre Europeatr economy must be protected against an interruption of
oil supplies, by finding alternative sources of energy to limit the furthet
tise in oil imports.

The Wise Men's foresight undedines the heavy responsibility borne by
those who, disdaining a warning whose value we can appreciate today,
u/ere then already preparing to stunt the growth of Euratom.

The Assembly debate was serious and dispassionate, and the vote was

more favourable than had been expected' There were few defaulters

among the Independent Peasants, who were looking forward to the

outlets that the Common Market rvould offer French agrioilture.
Mendts-France voted against, but that did not suqprisc me. In an

earlier debate I had heard him say:

'France must not be the victim of. a Trcaty. A democrat may abdicate

by giving in to an internal dictatotship, but also by delegating his
powlrs to an external authority. A genuine Europe can only be built
on the recovety of France.'

Mend0s-France was followed by some Radicals; and the Gaullists,
responding to an appeal from Ra)'6ond Triboulet, voted'against the
Eu?ope of Jean Monnet'. With the Communists and the Pouiadists, the
opposition amassed only 49 votes. The European majority had yz.
-Attention now focused on Rome, where the padiamentary debatc

began at the very end of the session. On July 3o, the Chamber of
Deputies voted for the Treaties by 3rl votes against r44, with;4
abstentions. The majority consisted of the Christian Democrats, the
Liberals, the Republicans, and the Saragat Socialists. The Nenni
Socialists, who at that time were not members of the Action Committee,
voted for Eutatom but abstained on the Common Market. Now, it was

only a question of months before the other countries ratified thc
Treaties. The Belgian Chamber approved them on November 19 by
r74 votes against 4, and the Luxembourg Chamber on November z6

by 46 votes against 1. In the Netherlands, by latge majotities, the
Second Chamber of the States-General in Octobet, then in December
the First Chamber, complcted the ratificationProcess. In all sir countties,
the Senates conf,rmed the votes of thc Assemblies: the Treatics thus
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secured a broad democratic consensus. All the political parties repre-
sented on the Action Committee voted in accordance with their pledge.
Ve were to renew that pledge in order to turn the texts into reality.

I next applied myself, with varying tesults but consistent energy,
to trying to solve a number of problems which in my view were vital
if the new Communities were to make a good start. The first of these
was the choice of people. We had not fought and won so gteat a battle
in order to place the institutions in unreliable hands. fn appearance,
those institutions wete economic and technical, but their objectives
were political. I wrote to Adenauer and I saw Gaillard, who by now had
become French Prime Minister, to make sure that they would nominate
men who were competent and determined to act, beginning with the
Presidents - something which in my experience crurnot always be taken
for granted, and to which I have many times had to pay close attention
to avoid facile or complaisant choices. This time, wisdom prevailed,
and we had no difficuity in agreeing on the names of Halistein and
Armand. This established the ptestige of the Common Market and
Euratom from the start; and it was confirmed by the appointrnent of
Marjolin, Jean Rey, and Sicco Mansholt.

On the second of my problems I was less fortunate. Once again, I
tried to persuade people to share my conviction that the whole adminis-
sration of the Communities ought to be brought together in a single
place, and that this place should be given European status. In r9yz,
as has been seen, I had not succeeded in pteventing the ECSC
institutions being split between Luxembourg and Strasbourg; and the
ptactical inconverrience was considerable. It would be even greater if
the new institutions were set up somewhere else again; and so frag-
mented ^t appea.tance would cetainly damage the Community's
prestige. Indeed, the time seemed to have come to give it the scope
and status that it would derive from having a capital of its own, rooted
in the soil just as Euope was rooted in history but new and unique.
This would oot only be convenienc it would also be a symbol of
unity.

In November, the members of the Action Committee pledged them-
selves to intervene with their respective Governments to persuade them
to take the following decisions:

(r) The grouping in the same place of the Institutions of ttre Coal and
Steel Community, the Common Market, and Euratom;

(z) The setting-up of the headquarters of the Institutions in a .European

District', administered by the common Institutions;
G) The choice of a site easily accessible to all.
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The Committee offered no suggestions about wherc that site should be,

and I myself refrained not only from expressing a preference, but also

from having one. That would have been the cerain wey to weaken the
position of principle that I continually championed. Unfortunately,
however, I could not prevent others thinking in terms of locd interest
and suspecting me of putting forward candidates of my own. In
Jantnry 1958, the aftir became inextdcably confused: thc Ministers
agreed on the principle of a single site, but disagrced about where it
should be. In their disappointrnent, the Belgian members of the Action
Committee took ofience, and absented themselves for some months.
But there was nothing I could do, if Luxembourg insisted both on
keeping the ECSC and on not 'losing its soul' in the words of
Joseph Bech, who was afraid of a second European invasion. In the
end, the new institutions were set up in Brussels. From that moment
on, dispersion was inevitable, and the repeated appeals of the Action
Committee, like those of the padiamentary Assembly, could make no

headway against the fait acconpli. Personally, I have no regrets about
having spent so long championing the cause of a European District.
When the builders return, they will find the plans still waiting, and
have only to choose the site.

'When one undertakes any action, one must not speculate about
whether it will succecd - that is something I no longer consider once

I have made up my mind. By then, the debate is over: it has led to a
conviction and to action, which for me are inseparably linked. When
Gaillatd, remembering the sabilization efofts we had madc together
ten years eadier, consulted me in December r917 about how to remcdy
Francc's financial imbalance, starting with her extcrnal de6cit, I had

long talks with Wilfrid Baumgartner of the Bank of France, Marjolin,
and Pierre-Paul Schweitzer, Director of the Treasury. They led to thc
conclusion that what was needed was a considerable efiort, coupled
with immediete aid from intetnational monetary institutions and from
the Government of the United States. That was the prerequisite for
France's recoyery, on which would depend hcr ability to face the
opening of the Common Market. Gaillard and his Finance Minister
Pierre Pfimlin were clear-headed and courageous: in a situation where
public confidence had already evaporated, no one could have done

Letter than they. They had inherited infation, a fight from the franc,
and a long-sanding balance-of-payments deficit which could not be

allowed to go on. They had to be helped to put paid to the threat that
hung over France, and hence over EuloPe. So I agreed to go to the

Unitid Sates in January 1958 to negotiate immediate aid, but not
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before the Government had launched an austerity plan for France,
without which my efforts would certainly have failed. It was a difficult
and extremely complex assignment, and I put 

^ 
gre t deal into it. But

while it led to the unhoped-for loan of more than g6oom., it did not
prevent the collapse of the Fourth Republic some months latet in the
face of a diferent threat. It at least saved the subsequent rdgime a
disastrous day of reckoning, and gave a breathing-qpace in which
confdence could be restored.

Announcing the result of my mission in Washington on Janwary 1o,I said to the Americans:
'f want to underline this fundamental point: hencefotth, no French-

man, no German or Italian or Belgian or Dutchman or Luxembourger
welcomed here in Washington will come simply as a representativJof
his own country. Each will become more and more what he has been
hitherto only in a cultural sense - a European.'

If I thus ceaselessly rerurned to my main objective, it was because
the nature of the problems no longer made it possible to confine them
to a national context. Europe v/as not something imaginary: as
successive crises would gradually make apparent, it was now the scale
on which economic phenomena occurred. For the time being, France
was the fust to be affected; but it was not too soon to look ahead to
tegulatory machinery at European level. In March r91g I wrote to
Gaillard:

The objective would be to establish a European financial and money
market,_with a European Bank and Reserve Fund, using lointly a pa.t o?
national reserves, with free convertibility of European currenciei, free
movement of capital among the Community countries, and the develop-
ment of a common financial policy.

There are no premature ideas: there are only opportunities for which one
must leam to wait. The idea of a Ewopean Reserve Fund was endorsed
by the Heads of State and Government at their r97z 'summit, meeting,
after fourteen years of Action committee resolutions which stubbornly
went on calling for it to be studied, and putting forward plans. Those
plans, wotked out by Marjolin, Uri, Delouvrier, and Robet Trifen,
attracted the attention of the responsible authorities, who could delay
matters but not finally ignore necessiry. In 196r, Pierre Drouin of
Le Monde, a penetrating observer, wrote3

Experience has proved that most of the ideas launched by the Action
Committee, although they may sometimes take a long time to make their
wan eventually end up, in one form or another, in the realm ofreality.
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This insance was typical of many others which the Action Committee
dealt with in its eady years, with the aim of erccting milestones along
the road which the Community would soone! or later follow, either of
its own accord or under pressrue from Governments.

The Community had begun well; but France, after having contributed
so much to its beginnings, was now caught up in a national drama
which the authorities could not avert. In a few days, the events which
revolutionized Algeria spread to Paris, sweeping 

^.wey 
ar€gime alrcady

weakencd and constitutionally incapable of either avoiding or surviving
serious crises. Resignation had been the habitual lesponse of Govern-
ments in the face of difficulties and trials of strcngth. The chance of
escaping burdensome responsibilitics, together with the perrnanent
danger of being outvoted by an Assembly which ran no risk of dis-
solution, had made governmental insability a political way of life.
Crises had become the most naflual and simple way of dealing with
problems that demanded courage: it was a case of solving them by
default. That is whn when de Gaulle assumed power in June 1918
and proposed to establish by referendum a Constitution that would
guarantee the stability of the executive, I saw in it great benefits for
our country - as a means not only of solving the Algedan problem that
divided France, but also ofputsuing the forward-looking ventures on
which we were engaged both internally and in foreign policy.

The Fourth Republic had been badly shaken by the loss of Indo-
china, and it had not been able to withstand the threats of secession in
North Africa. But it nevertheless deserved credit for exceptional
successes, both in modernizing France and in opening her horizons to
the outside vzodd. Those successes had to be consolidatcd, and in the
referendum of September 9, 1958, on the new Constitution I decided
to vote Yes. I gave the reasons for my decision in an article published by
I* Moile at the beginning of the referendum campaign:

The Third Republic fell, after the defeat of t94o, ar the cnd of a period
in which France, abezdy drained by the First Wodd War, was showing
many signs of old agc: the populatioo was decreasing, producers were
seeking security in Statc protcction, and production was stagnant. Thc
French people had lost con-Edeacc ia their future.

The political bankruptcy of the Fourth Republic, on rrhe other haod,
finds France in full renaissancc. Her youtMulness is shown by the in-
crease in the population, and by the industrial and agricultural revolution
she is undergoing, catching up at last with other modern nations. Pro-
duccrs are looking to expansion for their future. This break with the past
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also includes the reconciliation of France and Germany and the beginnings
of a united Europe, in which France and the French people will find new
horizons.

When he votes, every citizen must make up his own mind whether he
will be speeding up or retarding this process of adjustment to the modern
world.

To safeguard our future, we must now put an end to the Algerian crisis
and ensure governmental stability and authority. These two imperatives
are linked.

I went on to explain at length how the new Constitution would guaran-
tee the continuity of the Government's work. Some years later, the
Constitution was further modified to include the election of the Presi-
dent of the Republic by universal suffrage. Once again, I voted in
favour of a step which would give the executive greater legitimacy and
dso facilitate the decisions required for the unification of Europe. For
sovereignty to be delegated, authority must be well-established.

The sensible and courageous monetaty measures taken at the end of
r9;8 gave France back her self-confidence, and she took in her suide
the 6rst tariff cuts on the way to the full Common Market. The credit
for this must go to General de Gaulle and to Antoine Pinay, whom he
had chosen as Minister of Finance, with Jacques Rueff as his adviser.
What was more, it became apparent that the fears aroused by the open-
ing of the Common Market had been exaggerated. In November t9J9t
the Action Committee called on Governments to speed up progress
through the stages set by the Treaty:

Already, on difierent sides, one hears demands that the transition period
of the Common Market be shortened from twelve to six years, and that
practical effect be given to the essential provisions of the Common
Matket Treaty which in general terms call for the establishment of a

common cconomic policy in various ficlds.

Since it was possible to go faster, it was necessary to do so - not merely
to hasten the incrcase of ttade among out six countries and improve
their standard ofliving, but also to arrive as soon as possible at a point
when the Community would be ready to be enlarged and to share its
prosperity with other countries in Europe and Africa. This would also
bting closer the time when a political Europe could be built. These two
objectives were nov/ to become the chief concerns of the Action
Committee and the main focus of my own work.
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Chapter 17

POLITICAL UNION (196o-1962)

I
Towards confederation

At the moment, however urgent political union may be, and howevet
great the progress already made, it does not seem possiblc to by-pass the
requisite stages. The political union of tomorrow will depend on making
the economic union efiective in the evcryday activities of industry, agri-
culture, and government.

These empirical views were elpressed by the Action Committee in
October 1958. They echoed tl-re wise principles embodied in the
Schuman Declaration of May 9, r9Jo. lVhile the Common Market was
not yet fully open, and its cornmon policies remained to be worked out,
ought we to follow those who were urging an immediate move to the
federal stage ? I thought not, and the members of the Committee agreed
with me that we must continue along the path so laboriously charted
and now so broadly opening out:

Little by little the wotk of the Community will be fclt, and the tkeady
distingrrishable bonds of common interest will be sueogthcned. Thcn the
evcryday rcalitics themselves will makc it possible to form the political
union which is the goal of our Community, and to establish the United
States ofEutopc.

Evcn today, that satement has lost none of its signif,gance; and if at
times we have forgotten it, events have sooner or later brought us back
to it. Does this mean that q/c must await the slow growth of. dc facto
solidarity, and simply rely on it to develop automatically? C,ertainly not;
nor is that what the r9r8 text says. Tbc Ncrydq realitir ntill nake it
lossibh to fora tba polithal uion The idea is clear: political Europe will
be created by human efiort, when the time comes, on the basis of
rcdity. The story of how wc came on scveral occasions to bclieve that
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the time was in fact ripe is a tale of many misunderstandings, but also
of much goodwill. If Europe has been pulled in many different directions
by people with contrasting ideas of her destinn I regard that as 

^ 
great

waste of time and effort, but no denial of the need to unite. It was simply
that ideas and methods differed; and, as always, reality had the last word.
Today, I believe, reality is having the last word again - and it closely
resembles the first, written in r9;o. \7hat it spells is the delegation of
sovereignty and the joint exercise of the new and larger sovereignty
thus created. I cannot see that in twenty-five years anything else has
been invented as a means of uniting Europe, despite all the temptations
to desert that path.

For me, there has been only one path: only its length remains
unknown. The unification of Europe, like all peaceful revolutions,
takes time - time to persuade people, time to change men's minds, time
to adjust to the need for major transformations. But sometimes, circum-
stances hasten the process, and new opportunities suddenly arise. Must
they be missed simply because they were not expected so soon? The
question arose in r9;o, when we were abruptly faced with the prospect
of German rearmament. We seized the opportunity to try a new step
forward on the basis of what otherwise might have been a setback for
the process of integration that had barely begun. As has been seen, we
failed. The European Defence Communiry project v/as flo doubt pre-
mature; but it came to grief largely because it v-as allowed to drag on.
In 196o, a further surprise oppornrnity arose, when at a press con-
ference on September y General de Gaulle made the following proposal:

'To ensure regular co-operation in Western Europe is something that
France considers desirable, possible, and practicable in the political
field, the economic field, the cultural field, and the field of defence.'

The system he advocated included'regular organized concertation by
the Governments responsible', specialized bodies subordinate to
Governments, an Assembly of delegates fiom the national Padiaments,
and finally 'a vast Eutopean referendum'.

This system was open to criticism in a number of respects. But I
had fewer doubts about its value than about the state of mind of its
author. Certainly, de Gaulle had not abandoned his customary ideas:

'What are the realities in Europe ? What are the pillars on which it
can be built? In truth, they are the States . . ., the only entities that
have the right to command and the authority to act. . . .'

Nor was I suqprised to hear him make ironical references to 'cettain
more or less extra-national bodies', What mattered, in my opinion, was
that he had taken a political initiative, and given it some solemnity.
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!flhatever reservations one might have about its content, one could not
ignore this fresh relaunching of Europe to which de Gaulle had linked
his own prestige. It was up to us to make what we could out of the new
situation - which, to tell the truth, was not altogether a surprise to me.
Since our wartime days in Algiers, I had maintained friendly contact
with Maurice Couve de Murville, who was now de Gaulle's Foteign
Minister; and from our recent talks I had sensed that the time was
coming for a great European debate. I only hoped that it would not
turn into 

^ 
great dispute.

As eady as August ro, 196o, I had forewarned the members of the
Action Committee. I wrote to them:

It is proposed to set up a political authority at the level of Heads of
Government of the six Community countries. This in my view would be
an important step forward. Hitherto, our C,ommittee has supported the
creation of a European economic entity, and has deliberately refrained
from taking up a position on the form of a political authority. It is clear
that we must have an exchange of views on this important question before
deciding on the Committee's attitude.

I must say that the Septembet , press conference did not make the task
of persuasion I had in mind an easy one, for it contained some dis-
quieting reflections on the Community institutions, which in de Gaulle's
'Europe of the States' would be reduced to co-operative bodies sub-
ordinate to Governments. Both the form and the content of the press

conference raised hackles in Europe. Nevertheless, I was determined to
see the positive side of the change I detected in de Gaulle by comparison
with his attitude hitherto.

During his years in opposition, Europe had been one of the constant
themes in the press conferences at which he had made his ideas public.
Every time, he had coniured up grandiose visions of a Europe formed
by juxtaposing sovereign States from the Atlantic to the Urals. The
Community of the Six, by comparison, seemed insignificant - and so he
refrained from atacking it, leaving that task to his political sympathizers.
But as soon as the Community had seemed likely to integrate defence,
de Gaulle had attacked, and had also aimed his onslaught at myself.
That had been in November r9;3, when he had accused me of being
'thc Inspirer' - in June r94o in London, in 1941 in Algiers, and now, of
'a stateless European army,'each time coming up with 'a panacea cdled
"pooling".' I had thought it my duty to answet him publicly, because
he was making a mockery of honourable moments in history.

'General de Gaulle's proposals,' I said, 'are based on notions that atc
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out of date. They forget the lcssons of our most recent history. They
completely ignore what a series of failures has taught us: that it is
impossible to solve Europe's problems among States which retain full
national sovereignty.'

The tit_le of 'the Inspirer' stuck; but it does not worry me. That dispute
went no further, and it was not of a kind to afiect our personal telatibns.
They had been good in the past, and for the sake of Europe they could
temain so in the future.

Now that de Gaulle was once more invested with responsibilities,
moreover, I noticed a marked change in his tone and his ideas.
European diFlomacy had become active again: meetings of Foreign
Ministers and visits by Heads of State succeeded one another through-
out 196o. However, mistrust had reappeared since the September priss
conference, and its shock effect would have to be smoothed away.
Relations between de Gaulle and Adenauer, which had become excei-
lent, and between France and German!, which had remained so, now
grew chilly. fhe Dutch and the Italians sounded out French diplomats,
vho assured them that there was no question of ampering with the
existing Community. For my part, I tried to convince ihe m-embers of
the Action Committee that French ovefrrues might give us an oppor-
tunity to set up machinety which could be developed later on. Sincc
I was immobilized by an operation on my knee, Kohnstanrm weflt to
sce the members of the Committee, while I bcgan the debate by lettcr.
That letter, dated November zz, 196o, put European aflairs in their
new sctting: for, suddenly, thcy seemed to have assumed wodd
proportions. Several reccnt events, I recalled, showed that the Common
Market had made its appearance on the international scenc. Briain had
reacted to it by setting up the seven-nation European Free Trade
Association with Austria, Denmark, Norway, Portugal, Sweden, and
Switzedand; and the United Stateb had crossed the Atlantic, to becomc
a member, with Canada, of the Organization for European Economic
Co-operation, now tcnamed the Organization for Economic Co-
operation and Development at the ChAteau de la Muette in paris. Every-
whcre, the Six were faced with the intercontinental responsibilitiis
thrust upon them by their own rapid success. The acceleration of thc
steps_provided for in the Rome Trcaty had given resounding proof of
the Common Market's dynamism. Within the Communiry, iustoms
duties were being lowered ahead of schedule; around it, ttre common
er(ternal tatiff was being more rapidly set in place. Both confumed the
Community's identity and called for the establishment of genuincly
European economic policies, including the cornmon agricultuial policy
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which the French were eager to see set up.
Three things, in my view, were prerequisites for balanced progress,

although they were difficult to achieve simulaneously: to develop the
Community, to establish a political structure, and to recruit Great
Britain. Many people, with exaggerated logic, saw these as a tangle of
contradictions. To me, they were joint necessities. For years, the Action
Committee fought to prevent any one of them being sacriEced to the
success of the others - to ensure that political progress did not call in
question the role of the economic Community or leaye out Great
Briain, and that British membership was not bought at the expense of
what had been achieved already or was anticipated in the futue. At any
given moment it would have becn easier for Governments to negotiate
for one of the three possibilities at the cost of another. As will be seen,
Francc would gladly have taken a political step forward if a setback
could be inficted on the Community, while the Nethedands would
havc given up many of their supranational principles to havc Great
Britain commit herself to the continent. Myself, I havc dways been
convinced that the unification of Europe cannot be achieved by inter-
governmcntal compromises: such supposcdly time-honoured pro-
ceedings arc never-endingr and they never satisff anyone. The seatch
for the conunon intercst, on the other hand, by no means excludcs
aking account of the others' point of view; but it must not turn into
!"ggli"g. !(ic held fast to our merhod, which consists in dctcrmining
fust what is good for all the Community countries as a whole, thcn
taking the mcasure of the particular efiorts which each will have to
make - but without vainly seeking, as in thc past, a meticulous balancc
of advantage.

To advancc on scveral fronts at oncc did not necessarily mean doing
so at the same speed. What mattercd was that movcment should be
general, for only by deeds would Europc ake shape. On Novcmber er,
196o, I wrote to Adenaucr:

I must tcll you that my grcetest fcer today is that wc risk halting our pro-
gtess in the organization of Europe in order to hold long dcbites about
questions which, although important, must not bccome preconditions for
action. Must thc qucstion of NATO bc scttlcd bdore we continue tte
unif,64ji6a of Europc ? Must Britain takc part in our political discussions ?
Arc Gencral dc Craullc's ptoposals merely for 'co-opcration,, and not
'supranatioaal'? It is only by advancing thar wc shall fnd the answers to
thcsc questions, ptimady on thc political plane. I believc that some of thc
su-ggestioas which you havc discusscd with Gencral de Gaullc 6ay use-
fully scrvc thc devclopmcot of Europe, and that ure must act et oace to
give thcm praaical sbrpc.
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This was my personal position, and when I stated it in my letter to the
members of the Action Comrnittee on the following day' I asked not for
theit agreement but for their opinion. Adenauer uras wondering what
attitude to adopt at the conference of the Six to be held in Paris in a
few weeks' time, and for the moment I was anxious to convince him of
the need to act without waiting for de Gaulle to give better assurances

on Atlantic or European issues. More than that, I believed that before
the end of the year Germany would have to show some understanding
towards French demands for a common agricultural policy' Did
Adenauer feel, as I did, that this might be a fleeting oPPortunity? I
continued:

I have often told you that your Presence as leader of Germany at the same

time as de Gaulle is leader of Fraoce ofiers us a possibility of action loddl
which may not occur again.

Although events did not con6rm my hopes, I have no regrets at having
believed at that time, very 6rrnly, that the meeting of minds between
two exceptional men, both very expetienced, both deeply attached to
peace, and both enfoying great authority in their countries, could be the

chance to give the Community new impetus through the Franco-
German agreement on which it was essentially based. I did not rrnnd if
that agreement took on a solemn and special form, provided that it
strengthened the union of Europe. The time had come, I thought, to
sketch the outlines of what that union might involve. I wrote to
Adenauer:

I believe that it is a useful suggestion that the Heads of Government
should meet as frequently and regularly as possible to discuss our sir
countries' common policy, and that thcre should be mcetings of Foreign
Ministcrs and also of Ministers of Education and Defence.

For the time being, in the present situation and for these ncw political
questions, I think that co-oPeration is a nccessary stage. It will be a step

forward, above all if the whole European system - the integratcd Com-
munity and the organizations for co-operation, diferent as thcy arc -
be included in a single whole, a Erropcan confcdcralion.

I knew that not all members of the Action Committce would agree with
this approach, and that it would upset those who would have liked the
political project to be more ambitious. Had I not accustomed them to
the idea that co-operation was not enough, and that our aim was a

federation ? Most of thcm wanted the European Assembly to bc elected

by direct u:riversal suffrage, and de Gaulle was opposed to that. He
spoke of holding a tcferendum; and this, which was forbidden by some
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national constitutions, revived unhappy memories. Finally, de Gaulle's
proposal seemed to many people to be seeking substitutes for what they
regarded as the very basis of Western security: the Adantic Alliance.
Ludwig Rosenberg, by now President of the German Trade Union
Federation, told me about their doubts:

'If it's only a regular conference of Ministers, then we must give up
the term "confederation" and not mislead people. It's sometimes better
to admit that nothing can be done than to give the impression of having
achieved something which in teality is no more than a name, without
the desired content.'

I could understand this attitude: I should have reacted in the same
way myself if I had not felt that it was once more time to be pragmatic
and use a fleeting conjunction of circumsances to tansform thc
psychological context. I explained to the members of the Committce:

I have no doubt, fot my part, that a confederation will one day lcad to a

federation. But, for the moment, is it possible to go further ? I cannot say

that it is. Meanwhile, the confederation would have the very great ad-
vantage of assuring public opinion in our countries that they have ioincd
an entity which is not only economic but political, and that they ate
thercfore part of something bigger than aoy of their countrics alone.

That it was not possible to go furthet for the time being I knew from a
most reliable source. As early as July, 196o, in my talks with Couve de

Murville, I had suggested a form of confederation whose executive
organ would be a Supreme Council of Heads of Government, and
which in a numbet of cases would take decisions in the same way as

the Community institutions. It was only when I received conf.rmation
that the French Government ruled this out that I resigned myself to a
less ambitious first step, without however abandoning the idea of
further steps once we were launched on the dynamic Ptocess for which
Europe was now prepared. Those who thought we must v/ait fot better
times misunderstood the situation of Germany in 196o, the political
uncertainties, and the impatience of public opinion. Adenauet was in
a hurry to bind his nation to the rtrfest, and he understood the sense of
my letter. He answered:

You are the Trusty Eckart of the Europeaa idea.

I confess that I had to consult an encylopaedia. Trusty Eckhart, I
discovered, was thc hero of German legend whose name was regarded
as synonymous with 'ever faithful servant'.

The process had begun; and if its impetus was soon exhausted, if the
history of thesc attempts at European political union is a long series of
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disappointments, I am uncertain where to lay the blame. General dc
Gaulle himself assumed 

^ 
gte t deal of it, by adopting attitudes which

atoused misunderstanding and resentment both among France's
neighbours and in France. But thc public disputes alone were not
enough to explain the failure: they merely prolonged it in the form of
words. Failure was implicit, from the beginning of the talks, in the way
they were underaken. If any grand design existed, it cerainly had no
time to take shape: instead, the six countries plunged right away into a
defensive quest for reciprocal concessions. De Gaulle made some which
wete considerable: people wondered at them, not rerli-ing that he would
with&aw them as soon as he thought he need no longer appease the
smaller countries. For the moment, he had to deal with Joseph Luns,
the Dutch Foreign Ministcr, and his Belgian colleague Pierre Wigny,
both of whom suspected him of cherishing ambitions - for France
first of all, and then, with Adenauer's connivance, for France and
Germany - to dominate the continent. Some of de Gaulle's statements,
no doubt, lent credence to such suspicions; but my belief was that it
would be a waste of time to look for ulterior motives on eithet side,
Whatever political strategists may say, to act in response to the
supposed intentions of your partner is thc swest way to fail in your
aim. I am not even sure whether Luns and \[/igny bad en eim, What is
certain is that no one had aims on the scale of Europe's needs. Thc
confederation itself would not havc involved any decision by thc sir
Heads of Sate to irnprove on the existing sinration. All that it would
have meant was asking a committce of senior officials to dmw up a
catalogue of what was possible at the time.

This was not apparent right away. The Paris conferencc met at thc
beginning of February 196r, and. set up the Fouchet Committee, named
after its French Chairman, Christian Fouchet. Although it was not given
a very precise mandate, the mcrc fact of its having been sct up showed
on the one haod ttrat de C'aulle had not obiected to its discussing the
strengthening of thc Community instihrtions, British entry, and co-
operation with the United States, aod on the other that Luns had not
succeeded in making preconditions of thcse things. So it would still be
possible to makc progress in these thrce ateas; and I made every cffort
to do so, following at a distance the labous of the intcrgovernmenal
committcc. During the first six months of 196r,I made two trips to the
United Sates to alk with my many friends in and around the new
Administration headed by President Kennedy, including Adreson,
Georgc Ball, McGeorgc Bundy, and Arthur Schlesinger. I also had a
long alk with the President. I came away with the conviction that
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Eutope now had an excqrtional opportunity at last to establish a

relationship of equals with the United States. Then I went to London,
where I observed a rapid evolution in the attitude of the Conservative
Government. Soon, I felt sure, it would commit itself to the continent.
In Brussels, finally, I saw that Walter Hallstein's Commission had

consolidated its authority: all that remained was to develop common
policies and make ^ gtezrter conttibution to the development of the
world's poorer countries. The fust steps towards a European currency
now also seemed to be practicable.

Amid all thepossibilities now oPen to Europe, political union was an

imporant opportunity, and indeed a necessity; but it was only one of the

courses of action that had to be pursued. When our Committee met on

July lo, therefore, it surveyed the changes that were taking place in the
wodd and the progtess that a united Europe, including Great Briain
and in co-operation with the United States, would have to make in
order to share in the general movement. On political union, the

Committee remained deliberately laconic: the'summit' conference of the

Six was due to take place in Bonn in a week's time, on July r8. Thc
summit promised to be productive, and so it was - to iudge by the
communiqui, which contained many reassuring statements about the
existing Community and the Atlantic Alliance. It spoke of 'the
institutional consecration of the task in hand' and of extending the
powers of the parliamentary Assembly. Finally, it called for-'the
adhererrce to the European Communities of other European States

that are ready to undertake, in all fields, the same obligations and the

s,rme responsibilities.' This careful wording went to the heart of the
matter. Seen in this light, the mandate which the Heads of State and
Govetnment gave the Fouchet Committee was very clear:

To present proposals on the means which will as soon as possible enable

statutory character to be given to the union of theit peoples.

Despite this, there was to be no more chequered history than that of the
Fouchet Committee, whose membets wete able and well-intentioned,
but subject to ambiguous national directives.

What stubborn force prevented the Heads of Government agreeing
on a union of States which could satisfy the modest ambitions of the

time, provided that it did nothing to ieopardize past achievements and
future hopes ? Why did France try to bring back into an intergovern-
mental ftamework what had abeady become a Community? Why did
she stife hopes of future progress ? Was it reasonable to suppose that
she could go on enjoying the advantages she dedved from the European
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institutions if they were to lose their independence ? Would it have been
rash to promise to examine further possible steps after three years ? I
thought not; and that was why, until the very end, I persisted in believ-
ing that cornmon sense would prevail. One proviso at least seemed to
me obvious: that when the European Council discussed economic
questions, it should apply the rules and procedures of the Community
Treaties which it was in duty bound to respect. But logic of this kind
had no place in the Gaullist plan, which to my eyes remained obscure.
Equally, I have never understood why the Dutch and the Belgians
barted the way to political progress in Europe when there wal still
some hope of making it. If they hoped thereby to make British entry
easier, their calculation was ill-founded. The British would throw in
their lot, as the future was to show, only with a Community that was
active and continually developing.

The Fouchet Plan disappeared from the agenda in April 1962, and
Adenauer did not make the effort necessary to save it. -learly, he no
longer wished to put pressure on de Gaulle, to .whom he left the
initiative in European afairs. S0hat mattered to him, in Europe now,
was lVestern solidarity in the face of the East. His confidence in
American support had weakened, and he acted as if he had received
firm assurances from France regarding Berlin. However, many people
in his own party and in the opposition saw matters in a differeni light,
and his political isolation became a serious problem. I still believed, Iike
the stubborn old Chancellor, that we must move quickly to tighten the
institutional bonds that would link Germany indissolubly to the Iflest
- but to the !7est as a whole, including Great Britain and in equal
partnership with the United Sates. This plan went further than
Adenauer's; but his was its necessary first step - and one which he, in
large ,measure, had achieved and was able, better than anyone, to
complete.

Nevertheless, the impetus that statesmen had in all honesty sought to
impatt to Europe had petered out in misunderstandings, and already the
reaction had set in. On May t5, de Craulle gave a press conference to
apportion the blame - and set out his own conception of Europe. There
was nothing novel about its content; but its deliberately scornful
language came as a shock. It was de Gaulle's contempt which led his
MRP Ministers to resign, including men as loyal as Pfimlin, Robert
Buton, and Mautice Schumann. The most serious insult was not the
word 'Volapiik', which with de Gaulle dismissed both Community
jargon and any future common language, but his definition of Com-
munity Euope and the suspicion he cast on its creators:
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'Only the States, in this respect, are valid, legitimate, and capable
of achieving it. I repeat thlt 

^t 
present there is and can be no Europe

other than a Europe of the Sates - except, of course, for myths, fictions,
andpageants....

'A so-called "integrated Europe", which would have no policy,
would come to depend on someone outside; and that someone would
have a policy of his own. There would pethaps be a federator, but it
would not be European. And that, perhaps is what sometimes and in
some degree inspires some of the remarks of one or another of the
champions of "European integration".'

II
The Committee takes its staod

One word in this impassioned invective remained in my mind: the word
'federator', obviously referring to thc United States. This caricature of
the gteat venture that for twelve years had been uniting the peoples of
Europe caused great offencc everywhere, and the Action Committce
wanted to riposte right away. Although it was not the Committee's role
to enter into a debate, and still less to exchange polemics with anyone,
we felt it necessary to reaffirm our conception of what the European
Community was. That it could have been so travestied by a statesman
who in the eyes of his people seemed its natural champion meant that
we could never do enough to explain the pulpose of our action and the
progress of the union, which our fellow-citizens were experiencing
cvery day without rcthzngthe fact. Perhaps we had neglected the ask
of education, against which were mustered all the resources of counter-
education. Perhaps we should have to repeat ourselves a thousand times.
Perhaps we need to do so even today. . . . Let the Action Committee's
declaration of June 26, 196z speak for itself:

The prospects open to Europc today are the outcome of the decision of
Europeao countries not to treat their economic problems as national ones
but as common to them all. To solve these problems, they have adopted a
new mcthod of collective action.

After a pcriod of trial and eiror, this method has developed into a
rcgular interchange bctween a Europcan body responsible for suggcsting
solutions to common ptoblems and the Governments of mcmber
countries which put the national points of view.
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This is a completely new approach. It does not create a central Govern-
ment, But it does result in Community decisions being taken within the
Council of Ministers notably because the proposal of sofutions to common
diffrculties by the independent European-body makes it possible, without
risl to give up the unanimity ruli. The Padiament and the Court of
Justice undedine the Community character of the whole.

This new method is the real 'federator, of Europe.

Writing in Le Monde, An&6 Fonta"ine declared:

The Action Committee and its President have declared themselves firmly
in favour of the Europe of the possible against the doctrinaires in both
camPs.

ln Le Figaro, ttrfldter Lippmann wrote:

This declaration is an important event and a decisive turning-point.

It did in fact cause a widespread stir. It was published on the same day
in all six capitals, where the members of thJ Committee, who had not
had time to meet, commented on it in public. For the first time, public
opinion was presented with a global approach to the problems that a
*itirg Europe would have to solve within its own borders and in its
relations with the resr of the wodd. This approach, shared by ,the

vast maiority of political parties in our six countries as well as the free
and Chtistian trade unions representing ten million workers', was
expressed as follows:

Only through the economic and political unification of Europe, including
the United Kingdom, and the establishment of a partnership of equali
between Europe and the United States can the Wesi be sttenglheneiland
the conditions cteated for peace between East and I(/'est.

- {ltlough progress in this direction may be slow and fraught with
difficulties, it is nevertheless inevitable and the only sure path. The Com-
mittee believes that any other coursc would involve our sqparate countries
in proftless adventures and preservc that spirit of iupcriority and
domination which not so long ago led Europe to the brink of destruction
and could now engulf the world.

The very foundations of integration seemed to be challenged by one of
our partners. After the failute of simple co-operation among six, it had
briefly been tried among three - France, Germany, and Italy. Then
Italy dropped out, and we were moving towards a conventional alliance
between two countries, France and Germany. And yet, at that very
moment, the voices of democratic opinion in Europe were heard to
say:
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Further headway is now possible and necessary. The points at issue arc
the accession of the Unitcd Kingdom to thc European Community and
thc conclusion of a tcaty inijisting a political union. . . .

The partnership berwecn Amcrica and a unitcd Europc must be a

relationship of two separate but equally powerful cntities, cach bcariog
its share of common responsibilitics in the world.

In the disillusioned atmosphere of 1962, some found this programme
surprisingly ambitious. But the failure that had affected everyone so

badly was the failure of an intergovernmental conference, not of the
Community method. The latter retained its full value as an cxample;
and it remained the objective, even if in the one domain of politics we
had to go through a stage of mere co-operation. The year before, Britain
had made her first application for membership of the Community, and
was negotiating hard with the Six. But there too the method was
wrong, and the conference degenerated into haggling - dthough this in
no v/ay qualified the basic need, which sooner ot later made agreement
inevitable. In the United Sates, the vision of a strong and united
Europe was firmly before the new Democratic administration, which
was looking for a reliable partner with which to discuss and share wodd
tesponsibilities. Many of those to whom I exFlained these matters
called me an optimist.

'I'm not an optimist,' I answeredl 'but I am determined.'
I was not alone in my det€rmination, even if for many ycars I faccd

adverse circumstances and often, in the cycs of most people, had no
rcasonable grounds for hope. No mcmber of the Committce came to
tell me: 'I'm giving up'; none refused to be associated with thc texts in
which wc reaffirmed our unchanging will and unabated confdencc.
All of them, in their made unions and their parties, worked on Padia-
ments and Govetnments - sometimcs within Govcrnmcnts - to win
peoplc over to thc fcw simple ideas required for thc organization of
Europe. These ideas led to much complicated activity, involvcd vast
material intercsts, and afiected the future of millions; but that was a
matter for thc public authorities and their officials. It was for statesmen
to safeguard the aims to which they had plcdged themsclvcs by joining
thc Action Committee. Each of them did so in his own sphere of in-
fuencel but, great as their infuence was in our democratic systems, it
still had to reckon with the inertia of things and pe6plc, and it took
time to bear fruit. Resistance is always proportiond to the scale of thc
proposed change; and when it was a question of changing the uaditiond
form of authority, urhich had always previously beeo national, the
resistance was sEonger than evcr.
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In this struggle to create a new sovereignry by pooling existing
national sovereignty, we naturally came up against the authorities and
their officials, who were responsible for administering the established
order. National civil servants needed very firm instructions if they were
to delegate to Communiry institutions the fields of competence that
were in their charge. Even those Governments which were most in
favour of the European idea had to do violence to their own feelings
and habits in order to give those instructions, which diminished their
own power of decision. 'Put yourself in my shoes for a moment,' some
Ministers told me, apologetically; but that was not my concern. On the
contrary, I had to remain at the point where national interests con-
verged, a position which no one ordinarily seeks. However, f was
willingly joined there by imaginative men who had chosen to act
politically because they believed that change was essential to the
progress of modern society. Together we felt that we had the strength
to change the established order of things. I told them:

'When once the ferment of change is introduced into a static system,
no one can tell where the process will stop. We must not cease to act,
but v/e must be patient.'

Over the years, I grev/ to know these men: we became friends. Some
were impatient, like Giovanni Malagodi, who goaded the Committee on
with remarkable pertinacity. 'We're not going fast enough,' he would
say. I could understand how he felt; and I also liked the enthusiasm of
Ugo La Malfa, uzho was always bubbling with ideas. Variety rvas an
Italian characteristic. Mariano Rumor's personality added weight to his
wise advice, just as Giuseppe Saragat's moral uprightness made people
respond to his conciliatory efiorts. The Dutch were scrupulously
positive and helpful: I always knew that I could count on their
support. From the very 6rst day, Alders, Burger, Romme and others
were both loyal and punctilious; Romme's sound judgement, in parti-
culat, was universally tespected. Other very active contributions to our
work came ftom Th€o Leftvre, a strong and energetic Belgian states-
man, and from his compatriots Paul Vanden Boeynants and Leo
Tindemans; while Auguste Cool was influential on behalf of the Belgian
trade unions. I have akeady described the role of the first German
members - Ollenhauer, S7ehner, Freitag, Strater, and Rosenberg; that
of ITilly Brandt and Helmut Schmidt will be seen later. All these men
bore the indelible marks of what they had suffered at the hands of
violence and intolerance. Some of them had had to take tefuge in
exile - Wehner in Sweden, Brandt in Norway, Rosenberg in Briain.
It was there that they had first known freedom.
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For them, Eutopean intcgration, bringing togcther thc free Pcoples
of continenal Euiope, was the only hopeful course; and whilc like
all Germans they longed to see their nation rcunited, they did not
regard this as an alternative to the Community: quite the rever,se. But
the accession of Great Britain and friendship with the Unitcd States

seemed to them equally necessary, to strcngthen democracy and security
in Euope, and give it broadet wodd horizons. On these points, they
found me deeply in agreement with thcm; aad the Action Committee,
for them, wal the political force where their vision of the world was

most cleady and efiectively expressed. Among the German members, I
must also mention the late Heinrich von Brenano, who was a true and
loyal friend, and Kurt Bfurenbach, to whose work thc Committce owes

a \ery great deal. These Christian Democrats vtere not afraid to show
publicly, in the Committee's declarations, their agreement with the
Socialists whom they fought so hard on the domestic front. \Vehner
tecalls that in 1916, at my request, he and his Christian-Democat
colleague Kurt Kiesinget made a joint approach to Guy Mollet,
demonstrating the bipartisan policy that was to be the Committee's
watchword, for thc Germans as for everyone else.

The French members includcd Robert Lecourt, Pfimlin, Pinay, Plevcn,
Maurice Faute, Gaston Defiette, Guy Mollet, Maurice Bouladoux,
Eug0ne Deschamps, Andre Betgeron, and Robcrt Bothercau. Later,
Michel d'Ornano and Val€ry Giscard d'Estaing ioined the Committee.
The British parties did so in 1968. For politicd observets, all these

men were essential elements in t'he democratic machinery of lUflestcrn

Europe; and those less well-known to the public were by no means the
least influential within their political parties. Rarely have thcre been so

many leading advocates in a single cause - even if, for a numbcr of
years, the main role seemed to belong to the prosecution. In Francc,

where the public prosecutors seemed to have the advantage over the

defence, it was diffiorlt to realize how much supPort our neighbours

derived from the Action Committcc's statements. There was also a

tendency to underestimate the resistance of thc European institutions -
the Common Market, presided over with authority and courage by
Hallstein, and Euratom under Etienne Hirsch, who had taken the place

of Armand, exhausted by overwork. I was sure that so powerful a
network, in the servicc of forwardJooking ideas, would in the long nrn
defeat inertia or nostalgia for the past.

In that month of June ry62 dl Europe's political strategists u'ere

looking for defcnsivc fallback positions. I took no part in their complcx
calculations. The timc had come for thc Community to make Progress,
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internally and externally. Perhaps it would be possible to clear a middle
way for political union. At least we had to show cleady that such a
middle way existed; and we did so. But it was still more urgent to
broaden Europe's horizons on a wodd scale: and this primarily involved
Great Britain:

The entty of the United Kingdom into the European Community on a
basis of equality under the conditions laid down in the Rome Treaty will
reinforce the unity of Europe. The union will then comprise z4o million
people. It will enable all its members to achieve greater economic growth.
The Commonwcalth countrics, among othcrs, must bcneEt by this er-
pansion.

Britain's participation in the beginnings of a European political union
will increase the influence Europe can exert on the woild:s affairs. Sepa-
rately neither the United Kingdom nor our countries could exercise such
an infuence.

Some months later I received a letter from \tr7ehner:

The declaration of June 26, t962, rcmains for me a political document of
immense valuc. In this ycar of your lifc you havc given us a great stimulus
and you have creatcd movcmcnt among men. I want to thank you most
particularly.

And he added:

Of all thc people you havc to deal witt, I am certainly onc whom you
sometimcs find difrcult to understand, as much for linguistic rcasons as
from a political point of view. But I want you to know that you havc
won in me a grateful fricnd who is trying to follow where your ideas lcad.

The sponancous testimony of that powerful man, trained in the hardest
of schools, was for me a confirmation that v/e were on the right track.
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GREAT BRITAIN AND THE

EUROPEAN COMMUNITY $96vr9$)

I
.Europe needs Britain

'I remember coming to London in rgyo to persuadc you to join thc
Schuman Plan negotiations. But you felt then, as you feel now, that it
was impossible for you to delegate national powets of decision to
common institutions.'

This was thc rcminder that I ad&essed to the British cotton-makers
at their Harrogatc congress in Octobcr 1917.

'We realized ... we could not pcrsuade you by words done. \tr7e

know you tespcct facts, not hlpothcscs.'
That was exadly what I had said to Sir Stafiord Cripps sevcn years

cadier. \Mas the time now coming for us to mcet at thc rendezvous
we had foresecn so long ago ? No: thc history of nations cvolves slowly,
exccpt whcn spurred on by bold acts or bursts of con6dence. Great
Briain had so far taken only a fcw cautious stqrs towards thc contincnt;
but the force that was driving her in that direction was that samc
nccessity which was leading the Community to its specaclrlar achicvc-
ments. The laws of attraction were being confrmed; and it was ccrain,
now, that the phenomenon could only gathcr specd. Whether it would
takc months or years I had no way of knowing. Whcn one is sure of thc
outcome, one can afiord to be patient, I wcnt on:

'The moral for us has been that we had to go ahead. t07e havc donc
so, and our relations with you have developed naturally from that
starting-point. We set up the Coal and Steel Community. When we
arrived in Luxcmbourg, the fitst telegram I received was from your
Government. Two years later, you signed an Agreement of Association
with thc Community. uThy? Because it existed and prospcred. Now, we
arc establishing Euratom and the Common Market. And you have
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proposed the Free Trade Area. Why ? Because these new Communities
are becoming a rcahty.'

Hatold Macmillan had proposed the Free Trade Area a yer ago.
Its aim was to include all the OEEC countries, with the Common
Market too. W'as it a step forward or a step back ? I regarded it above all
as a sign of movement. Gteat Britain had follorved the Brussels
negotiations for the new Communities from a distance, despite the
fact that she had been invited to take part on the same footing as the
others. Now, by proposing the Free Trade Area, she had recognized
that the new Communities were not the vain notions that she had at
6.rst thought. Was she hoping to dissolve them in a broader entity
under her own control ? Or was she anxious merely to limit their effecti
and gain a few advantages for herself ? I had no time for such questions,
although they unduly worried the Six. The best thing they iould do,
in the face of the British initiative, was to make fastei progress them-
selves. And while the Action Committee welcomed the Britiih proposal
in its resolution of Octobe r t956, it took the opportunity to call for the
Rrussels negotiations on the six-nation Tteaties to be rapidly con-
cluded, just as in the following year it urged their swift ratification. The
Communities had to exist in themselves and affirm their own identity
as distinct from the Free Trade Area proiect, whose structure remained
vague and whose aims were essentially commercial. But the Six could
not ignore the problems that they might create, As I said in my
Harrogate speech:

'The Six do not'.vant to raise new frontiers between peoples. That
would be to deny what they have already done among tiemsclves.
The Common Market is ourward-looking, not inward-looking. There
is nothing magic in the number six. The door has dways been open to
Great Britain, and it always will be.'

For the time being, what the British wanted was not to enter that
doot but to surround our Comrnunity with a huge network of very
diverse tariff relationships. Their negotiator, Reginald Maudling, was a
hard bargainer, and dudng r95 8 the atmospherJgrew tense. It was one
thing to consider the interests of third parties: it was quite another to
preserve the unity of the Six. And if Germany and the Benelux countries
were infinitely more concerned about the former thao France was,
ereryone was agreed on the latter. In October 1958, the Action
Committee issued a warning:

If it is necessary to associate Great Britain anil the other countties of
Europe with our Community, it is equally essential that this association
should tespect thc integrity of the Community itself.
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The Committee certainly included men who by conviction and radition
believed in free uade and in a Europe looking outward to the open sea.

Many of them, in times of crisis, showed that their feeling for British
democracy had very deep roots. But all of them agreed with me when I
affirmed that the only way to develop trade with the rest of the wodd
and tighten our links with Great Britain was to establish on the con-
tinent an economic and political entity which would give broad oppor-
tunities for trade and exert a powetful force of attraction. To weaken the
structure of the Common Market or cast doubt upon its future would
on the contrary revive past economic conflicts and attempts at domina-
tion. Did anyone want Britain once again to try to dominate Europe
from the outside? That was what would happen if we abandoned the
rules of the Community to embrace the empiricism of the Free Trade
Area.

The problem was most acute in Germany, where the offshore breeze
was strong. In January ry69 lhad, matte(s out with Ludwig Erhard,
the German Minister of Economic Afairs, whose free-trading opinions
thteatened to steer his country's policy off course.

'The whole thing's very painful,' he said. 'Anyone in Germany who
criticizes the protectionist tendencies of the Six is accused of being a
bad European, especially by France.'

'There's a fundamental difference,' I said, 'between the Community,
which is a way of. uniting peoples, and the Free Trade Area, which is
simply a commercial arrangement. Our institutions take an overall view
and propose common policies; the Free Trade Area project is an attempt
to solve pafticular problems without putting them in the context of
collective action. The Community will be enlarged to include Great
Briain, but without giving up the priociple of integration. If not, the
Community will cease to be itself and will be of no further intelest to
anyone.'

Erhard then made a further rcmark which showed me how much in
two minds he was.

'If I criticize the German constitution,' he said, 'no one tells me I,m
a bad German. But if I criticize the Community of the Six in the name
of a wider Europe, I'm immediately accused of being a bad European.,

'Germany,' I said, 'is an established country, with its own Constitu-
tional Court, its own Patliament, and its own Government. If you
criticize it, that's a serious matter, but it fits into a solid framework.
Theconstitutionof theSix, onthe otherhand, is still fragileandin-
complete. By attacking it, you may undermine its foundations and
destroy its balance.'
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Erhatd was no nationalist. He had a certain conception of Europe,
but it was one which could be infuenced. I found him open to argu-
ments in favout of a Community that was both solid and outward-
looking.

'No one is more anxious than I am to see the British join the

European Community,'I went on. 'But they won't ioin if we make too
many concessions at the start.'

This was not a piece of tactics on my Part: it was a firm opinion, which
I had formed in the course of many negotiations with the British. In
their dealings with others, their national character inclines them to seek

a special position which will save them from having to change. That,
as has been seen already, was what had been at stake in our very difficult
talks on the Schuman Plan in rgro: they had refused to take part in the
Paris conference on the same footing and with the same commitments
as the other countries. Most of them now agreed that if we had given in
thete would have been no Schuman Plan at all. 'Now that you are a
fact, we shall deal with you': that remark by Sir Roger Makins two
years afterward was still fresh in my mind. And why should we adopt a

difierent attitude today, when the success of the Communities was

being confirmed ? Their success was that of a process of change which
would enable our peoples to adapt to the modern wodd. And although
the Btitish were not yet ready for change, did that mean that they
would fotever reiect the process we had thought right for ourselves?
I could not accept so static a hypothesis, because it was inconceivable
that z grat country could stand aside from the course of events. The
British themselves would soon understand that, and we had to prepare

them and ourselves for the time when they did.
The form the negotiations had taken made a rapprochement impos-

sible, By the time of my conversation with Erhard, no one had any
more faith in the Free Trade Area as originally proposed; and London's
new proposals for a multilateral association - above all in the spirit in
which they were conceived - were no better. Meeting in May 1919,

the Action Committee declared:

The difficulties of this association are considerable, following on the failure
of thc Free Trade Area. It will be possible to overcome them only if a

feeling of trust little by little replaces the hostility born of the polemics
around the Free Trade Atea, and if the procedurcs followed in the new
negotiation simplify the problems involved instead of increasing them -
as has happened hitherto.

But it was to take yeers to change what is called the 'apptoach' to
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these things - which, in my erperience, is sometimes more substantial
and important than the things themselves. The way in which tradi-
tional diplomacy ackles problems tends to pelpetuate them by freezing
them into adversary positions from the start, like a game of chess. And,
as in chess, what would emerge from the complex multilatetal negotia-
tions into which Briain was trying to lead Europe would only be the
chance result of incalculable individual moves. That confrontation was
to last for ten years, until all the players realized that in this new game

the essential was for everyone to win together. Already, in my view,
the problem of Britain and Europe called for a wotld approach, and
it was not so much a mattet of protecting this or that line of production,
or pe{petuating the Commonwealth prefetence system, as of orgaaizing
telations between the constituent elements of the l07est.

The civilization of the West needs Britain; and Europe, to continue
her unique contribution to that civilization, needs the qualities that
reside in the British people. I 6rst went to London in r9o;, and since
then I have usually been back several times a year. I spent the dark
hours of two wodd wars there. I remember the great days of the City
when it was an unrivalled wodd power. I had admired the stability of
the Empire, and I admired the orderly process of decolonization. Over
two generations I have seen the role of Great Britain diminish; but I
have not witnessed any decline. If I am asked: 'What remains of that
astonishing country today?'my ansurer is: 'The British people'. They
have not suddenly stepped aside from history. Passing difficulties may
eclipse their contribution; but once the British have surmounted them,
the world will see that creative faculties bred over the centuries do not
disappear so fast.

Of all the conttibutions that the British have made to civilization,
two seem to me essential: respect for freedom, and the working of
democratic institutions. Where would our society be without babeas

corprc andwitt'out Padiaments to counterbdance executive power? It is
not simply that the British invented the principle and that we have
followed them. It has to be applied in daily li[e. Here, Britain and the
countries of continental Europe have much to learn from each othet's
democratic practice. The British have a better understanding than the
continentals of institutions and how to use them. Continentals tend to
believe that problems are solved by men. Undoubtedln men are im-
portant; but without institutions they reach no gteat and enduring
decisions. This the British have long understood. That is why, unlike
many people, I had no fear that their accession would upset the working
of the Community.
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'They want things to work,' I explained; 'and when they see that
Europe only works by means of institutions, the British will become the
foremost champions of those institutions, and especially of their parlia-
mentary aspect. Continental Europeans have Parliaments too, of course;
but no one can say how deeply rooted they are. Thcre was an old man
I knew in America who used to say: "You think you understand this in
your head, but you will only really understand it when you feel it in
your bones." I think the British feel the neccssity of padiamentary
action: they feel it in their bones.'

I had no illusions about how long this evolution might take, and I
would not have ventured to work out a timeable for the necessary
process of adjustment. I0hat mattered was to make a start: for nothing
would happen so long as the British lacked a view from within. Looking
on ftom outside, they lulled themselves with illusions of grandeur.
They had not l,-nown the trauma of wartime occupation; they had not
been conquered; their system seemed intact. In rcality they suffered -
paradoxically - from not having had their pride broken and their
factories destroyed. The continental Europeans had: at one time or
another all of them had been conquered, and they had been obliged to
&aw up a balance-sheet of their losses, psychological and matetial, in
ordet to rebuild and to seek a new role. More and more of Britain's
leaders were becoming aurare of how much het victoty had cost her,
and they ra.bzed that by herself the country would not accept the
necessity for change. They had heard Dean Acheson's verdict: 'Britain
has lost an Empire and not yet found a role.' They could conclude that
the United States was not prepared to offer them a share in its own role:
they would find it only by catching up with the Europe that was on the
move. By doing so, they would transform Britain's own situation and
that of Europe, to which she would bring her resources, her inventivc-
ness, her wodd-wide view, and her understanding of government.
That was a great deal. It was certainly enough to justifr a little disturb-
ance in the delicate balance that the Six had established among thcm-
selves during the past ten years.

Some were worried in advance lest this disturbance might changc
the nature of the existing Community. In May 196r I read that even
von Brentano, in his capacity as German Foreign Minister, had publicly
suggested seeking some 'middle path' between accession and associa-
tion. I wrotc to him at once:

I am convirced by all the information ifl my possession, which I belicve to
be reliable, that wc arc on ttre evc of a British decision to entcr the Com-
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mon Market and ioin in the building of Europe. Furthermore, I am con-
vinced that if the British take this decision, as I confdently expect, they
will prove loyal colleagues in the Common Market and in the building of
Europe. But - and this is the reason I am writing to you - they will do so
on ooe condition only: that there are no cxceptions to the common
rules, which might lead to a conflict of interest between Britain and the
other members of the Community.

The information I received from my friends in London became more
specific, so much so that I thought it necessary to call a meeting of the
Action Committee in Paris on July ro, 196r. The aim was both to
prepare the political welcome that the parties and trade unions would
give to the British application for membership, and to confirm the
important conditions that I had stated in my letter to von Brentano:

Experience shows that the problems which used to separate nations are

shared in the Community, and that the decisions arrived at necessarily
take account of the special interests of member countries as part of the
general interest.

It is therefore possible for the United Kingdom to join the European
economic and political union, and this necessarily on the same basis as the
prescnt members of the European Economic CommunitS with the
same rights and the same obligations.

That point was crucial. The British are reputed to be difficult partners,
and so they are when they negotiate on their own account, in their own
way. But they are loyal colleagues when they sit with you on the same
side of the table. Then, you can count on them to make things work.
That is why it was essential that in joining the Community they should
accept all the rules that the Six observed among themselves. Naturally,
this stipulation would not prevent Britain's particular problems being
dealt with, as had those of Germany and France. Likewise, the method
followed to give the British theit place would be very important; and
on this I made the same very simple proposd that I had tried to have
adopted since the beginning of the Schuman Plan: to agree on the
objective and negotiate afterwards. To diplomats, this seemed para-
doxical: to me it was a matter of logic. An overall settlement is un-
likely to be reached by haggling over details. On the conuary, details
fall into place, and specific problems are more easily solved, when they
arc looked at in the framework of a general agteement. 'The technical
questions posed by British accession should be solved within thc
Common Market, using Common Market procedures': that was the
approach that seemed to me reasonable. Itplaced its trust in the wisdom
and strength of the existing institutions. And trust was the whole
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point. In r9ro, the British had not trusted either the objective or the
method we proposed to them. Iflould they this time negotiate dght to
the end with their own weapons, at the risk of never succeeding? Or
would they agree to discuss their problems as common problems,
using the machinery of the Community, which had been devised for
that very purpose? I hoped that they would have learned from experi-
ence, and have been convinced by the example which the Brussels
institutions had made clear.

On July 1o, t96t,I received a messenger ftom Edward Heath, then
Britain's Lord Privy Seal, bringing me news that the United Kingdom
was about to announce its request to ioin the Community. The message

read:

rU0e are sure our decision will be welcome to him. It has of course been a
difrcult one for the Unitcd Kingdom Government. We are very gratdul
for the efforts which Monsieur Monnet has made to smooth our path and
are conf,dent that we can count on his help in overcoming the many
difficulties which remaio to be solved.

In the answer which I gave the messenger I said:

f assure you, as you already well know, that I will do all on my part to
smooth the way towards Great Britain ioining in the efiorts, both eco-
nomic and political, to create the unity of Europe, and particulady to help
solving the difficulties in connection with the Common Market.

I do personally hope and I believe it possible and important that the
negotiations you mention can be concluded quickly; the great difficulty
tesided in taking the decision which the UK Governmeot has oow
taken.

On the following day, Harold,Macrnillan told the House of Commons:
'After long and earnest consideration, Her Maiesty's Government

have come to the conclusion that it would be right for the United
Kingdom to make a formal application under Article 47 of theTrcaty
of Rome for negotiations viith a view to joining the Community, if
satisfactory arrangements can be made to meet the special needs of the
United Kingdom, of the Coramonwealth, and of the European Free
Trade Association.'

I was not too worried by the ambiguity of these words, knowing that
Macmillan had to reassure British Members of Parliament. What
mattcred was that he sincerely wished to succeed; and I was cerain that
he had not come to this decision without good r@sons. One of them,
and by no mean6 the least imporant, was the very clear advice he had
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received in the United States when he had met President Kennedy in
April 196r. Some weeks earlier, I had found the President already
convinced, thanks to his Under-Secretary of. State for Economic
Afiairs, George Ball, that Bdtain ought to join the European Com-
munity; and I had written to Adenauer:

'W'ashington believes that Britain ought to be part of the Common Market
and of Europe on the same footing as France and Germany, as a full
membet and not as an associate. But this, of course, is a decision that
Britain must take for herself. What is more, the contacts I have recently
had in London convince me that we are close to the moment when
Britain's leaders will reach a decision on this question. They are beginning
to realize that their 'special relationship' with the United States will not
last. We ate row in a period of collective decisions and 'large-scale ven-
tures', of which the European Community is the example.

So it was very much more than a tactical rnanoeuvre on Macmillan's
part: it v/as a deliberate decision to change course and join continental
Europe. This choice became even clearer when Macmillan sent Edward
Heath to negotiatc in Brussels.

Heath was known for his ability and energy, which marked him
out for a leading role in the British Conservative Party. I liked him above
all for his human qualities and his convictions. On the need for Britain
to take part in the building of Europe he had not faltered since his
maiden speech in r95o; nor did he in the future. He would try with all
his might to succeed; but would he be able - would he know how - to
hit on the right method from the start? That was now the only im-
poftant question I had to tackle. My contribution to the huge and
technical negotiations which were about to start, mobilizing hundreds
of experts, was precisely to try to ensure that the experts were kept in
their place and that the decision was taken at political level. It needed
to be taken very soon. On August r, 196r,I made a statement to the
French news agency Agnu Frarcc Prcsc:

'The negotiations must move rapidly to avoid creating confusion. It
is a mistake to think that wide-ranging negotiations are necessary. We
must not let ourselves be impressed by the problems of substance; they
are not all that difficult to solve. !7hat counts is the decision to tackle
questions in a forward-looking and constructive manner rather than in
tirms of maintaining the past. That is the fundamental decision which
the British Government has now aken. That is what is historic.'

That problems of substance were soluble if they were set in their
overall context was something I knew from experience; but I still had
to convince those now involved. To do so, I had to go into technical
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questions like trade in Commonwealth agricultural products and raw
materials, which appeared to place sizeable obstacles in the way of an
economic tapprochement between Britain and the Six. The latter had
overcome obstacles iust as serious when they had negotiated the
Treaties, and above all in four years of applying them. In this work of
elucidation, I was assisted by the very same people whom I later saw
drawn into the labyrinth of the endless Brussels conference. How was it
that the peculiar momentum of international negotiations could over-
come men as clear-headed as Heath and his assistants - men like the
outstanding Sir Eric Roll, as well as Couve de Murville and Clappier
on the French delegation and, from the Commission in its role of general

adviser, Hallstein, Jean Rey, and the young Jean-Frangois Deniau, who
'was to reveal first-class intellectual ability ? I never tired of reminding
them that the difficulties which were holding them up would cease
to do so if they only dared to bypass them now and tackle them to-
gether later on, once Britain had joined. Individually, everyone agreed
with me; but once they were back at the negotiating table the desire to
gain some advantage or defend some vested interest took hold of them
all. To clear a path through the technical complications, the Action
Committee relied on its Documentation Centre, mainly financed by the
Ford Foundation, and on the Centre of Eutopean Studies, so remark-
ably well run by my devoted friend in Lausanne, Professor Henri
Rieben. These two institutes produced objective studies leading to
simple conclusions, as the greatest experts can when one takes the

trouble to have it out with them.
In this task, I was helped by an invaluable colleague, Frangois

Duch6ne. ln r95z,I had noticed some excellent articles on France in the
then Manchester Guardian, and I had asked if I could see their author. In
c^rne 

^ 
tall young man - almost a boy: he was astonishingly youthful,

high-spirited, and imaginative. I liked his subtle and sophisticated
mind. He agreed to ioin the information service of the High Authority,
which took him on despite the fact that he was British. Later, he spent
three years with the Action Committee, had a brilliant career on Tbe

Economist, became Ditector of the International Institute for Strategic
Studies in London, and then went on to be a university professor.
lfith him, with his friend and successor Richard Mayne from the
High Authority and the Common Market, with Kohnstamm, with
Marjolin, with Uri, and many others, we tried for eighteen months to
speed up the negotiations, which had not taken the rapid course that
would have been possible at the beginning. I made many trips to
London and Brussels, during which Heath and f became friends. He
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took my advice; but no one was any longer in control of events: they
had a momentum of their own, and where it was leading vras proble-
matical. When the talks sometirnes seemed on the point of succeeding

- as, for example, on Commoffilealth questions - people congratulated
themselves on having chosen the harder path. But this only encouraged
them to incrcasc their demands, and the whole ptocess became blocked
once again.

u
The fitst veto

Everyone was looking ahead to the outcome: but it was not the same
for them all. The Commission thought that it had found a broad, area
of agreement; the British thought they were on the eve of victory; and
the French were thinking of walking out. On December t8, 1962, the
Action Comlnittee made one more efiort to bring people's minds back
to the problem of method. That this recuts so often in the present
narrative should be no cause fot surlrrise: tecurrent situations make it
necessary to recall the same conunonsense rules that men continually
forget. Hence, incidentally, the need for institutions to esablish the
framework of rules for action, and substitute an enduring collective
memory for fleeting and fragmented individual experience. The
Committee declared:

Owing to the conditions in which the negotiations are taking place, thc
Govcrnments of the Six and the British Government are tending to con-
fuse the comprehensive view which should govern the ncgotiations as a
whole with the discussioo of detailed implementing decisions, important
though these may be.

Today, it is no longer a guestion of compounding national interests,
but of considering problems henccforward as cornmon problems, and
gradually merging the national intetests in a European economic body
acccpting the same rules and the same institutions, in accordance with the
fundamental principles of the European Community.

Since time is to&y an important factor for the success of the negotiations
with Great Britain, these must be rapidly concluded.

But on the very same day, at Nassau in the Bahasras, Macrnillan met
Kennedy, and thcy took strategic decisons whose consequences proved
very gr re. The Skybolt air-to-ground missile project, which had
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become too costly, was abandoned; and in its place the British obtained
American Polaris missiles, carried by submatine. Kennedy made the
same offet to the French.

It was very quickly refused. De Gaulle considered that France and
Britain had not made the same choice on the vital problem of defence,
and that in this field their destiny was now divided. I did not myself
go so far as to make a direct link between what was happening at Nassau
and what was being planned in Paris. The most one could sa-y was that,
in de Gaulle's eyes, two sets of simultaneous events pointed in the same
direction. He drew a single conclusion: Britain had no place in Europe.
He said so on January 14, t963, in one of his most resounding press
conferences. By its manner no less than its cofltent, it marked a tutning-
point in relations between France and the other countries of the West.
Of Britain, de Gaulle declared:

'ft cannot be said that at present she has decided. S7ill she, one day. . . ?
It is possible that one day Britain will change of her own accord,
sufficiendy to join the Eutopean Community, without restrictions or
reservations, and without any preference system, In that case the Six
would open the door to her, and France would not bar the way. . . .,

'One day' meant that it was not for tomorrow: Britain saw herself
thrust into the distant reaches of geography and history, as if it were a
matter of coutse. Yet there was nothing in the facts to justify that
judgement: the only evidence was in the mind of General de Gaulle,
who declated on his own authority that the negotiations had failed.
The January 14 press conference shocked wodd opinion. People could
not see how one country could unilaterally decide, at its own chosen
moment, to call a halt to multilateral talks that had been in progress
for over L year, Had they gone on too long ? If in fact they had been
bogged down for some rime, there was nothing to prevent their
succeeding before long. At the very least, the time for a final decision
had been close at hand, and anything had been conceivable, barring its
canceUation.

My first reaction was to reject the idea that Europe could thus be
faced with afait acconpli. Nothing is quite an accomplished fact so long
as it is not accepted. I told the press:

'I think that, whatever General de Gaulle may have said, the
negotiations for British membership of the Common Market could be
concluded very rapidly. In fact, Britain has already accepted the Treaty
of Rome, and in particular the rules for taking Community decisions.
She has asked to enter the Community on the same footing as the
present member States, i.e. without special privileges. She has agreed
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to ioin wi*r the continent and to apply in full its cofirmon external tariff'
In the areas that have already been discussed, she has given up all
Commonwealth preference. Nor, finally, is she any longer claiming
special privileges for British agriculture.

'Almost all the main questions of principle have thus been setded. . . .

It would be inconceivable for the ncgotiations to break down on
questions which in the long ruo are secondary by comparison with the
objective, which is the unity of the Wcst.'

But in the days that followed it became clear that France had indeed
decided to break the negotiations off; and Couve de Murville told his
colleagues so in Brussels on January 28. That dan I made a further
statement to Agencc France Presset

'The failure of the Brussels negotiations is very serious. It is serious
because it would have been possible rapidly to solve the questions
that remain between the Six and Great Britain . . ., and because thc
mutual trust which is indispensable to any collective agreement has

been shaken. Instead of a European union including Great Briain, and
the establishment of an equal partnership with the United States, both
of which are essential to peace between East and West, we face dis-
union and the dangers it involvcs.

'At this grave hour, I remember r9;4. Then, as now, the unification
of Europe v/as momentatily halted; and yet the need to unite finally
broke through dl the obstades.

'So it will be today.'
Hope could not gainsay the depth of the disappointment, and Europe

had difficulty healing the wound. Even when people had dismissed it
from the forefront of their minds, it remained for many years in theit
subconsc,ious, and often led them to react with mrstrust. For a time,
they went to extremes: some tried to block dl Community Progrcss,
while others thought of going ahead without France. As always, the
most difficult thing was to persuade them to take a positive attitude, in
which there would be neithcr victors nor vanquished.

'There is no doubt,' I told my friends, 'that the exclusion of Great
Britain has temporarily weakened the Community. But if tomorrow we
want to return to the attack and succeed, the Community must go on.
And going on, for the Six, means going on together.'

Before long, in fact, not only France but all thi member Sates
found that they had an interest in going on together; while Great Britain
herself, after the 6rst very sharp reaction, eventually resumed her loog
march towards Europe. In July 1963 I said to a British ne\1/sPaPennan:

'I know that psychological changes are aking place in Briain today.
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They wete before the negotiations broke down. Big industrialists were
adapting themselves in anticipation of entering the Market. These
adaptations are continuing, and I think this process of change will
point the way eventually to the re-opening of the question of Britain
joining the Market. It must be understood that the Common Market
is a process of change - not only economic change, but psychological
change as well.'

Unfortunately, psychology had not been the strong point of those
who had undertaken a negotiation of traditional type in the hope of
solving a problem that was wholly new. This would have to be
remembered when the time came to start again. Only experience of
life within the Community woulrl change the attitude of the British:
that was why no one could say for certain whether or not they were
ready to become European. They would become European only inside
the Community institutions, where day after day a common view was
hammered out. Their great error had been to imagine that they could
adapt to this common view from outside, in preliminary negotiations,
and even thereby influence it. That was why, without making any
excuses for the way in which this first attempt had been halted by veto,
I wasted no time trying to apportion blame. The fact that a negotiation
had failed in no way temoved the necessity to broaden Europe's
horizons; and already the Community, with Great Britain, was regarded
by the United States as the equal partner that Kennedy hoped to see
established in the Western half of Eutope. The US President's speech
in Philadelphia on July 4, 1962, was in my eyes an historic act, which
gave the Community its true dimensions and fully justified our efforts.
I shall return to it later.

In February ry63, I wrote to my ftiends, who had doubts about
whether our wotk could go on:

This is a time for patience. Nothing is changed, but everything has bcen
delayed. What matters above all is to keep our aim clearly before us, to
preserve what we have already won and, as far as possible, to make fresh
progress. The aim is to organize peace betwcen East and West. That is
the aim of all our efforts. . . . To attain it, we must establish between the
civilizations of East and West, with their very different methods of
dealing with public affairs, an agreement v/hich requires understanding and
acceptance. The Action Committee believes that peaceful co-existence be-
tween our way of life and the Communist way of life is possible. To
achieve it, we have to acknowledge that the West must seek union among
its countries in a common civilization, and not in an out-of-date and im-
possible system from the Atlantic to the Urals.
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We are at present beset by doubts aod uncertainties about the course our
countries' international policy should take. Nothing in private or public
life is as bad as uncertainty. Men necd to know the direction to which their
Governments are committing them. Thc time has comc to try to clcar
away the fog that has cnveloped us sincc Gencral de Gaulle's press con-
ference.

It was a time for patience, but not for inaction. If the enlargement of
the Community was temporarily delayed, there was no time to lose in
organiz:r;,g the West. When the tirre came, Britainwould resume her
natural placc in this process, which had to be pursued on the broader
front that was now open to us. The repercussions of the Common
Market were felt throughout the wotld - this proved that it was an
active force. Britain no longer had the option of opposing that force:
she would become part of it. And the United States, which was both
attracted and alarmed by the ProsPect, according to whether it con-
sidered the general interest of the West or the particular interests of its
own producers, had already taken charactedstically energetic steps. My
uncertainty, therefore, did not last long. By April 1961 I had made up
my mind, and I wrote to my friends:

Until now, the Action Committee has been in favour of taking one steP at
a time, depending on what is politically possiblc. This is no longer its
view. It believes that overall action has become necessary. Therc is oo
longer any need to convincc people: the people ofEurope arc convioccd
alrcady. Nor is it any longer a matter of overcoming technical obstacles
while taking account of present political difficultics. That time has passed.

We must complctc trhe organization of Europe and negotiate 
^ 

trc ty
betwcen Europe and thc United Statcs.
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EUROPE AND THE UNITED STATES (r962-ry64)

Partnership

The United States and Europe share the same civilization, based on
individual freedom, and conduct their public li[e in accordance with
common democratic principles. That is the essential point. History
has decisively proved this profound kinship, which in times of danger
turns into active solidarity. When the human values that Europe and
America share are threatened, the United States intervenes without
counting the cost in men or money. But when the sense qf Linship
gives way to the daily conduct of national afairs, the difierence of scale
becomes apparent. No one can be blamed for the misundersandings
that ensue. To be the greatest potfler in the wodd is a lonely and
dangerous business. It involves almost limitless powff over others;
and, howcver unfairly, it gives rise to envy and suspicion. It requires
the exercise of cerain virtues - self-control and generosity. V7hen one
is strong, one can afford to be generous; but by trying to imposc one's
superiority, onc loses it. Many Americans are awute of that fact, and
they quite naturally shape their policy to take account of it. But I fcel
easier in my mind when Europeans take the necessary steps to establish
equality between themselvcs and the United States.

After the wat, it was pointless to scek equality except through union
in Europe - a form of union which would make it possible to act.
The Americans recognized in the Eutopean Community a force similar
to that which they had created two centuries before; and that was why
they supported it from the start. !7ould their support survive our
economic successes and political failwes ? The question was legitimate;
but I knew something else about the American people. They respond
to what rrorks: deeds are what mattcr to them, not words. And the
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choice was ours. If the Europeans acted together in clear determination
to solve their own problems and play an active part in tackling thc
problems that both continents shared, then it would be easy to talk with
the Americans. It is not tnre that they are inclined to dominate: they
are ready for any useful discussion and they aim at efficiency. Compcti-
tion is so much a part of theit way of life that they are astonished not to
meet it in their partners. The absence of a;ny political initiativc from
Europe disconceted them; and when they began to fear that the
Common Market might be no more than a regional preference area,

they prepared to take up the challenge. That, at least, was the attitudc
in agriculturd and industrial circles, which were very infuential in
Congress.

f wanted this question to be dealt with before it assumed overtones
of confict. As eady as Novembet r9J9,I wtote to Adenauer:

W'e must realize that there has been a fundamental change in the world
economic situation. The American balance of payments has gone into
deficit. If this situation grows worse, I need not describe what the results
would be for the whole of the West and for ourselves in particular.

It was at that time, as has been seen, that the Action Committee ptoposcd
that the ptoblems of the Six and the EFTA Seven, with thosc of
America, should be tackled together because they were insoluble
separately. In the years that followed, I went as often as possible to thc
Uoited States, where a new generation soon came to power with
President John F. Kennedy. S7e had no difficulry in understanding onc
another, not only through friendship - I knew most of them pcrsondly
- but also because our ideas were very much the same. The young
American Administration was looking at the world with fresh eyes;

and I was less concerned about the specific difficulties we had with it -
in particular with Orville Freeman, the Secreary for Agriculture - than
about the Europeans'own need to explain their plans. In Januaty r96r,
in an interview with Roben Kleiman of U.J. News and lYorld Report,

I said:

'By changing conditions in Europe, the Six have produced a new

"ferment of change" in the !7est. As we can see from American and

British reactions to the Common Matket, one change brings anothef.
The chain reaction has only begun. !7'e ate starting a process of con-
tinuous teform which can shape tomorrow's wodd more lastingly than
the principles of revolution so widespread outside the 'S?est.'
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A few weeks later, I had the opportunity to say much the same thing to
President John F. Kennedy.

The President invited me to luncheon at the !7hite House with
McGeorge Bundy. !fle had a long conversation, during which he
questioned me very closely. His curiosity and his desire to learn seemed
to me one of his most striking characteristics; I already knew of his
intelligence and charm. He listened to me, as to all his advisers and
visitors: his remarkable teceptiveness rapidly gave him a political
maturity that was exceptional in so young a rrtan, Those who had been
critical of him before they met him soon forgot his youth and saw only
his dynamism. I found that his authority was being felt all over
$Tashington, where the atrnosphere reminded me of the Roosevelt
era. Ideas were discussed everywhere; policies were prepared by public
consultations; then came the time for decision, which was the President's
job. From the start, Kennedy showed himself to be energetic and
courageous. He saw Europe as his afair - his choice of advisers Ieft
no doubt of that. On my return, I wrote to Adenauer, who was
leaving to meet Kennedy in the United States:

The President is very straightforward, prudent, and direct. His relations
with his colleagues are based on trust. Problems are debated; cveryotre
has his say; but the President has the last wotd. Talking with him, as I did
at length, I came to the conclusion that you would get on well together.
He too is a man of actionl and, if you will allow me to say so, you share
the same youtMul spirit.

The men around him have been well chosen. Our friends McCloy and
Acheson have very important roles and enioy great influence, McCloy for
disarmament and Acheson for NATO. There are also Douglas Dillon,
Gcorge Ball - whom you have just seen in Bonn, David Bruce, US
Ambassador in London, and Vice-President Lyndon Johnson, who is
the expert on domestic afrairs and has very great influerrce in the Senatc.
A number of other people have also been brought in. Among those you
already know are our friends McGeorge Bundy, Robert Bowie, Gene
Rostow, Shepard Stone, and Robert Schaetzel.

In the work they have been given - whether Acheson on NATO or
McCloy on disarmameot - they have all come to the same conclusion: that
it is urgently necessary to organize tle West - that is, the free world,
which essentially comprises continental Eutope, Britain, the United Statcs,
and Canada, But for all of them it is clear that the central core of this or-
ganization of the West is the European Community, at the heart of which
is unity between Gcrmany and France.
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Everyonc in lTashingon now sharcs this gcneral view of the wotld,

from the ofEcials in thc State Departmcnt to the President himsclf.

Of all American Presidents, Kennedy was certainly the one whose
education and upbringing best equipped him to understand the
problems of Europe. But this would not have enabled him to reach
the heart of the matter so quickly if he had not trusted his very well-
informed advisers, and in particular George Ball. It was thtough him,
more than aoyone, that the President had come to realize the profound
significance of Europe's new institutions and &sir imFortanie for the
gtability of this part of the world, which needed to be strengthened
before sarting up a dialogue with the East. It took only a few hLurs to
convince me that America was ready to welcome a European grand
design, and to put oru inevitable economic dashes into a broader
context on which we could agtee. But at the same time it was possible
to discern the distant consequences that might result if thiJ overall
plan were to fail. The future showed that misrurderstanding could arisc
from even less subsantial matters - such as mere doubts abtut whether
the Euopeans had thc will to go on from the Common Markct to
political union.

My lettu to Adenauer continucd:

Co-operation on an equal footing betwccn the Unitcd States and a divided,
fragmented Eutope would be impossible. Equality is possible now only
because France and Germany together havc bcgun-to build a gtcit
Eutopean entity with thc prospcct of bccoming a sort of secood America.

I became convinced in Washington that without such a prospect the
United Statcs, left to itsclf, would turn back to thc particular pioblcms
of Asia, Africa, and Latin Amcrica. So we must tcalizc that co-opcration
betwccn the Unitcd Statcs and Europe, which is esscntial to our ieortity,
will in the long run be possible ooly if thc Europcan Community is
dynamic and shows its understanding of thc wodd-widc problcms ihat
concern the Americans. They havc ceased to be observers bringing benevo-
lcat aid: thcy havc becomc participants dircctly intetested in thc rcsults of
thc common efiort. Hencdorwatd, Amctica will eng4gc with Europc in
so fat as Europe unitcs and the Europcan Community makes an cficctivc
contribution_to solving world ptoblcms such as aid to undcrdcvclopcd
countrics and thc monctary stability of the Vest.

Kennedy took thc 6tst stq towards a rational handling of intcr-
continenal economic problems in January 1962, when hc proposed to
Congress thc esablishment of 'an open rade partnership between thc
Unircd Satcs and the European Community'. Thc Tradc Expansion
Act, passed in Octobcr 196z,euthorized the President to negotiatc with
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Euope reciprocal tarifl cuts of as much ts 5oo/o - and more if Britain
joinei the eommunity. The biggest and longest trade_ neg_otiations

ihe wodd had ever seen began under the name of the 'Kennedy
Round'. Public opinion did not fully realize what was at stake; but so

great were the inierests involved that no industrialist or farmer could
afford to be indifferent. If, as a result, the bargaining was hatd, it was

nevertheless conducted in accordance with the rules, and on a footing
of equality that would have been impossible if the European countries
had not presented a solid front and spoken with a single voice. In the
person of Je.n Rey, a negotiator of great talent v/ho later became a

worthy .ot.estot to Hallstein, the Commission affirmed its own
str.ngih and the unity of the Six. The overall view that was reached

duririg these formidable negotiations gave all parties an understanding

of each other's economic systems; and while that did not Prevent a

hard struggle, it was conducted in an orderly fashion and with the
general interest in mind.- A further step was needed. The Europe of the States would not take

it spontaneously, so the Action Committee had to- point the way.

In iis declaration of June 26, 196z,the Committee affirmed:

rWhile the economic unity of Europe is being consolidated and a start

made on its political uni.fication, the co-operation that has already grown
up between the United States and European countries should gradually bc

tr-ansformed into a partnership between a united Europe and thc Unitcd
States.

The partnership between America and a united Europe must be a rc-

lationship of two separate but equally powerful entities, each bearing its

share of iommon responsibilities in the world. . . .

Just as European unity is the result of progress step by steP on-conclete

quistions by the countries of Europe, so the new partncrship of Europe
a-nd America will develop as the outcome of patient and practical efrorts
to tackle together the problems they have in common.

The United States was not slow to rePly. One week later, on the

solemn occasion of Independence Day, Joly +, 1962, Kennedy took
the opporrtrnity to make a speech in Philadelphia which had con-

sideratie impact in the world. That speech, which will go down in
history as the 'partnership' speech, proposed an equal partnetship

betweln'the new union now emerging in Europe and the old American

union founded here 17, years ago'. At that moment, better than in
ten years of daily news from Europe, the American peoPle gtasped- the

meaning of the European Community that had bcen set up by nations

which, 
-'long divided by feuds more bitter than any which existcd
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among the thirteen colonies, are joining together, seeking, as our
forefathers sought, to find freedom in diversity and to find stength in
unity.' The huge crowd present at this 'Declantion of Interdependence'
hailed with enthusiasm its young President's commitrnent:

'The United Statcs looks on this vast enterprise with hope aad
admiration. We do not regard a strong and united Europe as a rival
but as a partner. To aid its progress has been a basic object of out
foreign policy for seventeen years.'

That satement was deeply sincere, and its every word must be read
to undetsand the selfess objective towards which Kennedy was resolved
to lead the greatest democracy in the wodd. He would have donc so,
or at least he would have spared no effort to do so, in terms which he
had fully weighed and around which a progratnme of practical action
was already being organized.

'We believe,'he continued, 'that a united Euope will be capable of
playing a. gteater role in the common ddence, of rcsponding more
generously to the needs of poorcr nations, of ioining with the United
States and others in lowering trade barriers, resolving problems of
currency and commodities, and developing co-ordinated policies in all
other economic, diplomatic, and political areas. r07e see in such a
Europe a partnff with whom we could deal on a basis of full equality
in all the grcat aod burdensome tasks of building and ddending a
community of ftee nations.'

One statement of President Kennedy's in thc Philadelphia specch
didnot attract particular attention at the time. But it was a kcy paisage;
and when, a few months later, it passed into oblivion for many long
years, shadows fell over John F. Kennedy's grand design.

'Europe must first otganize itself in its own way, taking its own
decisions. When a decision has been rcached regarding Great Briain's
joining the Comrnon Market, which we hope will be done this summer,
then we shall be able to go forward faster.'

The breaking-off of negotiations with London after the French veto
of January 1961 deprived Europe of thc cxtra dimcnsioa that could
have made her the equd partner of the United Sates. The practical
trade problems that temained were dealt with b z fakly balanccd way,
thanks to t{re skill a1d firmness of the Euopean Comm.issioq but
defence problems bccame bogged down in a-tiresome argument. It
was not always easy fot me to persuade the Action Comrnittcc to
agree on its attitude to the Multilatcral Force or MLF - the American
proposal for a force of Polaris submarines, with Europeans induded in
their multinational crews. This afiair took up too much of my timc;
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but I could not evade the real and formidable ptoblems of Europe's
defence. Essentially, Europe was protected by the American deterrent'
but she was also deeply divided. Britain was integrated in the nuclear

system of the Alliance, which was dominated by the United States;

France prodaimed her indcpendence; and Germany was excluded from
the 'nucleat club'.

So long as Europe had not yet achieved political unity, the Multi-
lateral Force made available by the United States might have made
possible the joint use of a deterrent system in which Germany could
participate on terms that were honourable to her and reassuring to her
partners. This transitional possibility, which would have put Germany
on an cqual footing with her European allies, greatly attracted thc
German members of the Action Committee. I could certainly under-
stand that their security needs made them viscerally loyal to thc
Alliancc. The ptoof of this was given when the Franco-German Treaty
of Friendship was concluded in Paris shortly after the breaking-off of
tte?russels negotiations in January ry6y The new intimacy berween

France and Germany alarmed their other Community Partners' who
suspected the ageing Adenauer of having paid too dearly for hlpo-
thciical protection by Francc. Nor was this all. Both the opposition
and the maiority parties in Germany, and many Frenchmen too, feared

that the new treaty might herald tlre abandonment of Europcan
integration and the weakening of the military alliancc with the United
Statis. I myself wondered what de Gaulle's policy was; and without
speculating about his ulterior motives - which I have always rcfused to
do - I looked closely at what he was doing.

Itrflhen I did so, I saw that the Franco-German Treary sought to
promote 'co-operation' in all the fields in question, which cast serious

doubt on the future of European integration. I saw that the Trcaty
lacked any stipulation that Franco-German military strategy would be

concerted only within NATO. I heard de Gaulle speak, in a further
ptess confetence, of an 'internationd Aetopagus' to vhich Francc
could not delegate sovereignty without losing her identity. Meanwhilc,
we had written a gloss on the Franco-German Trcaty, which the
parliamentary suategists turned into a Preamble. The Bmdcttag passgd

it unanimously on April 21. It spoke among other things of 'the
maintenance and stengthening of the cohesion of free peoples, and in
particular close co-operation between the United Sates and Europc,
iommon defence within NATO, and the union of Europe including
the United Kingdom'. The Preamblc and its unanirnous approval sct

things to rights once morc. Thus inteqpreted, the Franco-Gcrman
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Treaty ceased to be an exclusive pottical alliance and became an

administrative vehiclc for the Franco-German reconciliation initiated
twelve years earlier by the Schuman Plan. It was good that it provided
for regular organized meetings of Ministers, civil servants, and young
peoplJ from the two countries. This could well have been extended
throughout tlle Six, to the benefit of all.

Shaken as it was, Europe took a long tirne to recovet its equilibrium.
In Germany, a tired Adenauer, facing opposition within his own party-,

could not Prevent Erhard's rise to Po'nrer. In Britain, Macmillan left
the scene, and the Conservatives continued to lose ground. In Brussels,

the European institutions did their bcst to resume Progress. This first
great tesi had shovrn the strength of the Community Ouching4r.
Irrtergorre..rt renal discord, human ill-tempet, and material confusion
mighi slow down its momcntum' but they could not stop it. That
momentum was a comPlex phenomenon: everyone had an interest in
maintaining it, because it ofiered him somcthing he could not afiold to-

lose. Self-intcrcst, in moments of crisis, made up for any lack of
Eutopean team-spirit, and no one any longer thought of withdrawing
unilatetally or trying to saboage dre wholc affair. Indced, the spirit
of Europe was still alive: it held everything together, even when at

governmental level it was no longer visiblc. It was in the very
machinery, ensuring that it worked. Once established, institutions
have their own strength, which is greater than the will of men.

Men's minds had 1o recovcr their composure before the Action
Committee could launch new plans. Duting ry63, I had no occasion

to call a meeting; but no less important than the Committee's plenary
sessions were the links we maintained between its members, by going
to see them and writing to them throughout this period, which rras not
a time of waiting. The role of prime mover which France had lost was

now taken ovciby Germany, wherc Erhard was gradually acquiring
a position of powet. Gerhatd Schtoeder, the Foreign Minister, say-to
it that the Common Market resumed Progress, and he tightened thc
Iinks betwecn Bonn and Vashington, wherc defence and the MLF
had become the main PreoccuPation. Kennedy came to Bedin to
reassure the Gcrsrans, and was welcomed cnthusiastically whcrcver he

wcnt. At the same time, the Moscow Nudear Tcst Ban Trcaty which
he signed with the Russians showcd that all our problems werc assum-

ing wodd proportions, and that Eutope riskcd losing her place - excePt

inlhe woild-wide trade negotiations, which by now wctc well undcr
way. And Europe mcant more tfian haggling about agriorlnrre, even on
a wodd scale. In some notes I made at the time I wrote:
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Reccnt cvents, and in particular the nuclear Treaty signed in Moscow,
oblige us to look at the unification of Europe io a new tight. r believe that
w€ ere now facing-a situation which must be dealt with globally. I do not
believe that people today are sufficieatly interested in ihe unification of
Europc as such. They will be, once again, ifthcy uoderstand that the uni-
fication 

-of 
Errrope is an essential eliment in tire organizatioa of peacc.

The unification of Europe including Great Britain, coitinued negoti^ations
with Russia, and partoership between Europe and the UniteJ States _
these are three panels ofone tdptych, and they cannot in my opinion now
be treated apart.

This programme may have seemed unrealistic at a time when thc
Community of the Six was firdirg it hard to overcome its own
difficulties. There was some doubt in Paris about whether the six would
survive, and people were becoming resigned to the idea of a Community
of two or three. I knew, too, that in Bonn the old Chancellor *", ,o*
isolated, and no longer in control of foreign policy: many of his
colleagues were tempted to seek a ditect agreernent with thi United
States. certain indications made me suspect that thc Americans them-
selves might no longer lglieve in Europe, now that it was no longer
{isplaying_a common will. All these elements of uncertainty made ire
determined to continue dong the line I was following, befori the futue
gtew still darker. When people urged me to think of new ideas, I
answered:

'I see none, but that's probably because there are nonc. S7c,re asking
ourselves poindess questions, when in reality the very best thing we cai
do is continue. There's no alternative policy for Fiance or drmrrry.
There's no longer a world role for Briiain. And the United Sates has
only one reliable European ally - Europe.'

T repeated the same thing tirelessly to everyone, in Bonn, London,
and vashington. Duting that 'time for patience' I travelled a gteat deal..

Continuation and repetition, I rea,lize, are characteristii of this
narrative, which is simply the history of a very painstaking creation.

!e1!ags 9ne d1f the story will be told in the style of an epiic. If it is,
I think that the birth of Europe will seem in retrospeci a stitring
adventute. That may be the truth of tomoffov; but toiay,s truth hai
the merits of its meticulous patience. one can hardly fail to be struck
by the contrast between the meticulousness of the builders of Europe
and thegrandiloquence of France's policy during the r96os. That policy
was full of spectacular episodes, but they will not be found in *esl
pages. The fact is that the aims which de Gaulle assigned to France,s
foreign policy from 1961 onward no longer crossed the path of the
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Community. Since that is the path we are tracing here, it should be no
surprise not to encountet the incidents which gave many Frenchmen
the feeling that they alone were living through great days. Their
fcllow-Europeans, when I went to see them, asked me how France's
policy 6tted in with the reality of the modetn wodd. They had no
illusions about that reality: they measured themselves against it and
tea\zed. that they were powedess to solve their national problems
alone. Their ambitions - and they were no less ambitious than the
French - were turned to the future, which each of them knew they
could master only if they faced it together. It was not always easy for
me to advise them to be patient.

The end of ry61 was marked by a ragedy which afiected all feeling
men and women in the wodd. The assassination of John F. Kennedy
shattered people's hopes almost before they had atisen. As I say,

institutions are more important than men; and America's institutions
soon geve impressive proof of that fact. But some men have the power
to tansform and enrich what institutions pass on to succeeding
generations. Kennedy was onc such man: he was able to lead his
contemporaries by the force of his imagination, and create a consensus
through his generosity. I prefer not to speculate on what he might
have done with the experience of statesmanship which we saw develop-
ing daily bdore our eyes: I can only mawel at the fact that he left so

lasting a memory after so short a career, and that his death left so

deep a sense of emptiness. The truest tribute to him that I heard came

from a Paris taxi-driver who said to me:
'Monsieur, we have just lost a President.'

My gtief that day I cannot describe.
Thc death of a young and radiant being is distressing in itself. Yet the

pain and loss that I felt then were the same as when I had heard

seventeen years eadier that Roosevelt had just succumbed to his life-
long illness and lifelong effort. I7e were on a trip in Georgia, I re-
member; and when Silvia told me the news I cxdaimed several times:
'No - it's not possible.' What was not possible u/as the ending of a
great hope. The bearers ofhope are never ofan age to die. Roosevelt,
as I have said, had a universal vicw of things. Freedom, for him, was

indivisible: it did not stop at the frontiers of his. country. He had
proved that with the last ounce of his strength. Kennedy's strength, so
ptematurcly laid low, was of the same order, and his vision had the
same breadth.

I had last scen him in Washington at the beginning of the year. He
resented the abrupt breaking-off of the British negotiations, but his
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understanding of Europe prevented his turning aside from it, as
America was ternpted to do in the face of our disunion - a temptation
to which some of his successots gave way, Since I was about to go to
New York to receive the 'Freedom Prize' awarded each yeat by Free-
dom House, he sent me the following message:

Dear M. Monnet,
For centuries, emperors, kings, and dictators have sought to impose

unity on Europe by force. For better or worse, they have failed. But under
your inspiration, Europe has moved closer to unity in less than twent)'
ycars than it had done before in a thousand. You and your associates
have built with the mortar of reason and the brick of economic and
political interest. You are Eaasforming Eutope by the power of a con-
structive idea.

Ever since the war the reconstruction and the knitting together of
Europe have been obiectives of United States policy, for we have recog-
nized with you that in unity lies strength. And we have also recognized
with you that a strong Europe would be good not only for Europeans
but for the world. America and Europe, working in full and effictive
paltnership, can 6nd solutions to those urgent problems that confront
all mankind in this crucial time.

On November 2J,l attended Kennedy's simple and moving funeral.
Less than two weeks later, I found myself once more in the statc

reception rooms at the White Flouse to receive a last testimony of
Kennedy's feelings for Europe. He had decided to confer on me, as on
John McCloy and the labour leader George Meany, one of the first
Presidential Medals of Freedom. He had planned to give it to me himself
on December 6. President Lyndon Johnson performed the ceremony, in
the presence of Mrs Kennedy, who watched it quietly from a dark
cotner of the room. Johnson read to me the text prepared by his
predecessor, whose spirit still haunted - but not for long - those rooms
where civilization and a sense of greatness had reigned for two short
years:

Citizcn of France, statesman of the wodd, he has made persuasion and
reasoo the weapons of statecraft, moving Europe toward unity and the
Atlantic oations toward a more effective partnership.
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Crises and their aftermath

Atlantic partnership did not die with John F. Kennedy. An idea which
is in the nature of things is never the creation of one man alone, and his
death cannot extinguish it. A relationship of equals beween two
continents which share the same civilization and enioy comparable
resoulces has the strength of inevitability: all that is needed is the
willpower to grasp it and give it concrete form. And once that relation-
ship has begun to be established, it endures, even if death may seem to
have destroyed it along with the willpower that gave it shape. Kenncdy's
successors in the S0hite House sometimes gave the impression that the
grand design was abandoned, and that the United States was succumb'
ing to thc tcmptations of lonely supremacy. Those temPtations, if
they ever existed, soon faded as far as Eutope was concerned; and many
Americans came to rcahze v/hat a mistake it would be not to seek

equality, even at the cost of creating large new entities in the world
in place of a mosaic of countries doomed to subordination. Equality of
this sort can certainly not be achieved overnight; but for me it is less

a matter of statistics or legal rights than an otder of magnitude and a
habit of mind. It has to be anticipated and accepted as a process that
nothing can stop, without waiting for precise pzrityt otherwise,
dialogue would never begin,

lt 1964,I did not pause to consider whether the America of Lyndon

Johnson would be more or less outgoing than that of John F. Kennedy,
or whether its obvious military superiority precluded any hope of
talking on equal terms. f saw that partnership remained thc offrcid
policy of the White House, and through the Action Committee I
proposed to give it practical form for thc first time, by means of a
'Committee of Entente between Europe and the United States' in those
fields where Europe had begun to orist. The Action Committee's
resolution of June t, 1964, described the t4sk of the Committee of
Entente:

to prepare ioint Positioos on problems as they call for action, thus maLing
easier the decisions to be taken by the European Institutions and tlc US
Govcrnmcnt both in their mutual economic relations and in their rcs-
pectivc ncgotiations with thc rest of thc world.
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The Action Committee tirelessly repeated this ptoposal; and among the
politicians and labour leadets who represented the maiority of the
democratic forces in our countries I have never encountered the slightest
suspicion that a procedure for discussion with the United States might
endanger the independence of our countries or of the Community as a
whole. Talking has never involved any loss of liberty; on the contrary,
talking on the basis of mutual respect is the best guarantee that each
party, by explaining its own point of view, can persuade the other to
take account of it.

I will not dwell on the obscure reasons which until now have
prevented a Committee of Entente's being established. There can be no
valid reason for persistently refusing to sit down around the same able
to discuss problems of comrnon interest. The misunderstandings which
serve as an excuse for our divided countries to avoid a dialogue with the
United States ate themselves caused by the lack of any procedure for
concerting ideas and tackling technical difficulties as they arise. Today,
these accumulated misunderstandings may look like a major obsacle
in the way of partnership. In that case, it may go down in history as a
great opportunity lost. But in redity only those who are reluctant to go
forward ever speak of lost opportunities. I am interested only in the
opportunities which lie before us, and which it is our duty to seize as
soon as they arise. The fundamental reasons that are driving the tiTest
towards greater cohesion have lost none of their simplicity and force.
Besides, the gap between Europe and America is narrowing: the
problems they both face arc bringing them closer together. The psycho-
logical distance between them remains; but the basic reason for that is
mutual ignorance, and the best remedy is a procedure for talking to-
gethet, such as a Committee of Entente.

To persuade people to talk together is the most one can do to serve
the cause of peace. But for this a number of conditions must be ful-
filled, all equally important. One is that the talks be conducted in a
spirit of equality, and that no one should come to the table with the
desire to scote ofr somebody else. That means abandoning the sup-
posed privileges of sovereignty and the sharp weapon of the veto.
The second condition is that everyone should talk about the same thing;
the third, finally, is that everyone should seek the interest which is
common to them all. This method does not come naturally to people
urho meet to deal with problems that have arisen ptecisely because of the
conficting interests ofnation-States. They have to be induced to under-
stand the method and apply it. Experience has taught me that for this
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purpose goodwill is not enough, and that a certain moral powcr has to
be imposed on everyone - the power of rules laid down-by cornmon
institutions which are greater than individuals and are respected by
States. Those institutions are designed to promote unity -completeunity where there is likeness, and harmony where dilferences still
exist. The Europeans of the Six had dccided to live under the same
rules in a Community made possible by their corunon civilization and
similar degree of development. It was obvious from the start that on
these grounds Britain should join them without delay. By making
common cause, they could recover the role in world aFairs which they
had lost because they were divided.

\trflhat tole is that? It has always been the same: to seek the broadest
consensus, and to trelp reduce tension between East and West by
cteating the conditions for a constant dialogue - but not to try to
arbitrate by playing with the balance of power. The counries that are
uniting in the Community belong to the same Western civilization whosc
principles undedie American society; and berween these two great
entities, so close but so distinct from each other, a deep and consant
dialogue is possible, in a framework that can only be democratic. That
was and remains the alm of Atlantic partnership, the 6rst machinery for
which - a Comrnittce of Entente - the Action Committee proposed
more than a decade ago. In the same resolution, our Comrnittee also
dealt with relations with the East. They, obviously enough, arc no less
vital to the peace of the wodd. But it was clear to me and to all thc
Committee's members that the form and content of alks bct'ween tllc
Community and the countries of Eastern Europe - which, incidenally,
refused to recognize our institutions - would necessarily be diferent
from those of our dialogue with the United Sates. And that vrould
continue to be the case so long as thosc countries did not conduct thcir
public life according to the principles of frecdom, as our democracics
did.

None of our countries alone could infuence the Sovict Union; nor did
I believe that Europe, even if it were united, could reach a lasting
agreement with the Soviets unless the United States werc involved -
any more than an agreement between the United Satcs and the USSR
could. endu-re if it ignored lurope. The greatest danger for everyone
was that of Germany's undertaking unilateral action-in Europe; and
in this respect the Community was a guarantee which tht USSR
was capable of appreciating. But while the Germans had linked thcir
destiny with that of the peoples of \0?estern Eutope, they saw thcir
security only in the broader context of Western defcncc as a whole.
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For them, what was known as 'Atlanticism' was not a doctrine but a

refex of self-preservation. I could understand trheir uneasiness; the
German people were mote exposed than any other; and I admired the
courage of those German statesmen who had discouraged their fellow-
citizens from pursuing their &eam bf reunification by dangerous
means. Europe was in the process of bringing about this historic change

- Europe, and not some pact befwcen States; but, even so, it could not
be isolated from the global context of the defence of the ttrfest. This
problem gave rise to the most difficult and often the most unrealistic
debates that ever men had to face. It ought to have brought them
together: yet, so far, it has only driven them aPart. But if we failed at
that time to find a satisfactory collective solution, one thing remains
certain: no national solution has furthered the cause of peace.

Since 1964, years of inaction and verbal confrontation have left in
suspense the organization of relations between Europe and the United
Statcs. The transadantic relationships that have been putsued by
individual countries may have given some people the impression that
Amcrica accepted or even welcomed Europe's silence, for reasons of
her own. Others may have had the illusion that Europe was not needed
for a dialogue with Washington, and that if a European country wanted
to wield infuence, it could compensate for its lack of size by raising its
voice. The tnrth is that in the absence of any fixed landmarks cvcryone
inteqpteted in his own way a situation ruled by empiricism, without any
rcgatd, for the overriding cotnmon interest. That interest exists, as was
shown by the one insance where a dialogue of equals actually took
place. This was the 'Kennedy Round'; and although it was limited to
negotiations on international trade, Europe for once spoke with a

single voice. That voice was respected; each parry took account of the
legitimate concerns of the other; and a vast global settlement was
rcached. V/hy this method has not been gradually extended to all
aspects of the relationship between Europe and the United States,

along the lines of the ptoposed Atlantic partnership, is a complex
question: the reasons are various, and not all the blame is on one side.
While racial problems, the war in Vietnam, and the quest for d6tente
monopolized the attention of Lyndon Johnson and then Richard
Nixon, Europe seemed endlessly to hesitate about strengthening and
enlarging the Community. Some werc jealous of their independence,
but without doing what was needed to make it real if they showed any
inclination to assert themselves, it was always in opposition to the
United States and its supposed tendency to dominate othets. I myself
have never believed that our divergence was deep or lasting. !7hen
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men lcatn to master theit moods, thcy will rccognizc that Europc and
America c,rnnot ignore each other's problems, and tt at to solvE them
they necd each other's help. Sryararcln thcy cannot make an effective
contribution to wotld pcacc. In that rcrpccq too, I realizcd thet wc
must await thc tetum of wisdom.
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A TIME FOR PATIENCE $964-ry72)

I
Stagnation

The Action Committee did not hold its eleventh meeting until June
r 964. Its tenth had been in Paris in December 196z; znd now it was

meeting for the first time in Bonn. The text of its draft tesolutions had

been a long time in preparation, and it covered no fewer than twenty
pages. It was the fruit of conclusions and agreements that had taken

honths of thought; and if it continued along the same lines as in
previous years, dispite recent upsets, this was a proof that the Commit-
iee had become a mature institution, able to rise above men's emotions
and mainain a steady course. Re-rcading that long statement, one

can sce the scope of Europe and the scale of our ambitions for it. That
text amounts io a Message on the State of the Union in the making.

The timetable was gradual and the ground to be covered was vast, but
the Action Commiitee made a nrmber of specific proposals. Some had

to do with the economic and social development of the Common
Matket, othets with institutional problems, including direct elcctions
to the Europcan Parliament and the extension of its budgetary Poq/cts.
This proposal was followed by a section on 'The gradual establishment

of equal partnership between Europe and the United States' - a

relationship to be embodied in a Committee of Entente. There was also

a section entitled 'The development by successive agteements of
peaceful co-existence between the West and the USSR, setding
European problems and in particular reuniting the Gcrmans, at Prcscnt
divided, in the European Community.'

Who today could affirm that this view was Utopian and that the pros-

pect of reuniting thc Gerrrans, which ten yeals ago was still real, is now
L"trist 

"d 
ftom liistory? At the vcry least, if the problem one day arises

again, t peaceful solution can be found only within the Community,
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whose aim is not to make coalitions of Sates but instead to unite
peoples. The Committee dedared:

To deal with this situation by exclusively peaceful means, and to meet thc
preoccupations of thc USSR and the Wcst, an arrangement of truc co-
existence must gradually be brought about between the USSR on the
one hand and Europe and the United States on the othcr....

It is. too eady to determine the shape of this future arrangement. But
one thing is already clear: if it v/ere to appear that the Vest wire divided,
insecurity would dominate the relations between East and rufcst, the pros-
pect of an agr€ement would vanish, and mistrust and the proceis of
mutual precautions would lead to fresh conflicts.

_ A conflict involving the use of nuclear weapons would expose the
Europcan countries,'the Unitcd States, and the Soviet Union to such des-
truction that, as has becn remarked, the survivors would envy the dead.

This analysis, it seems to me, has lost none of its significance today. In
1964, tt all events, it was the view held by the majority of the political
parties and trade unions in the European community. But thellusion
of purely national power was still cherished by the leaders of certain
States, d-espjte the fact that Amcrica and the USSR were developing
forms of relationship berween them in which neither Europe .of "r!Europcan country had a part.

- 
With no political plans and no hope of tapid enlargcment, the

Community was sagnating. In Briain, where Harold r$(/ilson had
become Prime Minister, his narrow padiamentary majority seemed likcly
g dcfay the possibility of fresh negotiations. In the Unitcd Sates,
President Johnson was preoccupied with internal problems, and
seemcd to have no intetest in Europe as such. Everywhere therc was
the danger of a return to separate policies and bilateral agreemcnts;
and-Germany-might well be strongly tempted to compete *ith Fra.r.e
in the quest for national advantage. The-growing piessur" for ad boc
arrangements made it necessary to reaffirm, while there was still
time, the overall view that the Action Committee had taken in Bonn.
In that view, the Common Market was the solid foundation, but no
more than the foundation, of a broader vision of pcaceful relations
between the great entities in the world. To promote-and completc the
text of our resolution, I travelled extensively in 'the Community
countries. In the French weekly l'Exprcts,MtrcUllmann added up how
many joutneys I madc in the eady months of ry6y six to Bonn, four
to Brussels, four to Rome, two to The Hague, and one to Luxembourg.
He wtote:
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At this rate, at least, misundcrstandings ate avoided: when a tcxt is made

public, ooe can be certain that it teflects the collective will of all Europe's

political forces.

In a situation of deadlock, our 1961 text reafErmed what was needed if
further ptogress was to be made. 'S?hat was unique about-that r-esolu-

tion, h&evlr, was the place in which it was discussed and the day on

which it was adopted. It was in Betlin, on May 8, t961, in the presence

of Chancellot tudwlg Erhard and Mayor ITilly Brandt, that I told the

Bedin Senate:
'Today, May 8, is the twentieth anniversary of the end of the war in

Europe. It was from Berlin that Hidet launched his attempt-at hege-

*o.ry. It was in Berlin that it crumbled, amid the ruins of the old
Europe.

'On May 9, r9Jo, Ftance, in the person of M. Robert Schuman,

ptoposed io Germany that both turn their backs on past conflicts

a"a Uuita their futtrre together, alongside other democratic Eutopean

countries. . . .

'The Action Committce for the United States of Europe is mceting

in Bedin today to mark our unequivocal solidarity with you . . .' 
--

Erhard's reply was of great political significance for Europe. Hc
declared:

'The German people has learned to its cost that a po-licy of power
inspired by extreme nationalist feelings is destined to fail, because an

att;mpt alhegemony on the part of any one European nation arouses

all the others against it. We are fully conscious of the fact that Europc
cannot be Getiran, French, or Russian, but must aim at union and

reconciliation.'
Everywhere in Europe, that rwentieth anniversary was-being cele-

brated with loud martial demonstrations and speeches vilifying Ger-

many's ctimes. Vcry close to us, on thc far sidc of the Berlin lfall,
hugi East German-military parades contrasted with the atmospherc

of our meeting, calmly looking forward to the future.
'Your brotliedy feelings do you credit,' the Chancellor said to me'

During our morning sesiion, Silvia visited the Wall. On one of the

watch-=towets, she saw a woman weeping as she lookcd over into East

Bedin. Silvia went up to her and asked what was wrong.
'Oh, Madame,' shC answered, 'my whole family is over there.'
Later in the day, attending a reception for the Action Committee

given in the Senate, Silvia met the same woman, who told her:

'I've come here, Madame, because I put all my hopes on Europe'

Only Europe can bring us together egain.'
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That day, I believe - and as much by our presence as by the resolu_
tions we passed - the European idea took root a little mote deeply
,mg$ the German people, and became more tangible to wodd
opinion, which certainly made widespread comment. Far from issuing
a challenge to the East, the Bedin resolution proposed'the organizatioi
of consultations between the rfest - the United States and-" uniting
Eutope - on the one hand, and trre Soviet Union and the other countriei
of Eastern Europe on the other'. I should even have liked, in this case
too' to speak of a committee of Entente. The idea lay ahead of us at the
end of the road. But to reach it we should have to make progress along
that road, and the most urgent stretch of it was the-unification o?
Europe. On this stretch, an accident was close at hand.

In the Action Committee's Bedin resolution, one paragraph which
had been accepted without difficulty had approved ttre Brussels corn-
mission's recent proposals to give the Community its own resources,
levied mainly from the common external taifr, andmainly intended to
finance the common agricultural policy. Hitherto, the Community,s
expenditure had been covered by contributions from the member
States. The Brussels proposals were based on the Rome treaty and on
Tlti"g regulations, and Hallstein was not the man to forgo a right
which would make this Commission more independent. No-r could"he
have failed to ralize that the European Padiament in turn would seize
the oppornrnity to ask fot an increase in its budgetary powers, which
woul-d dgprive the council of National Ministers of its right to the last
word. All that was perfectly legitimate. But everyone knew that the
simple applica'ion of the Treaty's provisions in this way would
accentuate the federal character of the Community, and shift in the
direction of the Brussels institutions the centre of gravity which certain
Governments - and in- particular the French Gooeirrm.rrt - kept
jealously in national hands. The maiority of the commission, convincid
of.ts legal-rights, was impatient with the diplomats, warnings:

'De Gaulle will never accept it -'
'rJ[e shall see,' was the reply.
rJfle werc indeed to see whether one man could resist the normal

working-out of the institutional prccess - whether, and for how long.
To tell thc truth, the proposals were a challenge only to those who hil
never accq)ted the spirit of the Treaties, and who applied to the letter
only thosc provisions that suited their book. rrenitr interests wcre
involved in the machinery which favoured French agriculture; and it
so happened that the momentum of that machinery involved a further
transfff of national sovereignty to the community domain. Hallstein,
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Mansholt, and others believed that the French Government would
egre€ to that transfer as the price of Europe's financing French.farm

"ipo.tr. 
They also believed that the French, because of their intel-

leitual training, could not resist the logic of the argument. Mariolin
warned them:

'For de Gaulle your logic is a trap, and he'll smash it.'
I myself did not think it worthwhile pushing this technical afrair to

the point of confict, and I thought that those concerned would stop
short, as befote, at some affangement enabling modest progress to be

made. But a personal factor intervened.
I fear nothing so much as personal problems rvhich distort a debate.

The French had decided to have no more dealings with Hallstein; and it
mattered little what the technical problem might be: all that counted,

in their eyes, were the intentions and attitudes of the Commission's

President, who was anxious to inctease his institution's power and

prestige. Minute protocol pretensions in Brussels were regarded as

Lutra[eous in Paris; and the French Government's irritation knew no

bounds when it appeared that Hallstein might escape a litde from the

financial tutelage of the States. The process required to reach a decision

on this point was well under way; but agreement had to be unanimous'

When tire time came, de Gaulle made a clean break. The executant of
his decree was Couve de Murville, who at midnight on June 5o, t965,
at the close of France's chairmanship of the Council of Ministers,
terminated the meeting with the announcement that it had failed to
agree. The disagteement was real, and Couve was legally_in th-e tight.
But he *as morally in the wrong from the moment when he refused to
continue the debate.

For more than six months, Ftance virtually withdrew from the

Brussels institutions, whete except for routine necessities her tepre-
sentatives ceased to aPPear. This so-called 'empty chair policy' broke
the Community's unwritten rule; but there seemed to be no way out of
it, although it was damaging to both Europe and France. At first, I
thought that it was a fit of ill-temper, and I had several discussions

with-Couve de Murville, with whom I had always been able to talk
sense. But this time I could not get to the bottom of his thoughts,
except when we spoke of the Commission, which he deeply disliked.
It seimed that no solution of the economicproblems and no resumPtion

of talks among the Six would be possible unless the Commission were

overhauled, in both its methods and its personnel. And behind all this

could be glimpsed the desire to Prevent maiority voting becoming

notmal practice in the Community from January 1966 onward' as the
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Treaty laid down. I suspected that this was a goal on which de Gaulle
was irrevocably bent, and I warned couve against adopting attitudes
which would only aggravate our partners' ikeady po*erfil distrust
of France, whom they suspected of wanting to desrof the orgtntzaaon
of Europe.

'The German elections next year,, I said, .may produce a Grand
coalition between christian Democrats and SociatJts. The Germans
are in a po_sition to take initiatives. Make no mistake: you will not
succeed in detaching Germany from either Briain or Ameiica. But you
may encourage the conclusion of a military agreement between
Germany and the United Sates.'

For Europe, this hypothesis would have been &amatic; and at the
time, unless the Community made progress, it had every prospect of
being fulfilled. I had expressed this fear to de Gaulle in a privare
conversation a few months eadier. I used to see him in this .,ray on
those rare occasions when I thought an exchange of views might be
usdul; and he always greeted me as cordially ai at our very e-adiest
meetings, T'he conversation was always very straightforward, and we
never tried to agree on conclusions: each of us simply exptessed his
own point of view. This is never unfruitful if it is hon-sdy done.

Couve seemed uncertain about how to resuscitate the Common
Market, whose sagnation was beginning to worry French farmers and
industrialists. our five partners had frrmly closed ranks, in a defensive
spirit; and although they could make no progr"r, without France, she
herself was involved in an extremely risky diplomatic gamble. The risk
to de Gaulle became very serious with the approach of thc presidential
election in December 1965, atd I thoughtlhat a scttlement might be
reached before that date. I advised Hallstein to re-examine hii pro-
posals, at- whatever cost: there is no humiliation in adapting t6 an
obsacle, because obstacles are never our masters. The eominission
reacted sensibly; but France did not. De Gaulle temained obstinately
yornfu], although he was not teally in a position of strength. In
leptember, he denounced what he called'a mostly foreign technocracy
destined to trample on democracy in France', and confrmed his refusal
to countenance majority voting in Community decisions, due at the
turn of the year. In October, his five partners appealed to him to resume
his place in the Community institutions; bui he made no reply. On
December y, however, in the first round of the Ftench prejidential
election, he failed to secure an ovetall majority and was forced into a
run-off. European public opinion played a decisive role in this result,
which was widely regarded as a warning. Before the vote, I had
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announced my own choice in the following terms:

'Like many French PeoPle, I voted Yes in the referendum on the

Constitution in 1958, Yes to the election of the President of the

Republic by universal sufitage, and Yes in the referendum on Algeria.

'bn December 5, I shall not vote for General de Gaulle.

'We can no longer have any illusions: the policy practised, explained

in the ptess confetence of September 9, and confitmed by France's
persistJnt absence from Brussels, is leading us down the outdated path
of nationalism and inevitably encouraging nationalism in other
countries, anC in Particular in Germany.

'For the Frencli people, the future is Europe' Genetal de Craulle has

explained to us that he wants to reduce the collective action of France

ani her neighbours to relations between Governments. Experience

shows us that such relations are necessarily precarious, and all the more
so ifthey are constantly called in question by threats to break them off.
To win the allegiance and the efforts of a reiuvenated France, the
French people of today and tomotrow need a President in their own
image and with modern ideas.'

I went on to say that I should vote for Jean Lecanuet, whose courage

and sincerity I admired. At the run-off in the second round of the
election, I announced that I was transferring my vote to Frangois
Mitterand, who was now de Gaulle's sole competitor. As the single
candidate of the I-eft, Mitterrand had come out in favour of 'a

Europe built by the process already begun in the economic and technical

fields, a Europe which will be the decisive factor in peaceful co-existence

befween East and West.' When de Gaulle was re-elected, with t4't%
of the votes, Couve de Murville resumed negotiations with France's

partners. I advised everyone to accept the broadest compromise that
would leave the Treaties intact. It mattered little if at the next meeting
of the Six, in January ry66 in Luxembourg, France insisted on making

a unilateral declaration reserving the right to go on saying No. The

only victim of that ambiguous accommodation was the Commission
undet Hallstein - although its continuance in office until 1967 was

assured. After more than six months'paralysis, Progress began again.

If de Gaulle had sought to demonstrate that the Communiry would not
work without France, he had done so: but who had ever doubted that ?

If his aim had been to freeze the Community's institutional develop-

ment and prevent any further transfers of sovereignty, he had gaincd

nothing but a little time, which for the Europeans was so much time
wasted. What de Gaulle denied them in 1961 they have since acquired
as a matter of coutse. I &aw no furthet conclusions from thosc very
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instructive events. That is how things happened; and when all is said
and done, they worked out well enough. 

- -

It was still a time for patience, and I had plcnty of time to pursue my
refections to the point where I could turn thim into actiln, which
would then depend on circumstances. Citcumstances, f was now
convinced, would remain unfavourable so long as de Gaulle ruled
France and based French foreign poliry on his o'in ideas, which dated
from another age. I had long beleved that he would come to rc,,ltze
that E rropean ,nion, about which he spoke with such conviction,
:-:g"r..:q a gradual delegation of sovereignty to L cornmon authority.
u7ould he not see that his ambitions fot his iountry, and his passion"le
desire for independence, could not be futfrlled by France alone? If he
wanted to pFy the historic role he felt to be his vocation, Europe was
of a size to be its vehicle - if he did what was needed for Eur^ope to
exist. But it became clear that the passage of time had not changed him,
a-nd1ha1 co-operation between sovereign States, as in the past, rimained
the basis of his European policy, with everyone &inking from his own
glass,.as he put it, and aking whatevet dicisions he mlght think best
for his co.ntry. How, in these circumstances, could "one 

maintain
genuine national independence or even build an independent Europe?
I saw no way out of this contradiction. The upshot was a France niore
and more isolated in a climate of suspicion, with precarious coalitions
being formed to achieve superiority or fend off suiposed threats. That,
at least, would be the result if we returned to the tor,."rt of Europe, -
a Europe of mutually mistrust€ul sovereign States.

The only guarantee against such a rehple was the cornmon Market,
with its institutions, its rules, and its promise of economic, social, and
pottical progress. It had to bc strengthened, step by step. German
loyalry to the Community was the only safeguaid against the dis_
integration of the rD7est. The accession of Grea-t Britaii was the only
hope of Europe's becoming big enough to make herself felt in the
wodd and start a dialogue of equals with the united states and the
USSR. The Action Committce was prepared to fight for years, if
need be, to see thar these conditions wire fulfilled. Mf mind was made
up: I should have no further questions to ask until ttrese sorid founda-
tions had been laid. fn fact,_ between ry66 and 1971, in six separate
sessions, the Action Committee hammered 

^*^y ^t. 
the same'basic

resolutions, which litde by-li$9 began to work their way into reality.
During those years, the political contexr changed under the impaa of
unexpected events and the slow pressure of geierations born since the
war. what had been inconceivable for their fathers came to seem
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natural to theif childten; what had been impossible to minds nurtufed

by the past became easy for more up-to-date sPirits. But it was cssential

that 
"tih" 

end of this process the will to build E9rop9 should still be

alive and the plans f& doing so should be ready' Unceasingly, the

Action Committee made sure that they were'

I remember that while I was preparing for this new phase in olr
persevering efiort, I felt the need to define for myself the principles

ihat had ai*"yt guided me in my day-to-day wotk' I have kept the

notes I made ai th-at time, during the summer break in ry66; md I think
that they are mofe expressive in their immediacy than a longer, more

elaborate credo would be:

Atgtr$ 18
Liberty means civilization.
Civilization means rulesf institutions.
And all that because the essential obfective of all our efforts is to develop

mankind, not to Proclaim a fatherland, big or small'
r. It is a privilege to be born (humanity). 

-

z. It is a ptivilege to be born into our civilization'

3. Ar. w" to co"nfine these privileges within the national barriers and

laws that Protect us ?

4. Ot aie we going to try to extend privilege to others ?
j. ,Xt" -ora riainialn our civilization, which is so much ahead of the

rest of the world.
6. IWe must otganize our civilization and our collective action for the

sake of peace.

7. \fle must organize the collective action of our civilization. How can

that be done? Oily by uniting in collective action Europe and America,

which together h"re t'6. grea;st resources in the world, which share the

same civllization, and which conduct their public affairs in the same

democratic manner.
g. This organization, while seeking a state of co-existence with thc East,

will create a"ne* ordei in the worlJ and at the same time make possiblc

the necessary and unconditional aid and support that our civilization,

which must be prcserved, will bring to the testof the world. Togethef they

can do it; s.p"trt ly, they will oPPose each,other'

9. at ineii origin, at tttt, piopte are the same' Later, dtawn into a
fra'mework of ru-ies, everyone wants to preserve the privileges _he has

acquired. The national framcwork suPPorts this fleeting vision. we are

unaware of the extraordinary privilegJwe enioy. 1i0c must extend.it to

others. How can it bc donc? only by freedom on the one hand aod col-

lective effort on the other, so as giadually to enable the under-developed

countries to share in our privileges. How can that be done without
uniting, pooling our resources, etc. ?
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Angnst zz

Nations.were forged by succcssive additions. Brittany, Burgundy, etc.,
were provinces, and centralizing kings brought thcm togetheiin aunit -
France - byarmsor by treaty: the Conti of Nice, Savoy. .AI th.r. changcs,
from 'provincial'into 'n-ational', corresponded to the conditior* fr"_vailing at the time. The force of adaptation, which led the provinces of
France to make France, still continuei.

we are convinced that our epoch will have to sce the creation of vast
entities such as the united States and the USSR, and that between them
there must be established co-operation and collective action by means of
organization (that is what we mcan by the organization of peace).

It cannot all be done at once: it is gradualiy that we sha'ir achieve this
organization. But already it is essential to make a start. It is not a question
of solving political problems which, as in the past, divide the forts that
seek domination or superiority. It is a question of inducing civilization to
make fresh progress, !r b.gi""i"g to .Lng. the form orir" ret"tioist ip
between countries and applying thc principle ofequality bctween peoples
and between countries. People no longer want thiir future to a.p."d ""the skill or ambition of their Governmcnts. They do not waot cpiemeral
solutions, and, for that reason, they want therc to be establishcd in our
countries an o_rgani"ation, a procedure, that will make possible collective
discussion and decision.

These refections were not the subject-matter for a book but the basis
of my daily action. The most practical men with whom I have worked
also needcd such guidance to believe in what they were doing and never
become discowaged. with all of them - political leaders, traJe unionists
newspapermen - I liked to sit around the fire and alk about our
undeilying motives. I had found that if those motives became obscure,
to them or to myself, our ability to act successfully sufiered. That is why
we had to work to keep them alive, like the fames in the hearth we
stared at as we tried to see our way through the problems. Many were
the intimate talks I had, and many were the friendships thai grew
deeper,-as I tried to impart my own fecling of hope to -ln who Jftcn
weaded of waiting for Europe to emerge from winter. The first sign of
spring came in March 1967, when Harold Wilson, after consula-tions
on the continent, seemed to be getting ready to renetr, Britain,s
request for membership of the Common Market. On March 16, 1967,
on behalf of the Action Committee, I was able to rell the pr"rr, 

- '-

'The members of the Committee declare themselves unaninously in
favour of Britain's entry into the European Economic Community as
it is today, rvith the same rights and the same obligations as the six
countries which are already members.'

Those who backed this declaration included two new and infuential
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members of the committee - Pietro Nenni, Ptesident of the united

Italian Socialst Party and vice-Premier of Italy, and the-new German

Minister of Foreign Afairs, willy Brandt. Britain had to be coaxed out

of her hesitationsl A correspondent of The Tinet of. London asked me

whether an application ftom her would be successful' I-replied:.
.She cann& expect to have an answer as to whether her application

is successful before she puts the question clearly''

This lrilson finally did on May r r, after securing the agreement_of a

large majority in thi British House of Commons. But as early as May

,e,"a. C""U. held a press conference and declared that Britain, which

urr, 
"r, 

island, bound to her Commonwealth and the USA, and

weighed down by her sterling bala-nces,-could not ioin l!"- C9*91
Mariet, which he defined as a sort of prodigy. All one could do, he said,

'rras work out some form of association, or wait' ' ' ' This time, even

the usefulness of discussion was being denied! when Agence France

Presse asked for my opinion, I declared:
.In what kind of soiiety are we living if the Six are to reiect vrithor.rt

debate the request of. t gieat democratic gou-ltry, massively backed by

its elected repiesentativEs, to ioin in the building of Europe ? Getetal

de Gaulle, in his press cooference, presented the obstacles to Great

Britain's intry into the Common Market as if they were virtually
insuperable. The British Government considers that th_ey can be o.ver-

.ooi.. O.,ly negotiations, conducted in good faith and with a will to
succeed, will riake it possible to decide. rJflhat matters is that the

discussion between London and the Six should begin''

This persistent attitude on the part of France led to further un-

certaintli and discouragement. Many people thought that the--time

would ,r"rr", .o-" for Britain to loin the Community, and that all that

could be hoped for were trading arrangements, perhap.s even without
France. I thlught the opposite; and I was glad to find this optimism

shared by Geolge Brown, the British Foreign Minister. Stout and not

very tall, he sorn'etimes behaved in ways that disconcerted traditionalist

dipio-"iic circles; but he had a lively intelligence and great enthusiasm.

He gare of himself both at home and on the continent to ensure that

the ioor of the Common Market remained open to Britain. In January

ry67,heand Wilson had toured the cap-itals of the Six' On Januaty 21,

they'had stopped in Strasbourg to address the Council of Europe'

That day, I heard Wilson declare:
.we are determined to act because the creation of a bigger and more

powerful Economic community is-as much in the interests of Europe

as a whole as in our own interests.'
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lffhat struck me most was to see in the Assembly, which gave Wilson
a standing ovation, the British Leader of the Opposition, Sir Alec
Douglas-Home. It con6rmed by the force of example that we were
right to want Great Briain in the democratic institutions of Europe.
I proposed to the Action Committee that a resolution be put to each
of our national Parliaments calling for the negotiations to be pursued.
Its text provided only for full British membership, and ruled out any
form of association. On June r7, 1967, in Brussels, the Action
Cornmittee met for the thirteenth time. Among those present were
Brandt, Schmidt, Nenni, Rumor, Pinay, and Pleven. The Committee
passed the resolution, and the membets agreed to submit it to the vote
in their national Padiaments. On October 11, I attended the session of
the German Bndestag at which it was debated. Chancellor Kurt
Kiesinger left his seat to join me in the gallery, and the German
deputies voted unanimously for the resolution. It was a deeply re-
assuring sign. De Gaulle's opposition, which he reiterated on November
29, might block the negotiations; but it could not dismiss the problem
or change the minds of the vast majority of Europeans. The resolution
was passed by the Luxembourg, Belgian, Dutch, and Itatan Padia-
ments. Britain no longet need feel isolated. Her accession v/as
inexorably inscribed on the agenda ofinternational politics.

II
The context changes

Then came spring 1968 and the explosion in France of student riots
like those that had begun in the United States before spreading to
Europe. Our old society, with its antiquated university stnrcture, at
first put up little resistance. Concern for justice made the young
intellectuals turn tou/ards the workers. Too much social inequality
still stemmed from the difiering levels of education to which some had
access through the accident of birth. But it became clear that these
inequities would not be removed merely by idealistic demonstrations.
The student revolt and the demands of wage-earners coincided only
bdefly. !7hile they did, France's institutions were under thteat; but
French workers still had a sense of discipline, and they parted from the
students, who now found themselves isolated. Yet the cause for which
they had fought still remained: it was the cause of humanity. And I
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believe that we have still not adequately responded, either before or
after that salutary warning.

In fact, the crisis was implicit in the disparities and inequalities which
had been revealed three years eadier by a group of international
experts in a report prepared at the instigation of the Action Committee.
This was a comparative study of education in Europe, the United
States, and the USSR: it was known as the Poignant Report after
its author, Raymond Poignant, a Master of Requests in the Council of
State. He was a man with a high sense of duty; to reach his position, he
himself had had to surmount the barriers between different forms of
education. He knew from experience what a problem it was for most
young people to continue their studies beyond the level to which the
vast maiodty were limited, and he was able to reveal how much
valuable potential went unused through lack of educational oppor-
tunities. Already in ry59l had raised this problem when speaking to
the Community's free trade unions:

'The unification of Europe which we are achieving together will only
fully bear fruit if our countries put an end to the waste of their young
people's intelligence by making access to highu education genuinely
democratic. The majority of people ought to be able to enter higher
education: it should not be the preserve of a minority.'

The figutes tevealed by the Poignant Report showed how seriously
the Community was lagging behind. For a population of about the
same size, Russia had thtee times as many students as Europe, and the
United States five times as many. Whatever progress might have been
made in the meantime, the 1968 explosion was caused not by an over-
large student population, but by an over-rigid society still marked by
injustice.

That society had another weakness: its great complexity. The more
sophisticated a structure is, the more vulnerable it is to unforeseen
accidents. In r968, I realized more clearly than ever that the democratic
institutions under which we live had become precision instruments,
whose economic, social, and political operation depended on trust. This
was a phenomenon coflrmon to all the countries of the West; and trust
- or the damage that was done to it - went well beyond national
frontiers. This could be seen in the extent of the international youth
protest movement; it was soon to be seen again in the spread of inter-
national monetary chaos. Such widespread interdependence called for
a general strengthening of solidarity among those European countries
which had the same form and degree of civilization. Solidarity had
begun with the economic Community: it had to be strengthened and
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extended until the cofiunon institutions were more broadly based and
every nation was entiched with the complementary qualities of the
others. In isolation, our countries were now very vulnerable to the
waves of violence that were sweeping the wodd: none could protect
itself alone. On my visits to Bonn, I found the Germans very much
alive to this danger, whose shock-waves had reached them first. They
had watched with anxiety its spectacular impact on French society: in
Patis, they had seen the main pillat of European policy shaken.

I found Chancellor Kiesinger in a hesiant mood. Tall and youthful-
looking, he had more charm than suength, and more skill than vigour.
He had a clear view of the problems, but he was not resolute in action.
He thought as I did that Britain must be brought in to strengthen
Europe's democratie stability; but he was not prepared to stand up to
de Gaulle. Both men, in fact, wete marked by their wartime etlreri-
ence: it weighed upon how they behaved. In equal and opposite
situations, as it were, they had both lived through the drama of France
and Germany, and it forever flawed their imagination. The future
belonged to a new generation whose dreams we no longer knew. All
we could do was hand on to them the solid legacy of a democratic
Europe. I left Bonn in July 1968 with the feeling that Germany's
growing strength would do nothing to influence Ftance's shaken will-
porwer, so long as men like Kiesinger and de Gaulle remained in
pov/er. I went on to London. I met lflilson at No ro Downing Street,
and received from him a veritable lesson in political strategy, an art
in which he delighted. He had seen at once the advantage he could
gain from the British Labour Party's ioining the Action Committee
alongside the othet Btitish political parties. He had worked out what
would be the reactions in his own perty; and for the moment the
balance seemed favourable. Rarely had I seen him so determined and so
pleased to commit himself to Europe. I even hoped that the British
trade unions would join the Committee together with the Labour
Party, to which they were closely linked; but there the pockets of
resistance which later proved so hard to overcome had already formed,
and neither '\tr7ilson's influence nor pressing appeals from Rosenberg on
behalf of the German unions had any effect.

I was very greatly helped in my London talks by Wilson's private
secretary, a young diplomat who embodied thc fineit qualities of the
British civil scrvice. His name was Michael Palliser; later, as Sir Michael
Palliser, he was to be Permanent Under-Secretary at the Foreign and
Commonwealth Office. He enjoyed the esteem of both Labour and the
Conservatives, and had excellent contacts on the continent. Thanks to
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his ability and his European convictions, he never ceased to exert a

favowable influence on the Community's development. In Paris,
lWilson had appointed as Ambassador Sir Christopher Soames, a

Conservative whose European spitit and breadth of mind were to be
better knou/n still when he became Vice-President of the Brussels
Commission after Britain joined. In London, the Community's loyal
and skilful Chief Representative, Georges Berthoin, played L very
positive tole; while Duchdne and Mayne continued the patient work of
explanation in their articles and books.

!7hen I left London that summer, I had secuted the agreement of all
three of Britain's main political parties. On September 26, t968, I
wrote to \Tilson as Leader of the Labour P^rty, to Anthony Barber,
then Leader of the Conservatives, and to the Liberal Leader Jeremy
Thorpe:

The political parties and trade unions which make up the Action Com-
mittee, representing two-thirds of the electorate and of organized trade
unionists in the six European Community countries, are unanimously
convinced that Britain must be a full member of the Community with the
same rights and the same obligations as the present six member countries,

They are determined to pave the way for British enuy into the Euro-
pean Community as soon as possible. They believe that it is important
to develop a European point of view, common to the Six and to Great
Britain, in preparation for the day when British entry will be possible.

Wilson replied at once:

The aims of the Action Committee ate in close conformity with those to
which the Labour Party subscribes. C)ur Party believes that European
political, economic, and technological integration is essential if Europe is
to fuL6l her great potefltial and make a unique contribution to secure and
maintain world peace.

The work already undertaken by the distinguished members of your
Committee has been most impressive. The Labour Party is honoured to be
asked to ioin in this work and I am pleased to accept your invitation for
the Labour Party to ioin the Action Committee for the United States of
Europe as a full member.

Wilson went on to announce that the Party's National Executive
Committee had nominated George Brown, Walter Padley, and Michael
Stewart to represent it on the Action Committee. The choice main-
tained a subtle balance, but one thing had to be noted: the unequivocal
tone of Wilson's letter and his use of the word 'integration', the strength
of which suqprised everyone. Then came Barber's answer. He recalled
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that the negotiations had been btoken ofr in ry61 against the wishes of
the Conservative Government, and continued:

Itrfle shall value membership of your Action Committee, whose work is
well known to us, as a means of discussing how progress can be made
towards the development ofgreater European unity.

He went on to announce an impressive list of representatives: Reginald
Maudling, Sir Alex Douglas-Home, and Selwyn Lloyd. Finally, I
reccived a warmly-worded answer from Jeremy Tholpe, who himself
vas to represent the Liberals.

!7e then decided to commission studies on the problems of British
mcmbership from independent experts whose authority was univers-
ally recognized: Guido Carli, Governor of the Bank of Italy, on
monetary questions; Lord Plowden, together with Karl lTinnacker of
Hoechst industries, on technology; Edgatd Pisani on agriculture; and
Waltet Hallstein on institutions. Meeting in Brussels on July :^1, 1969,
the Action Committee heard their conclusions, the substance of which
was that the problems could be solved. And at the same time, the
political obstacles were in the process of being removed.

General de Gaulle's decision to leave ofEce in April 1969 after the
failurc of an unnecessary referendum was a wise and noble act. Nothing,
save his own wish, could have forced him to retite. It appears tl-rat he
chose to do so while he was still clear-headed and in command of his
strength. He left France with sotd institutions; and he had been able to
legitimize by universal suffrage, for himself and for his successors, an
authority which he owed to circumstances. Those circumstances,
which were due to the shock of decolonization, had helped him to gain
pou/er eleven years eadier; then he had mastered them to te-establish
French unity, which for a time had been threatened. IJ[e owed him that.
But as I saw him depart my thoughts returned to the man of ry4o.
Never had he been so great as in his rejection of defeat and his call to
resist. History would record that he had given the French people back
their dignity, that he had restored them to their past greatneJs. I had
hoped that he might see that greatness, to be permanent, required a
profound transformation, transcending national boundaries. But I had
to accept the facts: he believed that Europe would be built around
France, and he could not imagine delegating sovereignty. A community
of peoples without common rules and institutions, and without equality
- it was an illusion. I could understand the disenchantment that de
Gaulle showed towards the end of his life, when he looked at that part of
his work which he had failed to complete on a scale that was worthy of
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his destiny. If he had failed to build the Europe that he sought, he had
at least not managed to Prevent the development of a Europe in which
he did not believe. When Georges Pompidou came to the Elys€e

palace as President in succession to de Gaulle, he coolly assessed his
inheriance.

I hardly knew Pompidou. I had met him only once, at dinnet with the
Gaullist Minister Gaston Palewski; and I never came to know him well.
Neithet of us really wanted to explore deeply together problems which
we approached from difierent angles. I was concerned with Europe's
place in the wotld, while his preoccupation was with France's place in
the Common Market. His pragmatism led him to see the Economic
Community as an opening for the French economy. Indeed, he seemed

to see it as a necessity - just as he regarded Great Britain's accession

as inevitable. On these points we could agree; but our agreement was

reached discreetly, through intermediaries who remained in the back-
ground - his personal assistaots, the great initiates of the Elys6e

palace's inner mysteries. One of them was Michel Jobert. He was never
more efiective than in the shadow of Pompidou, trying to Promote
Ewopean afiaits, which he saw as a source of further power for,the
President of the Republic, ill at ease as he was among the other Heads of
State. On technical questions, Jean-Rend Bernard was the most caPable

and loyd of contacts, with whom I established a relationship of
enduring trust. Through him, Pompidou knew what I thought, and
so was able to follow my advice or not, as he saw fit. More could not
be askcd ofmen conditioned by years of secrecy and jealously-guarded

sovereign power. And yet the initiative for a furthet step forward
could come only from France, and therefore from them.

A note of pragmatism now quite naturally marked our relations with
our European partners; and if this made the problems themselves,no
simpler, ii at least restored them to their true ProPortions. In Octobel
1969, Brandt was elected Chancellor of Germany' I was delighted,
bccause I was sure that he would introduce into Ewopean politics an

element of boldness and genetosity. He and Pompidou were not alike
in character, but they refrained from making an issue of the fact. The

'summit' conference which they proposed to hold in December was

their first opportunity to make their mark as European statesmen. Each

vied with the other to show his European spirit, and Btandt won on
points. His proposals went a long way, and caught everyone up 

1n 
their

impetos. They also came from a long way back: several of the ideas we
had worked out together in the Action Committee were now given

their chance to succeed. I had reminded Brandt of them in a letter on
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the day after his election as Chancellor

Thc summit meeting is soon due. It will afford the opportunity to take a

broad view of Europe's needs and to make fundamental and practical
progress in uniting Europcan peoples. The transformation of the Com-
mon Market into an economic and monetary union, the beginnings of
political union, and negotiations with Britain - all are possible, on one
condition: that an initiative from you changes the climate from peevish
haggling about points of detail to a positive collective efrort to solve thc
problems that are common to us all.

!ilhat I was suggesting included action in the monetary 6eld; and it
went further than the proposals made by the European Commission
at the instigation of !.aymond Barre. Brilliant and sound as that grcat
economist's ideas wete and are, he had to respect the political possi-
bilities of the time. And the currency was still regarded as an almost
magical expression and weapon of national sovereignty.

Once again it had to be demonstrated - as it will for years to come -.

that national sovereignty withers when entrapped in the forms of the
past. For it to be effective, in an expanding wodd, it needs to be
transferted to larger spheres, where it can be merged with the
sovereignty of others who are subject to the same pressures. In thc
process, no one loses: on the contrary, all gain new strength. My letter
to Brandt went on:

As for the limited pooling of national sovereignty that such a monetary
organization would require, it becomes clcarer evcry day that this would bc

^ gte t deal more modest than the blind and total abandonment of
sovereignty which is involvcd today in the continuing drift towards a
dollar zonc, and the continuing and uncontrollable Gnancing of the dc-
ficits run up by the so-called reserve currency countries - the United
Sates and Britain, either through our own central bank issues or through
their merchant banks and the Eurodollar markct.

This same phenomenon of losing national soveteignty by trying to
protect it too jealously is not confined to the monetary field. It runs
through the whole history of European countries in the past twenty
years, delaying and jeopardizing the collective action needed to make
them genuinely independent. Brandt took the point; and he persuaded
the Hague summit to adopt the plan for economic and monetary union,
with a European Reserve Fund, as the Action Committee hadproposed.

The Decembet ry69 summit removed other obstacles to progress.
It was agreed to resume negotiations with Gteat Briain. The road that
led to the Treaty of Accession, signed in January r 972, was a long one,
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and the biggest difficulty now lay with the British, victims of dis-
appointment and wounded pride. \7e had done everything we could to
leave them the option of ioining forces with Europe; and the French
Government for its part was teady to drop its long-standing opposition,
in which ill-humour had overruled reason and even self-interest. Among
nations, as among men, misunderstandings pay no heed to facts: they
succumb only to weariness. The British had persisted in the illusion
of their power long after the nations of continental Europe had
rcabzed that they themselves were no longer a match for the modern
world. \When the British had ignored the European Community's
appeals, and tried to set up rival groupings, they had hurt and dis-
couraged many of theit friends. So, when they had decided to join the
Community they had once scorned and contested, they encountered
incomprehension and mistrust. Then they in their turn had su{fered
humiliating rejection. !(rhat remained of their old insular pride had been
galvanized anew, and the farsighted statesmen who had committed
themselves to Europe had run into difficulties with public opinion.
There had to be an end to these emotional minuets, and in this respect
the Action Committee played an important role. It was perhaps its
most striking contribution to the development of the European
Communiry.

During my frequent tdps to London, I saw that lfilson had made his
mind up; and although he was embartassed about the tactics to follow,
he was strongly backed by Roy Jenkins, whose talent and European
convictions - he later became President of the Commission - were a
great support. I also saw Edward Heath, utterly committed and only
awaiting his opportunity - which turned out to be Europe's oppor-
tunity too. When the British General Election of June r97o brought
Heath and the Conservative Party to power, I had no doubt that his
sincerity would overcome the remaining obstacles. Pompidou still had
to be persuaded of it; but a long talk in May r97r established a per-
sonal understanding between them. From that moment on, the negotia-
tions ceased to pile up difficulties, and it became clearer that the
difficulties were in men's minds rather than in the things themselves.
In London one day, a customs ofHcet recognized me and said:

'I'd like to be sure about one thing, Sir: once we've gone into your
Europe, shall we bc ablc to get out again ?'

It was the same atavistic fear of. commitment that we had en-
countered in London in r9yo. I said to Kohnsta:nm, who was with me:
'S7e'll have to talk to that man for a long time to change his point
of view.'
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- Heath made a vigorous effort to explain mattets to the British people,
but the task was still incomplete when the Labour Party won the
February r97o election; and it was left to Harold r$Tilson to pur the
'anti-Marketeers', as the British called them, on the defensive. The
June 1971 referendum, in which two-thirds of the voters endorsed
British membetship of the European Community, set the seal on what
was already obvious: Great Britain had no choice, nov/, except solitary
decline or integration into a larger grouping. To tell the truth, that
had been obvious for rwenty-five years; but it takes a good quarter-
century to efface the illusions that dead realities leave in the minds of
nations and of men.

In this respect, public opinion in out countries had long outgrov/n
the age of hesitation and achieved quiet maturity. There was a very
btoad consensus on the need to unite the peoples of the West, and in
France more than 6o0/o of those questioned said that they would be in
favour of a European Government, even if it were headed by a non-
French statesman. About the same number thought that rt would be a
good thing to elect the European Padiament by universal sufkage. In
Match ry72, 660/o of the French people were in favour of Britain's
joining the European Community. Pompidou decided that the time had
come to exorcize the evil genius that for centuries had plagued relations
berween France and Britain, and at the same time to bring together the
pro-European majority that was revealed by the polls. His April r97z
referendum on the Community's enlargement was positive, but the
turnout was disappointing. People are interested in ideas only when
they involve action; and what action in Europe then could have
mobilized the crowds ? I7hat tangible signs of it had the French
Government given when it asked its citizens to vote ? It was clear that,
if European feelings were to be expressed politically, discussion would
have to give place to decision. And in Brussels there was a grer;t deal
of the formet and very litde of the lattet.

The summit meetings of Heads of State and Government were a
response to this need for decision-making; but they were too infrequent
and spasmodic. S7hat was more, they were as cumbersome as inter-
national conferences, weighed down with too many experts and made
ineffective by too much formality. In Octobet :1972, Pompidou invited
his colleagues and their numerous retinue to Paris. Despite the solem-
nity of the conference, one could once more detect in it the European
spirit that had lain dormant for so many years. Heath was there, and
so u/ere the Prime Ministers of Ireland and Denmark. An ancient
guarrel seemed to be over, and the new proportions the Community
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v/as assuming enabled it at last to cherish hopes that had too long been
held in check.

Gradually there emerged the prosPect of a more balanced and

obiective dialogue between the Community, which was in the process

of being enlarged, and the United States, which was trying to end the

war in Vietnam. Henry Kissinger's persistent efforts to negotiate a
peace tteaty with Hanoi were long frustrated by the blind fotce_s 

_of
violence, which by its own increasing momentum began to spread far
and wide, and even into our own societies. Everywhere, rnen's con-
sciences were deeply troubled by the race between the desire for
dialogue and the persistence of hate' Even when there was a chance of
peaceful agreement, misunderstandings between men and nations con-

iinued in quarrels over ideas and words. And yet, in reality, once the

fires of war were extinguished, nothing more stood in the way of
constructive understanding, in particulat between America and
Europe, which together could help revive the world economy.

Meeting in Brussels in May t971, the Action Committee proposed
that two independent persons be appointed, one by the United States

and the other by the Community, to draw up an inventory of the various

trade and monetary problems. This would give leaders on both sides of
the Atlantic an independent appreciation of the difficulties to be dealt
with and the points on which they needed to concentrate their efforts.
The idea bcgan to take root; but in October the Arab-Israeli conflict
once mote ihrew men's minds into confusion. Between Paris and

Washington there arose an unrealistic polemic which remained on the

surface 
-of 

ttrings. Henry Kissinger seemed for a time to esPouse it;
but before long the statesman in him overruled the histotian. In his
vision of the past, Eutope was a fascinating mosaic; but in his vision of
the future it could only be united. In November ry71 in Paris, he gave

me the Grenville Clark Prize, and in the course of the cercmony he

declared:

'I want to tell you that the men of the present generation who are in

charge of political afiairs regard your vision as well-founded. They

see that it is on the point of being fulfilled as you originally conceived

it. The creation of a united Europe seems imminent. The United States

gives it full support.'
Those words marked the cnd of ten years of poindess doubts and

misunderstandings.
Europeans seemed to be the last to realize how great were these new

proportions and prospects; but if their 6cld of vision was too often
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limited by national horizons, at a distance the Community was revealed
as an entity ever more present in the afiairs of men and the calculations
of States. The most striking testimony, for me, was that of the Chinese

diplomats who came to see me to obtain information on the progress
of European uniry. I could well imagine why they were so interested in
the strengthening of rtrTestern Europe on Russia's other flank; but while
I disagreed with their political analysis, it seemed to me signifcant that
they saw the Community as a factor in the stability of the wodd. !7odd
stabiliry, in their eyes, $/as not adequately guaranteed by the balance of
power berween the United States and the USSR, and they were
uneasy at the slowness with which our separate countries were catching
up with a world on the move. After thousands of years of stability the
Chinese were better equipped than anyone to understand change, and
cettainly better equipped than the Soviets. I was no more adePt at
teading their innermost thoughts than I had been forty years eadier;
but I saw that they had recovered their pride, and I realized that they
were seeking partnets who like themselves were powerful and in-
dependent, and whose ancient civilization was presenting a new face
to the wodd.

The new face of Ewope was reassuring also to the less developed
countries, some of whom were moving directly from having been
colonies to becoming colleagues. For hundreds of millions of people in
a number of continents, the Community was becoming a partner in
freely negotiated agreements. Both at home and in Brussels, the tepre-
sentatives of those countries now met on equal terms with our own;
and the institutionalized telationship between Europe and the African,
Caribbean, and Pacific countries, established fust by Jean-Frangois
Deniau and then by Claude Cheysson, is one of the Community's most
imaginative and selfess achievements. While fifty-five coultries vere
meeting in Lom€ or Brussels to seek theit common interests, our dip-
lomats wete holding pointless debates about a 'European identity'.
Paradoxically, it already existed in the eyes of observers overseas.

What they seek from Europe is not, I think, primarily material aid.
That aid is necessary; but it is only one aspect of the solidarity that needs

to be established berween the Community and all its partners. That
means observing the same rules and seeking to achieve equality. This is
the lesson out Community experience teaches; and it goes far beyond
the confines of the Community itself. People sometimes fotget that it
applies to all human relationships. One day, Ollenhauer told me about
a trip he had lust paid to South-East Asia, and the tragic Poverty he

had seen there. My reaction was to ask him what form of aid our rich
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countries could together supply to those disinherited regions.
'No,' hc said: 'thcy arc not asking for aid. They are asking to be

accepted.'
That dignified man had understood the dignity of all men. Hc had

also understood, profoundly, what the Community was all about.
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THE EUROPEAN COUNCIL QgTz-rg7r)

--

I
To the springs of power

The summit conference of october ry72 had, been full of good inten-
tions, and the objectives it had set fot Europe had been botf, ambitious
and precise. A specific timetable of economii, political, and institutional
steps was to lead to a god which the nine Heads of Sate and Govern_
ment - the new recruits had been full members of the conference _
announced as follows:

The member states of the community, which is the driving force in the
construction- of Europe, have set themselves the major objeitive of trans-
form.ing, before the end of the present decade and with the fullest respect
for the Treaties already signed, the whole complex of the relationi of
member States into a European Union.

The final form of that union was not futher defined, but its content was
described in a long communiqud listing a series of actions in which the
members of our committee could recognize a number of the proposals
they had made under the heading of cconomic and moneary rr.riorr, 

",in the fields of social and technological progress. A European Monctary
Fund was proposed, as we had, ho-ped, as well as a Regional Develop_
ment Fund. These, however, had to be given guaranteed resoorce'r;
and it was mainly for this reason that in May ry71l called a meeting
of the Action committee, to urge on Governments the gradualpoolin!
of exchange reselves and the floating of community loans on trre .rrodi
market. Europe's ability to act would be propottional to the resources
she could raise on the basis of her international credit, which was
g_reater than was generally rcahzed,. In this respect, once again, the
Heads of Government had neglected to delegJte to the coirmunity
the means of achieving the political goals they had set it.
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During the summer of ry75I had a first balance-shect-drawn up to
show hoiv far the summit's Programme had been fulfilled. It was clear

that nothing was moving. In the monetary field, thc disturbances

created by the devaluatiorof the dollar and the tepeated revaluation of
the German mark had sapped the foundations of the future monetary

union. When Italy faced t serious balance-of-payments crisis, it was

America that came to her aid. Many other signs, too, showed that the

Community institutions alone were powerless to perform the tasks

assigned to them, although no one contested their rights. There was.no

ill-will anywhere, but a lack of will-power, suggesting that the institu-
tions had nrn out of steam' The Brussels Commission was con-

scientiously continuing its task of making proposals; but the Council

was not taking decisions on them, and individual countries were

reacting to rece-ssion and inflation with purely national measures. What
would temain of the Nine's new-found solidatity if a more serious

crisis arose ? Monetary ties were lacking; the common market in
agriculture was becoming fragmented; the common enelgy policy, so

olviously and urgently nicessary, was still at the planning stage. And
yet the Cbmmunity was continuing to assert itself as a unit in the wodd:

it *", presenting a united front at the Helsinki Confetence on Security

and Co-operation in Europe, and replying with a single voice to the

appeal of the US President, for whom t97, was to bc 'the year of
Europ"'. In other words, the Comrnunity's tcal internal sffength.no
longelr matched its external image and responsibilities. Its cohesion

must be strengthened without dclay.

Although tfiis difficulty was not ne'ilI, it in no way resembled- those

that we had faced for thc Past tcn years, becausc now wc wcr€ no longer
involved in dogmatic iousting, Thc men in power were all Europcan
by conviction ot persuasion, and this fact secmed to me excePtionally
propitious for taking an initiative, provided that it was Practical and

iia rrot involve any diminution of thcit authority. Authority, indecd,

was at the heart of the problem, and there could be no question of
doing anything but suengthen it. Expericnce in thc Community's

pr"ri',t phase showed that the decision-making machinery was blocked
at the level of the Council of Ministers, whctc evcryone acted as thc
defender of his own national administration. There would have bccn
no point in reproaching them, or begging thcm to take a broader view
of the interesti thcy held in tnrst. Yielding to natural inertia, they camc

to Brussels to plead from dossiets prepared by their civil scrvants; and

the Council, as an institution, was nothing more than a forum for
fragmentary technical debates in which the continued rule of uoanimity
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made decisions unattainable. It was as if the pou/er to decide on
European matters were exclusively national, but without any corre-
sponding national centres for political decision-making. Europe was
sufiering less from the egoism of the States than from their irresponsi-
bility. This was a situation which had to be put right before anything
else.

President Pompidou's sumrnit conference was indeed a response to
that situation, but it had embraced too much too inefectively. As had
soon become clear, the long-term goals that it had set were binding on
everyone in generd and no one in particular. The Heads of State and
Government had agreed to meet again in ryj t - as if the impetus they
had given the Community in October r97z would last for two whole
years. And although the r97z summit had been incomparably more
realistic than some of its predecessors, which had produced only
generalities, it had failed to follow through its own logic, which ought
to have led it to establish a supreme body to steer Europe through the
difficult transition from national to collective sovereignty. I was sure
that mattels could be set on a more solid basis if I appealed to the good
sense of the statesmen who now led the major European countries. I
knew that they would listen to me. because if I acted with total dis-
cretion I should be able to bring each of them the agreement of the
others. To achieve that, my proposal would have to be as simple as my
view of things, and it would have to enhance the power of Europe's
leaders at the same time as that of Europe herself.

In the last few &ys of August rg7 r, I wrote the following &aft:

r. International changes that are crucial for the future of Europe atc
taking place; and the future ofevery European country risks being com-
promised for generations to come, unless those countries face the changcs
with a clear view of the obicctives they share. If Europe does not otga;nizn,
her own unity, decisions affecting her future will be taken by othcrs with-
out her.

That is why the Prcsident of the French Republic, the Chanccllor of the
Federal Republic of Germany, the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom,
the President of the Council of the Italian Republic, the Prime Minister
of Belgium, thc Prime Minister of Denmark, the Prime Minister of
Ireland, the President of Luxembourg, and the Presidcnt ofthe Council of
the Netherlands - thc countries which form thc European Community -
have decided to set up a Provisional European Government.

z. The Provisional Europcan Govcrnment will supervise the fulfil-
ment of the programme which its members agreed on in Paris on Octobct
t9-21, t972,
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As tequired, and after consulting the Presidents of the Council and
Commission of the European Communities, it will draw up instructions
to the Ministers representing the member States in the Council of the
European Communities. It will rcspect absolutely the Treaties akeady
signed.

r0(ithin six months, it will set up a Committee to organize the European
Union, giving it the necessary directives. It will draft a plan for the
European Union which will be submitted for tati.fication by the member
States.

The institutions of the Union will in particular include a European
Government and a European Assembly elected by universal suffrage.

3. The Provisional European Government will meet at least oncc a
quarter.

Its deliberations will be restricted to its members, who will keep them
secret.

The Provisional European Government will have no administrative
staff, It will appoint a Secretary, who will minute only its decisions.

I had no doubt that one of the Heads of State or Government would
agree to take the initiative of proposing this text to his colleagues. But
I wanted to make sure that it would not be the subject of negotiations,
which might narrow its scope. So I had to prepare fot its accepance by
the three men whose simultaneous presence at the head of their Govern-
ments was so fortunate for Europe: Georges Pompidou, elected
President of France in June r969, Willy Brandt, Chancellor of Germany
since October t969, and Edward Heath, Ptime Minister of Britain since

June r97o. They understood each other, and took great account ofeach
other's positions. I also knew that they would listen to me. They were
able to communicate with each other and with me through their very
efficient assistants, all of whom I knewr Michel Jobet, 6rst in
Pompidou's cabinet and then his Minister of Foreign Affairs; Robcrt
Armstrong, Heath's petsonal assistant; and at thc German Chancellery,
Katharina Focke, Minister for Health and the Family, and Wolf-
Dietrich Schilling, both of whom were very close to Brandt, It was
my task to activate this busy network of friends. From the start, I made
it a rule to say the same thing to everyone and to keep everyone in-
formed of everyone else's reactions. That way, there could be no mis-
understandings.

Armstrong was very useful and infuential with Heath. He was a
most exceptional private adviser, and I liked him. tifle agreed to meet
with Heath at Chequers on September fi, 19711, and when I told him in
general terms what the meeting would be about, he reacted immediately.

'Yes,' he said, 'Europe does lack a focus of authority.'
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On Septembcr I I wrote to ITilly Btandt:

I should like very much to come and see you soon. I think that the Com-
munity institutions, as a whole, talk but don't act, and I think we risk
letting ourselves drift into taking no decisions. The whole future of our
countries - as we have often said - depends on the further organization of
E9rop9. The Community's decisions, in so far as it takes 

"ny, 
are most

often determined by the civil services. The supreme political authority of
the Governments is not engaged in the search ior joinl solutions. I believe
that it is possible to right matters, but I need a short talk with you.

!fle arranged to meet on September r9. Befote then, I had to be sure
that Pompidou would agree to the plan for a Provisional European
Government, and f told Jobcrt about it.

'The point is,' I said, 'to place the responsibility for things with the
Heads of Governrnent, since it's they who have the last word. Today,
every individual Minister in the Council negotiates on the basis of
national instructions. In future, those instructions will havc a cornmon
source. But it is quite clcar that there will be no additional transfer of
sovereignty, and that the European institutions will retain their full
existing powers.'

'So far as I'm concerned,' said Jobert, 'I agtee. ft,s a good proposal.
All I ask is that you cut out the parugraph saying: ,,ThJinstitutions of
thc Union will in particular include a European Govetnment and a
European Asscmbly elected by universal suffrage." The Governments
themselves will dccide about that, I'll show the paper to M. pompidou
during our visit to China next week.'

On Sunday Septcmber 16, r971,I had luncheon at Chequers. Heath
was tela:red, in country clothes, and as friendly as ever. The weather
was fine. Armstrong joined us. I said:

'W'e pust give public opinion the feeling that European afiairs are
being decided:-today, people have the impression thadthey,re merely
being discussed.'

'f vcry much agree with you,' said Heath. 'something must be done,
and right away: but what?'

I showed him my draft.
'Good,' he said; 'that's the way. But why make a public statement

about what we'rc going to do? Lct's just do it: that'slnough, and it,s
better.'

'On the contrar/r' I said, 'I think much of the point of this'mcthod
is to gct through to thc public and convince pcople that the Community
is now bcing govcrncd - that decisions are bcing taken.,

tot
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'I'll accept that,' said Heath, 'but not the title "Provisional Govern-
ment". That would get me into great difficulties. "Supreme Council"
would be closer to the facts. On the other hand, a meeting every three
months wouldn't be enough. Why not every month?'

Now it was my turn to express resefvations. If meetings wete too
frequent, they would turn into technical debates: they had to be limited
to general matters of policy. When I left, Heath confirmed that I could
tell Brandt and Pompidou that he agreed with the plan.

On rtrTednesday September 19 I was in Bonn, in the Chancellor's
office with Ftau Focke and Schilling. Brandt is one of the most selfless
statesmen I know, one of the few who are capable of giving something;
he has proved that, and his courage has had its reward in the profound
esteem of his contemporaries, His great, perhaps excessive humanity
made politics hardu for him than for other people. In my experience

he had always been receptive to new ideas, and I felt sure that he would
fall in with a plan which vrould set in motiori fresh developments. He
carefully tead the text that I had put to Heath, and said:

'W'e must move fast. If M. Pompidou takes an initiative on these lines'
I will give it my suppott.'

Two days later, I told Jobert the results of my talks.
'Here's what's happened on our side,'he said. 'I told M. Pompidou

about your proposal, and I gave him the text while we were over
Tibet. I told him: "This is a dtaft which I have had no hand in, but
which seems to me very important. I have been waiting for a quiet
moment to talk to you about it, and nour we have the time." M.
Pompidou read the text without saying anlthing - but an hour later
he called me into his compartment to talk about it. He was obviously
very interested. I can't tell you whether he has reached a conclusion or
not, but personally I think he's hooked.'

I asked if the title 'Provisional European Government' caused any
problem.

'The name doesn't bother him. On the othet hand, he's less keen on
the Committee that you suggest for organizing the EuroPean Union,
and he doesn't think the meetings need be quite so frequent.'

I made no attempt to meet Pompidou, knowing his taste for behind-
the-scenes activity, which his own people wete better at handling than
I was. If thete was any chance of his taking the initiative and proposing
something, it urould have to be in his own time and his own way.
A week later, in a press conference, he did so:

'There will be no genuine European Union until there is a European
policy. And believe me: conttary to what is thought, France is not
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against it. Quite the reverse.
'Quite the reverse; and if, for instance, it were felt that for political

co-operation to develop more rapidly, those in supreme authority
ought to meet alone from time to time, at regular but not too frequent
intervals, then I for my part should be in agreement; and I am prepared,
not to take the initiative, but to talk about it with or.E partners. If
ldre can now achieve a Eutopean policy ais-d-uis all the others, all thfud
parties, then from that moment the way ahead will be clear.'

This was the clearest possible overture on his part; and I wrote to
Heath and Brandt, who were due to meet in London on October 8.
It was now Heath's turn to make a public statement, at the Conservative
Party Congress in Blackpool, on October 13:

'I believe that already some of my colleagues as Heads of Govern-
ment feel the need for us to get together regulady without large saffs
so that we can foindy guide the Community along the path we have
ekerdy set. I would like to see the Heads of Government of the
member countries of the Community meeting together, perhaps twice
Lyeat, as I have said, alone and without large staffs, with the President
of the Commission being present, as he was at the Summit, on matters
which conccrn thc Commission. I would hope that my partners would
rcspond to an initiative of this kind.

'Our puqpose in meeting together would be to lay down the broad
direction of European policy, to keep up the momentum towards grcatef
unity in foreign policy, to help forward the working out of cornrnon
internal policies within the Community, and so to agree upon the
strategic issues facing thc Community as to avoid the damaging con-
trovcrsies which so often appear to the public to dog thc delibcrations
in Brussels.'

Thc plan was well under way. Brandt had just written to Pompidou
indicating his agreement; and Mariano Rumor, the Italian Prime
Minister, had written to me in similar terms. It remained to convincc
thc Beneh:x Governments, and then to settlc on a convoc,ltion pto-
cedure and a date. This last point seemed to me dccisive when I heard
that Nixon was expcctcd in Europc in the early wecks of ry74,end,that
on that account thcre was talk of postponing the meeting of the ninc
Heads of Statc and Government. I thought, on the contrary, that it was
of the highcst importancc that thcy should mcet beforehand, to
rcafirm Europe's solidarity. Nixon was expecting to find European
countrics dividcd: it would change thc atmosphcrc and meaning of his
visit if Europe presented itself, united and strong. I said as much to my
friends at thc Frcnch Foreign Office and the Blysde palace, whcre thc
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idea was welcomed.
'l agree,' said Jobert. 'In that case, we must hold the meeting before

January.'
Events were spurred on by serious developments in the Middle East.

Since Octobet 6, the wodd had been rocked by the Yom Kippur war,
which had put a strain on solidarity everywhere. On October 3r,
Pompidou told the French Cabinet that Europe's silence in this conflict,
which left the United States and the USSR confronting each other
alone, was a sorrce of great danger:

'It seems to me essential,' he said, 'to put to the test the solidarity of
united Europe, and its ability to conttibute to the solution of world
problems. The French Government therefore proposes to its partners
in the political field that we should decide on the principle of regular
meetings, under precise rules, of the Heads of State and Government,
with the aim of comparing and harmonizing their attitude in the frame-
wotk of political co-operation. The frst sub meetitrg sboald bc lteld before

tlte eil of r97j;
This initiative, which at once took practical shape in the form of a

letter to the other eight Governments, was not only a surprise to the
public. It also disconcerted civil-service and diplomatic circles, which
were accustomed to European summits ruled by formality, submerged
by large delegations, and master-minded from beginning to end by the
administration, Their reservations made the French ptoposal seem
venturesome. But a few days later Brandt declared:

'This body, a sort of regular conference of Presidents, without the
burden of an administration, holding intensive discussions of the
internal and extetnal problems that face the union in the making, can
become a well-established and essential step towards political union.'

The agreement was total and profound, because it had been arrived
at among a small number of men who were able to take decisions. The
method that had secured the estabtshment of the Supreme Council
would also ensure that it worked.

Of course, there was some resistance, especially from certain Foreign
Ministers, who were not accustomed to leaving the initiative to the
Heads of their Govetnments. But the Heads of Government realized
that their own authority would be enhanced by this new procedure for
collective decision-making over the v/hole range of their responsibilities.
I found this when I saw Joop den Uyl, the Dutch Prime Minister, on
November r 5. It was only a matter of saving the face of his Foreign
Minister and a few others. I also assured Frangois-Xavier Ortoli, the
President of the Commission, that the Community institutions - which
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would be present at all discussions which concetned subjects in theil
domain - had much to gain from the cstablishment of a decision-

making authodty at the highest level, operating in conformity with the

TreatiJs. He was a cleat-headed and conscientious President, and he

u/as concerned to preserve the authority of the Commission. I told
him:

'You will be freer if you can put forward bold ptoposals which will
not be stifed at birth by the technical Ministers of nine countries, as so

often happens now.'
I addJd that the plan for a Provisional Government had none of the

disadvantages of the Fouchet Plan, which in some ways it appeared to
resemble. It brought together the same men - the Heads of State and

Government; butlt did not involve an elaborate structure designed to
preserve a particular degree of co-operation, a Europe of the States.

All it involved was a method of decision-making; but it was the only one

that could ensure efiective Progress towards European Union. No one,

now, was challenging thc sovereignty of the existing Community
institutions: on the contrary, everything was now organized to
sEengthen their powers, make them work successfully, and develop
thcir potential. The only people who might be disappointed were those

who imagined that their Potential was political, and that one day the

Government of Europe would spring fully armed from the institutions
of the Economic Community.

In fact, the aims of the Community were limitcd to those areas of
European solidarity that were written into the Treaties; and while we
had always believed that these would lead to others and gradually

involve a. 'very broad integration of human activities, I knew that this
process would stop where the fronticrs of political power began' There,
iomething new would have to be invented. The European Economic
Commissi,on, the Council, thc Assembly, and the Court wete admittedly
a prc-fedetal modcl; but thcy were not the institutions,of a political
federation of Europe. That would have to be esablis\ed by a specific

creative act which would require a further delegation of sovereignty.
\$(/e should have to return again to the sPrings of power, first to com-
pletc the economic union which had too long been lacking in vigour,
and thcn to seek thc forms of a closer and deeper union - federal or
confederal, I could not say which. That was the point of the Provisional
Europcan Government, the idea of which was becoming more suh-

stantial as time went on. I was not concerned at the fact that Pompidou,

Heath, and Brandt had not proposed it under that name or in a morc
asrbitious guisc. Whatever the reasons for their caution, the essential
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point was that they had accepted the principle and embarked on the
process. The rest would come later. Gradually, people would come to
see how strong the machinery was. It would be vindicated by its
success and eventually earn its title.

II
The beginnings of a European authority

When an idea answers to the needs of an epoch, it ceases to belong to
those who invented it and becomes more powerful than those who
serve it. If it naturally meets with resistance, and is sometimes delayed
by circumstances, that by no means destroys its chances of success. In
November ry71, everything favouted the idea of the European Council,
and the international crisis itself ptomised to speed it on its way. The
Community was anxious to present a united front to the Americans,
so as to contribute to peace in the Middle East. In response to Pom-
pidou's appeal, the Danish Government invited its European partners
to Copenhagen. Practical decisions were prepared, confirming the
solidatity of the Nine on energy and regional policy, and account was
taken of my oril/n advice. Then, suddenly, when all seemed well,
everything was thrown into turmoil. Future historians will explore the
reasons and see more clearly where the responsibilities lay. IJThat

happened was that, suqprised by the oilproducers'embargo and literally
jostled by their diplomacy, the Heads of State and Government lost
control of theit meeting, which degenerated into a traditional inter-
national conference, swarming with experts. The illusory quest for
particular advantages revealed mote dramatically than evet how weak
our European States were if each was left to its own devices. What
remained of the sentiments expressed a few weeks eadier by the
Comrnunity's supreme leaders ? A vague resolution to meet more
frequendy. But the failure was too spectacular, and certain changes of
attitude were too startling, for what had occurted to be regarded as

more than a passing accident. In such cases, there is nothing to be done
but wait until necessity restores order.

t07aiting does not come naturally to me. I saw the Middle East
conflict on the point of breaking out again; yet the hostility between
Israel and the Arabs seemed to me no more insuperable than that
between France and Germany had been for more than seventy years.
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Franco-German enmity was now a thing of the past; and what had
ended it was neither warfare nor diplomag, but a method which
changed men's attitudes by transforming the very reasons for thcir
rivalry. What divided people could still bring them together, any-
where in the wodd. Who would one day convince the Arabs and the
Israelis that they had great tasks to perform together in the territory
and with the resources for which they were now fighting ? Who urould
be able to begin that process of change ? I did not know; but what we
had achieved in Europe, against all expectations, ought equally to bc
possible wherever men were still thinking in terms of domination and
hoping to settle their dispute by force. I was convinced that the union
of Europe v/as oot only important for the Europeans themselves: it was
valuable as an example for others, and this was a further reason for
bringing it about. Yet now, iust as our goal was in sight, we had oncc
again shown the wodd the sad spectacle of selfishness and disunion.
We had to try to rebuild, with the help of the same men, what had just
come to gfief.

The Heads of Sate and Govetnment were due to hold a further
summit meeting at the end of May. In the meantime, the Action
Committee planned to meet; and with that in mind I drafted a paper:

Times have changed; now we must change our methods, or clse stop
proclaiming somcthing which we fail to achievc. . . . On all importanl
qucstions, whether internal or cxternal, the samc obstaclc arises. Eristing
European practices have provcd inadcquate as a means of cnabling our
countrics to organize themselvcs for collcctive action, whcthcr on mon-
ctary affairs, on energy, or in telations with thc United Statcs,

rJflc must break out of this vicious circlc, in which thc common intcrcsts
of thc Community countries are inadcquatcly served. The cxisting Euro-
pean institutions are not strong cnough today to do it on thcir own. But
with thc support of thosc institutions, Hcads of Governmcnt could do it.

The situation I dcscribed would continue, I knew, so long as the Hcads
of Govcrnment did not becomc an entity capablc of acting collectively;
and there would be no genuine improvemcnt unless thcy agrecd on
procedures to ensure that their decisions were carricd out. Thc paper
which I circulated in March 1974 contained proposals which thcre was
no time to discuss in depth. A series of suddcn events intervcned,
aficcting the Heads of Governmcnt themselves, and iowing the sccds
of uncerainty once more. On March ;, Wilson replaced Heath; on
May r4, Schmidt replaced Brandt. Meanwhile, Pompidou had dicd. By
May 19, when Valdry Giscard d'Esaing was elected President of
Ftance, supreme poule! had changed hands in the three largest
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European countries. Heath and Btandt were my friends. Both wete
men of generous convictions; both had committed themselves totally
to the struggle for Europe. Pompidou had teached the same con-
clusion by the more citcuitous paths of reason and necessity. Together,
they had been on the point of reaching a common view of their
interests and those of Europe; and their next meeting might well have
made up for the failure of the last. But it would not do to draw pro-
found conclusions from mere coincidence, or give way to my personal
disappointment. I refused to see as a portent vzhat was only a chain
of circrrmstances. Fundamentally, nothing had changed, and the realists
who had now taken over would come to the same conclusions in their
turn,

On March 28, Wilson had received me at No ro Downing Street.
He had seemed uncettain, worried by his nationalistic Left wing, and
ready to make many concessions to maintain the unity of his party -
but without going so far as to leave the Common Market. I had
confidence in his ski-ll, and in nothing else.

'We shan't ask for changes in the Treaty of Rome,' he said, 'but only
for some adjustments to the Treaty of Accession.'

'I should advise against even that,' I said. 'It would open the way
to modifying all the Treaties.'

'I shall give Callaghan a free hand,' Wilson said. James Callaghan
was his Foreign Minister.

'Be careful,' I said. 'In this gteat business the tesponsibility for
success or failure will be yours.'

I realized that he would not throw his personal weight into the scale
until the very last moment. I was uneasy, that March, to see the leader-
ship of Europe resting solely on the not very close relations between
Pompidou and Brandt. But within two months, everything had
changed. Giscard and Schmidt, in their new positions, continued the
friendly relationship they had established when they had both been
Ministers of Finance. They had striking points in common: both
belonged to a new generation that was less closely linked with Europe's
unhappy past, and both had earned a reputation as very able admini-
strators. Even their diferences were complementary. Giscard had the
more analytical mind, while Schmidt was the more decisive. Together,
they could renew action by France and Germany which would bring
the others in its train.

In this second half of 1974, Frunce ulas to assume the chairmanship
of the Community Council, and Giscard had pledged himself to taking
some initiatives. On September tg, 

^t 
my request, he teceived me at the
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Elysee palace. There was no doubt that this buoyant man had no fear
of the future, no naffowness of vision. His mind was receptive to
change, and Europe seemed to him a natural part of that process. I
could not iudge whether his ability in action would be on a par with
his remarkable intelligence and the suength of his feelings; but what I
had come to propose to him was a method for collective decision-
making.

'I think that what's lacking more than anphing in Ewopean afrairs,'
I said, 'is authority. Discussion is organized: decision is not. By them-
selves, the existing Cbmmunity institutions are not strong enough.

' With this in mind, iust a yd&r ago, I gave M. Pompidou, Mr Heath, and
Herr Brandt a note. Here it is. It proposes the beginnings of a European
authority. All three were in agreement v/ith it. At M. Jobert's request, I
temoved the following sentence: "The institutions of the Union will in
particular include a European Government and a European Assembly
elected by universal suffrage." I should like to reintroduce it.'

'My intention is to pursue that line,' Giscard answered; 'and I am in
favour of regular meetings of Heads of Sate and Government - a real
European Council. I also believed that we must set a date for European
elections by universal suffrage. And one day we must give up the rule
of unanimity so that decisions can be taken by qualified majority vote.'

We agreed that I should telephone him again when I had seen Helmut
Schmidt.

During an hour's conversation with the French President I had
encountered no refusals and no evasions; and on coming out of the
the Elys6e palace I was able to say that he seemed to me to be on tlle
right road. But I made no bones about how hard the going would be:

'Europe wili be in difficulties for a very long time. Besides, it's a
fundamental error to think that one can make progress without
di.fficulties.'

'\X/hat has to be done?' the newspapermen asked.
'Continue, continue, continue . . .' I answered; and they seemed

satisfied with that reply because they knew very well that it had been
my watchword for rwenty-five years. Through all the crises and vicissi-
tudes in its history, tl-re unffication of Eutope had continued iresistibly
along the path that we had taken. For my part, I continued my
essential quest, which was for a common authority capable of turning
into decisions the will to live together which the vast majority of
Europeans were at that very moment expressing in the public opinioa
polls.

On October 16 I was in Bonn, in the Chancellor's office. I fouad
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Schmidt remarkably determined; and although I was familiar with his
vigorous spirit, I was surprised at how willing he was to keep in step
with Giscard.

'I shall back his initiative with all my power,' he said.
'A joint Franco-German initiative,' I said, 'would be better than a

Ftench initiative backed by Germany.'
'You're right,'he answered. 'The essential thing is that there should

be no more separate national actions, but only European action.'
An opportunity fot this was energy policy, which was dividiog the

Nine and isolating Ftance. But, as I found on returning to Paris, the
defensive positions adopted at the beginning of the year were still
blocking the Government's strategy. Regional policy would be a more
hopeful area in which to show the practical solidarity that Europe so
badly needed. On this point, Schmidt intimated that he was prepared to
go ahead: he was anxious to persuade the British to stay in the
Community.

'But they'll have to be willing to make it a reality,' he said. 'I'll talk
to lWilson about it soon.'

They met in London; and after that it became clear that \Wilson had
made up his mind and committed himself to Europe.

lWith Schmidt's consent, I gave Giscard a full account of our
conversation, just as I reported to him the reactions I had had in
Brussels from the Belgian Prime Minister Leo Tindemans, a man of
wisdom and great goodwill. So now everything was clear, and the
threads that had seemed to be broken in the spring of ry74 were once
more drawing tight. Once more, the Community had a driving-force
which would lead it to the stage of a European Government and a
Parliament elected by all its citizens. That driving-force was formally
established on December ro, when Giscard brought the meeting of the
Nine to a close vzith the words:

'The Summit is dead. Long live the European Council.'
I summed up the conclusions of that meeting in a letter to thc

members of the Action Committee: I

The Heads of Government have demonstrated their ability to achieve
agreement. They have decided to meet at regular intervals and at least
three times a year.

When thc Heads of Government debate Community affairs, they will
sit as the Council and will apply the terms of the Treaties of Romc and
Paris, particularly with regard to the role of thc Commission. Our Com-
mittcc proposed this in its resolutions ofJune 26, 1962, June r, t964,rnd
December r5-t6, 1969,
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,,, "..o,.,,,.JIn; r:",:;,f:;::'lnsc, the Heads or
Government also agreedl

- that unanimity need no longer be required for every Council decision;
- to move towards an Assembly elected by universal suftage from 1978

onward. . . . Our Committee called for this in particular in its reso-
lutions of June r, ry64, May 81, 1965, December r5-16, 1969,and
again on February 2r-24, t971.

The Belgian Premiet, M. Tindemans, was given the task of submitting
a progress report on European Union to the Heads of Governmeat before
the end of ry75.

These tesults could not but give satisfaction to the members of the
Committee, who had so long used their poltical influence to irduce
Governments, Members of Parliament, and the European institutions
to take the decisions that were essential to create, operate, and develop
the Community. Now, the European institutions were in charge of
immense sectors of activity, over which they exercised the share of
sovereignty that had been delegated to them. But if they v/ere to work
efectively, the Governments had to have the same European will and
be prepared, acting together as a collective authority, to transfer the
additional soveteignty required to achieve a true European Unioo.
The creation of the European Council supplied the means for reaching
that essential decision. A major step had been taken. Should the Action
Committee not adapt to this new situation ? That was the question I
now asked.

III
The roots of the European Community

At the beginning of ry75 I made preparations to go and consult the
members of the Action Committee. They had placed their trust in me
for twenty years. Now I wanted to study with them in what way we
could most usefully help in the building of Europe. At a time when
Governments had been unable, or as yet unwilligg, to esablish a
European authority, the Committee had become a sort of politicd
autl'rority itself. u7as it still as apptopriate ? ttrTould it be as effective, now
that those who held the supreme power of decision in each State had
decided to take the Community's futue into their own hands, together ?

These men, meeting at regular intervals in a Supreme Council, had
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powerful means of information, and machinery for making proposals,
in the shape of the Eutopean institutions. Our Committee, which had
helped to establish and stimulate that machinery, now seemed to me
less indispensable and less well-equipped for a task which the Treaties,
after all, had entrusted to the Community's institutions and Govern-
ments. The Committee could certainly still perform some services, but
its ambitions today would be limited by the very fact that its original
aims had so largely been fulfilled.

'When we speak of infuence waning, this is very often because it has
succeeded, and its original force has been transmitted to the object of
its pressure. In this way, the Committee had transferred most of its
original energy to the living organism of the Community. The main
political or technical proposals that it had stubbornly championed in
parliamentary and governmental circles were now, as has been seen,
being put into practice. How effective would our patient initiatives be
in future by comparison with the rapid and binding procedures which
regular and frequent Councils of Heads of State and Government were
likely to set in motion? And if those procedures were themselves to
prove powedess to advance matters, what hope would there be for our
indirect political pressure ? Indeed, the European Council, by vittue of
the fact that it was the supreme authority, involved risks on a par with
its opportunities. We could not dictate what it should do. We should
have to leave it to assume its full tesponsibilities, and meanwhile take
it on trust.

These were the conclusions which I wanted to discuss vith my
friends on the Action Committee, and I made preparations to see each

of them in his own capital city during the month of March ry71. The
more I thought about it, the more obvious it seemed to me that the
Committee could no longer continue as before; and I began to wonder
whether it might not be better to dissolve it altogether, rather than Put
it into cold storage for a while. Everything has its own rhythm, and if
we left too long an interval between tJre meetings that maintained the
bonds between us, we might dsk disintegrating a team held together
by its own collective momentum. It could be a mistake, I thought,
to maintain that momentum by sheer habit, without being permanently
and profoundly convinced of its necessity. If we were to face fresh
crises like those which had made the Committee necessary, there would
still be time to form a new political force. In fact, no two things arc
ever exactly similar, and that was why I refused to sPeculate now
about what new system might be needed to deal with future situations
which were still no more than hlpothetical. In Match ,91i, the re l
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situation seemed to me to be this: that nothing could rival the power
of decision of nine Heads of Sate and Government meeting regulady
around the same table with the President of the European Commission
to try to solve problems that were stated in terms of the common
interest. If they failed once, or several times at a stretch, that would be
no surprise: no venture as ambitious as this can avoid facing very
great difficulties. But if they were unable to muster the strength to
succeed - then, we should have to seek new ways of reaching collective
decisions.

Personal circumstances removed my remaining doubts. At the end
of February, I fell seriously ill; and when after some weeks I began to
be convalescent, my doctors advised me against making my proposed
trips for a long time to come. So I sent Kohnstamm and Van Helmont
to see the oldest members of the Committee on my behalf, to tell them
that I had decided to retire, and to consult them about the future ofthe
body that we had together established and run. All of them, from
Brandt to Heath and Rumor, from Pleven to Malagodi and Tindemans,
agreed that one chapter of out work was closed, and that my retirement
should mark the end of the Committee in which I had brought them
together. None of them showed any bitterness about a decision which
reason had dictated and which my health would not let me avoid. But
they all expressed the hope that the much valued personal relations
which they had established over so many years would be maintained.
Kohnstamm naturally remained at the centre of this gteat network of
friendship, and he has wotked ever since to see that it endures,

On April tJ, r97J,I wrote to the members of the Committee to
confirm what we had agreed on. I published the letter, in which I
explained:

I would like to take some time for refection and rest and I am ia the pro-
cess of writing a book, which I hope will help to explain what :re have
achieved - the philosophy behind the idea which has been ours all along -
and the profound reasons which have pcrsuaded our countries to unite. I
intend to cease my activities as President of the Committee on May 9, the
twenty-fifth anniversary of the proposals for setting up thc High Authority
and pooling our coal and steel resources.

That anniversary was celebrated with some solemnity by two Heads of
Sate, ValCry Giscard d'Estaing and Walter Scheel, in the presence of
the Heads of Government, irl the Salon de l'Hodoge at the Quai
d'Orsay where Robert Schuman had made the Declaration calling for
the reconciliation of France and Germany and the union of Europe. To
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find myself among those assembled in the same room where a venture
had been launched to which I had devoted my energies for a quarter of a
century, accompanied as on that first day by Silvia and the same col-
leagues, still as loyal as ever, seemed to me a natural end to one phase

of my life. I am not superstitious about dates or commemotative
ceremoniesl but I saw in that twenty-five-year cycle a true measrue of
the effort involved, and a significant reminder that for Europe it was
still Spring.

But I did not leave the Salon de l'Hodoge to withdraw into con-
templative retirement. Another form of action was awaiting me, if I was
still there and strong enough: this book. It had been my intention for
many years; but it would only be completed, I knew, if I devoted myself
to it and nothing else. There are no limits, except those of physical
endurance, to the attention which must be paid to the work in hand if
it is to succeed. No one should be sulprised, or complain, at having
failed in ventures carried on concurrently, with only partial care devoted
to any one of them. I have never done well at anything to which I
have given divided attention; but I admit that it is not easy to tackle
only one thing, or rather only one thing at a time. Politics, in particular,
does not lend itself to such an approach; so I have not lent myself to
politics. To write a book requires total concentration, and I knew that it
would be quite a diflerent matter from writing notes in the midst of
action. To tell the truth, I only began thinking about it very recendy,
because chances to intervene in European affairs were not lacking, and
I could not help reacting every day to critical situations or favourable
opportunities. I had neither time nor inclination to keep a diary which
would later have supplied material for these Memoirr. To live and at the
same time watch myself living was something I could not do.

I have not changed, either; and when I made up my mind to describe

the events in vhich I have played 
^ 

p^rt, it was not for the pleasure

of reliving the past or to add to the history libraries. It v/as to try to
explain to my future readers the profound necessity for the unification
of Europe, which continues unceasingly, however difficult it is. ![hen
one has accumulated a cefiait experience of action, to try to hand it on
to others is also a form of action; and one day the time comes when the

best thing one c:rn do is teach others what seems to be right. There is

only one way of building Europe at any given time. !7e are still in the
phase of the European Community, of the delegation of sovereignty to
cofirmon institutions: this is the only way to ensure independence and

progress for our peoples and peace in this part of the wodd. That was
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what I wanted to say, in a book for which I needed all my time and all
my strength.

The members of the Action Committee understood that if I was
retiring it was not out of discouragement: quite the reverse. In my
letter to them I said:

Ours has been the rare privilege of having directly participated in the
rcalization of what at the outset was no more than an idea, but is now
becoming a living reality - the union of the countries of Europe. After
tventy years of eflective action, alongside the Community institutions, to
bring together the peoples of Europe in freedom, the Committee will be
wound up on May 9, r97 j.

It was as we had agreed. The members of the Committee all wrote me
letters full of feeling, reaffirming with remarkable strength of con-
viction the ideas that had inspired our work. And although those ideas
are bound up with memories of the past, they are still as relevant as
ever. There is not one of them that cannot serve to guide us in the
future.

![hen I returned to my country home at Houjarray on the evening of
M^y 9, r97;, freed from all outside responsibilities for the first time for
many years, there lying on my table was the first sketch-plan of this
book, a new and exacting task for which I was very little prepared.
Now that it is neady ended, dare I say without causing amusement,
after so many pages written in the first person, that I dislike talking
about myself ? If I have told of my experience, it is because that is what
I know best, and because it may be useful to others. I might have
written a series of practical maxims; but I distrust general ideas, and
I never let them lead me fat away from practical things. I have described
the dramatic events I have lived through and the lessons I have learned
from them, in the hope of preventing their happening again. My
purpose is very ptactical. Some may call it a philosophy, if they prefer:
but the essential point is to make it useful beyond the experience of
one individual; and because the most efiective way was to tell that
individual's story, I have bo'wed to the rules, which were new to me,
and told the story from my own point of view.

A very wise man whom I knew in the United Sates, Dwight
Morrow, used to say: 'There are two kinds of people. - those who want
to be somcone, and those who want to do sonethitg.' I have seen the truth
of that saying verified over and over again. The main concern of many
very remarkable people is to cut a figure and play a tole. They are
useful to society, where images are very important and the affirmation
of character is essential to the administration of affairs. But, in general,
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it is the other kind of people who get things moving - those who spend
their time looking for places and opportunities to influence the course
of events. The places are not always the most obvious ones, nor do the
opportunities occur when many people expect them. Anyone who wants
to find them has to forsake the limelight.

My friend Dwight Morrow put me in this second category of people;
and it is true that I never remember saying to myself: 'I'm going to be
someone.' But nor do I temember thinking: 'I'm going to do some-
thing.'What I have done, or helped to do, and what I have described in
this book, has always been the product of circumstances as they arose.

There has been no lack of such opportunities, and I have always been
ready to seize them. It is perhaps this faculty, or this availability, that
is the most important for action. Life is prodigal of opportunities to
act, but one has to be prepared, by long reflection, to recognize them
and exploit them when they occur. Life is made up of nothing but
events: what matters is to use them for a given Pu{Pose. Mine was

collective action. And the aim of this book is to show the way and the
means to younger people who want to make their own lives useful to
others.

As I write these pages, Silvia is finishing a picture in the large living-
room where she has put uP her easel. She likes the light in this room,
which looks out on the garden. But the fowers she paints ate not
from Houjarray, but from all the gardens we have had in various Parts
of the world. In this picture they are tall white flowers that recall
China and our house in Shanghai. Tomorrow, I know, she is going to
work on a landscape from the Ile de R6, which I had thought was
finished. In fact, there was something missing. What, I could not say,

but now she sees it cleady. Nothing is ever really completed; it takes

talent to know at what point further effort will spoil the result. Silvia
asks me my opinion of her picture; then I read her a few pages of this
book to see what she thinks. I(e each take account of what the other
says; but in the last tesort the choice of when to stoP is a matter of
instinct. How many times my colleagues, inuted to ceaseless changes in
a text, have heard me say suddenly: 'That's it: we're there. Don't let's
go any further, or we'll spoil the whole thing.' To decide is difficult:
one must seize the moment. Yesterday, I wanted Silvia to add a touch
to her portrait of a young woman vze had met in China forty years ago.
I was wrong: incompleteness is part of nature, and it needs gre t art,
or great wisdom, to know when to lay down the brush, or bring to an

end any form of action. We should always avoid perfectionism.
A year has gone by now since I came back to this house, with its
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thatched roof and blue shutters, and its large garden stretching out
toward the rolling countryside of the Ile de France. I seldom leave it:
those who want to see me have to come here, They talk to me about
their worries. I understand their concern; but they have to rcaltze that
the building of Europe is a great transformation, which will take a very
long time. They are naturally impatient for the success of what they have
to do; but nothing would be more dangerous than to regard di.fficulties
as failures. Perhaps they think that in my country retreat I am losing
touch with current events and becoming too detached. They remembet
my former calls for urgent action. True enough, action is always urgent,
and I am glad that those responsible for it are aware of the fact. But
they must also be aware of the essential virtue of perseverance, which
is the only way to overcome obstacles.

The obstacles will undoubtedly grow in number as we &aw closer
to our goal. In the building of Europe, as in all great ventures, rnen
push the obstacles befote them, and leave them to their successors. I
am not troubled by the fact that there are still so many obstacles on the
road ahead. We have overcome many others that were just as great.
In this respect, nothing has changed; nor will it. The only difierence is
that something has begun, something which can no longer be stopped.
Twenty-five years ago, the urge to have done with our violent past left
us no choice but to advance towards a cofi)mon goal. \'Vhat was decided
on then is still just as vital; and now it is part of the everyday rcabty
of our lives.

I walk in the garden with my visitors. I go down towards the cottage
at the foot of the meadow, where Marianne and my son-in-law G6rard
Lieberherr spend their weekends. Their children - Jean-Gabtiel,
Catherine, Jean-Marc, and Marie - run on ahead, Now I have time to
be with them, and get to knov/ them individually as they grow up. I
press on into the paths round Bazoches, where I meet my neighbour
Pierre Viansson-Pontd. 'Good morning, Monsieur Monnet,' he says;

and under that title I find in Le Monde some echoes of our conversation,
filtered by his delicate art. The seasons go by: I had never noticed their
passing before - I was too much distracted by activities in town. Spring
comes round once more. Someone says to me: 'There will be no Spring
for Europe in this year of grace 1976.' Perhaps; but we should look
beyond the calendar, for stages, not time-limits: we should keep on
course, and not worry too much, now, about deadlines. There is
nothing talismanic about this or that month in ry76 or 1978; about
dates, I make no u/agers. But I am certain that the passing seasons will
lead us inevitably towards greater unity; and if we fail to organize it for
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ourselves, democratically, it will bc thrust upon us by blind fotce.
There is no place any more for separate action by our ancient sovereign
nations. We have long since passed the crossroads where we had a
choice ofways ahead. Since r9ro, we have been engaged in the process
of unification by our own free will, and no one has been willing or
able to feverse it. If there are arguments, they are about means, not
ends; and arguments are essential to progress.

I have L.own this garden for thirty years, and have come back to it
almost every night - except when I was in Luxembourg, where I had
another garden, at Btichethof. For me, it has no bounds: the world
belongs to walkers. In the morning, as I have said, I make for the
nearby woods, where I know every faintest path. Some of them are
endless. It is essential for the spirit to start the day in the open air. In
London, I had St James's Park outside my door. In l7ashington, the
houses on Foxhall Road were in the woods, and there were no fences
between the yards. I can claim no specialized knowledge of trees or
birds: they are simply the background to my thoughts, my form of
poetry. Andr6 Horr6 used to explain the things of Nature to me. He
had started life in the mines of the north, and had then become a butler
to follow his wife Am61ie, who was a fine cook. $7hen we settled in our
Houjarray house, which I bought in 1945, he became a gardener. In
London and \07ashington he had worked only indoors; there had been
neither room nor need to grow vegetables. In France, at the end ofthe
war, it became a duty, and he accepted it. The spirit of his ancestors
revived his love of the soil. While Am6lie, with masterly intelligence,
looked after the house, Andr6 let his imagination roam as he laboured
in the kitchen garden or among the fowers. They were a noble and
devoted couple. They went with us to Luxembourg, and helped us
settle in; then, they retired to the north. Their only son, a gifted boy,
joined the staff of the High Authority. lffhen he died in an accident in
r9y 3,, his parents' silent and dignified grief was heanbreaking.

In the coutse of their lives with us in various countries, Andr6 and
Amdlie had met many well-known people, who paid close attention to
their simple good sense. I can still see Andrd in his kitchen garden,
talking with l7alter Lippmann in 1948, shortly before the US
Presidential election.

'1J7ho do you think will win, Dewey or Truman?' asked Lippmann.
Like most observers, he was sure it would be Dewey. Andrd went on
digging, and said:

'Well, obviously, Truman.'
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'Why?' asked Lippmann in surprise. An&6 suaightened up and
said:

'Look - it's as simple as my trees. Roosevelt was elected three times.
Three times the Democrats have won: that gives them deep roots.
They won't be pulled up in one go.'

The roots of the Community are strong now, and deep in the soil of
Europe. They have survived some hard seasons, and can survive more.
On the surface, appearances change. In a quarter-century, naturally,
new generations arise, with new ambitions; images of the past dis-
appear; the balance of the wotld is altered. Yet amid this changing
scenery the European idea goes on; and no one seeing it, and seeing
how stable the Community institutions are, can doubt that this is a deep
and powerful movement on an historic scale. Can it really be suggested
that the wellsprings of that movement are exhausted, or that other
rival fotces are taking their place? I see no sign of any such rival
forces. On the contrary, I see the same necessity acting on our countries
- sometimes bringing them together for their mutual benefit, some-
times dividing them to the detriment of all. The moral is clear, and it
cannot be gainsaid. It has taken root in our peoples' consciousness, but
it is slow to act on their will: it has to overcome the inertia that hinders
movement and the habits that resist change. We have to reckon with
time.

Where this necessity will lead, and toward what kind of Europe, I
camot say. It is impossible to foresee today the decisions that could
be taken in a new context tomorrov/. The essential thing is to hold fast
to the few fired principles that have guided us since the beginning:
gradually to create among Europeans the broadest cornmon interest,
served by common democratic institutions to which the necessary
sovereignty has been delegated. This is the dynamic that has never
ceased to operate, removing prejudice, doing away with frontiers,
enlarging to continental scale, within a few years, the process that
took centuries to form our ancient nations. I have never doubted that
one day this process will lead us to the United States of Europe; but I
see no point in trying to imagine today what political form it will take.
The words about which people argue - federation or confederation - are
inadequate and imprecise. Ifhat we are preparing, through the work of
the Community, is probably without precedent. The Community itself
is founded on institutions, and they need strengthening; but the true
political authodty which the democracies of Europe will one day
establish still has to be conceived and built.
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Some people refuse to undertake anything if they have no guarantee
that things will work out as they planned. Such people condemn them-
selves to immobility. Today, no one can say what form Europe will
assume tomorrow, for the changes born of change are unpredictable.
'Tomorrow is another day,' my father used to say, with a zest which my
mother, in her wisdom, did her best to calm. 'SufHcient unto the day
is the evil thereof,' she would reply. They were both right. Day-to-day
eflort is needed to make one's way forward: but what matters is to
have an objective clear enough always to be kept in sight. People who
came to see me in Luxembourg v/ere intrigued to see on my desk the
photograph of a strange nft.ltwas the Kor-Tiki, whose adventure had

thrilled the whole world, and which for me was a symbol of our own.
'Those young men,' I explained to my visitors, 'chose their course,

and then they set out. They knew that they could not turn back.
Ifhatever the difficulties, they had only one option - to go on. We
too are heading for our objective, the United States of Europe; and
for us too there is no going back.'

But time is passing, and Europe is moving only slowly on the course

to which she is so deeply committed. . . . !7e cannot stop, when the
whole wodd around us is on the move. Have I said clearly enough that
the Community we have created is not an end in itself? It is a process
of change, continuing that same process which in an earliet period of
history produced our national forms of life. Like our ptovinces in the
past, our nations today must learn to live together under common rules
and institutions freely arrived at. The sovereign nations of the past
can no longer solve the problems of the ptesent: they cannot ensure
their own progress or control their own future. And the Community
itself is only a stage on the way to the organized wodd of tomorrow.
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APPENDIX

RESOLUTION BY THE HEADS OF STATE AND
GOVERNMENT IN LUXEMBOURG, APRIL r AND z, 1976,

MEETING AS THE EUROPEAN COUNCIL

Communiry Europe, which has been in existence for more than
twenty-five years, is akeady, despite its imperfections and lactrfiae, a.

remarkable achievement. Meanwhile, hopes of a deeper European
Union are beginning to take shape.

The positive balance-sheet that can be drawn up at the end of this
first stage, and on the eve of progress towards political unification, is
something we ou/e in large measure to the boldness and breadth of
vision of a handful of men. Among them, Jean Monnet has played a
leading role, whether as inspirer of the Schuman Plan, fust President of
the High Authority, or founder of the Action Committee for the United
States of Europe. In these various capacities, Jean Monnet has tesolutely
attacked the forces of inertia in Europe's political and economic
structure, with the aim of establishing a new type of relationship
between States, making apparent their de facto solidarity and giving it
institutional form.

As a realist, Monnet took economic interests as his starting-point,
but without abandoning his vision of achieving a broader under-
standing among the men and nations of Europe which would extend
into all fields. Sometimes, this obiective may have been lost to view
amid the vicissitudes of the unification of Europe. Nevertheless, that
objective has never been disavowed. Now, more than ever, it should
serve as a guide, enabling us to rise above our task of daily admini-
stration and give it its true and substantial meaning.

Jean Monnet recendy rethed from public life. He has devoted the
best of his ability to the European cause. It is only fitting that Europe
should pay him a particular tribute of gratitude and admiration.

That is why the Heads of State and Government of the Community,
meeting in Luxembourg as the European Council, have decided to
confer on him the tide of Honorary Citizen of Europe.
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